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FOREWORD

Dennis E. Showalter

Professor ofHistory, Colorado College

Frederick the Great was not a particularly nice human being. He
was a misanthrope and a misogynist, a cynic and a manipulator.

He transcended his times neither as soldier, nor as statesman, nor

as reformer. Nevertheless, by establishing Prussia as a great power, by

presenting that power in military terms, and by establishing the state as

a matrix with its ruler at the center, Frederick left an enduring legacy.

Robert Asprey's biography reveals the taproots of the modern era.

There is a Frederick for every taste. Some accounts stress the dreamy

child and aesthetic adolescent, whose adult life was an attempt to com-

pensate for brutalization by an insensitive father. Others focus on the

stern but benevolent "Old Fritz," guardian of his subjects and his state,

who became an enduring symbol of virtue for Prussia and Germany

alike. Frederick has been depicted as a master of war and a maker of

peace, an enlightened despot and a protodictator, a king ruling by law

and an autocrat governing by whim. Small wonder that the best

German-language study of Frederick bears the subtitle "A Kingdom of

Contradictions."

Gustavus Adolphus and Peter the Great looked like kings. Frederick

of Prussia was short and scrawny, and aged quickly and unattractively.

His unprepossessing personal appearance was further diminished by his

indifference to dress. In peace or war, he donned the same blue coat day

after day, until the stains from the snuff he habitually used overcame his

valet. Gustavus wielded a sword in the forefront of battle. Peter worked

in a shipyard as a young man, and for most of his life he enjoyed work-

ing wood and hammering iron. Frederick ofPrussia abandoned the fields

of MoUwitz and Lobositz under circumstances inviting charges of cow-
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ardice. He responded to defeat in the Seven Years' War with bouts of

depression and threats of suicide. And if he ever performed any manual

labor, it was by mistake. Gustavus never forgot those who served him

well. Peter felt not mere loyalty but genuine and lasting friendship for his

close advisers. Frederick carried grudges against entire regiments for

decades, and so closely monitored his generals that none of them could

be trusted to perform effectively when not under the king's eye.

Frederick the Great? A title perhaps unmerited by the standards of

his predecessors. Yet Frederick of Prussia was a central figure in war-

making, administration, economic development, and legal codification.

His musical compositions are available on CD—an achievement shared

by no other Western ruler! He was at once Frederick the general,

Frederick the statesman, Frederick the economist, Frederick the intellec-

tual; each characterization is incomplete. Frederick did not see himself as

playing a variety of roles on different stages before different audiences.

More reflective and introspective than either Peter or Gustavus,

Frederick developed and sustained a self-image as the supremely rational

actor of Enlightenment imagery, a roi-connetable, contributing uniquely

to the development of his state and the pattern of history. Consistency in

external perceptions of him, consistency in his own behavior, mattered

little to this supremely inner-centered man.

Frederick left a far more comprehensive and elaborate written record

than either Peter or Gustavus. That record in turn structures Robert

Asprey's approach to this biography. He follows a narrative format that

allows Frederick's words, as well as his deeds, to speak for him as much

as possible. The result is a dramatic, anecdotal account that may not

resolve the "kingdom of contradictions" in Frederick's life, but succeeds

admirably in establishing Prussia's king as a "magnificent enigma."

The stage on which Frederick made his debut was a shabby one. The

kingdom he inherited in 1740 was spread in fragments from the Rhine

to the Memel Rivers, an inviting target in an international system where

the balance of power did not exclude occasionally dismantling lesser par-

ticipants. Frederick's predecessors had compensated for geostrategic

weakness by creating a disproportionally large army as a deterrent to

prospective predators. That policy required the mobilizing of Prussia's

limited economic and administrative resources under a strong centralized

government whose smooth functioning would have been the envy of

Gustavus or Peter in their respective days as heir apparent. Frederick's

position was ambiguous. His father, Frederick William I, regarded the

young Frederick's interest in music and literature as effeminate, and

Frederick himself as a weakling. The relationship involved constant bru-

talization on one side, deliberately provocative behavior on the other.

When in 1730 the eighteen-year-old Frederick sought to flee the coun-

try, Frederick William was perfectly ready to sentence him to death as a
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deserter, and forced him to watch the execution of his closest friend for

complicity in the attempt.

Not surprisingly, Frederick grew into a confirmed misanthrope,

whose ill treatment of his close associates was too consistent to be casu-

al, or that he became a misogynist whose marriage—arranged by his

father—did not merit even the polite description of "in name only." Yet,

at the court-martial that might have put him before a firing squad, he

revealed a previously hidden side of his character. Frederick impressed

both the judges and the king by his forthright willingness to accept

responsibility for his actions. He swore renewed allegiance, and until he

succeeded to the throne behaved as a model prince, applying himself

assiduously to the study of military and administrative matters, embark-

ing as well on a comprehensive reading program to compensate for his

lack of practical instruction in the craft of monarchy.

Asprey calls Frederick "the actor" during this phase of his life, and

there is much evidence to support the label. As Asprey also demon-

strates, however, Frederick did not assume a mantle of gravitas merely as

a cloak. Instead he accepted his position and resolved to develop its pos-

sibilities. This was an act of reason and will in the best traditions of the

Enlightenment that Frederick so admired. It shaped as well his behavior

when in May 1740, at the age of twenty-eight, he assumed the throne on

his father's unexpected death. In December Frederick sent his army

across the border into the neighboring Austrian province of Silesia.

In later years Frederick said he decided on this military action as an

ambitious youth searching for glory. Asprey shows that the young king's

decision was also based on calculation. The death in October of Austrian

emperor Charles VI left the throne to his daughter, Maria Theresa.

Frederick believed—accurately—that no matter what Prussia did, the

young and inexperienced empress would be challenged on all her fron-

tiers by all her neighbors despite solemn treaties guaranteeing her inher-

itance. In that situation Prussia must become either hammer or anvil. To

stand aside was to invite the fate of the weak: ravaged by all, respected by

none.

Frederick was by no means acting only from abstract theoretical

considerations. In a certain sense as well he was the heir of both

Gustavus Adolphus and Peter the Great. On the one hand, the rise of

Russia, and its increasing interest in European affairs under Peter and

his successors, posed a new and dangerous threat, one that could not be

matched indefinitely by even a strong medium-sized power. On the

other hand, the fate of Sweden could not be ignored. That midsize

nation had fought itself to impotence trying to match the strength of its

gigantic neighbor. Prussia's domestic organization owed much to

Swedish models; the risks of a similar overstretch were prominent in

Frederick's views on state policy.
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His response was to seek war—but war of a particular kind. Prussia

had 81,000 men under arms. Its strategic doctrine and its mobilization

systems emphasized rapid deployment when making war. In an era when
battles were decided by firepower and discipline, Prussian infantry was

the best drilled in Europe, able to deliver more rounds per minute than

any of its counterparts. Frederick considered his army an ideal instru-

ment for a state strategy of waging total war for limited objectives—in

other words, winning victories decisive enough to convince an adversary

to conclude peace, then negotiating terms moderate enough to diminish

second thoughts about reversing the first conflict's outcome. The
Prussian army occupied Silesia, defeated the Austrians soundly in a series

of major engagements, and established itself from Mollwitz in 1741 to

Hohenfriedberg in 1745 as the master of central Europe's battlefields.

Maria Theresa, however, failed to perform as expected. Asprey highlights

Frederick's baffled frustration when instead of behaving as a rational

actor and conceding defeat, Austria's empress kept the field against

Prussia and an increasing list of other enemies, stubbornly refusing con-

cessions on both principled and pragmatic grounds. The treaty of 1745

by which she recognized Prussian sovereignty over Silesia was by no

means the kind of definitive political agreement Frederick regarded as a

natural consequence of his military victories. It seemed far more like a

temporary cease-fire.

Between 1745 and 1756, Frederick worked to strengthen the mili-

tary, economic, and moral frameworks of his kingdom, both in prepara-

tion for another round of war and in hopes of preventing one. In both

contexts he became even more committed to creating a front-loaded mil-

itary system that would be at peak effectiveness on the outbreak of hos-

tilities. Experience had taught him no plan survived contact with an

enemy. For that reason, Frederick believed, first contacts must be deci-

sive ones. Less of an innovator than Gustavus or Peter, Frederick instead

worked to refine the means at hand. The best example is his famous

oblique order: with one flank of the army weighed heavily and echeloned

forward, it was intended to take an enemy by tactical surprise and gain

decisive local superiority against a vulnerable point before he could react.

Its success depended not on brilliance but on precision: rapid deploy-

ment and quick movement in perfect order. Precision in turn depended

on training. Under the constant supervision of a monarch who never

seemed to tire, Prussian battalions were able to change from march

columns into battle lines so quickly that the process seemed almost mag-

ical. Prussian squadrons could strike harder, rally faster, and appear more

quickly elsewhere on the battlefield than any horsemen in Europe. And
if artillery lagged a bit behind the other combat arms, the proportion of

cannon to muskets in the Prussian army eventually increased to six guns

for every one thousand men—a ratio not equaled until 1914.
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Military development fostered economic growth. The army was a

customer as well as a consumer. Food, forage, cloth, vehicles, metal prod-

ucts—the army needed everything, and in larger quantities than any

other potential buyer. Its purchasing agents were a welcome source of

steady income to landowners, craftsmen, and manufacturers alike. Army
contracts helped Silesia's linen industry reach a take-off point, making it

as important to Prussia's economy as the mines of the New World had

been for Spain. Military spending turned the wheels in Berlin's emerg-

ing factories. Economic development was also a major means of fulfill-

ing a developing, albeit unwritten, Prussian social contract that involved

the exchange of service and loyalty for security and prosperity.

That contract had another dimension as well. On assuming the

throne, Frederick had deliberately eschewed both representation and

heroism—a sharp contrast to both Gustavus Adolphus and Peter the

Great. Instead he sought to develop what amounted to a depersonalized

monarchy, in which the idea of the king was more important than the

king's persona. Law and regulation, not charisma and whim, were to

shape state behavior. When Frederick described himself as the field mar-

shal and prime minister of the king of Prussia, he was not speaking for

effect. As Asprey shows, Frederick repeatedly ordered that should he be

captured in war, no effort must be made to ransom him.

This concept of depersonalized and undramatic service was highly

compatible with the contemporary religious impulse of Pietism, which

cultivated a sober, level view of the world and humanity's place in it,

offering limited scope for exaltation or inspiration. It was compatible as

well with a prevailing patriarchal order that, whether in the context of

family, village, or estate, was most functional when least obtrusive and

most effective when least assertive. It strongly affected the army as well.

About half of Prussia's peacetime soldiers were mercenaries from aU the

states of Europe and Germany. The rest were "cantonists," conscripts

selected by lot from the rural population, kept two or three months with

the colors each year, then furloughed back into the economy. The simi-

larities with Sweden's system as developed by Gustavus are obvious,

except that cantonists and mercenaries were not organized in separate

regiments.

Despite the poisonously colorful rhetoric on their qualities, which

flUs Asprey 's pages as it fiUed Frederick's correspondence, Frederick was

by no means indifferent to his soldiers' well-being. Pay was regular;

rations were ample; uniforms were sturdy and warm. Peacetime training

was on a highly individual basis, with instructors enjoined to use harsh

measures only as a last resort. In garrisons the soldier lived not in bar-

racks but among the civilian community. Off duty he was very much his

own man, free to seek part-time employment or to practice the arts of

idleness until the next parade. Indeed, many of the horror stories famil-
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iar to general readers about meeting regulation Prussian requirements in

details of dress and cleanliness reflected problems of overcoming neglect

of uniform and equipment between inspections.

Frederick's army, in short, like Frederick's state, functioned on a

basis of consensus rather than compulsion. The king enjoyed playing the

role of patriarch. In the field he relaxed by riding along the ranks, joking

with the men in their various dialects and occasionally being chaffed

back. It was only when making camp that he resumed his commander's

role, and in the words of one veteran, "it was as if our Lord God had

descended to earth in a blue coat." Even then what twentieth-century

armies call "bull" or "chickenshit" was remarkably absent. Pickets and

sentries were kept to a minimum. Fatigue details were functional: latrine

digging, hay cutting, foraging. Officers lived in a style close to that of

their men—much more so than in other European states. As one French

officer informed his Prussian captors after the Battle of Rossbach, ''You

are an army. We are a traveling whorehouse."

To speak as yet of Prussian nationalism, or even of Prussian patrio-

tism, would be an overstatement. Nevertheless, by the time the Seven

Years' War began, Frederick was well on his way to becoming an arche-

type, a symbolic figure—arguably against his own convictions on the

subject. But he would need the moral as well as the physical resources of

his kingdom when in 1756 Austria completed a grand alliance not only

with Russia but also with France—the traditional enemy of the House of

Habsburg for more than two centuries. The states involved in this "diplo-

matic revolution" shared a fear of Prussia's performance and potential,

combined with a readiness to reduce it to its former status as a middle-

ranking power. Frederick's only support was a British connection that

never became more than a relationship of convenience.

Once again Prussia's king struck first, hoping to secure peace by

proving his capacity to make war. Between 1756 and 1763, he estab-

lished a reputation as one of history's great battle captains at the head of

one of history's most formidable armies. Prussia's victories—Prague in

1757, Rossbach and Leuthen later the same year, Torgau in 1760—did

not decide the war. But neither did defeats on the scale of Kolin,

Zorndorf, and Kunersdorf drive Prussia from the field. In a display of

will all the more impressive because, as Asprey shows, it was not an exer-

cise in cold blood, Frederick held on until the death of Russia's empress,

Elizabeth, in 1762. Her successors Peter III and Catherine II took

Russia out of the war long enough for the other combatants to collapse

in a peace of mutual exhaustion.

This "miracle of the House of Hohenzollern" owed as much to

Frederick's moral influence as to his talents as an administrator, a strate-

gist, and a commander. Frederick was not beloved by his soldiers in the

fashion of the Civil War's Robert E. Lee. On the few occasions when he
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appeared in the thick of battle, there were no impassioned shouts of

"Fritz to the rear!" But the king was always present, always visible. Men
who understood nothing of the oblique order had seen Frederick rally his

broken ranks at Kolin and Hochkirch. They knew he had been hit by a

spent ball at Torgau and had two horses killed under him at Kunersdorf

Frederick might not be an Alexander the Great or a Gustavus Adolphus.

But he was a warrior for the working day and a ruler for the long haul.

By the end of the Seven Years' War, he had come to symbolize a Prussian

identity that transcended the state's geographic divisions. From Memel
and Tilsit on the Russian frontier to Cleves and Mark on the Rhine

River, it was Frederick who came to mind as the living embodiment of

duty, discipline, and endurance—the qualities that, for good and ill, have

since been most associated with Prussia in particular and Germany in

general.

Frederick consolidated this image after 1763. He personally toured

his war-ravaged provinces. He distributed horses no longer needed by

the army, along with the grain to feed them. State monopolies in every-

thing from iron mining to clockmaking provided an increasing source of

revenue, supplemented by the indirect taxes Frederick regarded as the

least painful means of raising revenue from a still-recovering society. He
replaced debased wartime currency with good coins. He encouraged the

immigration of as many as a quarter million new subjects, including

skilled workers and families displaced by marching armies. Royal estates

were subdivided into peasant smallholdings. Weavers, tailors, and day

laborers found work and housing in the remotest corners of Prussia. War
had been a constant feature of central Europe for centuries; war making

was what monarchs did. This kind of comprehensive state-sponsored

recovery program was something new. Most of its beneficiaries thanked

the king who made their new lives possible, instead of blaming him for

making new lives necessary.

From the beginning of his reign, he had been more consciously con-

cerned than either Gustavus or Peter with maintaining the European

system in order to secure his state's permanent place as an accepted major

player in that system. In the second half of his reign, from 1763 until his

death in 1786, Frederick sought aggrandizement only in the context

of the great-power relationships established after the Peace of

Hubertusburg. He successfully cultivated good relations with a Russia he

regarded as Prussia's most formidable potential adversary. He refined and

displayed the army as a deterrent rather than a force for aggressively

expanding Prussian's power—again with such success that not until 1806

would Prussia be challenged by a great power, the France of Napoleon

Bonaparte, in the open field. After the Bavarian succession crisis of

1777-78, Frederick was even accepted by fellow rulers as an elder states-

man upholding a German and European order apparently threatened by
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the vaulting ambitions of the young Habsburg upstart Joseph II.

It was a far cry from the days of 1740, and a long progression for

a man who until the end of his life remained absorbed in the details of

managing the machinery of state. Asprey, with his accurate eye for the

apt quotation, gives the last words of his biography to a voice from the

next generation. The Marquis de Lafayette, returned from his triumphs

in the American Revolution, visited Prussia in 1785. Frederick's dress

and appearance, he observed, made him resemble "an old, broken, dirty

Corporal." But Lafayette was even more surprised by "the fire and some

times the softness" of the king's eyes. The "magnificent enigma," like

Gustavus Adolphus and Peter the Great, was always more than the sum

of his parts.



INTRODUCTION

A.D. 1712.

The western world was Europe, a much smaller Europe. Russia was
not yet part of it; Czar Peter was not yet great; Versailles was not old.

Kingdoms and empires had but begun the long climb to nationhood;

man had not yet become free to wrestle with the problems of freedom.

Lemuel Gulliver had not begun to travel; Francois Marie Arouet was
not yet Voltaire; Jean Jacques Rousseau was seven years old.

This world belonged largely to emperors, kings, nobles, and priests.

They made war as they made love: Scarcely one affair ended before

another began. The first world war— the War of the Spanish Succes-

sion— was still being fought. It would cinder down in the hearths of

Utrecht in 171 3 and of Rastadt in 1714. The Northern War, in which
Sweden faced a five-power coalition, continued, and so long as reli-

gions, crowns, lands, oceans, and trade existed, there would be no lack

of new conflicts in the political jungle that was Europe of this day.

The European periphery for the most part consisted of political crud-

ities: Italy, a mosaic of petty kingdoms, city-states, republics, and ducal

territories — altogether some thirteen million people variously owned
and frequently fought over by Spain, France, and Austria; the Balkans,

still tribal, controlled in part by Hungary and Austria, in part by Tur-

key, which, though recently defeated in a war with Austria, remained
of real and constant concern to that power, and also to Russia; Flun-

gary, a kingdom of sprawling feudal and tribal estates paying reluctant

fealty to Charles VI, Habsburg ruler of Austria and Emperor of the

Holy Roman Empire; Poland, a great kingdom once, now a torn, gen-

erally impoverished country of vast feudal estates yielding insolent

homage to an elected king, August II, who was also Elector of Saxony,

a ruler who preferred submissive Saxon subjects to rebellious, hard-

drinking Polish aristocrats seemingly bent on their own political de-

struction; Sweden, once undisputed master of the north, savaged two
decades earlier by Russia, Poland, and Denmark (later joined by Han-
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over and Prussia), defended brilliantly by fiery young King Charles XII,

but now being led to defeat and humiliation by that same king, who
failed to recognize his limitations and was paying the price; Prussia,

home of the Hohenzollerns, more accurately Brandenburg-Prussia —
not a giant like Russia or Austria, but an athlete (as Lord Acton put

it), that by war, marriage, inheritance, and diplomacy had acquired a

collection of separate territories scattered from the Rhine to the Vis-

tula, from the Baltic to the borders of Bohemia, diverse lands ruled by

the Elector of Brandenburg, also King in Prussia, Frederick I; Hanover,

a rich and powerful collection of homogeneous estates ruled by Elector

George Lewis, who would soon become King George I of England;

Denmark, waiting greedily with its Baltic allies to profit from Sweden's

defeat; Holland, a collection of seven territories constituting the United

Provinces and ruled by the States-General, a political entity distinct

from the Spanish Netherlands, ruled now by the Austrian Habsburgs.

The great powers of Europe were France, Austria, and Spain, and,

playing a larger role now, England. Despite the disastrous War of the

Spanish Succession, France was still the most powerful European king-

dom, far more homogeneous and wealthier than any except England.

The Versailles court, fashioned by Louis XIV, had dictated royal pro-

tocol for as long as man could remember. Minor rulers, and some not

so minor, such as the Prussian King Frederick I, plunged their lands

into debt and even bankruptcy in attempting to emulate French splen-

dor. European royalty, almost without exception, wore French dress,

practiced French manners, spoke the French language, wore French

wigs. But France was in decline. King Louis old and ailing, soon to die,

his heir a sickly boy. Spain, allied with France through marriage and

the maritime trade challenge posed by England and Holland, was also

in trouble, laboring "in decrepitude, insolvent, incoherent, tracing her

genealogies and telling her beads." ^ In contrast. Whig England was

wide awake, rich, powerful, ambitious, its ships penetrating to the re-

mote corners of the earth, its overseas colonies expanding, trade flour-

ishing.

England's traditional allies were Holland and Austria; the three formed

the Grand Alliance, which had all but defeated France and would soon

be strained by Britain's defection and separate peace with Versailles.

Holland was slowing. Its influence in European affairs, especially its

economic influence, had sharply declined, the result primarily of inter-

necine poUtical dissensions that had sapped her strength and brought

about a sluggish, generally frightened, and frequently impotent diplo-

macy. Austria had also faded; its treasury was empty, its dominions

were disorganized, its ruler increasingly resentful of his British ally.

If France and England were the strongest of the great powers, Aus-

tria was by far the most complex, certainly the most infuriating. Its
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Habsburg, devoutly Catholic, ruler, Charles VI, owned a vast con-

glomerate of hereditary lands and acquired territories that included

Austria, Hungary, Bohemia, large parts of Italy, and the Spanish Neth-

erlands— altogether some twenty-four million people. Charles was also

Holy Roman Emperor, which in theory made him ruler of a large por-

tion of central Europe, the German empire. In fact this empire long

since had been moribund, a political anomaly defined by a seventeenth-

century historian, Samuel Puffendorf, as "an unclassifiable body com-
parable to a monster."

The Holy Roman Empire was neither holy nor Roman; Voltaire would
even deny it empire status. It was a perhaps inevitable growth from
ruins left by Charlemagne centuries earlier. Founded by Otto the Great

in the tenth century, it had evolved into a Habsburg vanity of more
shadow than substance. Its charter emerged in 1356 in a formal docu-

ment, the Golden Bull. By this time the great emigration east had spilled

from old Germany, the Rhineland, to cross the Elbe, subdue and assim-

ilate the Slavs there, push on and across the Oder, and settle as far as

to the lower reaches of the Vistula. A powerful nobility had grown up
during these two migratory centuries, and in 1356 Emperor Charles IV
was forced to recognize their rights.

The Golden Bull recognized seven Kurfiirsten, or electoral princes,

of the Empire. Three were spiritual rulers, the powerful and very rich

Archbishops of Mainz, Cologne, and Trier. Four were secular, equally

powerful and rich, the Duke of Saxony, the Count Palatine of the Rhine,

the Margrave of Brandenburg, and the King of Bohemia. Though
swearing fealty to the emperor, the electors, along with most minor
princes, remained autonomous rulers responsible for the administra-

tion of their realms, for maintaining their own defense, and conducting

their own foreign relations. When need arose, they were responsible

for electing a new emperor. They or their representatives sat in a House
of Electors, part of the Reichstag or Diet at Ratisbon. In addition to

the electorates, the empire included an extraordinary collection of prin-

cipalities, dukedoms, baronies, bishoprics, and fiefdoms — in the eigh-

teenth century they numbered 330— whose lords held Imperial chart-

ers and who were represented in the Reichstag in the House of Princes.

In the fifteenth century the emperor granted Imperial charters to a

number of trading centers, and these came to be represented at Ratis-

bon in the House of Free Cities.

The Reichstag proved obdurate to Imperial authority from the be-

ginning, and subsequent events did little to remedy the defects of de-

centralized rule, which generally allowed provincial interests to over-

ride those of the Imperial weal. No standing Imperial army existed, nor

could the emperor levy military contributions without approval of the

provincial estates. Instead, he had to rely on his own armies for con-
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solidating and defending far-flung territories, and in fending off var-

ious enemies from his home realms — challenges that kept his treasury

depleted if not empty. When he had to seek military aid from the elec-

tors, he often had no money for subsidies and had to pay them in the

form of increased privileges. Each such barter or treaty, and there were

many, further diluted Imperial authority, A major blow occurred with

the immense religious upheaval of the Reformation. The resultant Thirty

Years' War (1618— 1648) established finally the Protestant Church as

co-shareholder with the Roman Catholic Church in God's estate.

By the turn of the eighteenth century some electors had gained such

privileges and had otherwise prospered by their own devices to such a

degree that, rather than being Imperial vassals, they were partners in a

loose political confederation. When the confederation served their needs,

they were partners; when Imperial policy stood at odds to their own
ambitions, usually territorial aggrandizement, they were opponents.

The two most powerful electorates were Brandenburg-Prussia and

Hanover. They were Protestant powers. Hanover, more properly the

duchy of Liineburg-Kalenberg, was the parvenu electorate of the Em-
pire, having been nominated to that status only in 1692 and only be-

cause Duke Ernest August had supported the emperor militarily against

the Turks. Formal admission to the Electoral College required another

sixteen years and more military support by the duke's son and succes-

sor, George Lewis, in the War of the Spanish Succession. Hanover

comprised about eighty-five hundred square miles and perhaps 750,000

subjects, who seemed to accept the duke's despotic rule without com-

plaint. Its promotion to electorate status further sapped Imperial au-

thority. Not only was Hanover a strongly Protestant dukedom, but it

was allied by religion and especially by marriage to strongly Protestant

Prussia. As in Prussia's case, the vassal now loomed as an uncomfort-

ably strong rival whose strength would sharply increase two years later,

when Queen Anne of England died and the Whig Party, acting within

the authority of the Act of Settlement, placed Elector George Lewis on

the English throne as King George I.

Brandenburg was the older electorate. A frontier territory, or "march,"

dating from the ninth century, it had expanded over the centuries, ac-

quiring diverse territories that included East Prussia, the base of the

Order of Teutonic Knights. Although suffering numerous setbacks, it

had continued to expand, a process occasioned by treaty, outright

aggression, and, not least, inheritance through dynastic marriages.

Brandenburg-Prussia had emerged from the Thirty Years' War as a

Protestant power of considerable dimensions. Although this prolonged

and extremely cruel war had laid waste large parts of the kingdom.

Elector Frederick William, known always as the Great Elector, in time

repaired the ravages and made a number of important if incipient ad-
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ministrative, military, and economic reforms. Among other vital inno-

vations, he challenged the theretofore sacrosanct privileges of his feu-

dal nobility, he partially centralized the administration, and he raised

and maintained a standing army. The Great Elector died in 1688. His

son and successor. Elector Frederick III, though limited in many ways,

at first used his military legacy well. In 1700 he lent the hard-pressed

Emperor Leopold the services of eight thousand Prussian troops in re-

turn for a sort of crown: the following year Frederick became King in

(not of) Prussia, a prepositional subtlety that did not long survive its

intention of preserving Imperial authority within the actual Empire.

This was another of those appointments which sapped further the em-

peror's already weakened authority by strengthening a potential rival,

a fact plainly seen by wily old Prince Eugene of Savoy, who, informed

of the treaty, said: "The emperor should hang the minister who gave

him such perfidious counsel."^

Eugene's admonition seemed unduly harsh. Crowned at Konigsberg

in 1 70 1 (his delightfully uninhibited wife pinched snuff during the

elaborate ceremony). King Frederick very nearly spent his kingdom into

bankruptcy by trying to emulate the splendors of the French court at

Versailles. But no one paid much attention. In 171 2 the Berlin court,

with its fat, foppish little king, was not taken very seriously in Europe.

In 171 2 Prussia was still a minor power of little interest to the giants

around her.





BOOK ONE

A Prince of the Blood

171Z— 1730

Impressions received in childhood cannot be erased

from the soul.

— Frederick the Great





Sunday, January 24, 1712.
He was born to the sound of cannon and bells, an easy baby, requir-

ing only three and a half hours of labor. When at noon the court cham-

berlain formally announced that Crown Princess Sophia Dorothea had

safely delivered a prince, gunners shivering on Berlin's high walls thrust

glowing sticks of punk to primed touchholes; young bell pullers in city

churches quickly sweated through winter woolens in a futile bid of

bells against guns.

A few days later he was christened Frederick, a name that, as his

grandfather King Frederick I wrote to a friend, "has always brought

good fortune to my House." This small, misshapen Prussian king was

a stickler for ceremony: later historians called him Frederick the Osten-

tatious, and in the christening of his eight-day-old grandson he lived

up to the name. Wearing a tiny gold crown and dressed in a robe of

silver and diamonds, its flowing train held by six countesses, the new-

born was carried to the court chapel under a canopy supported by two

margraves accompanied by many ladies and gentlemen, a truly regal

procession flanked by a double row of ornately uniformed Swiss guards.

When the tower clock chimed three, the king, followed by his mad
wife. Queen Sophia Louisa; Crown Prince Frederick William, the fa-

ther; and Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau, personally carried the baby

into the splendidly illuminated room, cold despite hundreds of burning

candles. There, under a magnificent gold-embroidered canopy attended

by senior army generals and state ministers, the king placed the infant

on a table holding a gold basin. On his being baptized Frederick, Prince

of Prussia and Orange, organ music boomed from the rafters while "all

bells of the city rang and the cannon on the city walls, accompanied by

drums and trumpets, fired three times." That evening, as the prince

slept, the court sat to a magnificent table, and great celebrations filled

the city.^

He was a sickly little fellow, the source of great anxiety to parents
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and nurses, and especially to his grandfather the king. Not least of King

Frederick's worries had been his daughter-in-law's inability to produce

a surviving male heir. Crown Princess Sophia Dorothea earlier had borne

two sons who died in infancy. When a third prince failed to material-

ize, the king panicked to the extent of taking on a third wife and bravely

if unsuccessfully attempting to produce his own male heir.

So Frederick's survival was particularly important to the House of

Hohenzollern.* The baby delighted the king, who frequented the nurs-

ery, annoying the nurses by hovering anxiously over the frail heir. When
Frederick's teeth came through. King Frederick regarded the event as

predestined and a blessing to his House. His attentions ended thirteen

months later. On a February night his insane wife, in a fit of religious

frenzy and convinced that she was being divorced to be married to the

Sultan of Morocco, burst through a glass door into his apartments.

Bloody and disheveled, wearing only a white shift, she flung herself on

the dozing monarch. Mistaking her for "the White Lady," who tradi-

tionally appeared just before the death of a Hohenzollern, Frederick

lapsed into a coma and shortly died. His son Frederick William now
became king, and the infant Frederick was Crown Prince of Prussia.

The baby Frederick demanded and received considerable attention.

He was a small, nervous, sickly infant— the result, it was said, of neu-

rotic and related blood in his tiny veins, or perhaps of the cannon fire

that had punctuated his christening. He was cared for by two friendly

souls, a lady-in-waiting who was governess, Frau von Kamecke, and a

chief nurse, Madame de Roucoulle, a widow who had also nursed his

father and who would remain "Mother" to Frederick for many years.

Mainly because of the ministrations of Madame de Roucoulle, Fred-

erick survived a number of serious illnesses, not an easy feat in that

day of primitive medicine when the body's evil humors had to be purged

by frequent bloodlettings. Although he grew stronger, he remained del-

icate, which probably explained an early air of thoughtful sadness. His

elder sister. Crown Princess Wilhelmina, later wrote that he had an

"angelic temper," and witnesses like Charles Whitworth, the British

envoy in Berlin, were impressed by both children. "The Prince gives

very great hopes, both as to his temper and person," he reported in

17 1 6, when Frederick was four, "and the eldest Princess is one of the

finest children I ever saw; she dances charmingly, and much surpasses

her age in all her carriage and sense." -^

Several major influences molded the young prince. The most comfort-

able was undoubtedly the nursery, and integral to that was Wilhel-

* The family name of Margrave Frederick I, who was appointed Elector of Brandenburg in

1415, was Hohenzollern, the name of his ancestral castle in the duchy of Swabia, not far

from Lake Constance. (Schevill, Elector.)
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mina. Three years her brother's senior, she was never far from young
Frederick, and they grew even closer as their loyalty to the king and

queen began to waver. Naturally precocious, Wilhelmina began read-

ing at an unusually early age, a practice passed on to Frederick, along

with a preference for French culture and manners. She also became an

accomplished actress who could faint at will and was not above using

hot stones dipped in turpentine to induce artificial fevers— tricks that

did not fail to impress her younger brother. Her active imagination, fed

by the queen's numerous and openly expressed prejudices, unfortu-

nately brought spite and malignancy to the fore. At a very early age

Frederick and Wilhelmina both were swimming in the murky waters

of Court cabals and intrigues. As a later French historian put it, "Their

mutual affection was fortified by the hatred they bore to the rest of the

world." ^

Some of the blame must be laid to their mother. Sophia Dorothea

was a determined, prolific, formidable, and extremely ambitious woman,
known with good reason to foreign envoys as Olympia. An accom-

plished troublemaker, she forever walked an emotional tightrope strung

between one pole planted in the fertile ground of her own grand plans

and another pole that bent dangerously in the soft slough of reality to

forever frustrate those plans.

A Hanoverian princess and the daughter of George, Elector of Han-
over, Sophia had been raised with her brother, George August, the

future King George II of England, in the formal Hanover court at Her-

renhausen. During one of the elector's frequent military campaigns, her

mother had been seduced by the dashing Count Philip von Konigs-

marck. The affair ended messily, with the count's mysterious disap-

pearance— and presumed murder — the dissolution of the marriage,

and the erring wife's banishment to the remote castle of Ahlden, in

neighboring Liineburg. Here the tragic "Princess of Ahlden," forbid-

den to see her two children or to receive visitors of noble rank, re-

mained under guard until her death, thirty-two years later.

The effect of this scandal on eleven-year-old George and nine-year-

old Sophia Dorothea can well be imagined. They were thenceforth con-

signed to governors, tutors, and lackeys until their respective marriages

eleven years later. Their father never remarried, contenting himself with

a string of mistresses. He was not a good father, not even an interesting

one, and Sophia was probably delighted to escape to the Berlin court

in 1705, even though escape entailed being the consort of the loutish

Crown Prince Frederick William.

Sophia was a pretty woman then, blond, comely, and well propor-

tioned, with a generous bosom. She was gracious, at home in the arts,

and professed an interest in the sciences. But she dipped at learning

rather than immersing herself. Haughty and vain, moody and temper-

amental, Sophia attempted to skim off the cream of knowledge while
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disdaining the milk. The result was a superficially cultured person ill

fitted to serve as Frederick William's mate. Their basic incompatibility

was exacerbated by Sophia's belief that the House of Hanover was
infinitely superior to the House of Hohenzollern. King Frederick I, her

father-in-law, may have dressed his court in splendid imitation of Ver-

sailles, but its nouveau splendor paled in comparison with the cultured,

traditionally polished, and opulent Herrenhausen court. In Sophia's

mind no question existed as to which was superior, an understandable

but awkward loyalty that transferred itself to the English court when
her father became King George I in 17 14.

Even before this impressive elevation, Sophia had decided to marry

her daughter Wilhelmina to her Hanoverian nephew, Frederick, in

keeping with the tradition of marriages between the Hanoverian and

Hohenzollern Houses. Letters and gifts were exchanged with Cousin

Frederick from the time Wilhelmina was two. To complicate matters,

Sophia decided that her own crown prince, Frederick, would marry an

English princess, presumably Emily, and at an early age Frederick re-

ceived a ring made from Emily's hair. These marital projects were sec-

onded not only by her own court, but also to a considerable degree by

her husband, King Frederick William; by her father. King George I;

and, not least, in time by the children themselves.

This was the genesis of the great marriage plot that would so dan-

gerously divide the Berlin court. The Austrian court could not tolerate

the thought of these Protestant Houses being further united; such a

union would make Prussia a partner of France and England, opposing

the Austrian emperor.

Frederick William at times would argue passionately for the mar-

riage plans. Dynastic marriages traditionally played a vital and some-

times decisive role in diplomacy, and frequently helped to cement a

political alliance. Although the Prussian king leaned politically toward

Austria and the Holy Roman Empire — he was after all German born

and bred and, as Elector of Brandenburg, a vassal of Emperor Charles

VI — he remained only too aware of the bond, formed by blood and

the Protestant religion, between Prussia and Hanover, one politically

strengthened by the accession of his father-in-law (his own blood un-

cle) to the rich and powerful English throne, and by their mutual inter-

ests in the Northern War, then being fought. What the king did oppose

was his wife's ostentatious bias in favor of the Hanover court and cul-

ture. She often expressed disapproval of his barrackslike life, insisted

on raising their children in the French rather than German manner,

and was constantly meddling in political affairs in her determined ef-

forts to bring about the marriages she had planned.

The relationship was curious. When on good terms, they used dimin-

utives — he called her Fiechen, and she called him Wilke. Physically
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they seemed compatible; she would bear fourteen children, ten of whom
survived. But in other ways they were hopelessly incompatible, living

in separate worlds even on those occasions when they were together in

the royal palace at Potsdam or in the bleak lodge of Wusterhausen

during the hunting season. In Berlin, Sophia maintained her own court,

Monbijou, with a niggardly annual allowance of eighty thousand tha-

lers.* Not only did she have to pay normal expenses and provide cloth-

ing and linen for the entire family, but she had to pay for gunpowder
and shot fired on partridge drives. In return she was allowed to sell any

game not eaten at the royal table. Despite her limited budget, she pat-

terned Monbijou after the grand court of her youth, with its predomi-

nant and extravagant French influence, its costly objets d'art, and mag-

nificent library. The atmosphere was neither happy nor healthful. Sophia

was consumed by ambitions and vanities; she saw herself as mother of

both the future Queen of England and King of Prussia, and in trying to

bring this about she indulged in constant scheming and intrigue that

would have been dangerous even had it been subtle. It was anything

but subtle: she could not keep her mouth closed; her confidants and

servants were frequently disloyal; and the eventual result was disas-

trous.

The difference in style between the king and his queen was extreme.

At Monbijou and at the palace of Charlottenburg, young Frederick

lived in a pseudo-French world. For as long as he could remember he

heard not only the virtues of this world, which would increase once he

married into the civilized English court; he heard his mother's constant

criticism of his father and his father's companions and way of Ufe. In

Frederick's early years the contrast between his mother's luxurious court

and his father's spartan court must have been very confusing. In time

* This was an age of thalers, crowns, ducats, ecus, florins, guilders, livres, and pounds. I have

in general used the thaler value because it was similar to that of the crown and ecu and

because it seemed futile to try to calculate today's dollar value, the more so because the thaler

was almost exactly the equivalent in silver content to the much later American silver dollar.

The real value of money, however, is what it buys, and here we are on slightly more reward-

ing ground. In 1730 a loaf of bread cost a few pfennige (ten pfennige = one groschen; thirty

groschen = one thaler), a pound of butter cost four groschen, a pound of beef one groschen

and six pfennige, two young chickens two groschen and six pfennige, a pound of sugar six

groschen, a whole deer three thalers two groschen, and a wild boar four thalers. A wispel of

rye, twenty-four bushels, cost twenty-two thalers, a good riding horse two hundred fifty to

three hundred thalers or more, a cavalry horse from forty to eighty thalers, an artillery horse

around sixty thalers. A collected set of Plutarch's Lives (ten volumes) cost ten thalers. So

when a regimental commander bought a tall recruit for a thousand thalers, or when King

Frederick gave a departmg ambassador two thousand thalers, we are talking of a lot of bread,

butter, beef, pigs, chickens, deer, and wine (and volumes of Plutarch).

Measures, weights, and distances presented a further problem because this was an age of

wispels, roggens, quintals, scheffels, puds, centers, fiisse, rute, long German miles, French

leagues, and toises. I have converted these into bushels, pounds, American miles, and so on.
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he came to understand and accept the difference, and there is no doubt

which manner he preferred. At an extremely early age Frederick began

to detest the king his father and everything the king his father stood

for.

Frederick william, father of Frederick the Great, Elector of

Brandenburg and King in Prussia, is a difficult man to characterize: a

religious despot who nightly reveled with drunken and loutish cronies

(army generals for the most part), who wrote and spoke in the most

outlandish and vulgar terms, who washed twelve times a day and

changed body linen as often as mind, who increasingly flared into vio-

lent and destructive temper and recovered in deep remorse, an iron-

handed ruler of two million subjects, a short, fat, and very rude Hoh-
enzollern monarch, who would soon become an outrage of a man.

His parents must share much of the blame for failing to curb his

childhood tantrums. His father had been intent only on gaining a king-

ship, then on enjoying its pomp and circumstance. He was said to have

arisen early "so as to prolong his enjoyment of the kingly state" ^: the

splendid court with hundreds of liveried lackeys, elegant carriages, yachts,

over a thousand richly caparisoned horses, an army of coachmen, foot-

men, grooms, huge stud farms, richly uniformed Swiss guards, his own
luxurious jackets and velvet cloaks held with gold-and-diamond but-

tons (and cut to hide a twisted spine— he had been dropped as a child

by a careless nurse). His life rarely included the bumptious son, whose

education, though carefully prescribed by father, was a matter for gov-

ernors, subgovernors, and tutors.

Queen Sophia Charlotte, though closer to him, led far too active a

life to devote much time to his care and was also much too indulgent

to discipline him effectually. His tutor. Lieutenant General Count

Alexander von Dohna, was the major influence, though not altogether

a healthful one. Frederick William's curriculum embraced reading,

writing, arithmetic, and geography, with heavy doses of religion. He
was taught primarily in French, but he learned enough Latin to trans-

late at sight from the Bible into French and German. He was also taught

the clavier and the flute and was early grounded in rigorous physical

and military exercises. Dohna's own position was none too secure, and

his constant fear of court cabals, along with his mounting criticism of

the king's extravagance, made a deep and unfortunate impression on

the young prince. At the age of eight, Frederick William kept a personal
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account of expenditures. ("So young and such a miser!" his mother

complained.)^ Dohna was also responsible for Frederick William's love

of the army, an enthusiasm originally encouraged by the king. As a

young man, he spent a considerable part of his considerable income on

maintaining a company of young noblemen at Wusterhausen. He was
soon given a regiment by his father and spent long hours drilling it to

his satisfaction. From it he formed a special company that was com-

posed only of large soldiers, or "big men," variously procured for sig-

nificant sums. Known as the Crown Prince's Guard, the company was
the origin of the Potsdam giants, an obsession that would make him a

laughingstock in later life. When not on the parade ground or reveling

with regimental cronies, he was in the field shooting stags and wild

boars and birds, all of which he slaughtered in prodigious and shocking

quantities. The king did not entirely approve of this rough, martial Hfe,

and in a few years replaced Dohna with a much more civilized tutor.

Major General Count Albrecht Konrad Finck von Finckenstein. The
count, a descendant of men who had settled in Prussia centuries earlier,

in the days of the Teutonic Order, had served in the Great Elector's

army and was the veteran of numerous battles.

By this time Frederick William was a thoroughly rude youngster. He
loathed the French language and the graces seemingly inseparable from

it, both the language and graces being slavishly respected in his father's

court. Women made him nervous, and as he matured, the affliction

showed in his coarse and sometimes brutal treatment of them. His

mother's gentle admonitions might have rubbed off on him in time, but

she died when he was seventeen. The following year, 1706, he married

his first cousin Sophia Dorothea of Hanover. He was one year younger

than his bride.

Frederick William was twenty-five when he succeeded to the Prussian

throne. He had served with the Duke of Marlborough and Prince Eu-

gene of Savoy and had witnessed their famous victory against the French

at Malplaquet in 1709. The army had since become his fife. It was
already acknowledged in other courts that he had "little knowledge of

anything but the barracks, and knows no other form of social inter-

course but giving and obeying orders."^ Such harsh criticism was rea-

sonably accurate. His father had spent five million thalers on his own
prolonged coronation; Frederick William spent twenty-five hundred

thalers and couldn't wait for it to end. He had long since come to

regard the army as the touchstone of greatness. He cared nothing for

court society or for ministers and diplomacy, and his contempt was

solidified by the intrigues and deceits he had witnessed in youth.

In 171 3, after giving the king an elaborate and very expensive fu-
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neral, he stripped the formal and elegant court to bare essentials and

began to prepare for war. "The good days are over," the Saxon envoy

informed his court; "now there is talk of imprisonment at hard labor

if it is believed— and it is frequently beHeved — that this or that one

is not doing his duty." Frederick William disbanded an ineffective mi-

litia, formed seven new regiments of foot, and introduced new and

severe military regulations that he believed necessary if he was to build

the finest army in Europe. In 171 7 a visiting aristocrat wrote from

Berlin, "I see here a court that has nothing brilliant and nothing mag-

nificent except its soldiers."
"*

The new king was a short man, less than five feet five inches, but fit

and healthy, with a soldierly bearing, a fair and somewhat florid com-

plexion that would not tan, an oval head, high forehead, and slightly

bulbous blue eyes. When not in uniform, he wore a simple brown coat

with English cuffs and a red waistcoat with a small golden border; a

three-cornered hat with narrow golden rim and gold tassels topped a

small blond wig; trouser legs were tucked into knee-length boots. At

Wusterhausen, his principal hunting lodge, he wore a green shooting

suit with a hunting knife strapped to his side, and in cold weather a

simple blue cloak. In office and chambers he wore an apron and pro-

tective linen sleeve covers.

Early in his reign he acted energetically, quite often effectively. His

father had sent grandly dressed ambassadors to the Utrecht peace ne-

gotiations to present impressive but improbable Prussian demands. Al-

though Frederick William, like other European members of the Grand

Alliance, greatly resented England's secret peace with France, he bowed

to reality. England and Wales counted six million subjects and Scot-

land another million; Habsburg Austria counted ten million; France

twenty million. Prussia, with not many more than two million subjects,

tenth in size, twelfth in population, was not yet strong enough to call

the European tuxie. The Great Elector, his grandfather, had returned

empty-handed from the Saint-Germain negotiations in 1679; his father

had returned empty-handed from Ryswick in 1697. The young king

now chose to deal directly with France, was willing to take a bone

instead of a haunch: a piece of the Upper Gelder instead of the princi-

pality of Orange.

This was only a beginning. Frederick William's desire to consolidate,

strengthen, and enlarge his kingdom was always evident, indeed un-

derstandable, in view of long, exposed borders and rapacious neigh-

bors. Although he maintained a careful neutrality in the Northern War,

in 1714 he hastened to exploit the opportunity created by the Russian

threat to Swedish Pomerania. By accepting guardianship of that prov-

ince, he soon brought Prussia into the war. To a friend he explained

"that he must absolutely have a foot on the sea in order to participate
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in world commerce"; moreover, "he would never suffer a foreign power

in Germany, be it Sweden, be it France."^ The next year he refused

French mediation, turned his kingdom over to Queen Sophia (while

carefully providing for the care of the crown prince), and joined his

army at Stralsund, where Prussian, Saxon, Danish, and English forces

waged a brilliant and successful campaign against the Swedish army.

Prussia eventually won the important Baltic port of Stettin and envi-

rons— "the foot on the sea" that the king desired and for which he

finally paid Sweden two million crowns.

Every European monarch and petty ruler shared the Prussian king's

goal, but few possessed the will to forgo ostentatious luxury in favor

of enlarging the army and filling the treasury. Those were Frederick

William's priorities. He inherited an army of thirty-eight thousand; by

17 1 9 it would number nearly fifty-seven thousand; by his death in 1740
it would be over eighty-three thousand. He sought strength from other

pursuits. He had begun the involved and, as it turned out, immensely

prolonged task of Prussian law reform. He concerned himself with im-

portant economic ventures. He would bring in thousands of religious

refugees, subsidize them, and settle them in wastelands, what he called

wuste Stellen, which over the years they turned into viable farming

communities. He studied Prussian administration and in time intro-

duced sweeping reforms essential to his concept of centralized despo-

tism. He worked like an ox, from five in the morning to late at night.

He concerned himself with the minutest details of every aspect of his

sprawling kingdom. He traveled frequently, hard, and fast, with the

smallest of retinues, often surprising civil officials and military com-

manders in distant provinces. He built roads, bridges, canals, schools,

whole villages, even communities in East Prussia, which had been

scourged by famine and plague a few years before his accession. He
pared court and administrative expenses to the bone, and his trea-

sury— barrels of silver thalers kept in the basement of the Berlin pal-

ace— was soon comfortably expanding, if not yet overflowing.

Unfortunately, Frederick William's defects heavily outweighed his

strengths. He suffered a common enough malady, a gigantic inferiority

complex, which he sought to hide under a crude, gruff, often cruel

manner. When he lost his temper, as he often did, he spared no one. A
fit and strong man early in his reign, he was a bully who did not shrink

from using physical violence to obtain absolute obedience, at home and

abroad, to his will and to his will alone.

Religious bias, combined with authoritarianism, led him to practice

a mystical and dualistic concept of government. In his mind the king-

dom was not only a being, but an omnipotent being; the individual

was completely subordinated to its requirements. Frederick William

frequently pointed out that he was a mere mortal, "the first sergeant"
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of the kingdom, the commander-in-chief and financial adviser to a se-

vere taskmaster that demanded unswerving obedience, a master that

drove him to frantic lengths in pursuit of inexorable duty. A subject

had no rights, only duties. "No reasoning, obey orders," as he put it.

Although he did not physically beat the queen and his generals, he

threatened Sophia at least once with imprisonment in fortress Spandau
and at least once with death; he either ignored or dismissed errant

generals. If his children disobeyed the royal will and were caught, they

were beaten. He dismissed wayward ministers and civil officials sum-
marily and without pension, sometimes jailing them for long periods,

on occasion arbitrarily hanging them. If the king suspected an ordinary

subject of not working hard enough, he was apt to whack him with the

"sergeant's cane," a heavy stick he always carried. He had a patholog-

ical hatred of idleness. On occasion he would grab a passing woman
and harshly order her home, where she should be working; he went so

far as to publish a ukase that forced all Berlin market women to spin

or weave in idle moments.^

Ironically, in view of his mystical ranting about serving the state, he

refused personal discipline. He was and he remained the king, a com-
plete autocrat upholding Louis XIV's famous maxim L'etat c'est mot.

In his words: "We are king and master and can do what we like." He
once wrote, "I need render account to no one as to the manner in

which I conduct my affairs." Momentary passion frequently ruled royal

behavior. "What he desires, he desires vehemently," one foreign am-
bassador succinctly noted; and if he failed to achieve that desire, he

reverted to the adult equivalent of childhood tantrums. He could never

control his passion for hunting and shooting; he ate and drank far too

much, smoked far too many pipes of strong tobacco. He early began
to suffer from severe attacks of colic and gout, and his health continued

to deteriorate, as did his mind.

Owing to a youth spent in and around formal courts, he loathed

foppery in any form, but he erred in confusing it with manners and
intellect, often at great cost. Holding that "all learned men are fools,"

he despised esoteric studies, scorned all art, all books, all paintings,

and all science, and whenever possible humiliated the learned members
of the Academy of Sciences so proudly founded by his father.

Owing to a loathing of French language and manners, Frederick Wil-

liam made a fetish of being German, and this often blinded him to

realities of European politics at a particularly crucial time in Prussian

history. His distrust of the Hanoverians, of his uncle King George I of

England, and of his cousin, later King George II, further blinded him.

Yet the more he leaned toward Emperor Charles VI and the Holy Ro-
man Empire, the more confused and contradictory became his posi-

tion. As Elector of Brandenburg, he had sworn fealty to the emperor;
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as King in Prussia his attempts to mold a powerful and homogeneous
kingdom could not but conflict with Austrian insistence on subservient

satellites of the Empire.

Owing to his father's dangerous extravagance, Frederick William be-

came the most parsimonious monarch in the world. Having pared court

and administrative staffs to the bone, he paid miserable salaries to those

who remained, although a few favorites enjoyed enormous incomes.

Any reforms that demanded large expenditures were virtually aban-

doned— legal reforms, for example— because he would not pay suf-

ficient salaries to attract competent and honest judges and advocates.

His subjects labored under heavy and inequitable taxes that the nobil-

ity for the most part were not required to pay, a common situation in

the Europe of the day. In all dealings his motto was ein Plus machen
(Show a profit). He sold favors with the fervor of a corrupt cardinal,

the money going into the army recruiting chest. No official could au-

thorize cash expenditures without the king's personal approval. He
normally turned down such requests, sometimes in rude verse form:

I cannot grant your request,

I have a hundred thousand people to support.

I cannot shit money,

Frederick William, King in Prussia.''

Owing to a love of the army, which he deemed necessary both to

preserve and to enlarge his kingdom, he built the finest force in Europe,

but he made numerous enemies by spending vast sums and by violating

neighboring borders in pursuit of the coveted tall men to fill the ranks

of the Potsdam Grenadier Guards. No effort was spared to secure these

unfortunate brutes. Rulers protested repeatedly, war was threatened

more than once, but to little avail. He even tried unsuccessfully to "breed"

giants within his kingdom.

Owing to love of power, the king all but excluded civil ministers,

including some very able ones, from his immediate court. Those ad-

mitted to the royal presence were so intimidated by the monarch's vi-

cious temper, scurrilous innuendoes, and blustering threats that they

rarely stood their ground. Frederick William tolerated no cabinet de-

cisions, depended on no single minister. He often annotated ministerial

reports and proposals with a rude reprimand and crude drawing of a

gallows. Whether in Berlin or Potsdam or Wusterhausen, his "parlia-

ment" of cronies, mostly veteran generals of the Rhine and Danube
campaigns, met almost every night for the famed Tabaks-KoUegium,

or Tabagie, an institution begun by his father during a plague epidemic

on the theory that tobacco smoke would ward off the fatal disease. The

group puts one in mind of the ancient Goths of Germany who debated

everything twice, "once drunk and once sober: — Drunk— that their

councils might not want vigor; — and sober— that they might not want
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discretion."^ Here among pots of beer and bread, cold meats and cheese,

tobacco, pet bear cubs and monkeys, and polluted streams of court

gossip, coarse jokes, and childish, often cruel horseplay; here among
games of piquet, ombre, and backgammon; here among the sweat and
stench of smoking, drinking, belching, farting old men, Frederick Wil-

liam found relaxed contentment while picking those brains he momen-
tarily needed — though what he heard was not often the truth.

These hard-drinking army friends who hunted with the king in the

day and gossiped with him until late at night were nearly all feudal

aristocrats, each intent on feathering his own nest in the eyrie of the

Holy Roman Empire, whose interests frequently coincided with the

aristocrats' own. Called the Imperialists, this body of twelve to twenty

informal but influential advisers was averse to any form of alliance—
pohtical, military, or matrimonial — with England, and if convictions

ever wavered, Austrian gold soon appeared to allay any doubt.

Crown Prince Frederick was introduced to the Tabagie at an early

age. The king was very proud of the boy's military education and fre-

quently summoned him to the nightly session, where he or one of the

elder Prussian generals would put the youngster through army drill.

Frederick william was not a good father to any of his vast brood
unless being so was of momentary expedience— to annoy the queen

by showing tender affection to Wilhelmina, or to favor another prince

in order to make Frederick conform to the royal will. Believing that

children should be rarely seen and almost never heard, he insisted that

his own be raised in biirgerlich, or middle-class, style, and not have

their heads filled with royal affectations. Something of his parental at-

titude emerges in a letter written to Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau,

who himself had several daughters, after Princess Louise Ulrica's birth

in 1720: "It is the time of girls, and yesterday another one came into

the world. I will establish a convent for which my dear prince could

also furnish some nuns — one must either drown them or make nuns

out of them. They certainly won't all get husbands." He was slightly

more tolerant of his sons, but only as long as each conformed to his

image of a proper prince. Even as an infant Frederick did not often

conform, and he was not very old when he began to develop his love-

hate relationship with the king.

The basis of this unpleasant and incredibly sad relationship is not
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too difficult to understand. To a king, a crown prince was often more
a necessity than a desire. Frederick was vital to the survival of the House
of Hohenzollern. Necessity is also easier to resent than desire.

Throughout history kings have resented princes: Irish kings used to

blind their sons to prevent being tumbled from their thrones. Turkish

sultans locked their sons in cages to prevent their becoming contami-

nated by court plots, a universal danger fervently expressed by Brutus:

And therefore think him as a serpent's egg,

Which, hatch'd, would, as his kind, grow mischievous.

And kill him in the shell.

^

If a crown prince was a necessary extension of ego, he was even more
an object of scrutiny, even more the dough to be molded into the fa-

ther's loaf. To the physically strong and bellicose Prussian king, Fred-

erick seemed a gross insult, a sickly joke. The father could not tolerate

the child's weakness and frequent illnesses, and he constantly ranted,

raved, and shouted at this misbegotten spawn who one day would steal

his crown from his head.

Frederick faced increasing paternal fury as he grew into early child-

hood. His father often stormed into the nursery or had the child brought

to him to examine as if he were some sort of backward worm. The
king was never satisfied; as the infant grew, his dissatisfaction in-

creased. He soon began to manhandle the prince royal, cuffing and

poking him, and when this drew only tortured silence and a casting

down of brimming eyes, the king would shout and hurl abuse and blows

while demanding that Frederick speak up. But Frederick only trembled

until the storm blew over or until he escaped the royal presence. Wil-

helmina observed many of these scenes and later recalled that "the king

could not bear my brother; he abused him whenever he laid eyes on

him, so that Frederick became obsessed with a fear of him which per-

sisted even after he had reached the age of reason."

The relationship deteriorated further as the king continued to press

the dough to his own mold. He put his son into uniform at the age of

five. Characteristically, in a day when other princelings wore colonel's

rank in the cradle, the Crown Prince of Prussia became a mere non-

commissioned officer charged with drilling a group of nobles his own
age. That year he learned the fifty-four movements that constituted the

Prussian drill, and he also began to master the Lutheran catechism. He
attended military reviews at the king's side, and on Sundays marched

his cadet corps to church. When one day the king saw his son beating

a toy drum, he became so excited at this martial display that he sum-

moned the court painter, Antoine Pesne, to record the scene.

When Frederick was seven the king turned over his education to two

trusted soldiers. Named as governor was sixty-six-year-old Lieutenant
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General Count Finck von Finckenstein, who had tutored Frederick

Wilham. As subgovernor the king appointed Colonel Christoph von
Kalkstein, a young Swedish officer whom he had encountered at the

battle of Malplaquet, and who subsequently entered Prussian service.

He was thirty-six, a man of cultivated taste and education, but, accord-

ing to Wilhelmina, also "coarse and violent." As civil tutor the king

named a thirty-year-old French Huguenot, Jacques Egide Duhan de

Jandun, whose intelligence and bravery had impressed him at the siege

of Stralsund.*

Frederick William's "Instructions" to Count von Finckenstein have

survived; they were based on his own father's lengthy instructions for

Frederick William's education, but with significant changes. The count

was to supervise a regimen that would ensure proper moral, mental,

and physical upbringing. Crown Prince Frederick would arise early; in

the king's opinion, too much sleep made children dumb. Religious ed-

ucation was paramount: "My son together with all his servants will

start and end the day by saying prayers on their knees . . . followed

by reading a chapter from the Bible." Frederick would learn to revere,

esteem, and obey his parents and to feel "brotherly love" and "perfect

confidence" toward his father. The king wished his son to be submis-

sive but not servile. More curiously, "You are to make him afraid of

his mother, but of me, never." He must be impressed with a proper

love and fear of God "as the foundation and only basis of our temporal

and eternal welfare." He was to have nothing to do with such false

religions as atheism, Arianism, Socinianism, which are absurd and
"which can so easily corrupt a young mind. . . . On the other hand,

a proper abhorrence of Papistry and insight into its baselessness and
nonsense is to be communicated to him." He was not to waste time

learning Latin. Ancient history was also verboten, "except very super-

ficially." In Frederick William's quaint phrase, his son and heir was not

to be educated to be "a king of yesterday."^

He was to learn to speak French and German "clearly and purely"

and to write them with "a concise and elegant style." Nothing is more
suitable and necessary for a great prince than to speak effectively "in a

clear and pure accent"; he was to learn early "to inspire an army to a

vigorous action." He was to study arithmetic, mathematics, geog-

raphy, gunnery, and domestic economy from the ground up; also "con-

temporary history, and the history of the last hundred and fifty years

is to be taught most carefully . . . particularly the history of his House,
for which purpose the library and archives will be at his disposal, be-

* "It is rare," Frederick noted sardonically, "to engage a tutor in a trench." (Frederick the

Great, Oeuvres, Volume 2, Histoire de mon temps, hereafter Oeuvres, Volume 2, Histoire

de mon temps.)
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cause a family example is always more impressive than a foreign one."

He was to learn the history of those Houses to which his own was
bound, such as England, Brunswick, Hesse.

In time his military education would become paramount. Once started

in mathematics and drawing, he was to learn what was necessary of

fortification, formation of camps, and other branches of military sci-

ence "so that the prince, from childhood on, will act as officer and

general." Even more ominously, the king charged the military tutors

"in the highest measure to instill into my son a true love for the military

profession, and impress on him that nothing in the world can give a

prince such fame and honor as the sword, and that he would be the

most despicable creature on earth if he did not revere it and seek true

glory from it."

The governors were to pay careful attention to the prince's moral

habits. Frederick William had already perceived the six-year-old crown

prince's "inflated pride and the tendency for extravagance." As for ex-

pensive vanities, operas, plays, and other "dissipations," the tutors were

to "inspire him with disgust of them." He was not to be flattered; he

would be addressed as simply as possible and would learn all the vir-

tues of modesty and humility. In 171 8 his privy purse amounted to an

annual 360 thalers; in the next ten years it would grow to a niggardly

six hundred thalers, and every groschen had to be accounted for to the

king. Frederick was to learn "the greatest disgust possible" for laziness,

"one of the greatest of all vices." His tutors were never to leave him

alone, and they were to be very careful concerning the company he

kept. "Above all he was to be shielded from the depravity of whoring

and lust, which often came at puberty, failing which the governors

would pay with their heads." ^

These rigorous instructions do not seem to have been so rigorously

carried out. Count Finckenstein not only wisely tempered them, but

won the crown prince's affection in the process. Frederick went often

to the count's mansion to play with his sons, who were about his age;

the friendships would extend to later years. Frederick also seems to

have liked Colonel von Kalkstein, whom he later referred to as "my
master, Kalkstein." But his real friend and confidant was Jacques Du-

han, a sensitive and intelligent teacher, who, like Wilhelmina, soon

became a dominant influence in Frederick's youth.

At first all went reasonably well. Early reports from Finckenstein to the

king showed Frederick in a favorable light. He was earnestly studying,

he rode, drilled his cadet company, went shooting. Frederick had started

to write the king letters when he was five, a habit his tutors encour-

aged. Now he proudly reported that his cadets had shot well; he re-
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warded them with a barrel of beer; he killed a hare, felled his first

partridge. He complemented such news items with little missives, a few

of which have survived. At the age of eight he submitted a treatise,

"Rule of Life for a Prince of High Birth," which began: "His heart

must be upright, his religion that of the Reformed Church; he must

fear God in a particular manner, not like common people who do it

for money or worldly goods. He must love his father and mother; he

must be grateful.'"* It continued with an evangelical zeal that presum-

ably brought tears of paternal delight. In a friend's Album Amicor-

ium— a friendship diary— he loftily wrote in French above his sig-

nature: "The beginning of wisdom is the fear of God." '' The king

signaled his satisfaction on Frederick's ninth birthday by presenting

him with a specially fitted room in the Berlin palace, a private armory
holding every conceivable weapon and intended for the boy's enjoy-

ment and further education.

The king's pleasure was short-lived. Frederick's outpourings should

not have been taken so seriously. They represented much more what
his tutors wanted the king to read than what the prince knew or be-

lieved or enjoyed. For Frederick's major influences remained Wilhel-

mina and Duhan. Wilhemina represented Monbijou, Mummy, and

Hanoverian aristocracy, and she continued to scorn the king's primi-

tive manner of living. Duhan from the outset defied royal orders. He
cut short tiresome religious sessions to teach his ward Greek and Ro-

man classics; Frederick learned to read Italian and even a little Latin, a

language expressly forbidden by the king. Together they read Fenelon's

Telemaque and other romantic classics of the time, an excursion seri-

ously at odds with the rules laid down by his father, who had informed

Duhan that "the history of the Greeks and Romans is to be done away
with; it can serve no useful purpose." Finckenstein and Kalkstein must
have known of these and other violations. The king had some notion

of them. On one occasion he caught Frederick reading Latin, a crime

defended by a subtutor, who said it was necessary if the Prince was to

understand the Bulla Aurea, or Golden Bull, the charter of Empire signed

in 1356. In a fury the king characteristically snarled, "I'll Golden Bull

you," beat the hapless man, then discharged him.^ But the lessons con-

tinued.

Royal opposition served only to produce an atmosphere of conspir-

acy that intensified as the royal temper worsened. Despite the favorable

signs alleged by Finckenstein, Frederick already loathed all that his fa-

ther stood for, particularly the rude atmosphere of the Tabagie and the

wanton slaughter of birds and animals. Instead, he had grown to love

*The entry is dated October 21, and on the reverse side Count Finckenstein certified that it

was written and signed by the crown prince. (British Museum, Additional Manuscripts, 27310.)



These portraits of Crown Princess Wilhelmina at seven years of age

and Crown Prince Frederick at age four were only recently identified

in Buckingham Palace, where they had been hanging for over two

and a half centuries. Charles Whitworth, the British ambassador in

Berlin who commissioned them, reported in 1716, "The Prince gives

very great hopes, both as to his temper and person, and the eldest

Princess is one of the finest children I ever saw."

"The beginning of wisdom is the fear of God."— Crown Prince

Frederick to an unknown friend, 1720
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French literature and, in the tradition of his paternal grandfather and

his mother, most things French. Influenced by Duhan, he adopted French

mannerisms, spoke only that language except when his father forced

him to speak German, and combed his hair in foppish fashion— "like

a cockatoo," Frederick WiUiam complained.^ Duhan later smuggled

French clothes to the royal apartments, "soft silk robes, touching the

floor like women's dresses."^ He helped the prince begin a private li-

brary that in time would hold nearly four thousand volumes of eclectic,

generally forbidden works; they were kept secretly in a house rented

by the tutor. He bought his ward a flute and taught him how to play

it. Frederick soon preferred it to the clavier. On royal hunts he carried

it in his game bag and would sneak off to find a secluded glen in which

to play it; he also preferred playing duets with one of his cadet non-

commissioned officers to drilling with his company. Frederick William

loathed these habits. "Fritz is a flute player and poet," he grumbled to

his rowdy companions of the Tabagie.^

The king could find no harsher criticism to levy. A flute player and a

poet was not what he had in mind as a successor, and he now set about

to correct his son's errant ways.

Berlin, 1723. The prime minister of Saxony, Field Marshal Count
Karl Flemming, described it as a border fortress where everyone, sol-

diers and civilians, spoke only of military matters, "of march and coun-

termarch, of file and rank." The king, he noted, was very gifted and

highly intelligent but lacked the true principles of a monarch and ruled

more by fear than affection. The eleven-year-old crown prince, he went

on, "shows spirit, and although he is not as inclined toward the mili-

tary profession as his father, he adapts himself to it in order to please

the king." ^ Later that year King George of England visited Berlin and

watched the crown prince, his grandson, drill the cadet corps of three

hundred young aristocrats. George was "extremely well pleased with

His Royal Highness's behavior, which was highly admired."^

But Frederick had already grown to prefer infinitely his mother's

court, where the king could not so easily block the horizons of learning

opened by Jacques Duhan, and where he was surrounded by people

who openly mocked the king's pleasures. At Potsdam and Wusterhau-

sen he opted whenever possible for Wilhelmina's company in prefer-

ence to the hunt. He would play the flute, she the lyre, his principesse
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wooing her principe, a musical duet with Freudian overtones. By this

time the two youngsters reaHzed that they were becoming pawns in the

struggle between Austria and Great Britain to win and hold the Prus-

sian alliance; and if they did not yet understand the many nuances of

the struggle, they could not fail to recognize the intrigues that filled the

separate courts of their parents. In self-defense they played together,

read together, invented mocking tales that poked fun at the king and

his ministers, for whom they used private and pejorative names. At

table they fidgeted and grimaced, giggled at private jokes. This was
adolescent nonsense, a rudimentary flutter of the wings, incipient re-

bellion familiar to any parent.

Unfortunately Frederick William read it as patent disloyalty. He had

for some years suspected that an international plot existed to kidnap

and murder him, a fear that partially explains his weird tantrums.*

Inept in European diplomacy, which was particularly complicated at

this time, he transferred his frustrations to family, especially to the

crown prince. Count Ulrich von Suhm, the Saxon envoy in Berlin, re-

ported an extraordinary scene at a dinner in early 1724. The king sud-

denly pointed to the prince royal and told an intimate: "I should like

very much to know what is passing in that little head. I know that he

does not think as I do. There are people who try to instill quite contrary

ideas into his head and encourage him to find fault with all that I do;

they are scoundrels!" Having worked himself into mild fury, he turned

to his son: "Fritz, listen carefully! Always maintain a good and large

army; you can have no better friend, and without that friend you can-

not stand. Our neighbors desire nothing so much as to see us topple. I

know their intentions; you will learn to know them. Take my word for

it; do not think of vanities; hold on to the real. Keep a good army
and plenty of money. In those two things lie the glory and security of

a prince." As he started this HohenzoUern exhortation, he began giv-

ing the boy little taps on the cheek, and as he continued talking these

grew harder and harder, until at the end they were just short of

blows.

^

In the spring of 1725 a visiting nobleman and distinguished diplomat

and general from Vienna, Count Friedrich Heinrich von Seckendorff,

described Frederick William's own demanding schedule to his court

and added that Crown Prince Frederick, despite his thirteen years, "had

to follow this same regimen, and even though the king loves him dearly,

he so tires him with early rising and constant activity through the day

that he, despite his youth, looks old and stiff and walks as if he already

were a veteran of numerous military campaigns." Although the visitor

* A Hungarian nobleman and agent provocateur, Clement, exposed an Austrian plot to kid-

nap Frederick William. This was fraudulent, and Clement was arrested, tried, and hanged in

1720.
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understood the king's intention, it was obvious that "this way of Ufe

was opposed to the crown prince's incHnation and would in time ex-

ercise exactly the contrary effect, because the crown prince's tempera-

ment is directed more on generosity, neatness, comfort and luxury, and

he is also disinterested, liberal and compassionate." The writer had

witnessed young Frederick receiving cash gifts from the burghers of

Magdeburg and Stassfurth and forthwith turning the gold coins over

to the poor."*

Not surprisingly, the severe routine did not have the effect desired

by the king. Frederick cared no more than formerly for vigorous and

robust sports. He preferred arts and sciences and the company of those

versed in higher learning. His foppish ways continued to enrage the

king, who on one occasion beat him for using a three-pronged silver

fork instead of the standard two-pronged steel instrument. That au-

tumn the king in a state of alarm issued new "Instructions" to Finck-

enstein and Kalkstein to see that their ward followed a daily schedule

that would wean him from slothful ways. Thenceforth Frederick was
awakened daily at six a.m. to say "private prayers" as laid down by

the king. He dressed, washed without soap, and breakfasted by six-

thirty. While he drank tea, a barber queued his hair without powder.

Duhan then arrived to lead the young prince and servants in biblical

readings and hymns for fifteen minutes. Another fifteen minutes went
to private discussion with Frederick on "important problems of Chris-

tianity." Lessons followed until ten, when a Lutheran minister arrived

to teach an hour of Christian religion. At eleven Frederick washed his

hands, this time with soap, put on his uniform and reported to the king

for dinner and a two-hour discussion. Three more hours of lessons

followed, then physical exercise, usually riding or drilling, later fencing

and swimming, at times long hunts in cold weather. After a short rest

he supped, bade the king good night, said public prayers in front of the

servants, and was asleep by ten-thirty. If he behaved to the king's plea-

sure, which he rarely seemed to do, he earned a half holiday on
Wednesdays. On Sundays he rose at seven and escaped lessons but had
to accompany the king to church.^

The stern course served only to increase Frederick's rebellion. More
quarrels and beatings ensued. Count Konrad Alexander von Rothen-

burg, the French envoy in Berlin, would shortly report to his court "the

alienation between father and son," which he feared "will increase still

further."^

A large part of Frederick William's bad temper resulted from inept

diplomacy. For some years he had been wrestling with the problem of

alliance. On the one hand were the advantages to be gained from
friendship with Austria. He was after all an elector of the Holy Roman
Empire and owed certain fealty to Emperor Charles VI. But Charles,
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who was said to be serious even when he laughed, was in the uncom-
fortable position of having bred no surviving male heirs. Indeed, for

some time he had bred nothing, but finally in 171 7 a daughter, Maria
Theresa, was born and survived. In an attempt to change Empire rules,

he had some years earlier drawn up a document, called the Pragmatic

Sanction, that would guarantee the Imperial succession to his daughter,

and for years his emissaries had been hawking the document about

Europe like demented insurance salesmen. A historian has called the

Pragmatic Sanction "the cardinal error of his life," and he was right.''

Prince Eugene of Savoy would have scrapped it in favor of a filled

treasury and a good army. Charles could gain acceptance of the docu-

ment from other rulers only by yielding on major political issues. It

seemed to Frederick William that, as his father had been rewarded by

being named King in Prussia for alliance at a crucial time, so now he

should be rewarded by Imperial recognition of Prussian claims to two
Rhenish duchies, Juliers and Berg— a recognition he fruitlessly sought

up to his death. Most members of the Tabagie favored Prussian alli-

ance with Austria.

On the other hand, Frederick William was related by blood to the

Hanoverian and English courts and saw numerous advantages in an

alliance with England, to which he was spiritually tied by the Protes-

tant faith — particularly if that could be cemented by marrying his

children into the English royal family and if the English court would
guarantee Prussian claims not only to Juliers and Berg, but also to East

Frisia and Mecklenburg. This was the union so heartily wished by the

queen and by the "English party" at her court, of whom the important

members were the ranking minister of foreign affairs. Baron Friedrich

Ernst von Knyphausen; the English envoy Brigadier Dubourgay; and

the French envoy Count Rothenburg.

The situation spelled unavoidable conflict. The Vienna court could

not tolerate the thought of these Protestant Houses, Brandenburg-Prus-

sia and Hanover, being further united. They had already allied in the

War of the Spanish Succession, and had found common interest in the

Northern War. If subsequent developments in the Baltic had caused a

rift, it was on the verge of being healed by a diplomatic effort on En-

gland's part, an effort welcomed by Frederick William. The Austrian

court correctly read this as a challenge, not only to Imperial suprem-

acy, but perhaps even to Imperial survival.

For several years Frederick William had vacillated, but in 1725 Aus-

tria unexpectedly made peace with Spain. The treaty was announced

in only general terms and led to intense speculation on its secret clauses,

and with justification. France and England in particular were incensed

with Spain's guarantee of Austrian trading privileges, which could eas-

ily lead to war. Rumors of another alliance, between Austria, Sweden,
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and Russia — the last two about to make war on Denmark — in re-

turn for Russia joining the Austrian-Spanish alHance, further confused

the situation. Frederick WilHam was as usual caught in the middle,

dreading the religious implications of the Austrian alliance with Spain

(a new Catholic League?), yet reluctant to trust either England or France.

At this crucial juncture General Count von Seckendorff arrived in

Berlin from Vienna with orders from the emperor and Prince Eugene
to win over the wavering Frederick William— cost what it may. Seck-

endorff, one of the most refreshing if unscrupulous diplomats (and cer-

tainly one of the most unfortunate generals) in European history, was
fifty-three, short but ramrod straight, a North German Protestant who
had been in Saxon service and was now in Austrian service. According

to an acquaintance, Baron Karl Ludwig von Pollnitz, a courtly gada-

bout of racy memoir fame, Seckendorff was "the most ambitious, most
self-seeking, most presumptuous man in the world." He had served

ably and bravely as co-commander of the Saxon army during the siege

and capture of Stralsund, where he had greatly impressed King Fred-

erick William, and where he and General Friedrich Wilhelm Grumb-
kow had become friends. The Prussian king had given him a valuable

diamond ring for service in that campaign, and they remained in cor-

respondence, the king unfailingly offering Seckendorff his "everlasting

favor and friendship." Worldly and knowledgeable, thrifty, hard-

working, and deeply religious, Seckendorff had struck common ground,

his curiously hoarse voice vigorously defending the virtues of Protes-

tantism and warning of dangers inherent in French expansionism —
subjects only too dear to Frederick William. In 171 7 the king wrote to

congratulate him on taking his regiment into the field in Hungary: "You
will shoot Turks while I shoot partridges." He had visited Potsdam in

1716 and again in 1723, when he was probably responsible for the

resumption of diplomatic relations between Austria and Prussia. In the

king's eyes the count was a true Biedermann — a man of honor— and
now in 1725 Seckendorff quickly became a favorite. This was a some-
what exhausting experience: "Whoever spends a few weeks at this court

and is constantly around its king," he complained to Prince Eugene,

"can never be sufficiently astonished over the many alterations, reso-

lutions, projects, fears, hopes, and various emotions." Recovering from
"the unbelievable and unnecessary exertions" back at his Meuselwitz

estate, he described to Eugene how he had attempted to assuage royal

doubts of Imperial resolutions, and he also described Frederick Wil-

ham's thinking on a variety of sensitive subjects— very sound intelli-

gence reports buttressed by personal observation of court, army, and
economy, and by collaboration with General Grumbkow. In return for

Grumbkow's continued cooperation, Seckendorff paid him thousands

of thalers per year on behalf of the Vienna court, as well as additional
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sums to support what in time would become a formidable army of

spies, informants, and provocateurs. Count von Seckendorff's popu-

larity increased to the degree that, according to the English envoy, the

king asked him to leave Austrian service and become a Prussian field

marshal.^

But Frederick William's fear of increasing Austrian power, which

among other things would jeopardize his claim to Juliets and Berg,

continued to override Seckendorff's influence. England had agreed to

accept the Prussian claim to the two duchies, and the French court was
prepared to follow suit. Frederick William now believed that his best

protection lay in strengthening the 1723 alliance with England. In Sep-

tember 1725, he traveled to Hanover, where his uncle and father-in-

law King George I was then visiting, to discuss in detail the new threat

caused by the Austrian-Spanish alliance. The two monarchs got on well,

and George was a splendid host: Frederick William put on another two
inches of stomach during his brief stay. A series of conferences shared

by Prussian ministers and senior French ministers produced the League

of Hanover — a triple alliance of Great Britain, France, and Prussia,

which Holland, Sweden, and Denmark would soon be asked to join.

The League was essentially defensive, each power guaranteeing the

other's possessions and rights both in and out of Europe. It was, the

Prussian king thought, a "safe" treaty, since it would not involve him
in imbroglios from which he could expect no profit. The most impor-

tant article, from his standpoint, was secret and confirmed the validity

of his claim to Juliets and Berg.

Never very strong, the foundations underlying the League of Hanover

soon began to crumble. Scarcely were the signatures dry on the parch-

ment than Frederick William was besieged by dragons of doubt. A very

big dragon was the much discussed marriage of his daughter Wilhel-

mina to Prince Frederick of Hanover, the Enghsh king's grandson. The

Danish envoy. General Paul von Lovenorn, reported to his court that

the Prussian king "will move heaven and earth to have a date set and

the contract of marriage signed before the King of England returns to

England.'"^ King George, however, would put nothing in writing. Al-

though it was believed that he had given his daughter. Queen Sophia

of Prussia, positive assurances for both marriages — Wilhelmina's and

Crown Prince Frederick's — he could not guarantee them without con-

sent of Parliament, a consent that he was not ready to solicit.

Another dragon was the possible result of Frederick William's rash

diplomacy. Baron Riidiger d'llgen, his veteran minister of foreign af-

fairs, objected to the treaty because he felt the risks outweighed advan-

tages. Was the king not forsaking his sworn loyalty to emperor and
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Empire? Did the king want his authority to be used to further EngHsh

and Dutch commercial aspirations by attacking the Ostend Com-
pany— the trading company of Emperor Charles VI — and seizing

Austrian ships, or by defending Gottorp on behalf of the weak King of

Denmark? Were France and England not using the Prussian king to

advance their own interests? Suppose that Austria went to war with

the League: England was safe behind the Channel, France safe behind

the elaborate belt of fortresses built by Marquis Sebastien de Vauban,

the brilliant military engineer of Louis XIV. Only Brandenburg-Prussia

lay open to invasion. And what if the Habsburgs were overthrown?

Would a French or even an English emperor reign instead?

These and other doubts were swirling furiously through the king's

tortured mind when Seckendorff again appeared in Berlin in the spring

of 1726, his mission being "to influence the king and lead him to better

thoughts, which must be accomplished naturally and not forced." ^°

Warmly welcomed, Seckendorff soon discovered that the king was
frightened to death of war and had severe doubts that his allies in the

Treaty of Hanover would adequately support him. His relations with

his own family were worse than ever, and he could trust no one.

Here the king had another legitimate grievance, albeit one brought

about by his own brutal behavior. As usual, political uncertainty had
caused him to turn his wrath against his son. But Frederick was four-

teen now, in many ways a very weary fourteen, and he had launched a

counterattack. In late May, Count Rothenburg reported to the Ver-

sailles court that "the crown prince is loading me with favors and . . .

told me a few days ago that he would give an exact account of all that

the king his father said." The envoy added, "I shall be careful to com-
mit myself to nothing, however precocious and cunning this young prince

may be." Queen Sophia, who had been sending secret letters to her

father and to her sister-in-law all along through Dubourgay's couriers,

now also confided state secrets to Count Rothenburg in an effort to

enlist him in her cause. She would shortly startle him by confiding the

"measures which, in her opinion, should be taken if the king were to

die mad." ^1

In short, Seckendorff found a bubbling pot of political and family

dissension, to which he quickly added his own subtle but powerful

ingredients to move the harassed king farther from England and France,

convincing him that King George had no intention of letting the mar-

riages take place. He soon converted Frederick William to the Austrian

cause, at least enough so that the king stated his grievances, particu-

larly the matter of Juliers and Berg, which the Vienna court promised

to straighten out. Seckendorff 's line was ably seconded by General

Grumbkow, already in Austrian pay; by Baron d'llgen, whom Secken-

dorff had also bribed; and, indeed, by nearly everyone in the king's
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court, for Seckendorff was spending a great deal of money to enlist

supporters. "It is inconceivable," Dubourgay reported to England, "in

what an abject manner everybody in this place courts Seckendorff 's

favor and friendship. Even persons that one thought proof against any

temptations by their known attachment to the queen cannot forbear

falling in with the crowd." ^^ In August, Seckendorff wrote to the em-

peror that he would need "substantial gifts" for d'llgen, Knyphausen,

and Grumbkow should the treaty materialize, and tall men for four of

Frederick William's favorite generals and colonels. He already had asked

for tall men for the Prussian king, and now he wanted a letter author-

izing the king to recruit giants in Austrian territories.

The upshot of Seckendorff 's campaign was a political volte-face by

Frederick William. Despite the most stringent efforts on the part of the

queen, the Prussian king signed a new treaty with Austria that October.

The Treaty of Wusterhausen was purely defensive, with each party

guaranteeing the succession of the other's crown and pledging a certain

number of troops in case the other signatory was attacked. The essence

of the treaty was that in return for Prussia's guarantee of the Pragmatic

Sanction, the emperor would do his utmost to uphold the Prussian

claim on the Rhenish duchies, a claim reluctantly shaded by Frederick

William, who agreed that after the death of the Elector Palatine, Juliets

would go to the Prince of Sulzbach, Berg and Ravenstein to Prussia.

Neither Seckendorff nor anyone else could totally allay Frederick Wil-

liam's suspicions concerning the Vienna court's sincerity, and the Prus-

sian king carefully stipulated that the treaty would not be ratified until

the Palatine-Sulzbach faction gave its agreement to this clause, which

it had to do within six months. If it did not, then the entire alliance

was null and void. Softening this ultimatum, however, was the king's

obvious desire to abandon England and France in favor of an alliance

with Austria.

S

Crown prince Frederick did not take kindly to his father's new
alliance. He looked forward to marrying Princess Emily, not so much
for the reasons pounded into him by his mother but rather as escape

from his father's brutal treatment. Relations between them had contin-

ued to deteriorate. In that autumn of 1726 the fourteen-year-old heir

had been confined to Potsdam for rigorous studies and discipline. Even

his menu was prescribed: he was served a "frugal" table— "at noon a
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soup using no more than two pounds of meat, a fricassee, or fish, and
then a roast, Hkewise for the evening meal."^

Frederick still showed Rothenburg his favor, reporting whenever
possible all that came his way, including numerous proposals by Seck-

endorff and Grumbkow designed to win him to the Imperialist side.

Rothenburg, who had no love for Frederick William — he once de-

clared that he would rather become a Carthusian monk than remain

long at the Prussian court, and he had been trying to get himself re-

called for some years— had begun to form a third force. "The king is

absolutely hated by every class in his kingdom," he reported inaccur-

ately to Versailles. "In order to disarm the father we must form a party

for the crown prince and attach a number of officers to him. ... I

think such a plan ought to succeed. In any case we should be fostering

in the young prince views favorable to France."^

The French court enthusiastically endorsed Rothenburg's plan, and
Frederick remained so enthusiastic over the traitorous relationship that

Rothenburg had to caution him "to maintain great reserve" to avoid

compromising himself. The envoy pretended never to speak to him,

using Knyphausen, who was in French pay, as a go-between. He soon
reported "a perfect understanding" between Frederick and Knyphau-
sen; his own secret relationship prospered to such an extent "that I can

already make use of his name to flatter or intimidate our friends and
our enemies." Rothenburg sincerely believed that Prussia was on the

verge of revolution, and he thought that its king would be declared

insane and interned in a fortress.^ Some evidence exists to show that

Frederick and the queen shared this view, which certainly would have

been an exciting prospect to the harassed heir.

Rothenburg extended his counterattack in late November. In a long

and candid audience he laid some cards on the table, telling the king

that he "was so beset by persons who infused into him notions directly

contrary to his true Interest and Honor, that those who had both sin-

cerely at heart could seldom get opportunity of approaching him, and
confuting the idle Stories they invented to alienate him from his true

friends." Dubourgay, who reported the scene, added that "I am told

from a very sure hand that His Prussian Majesty stay'd alone in his

Closet an hour and a half after Count [Rothenburg's] Audience, his

head leaning all the time upon his hand, and full of the deepest thought,

and afterwards he sent for his chief ministers, with whom he conferr'd

a long time.""^

Seckendorff was aware of this audience, and also of the queen's in-

cessant arguments against the Austrian alliance, arguments hstened to

by the king for a reason more mercenary than political. Sophia's mother,

the luckless Princess of Ahlden, had died and left her a considerable

sum, reportedly over a million crowns. Frederick William desperately
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wanted this money and was trying to sweet-talk the queen out of it. In

early December Seckendorff complained to his court that the queen

"has more influence than ever; the king makes a great deal of her."

Nonetheless, Seckendorff stuck close by the king through most of De-

cember, reassuring him that the emperor was doing everything possible

to settle the Berg affair in Prussia's favor. He also made sure that the

king heard rumblings of a palace revolution, and to further exacerbate

the suspicions of the harried ruler, he had Grumbkow send Frederick

William anonymous letters suggesting that "the queen was making him

a cuckold, and that a plan was on foot to carry him off, imprison him,

and place the crown prince upon the throne." Confronted with the

letters, the queen easily proved her innocence, but Frederick William

held "a great fear of those letters, and especially of the one that spoke

of the crown prince."
'•'

Seckendorff ended the year on a successful if exhausted note. He had

rewarded Grumbkow with another bribe, an annual pension of a thou-

sand ducats, and shortly afterward obtained an Imperial medal set with

diamonds for the court jester Jakob Gundling. Now he was going to

his nearby estate to recover from a surfeit of suppers that lasted late

into the night, night after night, "not without excesses."^

The struggle for Frederick William's allegiance continued throughout

1727, first one side, then the other, gaining the upper hand. Queen
Sophia remained a powerful influence — the king was still trying to get

his hands on her inheritance— and was opposing Grumbkow so vio-

lendy that in case of a revolution or the king's death, Seckendorff feared

for the man's life; he went so far as to ask the emperor secretly to

commission Grumbkow a lieutenant general in the Imperial army in

case he required protection. As for himself, "My countenance is so

hated by the queen that only with the greatest effort will she answer

me at table.
"^

Seckendorff returned to Berlin in early February with a double mis-

sion. He was first to persuade the king to accept a protracted delay in

the Berg negotiations, since the six-month period was rapidly running

out. Should negotiations prove fruitless, Seckendorff was to employ his

"usual discretion and dexterity" in persuading the king to accept an

equivalent territory, perhaps the duchy of Kurland, perhaps lands that

bordered Brandenburg-Prussia, which, considering the enmity between

Austria and England, "from all appearance were about to become en-

emy lands."''

* Along with the earlier Clement affair, this was the genesis of the alleged "plot" that would

emerge a few years later with such violent repercussions.
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Frederick William received the envoy as warmly as usual and assured

him that he had remained loyal to the emperor during Seckendorff's

absence. The dragons of doubt were nonetheless still present. Secken-

dorff shortly reported that "the queen and crown prince have in part

so intimidated the ministers, in part won them, that only Borcke re-

mains patriotic." Seckendorff at once began putting matters right, bribing

here, entertaining there. He needed more money, because once a week
he had to entertain the Potsdam Guards officers, who, "being young,

strong, and big, and being paid very little by the king, ate and drank

voraciously— they would consume forty to fifty bottles of wine in an

evening." The king always joined these parties, sometimes staying until

midnight and usually drinking to excess. After one such evening Seck-

endorff noted, "I am not able to write much today."

^

Nonetheless court affairs were so unsettled that Seckendorff waited

until mid-February to bring up the notion of a territorial equivalent for

Berg. He met with instant rebuff, particularly when it came to a sub-

stitution of lands that could be acquired by war, "for should war occur

then in all conscience he [Frederick William] must receive further sat-

isfaction [that is, territory]."^

War between England and Austria seemed imminent. Friction occa-

sioned by overseas trade had caused an open rupture between England

and Spain, followed by the Spanish siege of Gibraltar. England blamed
Austria in large part for fomenting the crisis, and also accused the Vi-

enna and Madrid courts of supporting a new Jacobite movement. This

led to a diplomatic rupture with Vienna. To exacerbate the situation,

both England and Holland insisted that the emperor close down his

overseas trading company, the Ostend Company, under threat of his

vessels' being seized wherever found.

The crisis put Frederick William in two minds. He was secretly de-

lighted that the Vienna and London courts now approached him for

support, yet at the same time he was frightened that war would cost

him more than he would gain. Accordingly, he turned momentary bro-

ker by submitting a compromise peace plan to the involved powers.

No one paid much attention to it, and in the event it was eclipsed by

French mediation. But it is interesting because it called for the electors

to maintain the peace of Germany. These princes, including the Elector

of Hanover (King George) and the Elector of Bavaria (Charles Albert),

were to declare neutrality "whereby a Third League," as the king per-

sonally explained to Dubourgay, "a kind of Moderator would be es-

tablished between the Allies of Hanover and Vienna." ^°

Although the London court seemed to favor the plan. King George
delayed a reply until consulting his allies, France and Holland. Their

refusal to accept any such scheme greatly upset Frederick William.

Meanwhile, Seckendorff, assisted by Grumbkow, Borcke, and many
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minions, continued his propaganda drive, which included new prom-
ises concerning the duchy of Berg. In late March, Dubourgay glumly

reported that the Prussian king seemed determined "to joyn in the clos-

est Measures with the Emperor, and to try all manner of ways to dis-

unite His [Britannic] Majesty and France." ^^ The situation had wors-

ened, Dubourgay warned, to the degree that Austria and Prussia were

considering an attack on Hanover. Frederick William was now keen to

march for the emperor's cause, Seckendorff reported at the end of March,

and had it not been for d'llgen's unwavering protests, "we would have

seen Prussian troops on the bank of the Elbe." '^

At this crucial point Czarina Catherine I of Russia died, leaving af-

fairs to a council of regents that would rule until Peter the Great's

twelve-year-old grandson ascended the throne as Peter II. It placed

Frederick William in another quandary. Unexpected events always up-

set the Prussian monarch, but Russia posed a particularly unsettling

enigma, and the czarina's death only added to his fears. Unable to pin

them down, much less master them, he smothered them in ill temper,

which worsened after a quarrel with August II, King of Poland and

also Elector of Saxony, over the arrest of a Prussian noncommissioned

officer for illegally recruiting soldiers in Saxony. The Vienna court did

not help matters: the six-month grace period had expired, and he was
no closer to having an Imperial guarantee to Berg.

It was not a good time for one who detested "complicated arrange-

ments," for now England's first minister. Sir Robert Walpole, brought

about a peace of sorts between England and Austria. This spelled an

end, at least temporarily, to Frederick William's bargaining powers and

plunged him into deepest grief.

Another calamity followed: King George unexpectedly died. Only a

few months earlier Queen Sophia's mother had died, and now her fa-

ther suddenly went— some said he was the victim of a curse. Despite

recent setbacks to the marriage alliance, Sophia was convinced that this

summer in Hanover she would have overcome her father's final doubts

and attained royal assent for the marriages. Now there would have to

be new and undoubtedly prolonged and unpleasant negotiations with

her brother, already crowned George II.

If Sophia grieved, Frederick William was shattered, even bursting

into tears in the presence of the British envoy. He had lost an anchor.

Deep within, he seems to have understood that Prussia's proper destiny

would have been realized through the League of Hanover, and he ap-

parently believed, as Dubourgay reported, that his uncle, the English

king, would eventually have welcomed him back to the fold. But that

hope had suddenly vanished, and he was left to deal with George II,

his forty-four-year-old cousin, whom he despised. The antipathy was

mutual, reaching back to childhood at Schloss Herrenhausen. Though
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five years younger than George August, Frederick William had been

bigger and stronger and had once settled a quarrel by giving him a

bloody nose, an act never forgotten by George and one that had caused

Grandmother Sophia to banish her ragamuffin grandson back to the

barbaric Berlin court. Frederick William later resented George's suc-

cessful courtship of the beautiful Princess Caroline of Ansbach, who
had refused to take him seriously. Time had not repaired hard feelings.

Frederick William scornfully referred to the somewhat foppish George

as "my brother the dancing master"; George in turn contemptuously

called the Prussian king "my brother the drill sergeant." '^

The combined weight of these vicissitudes proved too heavy for

Frederick William. For years illness had succeeded illness, the inevita-

ble result of his having abused body and mind by adhering to a sched-

ule that would have killed most men. As early as the spring of 1725
Seckendorff had warned Prince Eugene that "according to all human
calculations" the Prussian king could not live much longer. "From
morning until late at night he is constantly active, from the early hours

his mind is taxed with a host of different problems followed by unbe-

lievably fatiguing rides, drives, walks, and talks, stuffs himself with

heavy foods and strong drink (though not yet to the point of debauch-

ery), sleeps little and at the same time restlessly, which taken with his

vehement nature excites him to such a degree that in time evil results

will probably follow." The Saxon envoy. Count von Suhm, pinpointed

the mental problem. The Prussian king, who refused to rely on subor-

dinates to run the affairs of state, was so occupied with petty details

that he often forgot general policy concepts, both internal and foreign;

when details conflicted with policy he was apt to change his mind and
alter earlier orders, depending on the subject and his temper of the

moment. His impulsive decisions, based on conflicting notions and false

facts, so exhausted and hampered his thought processes "that he floated

in a perpetual irresolution with no fixed notion on anything." ^"^

The king sought refuge in heavier and heavier drinking bouts, enthu-

siastically encouraged by Seckendorff and Grumbkow. He had become
so gross that three soldiers had to help him mount his horse. Wilhel-

mina described his step as so heavy "that it always sounded as if he

wore thick boots." Heavy nightly drinking merely compounded pain-

ful bouts of colic (indigestion) and gout, not to mention incipient apo-

plexy and dropsy, the whole resulting in what Wilhelmina termed "se-

vere nervous attacks," which were checked only in part by doses of

ipecacuanha. These were manifested by bizarre, often violent actions,

usually followed by long spells of profound melancholy. Now in spring

of 1727 he entered into such a spell, and it was scarcely lessened by the

black mourning garb of the entire court, nobility and servants, which

created a constant atmosphere of Stygian gloom.
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At this perigee of his reign the king took even more extremely to

rehgion. His new vessel of belief was an old acquaintance, August Her-

man Francke, follower of Pietism, forerunner of Methodism. He had

founded a model orphanage at Halle and believed "in the power of

Grace combined with an understanding of the value of rational edu-

cation and action," This was all dear to Frederick William's heart and

he installed the sixty-year-old Francke at court. Wilhelmina later de-

scribed the new regimen:

This clergyman delighted in making scruples of conscience respecting the

most innocent actions. He condemned every diversion, even hunting and

music, as damnable. Nothing was to be spoken of but the word of God;

any other discourse was prohibited. It was always he who acted the fine

speaker at table, where he performed the office of lecturer, as in the

dining room of convents. The King preached a sermon to us every after-

noon; his valet began to sing a hymn, in which we all joined; we were

forced to listen to this sermon with as much attention as if it had been

that of an apostle. My brother [Frederick] and I were often inclined to

laugh, and sometimes we could not help bursting out. But we were in-

stantly overwhelmed with all the anathemas of the church, to which we
were obliged to attend with a contrite and penitent air, which we found

it difficult to affect. In short, the tedious Francke made us live like the

monks of La Trappe.

Frederick William was so carried away by this religious wave that

he spoke seriously of abandoning all earthly cares and abdicating in

favor of the crown prince. At thirty-nine he was talking like King Lear:

. . . 'tis our fast intent

To shake all cares and business from our age;

Conferring them on younger strengths, while we
Unburthen'd crawl toward death.

^^

Although the king continued to grumble about the cares of

monarchy, he had no real intention of abdicating in favor of his eldest

son. Nearly everything about the young man, going on sixteen, dis-

pleased his father. Frederick's idle, effeminate ways had continued, and

his seeming rejection of "manly virtues" was sufficient to have caused

the royal fury. But added to that was the growth of his mind and his

intense love of learning. His private and secret library was rapidly
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growing. He had personally catalogued it in the previous year, and the

record shows that he was reading books by Descartes, Bayle, Locke,

and Voltaire.

The prince was well on his way to becoming one of those "learned

men" so despised by the king. Only recently Frederick William had

summoned Lieutenant von Borcke and three other young officer-com-

panions of Frederick and in his son's presence informed them that his

son "had reached a dangerous age, and one which was subject to every

bad inclination." The four officers were ordered "to keep an eye upon

his conduct." They would answer "with their heads for the smallest

excess or breach of propriety from which they had not turned the prince,"

warned the king.^

By January 1728 the rupture between father and son had become so

serious that Frederick was not included in the royal party that departed

for the Dresden carnival, guests of August II, King of Poland and Elec-

tor of Saxony. Although Frederick William had little use for August,

whom he called the "clothes peg," Seckendorff and Grumbkow had

suggested that a change would raise his spirits and also improve rela-

tions with neighboring Saxony.

The carnival promised to be exciting. King August was a man of

many parts and almost no self-discipline. "He rushed from one exciting

occupation to another," wrote the noted nineteenth-century German
historian Leopold von Ranke, "from pleasure to pleasure, without the

least regard to duty or to dignity; he delighted in a mixture of power

and licentiousness." He ran the most lavish and sensual court in the

German empire, a "voluptuous court in which the relations of the sexes

were emancipated from all restraint and decorum."^

Large, cheerful, and robust, August at fifty-five was fast deteriorat-

ing but retained gargantuan appetites for women, wine, and food, in

that order. He had sired 354 bastards, of whom he acknowledged only

ten. This prolonged procreative effort, combined with immense physi-

cal strength — he liked to snap horseshoes with one hand— had earned

him the appropriate soubriquet August the Strong. In pursuing one

conquest he threw a bag of gold coins at the target's feet followed by

pieces of a horseshoe to show that his strength was as great as his

generosity. Told that the Duke d'Orleans had died in the arms of a

voluptuous mistress, August sighed, "Ah, that I may die in this way."

At a court as opulent as the Berlin court was spartan, he surrounded

himself with favorites, whom he seduced when not engaged in drunken

orgies. He was also famous for prodigious expenditures that would

have shamed even Frederick William's profligate father, and news of

his lavish preparations for the Prussian royal visit had early traveled to

European courts. Dubourgay reported an expenditure of no less than

zoo,ooo crowns: "Besides Italian comedians sent from Prague, Balls,
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Masquerades and Hunting Matches, all other Diversions that can be

thought of will be pursued on this occasion with the Elegance and
Magnificence for which that Court is so renowned."^

No wonder young Frederick was sulking in Potsdam, where by royal

order he would continue his studies and prayers. His complaints, how-
ever, reached Wilhelmina, who interceded with the Saxon envoy on
her brother's behalf. Dubourgay duly reported that Count Flemming,

the Saxon prime minister, who met the king outside Dresden, "finding

that the Prince Royal was not with him, made such earnest instances

that young Prince might partake of the Diversions preparing at Dres-

den . . . that His Prussian Majesty was prevailed upon to send imme-
diately an estaffete to Potsdam with orders to the Prince to come to

Berlin and after having got Cloathes made with all possible diligence

to set out for Dresden.'"*

A surprised and delighted Frederick soon found himself in a new world

of dashing courtiers and beautiful courtesans, tables elegantly laid with

crystal, silver, and gold, lackeys by the score to serve exotic dishes and

wines, lavish balls and splendid musicales and operas and elaborate

military demonstrations complemented by all manner of royal sport,

such as animal baiting (sows, foxes, and badgers being the luckless

victims). His exuberance is clear in a letter to Wilhelmina written shortly

after his arrival:

Dearest Sister: In spite of so many diversions I think of you constantly

and shall not forget you until I die. But wait . . . what do you want to

hear about? The great world? Good. The King of Poland is of average

height. He has very heavy eyebrows and a slight pug nose. He walks

well, despite his lameness. He has esprit, is polite to everybody, and has

considerable urbanity ... is difficult to understand, particularly as he

has lost so many teeth. Nevertheless his appearance is good and he is

physically agile; he dances and does other things, just like a young man.

After describing the electoral prince and princess and offering the fam-

ily tree of August's various bastards, Frederick continued:

I have been heard as a musician. Richter, Buffardin, Quantz, Pisendel,

and Weiss played with me. I admire them. They are the best artists at

the Court. . . . Today Tartuffe is being played. I am about to go. Fare-

well. Love me as I love you. ... I love you so much that I would gladly

surrender my place to you . . .

Frederick was obviously interested in the "other things" that he

mentioned. "The fair, white Saxon women," wrote Baron Pollnitz, "have

the most beautiful faces in the world. Most of them have fine figures,

which is what strikes one most. . . . They are tall and slender, they
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dance well, dress richly, are lively and playful, gende, but cunning and

shrewd. ... A separate volume would be necessary to describe all the

amusements at Dresden."^

Frederick quickly turned to one of these amusements. The Polish

king's favorite mistress of the moment was one of his illegitimate

daughters. Countess Anna Orzelska, whose mother was a French mil-

liner in Warsaw. The young countess had become the mistress of a

soldier. Count Friedrich Rutowsky, one of August's bastards. In flam-

boyant disregard of incest but admirable display of fealty, Rutowsky
brought her to court and recommended her charms to his royal master!

A raven-haired beauty, the countess indulged in a number of idiosyn-

crasies, one of which was to dress frequently in male riding clothes.

Whatever the costume, Frederick fell in love with her. His attentions,

apparently reciprocated (she was understandably aware of future pos-

sibilities), aroused royal envy. But August, far too regal for awkward
confrontation and in any event an excellent host, one night after dinner

guided Frederick William and the crown prince to a beautifully deco-

rated private salon. At a silent signal a servant rolled up a couch of

velvet holding a girl, one Formera, whose natural beauty was enhanced

by total nakedness. Frederick William at once rudely pushed his son

from the room and later had Grumbkow inform August that another

such incident would cause him to leave Dresden.

Frederick scorned his father's spoilsport attitude. What took place

between the young prince. Countess Orzelska, and her intended re-

placement is not known with certainty, but smoke there was and, if

Wilhelmina is to be believed, fire as well. Apparently the crown prince,

as planned by August, transferred his affection to the lovely and willing

Formera. Considering his age, inclinations, and later ways, he may also

have found entertainment with young courtiers; the court was lasci-

vious enough, and homosexuality common enough, to have readily

permitted it.

So exciting was the Dresden air that even Frederick William began

to loosen the moral stranglehold earUer maintained on his son. Du-

bourgay, who had spies at Dresden, reported at the end of January:

"Yesterday upon leaving the comedy, the King and Prince Royal of

Prussia went to ... a masquerade ball, supper and dancing. Every-

thing transpired with good order and plenty of magnificence, the dance

continuing until three a.m. The King of Prussia excused himself from

dining . . . retired early, and charged the Prince his son to look after

the ladies, which he did admirably. The Prince by his soft manners and

polish has endeared himself to everyone."^ "Everyone" included the

jaded Polish king, who having regained Countess Orzelska, rewarded

Frederick with the Order of the Saxon Eagle, whose diamonds alone

made it a particularly worthwhile decoration.
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Father and son greatly enjoyed their Dresden stay and for once seem

to have got along without rancor. The king's letters at times sound like

Montesquieu's Persian Letters: he was greatly impressed, as he soon

informed Seckendorff, with the magnificent and warm reception given

him by August and the electoral prince and princess, all three of whom
he liked very much; the magnificence of the court easily rivaled that of

Versailles.

He and August, after numerous conferences, which may have in-

cluded discussion of August's marrying Wilhelmina, signed a treaty of

mutual defense, and Frederick William invited the Polish king to pay

him a state visit that spring. When he discovered that August planned

to arrive in Berlin with only a male entourage, he immediately pro-

tested, and the breaker of horseshoes finally agreed to bring "the La-

dies."

Wilhelmina later wrote that "the king my father left Dresden highly

satisfied with his journey, as likewise was my brother. They were both

equally zealous in launching out before us in praise of the King of

Poland and his court." The visit apparently gave Frederick William a

new sense of his own importance, a desire to stand more on his own
feet instead of being kicked around by such powers as Austria and

England. But the euphoria occasioned by the dolce vita soon wore off

as the king faced the usual problems: another Saxon protest against

illegal recruiting; Sophia's increasingly serious quarrels with Secken-

dorff; her intercepted messages to Dubourgay, evidence of a disloyalty

that caused Frederick William to warn her "that the loss of a wife

should not be considered as at all more serious than that of a hollow

tooth, which only hurts when it is extracted, but of which, a moment
later, one is thankful to be free."^

The brief rapprochement with his son also soon ended. Prodded con-

stantly by the queen, Frederick was again being argumentative and oth-

erwise difficult; this time he fell into "a gloomy melancholy" that was
accompanied by loss of weight, poor color, and fainting fits. According

to Wilhelmina, her brother attributed his sorrow to the ill treatment he

received from the king. In her opinion he was lovesick. "He had taken

a fancy to dissipation since his visit to Dresden, and the poverty in

which he was kept prevented him from indulging in it." In early April,

however, his lassitude gave way to a serious illness and high fever that

brought Dr. Stahl to Potsdam "in great haste."

Professor Georg Ernst Stahl of the University of Halle had revived

the theory of animism, which he explained at great length in his book
Theoria medica vera of 1708:

Illness was a salutary effort on the part of the soul to expel morbid

matter from the body. . . . The supreme vital principle was represented
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by the universal soul, which was the cause of every form of life and came
direct from God. When the soul left the body on death the body putre-

fied. Illness was the tendency of the soul (which became identified with

nature) to re-establish order in bodily functions.^

After the usual treatment— bloodletting, emetics, enemas, and scores

of pills— Stahl declared the prince out of danger but insisted on pro-

longed rest and regular diet. The intermittent fever, "generally pre-

ceded by a coolness in his hands and feet" and usually provoking nau-

sea, persisted throughout April, and his condition at times grew very

serious. Evidence is meager on which to base diagnosis. According to

a Baron Johann Georg Zimmermann, a physician who first examined

Frederick many years later, the prince had acquired a venereal disease

that eventually led to a mutilation of the penis and sexual impotency,

thus possibly explaining his later negative attitude toward women— a

convenient theory embraced by at least two modern writers.^ But there

is no proof of this and considerable contrary evidence. Wilhelmina noted

before April that Frederick frequently fainted, but this is not a symp-

tom of venereal disease, nor did the king suggest it in a confidential

letter to his close friend Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau that de-

scribed symptoms of consumption. None of the foreign envoys— Suhm,

Dubourgay, or Rothenburg, each of whom usually had at least one

royal physician in his pay— suggested anything of the sort to his court.

The timing is also wrong; a chancre sufficiently toxic to need excision

would not have appeared so soon. Frederick's subsequent love affair

with Madame von Wreech (whom he allegedly made pregnant) and his

frank comments to Grumbkow on women, sex, and marriage are scarcely

compatible with sexual impotence.*

It seems more likely that a harsh regimen, extreme dissipation, and

supreme melancholy had lowered his never strong resistance. Suhm
reported to the Saxon court that Dr. Stahl, when reproached by the

king for not curing the crown prince, replied that he could not cure in

fifteen days an illness that had taken two years to come on.

Whatever the exact disease, it caused a sharp reversal in the king's

attitude. Wilhelmina noted that "the king upbraided himself for having

thrown his son into his present deplorable situation by numerous sor-

rows and vexations to which he had subjected him; and he endeavored

to atone for the past by lavishing his caresses and kindness upon him."

* Zimmermann's charges have been demoHshed by Gaston Vorberg, among other authorities.

Vorberg cites two sources who investigated the charges in detail at the time. Frederick's

corpse was seen by more than twelve people, none of whom reported any mutilation. Four

surgeons attended to the washing of the body. One of them, Gottlieb Engel, who had also

attended the king during his last illness, later swore to Anton Biisching that Frederick's gen-

itals were as completely normal as those of any other healthy man. (Vorberg, Klatsch.)
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The king wrote to Prince Leopold that one must of course submit to

God's will, but nevertheless "it is hard now that I perhaps could enjoy

the fruit, since he begins to be reasonable, and must lose him in the

flowering. Still, it is God's will. . . . When one's children are well, one

does not know that one loves them." About two weeks after this sen-

timental effusion the king told Leopold that "my son walks around

Uke a shadow and eats nothing; judging from experience I regard him
as finished unless this shortly changes." A few days later the king re-

ported an improvement, and Frederick was soon out of danger, though

he faced a lengthy recuperation.

Frederick was still recovering when the Polish royal party descended

on Berlin in the spring of 1728. August's entourage of three hundred
included three countesses with servants, ten German princes, ministers

(counts and barons), and cavaliers (knights), all with servants, and
twenty-six court personnel, including a chaplain, two surgeons, six

lackeys, four members of the royal bodyguard, six chefs, one echanson

or wine cup bearer with assistant, one valet of silver plate, and three

pastry cooks. The Polish prince royal's suite of another two hundred
included numerous pages and lackeys, a tailor, a master of wigs, two
chasseurs, eight coachmen and postilions, fifteen personal servants, ten

Polish cavaliers, five German cavaliers, four privy secretaries, three pal-

ace officials, and additional coachmen, postilions, and a great many
horses. To feed this horde the royal hunting master had to provide the

kitchens each day with six deer, two grown and two young wild boars,

six roebucks, twenty old and twenty young hares, forty wild ducks plus

heathcocks, blackcocks, hazel hens, partridges, and woodcocks. ^°

King August was recovering from dangerously abscessed legs and
was carried about in a sedan embroidered with velvet and chased with

gold. He was extremely impressed with Frederick William's gigantic

Potsdam Grenadiers, especially the file leader, Hohmann, who was over

seven feet tall; he otherwise admired the Prussian king's vast collection

of gold and silver objets d'art, which included enormous silver chan-

deliers from Augsburg, each of which had cost ten thousand thalers.

Wilhelmina, whose curiosity was overflowing because of Frederick's

tales and the talk of her own possible marriage to the Polish king,

noted his "majestic presence," enhanced by "kindness and civility,"

but found him "much broken" for his years, the result of les debauches

terribles. Nonetheless August threw himself into the "diversions" until

his legs swelled so badly that he was confined to his apartments.

Crown Prince Frederick missed the earlier celebrations but did come
to Berlin to assist at the general military review— a performance of
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some sixteen thousand troops at Templehof field— only to fall ill again.

He recovered sufficiently to visit secretly Countess Orzelska, whose
encouraging reception, according to Wilhelmina, completely cured him.

Of more lasting influence were three fine musicians from the Dresden

court, the German composer and lute virtuoso, Silvius Leopold Weiss;

the first flautist, Pierre Gabriel Buffardin; and his student, Johann

Joachim Quantz, who would soon become Frederick's personal teacher

and who would in time compose some three hundred flute concertos

for him.

The diversions ended in early June, and August departed after grandly

presenting twenty-seven thousand thalers, "besides jewels to a very

considerable value," to various courtiers. The two monarchs parted on

ostensibly friendly terms, August having been very complimentary about

the Prussian army. At Frederick William's invitation he left behind one

of his bastards. Count Maurice (who would become the famous Mar-
shal of Saxony), to study it further.

7

Young Frederick's illness and recuperation were followed by an-

other severe decline in his relationship with the king. Characteristi-

cally, part of the trouble stemmed from the turbulent political situa-

tion. Seckendorff and Grumbkow had spent the spring and summer
trying to bring the king closer to the Austrian alliance, but their blan-

dishments had had only limited effect. In this autumn of 1728 the King

of Prussia was as usual torn between loyalty to Austria and reconcili-

ation with England. Friendship with the emperor had as yet earned him
nothing and had caused a virtual rupture between the Potsdam and

Versailles courts; Rothenburg had been recalled that summer and was
not replaced by another ambassador. Rumors of peace further dis-

turbed his mind, since general peace would vitiate the emperor's need

for his support.

All the old issues between father and son had reasserted themselves,

and new ones, like debauchery, possibly including homosexual rela-

tions with at least one companion, had cropped up. Frederick had

adopted a royal page, Peter Christoph Karl von Keith, from whom he

"soon became inseparable," Wilhelmina wrote. "Keith was intelligent,

but without education. He served my brother from feelings of real de-

votion, and kept him informed of all the King's actions. . . . Though
I had noticed that he was on more familiar terms with this page than
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was proper in his position, I did not know how intimate the friendship

was."''

ReHgion had also caused quarrels. The chaplain charged with Fred-

erick's religious instruction had attempted to steer clear of predestina-

tion, but Frederick was too intellectually adroit not to pursue it on his

own, and he probably baited his father by reference to such forbidden

works as Jacques Basnage's Histoire de la religion des eglises refor-

mees. Seckendorff's suggestion of a grand tour of Europe had also

prompted an argument; the king refused to hear of it. The crown prince

became so depressed that in July Rothenburg reported: "I have reason

to believe that he is thinking of making his escape. I have been aware
on previous occasions that the idea had crossed his mind."^

Matters came to a head that autumn at Wusterhausen, the "house in

the desert" that Wilhelmina sarcastically described as a castle

surrounded by moat and ramparts. The water in the moat was as black

as the Styx. . . . There were two wings to the main building, each guarded

by two black and two white eagles. The sentries consisted of ten or twelve

large bears, who walked about on their hind legs, their front paws hav-

ing been cut off. . . . We always dined in a tent, whatever the weather

might be. Sometimes when it rained we sat up to our ankles in water.

The dinner always numbered twenty-four persons, half of whom had to

starve, for there were never more than six dishes served, and these were

so meager that one hungry being might easily have eaten them up alone.

Despite her usual exaggeration, Wilhelmina had a point. For next to

the army on the royal pedestal stood hunting, and not very comfortable

hunting. The mildest form, in which even the queen joined, took place

in spring and autumn around Potsdam, where falcons beat up to inter-

cept giant herons, four to one, the victims being retrieved by the royal

Falkenmeister, who grandly presented them to the king. The king and
his chums rode to the hunt; the guests were carried in long, open "sau-

sage wagons," each holding sixteen or twenty people. Eyewitness ac-

counts of these outings describe a relatively harmless sport, which, with

a huge fire, crisp clear weather, and roasting oxen, may have been en-

joyable.

Far more rigorous were the wild boar hunts, generally held in Pom-
erania after the Berlin winter carnival. A hunt would begin at five a.m.,

when one rode or was hauled in an open wagon ten to fifteen miles to

where an enormous square trap had been erected. Two or three hundred

wild boars, some of them five or six hundred pounds, would be driven

into this large enclosed area for dispatch by two-man teams armed
with boar spears and hunting knives. The king was gored more than

*Just what is meant is open to question. Keith does not appear to have been physically

attractive; he was described as slender, thin, somewhat pale, with light brown hair and a

severe squint. (Koser, Kronprinz.)
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once in this sport, as were many of his fellows. The hunt often lasted

until late afternoon, and over the season thousands of boars were killed;

four thousand in a few weeks was not uncommon. Typically the king

sought profit from slaughter: tradesmen and others were forced to buy

quantities of the meat. Shamefully he forced wealthy Orthodox Jewish

merchants in Berlin to buy entire carcasses, which they donated to the

king's hospital.

The real hunting chapter, however, was written at Wusterhausen,

where without fail in late August the entire court retired for two months.

Here the king maintained a pack of one hundred hounds managed by

twelve huntsmen, each of whom had his own horse, which cost only

thirty-five or forty thalers, since it was apt to be run to death.

The season normally began with a large partridge shoot, the feath-

ered victims having been brought in from all over the kingdom. The
king, accompanied by falconer and loader, shot daily. A contemporary

observer, David Fassmann, recorded one day's bag as i6o partridges,

nine hares, four pheasants, and a screech owl so beautiful that the king

had its portrait painted. His personal bag in the autumn shoot amounted

to about four thousand birds. The main event, however, was the Par-

forcejagd, the hunting of stags while riding to hounds. On such days

the king ate dinner at nine in the morning and carried cold food; on

occasion he hunted early and delayed dinner until midafternoon, much
to Sophia's annoyance. A large stag hunt always marked the anniver-

sary of the battle of Malplaquet. The participants returned to dine ac-

companied by the entire Hautboist band, with the huntsmen blowing

horns while outside a cannon boomed. Large glasses of drink passed

from hand to hand, and the occasion ended with the king dancing with

old generals and other officers.

Crown Prince Frederick had always loathed Wusterhausen. The only

sizable room, the smoking room, was reserved for the nightly Tabagie.

At meals when the king was present, the crown prince and Wilhelmina

sat quietly; when the king was hunting, however, Frederick became

most unruly, tormenting the drunken old jester, Gundling, and being

rude to other guests. He and the younger princes and princesses occu-

pied tiny garret rooms. The house was so small that it was difficult to

avoid either the king or his hearty, generally drunken companions. The

perpetual hunting, shooting, and nightly drinking bored Frederick to

death. During this miserable autumn of 1728 he unburdened himself

to his confidant and possible lover. Lieutenant Friedrich von Borcke,

to whom he frequently wrote. "Tomorrow I am obliged to hunt," he

complained in one letter; "the next day is Sunday, and on Monday I

am obliged to hunt again." As for the court: "We have here the most

idiotic collection of people of all sorts and kinds, and ill-assorted, for

neither the tempers, nor the ages, nor the inclinations of those who
compose it agree, which prevents any connected conversation." Life
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was a matter of passing time: "I got up at five o'clock this morning,

and it is now midnight. I am so weary of all that I see that I should like

to efface it from my memory, as though it had never been." He held

little hope for escape. Travel prospects were at a standstill: "We are

not only making no headway, but we are losing ground." He found

refuge only in books, flute, and friends: "Nobody loves and esteems

you as I do. . . . Give me in return half the friendship I bear you."

And again: "My wearisome affection breaks from me and discloses to

you the feelings of a heart filled with you, and which cannot be satisfied

save in knowing that you are fully convinced of the tender friendship

with which it adores you."

Nor was the king easy to escape. "The king," Frederick told Borcke,

"continues in a bad temper; he scolds everybody, is pleased with no
one, not even with himself. . . . He is still terribly angry with me."

Later he complained, "We have accursed scenes here every day; I am
so tired of them that I had rather beg my bread than live any longer on
this footing."^

Frederick was not being melodramatic. So vile had the relationship

become that he wrote his father a formal, very subservient letter, com-
plaining among other things that the king seemed to hate him. The
reply was equally formal and referred to Frederick in the third person:

He has a willful and wicked disposition; he does not love his father. A
son who loves his father does the will of that father, not only in his

presence, but also when he is not there to see. He knows perfectly well

that I cannot endure an effeminate boy, who is without a single manly
inclination, who cannot ride, nor shoot, and who, into the bargain, is

dirty in his person, never has his hair cut, and curls it like an idiot. A
fine gentleman, withal, haughty, never speaking to anyone except one or

two people, not affable, and not popular. He makes grimaces with his

face, as though he were mad. He does my will in nothing except under
compulsion. He does nothing from filial love. He has no pleasure but to

follow his own head. That is my answer.^

By early October the prolonged and unsatisfactory Vienna negotiations

had thrown the Prussian king "into frequent fits of ill humor," as Du-
bourgay reported to London, "not to say violent passions, which all

those about him, great and little, feel the effects of most severely.""*

The burning question concerned the emperor's guarantee of the duchy
of Berg to Prussia. Even Seckendorff's honeyed words and Grumb-
kow's constant assurance of Austrian fidelity could not smooth over

the Vienna court's dilatory and generally noncommittal responses. Once
again the Prussian king began to suspect that the emperor was merely

"amusing" him; he therefore would give Charles a worry by looking

to England. He struck on the characteristically awkward device of or-
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dering Sophia to write to the queen of England to find out what the

British monarchs intended in relation to the match between the Prince

of Wales and the Princess Royal of Prussia,

Frederick William at once felt better for having forced Sophia to

send this unusual and, from the standpoint of protocol, insulting de-

mand to the English court. His son also mollified him in a somewhat
macabre scene at a dinner described in detail by Count Ulrich von Suhm,

the Saxon envoy, who sat next to the crown prince. Frederick as usual

complained about "the bondage in which he lived" and begged Suhm
to obtain King August's intercession and persuade his father to let him
travel. He drank more than usual, his voice rising as he recited his

myriad sufferings. Ignoring his mother's warning hisses, he kept look-

ing at the king, interrupting his tirade to say "I love him nevertheless."

The frightened queen left the table, but Frederick, on taking leave of

the king, grasped the royal hand and covered it with kisses, then threw

his arms around the king's neck and sat in his lap while the guests

cheered. Embarrassed but obviously delighted, Frederick William gently

pushed him away. "Enough," he said, "enough. Only be an honest

lad."^

Shortly after this emotional scene, the king and crown prince visited

old Prince Leopold in Dessau. Frederick William's temper was further

softened by a favorable reply from Queen Caroline to Sophia's letter.

"I at once forwarded it to the king," Caroline wrote, "who to me ap-

pears very disposed for the marriage that you propose."^ Frederick

also continued to behave himself. He wrote Prince Leopold a polite

thank-you letter, and when the old warrior sent him a riding horse and

some of his famous hounds as gifts, Frederick responded in terms that

would have done Nimrod proud. The situation improved even more in

December, when King George suddenly summoned his Frederick, Prince

of Wales, from exile in Hanover to the London court. This long over-

due move may have resulted from a plan of the twenty-one-year-old

heir to elope with Wilhelmina, but more probably the English monarch
was forced to it by parliamentary rumblings.

Alas, all was in vain!

Queen Sophia and the English Party once again had underrated

Seckendorff's shrewd and effective diplomacy, which now, to nearly

everyone's astonishment, resulted in a new treaty with Austria, an

"eternal alliance" that was signed shortly before Christmas. It essen-

tially reconfirmed the 1726 Treaty of Wusterhausen, and it placed Prussia

politically in Austria's orbit.

Still another shock awaited. By Christmas the Prussian king was again

wavering; he had "a thousand scruples" concerning the planned mar-

riages, Dubourgay reported. One was the cost of the prince royal's

future court, another the amount of Wilhelmina's dowry. Frederick

William had sounded out the crown prince concerning Princess Caro-
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line (Emily's younger sister, whose youth would delay the marriage),

"but His Royal Highness broke out into such raptures of love and
passion for the Princess Emily and shews so much impatience for the

Conclusion of that Marriage, as gave the King of Prussia a great deal

of Surprise and the Queen as much Satisfaction. The great and good
Qualities of that young Prince, both of Person and Mind, deserve a

distinct and particular account which I shall trouble Your Lordship

with another day."''

8

Despite Queen Sophia's most forceful arguments, hammered home
during several violent scenes, the king was now unalterably opposed to

the marriages. As Baron Knyphausen pointed out, the king's ill humor
was "occasioned by nothing else but His Prussian Majesty's covetous-

ness, and his jealousy of the Prince Royal, who he conceives will be in

some measure independent of him when married, the thought of which
he cannot bear." ^

The king continued to treat his son so harshly that Wilhelmina later

felt no compunction in frankly describing events at Potsdam, where
her father was suffering a violent attack of gout. "I was called nothing

else by him but the 'English canaille,' and he ill treated me and my
brother in a shocking manner. We were not allowed to leave him for

one single moment during the whole day. We took all our meals near

his bedside, and to torment us still more he let us have only those things

to eat for which we had an absolute dislike." On one occasion he threw

a full plate of food at Frederick; on another he chased both children in

his wheelchair, cursing and trying vainly to strike them with his crutches.

Dubourgay reported still another quarrel, when the king grabbed his

son by the throat, and servants had to separate them. The incident

made Frederick ill, but his father insisted on his hunting the next day,

"and would not permit him, though in this severe cold weather, to be

as warmly clad as the meanest of his Peasants is. God be praised, it did

His Royal Highness no harm."- Frederick became so desperate to es-

cape the kingdom that he sent Count von Finckenstein to Dubourgay
with a secret message for the English monarchs, whom he begged to

do everything possible to help him marry Princess Emily.

The crown prince gained some relief in mid-February, when the king

fell ill again. This time his "Fit of Phrenzy [temporary insanity] . . .

lasted so long, and was so very violent, that all about him were afraid

he would never come to his right Senses again." ^ Recuperation lasted

until early spring, but though the body healed, the temper did not. In
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one more attempt to reform his wayward son he appointed a forty-

year-old Heutenant colonel, Friedrich Wilhelm von Rochow, as Fred-

erick's Hofmeister, or chamberlain, and Lieutenant Baron Dietrich von

Keyserling as master of horse. Although Rochow was a serious type,

Dubourgay reported, Keyserling was a well-educated and widely trav-

eled "young Gentleman of parts and good breeding"— a "lively" young

man, the king called him.'* In mid-March the king sent Rochow de-

tailed instructions in his new capacity as "companion and friend" to

Frederick. These covered again all the old grievances — the prince's

frivolity, fecklessness, idleness, arrogance, and even disloyalty, not to

mention his "effeminate, lascivious, and womanly activities."^

Meanwhile the battle for the Prussian king's alliance continued be-

tween Austria and England. For every step forward, the English party

suffered two in reverse. Frederick William had finally decided to send

Colonel von Kalkstein, Frederick's former subtutor, to London as en-

voy. Kalkstein was a staunch member of the English party; Borcke also

had come around, having been bribed, and was now favoring the same

party. As always, however. Count von Seckendorff was on hand to

sabotage any such gains. Supported by quantities of Austrian gold, he

continued to plant doubt and suspicion in the royal mind. His weapons

until this point had been powerful enough, but now he unveiled a se-

cret weapon, the Prussian resident secretary in London, one Benjamin

Reichenbach, "a Person," as the important British minister Lord

Townshend had earlier complained, "whose Behaviour is such, that

neither the [English] King nor his Ministers can put the least confidence

in him."^ Reichenbach was a paid agent of Seckendorff and Grumb-
kow. For some time he had been reporting to the Prussian king what

his employers told him to report. English archives contain copies of

over forty of his letters, the originals of which were found in Grumb-
kow's effects. They were generally long, written in French, and employ

a simple number code. They showed the three principals — Grumb-
kow, Reichenbach, and Seckendorff— to be extremely intelligent, at

home in the classics, and complete masters of the Prussian king. They

shed considerable light on the king's ambivalent behavior during this

entire crucial period, particularly in his relationship with Grumbkow.
They were highly incriminating and frequently treacherous. Grumb-
kow and Seckendorff furnished information, in part true and confiden-

tial, to Reichenbach, who exploited it in two ways: first, by furnishing

confidential and controversial information to the opposition party in

Parliament, thus stirring up trouble for King George; second, by re-

porting information to the Prussian king that could only exacerbate

affairs in his court and enhance Austria's position.^
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Here was a first-rate intelligence operation that already had proven

effective. When Frederick William was on the point of accepting an

English compromise regarding the marriages, Reichenbach reported "that

the making of the Mariages was earnestly wished in England, and that

he had been told our [English] Court proposed thereby to be reconciled

with the Emperor through His Prussian Majesty's Mediation." Fred-

erick William at once had greedily proposed new conditions that were

to accompany any marriage agreement. These extraneous additions were

unacceptable to King George, who now backed off from the affair. In

turn, Frederick William canceled Kalkstein's assignment, and when
George refused to submit the problem of Mecklenburg to a concert of

states, the Prussian king threatened to call off the marriages altogether.

In less than a month, however, Frederick William was again favoring

the marriages and was excited when King George arrived in Hanover,

from where he at once summoned Dubourgay. But Dubourgay no more
had reached the splendor of Schloss Herrenhausen when a new crisis

exploded, one caused by Prussian recruiting. Prussian recruiting offi-

cers illegally at work in Hanover had been arrested and would not be

released until ten Hanoverians who had recently been impressed into

the Prussian army were freed. Frederick William, who learned of the

arrests from newspapers and not through diplomatic channels, lost his

temper and immediately ordered preparations for the Prussian army to

march. To his surprise and even greater fury, various allies, such as

King August, not only failed to respond to his martial cry but, as Du-
bourgay reported, pointed out that this was a "Quarrel which his Prus-

sian Majesty had drawn upon himself by Practices contrary to the Laws
and Constitutions of the Empire."^

Frederick William nonetheless seemed determined to have his war.

In ensuing weeks orders went out to purchase horses for the heavy

cannon, procure blacksmiths for work on artillery carriages, grind corn

for magazines, and all the other measures necessary to put his army on
the march. Dubourgay reported that the king would spend over 600,000

thalers in the first stages of mobilization; the Danish envoy reported

that he had just returned from parade, "where everything breathes war";

a few days later he wrote that "preparations for war are redoubled

from one day to the next."^

The crisis had driven the king into violent fits of rage. Queen Sophia

confided to Dubourgay that for seven nights he had restlessly prowled

"from Bed to Bed and from Chamber to Chamber like One whose
Brains were turned and that at last He took a sudden Resolution to go

to Wusterhausen at Two o Clock in the Morning, saying he hoped to

find there a little Rest and Sleep. That on his Return he gave himself

up entirely to Drink and was almost continually drunk, in which Con-
dition he used to do such things as confirmed People more than ever in
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their Apprehensions." He was treating Frederick and Wilhelmina so

brutally "that the Queen is in continued Fear of what may happen. The
King will not suffer the Prince Royal to sit next to Him at Table, but

obliges him to sit at the lower End where Things are so ordered that

the poor Prince often rises without getting one Bit, insomuch that the

Queen was obliged two Days ago to send by a trusty Servant a box full

of Fowles and other Eatables for His Royal Highness's Subsistence."^*^

In mid-August Frederick William called senior generals and minis-

ters to a council of war at Potsdam. Dubourgay, well informed of what
took place, reported that "the resolution seems fixed and determined

on this side to appear on the banks of the Elbe in less than three weeks

with an army of fourty thousand men." ^^

Three factors dampened the king's bellicosity. One was the disap-

proval of Prince Leopold, who insisted that it be formally recorded in

the council's minutes. Another was a formal French threat to intervene

as guarantor of the Treaty of Westphalia "against any aggressor." A
third was King George's apparent readiness for war and yet his concil-

iatory reply to Frederick William's various demands. In the ensuing

critical days — Prussian troops were on the march — Knyphausen,

backed by Prince Leopold, used these factors with great determination

and skill in besting the martial demands of Borcke backed by Secken-

dorff, who was "arguing for war and claiming Vienna would back

Prussia." ^^ Knyphausen's reasoned logic won the day. In early Septem-

ber Frederick William agreed to arbitration by two minor German
princes, who drew up a convention eventually accepted by both par-

ties.

The quarrel between Prussia and England-Hanover plunged Queen So-

phia into the depths of despair, but not so the crown prince, who cun-

ningly converted it to his advantage. Frederick had been promoted to

lieutenant colonel in early 1728, and he now

appeared extremely satisfied with the Appearance of a War as if he was

impatient for an opportunity of being in action. This conduct had [such]

Success and Effect that the King of Prussia gave him the command of

part of his tall Regiment and sent His Royal Highness to Brandenburg,

from whence he had every day accounts of the manner in which the

Prince governed himself; and that His Prussian Majesty might the better

judge of his Son's ability in military affairs all Officers were ordered

under pain of His Prussian Majesty's Displeasure not to give him any

advice. The Prince behaved himself entirely to his Father's Satisfaction

insomuch that he is now a greater Favorite than ever he had been from

the time of his Birth.

Dubourgay wrote these words in mid-September and added:
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Three days ago the King of Prussia went to Potsdam upon no other

Business than to see the Prince Royal march into that Place at the head

of his command. His Prussian Majesty being come a little too soon went

a mile out of Town to meet the Prince. His Royal Highness, on seeing

the King his Father, came up to him, and said that he had the Pleasure

to bring back to His Majesty the two Battaillons he had committed to

his care without their having suffered anything by Sickness or Desertion.

He mentioned Sickness because it is here as great a Crime in a Com-
manding Officer to have men sick, as to have them desert.'^

The pacific sky was quickly marred by Seckendorff, who arrived back

in Berlin with no less than fifty thousand thalers to pay off the people

who had incited Frederick William to war. He now promoted new
trouble — first, by using the Mecklenburg border controversy; second,

by trying to convince the King that Frederick should marry the Princess

of Bevern. Frederick would have nothing to do with such a marriage,

and the "marks of tenderness and affection" shown by his father abruptly

vanished. In late October Dubourgay reported that father and son were

"worse together than ever." Ill health — colic, diarrhea, and "a swell-

ing in his knee with black spots around it" — scarcely improved the

king's temper. In early December he was "in such a violent Agitation

as is beyond anything that I have yet heard, no body dares come near

him, and the Prince Royal has been treated in such a manner as I can-

not for shame relate." ^'^ On one occasion the king attempted to stran-

gle his son. On another he learned from a spy that the crown prince,

while waltzing about in elegant French clothes, had called his uniform

"a shroud." The king burst into his son's apartments, picked up a bro-

cade gown, and threw it into the fire, heaping insults on the terrified

prince. ^^

Frederick was also behaving more and more indiscreetly with the

page Keith. The duo recently had been joined by Lieutenant Hans Her-

mann von Katte of the prestigious regiment of gensdarmes, where he

was aide to Margrave Henry of Schwedt. Twenty-six years old, Katte

was the scion of an ancient military family and an intimate of the for-

mer French envoy. Count Rothenburg. "A sensible and intelligent man,"

Seckendorff described him — but he also referred to Frederick's "spe-

cial" and intimate relationship with Katte. ^^ Wilhelmina later wrote

that Katte's association with the polished Rothenburg, and

his travels, industry and study, had given refinement both to his mind
and his manners. He was extremely cultivated, and a most agreeable

social companion. His appearance was not attractive. He was very plain,

with a dark complexion much marked by smallpox. His thick black eye-

brows were drawn down low over his eyes, and met above his nose. This

gave him a most unfortunate expression. Katte was very wild, and boasted

of being very strong-minded. It was Katte's influence which destroyed
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Custrin, where the repentant crown prince began to learn the

practical side of farming: how fields were ploughed, fertilized,

planted; crops harvested; grain stored and marketed
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all religious belief in my brother. I had observed this in his conversations,

and had also often argued with him about his fatalist views. He main-

tained that once being predestined to sin, it was impossible to escape

from it.

Wilhelmina frequently blamed her brother's shortcomings on others.

Frederick's religious beliefs had been wavering long before he met Katte,

and he had also savored and liked the Calvinist tenet of predestination.

Katte's mind instantly appealed to him. In addition to arts and music,

the lieutenant was knowledgeable in mathematics and physics. Their

love of intellectual pursuits shortly led each freely to express love for

the other, as later attested by their mutual friend Lieutenant Baron

Alexander von Spaen and by Katte himself. Katte entered Frederick's

Hfe at a time when he had taken all that he could from his father and
desperately needed a stronger and wiser accomplice than Keith. The
rakish, romantic Katte was just such an ally.

In late January 1730, the king beat Frederick so cruelly that he de-

cided to attempt an escape, but this plan was reported by anonymous
letter to the king. Surprisingly, the king treated the matter lightly, paid

his son's theretofore secret debts of ten thousand thalers, and published

an edict that forbade anyone, under "very severe penalties," to lend the

prince money. This was possibly to influence Frederick favorably toward

his desire to marry Wilhelmina to Margrave Frederick William of

Schwedt, but Frederick refused to agree to what could be only an un-

fortunate match. On the other hand he was beginning to criticize the

English monarchs for not exerting themselves "a little more to save him
and his Sister from ruin and destruction," as Dubourgay reported. "If

they had no thought about his Sister's welfare, and suffer'd her to be

forced to take other engagements than those she had been made to

hope and expect from her infancy, he must conclude they were as in-

different as to what became of him."
^'^

King george and his ministers were not as indifferent to the fate of

Frederick and Wilhelmina as they were helpless to counter the constant

turnabouts in Frederick William's turbulent mind. In early February

1730, Lord Townshend wrote to Dubourgay:

I never saw both His Majesty and the Queen more concerned than they

were at the Account you gave of the ill State of Health of the Queen of

Prussia, and of the terrible Situation the Prince and Princess Royal were
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in with respect to the violent proceedings of the King their Father. Both

Their Majestys have all the Love and Tenderness imaginable for the Queen
of Prussia, and for the Prince and Princess Royal, and are so far from

having the least thought of abandoning the Prince or his Sister, that they

are ready to do with the greatest Cordiality any thing in their Power for

their Service, or to draw them out of their present Difficulties. The Queen
has already suggested her Thoughts with all the affection possible; But

as She has not received any Answer upon them, nor seen any objection

to them. She knows not what further Step to take as yet.'

Townshend had no more than written these words than Dubourgay
reported a new twist to affairs. Sophia, a plump woman further swelled

by being five months with child, had become so ill that physicians be-

lieved "that the most favorable turn her illness can take is a miscar-

riage." Until now Frederick William had shown only slight concern

over his wife's state, believing, as Grumbkow and Seckendorff cruelly

insisted, that her illness was "feigned," and had continued to try to

force her to accept Wilhelmina's betrothal to the Margrave of Schwedt.

On learning the truth from Dr. Stahl "and the great Danger Her Prus-

sian Majesty was in, he went directly to her Apartment where he ex-

pressed a sincere grief and affliction and promised he would not speak

to her about the Princess Royal's Marriage till the first of March." ^

Sophia's desperate state was further emphasized in a letter enclosed

by Dubourgay. This was written by the Reverend Dr. Villa, a Protes-

tant clergyman in Berlin who for some years had served as chaplain to

the EngUsh envoy and had been teaching English to Wilhelmina while

instructing her in the Anglican faith. Villa wasted few words in outlin-

ing the "deplorable situation" that

has induc'd the friends to Her Majesty to send me to England with or-

ders to lay before the King the desolate condition that the Royal Family

is in, to implore his favor, and beg of him in pure humanity and Chris-

tian compassion to do something for 'em, that may relieve 'em in this

distress. And as they have some hopes, that if His [Britannic] Majesty

wou'd but name some man of distinction to goe immediately to Berlin

to treat about the marriages, it might produce good effect.^

Here was a new and clever stratagem. Villa had attended Westmin-

ster College and was known both at court and in Whitehall. At Sophia's

urging, he set off for London "like a carrier pigeon in extremity." He
evidently pleaded his case effectively, for King George decided to send

a special envoy. Sir Charles Hotham, to Berlin — though not without

certain qualms and not with any particular hope of success.

Frederick William, though in worse temper than usual, welcomed
Dubourgay's report of the new ambassador and asked a great many
questions. Dubourgay, who knew Sir Charles, replied that "he was a
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Gentleman of a very ancient family, of known Merit and Abilitys, That

his Father was a General Officer in Spain, and that he himself was in

the Army" — all of which was agreeable to the Prussian king, "as much
altered in his Behaviour and Humor as it is possible to imagine. His

Behaviour to ye Queen, Prince and Princess Royal of Prussia is very

Tender and Affectionate, and General Seckendorff is very much ne-

glected, not to say entirely slighted.'"^

Sir Charles Hotham is one of those figures who suddenly and unex-

pectedly appears on center stage of a historical drama, a deus ex ma-
china who performs badly and returns to virtual anonymity when the

play goes bust.

The baronet, a colonel in the Horse Grenadier Guards, belonged to

an old Yorkshire family. His father, the fourth baronet, had been a

colonel of dragoons and member of Parliament for Beverley; when he

died in 17x3, the title went to his son. The next year Sir Charles mar-

ried Lady Gertrude, the eldest daughter of the Earl of Chesterfield, by

whom he had three children. At the time of his Berlin mission he was
thirty-seven, "poli, generaux, et excessivement riche," according to the

French secretary in Berlin. He was no "figure of romance," according

to another observer, "the fat face and thin nose of all Hothams giving

him a rather birdlike mien, and between his eyebrows and eyelids lay

little deposits of fat which lent his eyes a boyish aspect at once sleepy

and swollen."^ Reichenbach reported to Grumbkow from London "that

he is a very pretty man, but without experience. . . . We will see a

comedy."^

Reichenbach was correct; Hotham was not a diplomat. Even more
curiously, he did not seem to want the job: he made it very clear to

Lord Townshend that his commission would end "the Moment this

Affair is brought to an Issue one way or the other." ^

Sir Charles received the king's orders in early March. He was to

leave for Berlin as soon as possible. There he would work with Knyp-

hausen in arranging not only Wilhelmina's marriage to the Prince of

Wales but, an indispensable condition. Crown Prince Frederick's mar-

riage to Princess Emily. He was to deal firmly with the Prussian king,

but if that king "should fly out at any time into Expressions not becom-

ing our Minister to hear. You will support our Honour and Dignity

with Resolution and Firmness."^ Beyond arranging the marriages, Sir

Charles was to bring the Prussian king back to the League of Hanover,

and as ammunition against the Austrian enemy he was furnished with

a number of intercepted letters between Grumbkow and Reichenbach

that proved their treachery beyond any doubt.

The new envoy did not reach the continent until late March— "a

very tempestuous passage," he noted. At the Hague the Dutch foreign
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minister warned him of worse waters ahead, "considering the excessive

jealousy of the King of Prussia's temper, and how averse he was to take

any Step, that might tend to give an Increase of Power to the Prince

Royal's interests, which Seckendorff and Grumbkow would contin-

ually suggest must inevitably happen whenever the double Match is

concluded."

More discomfiting information awaited Sir Charles in Hanover, where

he was met by Dubourgay's secretary. Captain Guy Dickens, sent, at

Sophia's express desire, to brief Hotham on the situation in the Prus-

sian court. Hotham learned that things were not as rosy as he had been

led to believe. The king's present good humor, Dickens explained, ex-

isted only because he expected Hotham to deal with a single marriage,

that of Wilhelmina to the Prince of Wales. Dickens also warned of

Knyphausen's extremely limited influence on the king.

Hotham nonetheless found a favorable court climate when he ar-

rived on a Sunday in early April, and he was soon granted an audience

at Charlottenburg. This culminated in a very drunken dinner party and

a royal faux pas: "When Hotham left the table to pee," Grumbkow
later wrote, "the king suddenly declared that the princess [Wilhelmina]

was promised with the Prince of Wales, and His Majesty received the

compliments of the table, and Borcke wept with joy." Hotham re-

turned to find various dignitaries kissing the king's knees or coat skirts,

according to custom, and his surprise increased when Frederick Wil-

liam announced that Wilhelmina "was ugly and freckled, but, with

that exception, she was a good girl, and would be faithful and satisfy

her husband . . . besides which, if they had chosen to take her three

years previously, they would have found her prettier."

Although Dubourgay reported to Townshend that "everything passed

very well" at this opening scene, his assessment was debatable. Accord-

ing to Grumbkow and Hotham, everyone drank enormously, coarse

jokes spilled over the table, and the guests finally began to dance with

each other, the servants happily joining in! The king returned to Pots-

dam that night and awakened in a vile temper, the result of a hangover

and Lutheran conscience coupled with the hazy recollection of having

talked too much. Hotham, who priggishly noted that he was "not ac-

customed to these exhibitions," reported that the king's action had

become common knowledge in Berlin. A somewhat strained meeting

followed with the ministers Knyphausen and Borcke, who assured

Hotham that the king was ready to conclude a formal marriage con-

tract; but no mention was made of the double marriage, nor did Hotham
introduce the delicate subject in a subsequent and noncommittal royal

audience. Instead, he postponed the entire negotiation by dispatching

a courier to London to report Prussian proposals and to request addi-

tional instructions.
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The double marriage, however, remained very much on the Prussian

king's mind, and he was certain that Hotham had orders to arrange it.

As he privately informed Seckendorff, he would have nothing to do
with it; and when he came to Berlin, Hotham reported, he left Crown
Prince Frederick in Potsdam "de peur que le vente anglois nelle

touchat" (lest the English wind affect him).

The king was even beginning to doubt the advisability of Wilhelmi-

na's marriage; this was the result of Reichenbach's reporting. In addi-

tion to describing the contempt in which King George and Queen Car-

oline held their son the Prince of Wales, Reichenbach reported the

prince's drinking and whoring— all accurately enough. But he also

suggested that the Hanoverians were not very firmly seated on the throne

of England. He spoke of Princess Emily "as an ambitious, haughty,

capricious, cynical woman." This and more venom had been poisoning

Frederick William's mind. As he told Borcke and Knyphausen, he could

not tolerate a haughty English princess as a daughter-in-law: "She will

never accustom herself to the simplicity and economy that are neces-

sary in Prussia; she will be extravagant. On her account it will become
obligatory to reduce the army, and the royal household and the state

will walk backwards, like crabs." ^

The delicate negotiations, nonetheless, continued in early May, when
fresh instructions reached Sir Charles from Whitehall. He now dropped

all subterfuge, telling Frederick William that King George wanted a

double marriage and was willing to make Princess Emily the Stadhoud-

ler, or Regent, of Hanover, which would greatly ease Frederick Wil-

liam's financial burden. Although surprised, the king was very civil and
said that he needed a few days to think over the proposition. Unfortu-

nately Sir Charles did not leave it at that. Grumbkow's and Secken-

dorff 's machinations were maddening, and Knyphausen's reluctance to

use the intercepted letters to expose these villains was particularly frus-

trating. Hotham now acted:

I thought this a proper opportunity of producing the intercepted Letters,

and said I was sorry to acquaint His Majesty, that as to one of his Min-

isters he had acted so infamous a part towards us that I hoped his opin-

ion would have little Weight with him: and then I laid the whole Scene

of Villainy between Grumbkow and Reichenbach, and made him sensi-

ble that without any regard to truth, Reichenbach writ nothing but what
was dictated to him from hence by Seckendorff and Grumbkow.

Alas, poor Hotham — we knew him well. If he had read pertinent

portions of dispatches sent by earlier envoys, if he had discussed the

Prussian king's abnormal mentality with Knyphausen or Dubourgay,

he would not have acted so rashly. When Frederick William failed to

explode in wrath over his perfidious minister, Hotham "endeavored as
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much as I could to stir up his Indignation against Grumbkow by paint-

ing him in his true Color, being very sensible how much my Success

depended upon his Ruin, but am sorry to tell Your Lordship that it did

not seem to me to make all the Impression I wished for." Frederick

William did promise to recall Reichenbach, but when Hotham offered

him the incriminating letters, he asked the envoy to hold them until

further notice.

Hotham's discomfiture was intensified a week later by the royal re-

ply to the English proposition. Borcke told Hotham that, although

Frederick William was grateful for the offer, he could not accept, "be-

cause it would appear to the world as if he was either not able or

willing to maintain his Son, whose Absence might also have this ill

Effect, with respect to the Prince himself, that he might be look'd upon
as a Stranger amongst his Subjects, and would be unacquainted with

the Maxims by which he ought one day to govern this Country." Borcke

added that Crown Prince Frederick would not be ready to marry for at

least ten years, and that when he was, Princess Emily's dowry should

consist of some of the English king's German estates. As for Wilhel-

mina's marriage, the Prussian king wanted England's guarantee to the

emperor that France would not attack the Low Countries or the Em-
pire in case war broke out in Italy. When Hotham fiercely attacked the

absurdity of these counterproposals, Frederick William replied that he

would welcome Wilhelmina's immediate marriage and would agree to

a future date for Frederick's marriage, providing England guaranteed

the eventual succession of Juliers and Berg to Prussia.

At this crucial stage Sir Charles received a confidential emissary from

the crown prince. Frederick would never forget the infinite obligations

he had to the English king and queen, but "he begg'd for God's Sake,

that how unreasonable soever the propositions from his Father might

be, the [English] King would not reject them immediately: for tho' he

was determined to lose his life sooner than marry any body but the

Princess [Emily], yet if this Negotiation was entirely broke off, his Fa-

ther would use all manner of Extremitys to oblige him and his Sister to

contract other Engagements."

Frederick followed this message later in the month with two letters

sent to Hotham in great secrecy. In the first he wrote:

I am being treated in an unheard-of manner by the king, and I know that

at present he is plotting terrible things against me, concerning certain

letters [to the English court] that I have written this past winter. . . .

Frankly and in a word the true and secret reason that the King refuses

to agree to this [my] marriage is that he wishes always to keep me in an

inferior status, and forever to bait me when the fancy strikes him, thus

he will never agree to it. If you consider that this princess [Emily] would

be treated similarly, you will easily understand that I would be very sad

to remain forever in the same state that I am in.
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Far better, Frederick wrote, to let Wilhelmina's marriage come off

now; once it did, Frederick would escape to England and marry Prin-

cess Emily.

TO

The ENGLISH court's reaction to these latest developments had
not reached Sir Charles when the Prussian king departed for Saxony.

King August had prepared a magnificent celebration in honor of his

newly reorganized army, patterned after the Prussian force. The camp
at Radewitz had cost August over three million thalers to build, and
operating costs were enormous — every twenty-four hours the bakery

produced seven thousand loaves of bread, each weighing over two
pounds! Magnificent military maneuvers and demonstrations during

the day were followed by stage comedies and diverse entertainments at

night, the guests imbibing vast quantities of food and drink all the

while.

This was the setting for the next phase of the marriage negotiations.

In mid-June, Sir Charles, who had followed the Prussian king to Sax-

ony, presented the English court's reply to Frederick William's new
demands. King George refused to consider any extraneous political

matters, he could not guarantee the succession of Juliers and Berg, and
he insisted on the double marriage. Frederick William replied that his

son at eighteen was too young to marry— he would have to be at least

thirty, "finding it likewise necessary that this Prince tries to previously

distinguish himself in the world, and to acquire the qualities requisite

to estabhshing a family." Hotham submitted that the Prussian king

would never come around; indeed, that he allegedly had decided to

marry Wilhelmina to the Prince of Weissenfels. Accordingly, he wrote,

"I look upon my Negociation as ended [and] I humbly hope His Maj-
esty will think proper to recall me immediately."

But on this same day Hotham dictated another "most secret" dis-

patch to Lord Newcastle (who had replaced Townshend), one of such

sensitivity that he ordered Guy Dickens to carry it personally to Lon-

don. Crown Prince Frederick, he reported, had been toying with the

idea of escaping from the kingdom for some time. In Berlin he had
illegally borrowed a thousand thalers from a moneylender and, through

his confederates von Keith and von Spaen, had considered ordering a

carriage in Leipzig, a plan evidently abandoned as premature. The king

may have learned of this notion, for at Radewitz he continued to treat

his son abominably. The Danish envoy, L0ven0rn, reported that on
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one occasion he accused Frederick in the presence of half a dozen Prus-

sian officers not only of lying but of intending to kill him, not by a

direct attack, "since you are too cowardly," but rather by stabbing him
in the back. Another quarrel had led the king repeatedly to strike his

son. Regarding the cringing, weeping prince, the king said contemp-

tuously, "Had I been treated so by my father, I would have blown my
brains out, but this fellow has no honor, he takes all that comes." Soon
after this episode Frederick asked Count Hoym, a Saxon minister, to

provide horses for two officers who wished to travel incognito to

Leipzig. Hoym refused and, probably at Keith's urging, Frederick

dropped the plan.

He next turned to his English friends. Some days earlier, Hotham
reported, the prince royal had eluded spies and escorts to hustle Guy
Dickens into his tent. He told Dickens "that he could no longer bear

the outrageous treatment he every day met with from his Father, and
therefore was resolved to make himself easy as soon as ever he could,

and thought he had now a very favourable opportunity to do it." Fred-

erick was referring to the forthcoming inspection trip with his father

to Ansbach and the Rhine territories, from where he was to go to Stutt-

gart, which, since it was not far from Strasbourg, would enable him to

proceed to Paris. He planned to stay there about six weeks and then go

to England. The reason he intended to stay some while in France was
to avoid casting his father's suspicion on his mother as being privy to

his plan. Frederick was also worried about Wilhelmina and hoped that

King George would help to protect her. He himself would try to devise

some method to ensure her safety, but in any event, wrote Hotham,
"he was resolved to put his design in execution. He said further that

his measures were well taken, and that he wanted for nothing that

might facilitate his Escape; and desired I would write to our Court to

dispose the Court of France to grant him their Protection." Hotham
cautiously and presciently noted that "it is possible the thing may mis-

carry, by the Prince's being watched too narrowly, or by some other

unforeseen accident; but there is no room to doubt of the Prince's hav-

ing taken a fixed resolution, and that even he will run great hazards to

free himself from the oppression he is at present under."

The final part of Hotham's mission occurred in Berlin, where in early

July Guy Dickens returned with the English court's response. King

George did not agree to Hotham's proposal to abandon the mission;

indeed, he continued "to look upon the strictest Union between the

two Royal Families as not only highly essential to the Interests of both,

but also of the greatest Importance to the Protestant Religion itself"

and was willing to negotiate a deferred second marriage. Hotham was

to explain to Frederick William that King George had found his terms

"a trifle vague" — in short, when did Frederick William propose to

approve his son's marriage and to which English princess?^ While
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Frederick William and the crown prince traveled to the Rhine, Hotham
was to go to London for further instructions. His return to Berlin would
coincide with that of the Prussian king from the Rhine. In view of these

arrangements, Crown Prince Frederick was to be advised to defer the

execution of his plan,

Hotham then met with Frederick William, who swore that he would
always prefer Frederick to marry an English princess, the one most
suitable in age when the time came, which would be no later than ten

years. This was a reasonable enough answer, and it might conceivably

have satisfied the English court. Whether the king's promise was re-

peated to the crown prince is not certain, but it is certain that no one
could look forward to another ten years of the treatment that Frederick

had been receiving. We know that Guy Dickens, through Katte's con-

nivance, secretly met with Frederick at Potsdam to inform him of his

royal uncle's advice to abstain from any precipitate action, at least until

the air had cleared; Dickens would arrange for him secretly to receive

funds for his debts. While evading a specific promise not to escape,

Frederick hastily accepted the offer, shrewdly asking for seventeen

thousand thalers, though he owed only nine thousand.

One detail remained before Hotham's departure. Dickens had been

promoted to envoy status and was to be formally presented at the Ber-

lin court. Hotham had been newly supplied with an original and highly

incriminating letter from Grumbkow to Reichenbach, one he took along

to the audience on July lo. After presenting Dickens to the king, whom
he found "in very good humour," he handed over the incriminating

letter, no doubt expecting a reaction favorable to him.

He took the Letter from me, cast his Eye upon it, and seeing it to be

Grumbkow's Hand, said to me with all the Anger imaginable: Monsieur,

j'ai eu assez de ces choses la [Sir, I have had enough of those matters],

threw the Letter upon the Ground, and immediately turning his back
went out of the Room and shut the door upon us. Your Lordship will

easily imagine that Captain Guy Dickens and I were not a little aston-

ished at this most extraordinary Behaviour. I took up the Letter he had
thrown upon the Floor and, returning home, immediately wrote one to

His Prussian Majesty.

Hotham had acted impetuously, and now he behaved stupidly. He
had been instructed that if the Prussian king "should fly out at any

time into Expressions not becoming our Minister to bear. You will

support our Honour and Dignity with Resolution and Firmness." In

Hotham's mind the King of Prussia had trampled on that "Honour and
Dignity" and must now be treated "with Resolution and Firmness,"

which Hotham proceeded to do in a very blunt letter asking for horses:

he would depart for England at once.

King Frederick William also had acted impetuously and very stu-
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pidly, and Hotham's letter threw him into a terrible funk. He ordered

Borcke to deliver a thinly veiled apology and an invitation to dinner

the following day. Crown Prince Frederick secretly notified Hotham of

this royal embarrassment and begged him not to break off the negoti-

ations. But Hotham trampled on all this as if it were a grape in the

vineyard of wrath, nor did further heartfelt appeals from Borcke change

his attitude.

Sir Charles Hotham's departure from Berlin marked a watershed in

the history of the marriage negotiations, and in so doing stands as a

monument to a momentous shift in relations between Prussia and En-

gland. Leopold von Ranke's conclusion can be read in two ways:

England was too powerful not to have in the end overshadowed her

weaker ally, or dragged it along in her wake by her natural preponder-

ance. ... If the peculiar genius and character of England, which just

then began to give birth to various great and splendid works, had been

allowed to exercise an open and authorized influence in Berlin, it may be

doubted whether the genuine German spirit would not have been stifled

and obliterated. Prussia would at all events have acquired a totally dif-

ferent character and aspect.^

In more immediate terms, Hotham's departure ended the hope of

Crown Prince Frederick for a reversal of fortune. He was now forced

to turn to his own devices, and as a result he very nearly forfeited his

life.

II

Frederick decided to escape, come what may. He secretly sum-

moned Katte to a night rendezvous in the palace garden at Potsdam,

where he outlined the plan: Katte would join him later in the trip and

they would flee to France, the Versailles court having offered sanctu-

ary. Katte demurred. He had not yet received permission to leave his

regiment for recruiting duty and wanted to delay. Frederick brushed

off all objections by explaining that a cause should not be abandoned
because of difficulties; indeed, difficulties made it more attractive. When
Katte remained adamant, Frederick agreed to a postponement, and they

arranged to keep in touch through Rittmeister Hans Friedrich von Katte,

a cousin temporarily stationed at Erlangen.

But the next morning Frederick changed his mind and informed Katte

by secret letter to meet him at Cannstatt, from where they would flee

to France. He also sent him a large chest of incriminating letters and a

thousand ducats raised in part by his selling the semiprecious stones he

had pried from the Order of the Saxon Eagle and replaced with glass.
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Saturday, July 15. The royal convoy departed early, the crown prince

traveling in a carriage with General Wilhelm von Buddenbrock and

Colonel Arnold von Waldow, sexagenarian members of the Tabagie,

and the younger (and suspicious) chamberlain, Lieutenant Colonel

Friedrich von Rochow. The weather was stormy, but the royal party

soon reached Meuselwitz, Count Seckendorff s estate outside Alten-

burg, to enjoy a weekend of lavish hospitality. Seckendorff joined the

party and the carriages continued in better weather through a pictur-

esque country of winding roads, soft valleys, and small streams, a pas-

toral setting occasionally blemished by avenues of man-made gibbets,

each holding the bird-pecked corpse of a dangling highwayman, mute

testimony to hazards of travel in 1730.

Altenburg, Cera, Saalfeld, Coburg, Hamburg, Erlangen, Nurem-
berg— normally the medieval towns with their diverse tradespeople

would have fascinated the inquisitive crown prince, but only at Ans-

bach, his sister Frederica's court, did Frederick come to life. Here Ritt-

meister Katte delivered a letter from Hans Hermann von Katte. Fred-

erick's excitement was short-lived. Katte had not yet been given leave.

Frederick burned the letter and wrote to him to remain quiet until he

received further word. A few days later he wrote to Katte of continued

ill treatment by the king. He was determined to escape, but not to

France; rather, he would go to the Hague, where Katte would find him

disguised as Count d'Alberville. He also sent a secret message to Keith

at Wesel, instructing him to join them in Holland. Frederick tried to

enlist Rittmeister Katte in the plan, asking him to secure horses and

meet him in the Mannheim area. The cavalry officer wisely declined,

warned Frederick of Gypsy robbers waiting in every wood, and also

warned Rochow to keep a careful eye on his charge. About this time

Frederick persuaded a royal page. Lieutenant Keith's younger brother,

to help him. Though terrified, the lad secretly bought cloth at Augs-

burg, which Frederick had made into two cloaks at Ludwigsburg; his

own was bright red.

Friday, August 4. The party was heading for Mannheim on the Rhine.

Tension must have filled the crown prince's carriage. The previous day

Frederick had flaunted his new red cloak, drawing only a quiet warning

from Rochow, who said the king must not see it. The prince by now
had decided to make his break somewhere around Mannheim, but sud-

denly the king halted the convoy to bed down in barns around the tiny

village of Steinsfurt. At Frederick's instructions young Keith slipped

into the village to purchase horses.

Frederick rose about two a.m., dressed, and stole from the barn, but

Rochow's vigilant valet observed him. Rochow found him on the vil-

lage green, red cloak about him, waiting for Keith. When the terrified

page appeared, leading two saddle horses, Rochow curtly dismissed
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him. But now Buddenbrock, Waldow, and Seckendorff were on the

scene. Rochow covered as best he could, and the party soon left for

Mannheim.

Sunday, August 6. Frederick was not yet beaten. The previous evening

in Mannheim, he had slipped a note to Keith to hire two post horses

for another attempt. The earlier experience, however, had shattered the

young page; now, having heard a sermon of hellfire and damnation in

the local church, he threw himself at the king's feet and confessed all.

The king immediately charged Frederick's escorts with getting him to

Wesel, to Prussian territory, dead or alive.

The grim party continued on to Darmstadt that afternoon, but not

before the king had observed some French officers paying court to the

Elector Palatine. The suspicious royal mind at once converted their

presence to part of his son's escape plan — possibly even a plot to mur-

der Frederick William! Still, he kept his own counsel, greeting the er-

rant youth at Darmstadt with "I thought you would be in Paris by

now." ^ Frederick replied that he could easily have been had he so wished.

Tuesday, August 8. At Frankfurt-on-Main, where the party boarded

the royal yacht for the trip down the Rhine, the king received an ex-

press message from Rittmeister Katte, who enclosed an intercepted let-

ter from Frederick to his accomplice. This erased any doubt of Freder-

ick's intentions. When the king boarded the yacht and saw his son, he

struck him across the nose with his cane. Backing away and with blood

pouring from his nose, Frederick sobbed, "Never did a Brandenburg

face suffer the like of this."^

Although Frederick had not yet been formally arrested, the king's

intention was obvious. Aides who took the prince ashore at Bonn were

charged in his hearing to return him aboard "living or dead." Suddenly

realizing his dangerous position, he sought out his old enemy Count

Seckendorff and begged for help, not so much for himself as for in-

volved friends. He also smuggled a note to Lieutenant Keith at Wesel:

"Save yourself; all is discovered."

Saturday, August 12. The king convened a formal hearing at Wesel,

where he exhorted the crown prince "to do God, his lord and father

the honor to confess in all duty and conscience the details of his in-

tended desertion." Finding the prince arrogant and uncooperative, he

lost his temper and drew his sword, evidently intending to run the youth

through. This was too much for the Wesel commandant. General Kon-

rad von Mosel, who leaped between them, shouting, "Sire, cut me to

death, but spare your son." The king backed off but at once placed

Frederick under formal arrest, stripped him of his sword, and put him
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under sentry guard in Mosel's house. Not wishing to see the crown

prince again, he ordered an aide, Colonel Christoph von Derschau, to

interrogate him further.^ Derschau, described by Wilhelmina as "a

thorough scoundrel, and as true a son of Satan as ever walked this

earth," quickly caught Frederick in a web of contradictions and lies.

Frederick was in very serious trouble. As far as the king was con-

cerned, his son, a colonel, had been about to desert, without question

the most heinous crime in the kingdom. But Frederick William mean-

while had learned of Keith's flight from Wesel and presumed escape to

England, and of Katte's participation. These events, and the presence

of French officers at Mannheim, convinced him that Frederick's in-

tended escape was part of a sinister Anglo-French plot against himself

and Prussia, one in which Queen Sophia and Crown Princess Wilhel-

mina were also inextricably involved.

Saturday, August 19. Possibly on Seckendorff 's advice, Frederick sent

the king an importunate letter, stating that he had had no intention of

going to England and asking for his release. The king's fury only in-

creased when he read this and a new interrogation report from Der-

schau, who had discovered more inconsistencies. Orders went to old

General von Buddenbrock to take the prisoner to Ciistrin fortress on

the Oder. The party, which included Waldow and Rochow and suit-

able armed escort, left in the middle of the night. The carriages were to

stop only for calls of nature, and then only in open fields with no shel-

ter. They were to avoid Hanover territory. In Frederick's presence the

warders were ordered "to kill the prisoner rather than let him be taken.'"*

The news reached Berlin within a few days. The king had written a

terse note to Madame von Kamecke, asking her to pass a similar note

to the queen once she had been prepared for the devastating news,

which, as Guy Dickens soon reported to London, "has put the whole

Town under the greatest consternation." Dickens went on, "Your

Lordship may easily imagine the terror and anguish, which a tender

and affectionate Mother must be under, at such a stabbing piece of

news, and indeed, notwithstanding all Madam Kamecke's care and cir-

cumspection, the poor Queen is inconsolable."^

The poor queen had very good reason to be inconsolable, but not

alone for young Frederick's fate. The king had also ordered Katte to be

put "under the closest confinement." Although the lieutenant had been

warned and had made preparations to escape, he had not realized the

gravity of the situation, or he did not care, or he preferred the drama

of arrest to the ignominy of flight with an uncertain future. Whatever

the reason, he delayed departure until it was too late and he was ar-
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rested. But he had already sent Countess von Finckenstein the chest of

incriminating letters and cash that Frederick had sent to him, and she

quickly put these into Queen Sophia's hands.

The queen immediately contacted Guy Dickens, "pressing me with

all the earnestness imaginable to send Your Lordship an account, with

all the expedition possible, of her present melancholy and deplorable

situation" so that the King and Queen of England will know "that her

whole trust and confidence is in them," and that they "will not forsake

her, in this her very great distress and affliction."^ Unknown to Dick-

ens there remained the chest of several hundred letters, many of which

proved the mother and daughter's complicity in the marriage plot, and

also contained outspoken criticism of the king, material evidence that

in Frederick William's present rage might well cost them their lives.

Their answer was to burn the documents and replace them with forged

letters of innocuous content, an ingenious if herculean solution accom-

plished within the ten days before the king's return to Berlin.

Frederick William arrived in Berlin late on a Sunday, brusquely in-

formed his pregnant queen that her son was dead, and sent her to fetch

the chest of letters. Snatching the chest from her, he disappeared but

shortly returned. The terrified princesses ran to kiss his hand. Seeing

Wilhelmina, "he became black with rage," struck her, and undoubt-

edly would have beaten her but for the queen and her sisters, who
formed a protective cordon. The king eventually calmed down, telling

the frightened court that Frederick was not dead but that "by all holy

angels" he would kill him. He added that Wilhelmina was "the cause

of all the trouble" and would pay for it with her head.^

He certainly was out for blood. He submitted the unfortunate Katte

to no less than five detailed interrogations in fourteen days, and was
dissuaded only with great difficulty from putting him on the rack;

Dickens reported that "the torturing Engines were constantly set be-

fore him at every Examination." The interrogations proved disappoint-

ing, because Katte at first refused to involve anyone but himself in the

escape attempt. Frederick, when interrogated at Mittenwalde by a spe-

cial commission headed by General von Grumbkow, stressed that nei-

ther his mother nor his sister was involved in the slightest way. To the

king's further fury, Frederick had recovered his composure, would not

be caught up in contradictions, and showed himself "merry and gay"

throughout the proceedings, which, as Grumbkow reported to Seck-

endorff, he seemed to regard more as debate than inquisition. The let-

ters seized by the king revealed nothing untoward, nor did he seem to

suspect that they had been forged.^

Lack of evidence only increased his temper, as did a severe attack of

gout. Anyone remotely connected with the crown prince or with Katte

was suspect and in trouble. A French diplomat warned his court that
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he was in physical danger. A French count who had lent Frederick

money and who fled Berlin was nailed in effigy to the gallows. The

king brutally beat Wilhelmina and confined her to her apartments, where

she remained isolated and humiliated. He sent a former trusted diplo-

mat to a remote border post. Knyphausen was relieved of all offices

and honors, and died a broken man a year or so later. Frederick's chums

at Potsdam, Lieutenants Baron Alexander von Spaen and Johann Lud-

wig von Ingersleben, were arrested and court-martialed. The page, Keith,

was sent to Spandau fortress prison. The king sequestered Frederick's

carriages and horses, he gave Frederick's cavalry regiment to Prince

William, and he seized the secret library of nearly four thousand vol-

umes and had it sold anonymously. He jailed or banished a host of

tainted people: Frederick's and Wilhelmina's favorite servants; the

bookseller who had helped the prince build his Hbrary; Duhan, who
had taught Frederick for twelve years. Abused and damned by weak-

ness and melancholy, he struck defenseless targets. A girl in Potsdam,

Elizabeth Ritter, with whom Frederick had carried on a harmless flir-

tation, was believed to have seduced the prince. The poor thing was

medically examined, found to be a virgin, but nonetheless was publicly

whipped and sent to Spandau prison.

Retribution only drove the king to further absurdities. He told Gen-

eral Reinhold von Ginkel, the Dutch envoy, that he suspected the entire

royal family, including Queen Sophia and "every man about him ex-

cept Grumbkow," of concurring "directly or indirectly" in Frederick's

action. Wild-eyed, he cursed the governments of England and France

and went on to proclaim "such wicked designs" that Ginkel feared for

the lives of the Prussian royal family and of Guy Dickens. "If the King

of Prussia continued in the mind he was at present," Ginkel told Dick-

ens, "we should see here as wicked and bloody scenes as any that had

been heard of since the Creation of the World."

^

One such scene was shortly to occur. The setting would be Ciistrin

fortress prison, to which the king already had sent his son under heavy

guard.

12

Frederick was taken to Ciistrin in early September. The crown prince

was given prison garb of coarse brown cloth and occupied a cell with

no furniture or candlelight. He ate prison rations, two meals served by

an officer, the meat cut so that he would need no knife; a servant emp-
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tied a waste bucket three times a day; officers and servants remained

silent in his presence: no books, no flute, no visitors, no news of the

outside world except that gleaned from a single grated cell window, a

tiny aperture looking on to the prison yard and to the smelly marshes

of the sluggish River Oder. But as was the case with earlier harsh stric-

tures, awareness of human mortality brought some relief. He soon ob-

tained books, pen, paper, candles, and probably a better diet than that

ordained by the king. When told that his daily budget had been re-

duced to eight groschen, he replied, "Starvation for starvation, I prefer

Ciistrin to Potsdam."

Nearly two weeks of this stark regimen had passed when it was bro-

ken by an auditor. Christian Otto von Mylius — "a very bad man,"
Wilhelmina noted— who conducted a "special inquisition" based on

185 "articles" prepared by the king. The first 178 concerned various

events of the previous year and details of Frederick's intended flight.

The last seven were "conscience" questions. Asked whether he wished

to have his life spared, Frederick replied, "I submit myself to the king's

mercy." He replied similarly when asked whether he would renounce

the throne. In a separate statement he apologized for the sorrow he had

caused the king, pledged complete submission to royal "grace and will,"

and begged forgiveness— a petition that the king tore furiously to bits.
^

In early October the prisoner requested another hearing. The king

granted it but told Grumbkow, "When this rogue asks about me, my
wife, and my children, you will tell him that no one thinks of him any

longer, that my wife wishes to hear nothing of him, that Wilhelmina is

in disgrace, a prisoner in Berlin, and will be exiled to the country.

Knyphausen has been consigned to the devil."
^

Frederick appeared contrite enough and told Grumbkow that, rather

than suffer life imprisonment, he would renounce the throne; indeed,

would even prefer death. Pressed for details of the conspiracy that the

king believed to exist, the prince denied everything. Frederick William

did not believe him. "The little scoundrel defends himself with unsur-

passable cleverness and determination, always refusing to admit that

he intended to desert." In the king's speech and writings Frederick was

variously a "scoundrel," "villain," "blackguard," and "good-for-

nothing." "God spare all decent parents from such offspring," he wrote

to Prince Leopold. "It is a great pity, yet before God and man my
conscience is clear. I have warned him, punished him mildly and se-

verely— all to no avail."

The king's desire for positive proof of a foreign conspiracy continued

to be thwarted, but enough information had been obtained from Katte

and Frederick to incriminate the Dutch, French, and English courts.

"There is no doubt that England knew everything but advised against

desertion," the king told Leopold. England remained the major villain.
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He flatly refused that court's overtures to renew the marriage alliance.

"No further thought is to be given to any marriage, double or single,

between the Royal families of England and Prussia," Dickens was in-

formed.^

Frederick remained the primary domestic villain. General Ginkel, who
saw the king frequently in these turbulent days, reported that "his

Prussian Majesty's hatred against the Prince was not only increased but

that he was grown very jealous of his Son's Parts and Talents, which

had remarkably appeared in all his Examinations.'"* The King next

ordered Frederick, Katte, and lesser fry to be tried by court-martial.

Whatever hope he had of thus breaking his son was in vain; the latter

wrote philosophically to Wilhelmina, "Chi ha tempo ha vita" (Who
has time has life).

The military court met at Kopenick castle in late October. Headed
by seventy-year-old Lieutenant General Count Achaz von Schulenburg,

it consisted of three generals including Grumbkow, three colonels in-

cluding Derschau, three majors, three captains, and three auditors or

judge advocates including von Mylius. A week later Schulenburg pro-

nounced its sentences: Lieutenant von Ingersleben was to serve a fur-

ther six months in prison; Lieutenant von Spaen was to be cashiered

and placed in fortress arrest (which was not so severe as criminal ar-

rest) for three years; Lieutenant von Keith was to be hanged in effigy;

Lieutenant von Katte was to be cashiered and imprisoned for life. The
military court did not deem itself entitled to judge the case of the crown
prince, which was a royal family affair.

The sentences infuriated Frederick William. "You were supposed to

pronounce justice, not glide over it with a featherduster," he scribbled

on the report. The judges had shown themselves disloyal, he later com-
plained: "I thought I had selected men of honor who would not forget

their duty, who would not worship the rising sun [Crown Prince Fred-

erick], and would consult only their consciences and the honor of their

king." Nonetheless he approved the first three sentences because there

was little else he could do, but he judged Katte's punishment as too

lenient. Not only was Katte an officer in the king's army, Frederick

William wrote, but an officer of the royal bodyguard, the gendarmes,

"therefore owing me a special personal loyalty." Instead, the wretch

had "intrigued with the rising sun" and with foreign ambassadors. Katte

deserved to be torn to death by red-hot pincers and then hanged. As
for the crown prince, the court would reconvene, try him for desertion,

and return its verdict forthwith.^

When the court refused either to try the crown prince or reverse its

sentence on Katte, the king summarily decreed that the latter would be
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executed by beheading (as opposed to hanging, in deference to his dis-

tinguished family). Frederick would be forced to watch the execution,

a scene planned by the king in minute detail, his purpose being to break

Frederick's will and thus prepare him for spiritual redemption/

Katte's sentence raised storms of protest, to no avail, Flis father, a

lieutenant general and commandant of Konigsberg, had earlier peti-

tioned the king for mercy. Frederick William expressed regret but pointed

out that "your son is a scoundrel, mine too; we can neither of us help

it."^ To further pleas from Katte's father and grandfather, the king

remained adamant. "Fiat justitia et pereat mundus," he decreed: Let

justice be done though the world perishes.^

A detachment of cavalry escorted Lieutenant von Katte to Custrin in

early November. Johann Miiller, chaplain of the regiment of gen-

darmes, rode with the condemned man, an unpleasant journey during

which he exhorted the young officer to penance and more penance.

Katte behaved well. He had written farewell letters to his father and

grandfather, asking forgiveness. He had also written to Frederick, ab-

solving him from any blame but begging him to come to terms with the

king.

At Custrin fortress the chaplain of the garrison joined the party. He
spent most of the night praying and singing hymns with the victim.

Early next morning, escorted by garrison soldiers, the party entered the

prison compound below Frederick's cell.

The tower clock tolled five. Light had broken on a gray and cold

day, and the smell of Oder bogs filled the damp cell. Warders suddenly

flung open the iron door and ordered the royal prisoner to the small

barred window. A surprised Frederick at once recognized Katte. "What
is he doing here?" he asked his warders. No one answered. In silence

he watched his friend walk slowly but with dignity, hat tucked under

one arm, the other arm free, soldiers on either side, and behind him

two mumbling chaplains.

Frederick suddenly realized what was happening. Frantically he sent

an appeal to the general of the fortress, asking for a stay of execution

so that he could beg the king to spare Katte's life. His words bounced

off blank faces. The group continued across the prison yard.^

Katte suddenly looked up. Frederick's eyes fastened on him. He
touched fingers to his lips and called in French, "My dear Katte, a

thousand pardons, please." Katte saluted: "My prince, there is nothing

to apologize for." The words were spoken, one chaplain related, "with

no little emotion or sorrow."

The grim procession continued to a raised platform built on a bas-

tion that overlooked the somber river, Frederick watched it halt by a
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little heap of sand. Katte stood motionless, his pocked face in familiar

profile as an officer formally intoned the death sentence. Katte shook

hands with the officers, removed his wig, opened his shirt at the neck,

knelt to receive the sword's edge. "Lord Jesus," he prayed— but when
an attendant tried to blindfold him, he brushed aside the binding. Eyes

open, he again prayed, "Lord Jesus . .
."

Death interrupted prayer; blood jetted as his head fell to the sand.

Frederick already had fainted.
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All the world's a stage,

And all the men and women merely players.

They have their exits and their entrances;

And one man in his time plays many parts . . .

— Shakespeare, As You Like It
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Frederick soon regained consciousness. Refusing either succor or

sympathy, the eighteen-year-old prisoner hugged the tiny window of

the cell, blue-gray eyes fixed dully on Katte's headless, shrouded body.

That afternoon townsfolk came and took the pieces for burial. Fred-

erick remained at the window, staring at the blood-spattered sand, re-

fusing food or conversation.

By evening he had developed a high fever and lay moaning on the

rack that served as his bed. Chaplain Johann Miiller, who was to su-

pervise Frederick's spiritual redemption, brought a cooling potion.

Frederick awakened, recognized the man of Christ, and thought that

he was being given poison. "I had a hard time convincing him other-

wise," Miiller reported to the king. In desperation, he drank first. Fred-

erick followed and lapsed into delirious sleep.

^

Miiller appeared the next morning to find his ward in a better frame

of mind. He had brought Katte's farewell letter to Frederick, and the

two tearfully read it. Miiller noted that Frederick seemed impressed by

Katte's plea for reconciliation with the king. The dead man's words
launched them on a theological discussion in which the Lutheran min-

ister began to try to dissuade the prince from such dangerous Calvinist

beliefs as predestination. Frederick showed himself eager and contrite.

His zeal, combined with seemingly genuine humility, so impressed Miiller

that only two days after Katte's execution he informed the king that

his son had undergone a remarkable change of attitude. Miiller wanted
the king to encourage the prince; otherwise, he might lapse into incur-

able melancholy.

King Frederick William also had been doing some hard thinking.

Throughout October his attitude toward his errant son had hardened

to such an extent that he wished to disinherit him. He turned a deaf

ear to reports of Frederick's and Wilhelmina's severe illnesses, and he
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ignored Queen Sophia's despondency. Diplomats continued to report

both harsh words and measures, general fears of what one called "a

tragical Event." General Lovenorn, the Danish envoy, who sometimes

hunted with the king, reported that he spoke "of the Prince in his usual

Terms of Bitterness and Hatred, calling his Royal Highness all the in-

famous names he could think of." Lovenorn did not believe that the

boy would be put to death, but neither would he be released, and

"therefore the Prince must inevitably perish, it being impossible for

him to hold out long under such inhuman Treatment."^

But several factors were working in Frederick's favor. One was pres-

sure on the king from other courts to pardon the crown prince. Al-

though the king refused to answer a host of petitions submitted by

other rulers on Frederick's behalf, and in general blustered to his cro-

nies about invasion of Prussian privacy, the collective voice of royal

disapproval haunted his already tortured mind. So did critical rum-

blings from the army. More pressure was brought by Seckendorff, to

whom Sophia had early turned for help. Recognizing the possibility of

placing the royal family in his debt, he had obtained a letter from Em-
peror Charles asking the Prussian king to show extreme leniency to

Frederick. Seckendorff did not at once present this letter. Instead, he

and Grumbkow, who instantly jumped on the bandwagon, used drun-

ken Tabagie sessions to talk up the idea of a quasi-pardon, suggesting

that in return Frederick must swear to a new oath of loyalty and must

follow this by working in a humble capacity in the local Ciistrin ad-

ministration.

By October's end the king had decided to pardon Frederick, a deci-

sion reinforced by the emperor's letter, which Seckendorff now deliv-

ered. It was further prompted by the outcry that followed Katte's exe-

cution, criticism so widespread and voluble that the king decreed that

any subject thenceforth discussing the matter would have his tongue

cut out.

Chaplain Miiller brought Frederick the good news only three days

after Katte's death. Frederick was not one to overlook such a reprieve,

and Miiller continued to report his religious zeal, evident contrition,

and enviable humility: the crown prince had been sending for him at

six A.M. and frequently was keeping him until noon. Frederick had

practically donned a hair shirt when General von Grumbkow appeared

a week later. The king had chosen him to head a special "oath com-

mission," and the wily general had arrived a day early in order to have

a private talk with Frederick. Exactly what passed is not known, but it

is obvious that each needed the other. From now on Grumbkow would

often serve as buffer between father and son.

On the following day, a Sunday, Frederick swore before the stern

commissioners "to obey unfailingly the orders of the king," speaking.
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as decreed by the king, "loud and clear, no muttering or anything like

that." After signing the written oath, he walked from the jail to a church

service whose simple Lutheran content so moved him (as his father was
told) that, on cue and in front of dignitaries and townsfolk, he burst

into tears. ^ After this lachrymose display, he went to the large and
comfortable town house where he was to live during parole, and there

he wrote the king the first of many sycophantic letters, admitting dis-

obedience and asking full pardon and permission to return to court.

The king replied that he would remain in Ciistrin to learn domestic

administration and economics. Too many rulers, the king explained,

turned their countries over to court favorites and ministers, who "put

everything into confusion"; most princes are miserable administrators

and "in spite of holding the most beautiful lands, they fail to utilize

them correctly and instead ruin themselves by going into debt."

Frederick was allowed a sword, but no uniform; instead, he wore a

light gray frock coat with narrow silver cordings. Sentries were not to

salute him, nor was he permitted beyond the walls of the small fortress

town. He was comfortable enough physically. Servants looked after

him and his companions, the chamberlain Gerhard Heinrich von Wol-
den and two young aristocrats, Karl Dubislav von Natzmer and Wil-

helm von Rohwedel. They were to live simply— no oysters or plump
capons from Hamburg, no pate from Strasbourg, no delicacies from
anywhere— and conversation theoretically was limited to matters at

hand; no talk of war or politics. Frederick could not have a flute, and
he could correspond only with his parents. He was permitted three

books: the German Bible, a hymn book and Johann Arndt's True
Christianity.

Having failed the army course, so to speak, the crown prince would
take the civilian course. "He must spend the entire day at the Chamber
of War and Domains, which will inform him of all matters," Frederick

William told Prince Leopold. "If he will not readily learn them, they

will be repeated a thousand times so that he must retain them. If he

should become a man of honor, which I very much doubt, it will be his

good fortune."

The Chamber of War and Domains for the Ciistrin area was headed
by President Christian Ernst von Miinchow and run by Director Chris-

toph Werner Hille. As Auskultator, or listener, Frederick by royal or-

der was to sit at a small desk "quite low down" the board table and
take notes on which to base later discussions with his chief tutor, Hille.

He would attend morning sessions from seven to eleven-thirty, and
from three to five in the afternoon. Although the king warned the

chamber against his son's "noxious and deceitful character," he soon
became popular with its members and with the local people.

Frederick began rehabilitation with mixed feelings. One day Hille
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would report to Grumbkow his ward's bad temper; the next day he

was "happy as a bullfinch." A new storm soon broke, however, and it

was caused largely by Frederick, Forced to silence by day, he vented

his intelligence in the evening, flitting from topic to topic, including

religion and the forbidden Calvinist doctrine of predestination. Chap-

lain Miiller only recently had reported Frederick's conversion from this

heretical doctrine, but now Wolden reported his awakened interest in

it. The king replied that if the wretch was going to go to the devil, so

be it; "but meanwhile the three of you must always refute his error

with quotations from the holy Scriptures. . . . You will learn in time

to know your pious ward better and better and that there is nothing

good in him except his tongue— nothing is wrong with that.'"*

The prince refused to eat crow, and Wolden reported that "he be-

lieves he acted better in speaking his heartfelt belief clearly and plainly

rather than deceiving God and the King through hypocrisy," The King's

angry reply contained all the old grievances. Not only did his Bose-

wicht, or rogue son, refuse to have his hair cut, but he walked like a

ballet dancer: he "stands on tiptoe and won't plant his feet firmly, he

holds himself bent over ... he won't look an honest man in the eyes

. . . he is shockingly untidy and physically dirty, eats like a pig with

his nose always on the plate, is constantly making funny faces, and

behaves very stupidly." At Christmas the king sarcastically scrawled

on a report of his son's illness, "As he is predestined, all will go well

with him; if there were any good in him he would die, but I am con-

vinced that he won't because ill weeds don't die."

Matters would probably have got out of hand once again but for

Grumbkow, to whom Hille hastily turned. The general persuaded

Frederick to renounce the hated doctrine in a humble letter to the king,

and this restored a peace of sorts.

Life at Custrin was not physically onerous. President von Munchow
had allowed Frederick to enjoy forbidden fruit during imprisonment,

and he now turned a blind eye as townspeople and friends vied in keep-

ing the royal larder stocked with delicacies from neighboring estates

and from abroad. Hille was a well-educated man with an open mind

and a good sense of humor, but he had no use for arrogant royalty and

had been ordered to drill the fundamentals of economics, finance, com-

merce, and farming into his subject's not always receptive skull. Wol-

den, Rohwedel, and Natzmer were lenient warders, but with the excep-

tion of the last, Frederick had little in common with them. Confined to

the stifling bureaucratic chamber by day, confined to the house by night,

he soon became bored and even quarrelsome.

Seeing no way out, at least for the present, Frederick perforce relied
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on his own talents for amusement. Hille was at once impressed with

his sense of humor and wrote to Grumbkow that he taught Frederick

more easily through wit than by rote. The student had never yielded

his love of belles lettres, and Hille sourly noted that "while the crown
prince did not know whether his forefathers had won Magdeburg in a

card game or otherwise, he has the rules of Aristotle's Poetics at his

fingertips and has spent the last two days gnawing his fingernails to the

quick while putting German verse into French."^ But Hille also ob-

served that Frederick loved hard work — as long as it interested him.

The most surprising development in this period grew from another

of the king's strictures. Frederick was not to speak "of war and peace

or any other political matters," yet Hille soon reported that he re-

garded "matters of state as much more elegant and important than

those of finance." His major ally here was Natzmer. Scion of an ancient

Pomeranian family and son of a famous field marshal, the twenty-six-

year-old warder was a long-time admirer of Frederick, to whom he had
dedicated his university dissertation. Well educated, well traveled, well

connected, and a francophile to boot, he was a friend of princes and
diplomats. "Almost a fop," Wilhelmina sniffed, and Hille refused to

take him seriously, writing to Grumbkow of "the little politician Natz-

mer, who makes me laugh with his unrealistic [diplomatic] embassies

and negotiations." He instantly appealed to Frederick, who took him
very seriously, and the two were soon involved in lengthy political dis-

cussions that often ran into the small hours.

Frederick continued one discussion in a long letter to Natzmer that

would have brought howls of rage from the king, since it indirectly

attacked his foreign policy. Frederick proposed no less than a new
"system" if Prussia were to prosper. Her awkward physical position —
she was open to attack from all sides — made it incumbent on the ruler

to maintain "good relations with all the kings, the emperors, and the

principal electors," because war with these neighbors could only be

disadvantageous. The ruler could not stop here, however, "for when
one does not advance, one retreats," and the ruler must constantly

work for the further aggrandizement of the House of Hohenzollern.

He must do whatever possible to "sew on again each of the detached

pieces," be it Polish Prussia (western Poland), which had been taken by

force from the Teutonic Order, be it the duchy of Mecklenburg, "where

one has only to wait patiently the extinction of the ducal line in order

to take possession without further ceremony," be it Juliers and Berg,

which, joined to the present Cleves estates, could garrison thirty thou-

sand Prussian soldiers and thereby furnish a powerful western bulwark
to the kingdom. "I advance from country to country," he wrote, "from
conquest to conquest, like Alexander proposing new worlds to con-

quer." Time did not permit discussion either of the legality or mechan-
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ics of such conquests; he wished only to prove the "poUtical necessity"

of acquiring these provinces, a necessity if the King of Prussia was "to

cut a striking figure among the great men of the world and play one of

the great roles, neither giving nor maintaining the peace by any other

reason than love of justice, and not by fear, or, if the honor of the

House demanded war, being able to pursue it with vigor." Frederick

demanded that his House totally lift itself "from the dust in which it

has been lying, in order to make the Protestant religion flourish in Eu-

rope and the Empire; that it would become the resource of the afflicted,

the supporter of widows and orphans, the provider of the poor, and

the scourge of the unjust."^

It was a very long winter, with no alteration of the spartan regimen.

Notified that Wolden had refused an invitation for Frederick to dine

out, the king scribbled, "Correct; he is not to dine away from his house.

This is not the place for music or dance." In late March, Wolden asked

whether Frederick could attend the wedding of Miinchow's daughter:

"Refused; a man under arrest ought to be in prison."

Spring brought no relief. A request for light clothing was brusquely

treated. "He has never worn such before, nor is it a Brandenburg-Prus-

sian habit, but rather French." A project conceived by Frederick, un-

doubtedly with Natzmer's help, for marriage with an Austrian arch-

duchess horrified Grumbkow, who ordered it burned before the king

saw it. The only resolution, Grumbkow wrote to Hille, was a meeting

between father and son. Until then, the errant prince would remain at

Ciistrin. The king showed no sympathy but rather pleasure when told

that Frederick was bored. He still did not trust him; the test would
continue to be run.

All very well, replied Hille, but boredom was making the crown prince

very ill tempered. "At times it is astonishing," he informed Grumbkow,
"how much he resembles a thundering Jupiter [their code word for the

king]. . . . His distrust increases in proportion to his vanishing hopes."

Wolden warned Grumbkow that Frederick desperately needed more to

do, that boredom was affecting his health, that he was nervous and

upset, and that Dr. Stahl seemed to fear a nervous breakdown. "As for

us monks, we shall soon all die if this way of Hfe continues."

Owing largely to Grumbkow's work, a hole was made in the pater-

nal dam of penance in early May. A letter from the king informed

Frederick of Wilhelmina's engagement to the Hereditary Prince Fred-

erick of Bayreuth. Frederick William added that it was time for Fred-

erick to marry, and he would soon send Grumbkow with a list of pro-

spective brides. This twist stemmed from the Vienna court, where Prince

Eugene had decided that Frederick must marry the Empress of Aus-
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tria's niece, Princess Elizabeth of Brunswick-Bevern, in order to bind

the crown prince to Habsburg interests. Grumbkow turned up in Ciis-

trin in June to hawk this particular piece of matrimonial goods and

won tentative agreement from Frederick, but "on condition that the

bride would be neither dumb nor disagreeable." Meanwhile his letters

to the king dripped with sycophancy, but to no apparent effect. In late

May the king wrote to Wolden that the crown prince must become
accustomed to leading a quiet life, "for if I had done what he did I

would be ashamed to show my face to anyone. ... He shall obey

only my will, get rid of those French and English manners, think only

as a Prussian, be faithful to God and his father, and have a German
heart." In late June the ever-patient Wolden wrote to the king that his

son hoped he would stop by Ciistrin when traveling to Prussia. But

Frederick William had no desire to see his son: "I shall know when
that wicked heart has changed and become genuine and not full of

hypocrisy."

Frederick evidently was to remain in the wilderness.

14

Frederick's first break came in August 1731, nine months after his

release from prison. Due mainly to Grumbkow's intervention, the king

interrupted an inspection trip to visit Ciistrin, a cloud of self-righteous-

ness whirling down on a plain of sycophancy. "As soon as I have looked

into the whites of his eyes," he wrote to Wolden, "I shall know whether

he has improved or not." The test came at von Miinchow's house on
the king's forty-third birthday. Frederick fell at his father's feet with all

the fervor of Thomas a Becket prostrating himself before King Henry
II. The king told him to stand, then subjected him to stern review of

his evil ways. Frederick again flung himself at the royal feet, again was
bidden to rise. The king questioned him closely, and he admitted that

he had wanted to escape to England. Had he thought of the conse-

quences? his father asked. His mother would have suffered the greatest

misfortune; Wilhelmina would have been imprisoned for Ufe. Finally,

"I would have invaded Hanover and burned and ravaged it even at the

cost of my life and kingdom." Asked if he had corrupted Katte or vice

versa, Frederick replied, "I corrupted him." Frederick WiUiam said, "I

am glad to hear you tell the truth for once."^

The interview continued. Did the prince still hate the army; did he

still regard his uniform as a shroud? (Oh no, sire.) Did the prince still

embrace such Calvinist heresies as predestination? (Oh no, sire.) Slightly
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mollified, the inquisitor launched into self-deprecation: "I can quite

understand that my company displeases you. I have no French man-
ners; I am neither witty nor foppish. I am a German prince, and I shall

Hve and die a German prince." The crown prince had better try to do
the same. There was not much hope for him, the king rambled on, but

there was some— and with the idea of nursing that wee bit, the king

was willing to forgive what was past.

A sort of pardon.

Frederick fell to the floor, this time in tears, and fervently kissed the

king's boots. Frederick William raised his son, held him briefly to his

breast. Frederick followed him from the chamber and at the royal car-

riage again fell to the ground. Tears welled in Frederick William's eyes

as he lifted his son, embraced him, and promised ultimate benediction.

Frederick seemed genuinely touched. Later he told Hille that this was
the first sign of love his father had ever shown him.

Frederick's world now changed for the better. In the mornings he sat

next to President Miinchow at meetings of the chamber, where he fre-

quently offered opinions on matters at hand. He could go where he

wished in the afternoon, and he quickly traded the onerous council air

for open fields and fragrant forests of neighboring crownlands and es-

tates, where he began to learn the practical side of farming— how
fields were ploughed, fertilized, planted; crops harvested; grain stored

and marketed; cows calved; beer brewed; wool shorn and spun; how
flax was turned to cloth; animals slaughtered; meat smoked. When
work palled, he could hunt and fish; crown commissioners and estate

owners everywhere vied in capturing him for elaborate meals and en-

tertainments.

He was scarcely free. He was not allowed to spend nights away from

Ciistrin; he could invite no woman to table (or bed); his reading was
still prescribed; and he was allowed neither music nor dance. His re-

quest again to wear a uniform brought a lengthy and insulting refusal.

As long as Frederick preferred French flutes, fops, and females to a

company of grenadiers, which he regarded as canailles, he was not

worthy to wear a uniform. Once he learned how to conduct himself

and his affairs, once he was done with rogues and whores and stopped

wasting money on trinkets and bagatelles, once he learned to show his

father proper respect and obedience, then and only then would he again

become a Prussian soldier.

Grumbkow was doing his best to heal the relationship. Shortly after

the king's visit he had prepared formal instructions that spelled out

Frederick's future behavior. He was to stop all the nonsense that so

irritated the king. He would be humble and contrite and would ask the

king's advice on various matters. He would no longer call the king

"Papa" but rather "Majesty," as Frederick William had called his fa-
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ther. Grumbkow's strictures extended to the smallest detail, and it is

evident from correspondence that Frederick paid the closest attention

to the advice.^

The king on his part sent Frederick horses, a carriage, and new clothes,

and also responded warmly to detailed reports on neighboring crown
lands. Here new outbuildings were needed; there a brewery must be

repaired; here a wood could be cleared and turned into profitable graz-

ing land; there the sandy and chalky soil needed fertilizing. Not only

was the reformed dilettante spending most of his waking hours exam-
ining estates and talking to farmers, foresters, stewards, bailiffs, brew-

ers, and local officials, but he became a veritable Nimrod, chasing deer

and stags about the land and even practicing marksmanship. His letters

reeked of the humility, obedience, and flattery demanded by the king:

"Finally, I shall do everything possible to apply myself to all economic
matters, and through incessant industry and humble respect, obedience

and submission, make myself worthy of seeking my most gracious fa-

ther's favor."

Frederick reported a great deal to his father but omitted certain de-

tails. In late September, in accordance with the king's wish, he had
entertained Prince Charles of Brunswick, who was passing through. He
failed to add that to make up for drinking only very little, they had
made a lot of noise and thoroughly torn up an inn. He probably did

not mention the presence of a new valet, Michael Gabriel Fredersdorff,

a private soldier but an oboist and flautist whom Frederick had heard

play one evening in Frankfurt; he was transferred to Ciistrin on orders

of Lieutenant General Count Kurt Christoph von Schwerin, who liked

the crown prince and did everything possible for him. Fredersdorff was
four years older than Frederick, clever, well mannered, tall, and strik-

ingly handsome. The two hit it off; he may have been used to smuggle

letters between Frederick and Wilhelmina.

Frederick had earlier reported shooting ducks with Colonel von
Wreech at nearby Tamsel estate. He did not, however, mention the

colonel's wife, the beautiful twenty-three-year-old Louise Eleanor, with

whom he promptly fell in love and who became pregnant in September.

Judging from extant letters and poems, Frederick was responsible; at

least Colonel von Wreech later denied being the father. There is no
doubt that the juices were flowing strongly in Frederick's nineteen-year-

old body at this time. Lieutenant General Count von Schulenberg vis-

ited him in October and reported to Grumbkow that he had grown
larger and was healthy and cheerful. So animated was his friendship

with Louise that the count felt it necessary to deliver a homily on mor-

als: Frederick must not devote himself to women, because "the slight

pleasures gained cause a million displeasures." The prince bluntly re-

fused the advice. His father had lived it up as a youth, he told Schulen-
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burg, and he would do likewise. He was not worried about the pox
(syphilis), which everyone got and which could be cured. He went on
to suggest that the count himself had just enjoyed an extracurricular

fling in Vienna, and when that was hotly denied, Frederick said that he

must have "the gift of continence, but I assure you that I do not."^

The romance continued through the winter. Frederick wrote to

Louise's mother of her daughter's insurpassable "beauty, her majestic

air, her bearing, and her entire deportment." In late February, Secken-

dorff reported the alarming situation to Prince Eugene, but by then it

was finished. Frederick already had sent her his portrait, which he hoped

would cause her to think of him and say, "He was not a bad fellow but

he bored me because he loved me too much and often annoyed me with

his clumsy love." Louise duly delivered a daughter, whom the king

believed to be Frederick's, "He is very pleased," Grumbkow wrote to

Seckendorff, "hoping that he will do the same for la Bevern [Princess

Elizabeth].'"^ Frederick somewhat enigmatically denied the charge. But

a few years later he would write to Voltaire of this "little wonder of

nature" who had taught him love and poetry "with taste and delicacy."

"I did well enough in love but poorly in poetry."

While Frederick was frolicking from forest to field and from brewery

to bed in Ciistrin, preparations for Wilhelmina's marriage were being

made in Berlin. From the somewhat meager list of candidates (nomi-

nated by Grumbkow and Seckendorff at the Austrian court's sugges-

tion), Wilhelmina had selected Margrave Frederick of Brandenburg-

Kulmbach, the Hereditary Prince of Bayreuth. The decision infuriated

Queen Sophia, who had continued secret negotiations with the English

court and still hoped for a double marriage. "I no longer own you as

my daughter," she allegedly told Wilhelmina. Nor did the margrave

particularly please the Prussian king, who, Wilhelmina wrote, got the

unfortunate prospect drunk every day "to test his character and accus-

tom him to drink," and who found him far too refined and effeminate.

He would have preferred the uncouth Duke of Weissenfels, but since

the Austrian court approved of Margrave Frederick, he ordered an

elaborate wedding and secretly arranged for the presence of his son

Frederick.

The crown prince did not attend the wedding in late November, but

he did appear suddenly at an elegant ball a few nights later. Wilhelmina

found him "so much altered that I should scarcely have known him

again." He had become very stout, "very broad in the shoulders, and

his head seemed sunk between them: he was no longer so handsome."

He responded to Wilhelmina's impassioned embraces and words with

distinct coolness, and when she presented her husband, Frederick re-
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fused to speak to him. She partially recovered on learning that von
Grumbkow had advised Frederick to seem aloof in order to impress

the king, but nevertheless the relationship between brother and sister

was beginning to change.

If Wilhelmina had lost a brother, the king had gained a crown prince.

When four hundred couples sat to dinner, Frederick and the king dined

elsewhere, "in a select circle," where the father reportedly treated his

son with great affection. The two appeared the following day at a mil-

itary review, "where Crowds of People of all Ranks," Guy Dickens

reported to London, "flock'd to see His Royal Highness, and gave the

most open demonstrations of their pleasure and satisfaction, at this

seeming mark of a thorough Reconciliation between the King of Prus-

sia and his Son."^ A few days later a group of senior generals, headed

by Prince Leopold, petitioned the king to return Frederick to the army.

He was easily convinced, and at a banquet given by Seckendorff the

crown prince appeared in the uniform of the Infantry Regiment Goltz,

which he would soon command.

Total submission, blind obedience. That is what the king demanded;
that is what he got. A few days after Frederick's return to Ciistrin to

serve the final months of his parole, he wrote to his father, "I know I

have you alone to thank and in consequence will always have loyalty,

respect, love, deference, and appreciation for you; I wish only that I

had opportunity to convince my most gracious father of my sincerity."

The king received his words "with great pleasure" and replied, "I also

have confidence in you [and believe that] you will steadfastly continue

in this way and leave yourself entirely in my hands; then you will learn

that you have a father who loves you from the heart, and will love you
always, and further will take care of you in every way."

Frederick hastened to exploit the reconciliation. His letters were stuffed

with details calculated to win royal approval. He suggested that peas-

ants bound to crownlands should plough only three times a week with

two horses instead of daily with one horse, a suggestion endorsed by

local crown officials. He submitted his household accounts to the last

groschen and asked advice on how to manage his cook. In January he

was in Marienwald, working out final arrangements for glass factories,

and he sent some specimen glasses. He was delighted to hear that Wil-

helmina was with child and hoped that his father might "live to enjoy

the grandchild in complete health and happiness." A lieutenant came
through Ciistrin with seventy remount horses: "I looked at them. They
were in excellent shape and none was lame." He went to a pig shoot,

killed twenty sows; a beef was slaughtered, and because he knew "how
much my most gracious father likes it," he sent a piece for roasting. He
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asked for and received a copy of the "Infantry Regulations" and assid-

uously studied them. He came down with three-day fever, and al-

though he had learned to prefer beer, in accordance with paternal de-

sires, he drank champagne because the doctors prescribed it. He hoped

that his most gracious father was not annoyed with all of his plans,

which were designed to make "my most gracious father a fair profit,

and when I hit on something I joyfully submit it; please be assured that

it stems from a really sincere intention."

The king lapped it up. His replies to Frederick were not only enthu-

siastic but cordial and warm, even loving. He sent the "Infantry Reg-

ulations" immediately. He approved a large number of proposed proj-

ects, complimented Frederick on his progress, thanked him for gifts,

sent him three riding horses, and promised an equipage: "Keep God
before your eyes and be obedient, and learn how to run your household

and make do with your income, and spend nothing until you consider

if you can't buy it more cheaply, and apply yourself to this so that I

can trust you with more."

Not all observers were as favorably impressed. Grumbkow privately

complained that Frederick was a troublemaker with but little judg-

ment. General von Schulenburg feared that he was too much the ro-

mantic ruled solely by emotions and wiUing to accept only those com-

panions who were intellectually inferior to him but who shared his

pleasures. He was leading a far too licentious life, was perhaps too

aware of his importance, and was not interested in good advice. His

desire to find the ludicrous side of everyone's nature and his inclination

to poke painful fun at people seemed dangerous qualities for a prince,

who should indeed discern human weaknesses but keep that knowl-

edge to himself. Count von Seckendorff informed the Vienna court that,

although Frederick was a spendthrift, his greatest weaknesses were dis-

sembling and deceit— the count was master practitioner of

each — and that his numerous and passionate love affairs, arranged by

Natzmer, would undoubtedly cause trouble when the king learned of

them. "On the other hand his physical strength cannot sufficiently sup-

port his taste for wicked pleasures, and it follows that the crown prince

seeks more a frivolous renown from his romances than a sinful prefer-

ence."^ Hille agreed that Frederick was far too frivolous, and he also

criticized his contempt for the ordinary man, an aristocratic bias that

he blamed on Frederick's francophilia. The Ciistrin experience, Hille

wrote, had not altered this damaging passion for things French, a ju-

venile and unrealistic blindness that made Frederick prone to flattery

and in time would hurt him severely.* Wolden wrote to Grumbkow

* In a letter of October 7, 1732, Frederick related Hille's good qualities but criticized him for

being irreligious and for an insupportable arrogance and hatred (envy) of the aristocracy.

(Frederick der Grosse, Briefswechsel . . . mit Grumbkow.)
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that the prince had strongly benefited in heart and mind from adver-

sity, but he hoped that the king would live for a few jnore years so that

the crown prince could mature. "My bet is that he will be one of the

greatest princes produced by the House of Brandenburg." "^

Frederick had to make a final submission if the new relationship with

his father was to continue. The question of his marriage had been
brewing since the previous spring. Although it was virtually common
knowledge in Berlin that he would marry Princess Elizabeth of Bruns-

wick-Bevern, Frederick had been wavering for some time, telling col-

leagues in the chamber that he was not willing to take a pig in a poke.

He had told Schulenburg in October that if he were forced to marry,

he would do so, but it would be strictly a marriage of convenience and
he would go his own way afterward. Subseq ently he had learned that

Elizabeth was "not very pretty, speaks but little, and acts like a block-

head." Moreover the empress her aunt had so little money that she

could not give Elizabeth much of a dowry. He would prefer to marry
one of the Austrian archduchesses (presumably Maria Theresa) or the

Russian czarina's niece, the beautiful Princess Anne of Mecklenburg,
who claimed a dowry of two or three million rubles. If forced to marry
Elizabeth, he wrote to Grumbkow, "I will disown her once I am king,

and I doubt that the [Austrian] empress would be very pleased. I can-

not tolerate a stupid wife; I must be able to talk sensibly with her or it

is not for me."

The blow arrived one night in early February when a courier gal-

loped into Ciistrin to hand Frederick a letter from the king. Having
examined as many eligible princesses as possible, the king wrote, he

had decided on the Empress of Austria's niece, seventeen-year-old Prin-

cess Elizabeth, who "is not ugly, but neither is she beautiful. . . . [She

is] a God-fearing person which is all important." The king wanted
nothing more than to see his son married and in the army; once he had
spawned an heir, he could even go on his long-desired tour of Euro-

pean capitals.

Frederick meekly accepted the decision by letter but then wrote to

Grumbkow, "I have always wanted to distinguish myself by the sword
and have not wanted to obtain royal favor by any other means. Now I

will have only the duty to fuck. I pity this poor person, for she will be

one more unhappy princess in the world."

Pity soon turned to chagrin, then hysterical self-pity, as Frederick

poured out his heart in a series of impassioned letters to Grumbkow.
He sensed nothing good about his fiancee, to whom he variously re-

ferred as "this unpleasant creature," "the corpus delecti," "the abom-
inable object of my desires," "my Dulcinea," "my mute," or "the per-

son." He would rather marry "the biggest whore in Berlin than a person

surrounded by religious hypocrites." Even Grumbkow's own daughter,

he wrote tactlessly, without family or fortune, would be better than a
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stupid princess. If she could be changed, which he doubted, then it was
up to Grumbkow to intervene. Grumbkow's description of the king's

pleasure in Frederick's acceptance and of the prospective bride— quite

attractive but reserved and plain — changed nothing,

Frederick's ill-advised letter both frightened and angered Grumb-
kow. He had done his best in coping with a potentially explosive situ-

ation. He had assured Frederick that special tutors would teach the girl

various graces before next winter's wedding, and he had stressed the

many advantages that the marriage would bring to Frederick. But he

sternly reminded his ward that he had accepted the king's decision

without demur; the king with tears in his eyes had shown Frederick's

letter to Grumbkow and said that this was the happiest day in his life.

Now Frederick might ruin everything.

But Frederick was largely acting. He would soon make it up with

Grumbkow and would continue to milk the situation for every con-

ceivable advantage. In late February he arrived in Berlin and behaved
with considerable decorum. The Brunswick court was already there,

along with such luminaries as Grand Duke Francis of Lorraine (who
would marry Archduchess Maria Theresa and become Emperor of the

Holy Roman Empire). Frederick liked Francis and seemed to enjoy the

many dinners, reviews, and even hunts that the king arranged for them.

"He is the most charming prince," Frederick wrote to Wilhelmina. "He
has all imaginable wit and a noble and easy bearing. . . . When we
are together we must be both taken for fools, for we do nothing but

laugh and joke." As for Princess Elizabeth: "The person is neither

beautiful nor ugly, nor does she lack intelligence but is very poorly

educated, bashful and without breeding. . . . You may judge for

yourself if she is to my taste."

Early in March the two courts visited the king's bedchamber for the

preliminaires de fianqailles, at which Frederick and Elizabeth pledged

troth to each other but did not exchange rings. The ceremony left Fred-

erick cold. Guy Dickens reported that he scarcely spoke to Elizabeth

and avoided being alone with her. Frederick told Grumbkow that the

girl had a good heart and he would not do her any harm, "but I shall

never be able to love her." At the formal betrothal where they ex-

changed rings— hers was allegedly worth twenty-four thousand tha-

lers— he made no secret of his feelings before three hundred guests.

Once the ceremony ended, he abruptly turned from Elizabeth to con-

verse at length with a young beauty said to be his current mistress.

Princess Elizabeth, undoubtedly a nervous wreck from the entire

ghastly experience, returned to Brunswick to undergo a crash course

in manners, deportment, conversation, and dancing. Frederick, new-
ly appointed colonel in command of Regiment Goltz, left for regi-

mental headquarters at Neu-Ruppin, a village some forty miles north

of Berlin.
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RuppiN was Ciistrin with a regiment. The village of Neu-Ruppin (as

opposed to Alt-Ruppin, a few kilometers away) loomed from a flat

landscape of peat bogs, meadows, and marshlands interrupted by woods
and lakes, and by rude farm cottages and narrow sandy roads used by

ox carts to bring in the harvest. Villages and farms sat in the royal

domain, an unsmiling authority upheld by baiHffs, accountants, and

Infantry Regiment Goltz.

Frederick had been sent there primarily to ensure that his unit would
become combat-ready in the fullest sense. He would resume the mili-

tary education that had been so abruptly interrupted, and he would
continue the civil education begun in Ciistrin; he was to draft new
leases for local crownlands. The king had bought him a comfortable

house at nearby Nauen, and here, joined by the chamberlain Wolden,

Rohwedel, and his now-permanent valet Fredersdorff, he turned to the

job at hand.

The army that Frederick rejoined in 1732 numbered over seventy-

five thousand, which made it the fourth largest in Europe after the

armies of France, Russia, and Austria. It was incontestably the best in

appearance and drill. Its guiding genius, Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Des-

sau— known to the troops as der Schnauzbart (the Mustache) and to

others as Old Dessauer— had introduced iron ramrods, which did not

break like wooden ones and, when used by trained and disciplined

troops, increased the speed of loading and thus the rate of fire. Perhaps

as important, he had also improved the bayonet so that it remained

attached to the musket during firing, and he had introduced marching

in step (the Gleichschritt), which eventually led to the precision close-

order drill so greatly admired by foreign visitors and so helpful in bat-

tlefield maneuverability.

King Frederick William had also played a major role in building the

army. Shortly after his accession, he had introduced a comprehensive

set of regulations that were quite extraordinary for the time. They cov-

ered life in garrison and field in detail; they prescribed a complicated

manual of arms, drill, and maneuver; they specified the type of mate-

rial, color, and cut of uniforms (including the number of buttons).

The king also weaned Prussia from a militia system and from depen-

dence on foreign subsidies. Such was the financial profit from his hard

civil rule that the army had nearly doubled since he ascended the throne;

he would soon increase it further by introducing the "canton system"

of regimental replacements. Aside from the hunt, the army was his

ruling passion, and he was immensely proud of it and its reputation.
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As Old Dessauer put it, "Friend and foe admire Your Majesty's infan-

try— your friends regard it as one of the wonders of the world; your
foes admire it with trembling." ^

Infantry Regiment Goltz, or Prussian Infantry Regiment Number 1 5,

consisted of about seventeen hundred troops, of whom 50 were offi-

cers and perhaps 150 were noncommissioned officers. In addition to

some fourteen hundred musketeers and grenadiers, the command in-

cluded a quartermaster, an auditor, a lawyer, a chaplain, a surgeon-

major and twelve surgeons, a drum major, six drummers and six fifers,

a gunsmith, and a provost marshal. The regiment was divided into two
battalions, one in and around Ruppin, the other at Nauen. Each bat-

talion consisted of five musketeer companies, with twelve grenadiers in

each company.

The troops did not live in barracks or eat in mess halls. They were
billeted in private dwellings— houses and farms— anywhere from two
to a dozen men in each, depending on the holding. A private soldier

received two pounds of bread a day and one and a half pounds of meat
a week, the cost of which was deducted from his monthly wage of two
and a half thalers. Soldiers cooked their own meals in the household's

fireplace or kitchen and each contributed a few more groschen a week
to a general fund for supplementary rations.

Recruit training was tough. Close-order drill and the numerous
"evolutions" and "maneuvers" cited in the king's voluminous "Regu-
lations" took months to master. The manual of arms consisted of thirty-

nine separate orders with 112 "motions" or movements that must have

exhausted even the strongest youth. "It is necessary, in the first place,"

so read the "Regulations," "to observe that every man under arms, and
particularly at the place of exercise, appears with a good grace, holds

his head and body upright and unconstrained, keeps his feet in a proper

position, and draws in his belly."

Considerable emphasis was given to musket fire and to the rapid

loading and firing for which the Prussian army was famous:

Every man must be taught to load quick, and to do all the firing motions

properly. . . . The men must half cock their firelocks briefly, in coming
down to level their firelocks; and take hold of their cartridges nimbly,

which are to be roll'd up tight, and plac'd in the pouch with the tops

downwards. As soon as the men have taken out their cartridges, they

must bite the tops hastily off, so far, that the powder may fall into their

mouths, then prime, shut their pans, and cast about to charge with quick

motions, taking care, in casting about, not to spill any: they must then

bring up their cartridges nimbly to the muzzle, shake the powder down
the barrels, draw their rammers as quick as possible at two motions,

shorten them, put them in the barrels, and ram the charge well down. . . .

The rammers must then be nimbly recover'd, shorten'd, and return'd,

one for another.^
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Company drill was fairly relaxed for most of the year. For nine months,

up to 40 percent of the command was furloughed to home farms or

villages, which meant that the average Prussian peasant soldier spent

up to three months a year on furlough without pay; the money saved

went into the king's general recruiting fund. Soldiers who could not be

furloughed — that is, foreigners who constituted from 30 to 40 percent

of the entire army— enjoyed local leaves and liberties and could work
on farms or in villages for wages. They were allowed to marry, and

their wives could also work. Normally they had to perform garrison

duties, drill ten or twelve days a month — short but exhausting ses-

sions— and were required to stand watches and parades, including a

Sunday church parade.

On duty they performed like automatons. King Frederick William

demanded complete obedience and total subservience: "When one takes

the oath to the flag one renounces oneself and surrenders entirely, even

one's life and all, to the monarch in order to fulfill the Lord's will; and
through this blind obedience one receives the grace and the confirma-

tion of the title of soldier." An officer of that day, Varnhagen von Ense,

later wrote:

Order and punctuality were extended with implacable severity to the

most insignificant matters. . . . Every accident was punished as if it

were a crime. A slip in the manual exercises, an improperly polished

button on the uniform, or water spots on spatterdashes [leggings] would

draw down a severe caning. Caning in fact became so common that it

was regarded as part of the service, and no drill passed without one.^

Any form of insubordination, any theft or drunkenness, was pun-

ished by flogging or, worse, by being made to run the gauntlet. The
victim was stripped naked and forced to run between two lines of his

fellows, who either beat him with all their strength or were beaten

themselves by watchful sergeants. A man running the gauntlet only

once was fortunate to escape with the skin torn from his back. Many
a man condemned to running it more than once did not survive. This

was company punishment only. For more serious crimes, particularly

mutiny or desertion, the soldier was court-martialed and usually sen-

tenced to be hanged, burned, broken on the wheel or otherwise tor-

tured, beheaded, or shot.

Normal garrison routine changed abruptly in April of each year, the

first of what were called the three drill months. By the time Frederick

joined his regiment, all men on furlough had been recalled to bring the

units to full strength. Uniforms, shoes, and weapons were being re-

paired or replaced, companies drilled from dawn to dusk, all in prep-

aration for the general review of those regiments summoned to Berlin

by the king in June.
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Much of the routine was familiar to Frederick, who had practically

teethed on a bayonet and had accompanied his father to military re-

views for years. Daily drill and attendant administrative minutiae were
scarcely exciting for the twenty-year-old crown prince, who had just

been the toast of Berlin. Not long after taking command, he wrote

dejectedly to Grumbkow that he must go to Potsdam to watch the

giants drill (so that Regiment Goltz could emulate them at the general

review): "New brooms sweep clean; I must emphasize my new char-

acter, and make one see that I am an able officer."

Grumbkow replied sympathetically. He wanted to keep Frederick

stable at this delicate time, because the Vienna court wanted nothing

more than his marriage to Princess Elizabeth. Prince Eugene already

had sent Seckendorff twenty-five hundred ducats to "lend" Frederick,

whose debts could not be repaid from the king's niggardly allowance

of five hundred thalers per month. The task now was to keep him iso-

lated but as content as possible while poor Elizabeth learned the nec-

essary social graces. (Seckendorff hoped that in time her smallpox scars

would disappear and that her neck would become less scrawny.) Mainly

for these reasons the marriage was postponed to spring of 1733. Mean-
while Frederick was to be surrounded with companions who were sworn
Imperialists. Seckendorff and Grumbkow tried unsuccessfully to have

Count von Schulenburg replace Wolden as chamberlain; they did suc-

ceed in preventing both Natzmer and Keyserling from joining Freder-

ick.

Seckendorff informed Frederick that the Vienna court was aware of

his debts from the Ciistrin period and was prepared to advance five

hundred ducats in monthly payments to avoid arousing the king's sus-

picions. The first payment, called a "book" in their secret correspon-

dence, delighted the prince, who quickly realized that Seckendorff and
Grumbkow had placed themselves in an awkward situation, because

the king would have their heads if the "loan" were ever discovered. He
soon asked for more "books" to pay for pate de foie gras from Stras-

bourg, oysters and capons from Hamburg, Hungarian wines, and French

champagne — so many "books" that Seckendorff quickly spent the al-

lotted sum and requested Eugene to provide a secret "pension" of six

thousand ducats a year for the crown prince. Frederick continued to

take advantage of a good thing and in time even persuaded Seckendorff

to arrange a pension and employment for his former tutor Duhan and
a considerable sum of cash for strapped Wilhelmina— all at Vienna's

expense."^

These presents did not cover all of Frederick's extraordinary ex-

penses. He early complained that he could invite no more than four

friends to dinner because of his sharply limited budget. The main prob-

lem was one that he shared with all regimental and company com-
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manders. Sickness and age dictated an annual attrition rate of about

20 percent, which meant that each year a regiment had to recruit some
three hundred sound specimens. This in turn meant that regimental

and company commanders vied with each other in recruiting at home
and abroad. If commanders were to gain royal favor, at least some of

the recruits had to be "big men," bought abroad or kidnapped with

considerable difficulty and risk. A five-foot, ten-inch Rhinelander cost

about seven hundred thalers, a six-footer a thousand thalers, genuine

giants several thousand. When the king inspected individual regiments

at a general review, he took his pick of these men for the Potsdam

Grenadiers, and he usually paid the commander for them. It was vital,

however, for a commander to produce such recruits, and many a prom-

ising career had been summarily ended by failure to do so.

Crown Prince Frederick was not immune from the requirement to

enlist big men. Already in April one of his officers was under arrest in

Hesse-Cassel for illegal recruiting. In July Frederick was pressing the

king to pay him money owed for recruits from his regiment for the past

year, and he eventually got over fifteen hundred thalers. Simultane-

ously he asked Seckendorff to help him purchase some big men from

senior Austrian generals. He also wrote Captain Count Hans Christian

von Hacke at Potsdam that he had been forced to discharge thirty un-

desirables: "And how am I to replace them? I would like every bit as

much as Old Dessauer to give the king big men, but I have no

money. . . . Next year I shall have one recruit only to show the king

and my regiment will be a rabble." At about the same time he wrote to

the king that he had learned of a shepherd in Mecklenburg who was at

least six feet, four inches tall, and asked permission to kidnap him,

which the king readily granted. The attempt failed and the shepherd

was shot to death, but Frederick gained credit for trying.

16

In that year of 1732 another problem loomed larger in Frederick's

mind than either finances or recruits. This was his approaching mar-

riage. That autumn he wrote to Wilhelmina, "I do not love the prin-

cess; on the contrary she is repugnant to me and our marriage cannot

be good, since we can have neither friendship nor compatibility." He
was forced to correspond with his fiancee, but his letters were short

and desultory, significantly lacking verses, which he normally inflicted

on friends.
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When the king took him to task for not writing to EHzabeth as often

as he should, he denied the charge and blamed the mail service, then

exploded to Grumbkow that the king would force him to love "by

blows of a stick, but since I do not have a donkey's nature I fear he

will not succeed. . . . The truth is I lack material and often do not

know how to fill the page." Frederick believed that the complaint had

come from Elizabeth's mother— "the fat tripe-dealer," he called her—
in order to put him under his future bride's thumb. It wouldn't work.

Once married, he would be sovereign in his own house, and his wife

would have nothing to say: "I believe that anyone who allows himself

to be bossed by a woman is the biggest asshole in the world and un-

worthy of being called a man." That aside, it was all wrong to try to

force him to love someone. "Love can never be forced. I love sex but

in a very fickle way; I like the immediate pleasure, but afterward I

despise it. Judge then if I am the stuff from which one makes good

husbands. It makes me wild to become one, but I am making a virtue

of necessity. I shall keep my word. I shall marry; but after that, good-

bye and good luck."

Grumbkow again tried to put the best light on Elizabeth, writing

that his daughter, who had recently visited her, found her greatly im-

proved. Although she was still very shy in the presence of her despotic

mother and blushed whenever spoken to, when the young women were

by themselves, the general's daughter assured her father,

she lacks neither intelligence nor judgment, and . . . she discusses all

kinds of things very nicely, and is compassionate, apparently being very

good-natured. She likes to have a good time and is considered a good

dancer; she does not dress well and is very slovenly. I believe that if

someone told her this she would soon change. . . . Berlin greatly pleases

her and she wishes very much to return there, apparently desiring to get

married.

Frederick remained unenthusiastic. When the king announced that

after the carnival they would visit Elizabeth and her family in Bruns-

wick, Frederick wrote to Grumbkow: "I confess that I feel no great

impatience for the trip, knowing already what my mute friend will say

to me. . . . [However] I shall act the part at Brunswick to the hilt."

Father and son departed in February, Frederick having secretly bor-

rowed money from Seckendorff for the trip. He proved as good an

actor as always, and his father wrote Old Dessauer approvingly that

"the lovers are very much in love."

The prince returned to Ruppin seemingly resigned to his matrimon-

ial fate, perhaps even looking forward to the event, which possibly

would permit him to travel outside the kingdom. Although Queen So-

phia continued to work for a revival of the double marriage between
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the Prussian and English courts, Frederick was not very interested, hav-

ing become nearly as disillusioned with the English court as was his

father. Sophia's attempts to sabotage the current marriage plan by

spreading highly critical pronouncements of Elizabeth's shortcomings

met only with contempt on Frederick's part and if European politics

had not intervened, the entire situation would have remained as the

king intended.

King Frederick William was still loyal to Emperor Charles. The pre-

vious winter he had used his influence in the Diet to persuade the Ger-

man states to accept the Pragmatic Sanction. In the summer of 1732 he

had forced a meeting with the emperor in Bohemia. This was the last

thing the Austrian court wanted. Austrian influence in European affairs

had been steadily growing, at French and Spanish expense. By the 173

1

Treaty of Vienna, the maritime powers, England and Holland, had

guaranteed the Pragmatic Sanction. Seckendorff's active diplomacy had

settled a number of differences within the Empire, and the Vienna court

did not wish to upset anyone by meeting with the King of Prussia, who
inevitably would demand payment for his support. Frederick William

was pleased enough with his reception, but his political hopes were

dashed; Prince Eugene bluntly said he would have to content himself

with only a part of Berg, not including its capital, Diisseldorf.

Prince Eugene next added insult to injury by accepting a modified

plan for a Prussian-English marriage that would have canceled Fred-

erick's engagement. Wishing to curry favor with England, Eugene or-

dered Seckendorff to introduce it in the Tabagie. Seckendorff, who called

this the most difficult mission ever given him by the emperor, ap-

proached Grumbkow, who refused to have any part in the scheme. The
king was momentarily displeased with the Vienna court, which was
actively encouraging persecution of Salzburg Protestants (of whom some

twenty thousand would finally be resettled in Prussia at his expense).

The new plan would open a Pandora's box and end in unalterable

hatred of Prussia for Austria. "The king is not as stupid as you think,"

he told Seckendorff, who nonetheless brought up the subject in a Ta-

bagie. Frederick William was first "taken aback," then "overcome,"

and very shortly "outraged." No one had ever seen him "in such a

rage," and he denounced the Vienna court in terms formerly reserved

for the English.^

Matters might have ended there but for the death of King August the

Strong. Early in 1733, while traveUng to Poland, the sixty-three-year-

old monarch had summoned Grumbkow to Crossen to discuss his am-

bitious diplomatic plans. Acting on Frederick William's instructions to

pump the Polish king for all he was worth, the general had turned the

meeting into a prolonged drinking bout, from which neither partici-

pant ever fully recovered. Throughout January, August weakened so

much that he told his confessor, "I have not at present strength to name
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my many and great sins,"^ His death brought a new poHtical crisis.

France was vitally interested in Polish affairs. The new French envoy

to Prussia, the Marquis de la Chetardie (only six years older than Crown
Prince Frederick), had been doing his best to wean the Prussian king

from Seckendorff 's influence, and this now seemed possible. The Ver-

sailles court announced that the Polish crown would revert to the for-

mer King of Poland, Stanislaus Leszczynski, King Louis's father-in-law.

Neither Russia nor Austria would accept this; their choice was the Saxon

elector. Frederick William would back the elector only if he guaranteed

Prussian claims to Berg and the duchy of Kurland. When the elector

refused and when Russia backed away from earlier agreements, Fred-

erick William withdrew support from the emperor. Seckendorff and

Grumbkow furled political sails to weather the storm, and by May the

Prussian king once again had become "the good and faithful ally of His

Imperial and Catholic Majesty," as he put it in a formal note to

Chetardie.^

But at this critical point, when war with France was imminent. Em-
peror Charles became ever more desirous of alliance with England and

Holland. King George was not unwilling. He was concerned over

Bourbon expansion and the concomitant threat to his beloved and rel-

atively unprotected Hanover. However, in return for such an alliance,

which would bring down Gallic wrath, he demanded a reversal of Prus-

sian marriage plans. Crown Prince Frederick was to marry his daughter

Princess Emily.

This was the situation in June 1733, when the Prussian king and his

court, including Count von Seckendorff, traveled to Brunswick for

Frederick's wedding. Their host was the Duke of Wolfenbiittel, Eliza-

beth's grandfather, who received them in the beautiful palace of Salz-

dahlum. But while royal coaches had rumbled through budding coun-

tryside, a courier was galloping from Vienna with an urgent letter from

Prince Eugene to Seckendorff.

King Frederick William was still in bed when Seckendorff delivered

Eugene's message. The Vienna court wanted Frederick William to can-

cel his son's marriage. Instead, Frederick would marry the English prin-

cess and Elizabeth would marry the Prince of Wales. The King flew

into a violent rage. He refused even to consider what he called a das-

tardly plot. With that, the ceremony took place as scheduled. Frederick

remained only a short time in the bridal suite before making a solitary

promenade in the gardens. At midnight he wrote briefly to Wilhelmina:

"At this precise moment, my dear sister, the ceremony is finished, and
praise God that it is over. I hope that you will take it as a token of my
friendship that I give you first news of it."

The ordeal was not quite over. Numerous reviews and presentations
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spotted the return trip to Berlin. There, Frederick installed Elizabeth in

Schonhausen, a palace outside Berlin that was the king's present to her.

In late June the crown prince drilled his regiment in the Berlin general

review and then returned to Ruppin. His bride was to remain in Berlin

until he found a suitable place for them to live.

^7

Among Frederick's wedding presents from the king was the in-

come from Ruppin crown lands, a not overly generous gift, but the

king also told his son to find an estate suitable for married life. Fred-

erick discovered what he wanted at Rheinsberg, an old chateau over-

looking lake, woods, and farmland. His personal survey went to the

king in November. He found it "agreeable" and bought the property

for seventy-five thousand thalers, of which twenty thousand came from

Crown Princess Elizabeth's dowry. The king put up another twenty-

five hundred thalers to pave the main street and marketplace of the

nearby town, and to replace thatched roofs with tile. The work was to

be completed in five years, and the inhabitants would also enjoy some
tax relief and other privileges. The king also agreed to pay for extensive

renovations of the chateau: "You must seek out some good architect

or engineer who will build you something handsome and convenient."

A great deal of work had to be done on the old house and its ne-

glected gardens and grounds. Early plans were drawn and the work
supervised by the king's architect, but very little progress had been

made before another major political crisis interrupted the work to take

Crown Prince Frederick to his first war.

In September 1733, the Versailles court by judicious bribes had per-

suaded the Polish Diet to re-elect Stanislaus Leszczynski the new King

of Poland. Stanislaus had arrived in Poland somewhat ignomi-

niously—he traveled through Prussia disguised as a merchant— to ac-

cept the honor. It was short-lived, because Russia and Austria at once

sent armies to Warsaw. Being practical men, the members of the Diet

now elected August the Strong's heir as king. Stanislaus fled to Danzig,

which the Russians, much against the wishes of Frederick William, be-

sieged. When a French relief force failed to reach the port, Stanislaus

escaped to Konigsberg in Prussia, where he remained under Frederick

William's protection. France, which had made a secret treaty with Spain

in 1733, meanwhile declared war on Austria and invaded and seized

the border duchy of Lorraine; another army, in concert with Spanish
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and Sardinian troops, marched on Austrian holdings in Italy. In Octo-

ber the French army in Lorraine crossed the Rhine to besiege and cap-

ture Kiel and move on to the Austrian fort of Philippsburg (southwest

of Heidelberg), which the French commander. Marshal Duke of Ber-

wick, put under siege.

Emperor Charles meanwhile had called Germany to arms. Its var-

ious princes responded carelessly, all but Frederick William. At first he

was of two minds. He was not too sympathetic with the emperor, "who
is in a curious situation, which is his own fault," as he wrote Dessauer.

For a time he held out in order to make the best deal but, probably due

to the urging of Seckendorff and Grumbkow, he suddenly volunteered

to march an enormous army— some forty thousand troops— to the

Rhine on the emperor's behalf (in return for Imperial guarantee of his

territorial claims).

This bellicose offer thoroughly alarmed Emperor Charles, whose own
army was far from mobilized. The Prussian army could march almost

instantly and appear on the Rhine in virtually an independent role. The
emperor could never let the mere Elector of Brandenburg outshine his

arms to such a degree, and he also feared that Frederick William would
simultaneously seize Juliets and Berg. He thus turned down the offer,

asking for only the ten thousand troops called for in their defensive

treaty of 1728. The rejection surprised and angered the king, who spilled

out his ire in letters to Old Dessauer, Crown Prince Frederick, and

Count von Seckendorff.

Crown Prince Frederick was not too worried about political niceties.

Life at Ruppin was becoming boring, and his major desire was to go

to war. The Prussian force of ten thousand foot and horse did not

march until April 1734. The king's orders called for short marches,

only a few miles a day, with the men resting every fourth day; the force

was not to be divided (probably to preclude desertion) or used as a

fortress garrison; at the end of the campaign it would take up winter

quarters at Austrian expense.

Regiment Goltz was not included in the task force, and rumor had

it that the regiment would not march to war until its commander had
impregnated his wife. Perhaps under the false impression that this blessed

event had occurred, the king relented in June and sent his son off suit-

ably escorted by two generals and a colonel who received secret and

detailed instructions concerning their charge. Frederick was not to par-

ticipate in close combat, but was to serve honorably and bravely and

set an example to his juniors. He would maintain his own headquarters

and would live economically, with only eight courses for luncheon, but

another two if he entertained a foreign general and another six if he

entertained Prince Eugene. He was not to gamble, drink, or whore about;

any violation of the king's instructions would be carried to Potsdam by
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special courier. The assignment was largely educational. Frederick was
to learn how the men's shoes were made, how long they would last,

and similar facts, with special attention to supplying an army, to mak-
ing camp, and the study of artillery. He would eventually pass on to

command matters.

Frederick left Berlin at the end of June. Although the battle did not

materialize, the crown prince took his duties seriously. He made a

number of forward reconnaissances from the allied camp at Wiesenthal

and reported regularly to the king. On one occasion his party came
under dangerous cannon fire; his companion, the Prince of Liechten-

stein, reported that he handled himself with utmost composure, not

even interrupting a conversation he was having with some generals.

His father arrived a week later to teach his son something of the

military profession. But now the Philippsburg garrison surrendered,

thus ending the campaign. The Prussian king seems to have spent most

of his time either dining out or smoking and drinking beer with his

entourage in a specially built thatched Tabagie. Ill health and Austrian

perfidy had worsened his temper, and although he seemed delighted

that the crown prince had made a favorable impression on Austrian

commanders, he was as critical as ever of his son. Frederick was soon

begging Wilhelmina to "pray with me that we shall soon be free of

him." Cold, rainy weather made the king miserable, and a few days

later Frederick joyfully wrote Wilhelmina that "the fat one" was finally

departing.

Frederick escorted his father as far as Mainz before returning to the

allied camp, from where he would shortly take his regiment into winter

quarters near Heidelberg. This period was more social than military.

Royalty overflowed Eugene's camp, and princes vied with princes in

holding prolonged dinner parties, which usually led to extended drink-

ing bouts. Frederick entertained frequently in his headquarters tent,

behind which had been constructed a large dining room with windows
and thatched roof. He and Old Dessauer visited the French camp and

were well received; Frederick later recruited three French officers whom
he met here into the Prussian army. He also received one Lieutenant

Francois Chasot, who had killed a French officer in a duel and had

escaped to the Austrian camp; he returned to Ruppin with Frederick.

Although old Prince Eugene was too cautious tactically, Frederick

discerned his moral force, which made the French fear him "more than

the entire military strength of the Empire united against them." He was

appalled at the "reigning confusion and disorder" of the Austrian

army— he considered it undisciplined, lacking morale.

Frederick was in camp outside Heidelberg when he learned that his
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forty-six-year-old father had suffered a massive apoplectic seizure on
the journey home, finally arriving more dead than alive at Potsdam in

mid-September.

Biographers have variously treated the effect of this crisis on Fred-

erick. Admirers have suggested that he performed an emotional volte-

face and that hatred of his father suddenly turned to love. If so, it

quickly turned back again, as evident in his candid letters to close friends

in subsequent years. Detractors have held that Frederick could scarcely

wait for the "fat one" to die and only with difficulty hid his anticipa-

tion. This is closer to the mark.

On learning of the king's illness, Frederick could easily have hurried

to Potsdam and the royal bedside. Instead, he remained in Heidelberg,

a town he loathed, since "it was full of Jesuit seminaries and Catholic

convents," a town in which he daily was growing more bored from

general inactivity. His initial mood is clearly revealed in his letter to

Wilhelmina. In early September Frederick wrote to her from Heidel-

berg that "we remain in our usual inactivity and amuse ourselves as

best we can. An express was received here two days ago to look for Dr.

Filer because the king is said to be very ill in his chest. We are given a

very pessimistic diagnosis by the Dutch doctor, who was called and
who believes it is dropsy. We shall have more news on Friday and I

shall inform you of it. The good Lord, who directs everything in the

world and who determines what is to come, will dispose of the matter

according to his wisdom." A week later he wrote her a chatty letter

about preparations for winter troop quarters and noted that "the news
which we have of the king is very bad; he is in a sad situation and the

belief is he will not live long. I have decided to console myself with

whatever happens, for after all I am strongly convinced that during his

lifetime I will have only a slim chance for happiness." Two weeks later

he wrote: "According to all reports that I have received . . . the king

approaches his end and will probably not live beyond this year, having

fluid in the chest, no respiration, sleep, or appetite, and the legs fiercely

inflamed even beyond the knees, though without pain." Wilhelmina

replied: "In truth I wish you wouldn't return there [Potsdam] in these

circumstances, for I very much dread his bad temper since I don't fore-

see his early death, this illness in my opinion being more a decline than

decisive. The queen must be at her wit's end; this will be a furious blow
for her, although in truth she would be happier from it."

In early October Frederick spent a few days with Wilhelmina and

left only when a courier brought word from their mother that the king

was dying. Frederick found him in a terrible state, stomach swollen to

sixty-one inches, face yellow and mottled, stubby legs ulcerated and

swollen with dropsy (as big as "two butter Tubbs," one observer re-

corded), which had affected his penis and testicles, preventing urina-
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tion and adding to his agony. His breathing was tortured by a chest

full of fluid.

The king allegedly received his son so tenderly that the young man
burst into tears. Guy Dickens reported that the crown prince was with

his father night and day and was so deeply grieved that doctors feared

for his health and caused the king to send him to Ruppin. Although

these are not firsthand reports, the information having come from spies

who were probably also in Prussian pay and from palace bulletins, they

undoubtedly have some substance. Frederick always professed filial de-

votion, particularly when he knew it would be reported to the king. He
was also a consummate actor who turned tears on and off like a water

tap. By his own admission the crisis was emotionally upsetting. Sum-
moned back to Potsdam, he told Wilhelmina, "The doctors give him
only fifteen days to live. I return there tomorrow and am trying to

prepare myself in every way possible for this fatal event; for it concerns

me to the depths of my soul."

Here is the real nub of the matter. The crisis upset him because it

once again emphasized the gulf between the man of reason and the

man of action. Frederick could gain the liberty he desired only by the

king's death, but that liberty would disappear once he was king. This

thought sobered and frightened him. It was scarcely the first time it had
occurred to him, but as Dr. Johnson one day would say, "When a man
knows he is to be hanged in a fortnight, it concentrates his mind won-
derfully."

But the king refused to die. In between attacks of gout, asthma, and

colic, in between bloodlettings and operations on his legs to drain fluid

(two quarts of the red stuff with a nauseating odor came from his legs

daily), he remained master in his house, firing pistols loaded with rock

salt at any attendant who annoyed him. Only a lion "can be more
furious than His Prussian Majesty is at present," Dickens reported.^

He continued to rave in his usual self-righteous manner, now and again

confiding in the crown prince, cursing all enemies of Prussia, particu-

larly Austria and the Imperialists who had deceived him, and warning

Frederick to "make a good use of my Mistakes and Errors and take

care in whom you place your Confidence, that you may not be led

astray as I have been." Frederick remained humble and obsequious, no

doubt shedding appropriate tears by the sick bed, for after all the king

could not live beyond fifteen days.

Fifteen days passed and the king was still alive. By the end of Octo-

ber he was beating his pages so hard that attendants feared he would

suffer a heart attack. Frederick remained in attendance until the king

sent him back to Ruppin. For two months he commuted to Potsdam

and Berlin to attend the dying man, and for two months he easily ac-

cepted the obeisance paid him by army officers, civil officials, and for-
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eign envoys both at Ruppin and Potsdam. He believed himself king.

He treated certain envoys, such as Dickens, with contempt. He treated

others, specifically the dashing, worldly Chetardie, with considerable

warmth, making no secret of his desire to see Stanislaus back on the

Polish throne. The French envoy reported to Versailles that he spoke

as ruler and even conqueror, comparing himself with King Charles XII

of Sweden.

Still the king did not die. At times he could scarcely breathe; he was
almost constantly in agony; he endured fevers and chills; gallons of

noxious humors flowed from ulcerated legs. Physicians came and went—
those who told him he would live remained in attendance; those who
held no hope were discharged. Almost no one believed that he would
survive into the new year.

The king not only lived; he suddenly began to improve. And very

soon it was obvious that he was not going to die. Early in the new year

Frederick informed his sister that

he is entirely recovered, he is walking, and is in better health than I. I

dined with him yesterday and can assure that he eats and drinks like a

horse. He will go to Berlin in eight days and I believe for certain that he

will be riding in fifteen days. This is an extraordinary miracle, ... To
recover entirely from three mortal illnesses at the same time is superhu-

man, and one must believe that the good Lord has very good reasons to

restore his life. Once again I must stand aside.

18

With the king back in harness, Frederick returned again to Rup-
pin, where he was extending the Nauen gardens, building a splendid

vineyard, and renovating the nearby Rheinsberg chateau. It was scarcely

an exciting life. Friends in Berlin pitied him, saying that there were no
more than three officers at Ruppin who could write four reasonable

words. He himself wrote that "any man who pursues only knowledge

and lives without friends is a learned werewolf." ^

Winter and spring nevertheless passed swiftly. Regiment Goltz needed

considerable attention before the all-important spring review at Tem-
plehof plain near Berlin to which, as a senior regiment, it would be

summoned. The ranks had to be brought to full strength. In early spring

furloughed soldiers were recalled from farms; foreigners from towns

and villages where they were employed. Gaps created by age, sickness,

and desertion had to be filled. This meant recruiting at home and abroad.
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Home recruiting had been made easier by the king's new canton

system. Formerly anyone in the kingdom had been fair game for any

regimental or company commander, infantry or cavalry. This had re-

sulted in constant recruiting quarrels between unit commanders, to re-

sentment among civilians in those districts more harshly treated than

others, and also to lower morale of peasant lads taken away from fa-

miliar surroundings. In 1733 Frederick William divided the kingdom
into military circles, or districts, and assigned a specific district, based

on the number of fireplaces within, to each regiment. Each district was
subdivided into cantons, which were assigned to each infantry, cavalry,

or garrison company for replacement purposes. Eligible male children

had to be enrolled on regimental lists at the age of ten and had to take

the military oath once they had been confirmed in the Church and

eaten of the Lord's Supper so that, in the king's words, "they would
not profane the oath."^ They were called for service as needed. In the-

ory this was universal conscription; in fact it was not. Vast numbers of

youngsters in numerous categories were exempted, leaving the sons of

smaller craftsmen, servants, farm workers, and peasants to serve. The
system did provide more and better recruits on a more reliable basis,

and it also introduced an element of nationalism in the army. Recruit-

ing abroad remained a year-round affair as difficult and expensive as

ever, and Frederick, along with other regimental commanders, spent a

great deal of money in trying to satisfy the king's insatiable appetite

for beautiful big men.

New recruits had to be fitted with uniforms and equipment, trained

in the incredibly complex close-order drill of the day, then exercised in

the intricate maneuvers they would be expected to perform faultlessly

at the grand review.

The spring review, also called the grand review, was usually held in

June. Consisting of two parts, a general review of all regiments present

and a special review of individual regiments, it was a harrowing expe-

rience for everyone, from the most senior regimental commander to

the most junior private. The general review was held on an enormous

drill field at Templehof; the 1733 review saw fifteen regiments, some
twenty-five thousand foot and horse soldiers, on parade. The real value

of the general review was psychological, intended as much to impress

foreign envoys as anything else. It was a splendid show of power. "I

never saw troops march with more order and state; it seemed as if they

were all moved with one spring," Baron Pollnitz noted. Some years

earlier Seckendorff had been equally impressed; he reported to Prince

Eugene that "it is certain that one cannot see troops of such good ap-

pearance, order and correctness anywhere else in the world."

^

The special review served a different purpose. The king spent liter-

ally scores of hours after the general review with the luckless individual
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regiments. The designated regiment formed in the Tiergarten, each

company deployed in four ranks so that the king could inspect each

soldier in each rank. On his appearance, drums beat the command to

present arms, and this was followed by the long and exhausting man-
ual of arms. He then inspected ranks, stopping frequently, usually be-

fore recruits who were identified by a sprig of oak leaves tacked onto

their uniforms, and asking, "My son, is everything all right? Are you

satisfied in my army?" The recruit was not only free to voice any com-
plaints but was encouraged to do so, according to David Fassmann,

who wrote that the king would listen to a malcontent with endless

patience— though whether he applied corrective measures was an-

other matter. After the review the regimental commander had to call

forth the tallest men, from which the king arbitrarily selected those he

fancied for the Potsdam Guards. If there were no "beautiful" recruits,

he was furious. But if there was good material and if the review had

proven satisfactory, he would give the commander a little kiss to show
his satisfaction.

The value of the special review was threefold: it allowed the king to

satisfy himself personally as to a regiment's condition; it exposed him
to troops who theoretically would appreciate the paternal interest shown
and would respond by no longer wanting to desert; and it impressed

regimental commanders with the importance of efficient recruiting pro-

cedures. The reviews were not confined to Berlin. Frederick William

often held autumn reviews at Potsdam as well as in various provinces,

scheduling his trips so that he inspected all regiments within a three-

year period.

Like any regimental commander in 1735, Frederick wanted to make
the best possible impression, but for more than one reason. He had

tasted military action and liked it. He enjoyed the responsibility of

command, the camaraderie, the challenges that daily presented them-

selves. The military portions of his frequent letters to the king show
him to be an interested student of warfare, no matter the recent dull

campaign on the Rhine. He believed that the forthcoming campaign

would be more exciting. As early as May he began barraging the king

with importunate letters asking permission to serve. Crown Princess

Elizabeth wrote to the king on his behalf, and Frederick asked Old
Dessauer and his sons to do the same. The king was not to be blud-

geoned, however; he was annoyed that Prince Eugene had asked Prince

William of Orange to join his campaign but not the Crown Prince of

Prussia. His decision would not be made until after the June review.

This went off better than Frederick could have dreamed. "The king

embraced the crown prince before the line," Count von Seckendorff 's
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nephew, Baron Christoph Ludwig von Seckendorff, recorded in his

journal."* "My review finished successfully yesterday," Frederick wrote

to Wilhelmina. "The king was very pleased; I have been made a major

general and have received permission to campaign once the army is

assembled, permission vague and dubious enough."

In July he excitedly wrote to Wilhelmina that he would march within

fifteen days. That plan fell through, and in August the king changed his

mind, "with no effort at all," Frederick complained to his sister, "be-

cause he knows very well that I have no lever to force him to keep his

word." His spirits revived in late August, when he wrote to her that

the army was assembling and that he hoped to join it. Meanwhile he

would wait peacefully in Ruppin, "where I spend my time as quietly as

possible." He was reading and writing and finishing his first sym-

phony. '•' He had planted a large garden and vineyard, his beloved

Amalthee, which his architect, Georg von Knobelsdorff, graced with a

temple "consisting of eight Doric columns supporting a dome above

which is a statue of Apollo. Once it is built we shall make our sacrifices

there and , . . their purpose will be as protectors of the fine arts."

But the man of action was never long dormant. At the end of August

he wrote to the king that Prince Eugene probably intended to cross the

Rhine: "My most gracious father can easily consider what a disgrace

and cruel chagrin it would be for me to miss such an opportunity." A
few days later he reminded the king of his earlier promise, and pro-

tested that "the whole world knows I am becoming a professional sol-

dier, yet, when this opportunity exists to learn the profession correctly,

I remain at home."
The king was not to be moved. He had already decided that Freder-

ick was growing too partial to the Imperialist camp, whose luminaries

had done nothing in recent years but deceive him, but he now replied

that the political situation was so crucial that it would not be prudent

for Frederick to go to war; nothing would happen on the Rhine, he

went on, because the emperor lacked men, and there was nothing glo-

rious in Frederick's watching Imperial idleness. As a sop he promised

that the prince could march after the grand review next year. Mean-
while, "I would ask if you would like to take a working holiday of five

or six weeks in Prussia in order to study and learn the local economy

and provincial ways, and from that determine why things have gone

wrong there; it could be very useful for you to learn everything about

the towns, country, and administration, because one day you must rule

this land and only evil will result if you rely simply on those specious

reports submitted by self-seeking officials." If Frederick wished to make

the trip, the king would send him full instructions and would order all

* Four of Frederick's symphonies were recorded by Kurt Redel and the Munich Pro Arte

orchestra in 198 1 under the Phihps label.
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provincial chambers to keep nothing from him. He would also inspect

all the regiments and take necessary remedial action,

Frederick did not want to go to Prussia and was annoyed with the

king's decision. "He told me that he had very secret reasons that pre-

vented my going [on campaign]," he wrote to Wilhelmina. "I believe

it, for I am convinced that he does not know them himself. To console

me he wishes me to travel to Prussia, a place only slightly more civilized

than Siberia." To the king he sent only an obsequious acceptance.

Once under way with the ebullient Lieutenant Chasot— the French

officer who had traded armies during the Rhine campaign— as trav-

eling companion, Frederick became enthusiastic. He liked a great deal

of what he found. The open countryside, the pretty cities with suburbs

spilling from them, colonists such as the Salzburg refugees hard at work,

so many youngsters of eight to ten, he wrote to Colonel Camas, his old

mentor, that within eight years "this kingdom will have more people

than Switzerland or Franconia." But he also discovered a great deal

wrong with civil and military affairs, and he did not hesitate to take

corrective action and report in detail to the king. Some officials were

not performing properly, schools were neglected, the people poor and

in some cases on the verge of starvation. An interim report to the king,

written from Marienwerder in late September, spoke favorably of two

cavalry companies, "both very pretty, and though neither man nor beast

is particularly large they are well-dressed men and a beautiful type of

stocky horse." The regiments were in fine shape, and the king had

nothing to fear for next year's review. In Danzig he inspected the Rus-

sian fieldworks and was given an account of the siege the previous

year: "I have been over the field and swear that I had a better opinion

of Marshal Munnich than to have believed him capable of such a fool-

ish effort, badly conceived and badly executed." In Konigsberg he got

to know and like the fugitive King Stanislaus, who "possesses all the

beautiful qualities in the world ... a character neither arrogant in

fortune nor abject in misfortune." He prepared a final report at Kon-

igsberg in mid-October, a frank and at times highly critical account.

He was especially upset by the prevailing poverty and wrote to Grumb-
kow that "if the king does not decide to open the granaries toward the

new year, you can count on it that half the people there will die of

hunger, for the harvests of the last few years have been very bad."

The king eagerly read his son's long letters. "I have derived much
satisfaction from your reports, because you have made such an intelli-

gible and lucid presentation of the condition and order of both infantry

regiments."

Frederick was still in Prussia when the War of the Polish Succession

abruptly ended. As Frederick William had foreseen, the Austrians were
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in no position to mount a successful campaign. By October the em-
peror's regiments were being pushed from Italy, and across the Rhine

Marshal Duke Charles Louis de Belle-Isle had outmaneuvered an Im-

perial army commanded by the Prussian king's old crony, General Count

von Seckendorff, What Frederick William did not know was that for

several months the politically influential Cardinal Andre de Fleury in

Versailles had been negotiating a peace with the Austrian court. Preli-

minaries were announced in early October. The Saxon elector would
become King August III of Poland. King Stanislaus would remain a

king with a very limited kingdom, the duchy of Lorraine. Duke Francis

of Lorraine, slated to marry Archduchess Maria Theresa, would even-

tually receive the duchy of Tuscany in Italy. These and other adjust-

ments were made at Emperor Charles's expense, but in return France

would guarantee the Pragmatic Sanction— and Austria would gain a

breathing spell.

Peace left Prussia more isolated than ever. The Austrian and Russian

courts were angry because Frederick William was protecting Stanislaus

and continuing to treat him as king. He did not want the Saxon elector

on the Polish throne. He severely criticized King Louis XV for selling

out his own father-in-law's interests, and for a short period refused to

give the French envoy an audience. If he was annoyed with King Louis

he was furious with Emperor Charles, who had not even notified him
of the impending peace. He, the King of Prussia, had had to learn it

from newspapers. Nor did the emperor tell him of Maria Theresa's

marriage to Duke Francis. Rather than displaying gratitude for Prus-

sia's contribution to the war, the emperor had openly criticized him for

withholding his army from the final campaign across the Moselle. Not
content with all this, the emperor, on the pretext of Prussian troops'

misbehavior in German countries, summarily forbade further Prussian

recruiting in the Empire. Crown Prince Frederick was compelled to

recall two lieutenants who were recruiting in Austria and Hungary and

complained to the king that this was a great blow, since his best re-

cruits came from Imperial lands. The king replied: "That is the thanks

for the ten thousand men that I sent him and for all the deference which

I have paid the Emperor. ... So long as we are needed we are flat-

tered, but when one believes that we are no longer needed, off comes

the mask and we are shown no gratitude. The thoughts which must

accordingly strike you will also enable you to guard against similar

behavior in the future." The king's resentment of Austrian perfidy would

grow. According to Baron von Seckendorff, who had replaced his uncle

the count as Austrian envoy in Berlin, the king on one occasion worked

himself into lachrymose rage and, indicating the crown prince, said,

"Here is one who will avenge me."^
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Ideas are always exciting (to some), and they can be dangerous, and in

1736 they were both. The religious schism that had torn Europe to

pieces in the Thirty Years' War (1618-1648) had scarcely healed. Re-

ligious beliefs continued to play an important and at times vital role in

political affairs. Roman Catholics still stood on one side of the spiritual

chasm, Protestants on the other. In pursuing such practical matters as

economics, land, and dynasties, neither would hesitate to cross to the

other camp, but such transients carried with them specific religious

biases. Neither territory was barren, however, for each camp was pitched

on a plain of dogma. Thanks to greed within the Church and wide-

spread ignorance and superstition. Western religion had grown into

dogmatic and irrational forms that a few brave souls were now chal-

lenging throughout Europe and even in the North American colonies.

Freethinking scientists and philosophers like Rene Descartes, John Locke,

Isaac Newton, Gottfried Leibniz, Pierre Bayle, and Samuel Clarke had

been dropping seeds of challenging thought that had steadily grown

into dangerous ideas. Emperor Charles VI and King Louis XV would

tolerate no heresy to Roman Catholic beliefs; King George II was sworn

to be defender of the Protestant faith, a role shared by King Frederick

William. But in each camp. Catholic and Protestant, there were those

who were trying to replace dogmatic belief with belief based on reason.

One of these thinkers was Christian von Wolff, whom King Freder-

ick William had expelled from Prussia in 17Z3 for "atheistical teach-

ings." Wolff was a disciple of Leibniz and believed that all knowledge

could be systematized. A prolific writer of what he modestly termed

"reasonable thoughts," he seemed dangerously heterodox to many. He
separated mind and body, the mental and the physical. He argued that

the world was physical and could not admit miracles, and he also held

to a cause and effect mechanism in the reasoning process. The function

of the state, he held, was to provide the individual with opportunities

to develop; it was not meant to dominate him. Wolff praised the ethics

of Confucius for being based on human reason. Wolff's lasting influ-

ence was to be slight, but he did in his "stumbling way" begin the

German enlightenment, or Aufkldrung.^

His influence on Frederick would be enormous. As we know, the

crown prince had concerned himself with John Calvin's doctrine of

predestination in long talks with Chaplin Miiller in the Ciistrin cell and

had ostensibly allowed himself to be turned from this and other tenets

odious to the king. But Frederick was like a savage converted to Chris-

tianity by some zealous missionary. He had lost faith in heathen beliefs

without understanding new beliefs, and one of his doubts concerned

the doctrine of the immortality of the soul. Materialist arguments had

convinced him that this doctrine was founded upon a delusion arising

from the innate pride of man. When in Berlin for the long carnival

season, Frederick had discussed this with an older friend, Count Ernst
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Christoph Manteuffel, a former Saxon minister who had "retired" to

Berlin (where he secretly functioned as a spy for the Saxon court).

Manteuffel told his young friend that he had been disturbed by similar

doubts but that Wolff's philosophical teachings had dispelled them.

Another close friend, Count Ulrich von Suhm, the frail and somewhat
melancholy but immensely cultivated Saxon envoy whom Frederick

called his dear Diaphane, enlarged on the subject and agreed to trans-

late one of Wolff's treatises into French.

When Frederick at Ruppin received from Suhm the first chapter of

the Metaphysique, in which Wolff demonstrates how man can be cer-

tain that he exists and has a soul, he wrote gratefully, "You have con-

vinced me that I indubitably exist."

Leopold von Ranke marked this period of conversion as beatific, and

he may have been right. The discovery of one's soul does not occur

every day, and it is certainly exciting to learn that one is immortal.

According to Ranke, Frederick's friends "now found him more gentle,

frank, and generous, less harsh and contradictory than before." If so,

this was still not Wolff's major contribution to Frederick's education.

Wolff's chief function was that of a spark plug, igniting fuels of thought.

Wolff is not easy to understand and his metaphysical arguments are

elaborate, often tortuous. Frederick's sustained interest demanded a

great deal of discipline and stimulated him to further reading on which

to form comparative judgments. When Wilhelmina at this time spoke

of her preference for Descartes, her brother loftily replied that he was
"a great retailer of sophisms," good forty years ago, but his merit lay

in exposition, whereas Newton and Wolff had perfected philosophy by

proving that man was essentially a reasoning animal and that his sal-

vation lay in the ability to reason from fact, not prejudice.

He was not as open with Suhm, nor even with Pastor Anthony Achard,

whose sermons he had listened to in Berlin — no mean task, since the

poor man had lost his teeth and was difficult to understand. Achard

sent his published sermons to Ruppin with a request that the crown
prince point out the weakest of their arguments for immortality. Fred-

erick wrote to Suhm that, although Achard's work contained more
sophisms than arguments, he still did not wish to joust with those who
had studied and knew infinitely more than he. Instead, he continued to

read Wolff avidly, and not only metaphysics. In studying one treatise

in which Wolff developed Plato's argument that men will become happy

when governed by philosophers, Frederick's thinking perforce turned

to the ruler's role in the state, a difficult subject to which he would

return. Frederick in time would reject Wolff's teachings, but their stim-

ulus to his mind can never be denied nor can the influence of some of

his humanitarian lessons.
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Frederick's intellectual idyll abruptly ended that spring when fur-

loughed troops returned from farms and villages to be drilled into shape

for the spring review. In late April he apologized for not answering

Suhm's last letters, but "the service of Mars" was occupying him en-

tirely and he scarcely had time to eat or drink: "I am being summoned
and I now hear the voices of six hundred men who wish to be drilled.

I must go and get rid of them as soon as possible." His life was con-

sumed by a trip to Potsdam, daily drill, and a visit of his young brother

Henry in company of two officers. As these were people, he wrote to

Suhm, "who have a better notion of their stomachs than their minds, I

put them on a chapter of Duval's philosophy [Duval was his chef],

which did wonders and stuffed them to the utmost." In Berlin, he found

the king in a vicious mood, which Frederick put down to constipation

but which made him fear the impending inspection even more. It ap-

parently passed, however, without incident, and he soon left for an-

other tour of Prussia.

Rheinsberg was ready for occupancy by the time of his return, but

only in mid-August could he tell Suhm, "I am now going to retire to

my blessed solitude, where I will give myself over completely to my
studies. Wolff . . . will have his place; Rollin will have his hours, and

what is left will be devoted to the gods of tranquillity and repose."

19

Rheinsberg was Ruppin with a regiment and a court. "We have

divided our activities into two categories," Frederick happily informed

Suhm shortly after taking up residence. "The one is useful, the other

agreeable. Studying philosophy and the history of languages are among
the useful; the agreeable include music, the comedies and tragedies which

we stage, the masquerades and the gifts that we give each other. But

the serious occupations always take precedence over the others."

The old manor house rose mystically from the edge of a lake on the

far side of the village. It was a big house, some 200 feet long and 150

deep, and it stood two stories high between two 60-foot towers. Sur-

rounded by a moat and backed by a score of outbuildings, it over-

looked lake and countryside, a bucolic scene in the Watteau tradition:

cattle and horses grazing in grassy fields, peat bogs and yellow sand,

lakes, birch and pine copses lingering under soft cloudy skies.

The architects had rebuilt the house and grounds to Frederick's spec-

ifications. Much of the work had been done on the cheap because of a

frugal budget, but the result stood in striking contrast to the average
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country mansion. Though baroque and rococo prevailed, Frederick had
gone for Hght and air, for bright, gilt-trimmed salons whose walls bore,

instead of heavy portraits and battle scenes, serene paintings by Wat-
teau and Lancret, works chosen personally by the crown prince.

His own apartments were striking. Located at the far end of a cov-

ered esplanade that overlooked the lake, they consisted of seven rooms,

including a bedchamber in the tower. They were entered through an

anteroom whose ceiling the court artist, Antoine Pesne, had painted in

an allegorical style that would have displeased King Frederick William:

Cupids and goddesses gamboled about intent on disarming a benevo-

lent-looking Mars. Possibly as sop to the king, weapons done in gilt

hung from the walls, as did portraits of their majesties. Perhaps more
significant were the medallion profile busts of Hannibal, Pompey, Sci-

pio, and Caesar that graced the doorways. Light reflected from six large

windows by long wall mirrors sparkled on polished parquet floors. The
anteroom led into Frederick's rapidly growing library, an octagon-shaped

room with thick walls and three recessed windows. A frescoed ceiling

by Pesne showed Minerva being offered a book with the names Horace

and Voltaire on the pages. Directly above the library was Frederick's

bedroom, its walls of green silk embossed with yellow and white par-

rots. A canopied bed stood between Corinthian columns.

Crown Princess Elizabeth arrived with an entourage as undistin-

guished as herself. Madame de Katsch was a sort of grand mistress,

sixty years old, dignified and acerbic, lording it over a number of younger

ladies-in-waiting. Elizabeth's education would soon be carried on by a

"reader," or special tutor, Jean Deschamps, son of a French refugee,

an educated and clever man who had studied under Wolff. Frederick's

court included the chamberlain von Wolden; Major Johann von Sen-

ning, a military tutor and friend; a younger soldier. Major Ludwig von
Stille, a university-educated military historian, a man of solid charac-

ter, pious, fluent in English and French; his old guardian Colonel von

Bredow, who would soon quarrel with von Wolden; a theologian,

Charles Etienne Jordan, "a learned scholar" according to Frederick, a

thirty-six-year-old Lutheran minister who had left the Church after his

wife's death and who would live in Rheinsberg village with his children

while serving the crown prince as private secretary and librarian; the

architect Knobelsdorff, soon to be dispatched to Italy for study; the

painter Pesne; his confidant Keyserling, always called Cesarion, a thirty-

eight-year-old nobleman, fluent in four languages ("which he some-

times spoke all at once," Voltaire noted), traveled and polished, a singer

and composer, a heavy drinker, the frequent victim of painful and in-

curable gout, buoyant, and totally trusted by Frederick; twenty-one-

year-old Chasot, now a captain, a "matador," his employer called him,

who devoted one day to Diana, goddess of hunting, the next day to
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Venus, goddess of love, a born wit and ghastly flautist; the valet Fred-

ersdorff, more and more a royal confidant, treasurer, trusted friend;

Baron Henri de La Motte Fouque, one of Old Dessauer's officers on
almost permanent loan to Frederick; * the composer Karl Heinrich Graun
(Frederick later remarked that he really did his musical homework with

Graun, whose composition Timareta was played at his wedding); twenty

musicians, itinerant actors and singers who seemed to have caused end-

less trouble ("The musicians for the most part are ill tempered and
quarrelsome. . . . The most difficult people of all, they sometimes re-

quire more care than governing a state," Frederick variously com-
plained to Wilhelmina); various regimental officers from Ruppin; fre-

quent guests such as the French poet Jean Baptiste Louis Gresset, the

composer-flautist Johann Joachim Quantz, the Saxon diplomat Count
Manteuffel; and several more lackeys to feed and look after the assem-

blage. "We have ample company here," Frederick told his sister, "with

our table ordinarily of twenty-two to twenty-four settings,"

He was delighted with his new retreat, which he sometimes called

"my Sanssouci" but more often Remusberg, connecting it to a local

legend that Remus, when exiled by his brother, Romulus, traveled across

the Elbe to settle at Rheinsberg. Shortly after Elizabeth and her court

arrived, he wrote, "The ladies spread an indescribable charm over our
daily activities. Entirely apart from the pleasing affairs of heart, they

are indispensable, and without them any conversation is dull." He was
particularly taken with a Frau Luise von Brandt, whom he found witty

and charming. So ebullient was Baroness Charlotte von Morrien that

he called her Turbillon (Whirlwind) and praised her in his poems. A
lady-in-waiting, the fifteen-year-old "kleine Tettau," was a favorite,

rumored to be a mistress.

There remained Crown Princess Elizabeth. Berlin tutors had done their

job, and Frederick found her considerably improved in social graces.

He installed her in elegant apartments of her own, treated her kindly if

passively, and probably did his best to get her with child, as he had
tried to do earlier in Berlin. His biographers have speculated at length

on the barren marriage; the usual conclusion is that the two did not

have sexual relations. Elizabeth's letters were generally silent on the

subject, but she did say that her failure to have children could be as-

cribed only to "divine will." She repeatedly wrote of her pleasure with

life at Rheinsberg. As for Frederick, she informed her grandmother, "It

can truly be said that he is the greatest prince of our time. . . . He is

* Fouque eventually ran afoul of Old Dessauer because of his Frenchified ways and was
forced to take service in the Danish army.
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a scholar with massive intellect. He is just and obliging, can never harm
anyone, is generous and moderate, disliking any excesses. ... In short

he is the Phoenix of our age, and I am blessed to be the wife of such a

great prince with so many good qualities. Anyone who knows him
must love him." ^

These words do not sound like those of a frustrated woman, but

every woman is not knowingly frustrated when denied sex. Yet Fred-

erick had everything to gain and nothing to lose by producing a child.

He never claimed to be a sexual athlete, despite salon rumors to the

contrary. When Seckendorff once chided him about his numerous love

affairs, he replied, "I am not as bold as is believed." Sex was a conve-

nience, a release rather than prolonged enjoyment. And in Elizabeth's

case, it was a duty. Rapprochement with his father depended as much
on the king's desire for an uninterrupted succession of the House of

Hohenzollern as on Frederick's seeming contrition and change of heart.

The father had long since promised that once his son had produced an

heir, he could travel outside the kingdom. The matter undoubtedly was
mentioned between hunts and pigeon shooting during a brief— and

from Frederick's view, unwanted— royal visit to Rheinsberg in Sep-

tember. The king presented the couple with a splendid great bed, and

Frederick presumably reassured his father that he was doing his best to

propagate; at least the king appeared to be satisfied and even paid out-

standing debts of some forty thousand thalers.

There were other pressures on Frederick. One friend pointed out that

if Frederick failed to produce an heir and his younger brothers did so,

unfortunate complications could result. Grumbkow approached the

subject through the side door, congratulating the prince on getting Eliz-

abeth pregnant. Frederick replied laconically, "If my destiny is that of

the rutting stags, you will have your wish in nine months." It was not

to be, and it was the one blight on an otherwise sublime period for the

crown prince. He did not appear to blame Elizabeth, and he later wrote,

"I would be the most vile man in the world to say I didn't like her, for

she is of the most gentle nature, docile, thoughtful, and agreeable, and

does everything to please me. What is more, she cannot complain of

my not having slept with her. I don't know why there has been no

child."

The thought should not be ruled out that Frederick unconsciously

may not have wanted an heir; he may have been influenced by the soul-

searing relationship with his father. The historian Friedrich Meinecke

has pointed out that Frederick's treatment of Elizabeth "indicated a

fundamental weakness in him of the instinct for blood and family, and

equally points to a fundamental strength of his purely individual will."-^

He did not seem to regard an heir as very important, except to please

the king. To Voltaire he later expressed contempt for princes who are

enamored with family trees. "Kings always find successors," he wrote
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to Grumbkow at this time, "and there is no instance where a throne

has remained vacant." On the other hand, "a prince destined by God
to the throne and who has three brothers should wish for heirs in order

to ehminate a milhon inconveniences."

Frederick seems to have treated EHzabeth kindly, at times even tend-

erly (she was in Berlin when her father died in 1735, ^^^ he wrote the

king from Ruppin asking permission to go to Berlin to console her).

Their correspondence during his absences is gentle, at times affection-

ate. In 1739 he would write from Prussia, "Do not forget me, I beg

you, and accept my warmest sentiments." Again, "I await very impa-

tiently the moment of embracing you." Some evidence exists that Eliz-

abeth was a born nagger, frequently complaining, never really an inte-

gral part of the Remusberg crowd. Whatever the case, she seems never

to have been much more than a convenience to Frederick, who would
shelve her at the first opportunity. Meanwhile, she was the price of

Remusberg and the intellectual freedom so devoutly desired by its master.

The intellectual hallmark of the eighteenth century, the philosophical

Enlightenment, stemmed largely from French and British writers, sci-

entists, and philosophers, men who preached the controversial and often

dangerous credo of science and wisdom over superstition and igno-

rance. Frederick's eclectic reading had included many skeptical au-

thors. If he was not yet familiar with Newton and Locke, he had read

Montaigne, Corneille, Bossuet, la Bruyere, Flechier, Bourdaloue, Mas-
sillon, Moliere, la Fontaine, Fenelon, Wolff, Boileau, Bayle, Racine,

Cresset, RoUin, and Fontenelle. He would shortly be corresponding

with Charles Rollin, whose Ancient History he greatly admired, and
Fontenelle, among others.

He had also read— indeed, devoured— Voltaire. He had been thrilled

by The History of Charles XII as well as by the Henriade (a not very

good epic poem— "a political broadcast on an epic scale," in Will

Durant's words). But its unremitting recital of religious crimes through

the ages and its sympathetic treatment of Henry of Navarre appealed

to Frederick, as did the carefully disguised controversial philosophy.

Voltaire's most recent work, a tragedy called Alzire, which was staged

in Paris in January 1736, had been a great success, and in an unusual

preface to it Voltaire called for a humanism that stemmed from his

infatuation with Lockian philosophy. "This humanity," he wrote, "which
should be the chief characteristic of every thinking being, will be found
in nearly all my writings . . . [which show] a wish for the happiness

of mankind, a horror of injustice and oppression; and this only has so

far saved my works from the obscurity in which their defects should

have buried them."^

Frederick knew that Voltaire was living at Cirey, a dilapidated coun-
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try estate in Champagne, with his intellectual mistress Madame Ga-

brielle Emily du Chatelet. Shortly before moving to Rheinsberg he had

written Voltaire a long and fulsome letter in which he mentioned his

interest in Wolff's philosophy and his own intellectual and artistic am-
bitions, and in which he tendered a veiled offer of political sanctuary

in Prussia should need arise.

As one of Voltaire's biographers has written, his words came at a

time when Voltaire was most vulnerable: "[He] had been exiled, im-

prisoned, several times in danger of arrest, beaten, persecuted, spied

on, his works regularly prohibited and burnt. He was well-nigh con-

vinced by this time that not even the greatest literary fame, the protec-

tion of his eminent friends, the distant retirement of Cirey, his increas-

ing wealth, would make it possible for him to write freely in France."^

He replied to Frederick in a most flattering vein, delighted to find that

"in the world there is a prince who thinks like a man, a royal philoso-

pher who will make men happy." Voltaire thanked him for the invita-

tion to come to Rheinsberg, which he could not then accept, and en-

closed a long moral verse on the duties of a king.

The lengthy reply sent Frederick into raptures, and a voluminous

correspondence developed in which each tried to outflatter the other.

A modern French historian has noted that Voltaire in various letters

saw in Frederick "a Caesar, an Augustus, a Marcus Aurelius, a Trajan,

an Anthony, a Titus, a Julian, a Virgil, a Pliny, a Horace, a Mecene, a

Cicero, a Catullus, a Homer, a Rochefoucauld, a Bruyere, a Boileau, a

Solomon, a Prometheus, an Apollo, a Patroclus, a Socrates, an Alci-

biades, an Alexander, a Henry IV, and a Francis I.'"* Frederick was no

slouch: "You alone are able to combine the wisdom of a philosopher,

the talents of an historian and the brilliant imagination of a poet in the

same person."

In the main Frederick wanted to pick the critical brain of a man he

regarded as a genius, and Voltaire wanted a guarantee of royal patron-

age should he need it. These aims were hinted at through pages of

philosophical discussions in which Voltaire avoided any outright con-

tradiction of Wolff's tenets but held for a more scientific approach, as

befitted a student of Newton and Locke. In truth, neither correspon-

dent was much of a philosopher and the exchange of thoughts was not

very deep, but in those shallow waters the Prussian crown prince more

than held his own. Mercifully, they soon lost interest in the subject.

Despite differences of thought, the relationship prospered. Frederick

accompanied lengthy and frequent letters with valuable gifts, such as a

cane topped by a miniature head of Socrates in gold. Voltaire re-

sponded at length, airing Madame du Chatelet's learned opinions, which

seemed to make Frederick a part of Cirey. He still wanted Voltaire to

come to Rheinsberg, but lacking that, "Cirey henceforth will be my
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Delphi, and your letters, which I beg you to continue, my oracles."

Voltaire replied in revolting fulsomeness: "Louis XIV was a great king

. . . but never did he speak with your humanity. . . . Berlin under

your auspices will become the Athens of Germany and perhaps of Eu-

rope." Frederick soon persuaded the French author to correct his poems,

a task undertaken with no great enthusiasm but one softened by the

prince's continuing sycophancy: "If I were to approach the divine Em-
ily I would say to her like the angel of the annunciation: You are blessed

among women for you possess one of the greatest men in the world."

This early correspondence, the beginning of a forty-two-year effort

that would number more than a thousand letters, is interesting for more
than the exchange of intellectual and artistic views. It is interesting for

what is lacking. Almost never do we read of Frederick's life at Rheins-

berg, of regimental duties, his thoughts on Prussian internal affairs and
on European politics, even of his illnesses. While the crown prince was
writing to Voltaire "as an intellectual who happens to be heir to a

throne," he was otherwise living as heir to a throne, with intellect fre-

quently confined to second place.

Although free from his father, "from Jupiter and his thunder," as he

acerbically put it, he was never free from his regiment, with its mani-

fold responsibilities. Late in 1736 he complained to the king that the

men were not getting enough to eat because of the high cost of rye, and
sickness would result. Could his most gracious father sell him some
flour at cut rates from the Spandau mill? There was also the estate to

look after and guests to entertain. Frederick was an excellent host and
doted on the company of intellectual friends. The French envoy, Che-

tardie, a polished and worldly man, loved to visit Rheinsberg; one guest

described the Rheinsberg court as Plato's Republic; even Grumbkow
compared its hospitality with that of the Germans of Tacitus. Frederick

complained in various letters of lacking time for studies, not surprising

in view of numerous hedonistic and at times sybaritic activities. In early

1736 he asked Grumbkow to send him eight hundred bottles of his

favorite champagne, a hundred of Volnay and a hundred of Pommard.
A modern French historian has written of the numerous balls, mas-

querades, and sometimes drunken and rowdy parties: "They gave rise

to such scandalous accounts being sent in by the Saxon envoy that the

Dresden archivist has shrunk from publishing them."^ Perhaps this ex-

plains Frederick's poignant remark to Grumbkow in the autumn of

1737 that a fitting epitaph for him would be "Here is one who lived

for a year."

Frederick Meinecke concluded that Frederick's political interests "were
already formed before the development of his philosophical ideas. The
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future ruler and statesman had a priority over the philosopher." The
observation is valid to a certain extent. Despite his feigned indifference

to world affairs, he had been keenly interested in them since the king's

near-fatal illness. Grumbkow had been sending him the more impor-

tant dispatches from Prussian envoys abroad, and had kept him in-

formed of Prussia's current negotiations concerning claims to Juliers

and Berg and other matters. His letters to Grumbkow from the autumn
of 1735 show a growing interest in European politics. He was thus

aware of Prussia's progressive isolation from the great powers (to which

illegal Prussian recruiting had contributed not a little), not to mention

Frederick William's prevalent antagonistic attitude which spared al-

most no kingdom. Guy Dickens reported that "as things are managed
here, at present, I see few Powers who would not rather have this Court

for an Enemy than a Friend. As an Enemy, experience has shown they

are not to be feared, and as a Friend, They will be always false, useless,

troublesome and burthensome."^

The king's maladroit diplomacy very much annoyed the crown prince,

particularly in the matter of Juliers and Berg.

I need no crystal ball to foresee that our plan for Juliers and Berg is

doomed [he wrote to Grumbkow]. ... I find it upsetting that all nec-

essary measures are not taken to bring this project to a successful con-

clusion. . . . What alarms me the most is to see a certain lethargy on

our side at a time when people have recovered from the terror of our

arms and push their audacity to the point of despising us. . . . Our age

is unfortunately more famous for negotiations than for military deeds.

Militarily we are in a good condition but our negotiations lack vigor, as

if lulled to sleep by a pernicious vertigo.

Frederick would push current negotiations by concentrating an army
in Cleves in order to seize both duchies when the Elector Palatine died.

"Afterward, if they [Austria] want to lead us to the conference table,

all they will be able to do will be to make us give up Juliers, and we
shall keep Berg; whereas, if we overrun only Berg, they will make us

give up half of it." Prussia should not worry too much about Austrian

reaction, since the excessive arrogance of this court was pushing it into

decline. Indeed, its situation was critical, and the emperor's death would

bring vast upheavals, with each kingdom grabbing what it could.

A problem closer to home was Frederick's lack of money. The king

now allowed him fifty thousand thalers a year paid in quarterly install-

ments. As Frederick later testified, he spent thirty thousand thalers a

year on recruiting big men in order to satisfy the king. The remainder

was spent on his wife's allowance and on servants' wages. For other

domestic expenses, for vast quantities of food and wine consumed by

his relatively large court, for extraordinary recruiting of the occasional

giant, for improvements and furnishings at Remusberg, the crown prince

relied on credit.
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Once again he was heavily in debt, but the Vienna court was unwill-

ing to increase its clandestine payments, despite urgent pleas. That win-

ter Frederick had prevailed upon Suhm, about to depart for Saint Pe-

tersburg as Saxon envoy, to arrange a loan from the Russian court.*

Suhm had no more arrived in Saint Petersburg than Frederick was
pressing him to send a book. The Life of Prince Eugene; "book" was
their codeword for a loan. Suhm replied that, although the Russian

court looked favorably on the request to subscribe to such a work,
these affairs required time to negotiate. "Twelve copies of this book
are required here," Frederick wrote urgently in March, meaning that

he needed twelve thousand thalers. "Those who have ordered them
harass me daily, as if I had a printing press in my house." With the

help of Ernst Johann Biron, the Duke of Kurland, who was Czarina

Anna's lover, Suhm finally arranged a preliminary loan from the Rus-

sian monarch and sent Frederick three thousand thalers. "It must be

admitted that you are the finest librarian in the world," Frederick re-

sponded, but added glumly, "My friends await with the greatest im-

patience the dozen volumes of the Russian edition. You can't believe

to what point they press me." Frederick again thanked him for the

money: "Fifteen days more and I would have been lost."

No sooner had one crisis been temporarily checked than another

arose. Frederick's relationship with the king was still tenuous. "Write

me frankly whether the king has spoken of me or not," Frederick im-

plored his brother William. The king did not often do so, but when he

did it was usually in pejorative terms. Frederick did what he could to

strengthen the relationship. If he wrote Apollo (Voltaire) from Olym-
pian heights in the morning, he wrote Jupiter (the king) from the realm

of Mars in the afternoon. Couriers brought the more tiresome details

of Regiment Goltz to Potsdam — its drill, the health of the troops, the

content of sermons read by the crown prince to his men, the size of

recruits, the occasional prospect of acquiring a beautiful big man, diverse

disciplinary problems. He continued to report fully on Ruppin's civil

affairs, and he often sent game and fruit for the king's table.

His father frequently replied in kind but in that spring of 1737 the

equilibrium was upset when Colonel von Bredow spread the rumor
that Frederick had lapsed into atheism under the influence of Manteuf-
fel and Suhm. Frederick's resolution in handling the new crisis speaks

considerably for his growing maturity and also for the condition of his

regiment. "You know that the accusation of atheism is the last refuge

of slanderers," he wrote to Suhm, "and having said that there is noth-

* Frederick was very upset with Suhm's new assignment and accurately if rather tactlessly

pointed out that with his weak constitution he would never survive the harsh life there.

"Only men who can drink and fuck vigorously can survive in that barbaric court," he advised

Suhm.
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ing to add. The king flew into a rage, I kept a tight grip on myself, my
regiment has done marvels [at the Berlin review]; and the manual of

arms, some flour thrown on the soldiers' wigs, some men over six feet

tall, and plenty of recruits have been stronger than those of my slan-

derers. All is currently quiet, no one speaks of religion anymore, of

Wolden, of my persecutors, or of my regiment." He was nonetheless

relieved at the outcome and now looked forward to country life and
his beloved garden of Amalthee: "I am burning with impatience to see

once again my vineyard, my cherries and melons; and there, in calm
and free from all useless cares, I shall live only for myself."

20

"I AM STUDYING as hard as possible, doing everything in my power
to acquire what I can of the diverse knowledge necessary to acquit

myself of all that falls within my province; in short, I am working to

improve myself and fill my mind with everything offered us by the

outstanding personalities of antiquity and modern times." Thus Fred-

erick wrote to Suhm in late 1737.

It was a wonderful time of life for the twenty-five-year-old crown
prince. Knobelsdorff had returned from Italy with harsh artistic judg-

ments and with fascinating sketches that Frederick studied hours on

end.* He painted one of the few portraits made of the crown prince,

and "dear Cesarion" (Keyserling, now a count) carried it to Voltaire at

Cirey, because Frederick was still not permitted to leave the kingdom.

Cesarion returned with Voltaire's portrait, thenceforth to peer down
on Frederick's desk, some draft chapters of Voltaire's latest work, which

some years later would become famous as Le Siecle de Louis XIV, and

other literary odds and ends. Keyserling had been enormously im-

pressed with the whirling intellects of Cirey, who devoted their days to

intense study of history, philosophy, and science; who staged brilliant

plays and fetes; who represented everything in French intellectualism

and enlightenment so admired by Frederick. Fired by Keyserling's en-

thusiasm, the crown prince soon began acquiring books on physical

sciences; in time Knobelsdorff would build a tower to hold an air pump
and other scientific equipment, with an observatory on the roof. As it

* Though he praised the remains of Greek art in Italy, Knobelsdorff loathed medieval and

more recent Italian art. "A Christ ascending into heaven," he wrote, "in a cold Siberian

atmosphere, whilst the spectators in the foreground are taken up with the capers of a boy

possessed of a devil, is, because Raphael painted it, thought worth more than all the world

besides." (Hamilton, Rheinsberg.)
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turned out, Frederick did not show much aptitude for the physical sci-

ences, but he nevertheless retained a lifelong interest in and respect for

them.

Philosophy remained his chief intellectual interest, with history and

literature running close seconds. Readings in French medieval history

and romantic classics led to establishing the Order of Bayard, a semi-

serious society based on medieval traditions and devoted to the study

of military history and leadership.* Its twelve members included Fred-

erick (le Constant), Prince William (le Sabre), Prince Henry, Prince Fer-

dinand of Brunswick, Prince William of Brunswick, and some younger

officers. Captain Fouque (le Chaste) was Grand Master. The order's

symbol was a sword inscribed Sans peur et sans reproche. The knights

wore a sword-shaped ring inscribed Vivent les sans-quartiers (Death

before surrender) and corresponded with each other in the old French

knightly style. Not everyone was impressed. "It is a pity," Manteuffel

reported to Dresden, "that this prince is surrounded with young offi-

cers only, the majority of whom are very giddy and ignorant."

Current events continued to concern the crown prince. Europe was

again in ferment, the Russians fighting the Turks in the Ukraine, the

Austrians fighting the Turks in Hungary. England was feuding with

Spain, and Robert Walpole had his hands full trying to ward off the

war demanded by William Pitt, who headed the fractious parliamen-

tarians known as Cobham's Cubs.

Diplomatic offensives were running rampant over the European con-

tinent. Reports of alliance here, alliance there reached Frederick through

dispatches from Prussian envoys, which Grumbkow forwarded from

Berlin, and Suhm's letters were full of the Russian war. Frederick was

thrilled with Field Mashal Miinnich's capture of Oczakow: he must be

the Alexander of this century, he replied. He was not impressed other-

wise with the Russian army, which needed as many supply wagons as

there were troops, nor did he find anything to admire in the Austrian

effort in Hungary. When Emperor Charles abruptly relieved General

Count von Seckendorff of command and imprisoned him, Frederick

thought that it was just punishment "for all the wicked and evil acts

that he had committed," as he wrote to Suhm.

Grumbkow had kept the prince informed of the king's diplomacy.

Frederick William was still trying to use the present war to further his

old claims to Juliets and Berg. When Austria declared war on Turkey,

he offered to lend Emperor Charles money in return for a guarantee of

his claims but was turned down. He next turned directly to the ailing

* Pierre de Terrail, Chevalier de Bayard (1475-1524), was famous for chivalrous deeds. Killed

at the battle of Sesia, he was eulogized as Chevalier sans peur et sans reproche.
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Elector Palatine with an offer of over a million thalers for the cession

of Berg. This also was refused. He finally turned to the maritime pow-
ers, England and Holland, with no more satisfactory result. England

was reluctant to take up the matter with the Vienna court, and both

powers shared the fears of Rhenish princes about increased Prussian

presence on the Rhine; they were also annoyed by Frederick William's

continuing illegal recruiting of giants in their countries.

Worse was to come. Emperor Charles, influenced by Cardinal Fleury,

placed what was exclusively an Empire problem before a conference of

major powers, Austria, France, Holland, and England. The Quadril-

leurs, as the Prussian king bitterly referred to them, decided that on the

Elector Palatine's death the future possession of the two duchies would
be subject to mediation, but that in the interim the Prince of Sulzbach

would have "provisional possession." Frederick William was furious.

Active military preparations soon filled the kingdom. "We are drill-

ing daily . . . war is the daily topic," Frederick wrote to Wilhelmina.

The English envoy reported that if the king could not have Berg, he

would indemnify himself from neighbors on the right or left, which

caused the Austrian ambassador to fear for Silesia, whose borders were

open to invasion. Spurred by such hawks as Lieutenant General Count
von Schwerin ("They call him, here, the little Marlborough," Dickens

reported, "and, in his own Opinion, he is not inferior to the great One"),^

the king continued to protest the decision, even allowing Schwerin to

threaten seizure of Silesia, Hanover, and Mecklenburg.

To no one's real surprise Frederick William finally acknowledged the

decision but implied that in the event of the elector's death he would

contest it militarily; he followed this statement by concentrating forty

thousand troops in nearby Cleves, an action that terrified the Austrian

court and caused it to seek even closer alliance with Versailles.

Crown Prince Frederick's anger at the vapid negotiations over Juliers

and Berg had continued to spill over in his letters to Grumbkow. The

previous November he had condemned the king for "sacrificing" his

interest to other powers, which he would never do:

I fear rather that I may be blamed for too great rashness and ardor.

Heaven appears to have destined the king to make all the preparations

which wisdom and prudence exact that we should make before begin-

ning a war. Who knows whether Providence may not be reserving me to

turn these preparations to glorious account and use them for the accom-

plishing of those designs for which the king's forethought intended them?

As for the outcome of the four-power conference on the fate of the

Rhenish duchies, he would have informed the great powers "that the

King of Prussia is like the noble palm tree, which can bend low but can
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quickly spring back to its proud height." Instead, the Prussian reply

was feckless. Regarding Grumbkow's smug opinion that "a King of

Prussia Hke a King of Sardinia must be a fox rather than a lion," Fred-

erick replied, "I confess that I perceive in [the king's] reply a conflict

between greatness and humiliation with which I can never agree. The
answer is that of a man who has no desire to fight and yet pretends

that he wants to." There were only two answers, he went on, either

that of noble pride or that of total abjection. "I am not a sufficiently

subtle politician," he continued, "to be able to make threats while giv-

ing way at the same time. I am young. I would perhaps follow the

impetuosity of my temperament; under no circumstances would I take

only half an action."

Frederick had already turned to his pen to mobilize public opinion

against the decision of the major powers. He hoped particularly to

influence Bavaria and even France, but the maritime powers, England

and Holland, were his prime targets. By the spring of 1738 he had
completed, in French, a book-length manuscript. Reflections on the

Present State of European Politics.^

The work shows a rapidly maturing intellect. He had earlier con-

cerned himself with Prussia's weak geographical position and the re-

sponsibility of its ruler to repair matters. Although this was superficial

writing by a nineteen-year-old frustrated romantic, it nonetheless con-

cerned what that writer believed to be the proper function of a ruler

and his state, a raison d'etat that had never seriously been defined by

Frederick William except in the rather grubby phrase ein Plus machen.

In seven years Frederick's seed had grown to a plant of permanent

inquiry that found a real voice in the Reflections, a work that first

stated his perpetual conflict between rule by reason and rule by force.

Reflections consisted of practical and theoretical portions. The late British

historian George Gooch found its major importance in the former. The
real threat to the balance of European power, in Frederick's opinion,

was France. He had shared his father's indignation over French duplic-

ity in ending the War of the Polish Succession. Despite a veneer of

gentility, Cardinal Fleury was not to be trusted. He was pursuing an

aggressive policy designed to enrich France— at the expense of Ger-

many and Holland— in aiming at a universal monarchy. At the same

time, Austria was attempting to monopolize the Imperial crown by

making it hereditary to the Habsburgs, and because of disunity the

German princes were ill prepared to frustrate either French or Austrian

ambitions. Austria herself was weak, bogged down in a senseless war
with the Turks. France was left with a virtually free hand in European

affairs. It followed that only England and Holland, aided by northern
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German states, could restore the balance of power and prevent France

from gobbling up Europe. Prussia must wean herself from Austria, whose
court time and again had broken its word in the matter of Juliers and
Berg. Since neither Austria nor France wished to strengthen Protestant

Prussia, the other defenders of the Protestant faith, England and Hol-

land, should overlook various regional differences and support Prussia.

Gooch concluded that Frederick's "appeal for Anglo-Prussian cooper-

ation against the designs of France and Austria anticipates the group-

ing of the Seven Years' War."
Friedrich Meinecke judged the theoretical portion of Reflections to

be more important, and we agree. Frederick was very impressed with

the work of one of the pioneers of the Enlightenment, Baron de Mon-
tesquieu, whose Persian Letters had been a best seller when Frederick

was nine. More recently Montesquieu had published a study of the

Roman empire,^ in Will Durant's words "a pioneer attempt at a phi-

losophy of history ... a classic of French prose.'"* Montesquieu dar-

ingly used causal analysis in attempting to identify historical laws as

Newton had sought spatial laws:

It is not Fortune who governs the world, as we see from the history of

the Romans. . . . There are general causes, moral or physical, which

operate in every monarchy, raise it, maintain it, or overthrow it. All that

occurs is subject to these causes; and if a particular cause, like the acci-

dental result of a battle, has ruined a state, there was a general cause

that made the downfall of this state ensue from a single battle. In a word,

the principal movement draws with it all the particular occurrences.

Although this view contrasted sharply with Frederick's notion of

predestined events— or fatalism— he had advanced far enough in his

thinking to examine and in part accept Montesquieu's premise. But he

was also concerned with the "true interests of the kingdom" and he

now concluded that by applying the laws of history as determined by

causal analysis to the day-to-day interests of a state, a ruler could fore-

see the future: "It is a matter of wisdom to be able to know everything,

to judge everything, and to foresee everything." Montesquieu main-

tained that rational analysis of history resulted in universal laws, and

Frederick agreed: "The policy of great monarchies has never varied.

Their fundamental principle has consisted in anticipating the strata-

gems of their enemies and in winning the contest of wits." Various

factors influenced the principle, but the principle remained dominant

to rulers: "It is a question of their ostensible glory; in a word, they

must increase in size."

This conclusion scarcely fitted the humanitarianism of the Enlighten-

ment, and Frederick, though accepting the fart of aggression, was forced

to brand it a "false principle," the result of errant rulers. Where the
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first kings had been chosen by the people and remained responsible to

them and to their welfare, later rulers had allowed unruly passions to

introduce either limitless ambition or ruinous neglect, which in time

brought down the sturdiest empires. Frederick left no doubt of the moral

obligation of a prince to do his duty to his subjects, and here he was

nudging the later demand for a social contract. He stopped well short,

however, by not mentioning the right of a subject to depose a bad ruler.

But Frederick in no way resolved the natural conflict between his vir-

tuous interpretation of raison d'etat and the ruler's (and kingdom's)

own interest. Resolution being impossible, he turned to compromise.

Power politics, he concluded, were permissible when based on legiti-

mate and not supposed rights: "It is a shame and a humiliation to lose

parts of one's territory; and it is an act of injustice and criminal rob-

bery to conquer lands to which one has no legitimate right."

Who was to decide on what were legitimate and what supposed rights?

Frederick concluded that the decision must be up to the ruler; this was

the birth of his unshaken belief in authoritarian rule, or what has since

been called benevolent despotism. As Plato had fallen into a trap by

calling for rule by intellectuals— who would judge the judges? — so

Frederick fell into a similar trap. A ruler may think his actions were

virtuous when taken on behalf of his own interests, but other rulers

may think to the contrary and, in contesting these actions, may well go

to war. This was precisely the blueprint of the future. It was essentially

a conflict between virtuous thought and expedient action, the moral

versus the practical — and Frederick was neither the first nor the last

ruler to be uncomfortably confronted with it.

The crown prince sent the manuscript of Reflections to Voltaire in

the spring of 1738 and asked him to arrange for translation and anon-

ymous publication in England so that the book would be received as

the work of an Englishman wanting to mobilize public opinion in Brit-

ain. If possible, it should also be published in French in Holland for

surreptitious circulation in France. The work greatly surprised Vol-

taire, who wrote that he and Madame du Chatelet had read it several

times and regarded it as the best of Frederick's writings.

Another exchange of fulsome letters ensued, but the work was not

published. Relations between England and Spain had steadily deterio-

rated. Sir Robert Walpole was hard pressed to refuse William Pitt's

cries in Parliament to declare war on this ancient enemy. With war

imminent, Walpole could not afford to antagonize France and would

surely suppress publication in England. Moreover, as Voltaire pointed

out, Frederick was arguing on behalf of a German empire, and his

words would scarcely arouse favorable sentiment in England. At Vol-

taire's suggestion, Frederick shelved the work, a wise decision as it

turned out. Unknown to the crown prince, his father's envoy at the
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Hague had been secretly working with the Versailles court, a diplo-

matic effort that would soon result in a treaty by which the Prussian

king secured a guarantee of his claim to Berg. Further, despite Freder-

ick William's saber rattling, he had swung toward England, a move
reciprocated by the English king and one that shortly would benefit the

Crown Prince of Prussia.

21

Prussia's tense relations with the great powers had brought notice-

able improvement in Frederick William's treatment of the crown prince.

Following the 1738 review, the king had taken his son to a military

inspection in Cleves before going on to Holland, to the castle of Loo in

Geldern, where they were guests of the Prince of Orange, married now
to one of Frederick's cousins, Princess Anne of England,

The prince seems to have enjoyed himself on this tour, though more
through its diversity and frequent dissipations than through meeting

outstanding people, and not least through recruiting a giant of six feet,

four inches, for whom he paid six thousand thalers. He had met and

would correspond with Count Schaumburg-Lippe, who had arranged

his secret initiation into the Freemasons, an event described by another

new acquaintance. Baron Jakob Friedrich Bielfeld. The latter would
join the Rheinsberg group the next year and, like Wilhelmina, would
later publish an intimate and frequently exaggerated and inaccurate

account of his time with Frederick. Bielfeld described the crown prince

as looking younger than his twenty-six years, an extremely genial per-

son, short but with charming features and fine auburn hair, large blue

eyes at once severe, sweet, and gracious. The king later complimented

his son for being "rational, serious, not dangling about among the women
as formerly."^

The relationship continued to improve. In October Frederick wrote

to Suhm: "The news of the day is that the king is reading Wolffs phi-

losophy three hours a day, God be praised! Thus we have reached the

triumph of reason and I hope that the bigots with their gloomy in-

trigues will no longer be able to oppose good sense and reason." In

December he told Camas, "I have found a marked change in the king's

temper; he has become extremely gracious, gentle, affable, and fair; he

has spoken of the sciences in praiseworthy terms; and I have been

charmed and delighted at what I have seen and heard."

Had a twenty-six-year test of wills finally ended? It had not. The

king was a sick man, showing "symptoms of a person in a great de-
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cay," as Guy Dickens reported, and his mind and temper were uncer-

tain at best.^ Severe attacks of dropsy and gout made him want to die,

but he wanted the Elector Palatine to die first, and he was not yet

reconciled to leaving his kingdom on earth to Frederick. Good temper

quickly vanished. In late December the prince wrote to his sister "of

scenes comparable to the destruction of Carthage. ... I cannot tell

you all I have had to endure from the king." More was to come in the

new year. The king refused to release his son from the "Egyptian slav-

ery" of Berhn. His extreme jealousy of Frederick caused several senior

officers, Count von Schulenburg included, to flee to their regiments in

order to avoid offending either father or son. Toadies like Grumbkow
exploited the situation by filling the royal ear with tales of Frederick's

alleged misconduct. Only a few weeks later Frederick again wrote to

Camas:

To my great regret, I must recant. All the beautiful signs of graciousness,

kindness, and gentleness have disappeared as in a dream. The king's

humor has soured so strongly, and his hatred of me has manifested itself

in so many different ways, that if I weren't what I am I would have

already requested my dismissal, and I would prefer a thousand times to

beg my bread honorably elsewhere than to survive on the chagrin that I

am forced to down here. The relentlessness with which the King attacks

me . . .is the talk of the town . . . and what is more curious, I am still

ignorant of my crimes unless it is that of being heir presumptive.

He had to guard himself constantly against courtiers ready to stab

him in the back: "The least faux pas, the least imprudence, a bagatelle,

a mere nothing exaggerated and amplified, will suffice for my condem-

nation." He could "never expect to be able to live in peace with a

father so easy to irritate."

Ill treatment was only part of the trouble. Frederick had been spend-

ing money in his usual carefree way, not only on high living and im-

provements on Rheinsberg but on expensive big recruits to satisfy the

king. He had expected a large loan from the Russian court, but Suhm
had not brought it off.

He now received help from a totally unexpected quarter. Ever since

the Prussian king's near death in 1735, the English court had wanted

to worm its way back into Frederick's good graces. But the crown prince

felt that King George, his uncle, had badly let down him and Wilhel-

mina, so Dickens's few approaches met with only indifference and con-

tempt. As war with Spain and France threatened, England intensified

its effort. The previous October, Dickens had been ordered to arrange

a secret meeting, inform Frederick that he had no better friend in the

world than Uncle George, that it was only at the English king's insis-

tence that Emperor Charles had intervened on Frederick's behalf in the

dark days of 1730, and that George, prompted alone by an "uncle's
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Love and Affection," now stood ready to lend him whatever sums nec-

essary to pay his debts. No strings were attached, except that Frederick

had to pledge himself to complete secrecy and promise to handle the

money in such a way that his father would not become suspicious.^

Uncle George suggested an initial loan of two thousand pounds ster-

hng, an immense sum of money— to anyone except the crown prince.
*

Due to the extreme secrecy involved, Dickens did not contact Fred-

erick until February 1739, when the prince's situation had grown so

precarious that, as the envoy reported, "his Horses were obliged for

three Days to feed upon nothing but Hay, his Highness having neither

Money nor Credit to get them Oats." Dickens used a confidant, Colo-

nel Count Friedrich Sebastian von Truchsess, who was also sworn to

secrecy. No one other than Frederick, Dickens, or Truchsess was to

know "one tittle of this Business," warned Lord Harrington. Frederick

accepted the offer "with great Joy and Gratitude." He also reported

that his debts were high and that he would need not only another two
thousand pounds as soon as possible but an additional ten thousand

thalers come autumn. These sums, he promised, "would set him on

horseback"; the money would be very carefully managed, it would all

be repaid in time, and he would be eternally grateful to Uncle George.'*

With these and other preliminaries out of the way, the complicated

financial machinery and secret codes were set up, and Frederick re-

ceived the first loan shortly after returning to Rheinsberg.

The first payment was like the first drink to an alcoholic. At Freder-

ick's urging, Truchsess was soon again on the way to Rheinsberg to

deliver another two thousand pounds. Frederick meanwhile had in-

formed Dickens that "he was greatly mistaken in his Calculations"^:

he owed four years of accumulated debts at home and abroad (Dickens

reported a total of several hundred thousand thalers) and needed an-

other six thousand pounds. In addition, he wanted an annual allow-

ance of fifty thousand thalers, to begin in a few weeks. King George

not surprisingly demurred, on the grounds that such large sums would

attract the Prussian king's attention, but he finally agreed to an annual

allowance of five thousand pounds in quarterly installments commenc-
ing in late March. The first payment was made in gold ducats sent from

the Hague. Frederick asked for and received subsequent payments con-

siderably ahead of schedule.f (By the time of his accession he owed

* Frederick was constantly and often heavily in debt. Thanks mainly to Voltaire's biased

Memoires, the legend grew that as king he did not have to repay these debts. This is false.

(Granier, "KronprinzHchen Schulden.") From 1749 to 1750 he repaid debts in the sum of

271,242 thalers. One debt incurred in 1738 was repaid with interest in 1782! (Preuss, Fried-

rich . . . eine Lebensgeschichte, Volume i.)

fThe code used was "books" for payments. In a November dispatch, Dickens somewhat

frantically noted that he had given the "student" a few "brochures" in advance but that he

now demanded "folios"!
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Uncle George over twelve thousand pounds, which were promptly re-

paid with thanks.)

March was a good month for the crown prince. In addition to En-

glish gold he received the welcome news of Grumbkow's death.

Grumbkow, by then a field marshal, had never fully recovered from
his drinking bout with King August the Strong some years earlier.

Though Frederick perforce had become allied with the man from 1730
on and had written to him frequently and frankly, he had never trusted

him and now wrote to Wilhelmina: "Today is the funeral of the late

Marshal Grumbkow whom nearly everyone remembers with loathing,

I gain a limitless advantage by his death and flatter myself that we shall

breathe again after a long storm." He enclosed a rude verse epitaph.

Grumbkow's death coincided with a diplomatic victory for Freder-

ick William. Despite France's ostensibly pro-Austrian intervention in

Empire affairs, Cardinal Fleury had been playing a double game: his

aim was to detach Prussia from Austrian influence. A year earlier, Prus-

sian and French envoys had begun secret talks, which led to a treaty

that was signed in early April. It was not a great diplomatic achieve-

ment, since it guaranteed only Frederick William's claim to Berg minus
its capital, Diisseldorf. Its true significance lay in Frederick William's

defection from the House of Habsburg, thus starting a new phase in

Prussian-French relations. Only four years earlier, when the emperor
had spurned the Prussian king's offer of his entire army to fight the

French, Frederick William had written to Seckendorff that, although

he would remain loyal to the Emperor, his successor would ally with

another country in order to heal the injuries inflicted by the Vienna

court. Frederick William had now taken the first steps toward a new
alliance, and there can be little doubt that this was the principal subject

of subsequent talks that he held with the crown prince on foreign pol-

icy.

Frederick had been broadcasting his own hawkish desires ever since

returning from Holland. Make no mistake, he wrote to the Prince of

Orange: if France occupied the Rhenish duchies when the Elector Pal-

atine died, the King of Prussia would go to war. To Suhm he confided

that he would like to see the next army review not in Berlin but in the

Rhine plains outside Diisseldorf. Voltaire learned that with the Elector

Palatine's death "our march on Juliets and Berg will be an inevitable

result."

In late 1739 the new French envoy. Marquis Guy Louis Henri de

Valory, reported to Versailles that, although the crown prince on his

accession would favor the arts and sciences, along with trade and ag-

riculture, he would add to the paternal role that of the hero: "His true

desire is for fame, indeed for martial fame; he is burning with the desire

to follow in the footsteps of the Great Elector." Valory unknowingly

echoed words written nearly a year earlier by Baron von Seckendorff.
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When asked by his court whether the crown prince "Uked the mili-

tary," the baron replied, "Yes, and much more so than his father. His

principle is to begin with a thunderbolt."^

Frederick stayed at Rheinsberg in the spring of 1739, planning new
improvements with Knobelsdorff, drilling with his regiment at Ruppin,

writing long letters to close friends, working on a new and elegant

edition of Voltaire's Henriade, relaxing with friends, sending the ailing

king such gifts as a marinated salmon (a token of "love and obedi-

ence"), a lamb, lobsters, strawberries, cheeses— and many details of

regimental activities.

He also resumed political studies, particularly those concerning the

raison d'etat and a ruler's responsibility. Frederick had criticized Vol-

taire for praising Machiavelli in Le Steele de Louis XIV; MachiaveUi

was not a great man, he argued, but a "dishonest" man. More recently

he had read Machiavelli's The Prince, which he found greatly at odds

with the humanitarian doctrines of the Enlightenment. Machiavelli had

written, in a time of warring Italian city-states, that "a Prince should

have no other aim or thought, nor take up any other thing for his

study, but war and its organization and discipline." This oft-quoted

statement sounds terrifying when taken out of context, but it was a

realistic assessment of a current political climate.

In May 1739, Frederick wrote to Voltaire: "At the moment I am
busy with Machiavelli. I am taking notes on The Prince, and have al-

ready begun a work that will entirely refute his maxims, which are

opposed to virtue and the true interests of princes. . . . Health and

other duties permitting, I hope to send you the manuscript within three

months," Voltaire as usual encouraged the work. A month later Fred-

erick informed him that the project would take longer than he had

anticipated. It would be his sequel to the Henriade and the noble sen-

timents of King Henry IV: "I am forging the thunderbolt that will an-

nihilate Caesar Borgia."

The 1739 spring review soon interrupted the Rheinsberg routine, but

for once Frederick thoroughly enjoyed it. The king publicly compli-

mented him on the splendid condition of Regiment Goltz, especially its

new recruits (of whom he selected five, paying Frederick nearly 11,000

thalers for them). He went on to praise his son's good sense and un-

derstanding; he was satisfied to leave kingdom and army "to so deserv-

ing a son." The cup ran over when in a drunken moment he promised

Frederick a present of 100,000 thalers (and finally gave him 40,000).

In Prussia a few weeks later he was still all charm. "Everything has
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changed since Grumbkow's death," Frederick wrote to Wilhelmina.

"Thank heavens I could not be on better terms with the king than at

present." On the spur of the moment, but "with all the grace in the

world," the king gave him a stud farm worth an annual income of

twelve thousand thalers.

In a good humor, Frederick sent Voltaire a eulogy of the king's work
in Prussia. After pointing to the immense improvement of this land,

which had been plague-stricken and impoverished since the turn of the

century, he went on:

All this is due to the king, who not only gave orders, but supervised their

execution; who made the plans and alone carried them out; who spared

no trouble nor pains, nor immense expenditures, neither promises nor

rewards, to secure a happy existence for half a million thinking peo-

ple. ... I find something heroic in the King's generosity and labor in

repeopling this desert and making it fertile and happy, and I believe that

you would agree with my feelings.

22

Frederick spent the autumn of 1739 at Remusberg, his usual plea-

sure heightened by a host of guests, including the ebullient French dip-

lomat Chetardie, who was en route to Saint Petersburg, and Lord Bal-

timore, who was traveling with Francesco Algarotti. Baltimore, Frederick

wrote to Voltaire, was a very sensible and highly intelligent man keenly

interested in the sciences.* Algarotti was a Venetian intellectual — poet,

scientist, and critic — only a few months younger than Frederick. He
had recently published an interpretation of Newton's mathematics "for

the ladies" and had been highly praised by Voltaire. He and Frederick

hit it off immediately and spent eight "unforgettable days" discussing

"philosophy, the sciences, the arts, everything that is to the taste of

gentlemen." Frederick found him full of fire, vivacity, and sensibiHty;

he was soon nicknamed the Swan of Padua, and they remained in warm
correspondence until Algarotti's return to Prussia.

Frederick had already plunged into writing what he called The Re-

* Balrimore may have introduced Frederick to Lord Chesterfield's and Jonathan Swift's works.

In early December Frederick wrote to Algarotti of "the singular productions of Dr. Swift.

His new, daring, and somewhat absurd ideas amuse me. I very much like this English Rabe-

lais." He had also read Chesterfield's work on the make-up of ladies, which he found full of

spirit with good jokes and humor. Frederick would soon correspond with Chesterfield, who
became his ardent admirer and champion.
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futation of The Prince of Machiavelli. He should have called it The
Condemnation, because it is moral homily written, in his words, "to

inspire mankind with horror by the false wisdom of this policy." In

reality it was based on what Meinecke aptly termed "a secret dialogue

with himself, and with the passionate impulses inside him." * He would
remove the contradiction between interest and idea that had bothered

him in the earlier Reflections. The judgment was not to be diluted by

considerations of temporal environment, philosophical nuance, or po-

litical reality. Machiavelli had corrupted society, and it was time to

refute him morally. Sounding like an accuser of Socrates, Frederick

wrote in his preface:

I venture to undertake the defense of humanity against this monster who
desires to destroy it, to oppose reason and justice to sophistry and crime.

I have always regarded The Prince as one of the most dangerous books

in the world; an ambitious young man, too immature to distinguish good

from evil, may only too easily be led astray by maxims that flatter his

passions. That is bad enough in a private individual; it is far worse in

reigning princes, who should set an example to their subjects, and by

their goodness, magnanimity, and mercy be the living images of deity.

The passions of kings are worse than flood, pestilence, and fire, for their

consequences are more lasting.

This was a return to the opening theme of Reflections, in which he

argued that the sovereign should be servant not master of his subjects,

"the instrument of their happiness as his people are instruments of his

glory." The good ruler is benevolent and virtuous, and Machiavelli was
wrong to argue that goodness spells catastrophe: "The good king will

be well served." He will make his people as virtuous as himself, his

neighbors will imitate him "and the wicked will tremble."

A good prince will cultivate his mind before seeking such riotous and

brutalizing pleasures as the hunt. (Take notice. King Frederick Wil-

liam.) "He should acquire learning less for the sake of knowledge than

to enable him to exercise his mind in the society of wise and learned

men so that he may learn to think justly and combine his ideas cor-

rectly." Ideally he should hold the same religious beliefs as his subjects,

but if he does not, he will still be loved as long as he is honest, "for it

is not by opinions but by actions that men are made happy." A good

prince should also be as generous as possible but must always keep a

secret treasury in case of war.

Regarding foreign policy, the most virtuous prince must on occasion

break treaties and alliances, but he should do this honestly and advise

his allies beforehand. Similarly he must sometimes go to war: "How
great is the fame that awaits him who delivers his country from the

invasion of an enemy, or who recovers rights and privileges that have

been usurped by others."
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Frederick regarded war as so important a subject that he devoted his

final chapter to it. He specified three types of justifiable wars: wars of

defense, wars of legitimate interest, and wars of precaution. The first

two are the most just, since they are fought to preserve a monarchy's

freedom and territory. But the third is also justified under certain cir-

cumstances:

When the excessive greatness of a power seems ready to overflow and

threatens to engulf the universe, it is the path of prudence to make dikes

and to arrest the violent course of a torrent while it is still under control.

One sees the gathering clouds and the lightning that heralds the storm.

The sovereign whom it menaces, unable to avert it alone, should unite

all threatened by the common peril. . . . It is better for a prince to enter

on an offensive war . . . than to wait till the situation is desperate and

a declaration of war can only postpone enslavement and ruin. . . . Thus

all wars are just that aim at resisting usurpers, maintaining legitimate

rights, safeguarding the liberty of the universe, and warding off the

oppression and violence of ambitious men. Sovereigns who wage such

wars need not reproach themselves for the shedding of blood. Necessity

compels them to act, and in such circumstances war is a lesser evil than

peace."

This is not the only instance where the teachings of Machiavelli in-

spired Frederick. In Meinecke's words, "His advice to the prince, to

rule personally, to act as his own commander in the field, to accom-

modate himself to the situation, to despise flatterers, to ascertain the

secret intentions of other rulers, and so forth, entirely coincided with

[Frederick's] own ideas and certainly helped to bring his political thought

to fruition at that time."

Frederick finished a rough draft and in September was correcting

faults that he had overlooked "in the heat of composition." Only in

December did he send the first twelve chapters to Voltaire, as usual

asking for critical advice. Voltaire and Emily liked it enormously: it

was a work for all men and all time; it should become "the catechism

of kings and their ministers." Voltaire agreed to write an introduction

to the work, which would have to be published anonymously; he would
also edit it and see it through publication in Holland. Under his aegis

it did appear, but in considerably altered form (and considerably al-

tered circumstances) inSeptember 1740,with thetitleL'Anf/-M<3cc^wz^^/.

While Frederick was working on the Refutation, European statesmen

had been fashioning a sort of peace. Austrian and Russian arms had
fared no better against the Turks in 1739. In September, with France

mediating, Austria withdrew from the war after ceding large areas to
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the Turks.* Thus isolated, Russia followed suit and retained only the

port of Azov in return for a heavy loss of men and gold.

But peace was short-lived. Cardinal Fleury's diplomatic offensive had

succeeded beyond even his expectations: a new treaty with Austria in

1738, the following year a treaty with Prussia, and, with it, the friend-

ship of Sweden and Poland. Intercession with Austria had also placed

the Versailles court high in Turkish favor. As icing on the cake he next

persuaded the Spanish termagant Elizabeth Farnese to accept a French

bride for her younger son, Don Philip.

Fleury's success was Robert Walpole's failure. Deeming it vital to

English interests to avoid war, Walpole had been working assiduously

since 1737 to calm public anger against Spain. Expanding overseas

commerce had mainly caused the friction. For some years the South

Seas Company, a private company representing London traders, had

been violating trade rights in Spanish America. Spain retaliated by forc-

ibly searching English vessels, searches and seizures often being made
by the notorious guardacostas, local coast guard ships similar to war-

time privateers. Here was a natural target for parliamentary opposi-

tion, headed by William Pitt and Cobham's Cubs. In an effort to sab-

otage Walpole's negotiations with Spain in 1738, they had produced

one Captain Robert Jenkins, who told excited parliamentarians that

seven years earlier his ship had been boarded by guardacostas who had

seized the cargo, tortured the crew, and mutilated him — and he held

up a withered ear preserved in a bottle of alcohol.

Jenkins's dramatic appearance lashed public opinion to frenzy. Wal-

pole was still powerful enough to withstand the pressure and negotiate

the Convention of Pardo, a sensible compromise of conflicting Spanish

and British claims. But he could not withstand the pressure from com-

mercial interests. Prompted by Pitt, the South Seas Company refused

to pay the agreed sum, nor would Spain pay compensation until she

received British gold. London pamphleteers continued to agitate the

affair, and in autumn of 1739 Walpole finally yielded. "It is your war,"

he told Lord Newcastle, "and I wish you the joy of it."-^

Thus came about the War of Jenkins's Ear, "the first major conflict

between European powers fought because of overseas disputes," the

British historian Glyndwr Williams noted. Walpole's bitterness was not

* Frederick later wrote: "The war that they undertook was vanity and the peace which fol-

lowed was that of weakness." Frederick blamed the minister Johann Christoph von Barten-

stein and General Seckendorff for persuading Emperor Charles to enter the war against the

Turks. "The cabals of the chiefs who were in opposition, and the jealousy of generals caused

all operations to fail. The orders that the generals received from the court were either contra-

dictory or obliged those generals to undertake impracticable operations. This domestic dis-

order became more fatal to Austrian arms than the strength of the infidels." (Oeuvres, Vol-

ume 2., Histoire de mon temps.)
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assuaged by Admiral Edward Vernon's capture of Porto Bello on the

Panamanian isthmus in November. Far bigger issues, he reahzed, were
at stake. Britain had opened a hornet's nest. By forcing war with Spain,

the British opposition had brought about Spanish rapprochement with

France, and that would cause Britain to spend thousands of lives and
millions of pounds in the next forty years. The conflict would not be

resolved for another forty years after that— and then only with con-

siderable loss of overseas holdings.

As the shadow of war hovered over Rheinsberg happiness, so did the

shadow of death. Frederick would soon be called to Berlin, where, as

he informed Wilhelmina, "I expect to find things . . . about the same
as I left them: Now gout in the knees, now tightness of the chest; I

foresee that we shall pass a sad winter."

Baron PoUnitz sent the crown prince special reports from Potsdam.

The king was in constant pain from severe gout, not to mention dropsy

and shortness of breath with frequent vomiting. He sometimes re-

covered sufficiently to conduct state business in the mornings, but a

relapse usually followed. He could not sleep and frequently held night-

long sessions of the Tabagie, insisting that old comrades smoke and tell

stories; sometimes he dozed off, but if someone stopped talking he

instantly awakened. To pass lonely and painful hours he made wooden
boxes, furiously hammering on a special bed table. On occasion he

would have some of the Potsdam giants march through the bedroom.
The sight of them invariably made him feel better, and sometimes he

would hug one or paint a portrait. When his breath failed, his gro-

tesque body had to be carried to a bath chair. A task force of physicians

and surgeons headed by Dr. Filer buzzed in and out of the sickroom,

frequently taking a pint or so of blood from the exhausted patient to

dispel the noxious humors that, they claimed, fomented illness. Simul-

taneously a task force of chaplains headed by Pastor Roloff sought to

dispel noxious spiritual humors by preparing the king for a death that

could not be far away. In November he insisted on moving to Berlin;

he doubted that he would see Potsdam again.

In late January 1740 Frederick wrote his wife from Ruppin that he

had learned the king could not recover: "God knows that I do not want
my father to die, and I believe that I shall be more grieved by his death

than many others who pretend to idolize him during his life; natural

feeling is an instinct too powerful in me and I am not sufficiently strong

to smother it."

The king nonetheless revived sufficiently to summon another Taba-

gie. When Frederick walked in, the old generals, contrary to custom,

stood to receive him. The king lost his temper, had himself carried from
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the room, and ordered everyone to leave the palace for "paying hom-
age to the Rising Sun." He soon calmed down and saw a great deal of

Frederick; he wrote to Old Dessauer that "I have prepared myself for

death and have told my eldest son everything I know that is still to be

done." The tenor of these talks is suggested in a report by Guy Dickens:

Our wrathful Monarch continues in the same way; he is angry with the

[British] King our Master for making so formidable a figure [in the war
against Spain]; he is angry with France because she does not join with

Spain and declare war against us; he is angry with Holland because they

seem disposed to augment their Forces by Sea and Land; he is angry with

the Emperor and Russia for having made their Peace with the Turks, and
lastly, he is angry with himself, because he finds that he wants Courage,

as well as Opportunity, to put his mischievous Designs in Execution.^

This time, it seemed, the king was going to die. In March he told

Old Dessauer that since Frederick did not enjoy hunting, he wanted the

prince to take his pick of the royal hounds and hoped he would con-

tinue to derive much pleasure from the chase. Frederick advised Wil-

helmina that she would not see the king again: "His illnesses are wors-

ening so rapidly that I doubt whether he will last the coming week. He
has given you his blessing and has spoken very well of you. At present

his fever is so fierce that he can scarcely speak. . . . Keep calm and do

not grieve too much, for there is no remedy for such things."

But somehow Frederick William continued to survive; he even al-

lowed the crown prince to return to Ruppin to put his regiment in

order for the spring review. In late April the king insisted on returning

to Potsdam, but he sent a minister to Ruppin to discuss internal affairs

with Frederick; two more ministers of foreign affairs. Count Heinrich

von Podewils (Grumbkow's son-in-law) and Wilhelm Heinrich von

Thulemeyer, followed to brief him on foreign affairs.

Frederick, learning that Wilhelmina was thinking of coming to Ber-

lin, at once advised her to stay away from that madhouse. He himself

had his hands full, he continued. The village of Rheinsberg had burned

to the ground (without spreading to his estate) and the old chamber-

lain, Wolden, had died and had to be buried. It would do no good for

Wilhelmina to turn up. Frederick had been spared from "galley ser-

vice" only by troop demands and was vastly enjoying his liberty. Dr.

EUer continued to report on the king's health, but in his replies Fred-

erick seemed more concerned with his own health; only six days before

the king's death he was asking EUer whether he could eat whey and

lemon, and was impatiently awaiting the recipe for herbs and the diet

that Eller had promised to send. Frederick now received a letter from

his father with the salutation, the first time ever, "My beloved Son."

He returned to Potsdam the following day expecting to find his father
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dead. Instead, the king was in the palace gardens, supervising the lay-

ing of a cornerstone for a blacksmith's cottage!

An emotional meeting was followed by lengthy conversations on the

kingdom's internal and external affairs. Podewils and Frederick lis-

tened to the king explain the reasons for his alliance with England and

Hanover in 1725 and his subsequent counteralliance with Austria. He
warned Frederick of the Vienna court's intention to hold down Prussia,

and he also warned that King George as Elector of Hanover was jeal-

ous of Prussia and must be watched. Frederick was to pursue vigor-

ously the Prussian claim to Berg. Concerning Russia, there was little to

say except that Prussia would lose more than it would win in any war

with her— indeed, any war is more easily begun than ended. Frederick

should avoid alliances that required him to splinter his army by sending

auxiliary troops hither and yon.

The king next summoned various officers and officials to his death-

bed. "Has God not graced me by having given me such a courageous

and worthy son?" he asked them. Frederick rose, gripped the royal

hand, and cried. The king embraced him and said, "My God, I die

content, since I leave behind such a worthy son and successor.'"*

Frederick William went out well. A practical man, he had designed

his own coffin, which was brought into his chambers. He dictated lengthy

instructions for his post-mortem and funeral, which under no circum-

stances was to cost more than twenty thousand thalers; less if possible.

He seemed fully resigned to death and even showed a flicker of humor.

When a chaplain sang one of his favorite hymns, "Naked I came into

this world, naked I shall fare hence," the king interrupted: "That isn't

true; I shall be wearing my uniform." On Tuesday at five a.m. he sum-

moned the court and surrendered the government to the crown prince.

Then, as Frederick informed Voltaire, the king "tenderly took leave of

my brothers, of the senior officers, and of me."^ His chaplains re-

mained with him, exhorting him to detailed confessions. As death ap-

proached, he asked for a hand mirror so that he could examine his face

to see if it was changing.*

The king's stoicism greatly impressed Frederick, who wrote to Vol-

taire that "he died with the curiosity of a scientist as to what was hap-

pening to him at the moment of death, and with the heroism of a great

man, leaving all of us sincere regrets over his loss and, in his coura-

geous death, an example for his family to follow." To the new queen

he wrote: "God took the king this afternoon at half past three. You
were in his thoughts. His death has drawn real tears of compassion

* A post-mortem found decayed lungs and liver and a stone in the gall bladder. Nearly four-

teen quarts of water were drained from the body. He had forbidden embalming and soon

had to be buried in Potsdam's garrison church. (British Foreign Office, 90/47.)
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from all of us. You would never believe with what firmness he died."

And to Wilhelmina: "The good Lord summoned our father yesterday

at three. He died with angelic firmness and without suffering too much."

Frederick was more candid with Voltaire: "My destiny has changed; I

have witnessed the last moments of a king, his agony, his death. In

succeeding to the throne, I assuredly did not need this lesson to be

disgusted with human vanity."



BOOK THREE

The First Silesian War
1740-1742

The times do not adapt themselves to men but men
must adapt themselves to the times.

— Frederick the Great
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Many biographers have written that the king's death, in 1740,

plunged Frederick into deepest sorrow, but his actions, orders, and

correspondence do not justify the assertion. However, he was no doubt

more than a Uttle frightened now by "the good luck of having the bad

luck," as the envoy Valory put it. On the one hand, he had the author-

ity he had so long desired; on the other, he was bound to cares remote

from Parnassus. To Voltaire he wrote: "The infinite amount of work

that falls on me since his death scarcely has left time for sorrow. I have

always believed that after my father's death it was my duty to devote

myself entirely to my country. Accordingly I have worked as hard as I

can to make the most expeditious arrangements possible for the com-

mon good."

It is not difficult to empathize with King Frederick's initial pensive

and melancholy mood. Although his father had left a strong and pros-

perous legacy, much work remained. He would have to complete or at

least continue the task of internal consolidation and growth begun by

the Great Elector. Frederick William had worked hard to convert dis-

parate feudal holdings into a centralized monarchy, but his administra-

tive, economic, agricultural, and legal reforms were only partially com-

pleted and in some instances scarcely begun. Roads were poor, the mail

service fledgling; almost no industry existed; the kingdom suffered a

trade deficit of 1.25 million thalers; schools and hospitals were in short

supply; colonists were needed to populate wastelands, clear forests,

and drain swamps, to farm, provide new skills, start new industries,

increase trade. Altogether, an immense internal effort was needed if

Prussia was to take her place in the sun.

The Prussian army, vital to survival and growth, left much to be

desired. Its command structure was far too rigid. Of five field marshals

only two. Old Dessauer (at sixty-four) and Schwerin (at fifty-six) were

young enough to go to war; far too many of its thirty-five generals were

either too old or physically unfit to campaign. Most junior officers lacked



Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau,

"The Old Dessauer," guiding genius

of the Prussian army

Field Marshal Count Kurt Christoph

von Schwerin. "The salvation of the

state depends on your expedition; if

you do not carry it out according to

my will, you will pay with your head."

— Frederick to Schwerin, April 1757

General Hans Joachim von Zieten,

father of the Prussian hussars
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education and, despite strict regulations, devoted too much time to

whoring, drinking, and gambUng. The army's appearance and reputa-

tion were impressive, but it was relatively small and almost untested

on the battlefield, its cavalry far too bulky and immobile, its artillery

ineffective and undermanned, its engineers and pioneers few in num-
ber. Although the infantry was well disciplined, Frederick found its

commanders overly concerned with spit-and-polish, with unimportant

details, with complicated parade ground "evolutions" that neglected

the tactics and strategy necessary to win battles and wars. "The soldier

polished his rifle and accouterments," Frederick later wrote, "the cav-

alier his bridle, saddle, and even his boots; the manes of horses were

dressed with ribbons. ... If peace had lasted beyond 1740, we would
probably now have rouge and beauty spots." ^ Frederick William's re-

forms, aided and often inspired by Old Dessauer, had enlarged and

greatly improved the army, but Frederick would have to carry on the

work.

His legacy was particularly weak in the realm of foreign affairs. He
faced a confused, changing, and potentially explosive European politi-

cal situation at a time when Prussia was virtually isolated. Earlier that

year the Russian minister. Count Heinrich Johann Friedrich Oster-

mann, had warned that "only a general war can end the present un-

natural state of affairs."^ Most statesmen agreed, and most of them

realized that such a war would contravene the traditional system of

Austria confronting France, with the maritime powers holding the bal-

ance. Now it would be England and Holland against France and Spain,

the continental powers against the sea powers, with the Empire looking

on. England already was at war with Spain; France and England were

at loggerheads concerning overseas trade. But France was also bent on

seducing the Bavarian elector from Empire control while winning over

the Elector of Cologne and the King of Prussia. If Emperor Charles

died, a war of succession would undoubtedly break out in central Eu-

rope. Frederick's frontiers everywhere lay open to invasion. His army
provided one defense, alliances another. But no viable tradition of al-

hance existed. His father had never understood the complex nature of

European politics, having seen the problem as one of Empire versus

other powers rather than as one of achieving and maintaining a Euro-

pean power balance. One result was that he had swayed back and forth,

allied now to Hanover and England, now to Austria, now to France,

invariably humiliated by each, too frightened to use his army, his ter-

ritorial claims rudely rejected. Frederick for some time had realized

that Prussia as an Austrian satellite, as a satellite to any power, would
continue to taste humiliation. As an independent power, however, Prussia

could become a major factor in European politics and in time attract

scattered and weak German principalities to her banner. It was up to
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him to keep his army ready, to forge the alUances necessary to survival

and expansion.

Frederick faced massive problems but he had a lot working for him.

The kingdom seemed delighted to have him. Valory had earlier re-

ported to Versailles that "great things are expected from this prince."^

Now the Hanoverian envoy told his court that "everyone has hopes

and high expectations from their new king and seems to be completely

revitalized and delighted.'"* The kingdom itself was also impressive.

The royal dominions, though spread all over the place, comprised

something over ten thousand square miles, about twice the size of Con-

necticut. His subjects numbered some two and a quarter million; the

kingdom's annual income exceeded seven million thalers, of which six

million was spent to support an army of eighty-one thousand men. The
reserve treasury of silver coins in the basement of the Berlin palace

amounted to nearly nine million thalers, and this did not count the

splendid silver services and giant silver chandeliers, which if necessary

could be melted into coin. Frederick could afford war at any moment;
most rulers could not.

The total legacy fell into unique hands. Frederick was only twenty-

eight, in general good health despite recurrent sieges of fever and indi-

gestion, extremely intelligent and shrewd, and he possessed seemingly

inexhaustible energy with which to realize the ambitions that swirled

in his fecund mind. He had been waiting for the crown since 1734.

Now it was his. Now he could lead Prussia from the shadow of his

father's political ineptness. Now Prussia, now King Frederick II could

become names admired and respected throughout the world. He had a

major task before him, but very shortly events and the lessons of

Machiavelli would lend themselves to at least partial accomplishment

of it.

Not since the reign of Charles XII of Sweden had such energy claimed

a throne. Scarcely had the old king breathed his last when Frederick

ordered the Berlin gates closed to prevent the news from reaching for-

eign courts until military commanders, garrison regiments, and civil

ministers had sworn personal allegiance to him.

The army came first. There was no question who commanded it.

Frederick was touched when Old Dessauer came to court with condo-

lences, and he at once confirmed the field marshal and his sons in their

respective commands. But when the old prince supposed he would re-

tain his traditional authority in the army, he was told abruptly that

there was one authority in the army, and that was the king. When
veteran Lieutenant General von der Schulenburg, long a friend and

protector of the crown prince, came to Berlin to pay his respects, Fred-
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erick reprimanded him for leaving his command without orders.

The new king promised his generals the same reciprocal relationship

they had enjoyed with his father but demanded more disciplined lead-

ership and behavior. "Complaints have been laid against some of you

of harshness, avarice, and insolence. See that they are silenced." Non-
commissioned officers and enlisted men were to be treated "kindly and

humanely." He ordered all regimental commanders to eliminate "the

usual brutalities" that accompanied conscription, and he publicly pun-

ished violators "so that everyone can see that I will tolerate no such

excesses."^ He ordered better treatment for cadets who are "aristo-

crats and future officers, not mere peasants." At meals they were to be

read either a bit of the history of Brandenburg or an excerpt from

Feuquieres's Art of War. Meals were to be improved, the kitchens "well

ordered and clean." Instruction in engineering and French would be

intensified. Beatings and similar punishments would cease; the cadet

was to be instilled with "a love for the service."^

The ministers came next. Perhaps inspired by one of Voltaire's sy-

cophantic odes— "You, Solomon of the north, more learned, more
wise" — he explained that the crown was no longer to be enriched at

the country's expense; he regarded the kingdom's best interests as iden-

tical with his own, but if a conflict developed, then the welfare of the

country must come first.

Humanitarian ukases shot from Charlottenburg like Roman candles.

To ameliorate the harsh effects of a late spring, he bought grain in

Russia and Poland, opened royal granaries, and sold corn to bakers at

reasonable prices. In Berlin he set up a new office, an inspectorate of

the poor headed by his friend Charles Etienne Jordan, the former Lu-

theran minister. A decree went out to provincial administrators: "Our
greatest care will be directed to advancing the welfare of the country

and to making each subject comfortable and happy."'' On learning of

oppressive actions by a senior official in Prussia, he summarily dis-

missed the man and stripped him of honors.

The young king at once pledged himself to a policy of toleration,

news that shocked repressive fellow rulers. He abolished the use of

torture in criminal interrogations, and he soon would push major legal

reforms begun but almost abandoned by his father. In settling a dispute

with the Catholics, he reminded those concerned of the crown's tradi-

tional policy of religious toleration, and in a marginal note commented
that "all religions must be tolerated ... for in this country every man
must go to heaven in his own way."^ To the clergy's fury, he abolished

dispensations for marriages in order to increase the population; on one

occasion he said that the number of subjects was a king's real wealth.

He authorized public speeches and forbade newspaper censorship ex-

cept for political necessity. He invited the distinguished French mathe-
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matician Pierre Louis de Maupertuis ''" to head a reinvigorated Acad-

emy of Sciences and Letters, which was to be "not for show but for

education."^ Invitations were sent to Wolff,t Francesco Algarotti, the

Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler, and other distinguished intellec-

tuals to come to Berlin as academy members at good salaries. He started

two newspapers and promised to contribute to their columns. He opened

a department of commerce and manufacturing that was to recruit skilled

workers abroad by offering subsidies and exemption from taxes and

military service for two years. He commissioned plans for a new opera

house in Berlin and sent agents scurrying about Europe to attract suit-

able artistic talent. If Frederick was not intent on making his capital

the Athens of the north, he at least was going to improve its cultural

and academic image, and it was with pride that he announced these

various projects to Voltaire.

The surprises continued. Once his father was buried, he disbanded

the regiment of giants, which cost nearly 300,000 thalers a year to

maintain (compared with 72,000 for a normal regiment), not to men-

tion the vast sums spent on acquiring big men to keep its ranks full.

The order was welcomed by every colonel and captain in the Prussian

army, because it eliminated the effort and expenditure necessary to

satisfy the former King's insatiable appetite. That aside, the saving al-

lowed Frederick to form new units. His father had recommended in

The Political Testament of 1722 that five new regiments should be

established within six months of his death. Frederick raised the figure:

"I have begun to expand the army by sixteen [infantry] battalions, five

[hussar] squadrons, and one squadron of the royal bodyguard," he

wrote to Voltaire in June— an increase of more than eight regiments

of foot.

As Frederick had bluntly told Old Dessauer, there was to be only

one authority in the kingdom. He had been expected to seek counsel

not only from the field marshal but from his mother, now the dowager

queen. He did no such thing. Although he always treated her with great

respect and generously supported her court at Monbijou, he refused to

discuss with her anything more important than a menu. He had never

confided in his wife, now Queen Elizabeth, and was expected to di-

vorce her. Instead, he installed her in her own residence, treated her

with every courtesy, and thenceforth saw almost nothing of her. Wil-

helmina had anticipated the change in status and warily began her first

letter with "Sire" instead of her usual "My dear Brother." Frederick

* Maupertuis had become famous following his expedition to Lapland, where he confirmed

one of Newton's postulates by measuring a degree of the meridian. He had sent Frederick his

book, La Figure de la Terre, two years earlier.

t Frederick wrote Wolff that "philosophers should be the preceptors of the universe and the

masters of princes. . . . Their task is to disclose; ours is to use." (Oewt^res, Volume 1 6.)
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instructed her and his other sisters against such ceremony, but never-

theless their future correspondence lacked the earlier intimacy. His let-

ters to his younger brothers were affectionate and correct but not par-

ticularly warm. Although he soon promoted them in military rank, he

continued to comment on their studies and behavior in words strik-

ingly similar to those used by the late king in reprimanding him. The
critical aloofness that existed in his relations with nineteen-year-old

Prince William and fourteen-year-old Prince Henry would in time lead

to severe quarrels.

Frederick might easily have wreaked vengeance on senior generals

and officials who had earlier harmed his interests. In most cases, he left

them alone as long as they continued to perform satisfactorily. He did

sack one minister, but he promoted forty-six-year-old Heinrich von
Podewils to replace the terminally ill minister of foreign affairs, von
Thulemeyer. He promoted Colonel von Derschau, once an arch-

enemy— he had conducted Frederick's interrogation in 1730— to

major general and decorated two former opponents with the newly
created Order of Merit. He recalled Captain Fouque from Denmark,
decorated him with the Order of Merit, promoted him to colonel, and
gave him command of a regiment. He began to recruit foreign officers

who had favorably impressed him during the Rhine campaign. He also

repaid old debts. The Miinchows of Ciistrin received well-deserved

promotions, as did von Katte (father of his executed friend). He brought

his former tutor, Duhan, to Berlin and gave him a modest pension. He
recalled von Keith from English exile, made him a lieutenant colonel

and equerry, and thereafter rarely saw him. He eagerly awaited Suhm's
return to Berlin, where he would resign from Saxon service to replace

Thulemeyer in the foreign office.

If Prussian officialdom was relieved at the relatively smooth transi-

tion, most of Frederick's cronies were disappointed. Hopes had run

high at Rheinsberg for a new era of personal prosperity— of Saus und
Braus, riotous living. When Baron Bielfeld knocked over a table and
bent to pick up some coins, the architect Knobelsdorff exclaimed, "What?
Pick up groschen when it will be raining ducats?" ^^ The rains failed to

appear. Only a lucky few benefited, and they were scarcely over-

whelmed with favors. Fredersdorff was promoted to chamberlain and
received a small estate near Rheinsberg. Algarotti would be ennobled

and Keyserling promoted to colonel and aide; both were invited to

reside at court to provide intellectual stimulation and comic relief. Five

other officers were made aides with the rank of colonel. But this was
scarcely the stuff of influential appointments, of enormous estates and
pensions, which had been so eagerly anticipated.

"The fun is over," Frederick allegedly told Fredersdorff— and so it

was, at least for a while. ^^ He did increase the number of palace ser-
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vants at Potsdam and drastically improved the cuisine, and he would
soon order a costly dining service of gold from Paris, but he showed
no sign of maintaining an opulent court in his grandfather's tradition.

Indeed, he embraced economy with all the fervor and some of the con-

tradiction of his father. Soon after Frederick William's death. Baron

PoUnitz found the new king distraught and in tears as he gave orders

for the purchase of black mourning crape, but he recovered sufficiently

to warn the baron against submitting a false expense account. "I would
give a hundred gold coins," Pollnitz told Count Manteuffel, "if I could

have the old king back." ^^ The minister of finance, August Friedrich

von Boden, proved so pleasingly parsimonious in distributing funds

that Frederick rewarded him with a magnificently furnished mansion

and rich silver plate. To save time and money the king accepted hom-
age from most dominions by simple proxy. Where he appeared person-

ally, as in Prussia and Cleves, he traveled with a small equipage and

insisted on minimum ceremony. His grandfather had taken two weeks

to travel to Konigsberg for his inauguration; Frederick took four days.

When provincial committees requested portraits of the king and queen,

he ordered them mass-produced in Berlin for a few pennies each. Man-
teuffel for one was appalled and suggested that the late king would
soon seem a spendthrift in comparison with his son.

Frederick was already emulating his father in other ways. Even be-

fore the funeral, he began wearing a uniform — the once derided

"shroud"— in preference to civilian clothing. "I get up at four a.m.,

drink mineral waters until eight (while reading dispatches), write until

ten, inspect the troops until noon, write until five, then relax in good

company," he informed Voltaire. In behavior he was aloof, generally

suspicious, often querulous. His impetuous manner was all too familiar

to veterans of the late king's inspections. During the trip to Konigsberg

in July, he inspected Schulenburg's cavalry regiment, found it unsatis-

factory, and, as he wrote to his brother, Prince William, severely repri-

manded the unfortunate general.* En route to Cleves, he stopped in

Bayreuth to see Wilhelmina, a strained meeting, since her expectations

greatly exceeded his largesse, as she sulkily recorded. On the road again

he impetuously took young Prince William, Algarotti, and Fredersdorff

on a caper across the Rhine to Strasbourg. Although they traveled un-

der false passports, their identity soon became known, and the French

populace began to demonstrate pleasure at the royal visit. The awk-

ward reception accorded Frederick by Field Marshal Count Francois

*This letter, dated July 11, 1740, could have been written in part by Frederick William.

".
. . Regiments Borcke, La Motte, Flatten and Buddenbrock — not to mention Schwerin —

are altogether superb, but 1 saw one of Schulenburg's squadrons which was disorder itself. I

have written a very strong letter to the general; he will not forget that in a hurry."
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Marie de Broglie, the governor, caused him to cut short the visit.* Was
it a harmless lark? Perhaps. His father had once impetuously chased

off to Hamburg solely to gorge on fresh oysters. He may also have

hoped that the foray would bring a secret invitation to meet Cardinal

Fleury. More likely he wanted to draw attention to himself— and he

certainly succeeded. Podewils wrote bluntly, "You are alarming all of

Europe and giving umbrage to everyone by your mysterious conduct."

Whatever its ultimate purpose, the visit provided a pleasant enough
interlude before a series of unexpected events that would put Freder-

ick's political acumen to the test.

24

King Frederick's diplomacy has been praised and damned through

the centuries, a prolonged and vigorous historical debate that often

bogs down in tiresome detail without getting to the nub of the matter.

Frederick was a child of the eighteenth century. It is futile to judge

his political concepts, actions, and goals from either the physical or

moral standards of later centuries. From the beginning of his reign, he

played eighteenth-century politics with a deftness surprising for one of

limited years and background. As his political correspondence— forty-

six volumes— and other writings confirm, he held two ambitions, one
long term and one short term. His immediate goal was to ensure Prus-

sian claims to Juliers and Berg, East Frisia, and Mecklenburg— or sat-

isfactory territorial equivalents— while giving away little or nothing

in return, and at the same time to raise a question mark in foreign

courts as to Prussia's future alliance, if any. His long-term goal was to

raise Prussia to the status of a major power and attempt to revive the

moribund German empire (the Holy Roman Empire) but with Protes-

tant Prussia, not Roman Catholic Austria, as its natural leader.

He underestimated neither the difficulties nor the dangers that might

arise from this policy. He knew that he faced powerful enemies who
would do everything possible to keep Prussia in a minor role. He knew
that his means were too limited to form and support the kinds of alli-

ances that France and Britain so often used to achieve their ends. He
knew that he was pitting himself against some very able and ruthless

* According to the Danish envoy, in a later audience Valory mentioned to King Frederick

how surprised Marshal de Broglie was at his unannounced visit. "That I well believe," the

king replied, and, in reference to one of Broglie's military disasters, added, "The man seems

to be made only for surprises." (Volz, Friedrich der Grosse im Spiegel, Volume i.)
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ministers — Cardinal Fleury in France, Johann Christoph von Barten-

stein in Austria, Lord Harrington in England, Count Ostermann in

Saint Petersburg. He knew that today's ally could easily be tomorrow's

enemy. He realized that survival and expansion would demand every

possible political wile: his correspondence makes clear that from the

beginning he practiced Realpolitik with severe Machiavellian over-

tones. All in all, he did a pretty good job of it.

France was the linchpin. Frederick had inherited a treaty of sorts with

Versailles, and if that court would widen its guarantees to his various

claims, the alliance would be agreeable to him. But Frederick suspected

that Fleury was playing a waiting game. Once Emperor Charles died,

French forces would move across the Rhine. Fleury was already be-

lieved to be making a secret treaty with the Electors of Cologne and

Bavaria. He wanted the subservient Bavarian elector to become the

next Holy Roman Emperor, thus giving France a continental suprem-

acy similar to that of the golden days of King Louis XIV. Fleury would
have to be carefully handled. One-armed Colonel Tilio von Camas,

sent to Versailles as envoy extraordinary, received bold but precise in-

structions, along with the very large allowance of two thousand thalers

per month. He was to do everything possible to heighten the envy that

the French had of England. Fleury was to learn that Frederick expected

better offers for his alliance than those made to his father. England was
already making substantial offers, and if Frederick was to remain with

France, then it must be on "solid foundations."

Velvet words will be answered with velvet words, and facts with other

facts [Frederick instructed]. The increase which will be made in my troops

during your stay at Versailles will furnish you the occasion to speak

lively and impetuously on my behalf; you may say that it should be

feared that this increase would light a fire which would set Europe ablaze,

that it was the way of the young to be daring, and that heroic ideas have

always disturbed the peace of many nations. You may say that by nature

I am partial to France, but that if I am neglected now this perhaps will

be irreparable, and that contrariwise if I am won over, I will be able to

render the French monarchy more important services than ever those

rendered by Gustavus Adolphus.

Frederick sent Colonel von Miinchow to Vienna to work with the

envoy, Borcke, in trying to bring that court around. Borcke was in-

structed to exploit the favorable sentiments expressed by Minister Bar-

tenstein and Chancellor Philip Ludwig von Sinzendorf on Frederick's

accession. "The succession of Juliers and Berg will be the touchstone

from which I will be able to perceive the sincerity of their feelings toward

me."
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Baron Axel von Mardefeld, his envoy in Saint Petersburg, was to tell

that court that Frederick was completely disposed to renew old alli-

ances with Russia and likewise to enter into new ones with her. Russia

should make the first proposals. Frederick would prove amenable.

He was not amenable to renewing an alliance with Hanover. How-
ever, he sent another special envoy, Colonel Count Truchsess, to the

English royal family and court, then in residence at Herrenhausen in

Hanover. Truchsess was to be very cordial to the French ministers who
were there and was to make much of Camas's mission to Versailles.

"Mention with a show of jealousy that he is one of my intimates, that

he possesses my confidence, and that he does not go to France to waste

his time." Truchsess was to inform King George that his nephew Fred-

erick would ally with England if he received better terms than those

offered by France concerning his claims on Juliers, Berg, East Frisia,

and Mecklenburg. "Speak a great deal of my inclination for them, ad-

vance nothing positive, make all to hope and all to fear . . . tell them
the conduct of the English king will be the thermometer of our union."

Two problems arose in those early days. One concerned the Elector of

Mainz's claim to a piece of territory belonging to Hesse. The elector

had moved troops to the Hesse-Hanau border. Frederick informed him
that as Erbverbriiderter, or traditional friend, of the House of Hesse,

Prussia would not fail to support it in case of war. The matter should

be settled peacefully, however— and with the Prussian king's help, itwas.

The second problem centered on Herstal, a barony near Liege notable

for having been the home of Pepin, Charlemagne's father, and later as

a base for Charlemagne's army. King Frederick William had inherited

the holding in 1732, only to discover that its inhabitants preferred to

live under the Bishop of Liege's suzerainty. Since they ostracized Prus-

sian officials, at times even threatening them with physical attack,

Frederick William had been inclined to sell his rights for a small sum,

but negotiations had come to nothing when he died.

When the good people of Herstal refused to pay homage to Freder-

ick, he asked his ministers for an opinion. They replied that there were
two means available: force or renewed negotiation of a sale. Force would
involve sending in two or three thousand troops, which could easily

lead to war, because the Bishop of Liege was backed by France and
Austria. The ministers preferred negotiation. Frederick shot back: "The
ministers are clever when they discuss politics, but when they discuss

war it is like an Iroquois Indian talking about astronomy. I shall be in

Cleves this year, I shall try the soft line, and if it is turned down one
will be treated as one deserves. The emperor is the mere phantom of a

once powerful idol but presently is nothing."
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Frederick's initial diplomacy had not solved very much by the time

he returned from Prussia in August. The Austrian court seemed as re-

luctant as ever to act on Prussian claims; his ministers reported the

same old vapid replies, pretty words and no more.

Nor was the Russian court willing to become directly involved in

Empire affairs, although it was not unwilling to negotiate a treaty by

which Frederick's back, Prussia and Pomerania, would be protected

from Saxony, Sweden, or Poland if he went to war over the Juliers and

Berg succession. But it was in no hurry to act.

Camas was reporting negatively from Versailles. Cardinal Fleury was
reluctant to go any further than the existing treaty in support of Prussia

claims; to do so would cost France the friendship of the Catholic elec-

tors, which would be needed in case of war or of an Imperial election.

Truchsess had fared no better at Hanover. Lord Harrington had

written Frederick "in such loose and general terms," as he complained

to Guy Dickens, as to be nearly meaningless.^ He had planned to visit

Hanover on his way to Cleves, but now he would go by way of Bay-

reuth. If the English king had something concrete to offer, he could

return by way of Hanover or meet his Uncle George at Wesel.

After a short and strained visit with Wilhelmina, followed by the

frolic across the Rhine, the king arrived in Wesel in late August and

almost at once came to grips with the Herstal problem. He had already

advertised his grievances to foreign courts. The Herstalians

have not only committed several enormous outrages against the legiti-

mate authority of their seigneur and master, but have also maltreated

my officers of justice, imprisoned with no legitimate cause some of my
officers and soldiers, disregarded my ordinances, refused to pay what

they have always freely given formerly and what they should contribute

to their legitimate seigneur, overthrown the order and the police, and

finally raised in all ways, for more than two years, the standard of rebel-

lion. . . . I see myself obliged, although to my great regret, finally to

employ force, and to march a sufficient number of infantry and cavalry

to bring these rebellious people to reason.*

In early September the Prussian king gave the Bishop of Liege two

days to state whether he was still resolved to support his claimed sov-

ereignty over Herstal, and whether he intended to protect the seditious

subjects of this barony in their disorder. When that worthy failed to

reply. Major General von Borcke occupied Maaseyk with two thou-

sand troops. He moved in rapidly and expensively, demanding fifty

gold louis a day for troop maintenance, in addition to a "contribution"

* Frederick later published a formal statement of justification which emphasized that this was

not an affair of Empire but rather one "of Prince to Prince." The publication was variously

received. "That is strong language," one ambassador complained to Podewils; "that is the

language of Louis XIV." (Koser, Geschichte, Volume i.)
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of 20,000 thalers. The bishop screamed his head off, but neither France

nor Austria Ustened and the poor man was forced to negotiate. After

an occupation of several weeks, he bought Herstal for 200,000 thalers

instead of the 100,000 that Frederick William had earlier asked.

In the middle of the Herstal crisis Frederick came down with a severe

fever. Instead of proceeding to Brussels to meet Voltaire, he invited the

writer to the castle of Moyland, where he was being looked after by
Algarotti, Keyserling, and Maupertuis. Voltaire found him sweating

out a violent attack, "a small man in a dressing gown of coarse blue

cloth . . . sweating and shivering under a miserable blanket." Once
the fit passed, Frederick joined the company for supper and a discus-

sion of "the immortality of the soul, liberty, fate, the Androgynes of

Plato [Symposium], and other small topics of that nature." The visit

lasted for three days, with the talk more cultural than political. Vol-

taire read his new tragedy, Mahomet, to the group. The two principals

hit it off well. Voltaire described Frederick as extremely cultured and
amiable, "a philosopher without austerity, full of gentleness and con-

sideration, forgetting his rank when he is with friends. ... It needed

effort to remember that the man sitting at the foot of my bed was a

sovereign with an army of 100,000 men." Probably at Fleury's sugges-

tion, Voltaire hastened to express his support of Frederick's seizure of

Herstal. General Borcke, he said, had gone to Herstal to engage the

bishop in theological debate and had taken "two thousand good ar-

guments with him."^

Frederick used his fever as an excuse to call off the proposed meeting

with King George. Instead, he returned to Berlin by way of Wolfenbiittel,

where he presided over the betrothal of his brother William to his own
wife's sister. Princess Louise Emily.

Back at Rheinsberg, where physicians filled him with Pyrmont water

against the persistent fever, Frederick had good reason to be pleased

with his trip. He was being noticed and then some by European sov-

ereigns. His Anti-Macchiavel had appeared in September and its

"anonymous" author had fooled no one. Its controversial content raised

many a royal and ministerial eyebrow. Who was this new king? How
to explain his unprecedented foray into Strasbourg? How dare he

defy Emperor Charles and hold Herstal to ransom? Why did simple

fever prevent him from meeting with the King of England? What was
he up to?

On the debit side, force had accomplished more than diplomacy and
had brought an Imperial decree condemning Prussian action in Herstal

and ending any chance of agreement with the Vienna court. Although

a treaty of sorts was being worked out with the Russians, Frederick

seemed no nearer to forging a profitable alliance with either France or
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England, no nearer to securing vital guarantees of his claim to Juliers

and Berg.

But at this point Juliers and Berg suddenly became unimportant. In

late October Emperor Charles caught cold, ate too many mushrooms,
and became very ill. "A man of spirit is not affected by a small matter,"

he said— his last w^ords before he died. "This plate of mushrooms
changed the destiny of Europe," Voltaire wrote, and he was correct.

^5

Emperor charles vi died on October 20, 1740. Frederick said of

him that he "had been born with those qualities which make a good
citizen but not a great man."* Charles was fifty-six, the last male de-

scendant of five centuries of Habsburg rulers. The news reached

Rheinsberg five days later. Although ill, Frederick subordinated fever

to fervor to send couriers galloping: Field Marshal Count Kurt Chris-

toph von Schwerin and Count Heinrich von Podewils would report

immediately. The following day he wrote to Voltaire that the em-

peror's death "upsets all my pacific ideas and 1 believe that come June

it will be a matter of gunpowder, soldiers, and sieges rather than ac-

tresses, ballets, and theater. . . . The time has come for a total change

of the old political system."

His decision had already been made. Three years earlier he had writ-

ten to Grumbkow that the emperor's death "would bring vast upheav-

als with each kingdom grabbing what it could." Saxon and Bavarian

electors had been looking forward to it; so had King Louis of France.

In his last talks with Frederick, Frederick William had dwelt on the

political vistas it would open to Prussia. And now Frederick wrote to

Algarotti: "I shall not go to Berlin. A trifle such as the emperor's death

does not require great changes. Everything was foreseen, everything

arranged. Thus, it is a matter only of carrying out designs that I have

long had in mind."

He at once made these designs known to Schwerin and Podewils.

The matter of Juliers and Berg, he explained, was presently a dead end.

Not only would outright seizure be clearly illegal while the Elector

Palatine was still alive; it would infuriate Catholic electors, as well as

Holland, and would probably bring Austria into alliance with France.

Indeed, it might even precipitate a war against France, which Prussia

could ill afford. Prussian territorial claims, he went on, were not lim-

ited to the west, to the Rhine, East Frisia, and Mecklenburg. They em-
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braced parts of Silesia, claims traced to 1611 and, though steadfastly

denied by Vienna, never relinquished by Prussia. Far better now to let

the Vienna court worry about Bavarian and French ambitions in cen-

tral Germany while he struck in a different direction. Like his great-

grandfather the Great Elector, Frederick had long had his eye on Sile-

sia.

Here was something to fight for, a big country, some two hundred
miles long and from twenty to a hundred miles wide, with over fifteen

thousand square miles of rich farmlands, prosperous cloth manufac-

tures, untold mineral wealth. He had concerned himself nine years ear-

lier with its obstruction to Prussian trade. It had cropped up from time

to time in political discussions with the late king. Curiously, it had
come up only the previous month, when the Vienna court wished to

borrow money from Prussia. Frederick was willing to lend it, provided

that Vienna would pledge in return the part of Silesia adjacent to his

states. He now informed his startled auditors that he planned to seize

and occupy the entire province, a project, as he later wrote, that would
fulfill all of his political designs: "This would be a means of acquiring

a reputation, of increasing the power of the state, and of ending the

Berg litigation."

-

Although Frederick spoke eloquently of Prussia's "incontestable

claims" to large parts of Silesia, these claims were shaky enough, as he

later admitted. But his claims to Juliers and Berg were legally valid, and

the Austrian court was legally and morally wrong in contravening them.

He realized that seizure of Silesia would mean war with Austria. But

as he stressed to Schwerin and Podewils, the Vienna court would be

hard put to react effectively.

Maria Theresa, the late emperor's twenty-three-year-old daughter

who became Archduchess of Austria and Queen of Hungary and Bo-

hemia, now ruled in her father's place. Maria Theresa — spirited, am-
bitious, stubborn. Forceful even at eighteen, convinced she would rule;

"a princess of the highest spirit," reported the British envoy in Vienna,

Sir Thomas Robinson. "Her father's losses are her own. She admires

his virtues, but then she condemns his mismanagement, and is of a

temper so formed for rule and ambitious as to look upon him as little

more than her administrator." Deeply in love with her husband, almost

obsessed with sex, she also loved dancing and gambling. An accom-

plished pianist and vocalist, careless in dress, pious in the extreme,

boisterous on occasion, she had been poorly educated by Jesuit reli-

gious fanatics, and was almost totally ignorant of politics and govern-

ment; she was armed "with nothing but her character," as her recent

biographer, Edward Crankshaw, wrote, "her good nature, her reli-

gious faith, and the sense of the sacred nature of her imperial inheri-

tance."^

Politically, she was badly off balance. Despite the Pragmatic Sane-
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tion SO laboriously forged by her father, she almost had to beg recog-

nition from both major and minor powers. Like her father, she would
frantically cast about for new alliances, even with Prussia. The em-
peror's crown was forbidden to women, yet its possession was vital to

the House of Habsburg's interest and pride. The crown would have to

go to her consort and co-regent, Francis, Grand Duke of Lorraine. This

meant winning the votes of the German electors, the three ecclesiastical

and the five secular princes who would elect the new emperor, and of

whom Frederick and George II of England were the most important.

But other rulers lurked in the wings to claim either the Imperial crown
or Imperial lands— or both. Spain and Piedmont wanted Austrian

possessions in Italy. August III of Saxony and Poland desired territory

in Silesia and Bohemia as well as the crown. Elector Charles Albert of

Bavaria, who had refused to accept the Pragmatic Sanction, also wanted

the Imperial crown. Indeed, Old Dessauer even urged Frederick to

claim it.

The situation was as traditional as it was confused, the stuff of all

the wars of succession during the earlier centuries. To Frederick, the

main feature was Maria Theresa's temporary political paralysis. A fac-

tion of her court had realistically accepted the situation. Grand Duke
Francis had told Borcke that once the emperor died, Austria could de-

pend only on Prussia for support. Chancellor Sinzendorf was even re-

thinking the Berg question, Borcke added. Maria Theresa, Frederick

argued, could not call German princes to arms, because the emperor

was dead. In any event these minor rulers would be reluctant to sacri-

fice themselves for a crown too weak to support them effectively and

too arrogant and tightfisted to repay them for their efforts. Prussia

would be making war not against the Empire, but only against a mem-
ber of the Empire (as in the recent case of Herstal) and then only to

save the Empire and, with it, "the equilibrium of Europe and the liberty

of Germany."
Nor could Maria Theresa effectively call on allies, Frederick argued.

Spain was at war with England and was in no position to help Austria;

on the contrary, Spain would welcome her debasement and gain new
territories in Italy by it. France was quarreling with England in the

New World, and, with war seemingly inevitable, would hesitate to re-

spect her treaty with Austria. The Versailles court had accepted the

Pragmatic Sanction with tongue in cheek; Cardinal Fleury had recently

told Frederick's envoy. Colonel Camas, that Prussia was sufficiently

powerful to act unilaterally concerning legitimate territorial claims, that

such actions were justified. Given Fleury's secret diplomacy, his over-

tures to Cologne and Bavaria, and his troop concentrations near the

Spanish Netherlands, this implied that the Versailles court would wel-

come Habsburg humiliation and would secredy support Elector Charles
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Albert's claim to the Imperial crown, a situation that could easily lead

to war against Austria.

If by some mischance France intervened against Prussia, Frederick

could ally with England. England would not rush to Austria's aid. She

already had her hands full with the Spanish war and the French threat

and had recently proposed a new and favorable alliance with Prussia.

She would be hard put to send an army to help Austria, particularly

since such a move would expose Hanover to attack by Prussia and

France. If, however, England proved awkward, Frederick could count

on France. Holland had all it could do to meet treaty commitments to

England; it also held large mortgages in Silesia and would probably be

relieved to have Prussia guarantee them. Russia and Prussia had been

negotiating a new alliance when the emperor died, but Russia in any

event could not rush into action on Vienna's behalf; if she acted at all

she would be threatened on one side by Sweden, on the other by the

Ottoman Porte.

Maria Theresa was thus temporarily on her own. She lacked admin-

istrative, political, and military experience. Many people despised her

husband. Grand Duke Francis. Numerous Viennese, provincial nobles,

and peasants made no secret of their preference to be ruled by Elector

Charles Albert of Bavaria. Her realm was in a condition close to crisis.

Her ministers were all old men, timid, confused, and frightened, fit

only to be embalmed, imagining, as the English envoy reported, the

Turks in Hungary, Hungary in rebellion, the Saxons in Bohemia, the

Bavarians before the gates of Vienna, and France responsible for it all.

Dissent ruled, bankruptcy hovered. The royal treasury, which sup-

ported no fewer than forty thousand bureaucrats, contained a mere

100,000 florins. Royal revenues were mortgaged for years ahead. The
army was shattered from its recent disastrous war with Turkey, which,

in addition to draining the treasury, had cost nearly all the Balkan

territories won by Prince Eugene in 171 8. Generals Count von Seck-

endorff, Count Wilhelm Reinhard von Neipperg, and Count Franz

Wenzel Wallis were still in jail, their reward for respective failures against

the Turks. Silesia's common border with Brandenburg was unde-

fended. No more than three thousand troops occupied the entire prov-

ince, and most of these were stationed in small city-fortresses like Glo-

gau and Neisse. There was no provincial force of importance. The various

estates were frequently at loggerheads with Vienna and with each other.

The Catholic province contained a strong, dissident Protestant popu-

lation that presumably would welcome Prussian rule. The Prussian army
was superior to the armies of its neighbors; it could march immedi-

ately. The seizure of Silesia would prevent Saxony from exercising its

claims by force. The overall political situation favored the move. Fi-

nally, the Austrian court would never expect a winter invasion: the
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harvest had been poor throughout Europe, so the horses lacked fodder.

Besides, gentlemen did not fight in winter.

The king and his two confidants discussed the pros and cons of Fred-

erick's plan for four days. Schwerin and Podewils then retired to pre-

pare a formal paper of their views "according to our feeble abilities."

They did not agree with the king that Prussian forces must occupy

Silesia in order to negotiate from strength of physical possession, but

they did agree that he must act at once if Saxony showed signs of mov-
ing into the province. How to make the aggression possible was the

real issue. As finally presented by Podewils, there were two political

courses of action. The first was to offer Prussian support to the Vienna

court, which would pay for it by ceding Silesia to Prussia: Frederick

would guarantee all possessions; he would support the nomination of

Grand Duke Francis for the Imperial crown; he would cede to Austria

his rights to Juliets and Berg; and he would do everything possible to

ensure future political stability by a treaty between Prussia, Austria,

Russia, and the maritime powers. Should the Vienna court refuse this

proposal, then Prussia must support Bavarian and Saxon territorial claims

on Austria, and in return Bavarian and Saxon electors would guarantee

him possession of Silesia in a formal treaty of partition to be guaran-

teed by France. France would be brought around by Prussia's sup-

port of the Bavarian elector's claim to the Imperial crown and by its

ceding claims to Juliets and Berg to France for transfer either to the

House of Palatine or to Bavaria. Frederick would hold Russia in check,

if necessary, by treaties with Sweden, Denmark, and the Ottoman
Porte.

Podewils and Schwerin favored the first course of action, because if

it worked, it would re-establish the traditional balance of power, in

which Austria stood as the bulwark against French domination of Eu-

rope. The second course, though feasible and perhaps necessary, might

start a dangerous game of power politics that could end in great in-

convenience and reversals of fortune to Prussia.

After further discussion, Frederick agreed to try the first plan and

soon explained, ingeniously, to the skeptical English, Dutch, French,

and Russian courts that it was for everybody's good, that Austria's

salvation was vital "to conserve the peace of Germany, the system of

the Empire, and the true welfare of the Germanic body." He personally

held little hope for success, considering the overwhelming arrogance of

the Vienna court. Francis had recently written to him asking for his

friendship and support in these difficult times. Frederick, who knew
and liked Francis, now promised Prussian support in a war that seemed

imminent, but with a somewhat cryptic suggestion that he would have
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to be rewarded for the risk involved. Schwerin and Podew^ils returned

to Berlin to set the machinery in motion.

Podewils was rapidly coming into his own. A civil servant since 1720,

in the ministry of foreign affairs, he had increasingly earned King Fred-

erick William's favor— even after his father-in-law, Grumbkow, had

lost it— to the extent that the king had called him to his deathbed to

witness his final instructions to the crown prince. Contrary to bio-

graphical legend, Podewils thenceforth began playing an important,

even vital role in foreign affairs, though he frequently served as a whip-

ping boy when Frederick was in a volatile mood. In the present impor-

tant juncture, he continued to present to his monarch the potentially

awkward results of such naked aggression. War is a nasty business, he

warned; see what it had cost the Kings of Sweden and France. Prussia

was neither as strong nor as united as these kingdoms had been. Her

scattered dominions lay open to invasion; she had no allies. Also con-

trary to biographical legend, Frederick listened willingly enough and

even encouraged the civil minister to play devil's advocate. But like

Caesar the Prussian king could say:

I could be well mov'd if I were as you;

If I could pray to move, prayers would move me;

But I am constant as the northern star,

Of whose true-fix'd and resting quality

There is no fellow in the firmament.''

He patiently answered objection after objection. To delay, he argued,

would allow Saxony and Bavaria to act before him; he would gain

allies— either France or England; his army was combat ready. Finally:

"I give you a problem to solve. When one has the advantage, shouldn't

one exploit it? I am ready with my troops and everything else. If I do

not use them, then I possess what I do not know how to use. But if I

do use them, they will say that I am competent to use the superiority

that I have over my neighbors."

26

Events continued to favor Frederick's arguments for an invasion of

Silesia. The Elector of Bavaria, Charles Albert, made it clear that he

was going to pursue ancient claims to the Imperial crown and to Aus-

trian territories, ambitions secretly encouraged by Frederick. The En-

glish court continued to press for an alliance with Prussia. Reports

from Vienna spoke of general confusion and fear among court coun-

cilors and a strong anti-Habsburg feeling. A courier from Saint Peters-
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burg brought news of Czarina Anna's death. For a time it seemed as if

a palace revolution would remove the "German party" that had sur-

rounded her. All was confusion. The crown had gone to her niece's

two-month-old son, who became Czar Ivan VI. Only with difficulty

did her lover, the Duke of Kurland, make himself regent. But a few

weeks later Marshal Miinnich overthrew the duke and installed the

Princess of Brunswick, mother of Ivan VI, as regent, with himself as

strongman. This pleased King Frederick. His own Major Hans Karl

von Winterfeldt was Miinnich's son-in-law. Winterfeldt, armed with

generous bribes, now left for Moscow, in the hope of persuading the

Russian court to join Prussia in a defensive alliance.

Frederick was keeping a low profile at Rheinsberg, his genuine ex-

cuse being persistent fever. He was as isolated there as if he were on
the moon, at times ebullient, at times pensive, at times sad, as when he

learned of Suhm's untimely death. Most foreign envoys were not al-

lowed near the place. To Cardinal Fleury's persistent questions of what
the young king was up to, first Valory and then the special envoy,

Marquis Louis Charles Anton de Beauveau,* could give little informa-

tion. "The king works from eight to ten hours a day with Podewils and

Schwerin," Valory reported. "They dine together and see no one."^ In

desperation Fleury hit on the foolhardy expedient of recruiting Voltaire

as a spy and sending him to Rheinsberg, where he had so often been

invited.

Voltaire arrived in late November to find about as pacific a scene as

one could imagine. The queen was present; so were Wilhelmina and

her family, along with the king's cronies. Judging from the usual round

of dinners, plays, musicales, and solo flute performances by the king,

he might again have been the carefree crown prince of Ruppin days,

remote from problems of state, immersed only in books, culture, and

quiet society.

Except that he spent most of his time in his private apartments.

Except that he already had convinced an envoy from the Elector of

Mainz that he was "the most zealous [German] patriot with the best

intentions in the world," providing Austria chose to ally with Prussia.-^

Except that he already had written to Podewils that he would soon

begin the "boldest, greatest, and most unexpected enterprise ever un-

dertaken by a prince of this House."

* Beauveau had brought King Louis's condolences to Frederick on the death of his father.

Two years older than Frederick, he had been commissioned in 1725 and had served in several

campaigns. A brigadier at the time of his mission, he went on to play an active role in the

First and Second Silesian Wars. He was mortally wounded at the siege of Ypres in 1744.

When his men tried to help him, he said, "Go do your duty, my lads, I am doing mine." In

December 1740, the Danish envoy reported that Beauveau was annoyed at the way he had

been treated but when finally invited to a royal reception he, like others before him, found

King Frederick to be irresistible once he set out to charm someone.
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Except that old Chancellor Johann Peter von Ludewig had been

summoned to Berlin, where he was secretly twisting history to justify a

rape of Silesia.

Except that Prussian envoys in foreign courts were opening diplo-

matic offensives to pave the way for the Prussian move. Bribery and

deceit were the watchwords: "Be active and vigilant; have the eyes of

a lynx."

Except that for several weeks royal orders had caused unit com-

manders to buy horses and supplies while scurrying to prepare regi-

ments and companies for a march falsely ordered to Hallenstadt.

Except that outside Berlin, near the Silesian border, supply officers

were setting up bake ovens and filling enormous magazines with food

and fodder to support a march into Silesia.

Except that foreign envoys in Berlin were reporting intense military

activities and frantically speculating as to their purpose. "We wish that

this young prince's great reading," Guy Dickens nervously reported in

secret code, "and in particular RoUin's Ancient History, which is his

favorite study, may not have filled his head with notions of imitating a

Cyrus or an Alexander."^

Except that Frederick's envoy in Vienna, von Borcke, had presented

to Grand Duke Francis his master's offer of alliance and protection in

return for Silesia, a thinly disguised ultimatum accompanied by Borcke's

demand for prompt action "sans detour et sans finesse."

Except that while the court ate, drank, and played, Frederick worked

on a dispatch that would notify King George of his move, his defense

of a crime about to be committed: "My only goal is the true good and

conservation of the House of Austria. . . . The expedition that I am
about to undertake is lively enough, but it is the sole means of saving

Germany from destruction by the new engagements that the court of

Vienna is ready to enter into with France."

Voltaire's coincidental presence at Rheinsberg neither fooled nor alarmed

Frederick. "Voltaire has arrived," he wrote to Algarotti, "all tinseled

with new beauties and much more sociable than at Cleves. He is in

excellent humor, complaining less than usual of illness." Voltaire had

some explaining to do. Frederick had recently written to him that he

was very displeased with the first two editions of L'Anti-Macchiavel,

which Voltaire had too freely edited. Voltaire, for example, had deleted

an interesting passage about the Platonic tradition that emphasized the

gulf between philosophical idealism and political reality. Frederick had

illustrated this by saying that a philosopher makes an imaginary map
of a country, but a traveler, guided by "analogy and working from

experience," finds a much different country. "* The king planted a story

in the gazettes that the "anonymous" author disavowed either work.
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Voltaire's humor dissipated even more when his political questions were

treated with amused contempt. Frederick found his guest too bump-
tious and expensive. "The king does not like [Voltaire's] free and easy

ways," Valory reported to Versailles. "He has changed his tone too

quickly from that of adoration to one that is scarcely respectful."^

Frederick, who paid him three thousand thalers for a six-day visit, wrote

to Charles Jordan: "That is paying dear for a jester; never had a court

fool such wages before." Voltaire treated the king in kind, angrily call-

ing him "the respectable, singular, and amiable whore" in a letter to

Maupertuis.^

Voltaire's verbose reports only further confused the French court. It

was his opinion (gained from Valory in Berlin) that Frederick and Grand

Duke Francis in Vienna had agreed on plans hostile to France. As for

the military preparations in Berlin, he found it surprising that le hi des

lisieres — "the border king," as he contemptuously designated Fred-

erick— should suppose himself capable of acting alone, in view of his

limited resources. Yet he also told Valory of a confidential letter that

Algarotti had received from the king, written as if "the demon of war
were gripping him."

Frederick arrived in bustling Berlin in early December. The towns-

folk by now knew something important was stirring, and they enthu-

siastically greeted their monarch. "The crowds were most unusual,"

reported one paper, "as if no one ever had the fortune to see Your
Majesty."^

Troops were everywhere, the splendidly accoutered regiments lining

the beautiful Unter den Linden, an impressive artillery train with six-

teen hundred horses making up in front of the arsenal, large boats on

the Spree being loaded with corn, hay, rations, heavy artillery.

The new envoy from Vienna, Marquis Anton Otto Botta d'Adorno,

was appalled by the scene; he reported that "the city looked like a

camp on the point of breaking up."^ The "shrewd and discerning"

Botta, in Frederick's later words, had brought proposals from Maria

Theresa, but since they offered no territory, the king turned a deaf ear.

Having correctly divined Frederick's intentions, Botta remarked that

on his journey to Berlin he had found Silesian roads so muddy as to be

nearly impassable. Frederick replied that those who wished could make
the journey even if they might arrive dirty.

Frederick immediately ordered Borcke to offer large bribes to two

Austrian officials— 200,000 thalers to the corrupt Sinzendorf, 100,000

to the secretary to Grand Duke Francis — to persuade their court to

accept his proposals, and a day later he ordered the marshal of his

court and former ambassador to Austria, Count Gustav Adolf von

Gotter, to depart at once for Vienna to take over the critical negotia-

tions.
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In a final audience he informed Botta what Gotter was to offer. "You
will ruin the House of Austria, sire," the envoy responded, "and hurt

yourself at the same time." "The queen has only to accept the offers

that are being made," Frederick told him.^

Frederick had already told the British envoy, Guy Dickens, that he

had no intention of supporting the Pragmatic Sanction, and he implied

that he would invade not only Silesia but Bohemia as well if it was
necessary for "the publick good." "If the King your Master disap-

proves my Views, and enters into any Measures to prevent my taking

whatever suits my Convenience, I am ready to go to War with him, as

well as with the House of Austria." ^^

He called Valory to audience, praised Fleury — "a great man" en-

dowed with "many remarkable qualities" — and suggested that he would
ally with France if Versailles wished to seize the Imperial crown and
give it to the Bavarian elector. ^^ He ordered Joachim Wilhelm von
Klinggraeffen, envoy to the Bavarian court, secretly and discreetly to

encourage Elector Charles Albert "to pursue vigorously his claim to

the Austrian succession and to commence raising an army." He or-

dered Count Truchsess, envoy to the British court then residing in Han-
over, to explain Austrian perfidy and justify Prussian claims to Silesia.

If Uncle George agreed, Frederick would support Hanoverian claims

elsewhere. He ordered Count Karl Wilhelm Finck von Finckenstein,

son of Frederick's old tutor and envoy to Saxony, to assess the situa-

tion and if necessary to buy information and assistance from Father

Guarini, the powerful spiritual adviser to the Polish king.

General suspense continued for another week. Although Frederick

struck most observers as singularly at ease, he faced certain pressure

from such critics as Old Dessauer, who was miffed at not having been

consulted or invited to join the expedition, the more so since his hated

rival, Field Marshal von Schwerin, was to command one of the corps.

Frederick replied politely that he had plans to use him, but he could

not march with the king: "I reserve this campaign to myself alone so

that the world will not believe that the King of Prussia marches to war
with a tutor." To counter Old Dessauer's disruptive pessimism and

fears, which he broadcast to the officer corps, Frederick told some de-

parting officers: "I am undertaking a war, gentlemen, in which I have

no other ally than your courage and good will. . . . Remember always

the immortal glory that your ancestors won at Varsovie and Fehrbellin.

Your fate is in your hands. Sterling deeds will bring promotions and
rewards. . . . Farewell. I shall soon follow you to our rendezvous with

glory." 12

On December 13, 1740, foreign envoys received formal notification

of Frederick's intentions to seize Silesia. That night the king appeared

at a court ball, appropriately a masquerade. At midnight he strolled to
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a carriage, bade family, officials, and envoys goodbye, and with an
escort of five hundred cavalry w^as driven to Frankfurt-on-Oder and on
to headquarters at Crossen.

Here Field Marshal Schwerin had assembled the army, some twenty-

eight thousand troops, of whom about eight thousand were cavalry,

and a small artillery train of twenty 3 -pounders, four 12-pounders,

four howitzers, and six large mortars. A reserve force of twelve thou-

sand would march from Berlin in two days. In the interim Frederick

inspected battalions and squadrons and held impromptu court. Among
the visitors were two Silesian noblemen, who, on orders from Breslau,

the capital of Silesia, delivered a protest against Prussian invasion, a

halfhearted gesture, seeing that ea-ch emissary invited the king to his

castle should the march come nearby.

The Prussian army marched early on December 16 and soon crossed

the undefended border into Silesia. In camp that night at Schweidnitz,

Frederick wrote to Count Podewils: "I have crossed the Rubicon with

flags flying and drums beating. My troops are very willing, the officers

ambitious, our generals starved for glory; all will go according to our

wishes, and I have reason to anticipate all possible good from this en-

terprise,"

^7

Silesian peasants had never seen anything like it. First came Prus-

sian hussars, riding mounts far too large and awkward. The eyes of the

army— in theory, trained, tough horsemen— they were little more

than inexperienced farmhands gaudily dressed in shell jackets, leather

trousers, and boots, their heads covered with elaborately embroidered

wolfskin busbys, their profession proclaimed by open fur-lined pel-

isses, short carbines, and wicked sabers with curved blades three and a

half feet long.

They were supposed to learn what lay ahead, what villages, farms,

enemy, terrain, roads, bridges. The point rode in single file, three men
only followed by a platoon — honey for lurking enemy bear. An ad-

vance guard of several hundred followed the point, and behind that the

main body of squadrons, which fanned out parties to probe suspicious

copses and heights, prowl through farms and villages, question people,

learn the best march routes, test bridges, plumb streams and rivers, and

choose suitable cantonments for the night, the weather being too cold

for tent camps.
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An advance guard of infantry marched a thousand yards to their

rear. The army followed several miles behind. Infantry claimed the

roads— companies, battalions, and regiments marching in long col-

umns, self-sufficient units with their own baggage and supply wagons
and a small 3- and 6-pounder artillery train. The troops wore garrison

clothing— coarse linen shirts, waistcoats of various colors (depending

on the regiment), coarse wool breeches, short coats of Prussian blue,

wool stockings dipped in tallow, which stank to high heaven, square-

toed black leather shoes, and buttoned gaiters of white ticking. Each
musketeer wore a three-cornered cloth hat; each grenadier the famous
miter, a high peaked hat with brass front. A bayonet and sword hung
in scabbards from a white leather belt. White leather bandoliers held

tin canteens, linen bread bags, and cartridge pouches for the heavy
flintlocks, with their awkward three-and-a-half-foot barrels and heavy
iron ramrods. Extra clothes, bandages, cleaning gear for muskets, and
odds and ends filled leather knapsacks to which tent pegs were tied—
altogether some sixty pounds of gear per man.
Noncommissioned officers dressed similarly to the men but as a sign

of authority wore gloves, a distinctive sword knot, and braided, cocked
hat. Each carried a stick and a Kurzgewehr, or pike, that was used in a

variety of disciplinary ways, usually brutal. A company counted four-

teen NCOs, who ranged in rank from sergeant major to lance corporal.

Officers rode splendidly accoutered horses. Under long dark blue

coats, the skirts pulled up and fastened behind them, they wore elabo-

rately embroidered waistcoats and trousers tucked into knee-length boots

and thick sashes embossed with silver thread. Their hats were also three-

cornered but larger and stitched expensively with gold and silver thread.

They wore no rank insignia as such, but their coats were adorned var-

iously with finely worked gold thread, the famous Brandenbourgs, which
resembled lightning flashes. Lapels and cuffs of variously colored velvet

identified individual regiments, as did richly ornamented and securely

guarded regimental standards carried by young ensigns. Officers also

sported a protective gorget of silver, and those who had fought in the

War of the Spanish Succession were allowed a sprig of oak leaves on
their caps. Field marshals and generals were given coaches pulled by
six horses; colonels and lieutenant colonels, coaches pulled by two horses.

Senior officers were authorized to have from six to two supply wagons
and an ample number of packhorse and riding horses; a captain could

have one supply wagon and two riding horses; a lieutenant one pack-

horse and one riding horse.

Tucked between the long regimental columns were artillery and bag-

gage trains, which consisted of hundreds of horses pulling the "battery

pieces," immensely heavy bronze guns and their ancillary ammunition,
powder and supply wagons (not to mention pontoons, entrenching tools,
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and extra ammunition for the infantry). Artillery consisted of 3-, 6-,

1 2-, and 24-pounder cannon (the designation based on the weight of

the ball fired), i8-pounder howitzers, 10-, 25-, and 50-pounder mor-
tars. The heavy, ornately tooled pieces rode on gaudy flat carriages of

Prussian blue wood and black iron topped off by gray accessories, such

as elevation wedges, ramrods, and cleaning sponges. Gun carriages and
munition carts, each pulled by three to eight horses, carried a variety

of ammunition. Iron and stone roundshot or cannonballs were the most

widely used, the round iron balls doubling as fireballs when heated red-

hot in brick kilns. The army carried two types of caseshot. One was
grapeshot; it consisted of iron or lead balls spaced around a wooden
spindle held by a cotton bag that the powder burned away, scattering

the half-ounce lead balls into enemy ranks. A 3 -pounder scattered fifty

balls; a 24-pounder, three hundred balls. The other type was the more
primitive canister shot, a metal can full of balls or simply scrap metal

that burst to scatter the shrapnel. Mortars fired bombs, grenades, fire-

balls, and illumination shells. Bombs and grenades were hollow iron

projectiles filled with explosive and fitted with a fuse. The illumination

ball was an unsatisfactory affair consisting of a round linen sack hold-

ing the illuminating material along with several grenades and balls; it

was supposed to burn on the ground and the exploding ammunition

was supposed to keep the enemy from extinguishing it.

The carriages and wagons also carried barrels of powder, manufac-

tured in the Jungfernheide mill after the Dutch fashion. A great deal of

the black powder was required, the load varying from one fourth, one

third, to one half of the ball weight, and this, taken with musket fire,

explains the black acrid cloud that inevitably covered a battlefield. Most
cannon were fired by cartridges filled with loose powder and ignited

through a touchhole by a slow match (a piece of cord that burned like

punk).

Cavalry squadrons flanked both forward units and the trains. These

were cuirassiers, or heavy cavalry, who wore elegantly burnished iron

breastplates and rode large and powerful horses. They were comple-

mented by dragoons, or mounted infantry trained to fight on horse or

foot. A rearguard formed of infantry and cavalry units followed the

army, its primary purpose being to intercept stragglers and deserters;

special units of provos, or bailiffs, probably the most hated men in the

army (next to NCOs and officers), backed up the rearguard.

Quartering and feeding the army, including several thousand horses,

posed immense problems. In decent weather heavy canvas tents were

carried on supply wagons, but in cold weather tents were left in depots

and the troops summarily quartered in houses and barns of luckless

villages that got in the way of war; when houses and barns were lack-

ing, the troops quartered in the field, their cloaks serving as blankets.
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Horses were fed hay and oats carried in wagons and supplemented by

local forage where possible. The staple troop ration seemed simple

enough: two pounds of bread per day, free in wartime. In reality it

called for quite a complex organization. When possible each man car-

ried a three-to-six-day bread ration, and company bread wagons car-

ried rations for another six days. They were supplemented by commis-

sariat wagons, each carrying enough flour to keep a company in bread

for ten days. A field bakery column carried portable bakeries, field ovens

of wrought iron and brick that turned out about a thousand six-pound

loaves every twenty-four hours.

Flesh supplemented the basic ration — two pounds of beef a week
when possible, also free in wartime. Columns often included large herds

of cattle. Beef, pork, chicken, and eggs were bought locally or perhaps

more often stolen. Farmers brought vegetables and eggs directly into

camp, where soldiers, wives and camp followers often presided over

communal cookfires. Sutlers, semiofficial men and women, rode their

own carts, which carried brandy, beer, tobacco, and more sophisti-

cated foodstuffs. In camp they set up large canteen tents; these served

as combination bars and stores and were closed promptly at eight p.m.,

when drummers beat tattoo to send the men to quarters.

The system of supply was organized on the French basis, with an

intendant and four assistants reponsible for it. A commissariat traveled

with each army and perforce held extensive local authority, which in-

variably gave rise to corruption and concomitant inefficiency, further

heightened by the need to recruit civilian teamsters, normally peasants

who were wont to run off during battle, and to hire or requisition local

transport.

Supply columns also included a medical section of regimental sur-

geons who had graduated from the College of Medical Surgeons in

Berlin. Company surgeons were little more than semiskilled men, usu-

ally barbers, able to give rudimentary first aid; they were hired and

fired by regimental surgeons. The field surgery was carried in nine large

hospital wagons supplemented by twelve supply wagons. In action these

were formed into a Wagenburg dressing station (which a century later

would become familiar in the American West) to receive wagons of

wounded from field dressing stations. The state of the art was very

primitive. One of the major medical practices was bleeding a soldier

twice a year; he was also bled when ill or wounded. Regimental sur-

geons were nearly autonomous in the army, paying for their medicines,

hospitals, and company barber-surgeons out of special allowances, part

of which too often went into their own pockets.

Such an army would have caused congestion even if it traveled on

good and plentiful roads. There weren't many roads, however, and

most of them were unimproved, so special squads of Zimmerleute, or
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carpenters, sometimes aided by engineers and pioneers, accompanied

the advance guard to repair the worst sections and the bridges. Bottle-

necks were frequent and a corps depth of twenty-five miles was not

unusual, although the accordion operation could reduce it to fifteen

and even ten miles.

Corps I, commanded by King Frederick, marched southeast on fortress

Glogau, its left flank hugging the banks of the River Oder. Some miles

to the south Corps II, commanded by Field Marshal Schwerin, marched

on fortress Liegnitz, its right flank nudging the Bober River.

The columns moved swiftly and efficiently. By nightfall of the first

day, a Friday, vanguard units were cantoned twenty-five miles inside

the province. They marched again on Saturday, rested on Sunday,

marched on Monday. Despite heavy rains and poor roads, the units

continued to make good time. This was Lower Silesia, a gentle rich

land of undulating fields, forests, and lakes, terrain contested by no

enemy. As squadrons and companies passed through villages and towns,

special details nailed printed copies of a royal proclamation on church

and town hall doors. This Patent, of which a thousand copies had been

secretly printed a month earlier, explained that Frederick had found it

necessary to invade Silesia in order to prevent its being seized by a third

power (Saxony), which would in turn threaten Prussian borders, as

well as "for other cogent and important reasons." ^ I come not to con-

quer but to protect— so ran the gist of Frederick's cunning psycholog-

ical message. There was something to it. Officers who tolerated ill

treatment of civilians or theft or destruction of private property would

be dishonorably discharged; soldiers would be flogged. Commanding
officers were to pay village landlords and farmers for troop billets and

local produce, and these orders in general seem to have been obeyed.

The predominantly Protestant population accepted and even welcomed

the newcomers. Local officials amicably discussed supply needs and

helpfully advised on routes.

The king had every reason to be pleased, as he wrote to Prince Wil-

liam on the third day of the march. He had visited neighboring regi-

ments to talk with the men and reward outstanding companies with a

cash douceur of fifteen thalers, an effective leadership device he would

use time and again. The soldiers were receiving sufficient rations and

were in good spirits, despite the rain and muddy roads. Discipline on

the march and in camp was excellent. Resistance was nil. He expected

to seize fortress Glogau without difficulty.

Less than a week after crossing the Silesian border. Corps I was camped

at Herrndorf, a few miles northwest of Glogau, and Corps II was clos-

ing on Liegnitz. A week after he had marched, Frederick wrote to Vol-

taire:
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I am too tired to respond to your charming verses and too frozen to

savor them properly, but this will pass. . . . We march from seven to

four. Then I eat and work, receiving tiresome deputations; then comes
boring business. These are men difficult to reform, men too hotheaded
to restrain, lazy men to urge on, forever impatient men to calm, rapa-

cious men to hold in check, garrulous men to listen to, silent men to

entertain; then I must drink with those who are thirsty, eat with those

who are hungry; I must be a Jew with Jews, pagan with pagans. Such
are my occupations, which I would gladly give to another person if it

were not that I aspire to glory.

He sent orders to Hereditary Prince Leopold, Dessauer's eldest son,

to bring up the reserve for the blockade of fortress Glogau. Meanwhile
he surrounded Glogau and continued to receive official deputations

and answer mail sent on by Podewils from Berlin.

Frederick and his advisers had been partially correct in regarding the

confusion that reigned in the Vienna court as an asset for Prussian

strategy, and they were also correct about the weakened state of the

Austrian army and the empty treasury. "Who would believe that no
regulations existed for my troops?" Maria Theresa later wrote. "Each
[regiment] had its own way of marching and maneuvering. . . . Some
men fired fast, some at long intervals, and commands were expressed

by different words in each unit. ... In short, the conditions discov-

ered were beyond description."^ The first alert to the pending Prussian

invasion had reached Vienna in early December to fall "like a thunder-

bolt from a cloudless sky," in Ranke's words. Maria Theresa later wrote
that she found herself "all at once without money, without troops, and
without advice."^ As reports confirmed the catastrophic news, divided

councilors hotly argued courses of action, and perhaps if the conserva-

tive faction headed by Grand Duke Francis and the Bohemian Chan-
cellor, Count Philipp Kinsky, had won the day, some sort of compro-
mise would have resulted.

But they did not prevail.

Despite the immense confusion caused by the emperor's death, Maria
Theresa acted with the same energy shown a few months earlier by
Frederick. "The queen gains the hearts of everybody," the British am-
bassador, Thomas Robinson, reported from Vienna; "she shows an
uncommon quietness in talking, a like judgment in digesting, and a no
less resolution in supporting the weightiest affairs of state." "^ She slashed

court expenses, ordered army reforms, released imprisoned generals,

sent Field Marshal Count Johann Palffy to Hungary to win support of

landowning nobles, appointed her husband as co-regent and member
of the Secret Council. While doddering ministers wrung gnarled hands
in impotent despair, the young queen turned from necessity more than
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choice to Johann Bartenstein, a relatively junior official. He had served

the emperor as confidential secretary and was in part responsible for

the Pragmatic Sanction and for Austrian rapprochement with France

following the War of the Polish Succession. "An Alsatian from a hum-

ble family," Frederick later sniffed, "but hard-working."^ A Catholic

convert, the secretary of the Secret Council was fifty years old, "rude,

arrogant, overbearing, clever, but blinded by prejudice."^ Nonetheless

he was the only strong adviser she had— and he loved France as much
as he loathed Prussia and King Frederick.

Bartenstein refused to share the general despair. He argued forcefully

that the situation was not as perilous as some believed it to be. Peasant

unrest was superficial and would soon quiet; the estates would quickly

enough pledge fealty to the new queen; most important, France had

accepted the terms of the Pragmatic Sanction and would never support

the claims of the Bavarian elector to Austrian territory or to the Impe-

rial crown. Maria Theresa accepted his argument that Prussia, not

France, was the real enemy, and the rest of her ministers, some grudg-

ingly, agreed.

The court having resolved to meet force with force, the queen or-

dered her military commander in Silesia to defend the province to the

best of his ability. Considering the circumstances, it was a brave deci-

sion. Lieutenant General Count Maximilian Ulysses von Browne, a tall

and forceful thirty-five-year-old Irish Jacobite and skilled veteran of

Italian and Turkish campaigns, had arrived in Silesia only in early De-

cember. His total command amounted to about six thousand troops,

of whom four thousand were tied to the fortresses at Glogau, Ohlau,

Brieg, Neisse, and Glatz. This left about two thousand men to defend

a province of over fifteen thousand square miles— just over twice the

size of New Jersey— against a Prussian force reportedly twenty-five

thousand strong. His early reports to Grand Duke Francis, written when
Prussian intentions had become crystal clear, understandably stressed

the need for immediate reinforcements; until help arrived he could fight

only a delaying action. In mid-December he learned that he could ex-

pect no more than a few dragoon companies and one infantry battal-

ion; additional units would not be available for several months. Mean-
while he was to defend Silesia to the best of his ability, using his own
judgment at all times.

Browne had planned to hold the capital, Breslau, an open or neutral

city that was, in his opinion, the key to the entire province. Abandon-

ing this plan when the magistrates refused to allow Austrian troops in

the city, he ordered the fortress commanders at Glogau and Brieg to

hold out as long as possible while he fell back behind fortress Neisse

to wait for reinforcements.^
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The day after Frederick invaded Silesia his envoy in Vienna, von Borcke,

dehvered the ambitious five-point Prussian proposal. Frederick offered

to guarantee Maria Theresa the accession and all of her German terri-

tories, and he would ally with Russia, England, and Holland for this

purpose; he would vote for Grand Duke Francis as next emperor and
would persuade other electors to do the same; he would cede his claims

to Juliers and Berg to the Habsburgs; and he would pay the hard-pressed

queen an indemnity of two million gulden. In return for effort and risk

involved, the Austrian court was to cede all of Silesia to him.

Queen Maria Theresa, heavy with child, refused to see Borcke but

waited behind a door to ensure that Francis forcefully rejected the

Prussian demands. The queen, Borcke was haughtily told, would see

the Turks before Vienna and would grant the territorial demands of

Bavaria and Saxony rather than give Silesia to Prussia, King Frederick,

Francis went on, would be very wise to remove his troops at once. The
Austrian treaty with France concerning Juliers and Berg would termi-

nate in less than two weeks, and the Prussian court would find the

Austrian court amenable to a new and favorable agreement concerning

these Rhenish provinces.

Count Gotter, Frederick's special emissary, arrived that evening, Gotter

was liked in Vienna, where he had been the Prussian ambassador, but

Maria Theresa refused to see him. Instead, Francis received him the

next day. "I found the prince highly excited, simultaneously filled with

pain, resentment, and anger that he had been deceived in his certain

trust [of Frederick]," Gotter reported.^ Francis turned a deaf ear to his

reasoned arguments, and when Gotter asked whether the court wished

him to remain in Vienna, Francis bade him "a good journey; he could

leave when he desired." Gotter further reported a hostile political cli-

mate. The British envoy told him that Frederick's invasion of Silesia

would cause him to be politically excommunicated from the commu-
nity of all rulers; other ambassadors spoke of the "indefensible seizure

of Silesia." Robinson begged him to persuade the Prussian king to

withdraw his troops; otherwise, Austria would be thrown into the arms

of France, completely upsetting the balance of European power and

bringing on a general war. The Vienna court, Gotter reported, was

receiving exact intelligence from Saxony on Frederick's movements and

would fight: "Here the alarm is sounded, the cry of 'Fire' rings out, all

allies are summoned, immediate help is expected, within a few months

one hopes to raise a mighty army in order to repel force with force."

Borcke joined Gotter in imploring the Prussian king to remove his army

from Silesia,

Borcke's report of the earlier audience had reached Frederick on De-

cember 20. He was not surprised, as he told Borcke; he had foreseen

that the Vienna court would be "but slightly edified" by his move. He
expected Gotter's subsequent diplomacy to improve matters.
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Cotter's pessimistic report reached him six days later at Herrndorf,

near Glogau. Prince Leopold was on his way with a blockading force,

Frederick was ready to march on Breslau, Schwerin would follow,

Browne had fallen back on fortress Neisse, and Frederick was not in

the least alarmed by the news from Vienna (although surprised that his

propositions had been received with "so much acerbity and harsh-

ness"). It did not appear that the Vienna court would come around, he

wrote to Gotter, but Cotter was to keep at the task and inform that

court that whereas Frederick had demanded the entire province, he

would now use moderation "and be content with a good part of it." In

his own hand he added, "If despite my good intentions the duke wishes

to ruin himself, then let him ruin himself."

Cotter and Borcke found Francis more inclined to reason in their

next audience. If the Prussian king would say how much of Silesia he

wanted, perhaps they could come to terms. The duke agreed with Cot-

ter that some sort of long-term "mortgage" might be worked out, a

plan favored by elder ministers and by Field Marshal von Neipperg,

who dreaded the thought of a campaign in Silesia. Bartenstein, how-
ever, would have none of it. The Elector of Brandenburg's function in

the Empire, he pointed out, was to hold the emperor's silver wash basin,

not to invade his domains; the sentiment was shared by Count Kinsky.

Maria Theresa vigorously agreed. She had already ordered Neipperg

to form a large field army, join Browne, and throw the Prussians out

of Silesia. She had been promised English gold, and she was more de-

termined than ever to fight. When she next learned that both the Saxon
court and Poland promised full support, the issue was decided.

Cotter and Borcke received their walking papers. Their representa-

tions had been drawn up in a formal (and falsified) "Protocol," and
this, along with Maria Theresa's blistering reply, was published in

newspapers throughout Europe.

28

Cotter and borcke were still valiantly arguing the implausible in

Vienna when Prince Leopold's blockading force began relieving Fred-

erick's corps at Clogau. Leaving Marshal Schwerin to bring up the

main army, Frederick marched on Breslau the next day with a small

force of only ten grenadier companies and six squadrons of horse headed

by fiery Major Hans Ernst von Zieten's hussars. Despite mud and some
snow, the king was in excellent spirits. "All is going well and you will
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shortly see Silesia counted among our provinces," he wrote to Charles

Jordan.

A day later Frederick learned that Neipperg had been ordered to

form an army to come to Browne's support somewhere in the Neisse

area. He now changed his march plan and ordered Schwerin to march
with just over six thousand men directly on fortress Neisse. The field

marshal was also to reconnoiter the Glatz area in strength and attempt

to block important roads from Bohemia and Moravia. Frederick con-

tinued his own march to Neumarkt, where ten grenadier regiments

joined him from Corps II. He marched at once on Breslau and on the

first day of 174 1 stood before the Silesian capital, a town of forty thou-

sand, which quickly surrendered. In return for officials' taking the oath

of allegiance to Prussia, agreeing to pay taxes and levies, and pledging

to receive no foreign troops, Frederick promised full protection and a

limited occupation, with a supply magazine and hospital set up in the

environs. But this neutrality, he cautioned, could change if the fortunes

of war so dictated. "Breslau is mine as of today," he jubilantly wrote

to Podewils; "my troops are cheerful and in a good frame of mind.

Our next task is to seize the line of the Neisse [River], Neisse itself, and

fortress Glatz."

Frederick lingered at Breslau for four days, immersed in military and

civil affairs and in answering correspondence that came from Berlin by

special couriers. He went to considerable trouble and expense to ap-

pease the local nobility, not that he trusted them, but Breslau, neutral

or not, would be an important base for supply magazines, commissar-

iats, hospitals, and a field post office. The night before his departure he

invited two hundred locals to a magnificent masquerade ball and gal-

lantly danced with some of the noble ladies.

While Frederick waltzed, Zieten's hussars were trotting southeast

along the southern bank of the Oder River, and other hussar squad-

rons, backed by dragoons, were prowling as far south as Strehlen.

Schwerin's force had reached the Schweidnitz area, and a special detail

under Colonel Tilio von Camas (who had returned to the army after

completing his mission in Versailles) was probing the Frankenstein area

before moving on Glatz. Schwerin would continue southeast to Ott-

machau, where he hoped to cross the Neisse and bring Browne to bat-

tle.

At Breslau meanwhile Frederick had been reinforced by a few heavy

cannon and mortars and 15,600 six-pound loaves of bread baked by

seventy-eight local bakers working around the clock. Early on January

6 he marched on the small and weakly held fortress Ohlau. A day later

he learned that Browne was falling back south of fortress Neisse. He
ordered Schwerin to capture the fortress as soon as possible, sent him

some cavalry units, and promised more infantry and artillery once Ohlau
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fell. His spirits remained high; he wrote the first "Letter of a Prussian

Officer" and sent it to Podewils for anonymous publication in the /owr-

nal de Berlin.*

Ohlau surrendered almost immediately, and Frederick marched to

join Schwerin at Ottmachau.f He was still on the march when he learned

that first blood had been spilled there, where a small garrison was val-

iantly defending the castle. Schwerin's field guns, small 3 -pounders,

were not powerful enough to demolish the castle door. Frederick sent

cannon and mortars ahead with Jagers, or sharpshooters, armed with

rifled carbines to fire at castle windows. He sent Schwerin a congrat-

ulatory message that ended, "Protect your person if you love me; it is

worth more to me than ten thousand men. ... I am waiting impa-

tiently to see my beloved soldiers again. . . . For God's sake take care

of them and yourself." ^ He ordered the field marshal to distribute meat,

wine, and brandy to the troops. Three days later he arrived, and the

garrison, seeing his mortars and 12-pounders, sensibly surrendered.

Frederick showed his pleasure by distributing a large sum of money to

the troops.

There was still work to do. Although Leopold had blockaded for-

tress Glogau so that "not even a cat could slip in or out," General

Count Franz Wenzel WaUis showed no sign of surrender. General Prince

Octavio Piccolomini at fortress Brieg had refused to surrender. Nor
had the defended town of Namslau capitulated. Colonel Camas re-

turned from Glatz to report that the fortress had been reinforced and

was too strong to take by surprise attack, especially in winter; artillery

was needed. He had lost eight men dead and wounded; the enemy had

destroyed bridges and was defending mountain passes between Silesia

and Glatz.
if:
Browne's army, even if small, was still intact and awaiting

reinforcements. Believing Browne to be at Neustadt (he was at Jagern-

dorf), Frederick ordered Schwerin to go after him with a special task

force while he attacked fortress Neisse.

Neisse was the most important fortress in Silesia, and it was also the

strongest, having been built in the Vauban style and maintained better

than the others. Colonel Baron Wilhelm Moritz von Roth, its comman-

* The king wrote rwenty-three of these during the First Silesian War. They are surprisingly

straightforward, reporting victories to be sure, but also admitting checks, casualties, various

difficulties. They are quite generous to enemy arms and commanders and also report on such

matters as the numbers and condition of Prussian sick and wounded.

fl was recently in Ottmachau (Ottmichow today), an extremely attractive town. The bell

clock tower flanking the main road is dated 1733, and the onion-domed church close by is

from 1693. What better place for a lunch of cold chicken, bread, and beer than in the sloping

garden before the church — and, as one ate, Schwerin's corps marching in with drums beat-

ing and trumpets blowing.

t Frederick blamed Camas for not having better organized his expedition. Camas was soon

to die from fever. (Oeuvres, Volume 2, Histoire de mon temps.)
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dant, was a brave and determined soldier who had no intention of

yielding without a fight. He commanded a garrison of five battalions,

perhaps sixteen hundred effectives, who had been working feverishly,

along with the townspeople, to strengthen existing defenses. Learning

of the Prussian approach, he had closed the gates to country traders,

burned the suburbs on the southeast bank, poured water over the walls

to coat them with ice, and kept ice from forming in the moats.

After reconnaissance, which drew several salvos from Roth's 24-

pounders, Frederick realized that he could not storm the fortress; it

was too strong. He ruled out a formal siege because of harsh weather

and supply problems. There remained bombardment, as he informed

Old Dessauer, of what he pejoratively referred to as "this nest of priests."

Screening Neisse in the south, Frederick deployed his army west and

north of the fortress and began the immense task of emplacing cannon

and mortars. This took nearly a week. He had only a few pieces with

him. The bulk of his artillery, a train of eighteen heavy cannon and

mortars and over 150 wagons pulled by 844 horses, was worming its

way in convoy from Grottkau, a ponderous train struggling over fro-

zen winding roads. Roads and bridges were frequently impassable, which

meant forcing unwilling villagers to make repairs. It also meant delay.

Eight days were required to travel fifteen miles.

Once the heavy guns arrived, earthworks had to be built; that meant

hacking through frozen ground to level sites, then fitting them with

beamed powder chambers, protective breastworks, wooden fascines,

and gabions, the gaps plugged by supporting sandbags and woolen

bags. Kilns had to be built to convert iron cannonballs into red-hot

fireballs; then the heavy guns had to be pulled into position at night. A
day before the first battery opened fire, a Prussian colonel sounded a

trumpet outside the south gates and invited Colonel von Roth to sur-

render.''" Roth discourteously replied with a salvo of fire. Prussian can-

non opened fire the next morning, and a day later Frederick reported

to Schwerin that sixteen fires had broken out in the town.

But Roth had foreseen this threat, and special crews easily extin-

guished them. Frederick moved the batteries forward— again an im-

mense effort— but further bombardment brought no visible results.

On the fourth day he abandoned the effort. His guns had fired over

seventeen hundred projectiles, killed five soldiers and a few civilians;

*The trumpet, often used with the drum, as invitation to parley and for other signals is one

of the oldest devices of warfare. The earliest trumpeters used animal horns. Later, wooden

horns and conch shells were used. In Moses' time horns were made from silver, later copper.

The Roman commander-in-chief always had next to him a trumpeter equipped with a giant

instrument, the buccina, whose signals were relayed by trumpeters at the head of each legion.

(Jeney, Der Partheyganger.) The interested reader will find a remarkable collection of mili-

tary trumpets in the Cairo Museum.
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Austrian cannon had fired over five hundred shells and killed five Prus-

sians.*

Schwerin meanwhile was dragging his heels, the inevitable result of

an active enemy fighting an effective rearguard action. Supply and

transport shortages added to Schwerin's problems. He was already

complaining that his soldiers were not receiving daily bread rations or

their occasional chunks of meat, and that the supply intendants sent to

him were totally incompetent. He was in a land "of ditches, mountains,

valleys, and woods," as one enemy report put it;^ he lacked vital maps;t

he could get no information from hostile peasants. Small bands of hus-

sars, irregulars, and armed peasants fell on struggling convoys and iso-

lated outposts. Schwerin himself narrowly missed capture during a raid

on Jagerndorf. Frederick managed to get some heavy cannon to him,

and he moved once again on Browne, but always with caution far in

excess of that warranted by enemy strength.

Outnumbered and outgunned, Browne slowly fell back toward the

Moravian border, carefully avoiding main-force contact with the en-

emy, to whom he remained an x factor, a source of worry to Schwerin.

Browne had already received orders from the newly appointed com-
mander. General Count von Neipperg, to preserve his force at all costs

while defending the Glatz-Upper Silesia—Moravia border area. Browne
now met Count von Neipperg's protege and deputy. Major General

Baron Joseph Caesar Lentulus, at Jagerndorf, along with representa-

tives of the pro-Austrian estates. The decision was to evacuate valuable

supply magazines at Jagerndorf, Troppau, and Ratibor, then set up a

sixty-mile cordon along the border by barricading major mountain passes

and roads with abattis, or roadblocks of sharpened logs, trenches with

earthworks, and even a few observation posts and blockhouses, all to

be defended by two thousand local militia working in conjunction with

Browne's force. Before Browne could begin to carry out this cordon

defense plan (for which he had little use), he was forced to move into

winter quarters south of Freudenthal. Extremely cold weather and heavy

snow prevented further operations. General Lentulus returned to Ol-

miitz, made further arrangements for the defense of Moravia, and then

took command of fortress Glatz, where two regiments of Hungarian

horse had arrived.

That effectively ended the campaign. By late January Prussian troops

held most of Silesia, with small enemy garrisons locked inside three

fortresses. (Namslau surrendered at the end of January.) Schwerin's

force was variously deployed in screening major mountain passes that

* A handsome woodcut of the 1741 bombardment hangs in Neisse tower today.

fOn December 28 Frederick had sent to Berlin for whatever maps of Silesia were available.

(Preuss, Friedrich . . . eine Lebensgeschichte, Volume i.)
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Stretched southeast from Silberberg and Wartha on the Glatz border to

Jablunka on the Hungarian border. The estates in Lower Silesia were
in general cooperating in the occupation, despite Frederick's insistence

that in large part they had to support his army in Silesia, at a cost of

about 2.5 million thalers a year, as well as provide recruits.

Frederick's blitzkrieg had failed to bring the Vienna court to its knees.

The Oder River would not belong to him until Glogau and Brieg had

fallen, nor could he rest secure with fortresses Glatz and Neisse still in

enemy hands. Browne had skillfully withdrawn his small corps into

virtually inaccessible Moravian terrain, where it would soon be rein-

forced. Hope of a quick peace had vanished. Count von Gotter had

arrived in mid-January from Vienna and left no doubt that Austria

would fight Prussia to the end.

But all was scarcely lost.

Frederick's aggression had set European chancelleries into motion.

The emperor's death had opened political vistas to rulers other than

Frederick. If his invasion had replaced subtlety with steel, it paled be-

side the secret, highly ambitious intentions of King Louis XV, his chan-

cellor Cardinal Fleury, and three bellicose advisers, Antoine Pecquet

and the brothers Belle-Isle: Field Marshal Count Charles Louis and

Lieutenant General Louis Charles, who was nine years younger and

always called Chevalier de Belle-Isle. They read the situation as a new
passport to French primacy on the European continent, invariably at

Austria's expense.

King Louis and Cardinal Fleury were horrified by Frederick's inva-

sion— the act of a madman, Louis called it. Less than a year earlier

Valory had informed his court that "great things" were expected from

Crown Prince Frederick when he took the throne: "He could soon win

the love of his subjects and the admiration of his neighbors." Now his

aggression dismantled Fleury's delicate cobweb diplomacy, designed to

disguise an aggressive French policy. Fleury might still have held back

but for the fire-eating advisers, in particular Field Marshal Count de

Belle-Isle.

A tall, gaunt man of fifty-six who would soon become intimately

involved with the Prussian king, Belle-Isle was described by Ranke as

"dexterous, indefatigable, and ambitious." The Marquis Renatus Louis

d'Argenson noted that "he ate little, slept little, and thought a great

deal, qualities rare in France." On the other hand, he had "more ideas

than judgment, and more fire than force." Belle-Isle, as well as his able

brother, the chevalier, believed the time had come to crush Austria—
first, by placing the Imperial crown on the head of Elector Charles

Albert; second, by partitioning Austria's hereditary dominions so that
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Maria Theresa would retain only Austria and Hungary. To accomplish

this he foresaw a grand alliance of France, Prussia, Sweden, Spain, Sar-

dinia, and Bavaria. Prussia was vital to the project. The special envoy,

the Marquis de Beauveau, had recently reported that Frederick was no
ordinary prince, that his alliance once lost could never be regained.

Prussia, the newborn power, was in a position to change the entire

traditional political system of Europe: "We must win her over because

we can not afford to lose her."^

Not without some doubts. King Louis and Fleury (who did not trust

Frederick for a moment) approved this ambitious plan. About the same
time that Frederick's ultimatum was delivered to the Vienna court, the

French ambassador in Munich had informed Elector Charles Albert

that Versailles would support his claim to the Imperial crown and would
subsidize a Bavarian army of twenty thousand, supporting its opera-

tions with a French army, Belle-Isle, appointed to represent France at

the Frankfurt Diet, departed for Germany, where he would try to form

a new and vigorous Rheinbund of electoral princes— to each of whom
he would offer generous bribes— to support the Bavarian elector's claim.

The first item on the French shopping list was Prussia. Frederick had
only just returned to Berlin when Valory delivered a letter from Car-

dinal Fleury, who argued for an immediate alliance between France

and Prussia. Frederick's excursion into Silesia was of no concern to the

Versailles court, Fleury explained, and if Frederick would back the Ba-

varian elector's claim to the Imperial crown, King Louis would sign a

mutual defense treaty with him.

Fleury's timing was excellent. "I incline very much toward France,

in case she wants me," Frederick had informed Podewils in early Jan-

uary. England's lack of response to Prussian overtures for alliance, and

Count Ostermann's animosity in the Russian court, confirmed his pref-

erence. "We must accommodate to France and tune our flutes with

theirs," he soon advised Podewils.

But several things slowed his hand. He did not altogether trust France,

and he also knew the weakness of her major ally, Bavaria. Podewils

once again played devil's advocate. Although an alliance with France

held considerable advantages, he conceded, it would unleash general

war and bring about an opposition coalition formed by England, Hol-

land, Russia, Austria, and Saxony. If this happened, Prussia would be

hard put to survive, let alone prosper. The Saxon and Vienna courts

were about to sign a secret treaty. The Russian court under Oster-

mann's influence was leaning toward Austria. The situation was ex-

tremely dangerous. Would it not be more realistic, he asked, to shade

Prussian claims to Lower Silesia and Breslau and ask England and Rus-

sia to persuade Vienna to accept peace?

Events did seem to make this plan more sensible, and Frederick be-
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gan to agree with it. The Russian court suddenly warmed to a defensive

alhance with Prussia, the harvest of 100,000 thalers in bribes tossed

about by Mardefeld and Winterfeldt. Frederick did not rule out an

alliance with England and Holland, either. By mid-January he had cooled

toward an alliance with France and her allies. "I have always regarded

a liaison with these powers as a last resource," he told Podewils. He
would infinitely prefer to win a large chunk of Silesia by the mediation

of England and Russia (each power to be rewarded). But if these pow-

ers joined Austria and attacked Prussia, then "there will be no other

resource than to throw ourselves into the arms of France." Podewils

was to keep Valory happy in Berlin but was to delay negotiations with

France while Frederick secretly tried to win over England and Russia.

At the same time he would keep after Versailles to strengthen Bavaria

while persuading Bavaria to press her claims to the Imperial crown.

Frederick returned to Berlin in late January and at once arranged for

more battalions, squadrons, and guns to be sent to Silesia. Old Des-

sauer was summoned for military talks, which predominantly con-

cerned the security of Brandenburg against attack from either Saxony

or Hanover. Frederick had earlier charged the field marshal to come

up with a plan for positioning a corps of twenty-four thousand troops

close to the Saxon border, a force that the prince would command.

Dessauer was not pleased with Schwerin's present deployment and

warned Frederick that detachments which stretched well over a hundred

miles from Reichenbach to the Jablunka Pass would be vulnerable to

hussar attacks from Moravia, just as Glogau was vulnerable to strikes

from Poland. Frederick agreed and in turn charged him with forming

new hussar squadrons from horsemen recently recruited in Poland.

Young Francois Chasot, formerly in the French army, was already busy

organizing a special Jdgerkorps of mounted and unmounted huntsmen

and foresters to serve with the royal bodyguard and undertake recon-

naissance and courier missions.

The turbulent political picture seemed suddenly brighter. King George

of England had written a letter that seemed to accept both the seizure

of Silesia and an alliance with Prussia. Frederick happily accepted the

olive branch, replying that he did not want to upset the peace of Eu-

rope. He had "seized all of Silesia . . . chased Browne into Moravia.

... If I had the least intention of debasing the house of Austria, I

need only have driven on to Vienna; but having only the rights to a

part of Silesia, I have halted where its frontiers end." Uncle George as

a Protestant prince would realize the barbarity of Catholic rule in Si-

lesia and would help Frederick put an end to it. Now was the time for

alliance: "Our interests, our religion, our blood, are the same, and it

would be regrettable to see us act in a contrary fashion to each other,
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from which other jealous neighbors would not fail to profit. It would
be still more regrettable to force me to concur in the great plans of

France, which, however, I have no intention of doing unless forced to

it." Similar sentiments were circulated to the Russian court and even

to Vienna. Frederick would be content to gain Lower Silesia; he would
even pay cash and otherwise accommodate Vienna with territorial

guarantees. Although he would not immediately ally with France, that

possibility should be held open to dampen any sinister plans held either

by Saxony or Hanover. If either King August or King George became
frisky, then Old Dessauer would be ready to march with an appro-

priate force to check him.

Of course he had to keep France thinking an aUiance was possible.

In a series of audiences with Valory, he did his best to hide true inten-

tions while keeping the door open for further negotiations. So much
for diplomacy.

If Frederick could conquer Silesia — if he could overwhelm those

stubborn fortresses— then he could negotiate from the strength of

possession. Because of this passionate desire for military victory, he cut

short his Berlin stay and returned to Silesia in late February. Neither

he nor Podewils yet realized that the English and Russian courts were
playing a double game as involved as his own and were secretly nego-

tiating alliances with Austria, Saxony, and Holland that were designed

to invade, conquer, and partition Prussia.

29

Although envoys Gotter and Borcke had reported that the Vienna

court was in no mood to negotiate over Silesia, King Frederick still did

not realize the force of Queen Maria Theresa's fury. The queen may
have been young and inexperienced, living in "profound melancholy,"

as one diplomat reported, but she was a determined woman. She knew
that God was on her side, and she held no intention of allowing an

inferior and bumptious heathen upstart to steal one of her richest prov-

inces. Frederick had fallen into a cardinal sin of war: he had underes-

timated his opponent.

A lesser monarch than Maria Theresa, or perhaps a more intelligent

one, might have gained time by territorial settlement and then struck

back; this was often the way of European politics. Instead, Maria Ther-

esa used the time gained by Browne's defense of Silesia, meager though

it was. If he could not maintain his tiny force in that province, he none-
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theless had slowed the Prussian advance and prevented it from spilling

into Moravia and beyond. Tactical dexterity had given the queen

breathing space.

She badly needed it. To mobilize a moribund Empire, to try to win
alliance with the Versailles court, to gear her own lands for war, were

immense tasks at once compounded by conflicting counsel and lack of

money. Although she never solved the problem of internal discord, she

would soon be given a loan by England (as Frederick might have fore-

seen, in view of European power politics). With that, she turned to

raising a new army, and here she had two assets.

The first was a military tradition of several centuries. Despite Aus-

tria's recent defeat by Turkey, the army still contained proud regi-

ments, proud commanders who would defend such fortresses as Glo-

gau, Neisse, and Glatz for as long as possible, men who would continue

to fight against heavy odds under able commanders like Browne. Vet-

eran regiments were on hand in Italy. Austrian territories, particularly

Bohemia, contained many well-trained soldiers to provide the nuclei of

new regiments.

Her second asset was a partisan tradition of border irregulars, the

famous Grenzerer (border people), Parteigdnger or Partisanen, who
seventy years later would be called guerrillas.* They came from Mo-
ravia, the Balkans, and Hungary. Many were Serbs of Greek Orthodox

faith who had been pushed into Croatia and Slavonia by the great

Turkish offensives of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. They had

learned guerrilla warfare from the Turks, who used it not so much as

a complement to conventional battlefield tactics than as a psychologi-

cal tactic, the idea being that constant raids into new territories so

sapped the power and will of local defenders that their feudal lords

finally accepted Turkish rule in return for an end of the destructive

raids. Once Turkey occupied Croatia, Slavonia, and central Hungary,

the Habsburgs who ruled adjacent lands faced a situation similar to

that of the Romans in later years of the Empire. As the Romans had

done, the Habsburgs built "a chain of fortified villages, blockhouses,

watch towers, and entanglements, guarded by a small cadre of experi-

enced mercenary troops, and settled by military colonists." ^ These mil-

itary settlements eventually stretched a thousand miles along Croatian

and Slavonian borders, and it was their inhabitants who became known
as Grenzerer. Since the common soldier was paid by booty taken from

raids on the Turks, he soon became as adept as the enemy in swift,

destructive raids.

* "What is meant by a partisan? By 'party' one means a corps of cavalry or infantry which

goes to reconnoiter the enemy; and by 'partisan' is meant a man of war who knows the

theater of war, who knows how to lead ambushes and to lead a party." (Saint-Genies, L'Of-

ficier Partisan.) See also Hron, Der Parteigdnger-Krieg, which offers the derivation of Partei-

gdnger, one who goes to war with a special group.
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Other factors added to the growth of a guerrilla tradition. Local

feudal estates often had to defend themselves; serfs in the field always

carried weapons and kept horses ready on which either to flee or to

fight if a Turkish force appeared. When in time the Turkish menace
somewhat subsided, a new conflict developed from rivalry between

Hungarian-Croatian estates and the Habsburgs. The Grenzerer were a

sore point with feudal lords, since they belonged to the Austrian mili-

tary establishment and were thus immune from feudal obligations, and

were neither Catholic nor Protestant. Moreover, they were not always

on hand to defend the estates from the Turks. As a result, feudal lords

developed a sort of general Landsturm formed of local militias com-
monly called Insurrectios and comprising nobles, serfs, and free farm-

ers under a system called Portal Insurrection. These militias continued

to exist in Hungary even after a regular army had developed.

This melange of Turk, Habsburg, Grenzerer, and local Insurrectios

bubbled for several centuries to produce a unique guerrilla product. In

1740 the kingdom of Hungary could put only three regular infantry

regiments and some dragoon and hussar regiments in the field, but in

time Moravia, Hungary, and the Balkan lands would supply thousands

of irregulars— twenty thousand in Silesia alone in 1741. "The fierce

Croatian and the wild Hussar," Dr. Johnson would call them: Karl-

stadters, Warasdiners, Hannaks, Teschenken, Heydukes, pandours—
bands sharing a very old tradition of irregular warfare. Only the War-
asdiners were uniformed, in square-cut green coats, tight red breeches,

and black felt caps. The rest "dressed in their national costumes, with

dirty white linen trousers tied at the ankle, sashes bristling with daggers

and pistols, long Turkish muskets, and hooded red cloaks."* Strangely

dressed, wild and undisciplined, mounted and on foot, often drunk and

rapacious, and tending to desert whenever they wished, they posed nu-

merous problems for their commanders, but they also performed a host

of valuable missions, and they would cause Frederick and his army
untold sorrows in the months and years ahead.

Prussian troops had not been long in Silesia when Maria Theresa

began putting together her military assets. To her plea for help, Hun-
garian aristocratic landowners early sent a regiment of dragoons and a

regiment of hussars, hard-riding horsemen far superior to any in Fred-

erick's army. In late December she gave orders to mobilize an army of

fourteen infantry regiments, five cavalry, and three hussar regiments—
something over fifteen thousand foot and horse— that would assem-

ble in the Olmiitz area in Moravia. Browne's small force, comple-

mented by General Lentulus's corps in Glatz, would screen the borders

while this regular army assembled. Count Palffy would continue to

*The Heeresgeschichtliches Museum in Vienna has a spectacular series of colored prints

showing these various troops.
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rouse Hungarian nobility to the danger in hope of recruiting irregular

bands for service in Silesia.

Maria Theresa was not so lucky in commanders. Browne had al-

ready proven his ability, and the army's fortunes undoubtedly would
have risen had he been allowed a free hand. Instead, at the insistence

of Grand Duke Francis and Count Kinsky, the Silesian command went

to General Count von Neipperg, a fifty-six-year-old veteran, soon to

be promoted to field marshal, who had just been released from jail,

where he had been sent after negotiating the unfavorable Peace of Bel-

grade with the Turks.

Neipperg was no ball of fire. A military ultraconservative, slow and
cautious, like so many of his fellow generals in the Hofkriegsrath, or

Supreme War Council, Neipperg was content to remain in Vienna while

his new army assembled under Browne in Moravia. Neipperg did not

want to fight a war in Silesia. He knew the state of the army and knew,

too, that the court always promised more than it could deliver. On
being guaranteed fifty thousand troops for Silesia, he remarked that no
more than thirty thousand were available and that these were "badly

clothed, badly paid, badly armed, and badly fed."^

Despite Browne's proven tactical ability and the army's growing

strength, Neipperg insisted that he avoid any dangerous operations.

Browne sharply disagreed. The cordon defense insisted on by the Hof-

kriegsrath and Lentulus was virtually useless, because the enemy could

easily by-pass the frequently undefended obstructions. The Prussian

army, he pointed out, not large to start with, now stretched from Lieg-

nitz to the Jablunka Pass, a length of over two hundred miles in a depth

of up to thirty-six miles; in other words, it was dangerously overex-

tended. Schwerin's force, seven battalions and eleven squadrons, was

deployed in a dotlike defense from the border of Glatz southeast to the

border of Hungary. Prussian outposts were weak and isolated. The
predominantly Catholic population was strongly anti-Prussian. The
terrain was ideal for partisan warfare. Browne had kept a bridge to

fortress Neisse by leaving a small garrison in Freudenthal; and as re-

inforcements, including bands of irregulars — small, voluntary units of

Hungarian hussars and insurgents— reached him, he wanted to fight

an active "small war" and perhaps even drive the enemy from Upper

Silesia. In his own words: "The enemy quarters in Silesia are scattered

to such an extent that it would not be costly to destroy them one after

the other, but as my hands are so tightly bound, and General Neipperg

insists so emphatically every day on the conservation of the troops

without incurring any risk, there is no possibility of gaining an advan-

tage, and I dare to undertake nothing."^ Although Browne violated

Neipperg's orders to a certain degree, he dared not fully exploit what,

judging from results of his limited operations, was a heaven-sent op-

portunity to make life hell for Schwerin's people in the border country.
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Curiously and contrarily, Neipperg ordered Lentulus, commanding in

Glatz, to use the newly arrived Hungarian dragoons and hussars to

move against Prussian border outposts.

Neipperg did not appear in Olmiitz until March 10. Lentulus had
already sent him a plan calling for invasion of Silesia either from Glatz

or Moravia and continuing on to Brieg and Breslau to wedge between

Frederick's and Schwerin's forces and destroy each in detail. Primarily

to preserve security, Neipperg decided to march due north and cross

the border in the Freudenthal area while Lentulus's cavalry marched
east from Glatz directly on Neisse.

But the army was in no condition to march. Some battalions had not

arrived, others were understrength, and most were not properly

equipped, owing to a lack of funds. Magazines fell far short of require-

ments. The commissariat service was poorly organized and under-

staffed; the army lacked artillery, pontoons, and most of the twenty-

five hundred supply wagons demanded by Neipperg.

Only in late March did the Austrians move out. Neipperg sent Gen-
eral Baron Johann Baranyay with a force of German cavalry, Hungar-
ian hussars, and irregulars to cover his right flank and screen the Mo-
ravian border against Prussian raids. The main army followed. It

consisted of twelve battalions, nine cavalry and two hussar regiments,

sixteen cannon, and a pontoon train. Units carried four days of rations

for men and horses. Supply wagons followed with another six days'

worth of provisions.

It had been a winter of discontent for the Prussian army. Had Browne
been free to operate as he had wished, it might have been a winter of

disaster. The troops were not clothed for snow and bitter cold. Their

undershirts, for example, lacked sleeves and backs. A disorganized

commissariat system forced them to live largely off the land, but Browne's

retreating corps had taken most of the ready provisions. Cold and hun-

ger brought sickness and many desertions.

The enemy also had been difficult. Despite operational restrictions

placed on Browne, a brisk little border war had been going on against

isolated Prussian units and patrols. Few places in the world could have

been more suitable for guerrilla warfare.* It was fought along the en-

* And is today. The entire Nachod border area between Czechoslovakia and Poland (yester-

day's Bohemia and Silesia) is heavily timbered, mountainous, and very beautiful. I climbed

slowly, stopping often to admire the views, and after a few kilometers began a descent. The

terrain opens to wooded, rolling farmlands that lead to Glatz. North of Glatz the Neisse

River comes as a surprise, since it is no more than ten yards wide in some places. Frankenstein

is a pleasant little village in the middle of a large tableland spotted by copses, larger woods,

and orchards. From Frankenstein I followed Schwerin's route, a picturesque open road flanked

by border mountains to the south and southwest and plains to the east.
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tire border, in part by enemy hussars operating out of Moravia and
Glatz, in part by enemy irregulars, whom Frederick always termed

"rabble" and Schwerin "bandits," operating out of fortress Neisse and
remote border areas, in part by Silesian peasants urged to defiance by

local Roman Catholic priests. The need for forage increased unit ex-

posure, and nasty skirmishes were frequent. Convoys had been at-

tacked and sometimes captured or destroyed; communications on oc-

casion were cut. The Prussian effort to recruit in Teschen had backfired.

Ungrateful Moravian peasants had even attacked Prussian patrols and
captured one; in return the Prussians often sacked and sometimes burned

hastily evacuated villages— a portent of things to come. The Prussian

army was operating in enemy land. Enemy hussars are "ever more in-

solent," Schwerin complained; "everyone between the Neisse and the

Oder is Your Majesty's sworn enemy." In Lower Silesia enemy hussars

performed another function by terrorizing local villagers who were

working for the Prussians (often under duress). From Ottmachau one

officer reported that scarcely twenty of a hundred peasants reported

for work on fortifications and that he was not receiving "one inch" of

material for sandbags.

If the invaders often gave as good as they got in various encounters,

the attacks were still unnerving. They kept tired units on the move,

active when they should have been resting and reforming. They repeat-

edly interrupted supply convoys. Had it not been for grain captured

south of Jagerndorf, Schwerin would have been in "dire straits"; as it

was, "I have no more wine and am entirely dependent on miserable

beer" — if Frederick would send him a cask of Rhine wine, he and his

officers would drink the king's health!

Spies soon began to report an enemy buildup to the south, and the

enemy daily grew more aggressive. Schwerin was in Jagerndorf when
enemy hussars burst nearly into town in an attempt to capture him.

"The enemy is well informed of our slightest movement, because all

the locals are on his side," he reported to the king."* "Men and horses

are packed together like herrings," one disgruntled cavalry commander
reported to Schulenburg, "and because of the Imperial hussars they

dare not leave their equipment and arms day or night; we are thus not

in a position to make any repairs. . . . The hussars are located about

four and a half miles away and because of their partisan group the

roads are so unsafe that a small patrol dares not venture forth." ^ So

serious was the situation that on February 20 Schwerin issued a long

order alerting generals to possible enemy attack.

Frederick left Berlin on February 19. He stopped at Glogau, where

he ordered Prince Leopold to turn the blockade into a siege. Once more

mines and troops arrived, he was to storm the fortress. Frederick rode

on to Schweidnitz headquarters, where, in his later words, he inspected

various units "in order to reconnoiter the terrain, make changes where
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necessary, and inspect the condition of the troops."^ He was not en-

tirely satisfied. He found the officers zealous enough, but they were
careless and lacked sangfroid, shortcomings already reported by

Schwerin, particularly in the junior officers. He had already received

Schwerin's nervous report of an enemy buildup, and now he learned of

a serious clash on the Glatz border: an enemy surprise attack had killed

twenty-one grenadiers and wounded thirteen. This seemed to him a

particularly vulnerable area. With only a small mounted escort, he rode on

to Frankenstein, from where he planned to inspect the Silberberg and
Wartha defenses of the mountain passes against incursions from Glatz.

Frederick's concern for this area was not misplaced. Lentulus had
made a lengthy reconnaissance of the border and had planned a series

of raids, but before he could act. General Derschau had strengthened

Prussian defenses, mainly by constructing strong roadblocks of sharp-

ened wooden palisades defended by mutually supporting outposts.

Shortly after Schwerin's alert order, Lentulus reported to Neipperg that

"since the Prussians are so alert, there is nothing to try."
^

Maria Theresa and Neipperg persuaded Lentulus to change his mind,

but before he could arrange a large-scale attack, two reliable sources,

one in Vienna (Frederick's old enemy. Field Marshal Count von Seck-

endorff ) and one in Silesia (a Catholic prelate), informed him of Fred-

erick's return to Silesia and subsequent movements. Learning that

Frederick was to visit the Glatz border area, Lentulus set an ambush in

the Wartha Valley. It almost succeeded. It probably would have suc-

ceeded, but the Hungarian hussar commander mistook a party of Prus-

sian dragoons for the royal party and fell on them. The king was lunch-

ing at a nearby village when he heard musket fire and learned of the

attack. At once leading his small escort of fifty gendarmes to the scene,

he chased off enemy hussars and found that his own dragoons had fled,

with a loss of eleven killed, fifteen taken prisoner, a standard, two ket-

tledrums, and thirty-five horses.

Frederick was understandably furious. "I always told you those

Schulenburg dragoons were good for nothing," he wrote to Old Des-

sauer. The aged Schulenburg received a scorching letter that described

the breakdown of discipline and the squadron's wild flight. But Fred-

erick was also reflective. He told Valory that the "adventure" would
make him "more circumspect."^ And to Podewils in Berlin he wrote:

If it is my misfortune to be taken alive I order you unconditionally and
at the price of your head that in my absence you will not follow my
orders, that you will act as my brother [William, his heir as the Prince of

Prussia] directs you, and that the state will take no unworthy action for

my liberty. . . . I am king only when I am free. . . . If I am killed I

want my body cremated in the Roman style, and the urn interred at

Rheinsberg. Knobelsdorff in this case should fashion a monument like

that of Horace at Tusculum.
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Shaking off these morbid if dramatic thoughts, Frederick hastened

to exploit the matter. Podewils was to protest to all envoys and news-

papers this unheard-of attempt by the Vienna court to kidnap him.

The word quickly spread. The Gentlemen's Magazine informed En-

glish readers of the plot "for carrying off the Person of his Prussian

Majesty," and reported in its April issue that "the king of Prussia's

minister at Mentz [Mainz] has published a Memorial, setting forth,

that notwithstanding the Moderation He [King Frederick] has long

shown toward the Court of Vienna, yet that Court has been far from

behaving so to him and has had Recourse to the detestable Expedients

of employing Emissaries, Spies and Banditti to beset him, and even

attempt his Life."^ In denying such accusations, Maria Theresa for the

first time used what would become her favorite description of the Prus-

sian king: le mechant homme, the wicked man.

Frederick's near capture considerably strained already taut nerves.

Things were not going well. More hussars were needed, and he was
sending officers to Poland to recruit nine hundred men, from whom
Dessauer would form six new squadrons — but that would take time.

A few days after the border incident he moved on to fortress Brieg to

see what could be done there. He established headquarters near the

village of Mollwitz, which he identified as "close to Brieg" and, in a

letter to Jordan, as "a village whose shape and name I don't know." In

only a few weeks, it would be famous throughout Europe.

Unable to speed the siege, Frederick returned to Schweidnitz to su-

pervise the Glatz border defenses, which continued to worry him. He
was also upset with Schwerin, especially with the field marshal's deci-

sion to remove the garrison from Zuckmantel, which allowed Browne
to reinforce the Neisse garrison. Schwerin should use more spies, Fred-

erick grumbled to Dessauer. There were entirely too many enemy at-

tacks on outposts and convoys, and as long as Browne had commu-
nication with Neisse, there was a real danger that an enemy attack

could cut Schwerin's communications with Frederick.

The king's main problem was nothing new to a military commander.

Despite the reinforcements arriving from Brandenburg, he was over-

extended, a fault that could be at least partly repaired by use of the

regiments now tied up in the siege of Glogau. He sent orders to Prince

Leopold to take the fortress by a surprise night attack. Leopold did so,

a forty-five-minute assault that cost nine dead and forty-two wounded
Prussians and made him a hero — with a cash reward of twenty thou-

sand gulden. Frederick wrote to Old Dessauer that his son Leopold had

achieved "the most beautiful act of this century" — which probably

caused the Duke of Marlborough to turn in his grave.

Leopold's success helped to calm royal nerves. "I am in an advanta-

geous position here," the king wrote to Jordan in mid-March, "and

our affairs, thank heavens, are going marvelously." With the arrival of
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Leopold and the Glogau regiments, he told one of his generals that he

felt "no more uneasiness" at commencing the siege of fortress Neisse.

This halcyon mood was short-lived. Mardefeld, in Saint Petersburg,

reported that Count Ostermann had won the power struggle in the

Russian court and that Marshal Miinnich, who had been Frederick's

supporter, had resigned his offices and would soon leave Saint Peters-

burg. Meanwhile, Austrian, English, and Saxon ambassadors had pro-

posed to the all-too-willing Russian court a plan to defeat Prussia and

partition her territories. Here, suddenly, was "the blackest plot . . .

the most detestable alliance in the world against me," as Frederick in-

formed Truchsess in London. "I confess that this is a treacherous blow.

. .
." he wrote to Podewils. "If subsequent news corresponds with

what I have received, it will be necessary to conclude an alliance soonest

with France, and it will no longer be I but Russia and England who
will upset Europe."

30

Podewils and borcke wanted nothing to do with a French aUi-

ance, which would mean only the sword. Podewils repeated his former

arguments, though with little hope of success. "We are involved in the

worst crisis ever faced by the House of Brandenburg," he told Borcke.^

A Prussian alliance with France would mean a long and bloody war,

he warned the king, and would prevent Prussia from making any agree-

ment with Austria.

Perhaps so, Frederick replied, but the hostile powers were forcing his

hand. He now ordered Old Dessauer to deploy his army at Gottin, near

the Saxon border. If the hostile coalition materialized and the Russians

attacked him in Prussia, he would go on the defensive in Silesia, march
to join Dessauer, conquer Saxony, and then move on the Russians. If

necessary, Dessauer would transfer the royal family and treasury to

Stettin. Meanwhile he would ally with France. Valory, who was in

Schweidnitz, was received at dinner and told of Frederick's desire for

an alliance, providing that France would cause Sweden to make war
on Russia if she moved against Prussia. Valory was to meet with Podewils

in great secrecy and draw up a draft treaty.

Frederick was not running scared. Valory reported to friends in Ber-

lin that His Prussian Majesty "was never in better humor or in better

health than at present; full of spirits, and talking of nothing less than

marching to Vienna."^

Such optimism was in part justified. No sooner had Saxony agreed
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to the invasion of Prussia when the prime minister, Count Heinrich

von Briihl, began to have second thoughts, provoked by Old Des-

sauer's deployment at Gottin of a force larger than the entire Saxon

army. Russian regiments marched from the Ukraine to Smolensk, but

then halted. Ostermann was well aware of the shaky condition of the

Russian army and was also worried by reports of a Swedish army as-

sembling in Finland. So favorable were Mardefeld's dispatches from

Saint Petersburg that on the first day of April Podewils informed Fred-

erick "that the storm which began to form against us begins little by

little to dissipate." The participants were in serious disagreement. Rus-

sia distrusted Saxony. "If the maritime powers [England and Hol-

land]," Podewils continued, "can be detached, as I hope will be brought

about in some way at least, the famous plot will go up in smoke and

the mountain will give birth to a mouse." ^

Such was the state of affairs when Frederick again took up the sword.

The threat of an Austrian offensive was mounting, he wrote to Schwerin.

Fie had received secret information, probably from Field Marshal Baron

Samuel von Schmettau, who had left Austrian service and would soon

join the Prussian army, that Neipperg with an army of about twenty-

three thousand, would march on Jagerndorf while Lentulus from Glatz

would make a diversionary attack on Breslau. Frederick wanted Schwerin

to compress his command, as Dessauer was urgently advising, between

Jagerndorf, Neustadt, and Zuckmantel (which had to be cleared of

enemy) before joining Frederick's force at Neisse.

Schwerin disagreed with the change in deployment. He liked the

present arrangement, which he incorrectly insisted was blocking all

mountain passes from Moravia and Bohemia. Jagerndorf, he argued,

was a key position, a "treasure," and to hold it he had to retain supply

magazines at Troppau and Ratibor. He could easily hold this shortened

line until mid-April; that would allow Frederick time to capture Neisse—
and permit Schwerin to retain his independent command.

Frederick reluctantly agreed to leave things largely as they were—
that is, his force spread north and west of Neisse, Schwerin's south and

east of the fortress— at least until enemy intentions became more clear.

Schwerin did agree to evacuate the Jablunka defense and the most dis-

tant Moravian outposts, and he also sent a force to take Zuckmantel.

But the influx of enemy irregulars, compounded by supply shortages,

brought him to a terrible state of nerves, and the upshot was that he

now came around to the king's earlier way of thinking. But then the

promise of reinforcements, along with new information that the Aus-

trians were ready to march, caused Schwerin once again to change his

mind and remain where he was.

Frederick had already decided against this. Leaving General Chris-

toph Wilhelm von Kalkstein at Grottkau to prepare the siege of Neisse,

he personally led the promised reinforcements, five infantry and four
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grenadier battalions, to Neustadt, where he met Schwerin. His inten-

tion was made clear in a letter to Dessauer: Schwerin was to fall back

on Neisse and take up the siege from the south. But Schwerin presented

new arguments against this move in a discussion that continued in Ja-

gerndorf. Although the field marshal knew almost nothing of enemy
intentions or movements, he doubted that, in view of the recent snow-
fall and consequent lack of forage, the enemy would cross the moun-
tains until spring.

He was wrong.

Determined to reinforce the Neisse garrison, Neipperg had marched
four days before Frederick and Schwerin met. Progress was madden-
ingly slow. A sudden thaw turned the roads to seas of mud, and peas-

ant teamsters frequently rode off on horses, leaving wagons to stand

idle. Then the weather again turned cold, and as the Prussian com-
manders conferred at Jagerndorf, Austrian columns were braving snow
and cold to struggle up narrow treacherous roads leading to mountain

passes at Zuckmantel and Freudenthal, a movement shielded by Bar-

anyay's light horse and irregulars, who fanned out from front and flank

to reconnoiter the land.

Having spent the night at Jagerndorf, Frederick was about to return

to his command when Austrian deserters reported the imminent arrival

of Neipperg's army, news underscored by the sudden sound of musket

fire. Patrols next reported that Prussian outposts were skirmishing with

enemy irregulars, and that Neipperg's vanguard was marching on
Freudenthal, some thirteen miles south, evidently unaware of the Prus-

sian presence.

Frederick was in serious tactical trouble. If Neipperg could wedge
between his and Schwerin's commands, he could possibly destroy each

force. That was indeed the Austrian plan. Even if the Prussians with-

drew, Neipperg could still march down the Neisse Valley on Ohlau
and its lightly defended ammunition magazine, and then to Breslau to

cut the Oder River lifeline.

To retrieve the situation, Frederick sent aides galloping to General

Duke Friedrich Wilhelm von Holstein-Beck at Frankenstein, to Kalk-

stein at Grottkau, to Fouque in the east: forget the siege of Neisse,

forget everything but immediate withdrawal north, to join with Fred-

erick and Schwerin on the western bank of the Neisse River across

from Sorge, where a boat bridge would be built. Schwerin at once called

in scattered outposts, marches observed and harassed by Baranyay's

hussars and irregulars, who covered the area like locusts. To worsen

matters, Lentulus's dragoons and hussars began cutting communica-
tions west of Neisse. General Holstein-Beck, commanding some eight

thousand troops at Frankenstein, did not receive Frederick's orders and

remained there, oblivious of the gathering storm until much too late.

Austrian and Prussian armies were moving in the dark, moving to
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unknown fates. Dogged by long supply columns, poor transport horses,

and roads sometimes icy and sometimes mud, Neipperg marched more
slowly, first to Ziegenhals, then to fortress Neisse, short marches of

only five miles a day through compartmented country of streams and
roads, country easy to lose a small army in, yet country whose flatlands

were ideal for battle.

Frederick moved faster. He had begun to smell battle and he used a

new marching order of two columns, each of six battalions, one col-

umn under his and one under Schwerin's command. On April 4, when
Neipperg struggled to march five miles, the Prussians logged eighteen

miles from Jagerndorf to Neustadt and on to Steinau, despite almost

constant skirmishing with Lentulus's hussars. The smell of battle grew

ever stronger. An aide rode off to Kleist at fortress Brieg: raise the

blockade, march south to join the main army. Other aides carried or-

ders to local commanders: all units to strip baggage to essentials, the

ponderous baggage trains to move to Krappitz and take boats to Ohlau.

That evening fire broke out in the village, 'it was only good luck that

saved the cannon and powder," Frederick later wrote."* It was snowing

and cold; the troops were visibly suffering. Wrapped in a cloak, the

king prowled among the bivouac fires, talking to the men, snatching

an hour's sleep here and there. At daybreak the march continued through

deep snow to Sorge, where the king hoped to cross the Neisse and join

Holstein-Beck's force of seven battalions and six squadrons. Instead,

he found Prince Leopold's advance guard facing several thousand en-

emy west of Lassoth. This was Neipperg's advance guard. General Baron

Johann Friedrich Berlichingen's and General Baron Karl Joachim Rom-
er's cavalry — six regiments of cuirassiers, five of dragoons— with in-

fantry slogging up from behind, although Frederick did not yet know
of that. The Prussians perforce stayed on the east bank. Leopold burned

the village, crossed the Neisse, and joined the march, this time in com-

mand of the rearguard— a neat piece of work for which he was pro-

moted to general.

The two armies were on collision course without either com-

mander's realizing it. Frederick's columns continued the march north

and on April 8 crossed the Neisse around Michelau and Lowen, the

idea being to reach Grottkau and base on Ohlau in order to block any

Austrian move against Breslau.''' On the west side of the Neisse the

Austrian army was also marching north, and on that same morning its

* Today the Neisse, now called Nyasa, is about sixty to seventy yards wide at Lowen, a small

village. The Catholic church at Michelau, now Michatow, carries the date 161 3, which kindly

local people assured me was correct. So if it had not been snowing, Frederick could easily

have seen the Austrian army, or at least large portions of it, from the bell tower. Incidentally,

if the reader ever reaches these parts, he should eat at the only restaurant there is in Niemod-

lin — the only good meal I had in Poland.
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advance guard had occupied Grottkau, Neipperg's idea being to seize

the Prussian magazine at Ohlau, a fact Frederick learned that after-

noon from captured enemy hussars. Neipperg did not reahze that he

was practically on top of the Prussian army; he wrote to Grand Duke

Francis from Grottkau that he knew "neither where the King of Prussia

had gone, nor the location of Field Marshal Schwerin, nor what had

become of General Schulenburg and the regiments from Troppau, Ra-

tibor, etc."^ He intended to march early the next day without really

knowing where. He and his generals supposed that the Prussian army

numbered seven to eight thousand.

The fog of war had cleared a little in the Prussian camp. After learn-

ing that Austrian dragoons were in Grottkau, thus barring the way to

Ohlau and Breslau, Frederick began deploying by wheeling columns to

the right. That night the army sheltered in and around four villages a

few miles southeast of Mollwitz, with headquarters at Algenau and

Pogarell. His total force amounted to thirty-one battalions and thirty-

four squadrons, some twenty-four thousand troops, along with sixty

cannon of assorted caliber. He was still in difficulty, his force split,

rations nearly exhausted. He now sent officers to Ohlau to report his

arrival and to summon two regiments of cuirassiers— none of the

messengers would make it through the screen of irregulars that infested

the area. Nor did he know that Holstein-Beck, blissfully unaware of

the crisis, was closing on Strehlen to the north.

The Prussian king did not sleep. To Jordan in Breslau he wrote that

"we shall fight tomorrow. You know the fortunes of war, which re-

spect the life of a king no more than that of a commoner. I don't know
what will happen to me. If my time is up, remember a friend who loves

you tenderly; if I am spared, I will write you tomorrow and you will

learn of our victory." To Prince William: "We are just over a quarter

of a mile [slightly over one English mile] from the enemy. Tomorrow
must decide our fate. If I die, do not forget a brother who has always

loved you tenderly. ... I will govern forever my actions by the glory

of Prussian arms and the honor of my House."

3J

Sunday, April 9, 1741- It is overcast and snowing. Thick heavy flakes;

you can't see twenty feet; blizzard weather, not good for battle, partic-

ularly when you don't know where the enemy is or his strength or what

he wants to do. Frederick decides not to march. The exhausted troops
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the left wing in case of deployment, canton in Barzdorf village, about

two and a half miles southwest of Mollwitz.

The visitation rudely surprises the locals. Three hundred hussars

suddenly appear in Mollwitz. They find no enemy, steal what they can,

move on to more loot up the road. Cavalry regiments follow like black

clouds. Squadrons canton in houses and barns; swearing, sweating troops

chop up neat wooden boundary railings to feed cookfires that spring

like magic lanterns from the snow-covered ground; other parties empty

barns of carefully hoarded hay, straw, barley, oats; they raid hen-

houses, slaughter pigs and cows.

Mollwitz is in the way of war.

Neipperg confers with his staff in one of the houses. The conference

solves nothing. He writes to Grand Duke Francis that the situation is

puzzling "because the greater part of the enemy force is now believed

to be between Lowen and Michelau on the Neisse [River] and the re-

mainder at Ohlau. I am situated between them trying to decide on the

best course of action — how to further my advance, considering the

terrain here and the enemy movements, or what the enemy will do in

view of his present situation." ^

Poor old Neipperg. He had never seen very far in his military career,

a professional myopia now compounded by snow and blizzard. Mon-
day will be a rest day— or so he believed.

Monday, April 10, 174 1. Frederick has worked fitfully through the

night, impatient for dawn, impatient to reach Ohlau, with its vital trea-

sures of food and ammunition. Dawn comes clear and cold but with

sun. Two feet of crisp snow covers the flat ground, but the weather is

fit for fighting. Drums beat at five a.m.; sergeants curse soldiers to their

tasks. Half-frozen, hungry men grumble, slip from vile-smelling barns,

relieve themselves, revive dormant fires, cook breakfast. Scouts ride to

survey the flat white land ahead. This is Colonel Count Friedrich Ru-

dolf Rothenburg's advance guard, four squadrons of horse, three

squadrons of hussars, a sizable force that seems infinitely small in the

vastness of a snow-covered Silesian plain.*

Meanwhile the army forms on the mill outside Pogarell. It will march

west on Kreisewitz in five columns. The artillery train and essential

baggage wagons claim the rude road; one infantry and one cavalry

column march on either side of the road, cavalry outboard, infantry

inboard, with ample intervals in case they are deployed into line. Car-

penters march in front of columns to clear obstructions. Other cavalry

regiments form the wings, with hussars lurking in reserve. Company
wagons haul knapsacks and bread sacks. The men carry only muskets

* The battle site is today a part of a large military base.
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and bandoliers, thirty cartridges per man. They march quietly. Officers

are ordered to shoot summarily anyone who talks, anyone who fires a

musket without orders.

The army marches at ten a.m.

All is quiet. Rothenburg's people round up a couple of peasants,

chase some hussars out of Neudorf, continue forward on the white

flatland now glistening in late morning sun. Austrian lookouts in the

church steeple at Brieg spot the intruders and fire rockets to alert Neip-

perg in Mollwitz. Neipperg cannot imagine what the excitement is all

about but sends some hussars to investigate. The patrol clashes with

Rothenburg's squadrons, loses a few troopers; the rest break off action

to report back to headquarters. About this time an officer arrives from

Brieg with the disquieting news of the Prussian advance.

Neipperg is at dinner. Though surprised, he acts calmly and quickly.

Drums call soldiers to arms, aides scurry hither and yon with orders to

form battle lines. But the units are all pointed the wrong way, in antic-

ipation of deploying into line northwest of Mollwitz. Now they must
quickly about-face and deploy southeast of Mollwitz; that is, units des-

ignated for the right center and right wing must now become left center

and left wing, a tactical adjustment that, as one participant drily noted,

caused a great deal of confusion. No matter— troops excitedly mus-

ter, units form, men march. A group of them tells a landlord that they

will "chase this cheeky snow king and his dandy soldiers back where

they came from and cut strips from his hide."^ Officers hurrying from

Laugwitz tell an innkeeper to keep the soup hot: they will thrash the

Brandenburgers and soon return. Neipperg is confident of victory; he

remarks to an aide that he will send the Prussian king back to Apollo

and his muses.

But neither Berlichingen nor Goldy is moving fast enough. Neipperg

rides to the right wing to prod infantry and cavalry into action. On the

Austrian left Romer deploys thirty squadrons of horse around a wind-

mill that looms from the suddenly busy land. Artillery comes from

Laugwitz like poky snails. Goldy slowly feeds infantry battalions into

a center line. The Austrian deployment is ragged and full of gaps.

The Prussians meanwhile are marching. Their pace, too, is slow. There

is the snow, then a hidden ditch, the Neuengraben (not shown on their

map); then the columns must side-slip to the road to funnel through

Kreisewitz Forest before resuming formation. It all takes time. The

vanguard closes on the Neudorf-Brieg road about noon. Frederick talks

to captured hussars, learns that Neipperg has occupied Mollwitz, Hii-

nern, and Griiningen. Neipperg is thus in his way. He orders his com-

manders to deploy into battle lines.

At first it goes like Potsdam drill transferred to Silesia. Frederick

designates army boundaries, the stream northwest of Neudorf on the
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left, the woods near Hermsdorf on the right. The army deploys in two
lines, cavalry on the extreme right, infantry in the center, cavalry on

the extreme left, baggage wagons to the rear with a two-battalion guard.

Small 3-pounder cannon front each infantry battalion. Struggling teams,

eight horses to a gun, pull the larger cannon a few hundred paces in

front of the front line, eighteen of them in the center, ten on the right—
bronze sentries that will fire when the enemy is in range. Engineers

stand by the guns, squinting in the bright light as they try to estimate

target distances.

But the snow-covered land is deceiving; it mocks space and perspec-

tive. General Count Adolf Friedrich Schulenburg's cavalry deploy too

far west of the woods; they squeeze the land; the deployment area is

not wide enough; alterations are necessary. Battalions designated for

the first line must fall back and bend in clumsy flank defenses. Battal-

ions coming to form the second line run into them. Confusion! Delay!

On the left no room for cavalry; they are shunted across the brook.

More confusion, more delay. Schwerin and Kalkstein sort things out

on the left, Frederick and Schulenburg on the right. Here the king makes

a special and unique adjustment, interweaving two grenadier battal-

ions into Schulenburg's squadrons.* Frederick and Schwerin are finally

satisfied. Neither seems to notice that Schulenburg's squadrons have

deployed too far left.

It is about one p.m. Frederick orders the army to advance. Battalions

and squadrons move out "with stirring music and flags flying, in a

proper order," an officer later writes, "that I have never seen at the

grand review in Berlin or Magdeburg."^

The "proper order" does not last long. Battalions and squadrons on

the left flank are still being shuffled about. They lag behind center and

right. Matters are better on the right, where heavy cannon unlimber

within range of Romer's cavalry. But Schulenburg finally notices his

mistake in deployment. To rectify it, to extend the battle line and cover

his vulnerable right flank, he moves his ten squadrons of horse not

toward Romer's cavalry but north toward Hermsdorf, from where he

plans to wheel into attack.

From the windmill General Romer watches the Prussian movement.

He and his troopers see Prussian gunners open fire. The first salvos

scatter Austrian hussars, killing five men and forty-five horses. Prussian

roundballs, each of six, twelve, or twenty-four pounds of black iron,

begin to plough snow to Romer's front. The fire increases; the white

ground turns to black trails. An Austrian witness later writes that the

* Frederick later attributed this new tactic to the lesson offered by Gustavus Adolphus at the

battle of Liitzen. More likely it was due to the advice of Field Marshal von Schmettau to the

effect that Austrians relied particularly on their cavalry and in case of battle would charge

with it.
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cannon fired almost as fast as Austrian infantry— "ninety rounds fired

while the troopers said one Lord's Prayer.'"^ The Austrians watch Prus-

sian gunners furiously swinging sledgehammers against elevation wedges.

The balls come closer, they come home, horse and man are falling,

their screams piercing the thunder of Prussian guns.

The fire suddenly ceases; the guns move forward; infantry and cav-

alry follow. The cannon again open fire. Romer waits for Neipperg's

orders, but Neipperg is busy on the right and Romer waits in vain. His

men are restless; "they begin to grumble and swear," an Austrian offi-

cer notes.^ Men and horses are dying. Romer is an experienced general.

He sees that Goldy's infantry are not fully deployed on his right, their

few cannon have not even come up. He sees Prussian infantry advanc-

ing to strike Goldy's exposed left flank. Now he sees Prussian horse

moving— and he cannot believe his eyes. He does not know Schulen-

burg's plan; all he knows is that the enemy is offering him an exposed

flank.

It is about one-thirty p.m.

Romer's sword slashes air; squadrons move out, trot briefly north-

east to evade cannon fire, wheel sharply right. These are veteran troop-

ers, the best in Europe. Thirty squadrons of cuirassiers and dragoons,

some three thousand horse keeping almost perfect formation in the

approach, trot over treacherous snow. Prussian gunners see them come,

realign the heavy cannon, switch some guns to caseshot, to shells

holding anywhere from fifty to three hundred half-ounce lead balls,

fearful cannonades that tear holes in enemy ranks. The Austrians

seem oblivious, intent only on striking the exposed flank of Prussian

horse.

The pace quickens; trumpets sound the charge.

Schulenburg realizes too late what is happening. In vain he tries to

turn unwieldy lines. Enemy horse thunder in at full gallop to hit his

ranks with lance and saber. His lines break like so many toothpicks.

To most of his men, anywhere is better than here, and desperately they

run to anywhere. Romer's people follow, push them to the woods,

push them into the fire of their own infantry, close on exposed cannon,

slash gunners to death, turn loaded guns to fire into Prussian lines,

spike some, take others away.

Frederick is with Winterfeldt's grenadier battalion on the extreme

right.* Riding into the melee, trying to rally the cavalry "as one would

a pack of stags," he collects a few squadrons and turns on the enemy.

Though split by the infantry battalions, Romer's troopers hurl them-

selves forward to smash the counterattack. Romer is shot dead; Len-

* Winterfeldt had only recendy returned from his successful diplomatic mission to Saint Pe-

tersburg.
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tulus is wounded. But the attack continues; it sweeps Prussian squad-

rons across the battlefront to the Prussian left. Frederick and Schulen-

burg extricate themselves with difficulty. They struggle back to the right,

where the infantry are holding, though firing now to front and rear.

Smoke covers the battlefield, a black curtain hanging all the way to the

outskirts of Ohlau.

Schulenburg will not suffer his disgrace. An inept commander but a

big man and brave, his life is the honor of his regiment. He has been

wounded, and now, standing in the saddle, sword in hand, he furiously

wheels his foaming horse to curse confused squadrons into attack for-

mation. The enemy hits hard, a saber slashes Schulenberg's face, an eye

falls from its socket. He holds his cheek together with one hand, re-

mains mounted, continues forward. An Austrian bullet finds his body,

kills him. His fall is the fall of his troops. Once again Austrians chase

Prussian horse from the field.

Schwerin reaches the right wing. He finds an appalling tactical mess.

Torn bodies cover red snow, a ground of distorted faces and twitching

limbs, the once pure air acrid with powder smoke, filled with screams

of dying men and horses, of commanders bawling confused com-

mands, of trumpet blasts, musket and cannon fire. Everywhere is con-

fusion and fear, laced with noble acts and valiant deeds. The situation

is more than critical. Prussian horse have vanished, heavy cannon are

knocked out, infantry are fighting for their lives, soldiers firing franti-

cally, often uselessly, Austrian infantry forming in line but not yet ad-

vancing, Austrian cannon finally in position.

Schwerin finds the king in the middle of this tactical nightmare. Fred-

erick is leading by example, exposing himself to almost certain death

in trying to rally stragglers into cohesion. A few feet away a cannonball

tears an aide's head from his body. It is the king's young cousin Prince

Frederick of Brandenburg-Schwedt. There is no time to grieve. Enemy
horse press in. Francois Chasot intercepts a blow intended for Freder-

ick; blood spills over him from a deep cut in the head." Schwerin sug-

gests that Frederick turn the command over to him and leave the bat-

tlefield. He argues that the kingdom is more important than a battle

lost, that the king can go to Oppeln, where the army will follow if

defeated. Frederick refuses. A new cavalry attack interrupts the argu-

ment. It is beaten off with difficulty. Schwerin becomes more upset

when he sees infantry of the second line firing in panic, without com-

mand. He appeals to Prince Leopold and to the king's adjutants. It is a

matter of the crown, they all agree, the preservation of Prussia. Fred-

erick is confused. He is the product of a week and more of march and

* Voltaire later put the deed in verse: "Where this illustrious Chasot, this formidable war-

rior, / By his valor saved the greatest of our kings. . .
." (Schlozer, General Graf Chasot.)
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countermarch, of worry over the enemy, over rations and ammunition,

over Holstein-Beck's absence, of two sleepless nights, of long hours of

writing orders, of deployment and battle, of young Prince Frederick's

death, of Romer's frantic charge, of Schulenburg's death, of soldiers

spilling guts and puking blood as they scream, cry, and die. Frederick

is human, no bigger than his shadow. He yields.

It is about four p.m.

Schwerin takes command. The Austrians are winning; no doubt about

it. But Romer's cavalry have suffered more than Prussian commanders
suppose. His once compact squadrons are scattered, with many of them

now on the Austrian right, many to the rear, hors de combat. Nowhere
on the Prussian right has Prussian infantry broken. Battered in places,

terrible casualties, yes, but not broken. Schwerin rides to them; he wants

ranks put right, fire discipline restored. His generals ask whether he

will retreat. "Over enemy bodies," he spits back.^ Officers respond,

units shape up, firing commences on order— front rank first, then the

front rank kneeling to reload while the second and third ranks fire, a

steady, often effective fire backed by bayonets plunging into soft un-

derbellies of intrusive Austrian horses.

Schwerin senses a change of tempo. Battle always has a pulse, and

now it quickens and Schwerin's finger is on it. He has taken heavy

losses; he is short of powder, ammunition, and daylight. He is twice

wounded. He orders live men to strip dead men of ammunition. He
joins battered battalions together to extend his first line. He and Gen-

eral Heinrich Karl von der Marwitz ride to the front of the extreme

right wing, to the bleeding first battalion of guards. Schwerin talks

briefly to officers and men. He wants one more effort. Aides race to the

left wing to order General von Kalkstein forward. Drummers beat

commands, trumpets blow, battalions unfurl banners, gunners fire what

cannon are left, tired men breathe deeply, an army moves forward.

An Austrian officer watches. He later wrote, "I have never seen any-

thing so superb; they marched with the greatest composure, straight as

a die, as if on parade; their weapons glittering in the sun produced the

most splendid effect, and their fire was a steady peal of thunder,"^

But the enemy is not yet beaten. Austrian cavalry check Kalkstein's

advance. They are driven off, and Zieten's hussars pursue while Roth-

enburg's dragoons push against enemy infantry. A final enemy attack

on the Prussian right is splintered by Prince Leopold's second line. When
enemy horse cut behind him, he turns his third rank, and bayonets and

musket fire break the attack. Neipperg— hat and jacket pierced by

bullets, one horse shot from under him, two more wounded— tired

Neipperg sees the Prussians advancing, does what he should have done

earlier: he orders Goldy's infantry forward, brings cavalry from right

to left. But the battalions refuse to budge. Goldy falls— soon to die—
and the advance falters.
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The Prussian left continues forward. The enemy watches in horrified

fascination. "They advanced step by step in amazing formation," an

Austrian officer later wrote. "Their artillery fired ball and canister

without interruption, and once they were in range their musket fire

never stopped a moment."^

It is about six p.m.

Neipperg loses control. Romer's cavalry are long since gone from

the field. Berlichingen's cavalry on the right are exhausted; in fury, the

general attacks his own troopers who are leaving the field, but this does

no good. In the center, the infantry refuses to advance. Men shuffle

sideways like cattle seeking shelter from a storm. Men fire aimlessly.

Lines turn to columns thirty to forty men deep. Gaps wide enough to

accommodate a regiment of horse open in the line. Neipperg is looking

at defeat in detail. He orders a general retreat south on Grottkau. Prus-

sian hussars follow for two miles, but it is dark now, the Prussians are

tired, leery of lurking enemy hussars. Schwerin calls off the pursuit.

The main job is done.*

It is about seven-fifteen p.m.

The battle is won.

Frederick leaves the battlefield with a small escort, stops at the baggage

dump to pick up the money chest and important papers. He sends an

aide with a report of events to Old Dessauer— the battle is lost, he

warns; Dessauer must act accordingly. The party rides fifteen miles to

Lowen, rests briefly, crosses the Neisse at twilight, continues on to Op-

peln, eighteen miles east. It is dark when they reach the town gates. A
summons to open is greeted with fire from an enemy sentry. Baranyay's

irregulars are occupying Oppeln. Frederick's flight across the Oder River

is blocked. Only one option remains. He turns back to Lowen. What
will he find? A beaten army, Austrians, captivity?

The party follows the king. Hussars capture some members of it,

including the mathematician Maupertuis. The king reaches the out-

skirts of Lowen in early morning to learn of the victory. He has ridden

nearly seventy miles. He returns to the battlefield.

The battlefield is not pretty. Enormous fires are already consuming

carcasses of once splendid cavalry mounts; troops are gorging on the

welcome meat. Harnesses, reins, stirrups, saddles, many of them

bloodstained, lie in careless heaps. Burial parties of soldiers and peas-

* The fourteen Prussian squadrons from Ohlau arrived toward the end of the battle. Schwerin

wanted to send them after the retreating enemy, but Prince Leopold objected so vigorously —
presumably because of the disorganized state of the army and especially the cavalry — that

Schwerin put the decision to Colonel Count Hans Christoph Friedrich von Hacke, one of

Frederick's adjutant aides. Hacke sided with Leopold, and Schwerin backed down, an inter-

esting example of the influence of an adjutant aide at this time. (Orlich, Geschichte, Volume
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ants are hacking huge graves from nearly frozen ground. This is the

victor's task. He must bury perhaps a thousand of his own, another

thousand of the enemy. Bodies are stripped of clothing, shoes, boots,

and accouterment before the rude interment. Few records are kept,

most names forgotten.

Then there are the wounded. Neipperg has taken the walking wounded
with him, but several thousand Austrians and several thousand Prus-

sians remain. They are the charge of the provos, who must clean the

battlefield. They kill the hopelessly wounded, strip them of clothes,

boots, weapons, toss them into graves. The rest go to field hospitals for

treatment by exhausted surgeons, who have been awash in blood the

night through. For four days the wounded are treated and evacuated,

some going to Ohlau, where churches are serving as hospitals, some by

boat to larger towns. Six hundred seriously wounded enemy are sent

to villages near Brieg, whose commandant is charged to look after them;

others are treated locally; those who can travel are sent to Breslau,

Treatment is rudimentary. Burly orderlies hold men down and dose

them with brandy and opium, or "Chinese pills"; surgeons saw off

splintered limbs, sew arteries and veins, cauterize the mess. Skulls are

trepanned, in some cases cut away. Surgeons use long primitive probes

to locate musketballs and pieces of shrapnel; cuts are sewn together;

the wounds are dressed with lint cloth covered with generally useless

ointments, in the tradition of the famous sixteenth-century military

surgeon Ambroise Pare. The patient is bled of twelve to fifteen ounces

of blood before treatment; if he survives, he is bled again and again.

More often than not a seriously wounded man does not survive. Gan-

grene, putrid fever, lockjaw, and dysentery are the usual killers. There

is no relief from these except death.

32

While te deums were sung in the Prussian camp, Frederick sent

couriers racing to friends and foreign courts with news of the victory.

"We have totally beaten the Austrians," he wrote Wilhelmina two days

after battle. "They have lost more than five thousand men, as many
dead as wounded and prisoners. We have lost Prince Frederick . . .

General Schulenburg . . . and plenty of other officers. Our troops per-

formed miracles." In sending Podewils an exact report to be printed

and distributed to all courts, he proudly wrote of the four-hour "spir-

ited battle" and the Austrian flight, "notwithstanding that this army
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graves. "Few records are kept, most names forgotten."
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was at least 6000 men stronger and had almost three times as much
cavalry,"

But as Frederick tabulated the price of victory, jubilation turned to

remorse, then reflection. He later admitted to a loss of twenty-five

hundred dead and three thousand missing and wounded of his own
troops. A week after battle he told his brother William that "we have

beaten the enemy, but everyone mourns, the one for a brother, the

other for a friend; in short, we are the most distressed victors that you
can imagine. God preserve us from such another bloody and murder-

ous affair."

Frederick was not sure who had made the most mistakes, he later

wrote, he or Neipperg. Neipperg had hit on an excellent operations

plan but had not carried it out very well. He could easily have ended

the war by attacking the Prussians at Jagerndorf. Instead, he had al-

lowed himself to be surprised at Mollwitz — the fault of his hussars —
and was thereby beaten.

On the other hand, Frederick, wrongly influenced by Schwerin, had

made the first and cardinal error of dispersing forces instead of concen-

trating them at Neisse and maintaining communication with General

Holstein-Beck at Frankenstein. As a result he had had to fight a battle

from which there would have been no retreat in case of defeat. He had

erred again at Mollwitz by wasting time in prematurely deploying the

army instead of marching directly on separated Austrian cantonments,

which would have yielded an immense victory, comparable with that

of Blenheim. It was his own fault. Lacking experience and skill, he had

been overcautious. He should have allowed Rothenburg more freedom;

then he could have attacked and probably dispersed Romer's cavalry

before they formed. His officers, he wrote, needed more and better

training. They were too involved with petty details, with parade ground

formalities; they were too cautious in the advance. Schwerin alone was
an experienced and capable tactician. Holstein-Beck was lacking imag-

ination and was so unaggressive that the day after battle he had al-

lowed the beaten Austrians to slink by his position without attacking

their exposed flank. (He was nonetheless soon promoted to field mar-

shal.) "The grace of God and the bravery of my infantry" alone had

saved the day, the king wrote to Podewils; the battalions "stood like

walls and fought like hons."

The cavalry were something else again, "not worth sending to the

devil," as Frederick wrote to Old Dessauer. He did except one merito-

rious action on the left, but in general he was disgusted with their per-

formance. Nor was he satisfied with the mobility of the artillery, whose

rate of fire, in any case, was too slow for his liking.

All these shortcomings must be corrected. "Mollwitz was the school

of the king and his army," Frederick later wrote, and it is to his credit
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that he, unHke other European rulers, immediately set about making
the needed changes.^

It is not to his credit that he failed to recognize other obvious short-

comings. It is perhaps understandable but still regrettable that he never

publicly mentioned his own flight from the battlefield, never openly

attempted to explain it or justify it or condemn it. He had not made
proper preparations for a campaign in difficult country nor had he

obtained available maps, but he probably did not have time to secure

them and saw no real necessity for them, in view of enemy weakness.

And he did not prepare adequately for siege warfare, a failure that

would affect future campaigns. He failed to recognize either the advan-

tages in or dangers from irregular warfare and because of tactical

blindness very nearly lost a kingdom before fighting a battle. Together

these failures spelled a dangerous disregard of enemy strength, and that

is a major violation of the rules of warfare, particularly when the vio-

lator is by nature an aggressive and impulsive commander.

Field Marshal Neipperg fell back to an almost unassailable position by

fortress Neisse. He had nothing to celebrate and much to regret. He
placed his own losses at about eight hundred dead and thirty-eight

hundred wounded, missing and prisoner, with some seventeen hundred

horses killed. Although he insisted that the Prussians had suffered far

higher casualties, he had to admit that those Prussians had beaten him,

and he had to explain why.

Neipperg chose to blame a dead man — not the first or last time such

an expedient has proven convenient to a man in trouble. His generals

and staff officers supported him, not surprisingly, seeing that it was
also their defeat. Berlichingen, Browne, and Lentulus each read and
approved the special "Relation" submitted to Grand Duke Francis. The
primary cause of defeat, Neipperg explained, was General Romer's

"unfortunate, unexpected, and precipitate" opening attack, made
"without my orders," on the Prussian right wing. The secondary cause

was untrained infantry, which refused to advance at the critical mo-
ment.'^ (He passed over his own and other staff and command failures

almost without comment, nor did he explain what Romer was sup-

posed to have done when cannonballs smashed through his squadrons

while Prussian infantry advanced toward Goldy's vulnerable flank.) If

the war were to continue, he advised, the court would have to recruit

a professional foreign army of twelve to fifteen thousand troops,

* The Austrian historian A. Arneth wrote that the majority of Neipperg's troops had served

in the recent war against Turkey and thus were "well-tested and reliable." (Arneth, Ge-

schichte. Volume i.) He also noted that the defeat demoralized Austrian troops and that even

some generals refused to serve under Neipperg in the future. (Volume 2.)
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"through whose good example our own troops perhaps could be put

right." The court should either make peace or ally with a great power
imbued with offensive spirit.^

The queen wrote comfortingly that she did not blame Neipperg in

the slightest; indeed, his preparations had been "zealous, wise, and
careful."^ Obviously the Prussians had been badly hurt, to judge from

the number of deserters and their failure to follow Neipperg's retreat.

Even his rival within the Austrian miHtary command. Field Marshal

Count Ludwig Andreas von Khevenhiiller, replied that this was what
had to be expected from a winter campaign undertaken by a weak and

untrained army. If the Prussians had been able to maneuver, he added

maliciously but accurately, "you would have been completely annihi-

lated." He advised Neipperg to retire into Bohemia, where he could

keep an eye on Bavaria and also join the Saxons if they allied with

Austria. The task now was to build a new army. Since the infantry

could not be depended on, "we must make small [guerrilla] warfare

and not presume to win battles.""^

Neipperg had already decided on this course of action. A few days

after the battle he ordered General Baranyay to strike up the left bank

of the Neisse with a hussary-cavalry force some thirteen hundred strong;

his mission was to attack Prussian outposts and convoys and cut com-
munications.

The blood had scarcely dried on the MoUwitz field when Frederick

turned to the siege of fortress Brieg. "Our affairs go well, and I believe

that in a few days we shall be masters of Brieg," he wrote to Jordan.

Brieg was still under siege when he moved the bulk of the army to a

camp north of Mollwitz for training. But now detachments of Baran-

yay's corps appeared at Mollwitz and along the Ohlau-Breslau road,

even at the gates of Breslau and Brieg. Frederick responded by setting

up outposts along the roads and tying them together with infantry and

cavalry patrols, usually of 120 men under a captain. After surrounding

the new camp with outposts backed by fortifications, he set about

training infantry, cavalry, and artillery along tactical lines worked out

in lengthy correspondence with Old Dessauer.

Frederick was mainly concerned with reforming his cavalry in the

tradition of King Charles XII of Sweden, a master of hard-hitting cav-

alry tactics. Prussian cavalry had never been much good, a force largely

for show, big men riding big horses. This was largely King Frederick

William's fault; he and Dessauer had always been more interested in

improving the infantry, which earlier in the century was more impor-

tant than cavalry for siege and defense of fortresses, and also much
cheaper — cavalry cost three times as much to keep in the field. As

early as 1725 Seckendorff in a report to Vienna wondered whether

"the terribly large [Prussian] horses, some of them nineteen hands,"
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could support the infantry in long and tiring campaigns.^ During the

Rhine campaign in 1734, Crown Prince Frederick was struck by the

difference between the bulky Prussian horses and the lighter Austrian

units. He later wrote that Prussian horses "were the size of elephants

and could neither maneuver nor fight. There was not a review but that

some cavaliers fell from awkwardness. They were not masters of their

mounts, and their officers had no notion of cavalry, no idea of war, no
knowledge of terrain, neither theory nor practice of maneuver essential

to cavalry in combat."^ In 1739 the Prussian army of eighty-one thou-

sand had fewer than eighteen thousand horses, or about 22.5 percent

of total strength.

The first fault was not human; it was horse. Regimental commanders
were now authorized to begin buying smaller, more nimble horses. The
second fault was human. Most cavalry officers and hussar officers lacked

any real knowledge of their profession; they were "more farmers than

officers," Frederick grumbled to Dessauer. Mollwitz had shattered cav-

alry morale. To mend this serious casualty, to give soul to tired, dispir-

ited men, the king started a training program from bottom up. His

formula was simple and effective, valid today: discipline plus drill equals

soul equals pride equals confidence equals excellence. Men and horses

were trained singly, then in small groups. Once self-confidence and
spirit began to return, they worked in sections. Frederick's training

hallmark was swiftness and mobility, tactical adroitness that could

produce shock power. A month after the battle, cavalry majors were
reporting to the king's tent at seven a.m. for personal instructions. Units

remained on semi-alert; on the king's order, they could saddle up and
move out in fifteen minutes. Hussar training was in the hands of fiery

Major von Zieten, who had trained under Count Baranyay.

To gain a more offensive spirit the cavalry henceforth was to depend
on the arme blanche; as a rule only the sword would be used in the

attack, with the carbine reserved for defense against enemy hussar and
irregular attacks. In discussing the merit of firearm or sword, the king

told one general, "Kill your enemy with the one or the other; I will

never bring you to an account with which you did it."'' In the attack

the traditional "evolutions" would be replaced by a few preliminary

movements; then the squadrons would move out at a trot until they

were a hundred paces from enemy lines, when they would break into a

gallop. How best to employ them? Frederick leaned toward mass de-

ployment on the army's wing, the embryo of a concept that he would
bring to powerful maturity in time.

Artillery posed another problem, one more mechanical than human.
At Mollwitz a large number of cannon had been lost because the guns

were deployed too far in front of the infantry. Henceforth gunners would
unlimber only fifty paces ahead of the first line and would open fire at
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a thousand paces. When Dessauer pointed out that this did not solve

the problem of coordinated fire, Frederick suggested that a few 12-

pounders be put on the wings to serve as assault artillery. He also wanted

battalions to have their own 3-pounders. He was not pleased with the

artillery performance at the siege of Brieg. Siege batteries had not been

built quickly enough; the guns had fired too high. Field and siege artil-

lery would continue to bother him; he never would be fully satisfied

with this arm.

The cause was partly the state of the art. Cast-bronze guns were

heavy and awkward, aiming devices primitive, powder generally of poor

quality and powder loads consequendy unreliable, projectiles often badly

cast. These defects would be overcome only by technological advances.

But it was in part the king's fault, one he had in common with other

sovereigns. Artillerymen and engineers were not traditionally of the

nobility and thus were second-class officers. By not making artillery a

proper branch of the service, he failed to provide an encouraging en-

vironment where these defects in time might have been overcome.

He did substantially increase the artillery by adding a second battal-

ion of field artillery. Further changes and increases would be made
under the chief of the artillery, the recently promoted Lieutenant Gen-

eral Christian von Linger. A major change would soon be made in the

3-pounder, which would be cast with a conical chamber to make it

lighter. This was the invention of Captain Johann Holtzmann, who
also designed a new limber built to carry a hundred rounds exclusive

of munition wagons.

Frederick made no radical changes in infantry training, which con-

tinued to concentrate on rapidity of fire and march and fire discipline.

Mollwitz convinced him that the musketeer's allotment of thirty car-

tridges must be doubled, the additional cartridges to be carried in com-

pany wagons and distributed just before deployment.

Impatient as always, Frederick longed to bolster diplomacy by the sword.

Two days after Mollwitz he was suggesting to Dessauer the possibility

of a preventive war against Saxony. Shortly after Brieg surrendered, he

wrote to the prince that he was considering a push into Glatz. Dessauer

did not like the idea. The operation, he replied, would encounter nu-

merous obstacles, both because of supply difficulties, and because

"mountain warfare must be fought quite differently from war in the

plains."^ He advised Frederick instead to establish magazines at Brieg

and cross the Neisse there or at Lowen, which should force Neipperg

to withdraw to Zuckmantel and even into Moravia, thus leaving Fred-

erick free to besiege fortress Neisse. The king agreed but then discov-

ered that Neipperg was too strongly entrenched for this move, though

in an attempt to bring him to battle and also to ease supply problems,
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he moved camps, first to nearby Grottkau and then to Strehlen.

Neipperg meanwhile was slowly being reinforced. His orders were
to remain on the defensive until British, Russian, and Saxon armies

marched to Austria's aid. Until then he would continue to fight a "small

war." Newly arrived units were sent to join those operating along the

Ohlau-Breslau road, and some were sent to the right bank of the Oder
to interdict the road from Poland to Breslau. The fresh units were com-
manded by names soon to become famous to some, infamous to oth-

ers: General Count Franz von Nadasdy, General Count Sandor Karo-
lyi. Major Baron Franz von der Trenck, General Baron Joseph von
Festetics, Colonel Count Adam Dessewffy, Major Friedrich Wilhelm
von Menzel, and a score of other hard-riding commanders whose small

parties raised a dozen kinds of hell with the Prussian enemy. "Bandits,"

Frederick contemptuously called them, and in part Neipperg agreed.

He had already issued sharp warnings to the free-booting armed peas-

ants of Wallachia, who happily plundered and killed their own people,

particularly Protestants, and now he came to grips with von Trenck
and his pandour corps of some thousand savages. Trenck, "a man of

the extreme," as a biographer termed him,^ was bold, greedy, fool-

hardy, but tactically shrewd. A daring raid on Schweidnitz failed not

because of Prussian countermeasures but because of the revolting be-

havior of his pandours against the civil population. Such were the ex-

cesses that Neipperg relieved him of command and, when he refused

to go, arrested him and sent him to Vienna for trial. Major Menzel
took over and the small war continued through summer and autumn,
as first one side and then the other scored small but often bloody tac-

tical victories. In early July, Dickens's replacement as British envoy,

John Carmichael, the Earl of Hyndford, reported from Breslau that

the Austrian Hussars are daily hovering about this Town to pillage the

provisions and Baggage Wagons, which go between this Place and the

Camp, and make it very unsafe for any body to stir abroad, so that

people are little better than Prisoners at large. This morning the Hussars

have carried off 500 head of cattle . . . 300 of which belonged to the

King and 200 to Breslau.

A week later he wrote:

The Imperial Hussars, and particularly the Croats and Warasdiners, have

committed such outrages and cruelties in some parts of the upper Silesia

towards Bohemia and Moravia that they have revolted the minds of the

people and even those that are Catholicks, to such a degree, that they

give the Prussians immediate notice whenever they appear in the Coun-
try,

^o

The main advantage of the small war to the Prussians was the train-

ing provided to hussar and cavalry units. In late July the French envoy,

the Marquis de Valory, wrote to Cardinal Fleury of his astonishment
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at the improvement in these units. Lord Hyndford attended one review

in which men and horses "appeared very well" and were observed by

Austrian hussars from a distance. A month later Frederick informed

Dessauer that "my cavalry is now complete and in the condition that I

expect it to be."

33

Victory at mollwitz made Frederick the most sought-after

monarch in Europe, and foreign envoys from Berlin were soon pouring

into Breslau. But the diplomats scarcely solved Frederick's political di-

lemma. Military stalemate spelled political stalemate, with a great dan-

ger of isolation. There were three ways to put matters right. One was
to win total military victory in Silesia, impossible at the moment, be-

cause Neipperg occupied a virtually unassailable position by Neisse.

Another was to forge an alliance with France, with all the potential

pitfalls that entailed. A third was to reach a compromise settlement

with the Austrian court, which England now as earlier offered her good
offices to achieve.

France was still crucial. Valory had been pressing for a treaty, and

Frederick guardedly agreed but did not rush matters. He was aware of

the danger to Prussia from radical change in Europe's balance of power,

especially if France gained ascendancy at Austrian expense. Today's

ally could prove tomorrow's enemy, a truism hammered home by Po-

dewils, who again played devil's advocate in lengthy correspondence

with his master. Open alliance with France, he argued, would represent

an abrupt departure from Prussia's traditional relationship with Aus-

tria and the German princes. Though on occasion this had been strained

and broken, it invariably healed. Far better, Podewils concluded— and

Frederick agreed in part— if Prussia could reach a satisfactory under-

standing with the Vienna court.

They were still arguing the issue of alliance when King George told

Parliament that England was bound by treaty to aid Austria in her war
against Prussia. Parliament voted what he wanted, including a £300,000

subsidy to Maria Theresa and another £200,000 to subsidize auxiliary

troops for Hanover's protection.

Field Marshal Charles Louis de Belle-Isle reached Silesia in late April.

The gaunt French nobleman arrived in Breslau with his usual regal

entourage, only to be kept cooling his heels, the unwilling victim of
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royal oneupmanship. When finally given an audience in headquarters

at Ohlau, he again argued for Prussia to join what would become the

League of Nymphenburg. France would guarantee his conquest of Si-

lesia in return for alliance; French, Bavarian, Prussian, and, it was hoped,

Saxon armies would defeat Austria, partition the Habsburg empire,

and make the Elector of Bavaria the new Holy Roman Emperor.

Frederick was tempted, but only if France would take an operational

role. Pointing to the coalition rapidly forming against him — Austria,

England and Hanover, Saxony, Holland, and Russia— he wanted Belle-

Isle's promise of concerted military action: first, against Austria by France

and Bavaria (and by Sardinia, Spain, and the Kingdom of the Two
Sicilies against Austrian forces in Italy), second, against Russia by France

and Sweden. Then he would sign a formal treaty. Desultory action, he

emphasized, could easily open him to attack from three sides and bring

about his defeat. Russia already was mobilizing; he showed Belle-Isle

a recent alarming report from his envoy Mardefeld in Saint Petersburg.

In view of Prussia's extensive and open frontiers, this was an inevitable

fear, and Belle-Isle apparently accepted its validity.

The two hit it off well and soon became good friends. Frederick

found Belle-Isle "charming beyond imagination," and Belle-Isle was
full of admiration for Frederick's army and campaign plans. He was
struck by the simplicity of the camp, by the plain uniforms of the king

and his generals, who wore jackets so short that they might have been

vests. Although champagne was served at dinner, it accompanied only

three courses— boiled meat, roast meat, and vegetables — served to a

table of twelve in the sleeping area of the king's tent.

Frederick's attention to detail amazed the Frenchman. He rose at

four A.M., mounted, and inspected every post and outpost of the camp,

concerning himself with details that in the French army were left to

mere quartermasters. He personally issued all orders, read all reports.

Belle-Isle watched him interrogate deserters and spies, even a couple of

prisoners. He personally drilled a battalion for his guest's benefit.

The weather was terrible [Belle-Isle reported to the French minister Jean

Jacques Amelot de Chaillou] and snow fell in thick flakes, which how-
ever did not prevent the battalion from drilling as if it had been the most

beautiful weather. Aside from the magnificent appearance of this unit,

which is extraordinarily well trained, it marched and carried out its

movement with indescribable precision. But what distinguished it the

most is the rate of fire . . . carried out by sections and divisions in every

possible way, but always with the same confidence despite the snowfall;

they fired en detail up to twelve rounds a minute,* and at least six rounds

* Later commentators have unfortunately translated en detail as "individually," which is

patently impossible, since a veteran rifleman would have been taxed to fire three rounds a

minute. Belle-Isle undoubtedly meant Hackenfeuer, or salvos by divisions. (Generalstab,

Kriegsgeschichtliche Einzelschriften, Numbers 28-30.)
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a minute in section and division fire, which seems unbeUevable if one has

not seen it.*

They spoke a similarly aggressive language, but each from the point

of his own interests. Frederick found the field marshal obsessed with

the partition of the Habsburg empire, as if all of Maria Theresa's prov-

inces "were up for auction." Noting the envoy's preoccupation one

day, he asked if anything was wrong. "Nothing, sire, except that I just

don't know what to do with Moravia." "Give it to Saxony," Frederick

replied, "and then the King of Poland [Elector of Saxony] will join our

alliance."^

Belle-Isle left Breslau the day that Lord Hyndford, the British envoy,

arrived. A Scot with no diplomatic experience but with a distinguished

parliamentary career— "honest, candid, and sound," Ranke called

him — Hyndford was to drive home the importance of Prussia's com-
ing to terms with Vienna to end "a war, which, if continued, must in

its consequences, inevitably destroy the Liberties of the Empire, the

Protestant religion, and the Balance of Power in Europe."^

After some delay Hyndford was taken to Frederick's camp outside

Brieg. His reception was frosty. It was plain from King George's recent

speech to Parliament, not to mention the anti-Prussian diplomacy being

practiced by British envoys in Dresden, the Hague, and Saint Peters-

burg, Frederick told him, that England was supporting Austria, so there

was nothing to discuss. Hyndford patiently countered the accusations.

King George's speech was directed against France and her allies, not

Prussia. England sincerely wanted to arrange an accommodation be-

tween Prussia and Austria. In the end Frederick grudgingly agreed that

Hyndford should open negotiations with the Vienna court through the

British ambassador there. Sir Thomas Robinson. Frederick had consid-

erably warmed to Hyndford during the audience and asked him to

dine. In this and further meetings, Hyndford did not attempt to gloss

over patent difficulties. Frederick's insistence on Lower Silesia and

Breslau, he told Podewils, was unacceptable to Vienna, which regarded

this area as the truly valuable part of Silesia. Hyndford urged Frederick

to scale down his demands. He refused, but did agree to negotiate fur-

ther along lines already presented to the Vienna court by Count Gotter;

he also raised his cash offer to three million thalers and agreed to an

armistice if it was for a minimum six months.

Hyndford sent the terms to Vienna, confident that agreement would

result, that Frederick would lower his territorial demands, that Maria

Theresa would happily end the war.

His Lordship had reckoned without a queen's fury fired by political

ignorance. Maria Theresa was not to be placated. Frederick had no

right to steal one of her richest provinces. Moreover, her father had
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signed a treaty with France that she beHeved Cardinal Fleury would
respect. She also beheved that she could buy off the Bavarian elector's

pretensions to the Imperial crown with some territory in the Spanish

Netherlands. Fears of renewed Turkish aggression were allayed by the

Porte's ratification of the Treaty of Belgrade. Finally, she had been in-

vited to Pressburg to be crowned Queen of Hungary, which could mean
additional military aid from the all-powerful Hungarian nobility.

Maria Theresa accordingly received Lord Hyndford's mediatory

proposals with disdain. In late May, Robinson informed Hyndford that

Maria Theresa would consider a "just and reasonable" treaty with the

King of Prussia but refused Prussian claims to Silesia (although she

would probably cede the duchy of Glogau). She insisted on the validity

of the Pragmatic Sanction and "would make no proposals, but would
await them.'"*

This was scarcely the stuff of concession, and when she also turned

down the English proposal for a truce, Hyndford's mission had failed—
at least for the time being.

Before Maria Theresa's rebuff, Valory had reported that France was
attempting to persuade Sweden to renew war with Russia, which she

would probably do in return for an alliance with Prussia. The Ver-

sailles court stood ready to subsidize a Swedish force of twenty thou-

sand. It was already paying for a Bavarian army that would be ready

to march on Austria in July, an effort to be supported by two French

armies. The news excited Frederick. Convinced of British duplicity, in-

sulted by Austrian intransigence, he was turning increasingly toward
France. "Valory is right," he wrote to Podewils. "There now, my friend,

there now, how much longer shall we wait in order to become the

dupes of London and Vienna?"

When Podewils still cautioned against rushing into the arms of the

French, Frederick scornfully replied, "You believe what you wish but

without examining facts, and you would convince yourself that a mis-

tress who is a whore is faithful to you." England was "playing" with

Prussia to keep her isolated and thus avoid general European war. The
time had come for action: "If we have allies, we will be respected; if

we have none, we will be laughed at." Podewils and Valory were to

draw up a treaty in greatest secrecy. Podewils was to give Hyndford
the impression that an arrangement with Vienna could still be made.

"Deceive the deceivers!" the king thundered.

As with most treaties of that day, that of Breslau consisted of two
parts, one whose general content was made known to other courts,

another, usually the more important, that theoretically would remain

secret. The first part called for a fifteen-year defensive alliance; each

party would guarantee the other's European possessions and promise

military aid in case of attack by another power. The secret portion was
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more complex. Should Frederick succeed in retaining Lower Silesia and

Breslau, he would yield forever his claim to Juliers and Berg, which

would revert to the Elector Palatine (and thus remain under French

influence). He would also vote for the Elector of Bavaria, Charles Al-

bert, when it came to electing a new Holy Roman Emperor. In return,

King Louis would guarantee Frederick's claim to Silesia, foment war
between Sweden and Russia, and also send troops to the Elector of

Bavaria "to put him in condition to act with vigor" against Austria.

The Versailles court not only would subsidize a Bavarian army but if

necessary it would support Charles Albert with a strong French army.

Podewils and Valory signed the document in early June. "I argue

now, Monsieur le Cardinal, whether you are a better Frenchman than

I," Frederick jubilantly wrote to Fleury. And to Belle-Isle: "I am count-

ing on seeing in two months from now your standards deployed on the

hithermost banks of the Rhine."

The king's euphoria did not last very long. Within a week he was

pushing his new ally for action. "Don't forget the promises you have

made me," he reminded Belle-Isle. "I await their accomplishment with

all ardor and impatience." By mid-June he was protesting to Valory

that Sweden was not yet acting against Russia:

I declare to you then that the whole of your treaty is void if Sweden does

not act for France and if the Bavarian elector does not act and if Belle-

Isle does not enter Germany to act this autumn in Bohemia and Austria.

Do not believe that I am allied to the king your master on any other

conditions, and do not count any longer on me if you do not fulfill your

engagements, as I am resolved religiously to fulfill mine. Tell this to the

Cardinal [Fleury] and to Monsieur de Belle-Isle, for if France thinks it

can deceive me France is mistaken.

Maria Theresa's fortunes were meanwhile improving. By late June she

had made a secret treaty with England that called for combined oper-

ations against Prussia, and she had formally requested support of the

Saxon and Russian courts. Hanover and England and Holland had

demanded that Frederick evacuate Silesia. She was reinforcing Neip-

perg's army and wanted him to cross the Neisse and advance north-

west, either to fight the Prussians if opportunity occurred or move on

Schweidnitz in an effort to capture its important magazines. Neipperg

was not too optimistic; he wrote to Grand Duke Francis that if his

march prospered, he could think of retaking fortresses Brieg and Glo-

gau, but that if he were beaten in battle, he could not guarantee to hold

Neisse and cover Bohemia and Moravia. In view of these "ticklish cir-

cumstances," he requested "a clear and firm answer."^ He was advised

that much depended on the hoped-for march of the Saxons and Han-
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overians; in any event, Francis wrote, he should think more in terms of

"a small movement" that would impress everyone with Austria's offen-

sive intentions and would cause more Prussians to desert. Maria Ther-

esa, however, urged positive forward action.

She and Francis meanwhile had traveled to Pressburg, where she was
crowned Queen of Hungary. Her address in Latin to the Diet was well

received, and the coronation went smoothly enough.

Sharp reverses followed. The young queen was still in Pressburg when
she learned that France and Prussia had signed a treaty. The ministers

"fell back in their chairs Hke dead men," Robinson reported.^ The queen

refused to believe French duplicity, but when Cardinal Fleury admitted

that a new coalition did exist, panic swept the Vienna court. Neipperg

was still shadow-boxing with Frederick in Silesia. Western borders were

weakly defended. The rest of the army was in Italy. Nothing could be

expected from Hungary for some time. Nor could anything now come
from England. Admiral Edward Vernon's naval disaster at Cartagena

had shocked king and country, and "fear was suffocating the court,"

one diplomat reported. Continental allies — Hanover, Saxony, Den-
mark, and Hesse— suddenly cooled. King George, fearing for Hano-
ver's safety, was again pressing the Vienna court to make peace with

Prussia.

Preservation of the balance of European power now became more
important to the Habsburgs than the destruction of Prussia. Maria
Theresa reluctantly agreed to offer Frederick two small provinces in

the Netherlands plus two million thalers if he would evacuate Silesia

and make peace. When Ambassador Robinson told her he doubted

that the Prussian king would accept, she angrily replied, "I wish he

would reject it."^

She needn't have worried. By the time Robinson reached Prussian

headquarters. Elector Charles Albert of Bavaria had managed to field

an army of twenty thousand and had seized Passau. France was ac-

tively equipping her armies. Frederick once again was writing friendly

letters to Valory, Fleury, and Belle-Isle, the last having been made com-
mander-in-chief of French armies in Germany. "I have given orders to

my ministers at Frankfort and to my generals to act completely in ac-

cordance with Monsieur de Belle-Isle's wishes," Frederick informed

Valory at the end of July,

Frederick had already treated Lord Hyndford's overtures with dis-

dain and now in early August he rudely spurned Robinson's opening

offer of a cash settlement to leave Silesia. The envoy upped the ante,

first with one, then both of the Netherlands provinces. "Beggarly of-

fers," Frederick sniffed before pointing out that the queen could not

legally give away these lands, which were guaranteed by the Barrier

Treaty of 171 3. If she wanted peace, he said, she must give him what
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he desired. Robinson heatedly pointed out that to preserve the balance

of power, a coahtion of England, Russia, Saxony, and Austria might

be necessary. "No threats, sir!" the king warned. "If you please, no
threats!"^ Prussia had the means to handle Russia and the King of

Poland. As for the King of England, "if he does not attack me, I shall

not attack him, and if he attacks me, then the Prince of Anhalt [Old

Dessauer] will treat with him." Frederick replied to Robinson's and

Hyndford's further entreaties by stating that he would retain Silesia

come what may. With that, he abruptly broke off the audience.

The dispirited ambassadors returned to Breslau in time to witness

the sudden military occupation of the Silesian capital. This was Fred-

erick's punishment for the treacherous behavior of Catholic nobility

and clergy, and also a precaution in case Neipperg intended to march

on the place. A few days later, Robinson left for Pressburg, his mission

a failure.

34

The war expanded.

In early August Sweden declared war on Russia. In mid-August, Field

Marshal Count Frangois Marie de Broglie led a large French force,

thirty-two thousand foot and ten thousand horse, across the Rhine. At

Donauworth he joined the Bavarian army in which the French would
ostensibly serve as auxiliaries under Elector Charles Albert's supreme

command. A second French army, commanded by the Marquis Jean

Baptiste Francois Maillebois, marched on Meuse, occupied Liege and

Dinant, and camped opposite Diisseldorf, where it was joined by small

auxiliary forces belonging to the Electors of Cologne and the Palatin-

ate, each of whom received French subsidies. This was a shielding ac-

tion to prevent interference from England and Holland and also to

pave the way for possible later incursions into the Spanish Netherlands

and Hanover. The Elector of Saxony (King of Poland) apparently in-

tended to join the anti-Austrian coalition in return for Moravia and

Upper Silesia once victory resulted, and to send an army to strengthen

the Bavarian-French effort against Austria.

By early September one Bavarian-French force was in camp at

Scharding, from where, as Frederick had proposed, it would march on

Linz and down the Danube Valley to Vienna. A second French force

was assembling in the Upper Palatinate, from where it would march

into Bohemia to cut off General Prince Christian Lobkowitz's small

corps.
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These preparations greatly excited Frederick, who had for some time

seen a chance to end the war quickly and favorably. Two months ear-

lier he had urged Elector Charles Albert to strike while the enemy was
weak: "To make a master stroke [you] must take Passau, Linz, and
then, hugging the Danube, march straight on Vienna." In late July he

sent his newly recruited Master General of Artillery, Baron Samuel von
Schmettau, formerly a field marshal in the Austrian service, to Munich
as personal military representative. Schmettau was to persuade Charles

Albert to march immediately; the French contingent could catch him
up by water. Schmettau was also to steer Charles away from useless —
indeed, dangerous— operations in Bohemia. Instead, Charles was to

invade Austria, "march on Vienna," and put a quick end to the war.

Schmettau soon reported that the elector was in complete agreement

with Frederick's thinking but that his army was not ready to march.

Prompt allied action was vital if Frederick was to enjoy military suc-

cess in Silesia. Neipperg had marched in late July, a leisurely nine-day

effort that brought him to the Neisse, some fourteen miles from the

Prussians. In due course he crossed the river, camped at Baumgarten,

and in mid-August marched northwest toward Reichenbach.

Frederick's intelligence was worse than ever, the result of difficult

terrain, poor weather, and the usual swarms of light troops that screened

the main army. He at first believed that Neipperg was only changing

camps, perhaps in order to send cavalry units to Bohemia, but then he

learned that General Festetics was marching northwest toward
Schweidnitz with a large force of light troops. To counter this threat,

he marched on Reichenbach, a move that forced Neipperg to turn around

and camp in the Frankenstein area.

Although Frederick was pleased with the new camp, his position was
not a good one. Enemy irregulars were keeping him tactically blind.

They prowled everywhere, striking convoys, attacking patrols and out-

posts. Supply was difficult, morale low, desertions were increasing. He
wanted desperately to attack, but Cardinal Fleury pointed out that once

the Franco-Bavarian army entered Bohemia, Neipperg would be forced

to leave Silesia; it would be better to avoid the risk of losing a major

battle and instead follow the enemy into Moravia.

The Prussian king now decided on a new plan. He would make a

surprise march southeast to Neisse, cross at Ottmachau and Woitz,

and put his army between the fortress and Neipperg's army. If Neip-

perg chose to attack, fine; if he withdrew, then Frederick could besiege

the fortress that he desperately needed for the winter. A few days later

he notified Podewils of his intentions, adding that the House of Austria

was on the verge of destruction — "We will shortly hear the lamenta-

tions of Jeremiah."

It was not to be. Neipperg's light troops erased any hope of surprise.

Their stinging attacks, coupled with rain and fog, slowed and even
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halted the march. "You could scarcely see three paces ahead," Prince

Dietrich of Anhalt-Dessau noted in his diary. ^ Kalkstein, who com-
manded the vanguard, had to stop frequently to clear passes of hussars.

In the darkness he got lost and marched in circles. By the time he reached

the Neisse River, the main army had arrived, only to find Neipperg,

who for once marched rapidly, occupying the opposite heights. In camp
at Woitz, Frederick impatiently awaited arrival of his artillery and bag-

gage train, a ponderous convoy of two thousand wagons that had been

constantly harassed by irregulars, who on one occasion had to be beaten

off by bayonet attack.

There would be no decisive battle now, a failure the king blamed on
Kalkstein. Instead, he moved to a new position closer to Neisse. Neip-

perg set up camp not far distant. The two armies were "like two fu-

rious lions," Frederick wrote to Jordan, "lying tranquilly each in their

lair."

The appearance of French and Bavarian armies had brought near panic

in the Vienna court. Even Minister Bartenstein, who had repeatedly

assured Maria Theresa that the King of France would never take arms

against Austria, now argued for a new alliance with England and Prus-

sia. But, although neither the queen nor her ministers were yet willing

to meet Frederick's demands, the king did not burn all his bridges to

the Vienna court. Lord Hyndford, still in Breslau, made no bones about

England's fears for the safety of Hanover, not to mention the destruc-

tion of Austria. Nor was Maria Theresa's apparent desire for peace to

be lightly dismissed, in view of Frederick's somewhat precarious tacti-

cal situation and his suspicion of allied intentions. Hyndford proposed

in great secrecy to General von der Marwitz, now the governor of Bres-

lau, that Frederick be given Lower Silesia, including Breslau, for with-

drawing from the war.

Frederick was quietly interested. It would not hurt to let the Vienna

court know that he was still willing to deal, albeit on his terms. These

were Byzantine in the extreme and they well illustrate his love of the

bizarre. A trusted aide. Colonel Baron Georg Konrad von der Goltz,

explained them to Hyndford. In return for all of Lower Silesia and the

city-fortresses of Neisse and Glatz, the Prussians would conduct a mock
siege of Neisse, whose garrison would duly "surrender" and be al-

lowed safe conduct to Moravia. Meanwhile Neipperg's army, vital to

the defense of Bohemia and Lower Austria, could safely retire into Mo-
ravia — and "all this was to be accomplished in twelve days."

Maria Theresa was not ready to go this far, but she decided to trust

Neipperg and Hyndford with further negotiations. She would give Lower

Silesia to King Frederick if he would fight on Austria's side and vote
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for Grand Duke Francis as emperor. Frederick informed Hyndford that

he was "to reply to the court of Vienna that the Elector of Bavaria will

be emperor, and that my engagements with the Most Christian King

[Louis XV] and the Elector of Bavaria are so solemn, so indissoluble,

and so inviolable that I will not abandon these loyal allies in order to

enter a liaison with a court that can only and forever be irreconciled

with me." The letter made such good reading that he sent the Bavarian

elector a copy.

On the surface, his loyalty to the alliance seemed wise. He and the

Bavarian elector were about to sign a formal treaty of alliance. The
Saxons were ready to join the anti-Austrian forces. The Bavarians had

finally marched. As Frederick had predicted, they met almost no op-

position and were soon in Linz, whose estates readily paid homage.

Panic again prevailed in Vienna, where Khevenhiiller was frantically

trying to repair neglected defenses with the aid of six thousand hastily

impressed civilians. Thousands of Viennese had fled the capital, taking

what valuables they could; the court had fled, some members to Press-

burg, some to Graz. Frederick had already decided to cross the Neisse

"and chase the wretched Austrians into Hungary" when a new offer

came from Pressburg via the Neipperg-Hyndford-Goltz secret channel.

In return for peace, Frederick could have Lower Silesia but not fortress

Neisse. He spurned this offer, crossed the river, and in early October

had forced Neipperg to withdraw and was wondering whether he could

attack the Austrian army without too much loss.

His answer was that he could not, but he based it on more than

immediate tactical considerations. Maria Theresa would soon be rein-

forced by troops from Hungary and Italy. The Swedes had been badly

beaten by the Russians at Willmanstrand; perhaps the latter would

now send troops to help Austria, perhaps the Saxons would back off

from the anti-Austrian alliance. From Linz, General Samuel von

Schmettau, Frederick's military adviser to the Bavarian elector, re-

ported allied dilatoriness, which possibly stemmed from secret peace

talks with the Vienna court. The elector was caught up in the pomp of

homage. Troops were neglected, morale was low, no magazines were

established, marches were disorganized and slow, baggage trains de-

layed, there were hard feelings between French and Bavarian contin-

gents, the Bavarian treasury was empty. Only reluctantly did the army

march from Linz to cross the Enns River. Between Krems and Saint

Polten, it halted and began preparing to march into Bohemia.

This was contrary to Frederick's entire strategy, which the elector

had enthusiastically endorsed. It came as a shock both to Frederick and

Schmettau, but they had reckoned without French influence. France

was willing to shatter the Habsburg empire, Schmettau wrote, but not

replace it with a strong Bavarian empire. Rather, Versailles wanted to
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establish a number of secondary European powers, Bavaria and Sax-

ony among tiiem, through which it could control central Germany. It

did not want the Bavarian elector to make a triumphal entry into Vi-

enna.

The elector had been adversely influenced by a shrewd French dip-

lomat familiar to Frederick from Berlin days, the Marquis de Beau-

veau. Following Belle-Isle's orders, Beauveau argued convincingly that

if the Saxons were left alone in Bohemia, they would conquer and keep

that kingdom. When Schmettau privately forced him to admit the va-

lidity of Frederician strategy, he allegedly replied, "But then this man
[Elector Charles Albert] would no longer want us, and that would be

against our interest."^

Elector Charles insisted that he wanted to do as Frederick advised,

but that his army was too small to go it alone. France was paying for

the Bavarian frolic; Prussia was not. He was indeed worried about

Saxon ambitions concerning Bohemia, and instead of marching on Vi-

enna he would push into Bohemia to seize Prague.

Such machinations were precisely what Podewils and other anti-French

advisers had warned against. Their words gained further weight when
Frederick learned that Marshal Belle-Isle had promised the slippery

Saxons the moon and a piece of cheese to come into the war. "Is it

necessary then to be the enemy of France to be her most favored?"

Frederick plaintively asked Belle-Isle in a letter that strongly defended

Bavarian claims to Bohemia over those of Saxony. Then he learned,

quite by chance, that neither the Versailles nor the Bavarian court wanted

him to have Glatz and Upper Silesia (which he demanded in return for

any Saxon territorial gains). He also learned of more secret dealings

between Vienna and Versailles, and thought that Fleury would aban-

don the aUiance if the Austrians offered him Luxembourg and a part

of the Brabant. Fleury further irritated him by signing a treaty of neu-

trality with Hanover without using Frederick's good offices, as prom-

ised, thus depriving the Prussian king of any credit with Hanover and

England.

If Frederick harbored suspicions, real or imagined, justified or not,

about his allies, Maria Theresa harbored a deep fear of those allies. If

Bavaria and France refused her offers, a march either on Vienna or

Prague would be deeply embarrassing— perhaps disastrous— while

her main army was tied down in Silesia. She desperately needed time,

time for the promised Hungarian levies to arrive, time for her regi-

ments in Italy to reach the Tyrol. During September and early October,

directives flew to Neipperg, each yielding more and more to Frederick's

"ultimatum," each giving the field marshal broader powers of negoti-

ation as the Prussian king remained adamant in his demands and as

Neipperg stressed the hopelessness of his position and his desire to be
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relieved of command. The queen surrendered in early October; she

ordered Neipperg to meet with Hyndford and Goltz to arrange a secret

peace on Prussian terms.

The capitulation found willing ears. Inactivity and accompanying

desertions were hurting the Prussians as much as the Austrians. Despite

entreaties and downright threats, the allies were still moving like glue,

their future plans unclear. Instead of commanding the armies in the

field, Belle-Isle remained in Frankfurt. When the Bavarian elector should

have been on the outskirts of Vienna, he had still not moved beyond

the Enns River. The siege of Prague was an unnecessary accessory to

the main strategy. The upshot would be that during the winter the

Austrians would be reinforced by troops from Hungary and Italy, and

that could mean only a prolonged and costly campaign in 1742.*

At Hyndford's suggestion, Frederick met secretly with him, Goltz,

Neipperg, and Lentulus at the remote chateau of Klein-Schnellendorf,

located midway between the two armies. With Hyndford adjudicating,

the principals agreed to Frederick's original terms, that is, Neipperg to

withdraw into Moravia while the Prussians carried out a mock siege of

fortress Neisse. Once the garrison "surrendered," it would follow the

main army. The Prussians would then take up winter quarters in Upper

Silesia and possibly Bohemia and would not act offensively against

Austria, her allies, or Hanover. From Moravia, Neipperg would send

small parties of hussars to "attack" Prussian convoys and posts in or-

der to deceive Frederick's allies. An effort would be made to write a

formal treaty by late December, according to which Austria would cede

Lower Silesia, Breslau, and Neisse to Prussia. Frederick stressed that

the agreement, which he refused to sign, must be an "inviolable se-

cret," that if it became known, he would be instantly absolved from its

terms. Hyndford's protocol guaranteed this important condition. Once
various details were settled, Frederick and Neipperg discussed earlier

campaigns, and Frederick went so far, if Hyndford is to be believed, as

to advise him on future operations against the Bavarians and French.

Frederick was playing a dangerous game with the Klein-Schnellendorf

agreement. It could easily destroy what credibility he still possessed in

* Elector Charles Albert noted in his diary, "I also received a letter from the King of Prussia

in which he informed me that he believed I was already in the suburbs of Vienna, and urged

me extremely to advance and cross the Danube at once. Lacking artillery, I had no reason to

advance toward Vienna, where without being able to begin the siege I could accomplish

nothing, having no intention to go there only to return. Nonetheless, I yielded to the lively

representations of the Prussian king, and, with no other design than to please him and not

risk losing his friendship, I moved on Vienna unwillingly and totally contrary to the objective

that I had of going to Prague." (Heigel, ed., Das Tagebuch Kaiser Karls VII.)
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foreign courts. If it proved fraudulent, if the Vienna court failed to

arrange a formal treaty, he could not protest too loudly. On the other

hand, he was certain that the Vienna court would never keep the secret,

and he probably valued uncertainty over credibility. In this sense it was
a more important replay of his earlier foray into Strasbourg. Who was
this King of Prussia? What would he do next? He was determined to

make himself equal in recognition to the Kings of France and England,

to the Czarina of Russia, to the Queen of Hungary. As he later told

Valory, "I do not want to make war as a subaltern; I want to act as I

choose."^ In so doing he was also accomplishing his primary strategic

goal, the conquest of Silesia, while allowing his army to go comfortably

into winter quarters.

But there was a further consideration. By withdrawing from the ac-

tion, he would create a new military situation, one that he could sub-

sequently influence in a number of ways. With that, he moved a step

closer to his long-term goal of becoming a third power capable of influ-

encing the destiny of Germany and perhaps even of Europe.

3S

The hoax of Klein-Schnellendorf was played with all the intensity of

a theatrical performance at Rheinsberg. To Podewils, who supposedly

knew nothing of it, Frederick wrote that he was marching in an effort

to cut enemy communications with Moravia; if he failed, he would

besiege Neisse. Podewils was to notify all foreign ministers at Breslau

of this plan. Frederick informed the Bavarian elector that he would

shortly move against Neipperg, either to give battle or to force him

into fortress Neisse or back to Moravia.

So far, so good. But now Podewils reported that rumors of an agree-

ment between Prussia and Austria were circulating "in rather exact

terms" in Breslau. Dowager Empress Emily in Vienna had written her

son-in-law, the Bavarian elector, of the agreement; the envoy Thomas
Robinson and Field Marshal Count Khevenhiiller informed their re-

spective colleagues in Dresden of it. Other leaks followed. The news

spread like wildfire. "The king is in a terrible temper," Goltz wrote to

Hyndford, and "has ordered me to notify you, that if the court of

Pressburg does not put this right, and if the secret is not better pre-

served in the future, he will not be bound to the treaty."^ Frederick

wanted no less than an official denial from Khevenhiiller to be an-

nounced by Austrian diplomats throughout Europe.
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While this demand was traveHng to Pressburg (where it would be

ignored), Frederick continued to treat his allies as if nothing untoward
had happened. "Neipperg, having been deceived by demonstrations of

my moving into Moravia, has decided to protect this province, which

has caused me very promptly to begin the siege of Neisse" — this to

the Bavarian elector— "at the same time as I have sent twenty-two

squadrons of cavalry on the heels of Monsieur de Neipperg." The siege

was difficult, he explained to one and all, since the defenders had flooded

the area, but once it was accomplished he would march into Bohemia,

blockade Glatz, and establish communication with the French, who
were marching on Prague. A week or so later he announced the capture

of Neisse to the Bavarian elector: "To my great regret the bombs have

caused frightful damage." The elector was not to worry about rumors

of a Prussian peace with Austria: "I can positively assure him on my
honor that I have not made peace with the Austrians, and that I will

make it only when Your Electoral Highness will be satisfied." Freder-

ick ordered all Prussian envoys to deny that a peace treaty had been

made, and he created more smoke by signing the partition treaty with

Bavaria and Saxony by which he guaranteed Upper Austria, Tyrol,

Bresgau, and Bohemia to Bavaria, and promised his vote to Charles

Albert at the Imperial election. The Bavarian elector in turn guaranteed

Silesia to Prussia and promised to sell Glatz to Prussia for 400,000
thalers. Frederick now put his troops in winter quarters and left the

war to others.

That war looked black to Maria Theresa. In those early November
days no less than three armies, French, Bavarian, and Saxon, were poised

in Upper Austria and Bohemia, ready to march where they wished. The
main Austrian army, under Neipperg, was slowly struggling back to

Neuhaus, its ponderous columns fighting tortuous mountain roads, its

already meager ranks slimmed further by sickness and desertions. Re-

inforcements were only slowly assembling. Vienna still lay open to the

enemy.

Maria Theresa was saved by that enemy's ineptness. Having ignored

Frederick's advice to march on Vienna, Elector Charles Albert moved
into Bohemia to establish bases before besieging Prague. On learning

in mid-November that Belle-Isle had finally lashed the Saxons into

marching into Bohemia, he decided to advance directly on the capital,

join the Saxons, and begin the siege.

Neipperg's army meanwhile had been joined by Grand Duke Fran-

cis, who personally took command for the march to Neuhaus. Various

fragments that had been driven back by the Franco-Bavarian advance

were added to the main body, along with reserves from Vienna, hastily
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mobilized Hungarian units (mostly irregulars), and Browne's and Lob-

kowitz's corps. After securing his Moravian-Bohemian base with Hun-
garian irregulars, Francis marched with thirty-six thousand troops to

break the siege of Prague. But Francis was no soldier, and his command
was not auspicious. His army strolled rather than marched, enjoying

frequent rest days while its commander and generals went hunting.

The French and Saxons before Prague seemed equally feckless. Fi-

nally, with the Austrians approaching and with thunderous messages

from Belle-Isle, who was sick with sciatica in Dresden— "Take Prague!

Days and hours are precious!" — the allies moved. ^ In late November
they stormed thinly held walls, the governor surrendered, the estates

paid homage to a new master, and Charles Albert was crowned King

of Bohemia.

But Maria Theresa's position was not as black as it appeared. Fran-

cis's army now held the line Budweis-Wittingau-Neuhaus-Tabor, which

meant that the victors of Prague were cut from their brethren holding

the fortified Linz area in Upper Austria. And now Austrian regiments

from Italy— nearly fourteen thousand fresh troops— along with con-

tingents of Hungarian irregulars, joined Khevenhiiller's new command
at Waidhofen in the Tyrol.

Count Khevenhiiller was a bright star in a drab military firmament.

Fifty-eight years old, he was a veteran of the Wars of the Spanish and

Polish Successions and the Turkish wars. He had written voluminously

on infantry and cavalry operations. His most famous work, Maxims of
War, offered ten rules of warfare, of which the first is possibly the

soundest: "Call on God." This he proceeded to do in the Tyrol. Further

inspired by a portrait of Maria Theresa and ten-month-old Joseph, which

accompanied a fulsome letter giving him operational carte blanche (in-

cluding authority to arm local peasants), he put together an army that

was unusually effective, considering its disparate elements. All told, he

commanded nearly fourteen thousand infantry, forty-three hundred

horse, a thousand hussars, two thousand Warasdiners, three hundred

pandours, and other Hungarian irregulars commanded by Major Gen-

eral Baron Johann von Bernklau, Lieutenant Colonel Menzel, and Ma-
jor Trenck.*

In late December Khevenhiiller crossed the Enns and began attacking

French outposts. He used irregulars, both independently and in com-

bination with infantry, as shock troops, whose small horses galloped

straight toward the enemy, their riders bent to shield themselves, then

suddenly rising with slashing sabers to cut through anything in the

way.

* A few months later Khevenhuller would write Maria Theresa that Bernklau had the correct

blend of daring and caution for special operations. He also admired Menzel and Trenck for

courage, but they lacked Bernklau's military education. (Arneth, Geschichte, Volume 2.)
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Outpost after outpost gave way; garrisons threw down arms to run

in panic. By the new year Khevenhiiller had forced Count Henri Fran-

cois Segur to withdraw behind the walls of Linz, which he surrounded,

first to blockade, then besiege. "The world learned with astonish-

ment," Frederick later wrote, "that 15,000 Austrians were holding

15,000 French at Linz."* A week later a force of regulars and irregu-

lars under Bernklau seized the enemy's main magazine at Scharding.

Corps Bernklau flooded into Bavaria, the road to Munich lay open, the

Bavarian government was panic-stricken.

In less than three months, then, Maria Theresa's military situation

was almost completely reversed, the result mainly of the Klein-Schnel-

lendorf agreement. But as the Prussian king had formerly held the bal-

ance position of military strength, so did he still— and now Elector

Charles Albert frantically sought his aid.

The change for the better in Austrian military fortunes did not please

Frederick. It was becoming more obvious that the Vienna court did not

intend to make a formal treaty. Although a draft treaty reached Breslau

after his departure for Berlin in early November, it would have pledged

him to help delay the Imperial election and given his support eventually

to Grand Duke Francis; none of this had been discussed at Klein-

Schnellendorf.f The Vienna court also continued to publicize the

agreement, which reinforced Frederick's belief that Maria Theresa's

real intention was to settle with France and Bavaria, then turn on Prus-

sia. Schmettau was reporting pessimistically from the elector's head-

quarters, where French and Bavarian generals squabbled away the days

and the only man capable of putting things right. Marshal Belle-Isle,

remained in Dresden, a sick man. If matters did not soon improve,

Frederick wrote in mid-Novem.ber, he believed that the Austrians would

bring the allies to the peace table.

He had already begun tying himself into allied operations, albeit cau-

tiously. In late October he had sent Prince Leopold with a sizable force

to Bohemia to camp between Koniggratz and Saxony, a position, he

explained to the elector, "that by itself makes a kind of diversion and

* Frederick's figures (as usual) were incorrect. The Linz garrison had about ten thousand.

(Hillbrand, Die Einschliessung von Linz 1741/42.)

fOn October 27, 1741, Hyndford reported to Lord Harrington in London: "I am afraid My
Lord they [the Vienna court] carry their views and expectations too far, for they don't seem

yet to have lost sight of the Imperial dignity, and they have the King of Prussia before the

Treaty is concluded, disoblige publicly his new Allies, which he will not do. ... I will

inform the King of Prussia of part of the contents of this Memorial, for I must take the liberty

to castrate it, for if given entire it would do more harm than good." In Hyndford's opinion,

Frederick's motivation in wanting the treaty could well have been "an honest design of pre-

venting the utter ruin of the House of Austria by France and its Allies." (British Foreign

Office, 90/51.)
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covers the Saxon march." He refused, however, to allow Leopold to

join the Saxons, as Charles had requested; they were too far away, and

he would not expose Lower Silesia. But Schwerin would move a large

force into Moravia and seize Troppau and Olmiitz as bases for further

operations with the allies.

On the political level he censured England's continuing aid to Aus-

tria, a violation of her treaty of neutrality. Prussian and French envoys

would soon deliver a thinly veiled warning that if it was not stopped,

Hanover would be endangered. He congratulated Elector Charles Al-

bert on becoming King of Bohemia and repeatedly assured him and

other allied leaders that he was doing everything possible to expedite

the Imperial election. He continued to deny to all concerned that he

had made peace with Austria.

Despite the lofty sentiments of UAnti-Macchiavel, Frederick was rap-

idly coming to trust no one and no thing. When in Silesia he had writ-

ten to Voltaire that "men are not made for the truth, I regard them as

a herd of stags in the park of a grand nobleman, with no other function

than to breed and fill up the park." When the Spanish court continued

to press for a treaty with Prussia, Frederick turned it down. "What
astonishes me," he wrote to Podewils, "is that the world never becomes

wiser, and that after one sees so obviously the frivolity of guarantees,

principally in regard to the Pragmatic Sanction, one still allows oneself

to be taken in by guarantee treaties. All men are fools; that is what

Solomon said, and what experience proves."

Frederick believed he had been foolish to ally with France, who had

let him down; he had been foolish to deal with Austria, who was ob-

viously insincere. Circumstances now compelled him to deal again with

the allies. He would do so, but very carefully. Although he ordered

Leopold to support the allied advance with both cavalry and infantry,

the prince was to operate only on the allied left so as not to be cut from

the Silesian border. He was to take no chances and was not to advance

very far, "since through this move I wish only to show the world that

rumors of a peace with Austria are groundless and that I have not

detached myself from my allies." Prussian cooperation would depend

on the allies' determination to occupy as much of Bohemia as possible

before going into winter quarters. Frederick was not willing to offer

more help, because he believed that Schwerin's corps would have its

hands full with a small war.

But events moved him closer to the allies. In early December he learned

of a palace revolution in Saint Petersburg. With the aid of the regiment

of guards, Elizabeth, Peter the Great's daughter, stole the crown from

the regent, Anne, and the young Ivan, and banished Marshal Munnich.
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Although Frederick regretted the loss of Miinnich's support, he be-

lieved that the upheaval removed "the last resource" counted on by

Austria and England, since it did not seem likely that Elizabeth would
uphold earlier promises to Austria.

It was also obvious that the Austrian court had no intention of for-

mally ceding Silesia to Prussia. When Hyndford informed him in late

November that the draft treaty had arrived from Vienna, Frederick did

not even ask to see it. In mid-December he told Hyndford that he no
longer felt bound to the Klein-Schnellendorf agreement, because Vi-

enna had repeatedly violated its terms. He was sorry— had Maria
Theresa respected it, he could have saved Moravia and the two Aus-

trias for her. As it was, she was bound to lose everything. Hyndford's

counterarguments fell on deaf ears. "Upon the whole," he grumpily

reported, "there is nothing to be done with this prince while his affairs

go on so successfully."^

A few days later Frederick wrote to Marshal Belle-Isle that in the

coming year he would lead the Prussian army through Moravia to strike

the Austrian flank if the French simultaneously would attack the Aus-

trian army's front. As much as he would like to see Belle-Isle in Berlin,

he would prefer to meet him at the gates of Vienna. Belle-Isle re-

sponded enthusiastically: there was no reason that allied forces could

not march directly on Vienna and end the war.

None of this signified Frederick's renewed faith in the allies. He was
not pleased with their tactical dispositions in Bohemia, and he hoped
that Belle-Isle would cause them to advance deeper into the country

before taking up winter quarters, for only this could force the enemy
back into Austria. When Belle-Isle instead spoke of moving the Saxons

to the rear and the French behind the Moldau, Frederick replied that

he would then move Prince Leopold's corps behind the Elbe. The threat

worked: the Saxons advanced, and Frederick's other wishes were re-

spected. Another irritant was that, he suspected, the Bavarian and French

courts were secretly working toward a separate peace with Austria,

and he believed that Belle-Isle's failure to take field command resulted

more from this than from illness. He also suspected, correctly, that the

Saxon court was dealing secretly with Versailles in order to obtain a

large chunk of Bohemia.

These suspicions were in large part confirmed when the French king

summarily transferred Belle-Isle to Frankfurt to supervise the Imperial

election and put Marshal Broglie in field command. Broglie was old

and decrepit, his body and mind maimed by attacks of apoplexy, yet

arrogant and unbending, willing to ally with no one. Here the allies

were on the point of attacking Budweis in order to extend their posi-

tion as deep into Bohemia as possible, as Frederick had urged, and do-

nothing Broglie was going to sit idly by in Pisek. Belle-Isle's presence
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was vital to future operations. "Under your command the French troops

are heroic," he wrote to the marshal; "under Broglie they are only

cunts." He went so far as to petition Fleury, "For God and your glory,

deliver us from Marshal Broglie, and for the honor of the French troops,

return Marshal Belle-Isle to us."*

At this crucial point Schmettau and Valory brought the Bavarian

elector's pressing appeals for help to Frederick at Potsdam. Despite

Belle-Isle's recall, the king had been reasonably sanguine about the mil-

itary situation. Schwerin had dexterously pushed through mountain

passes without losing a man or horse, bad weather notwithstanding, to

occupy fortress Olmiitz, the gateway to the great Bohemian plain. The
town of Glatz had surrendered, and Leopold was investing its fortress,

whose hoped-for surrender would help to ensure the security of Lower
Silesia. Allied forces perhaps twenty-five thousand strong were safely

in winter quarters behind the Sazawa River. Austria, on the other hand,

was allegedly in such difficult straits that, Frederick now believed, a

combined allied demand could force her to the peace table. It would
seem, he concluded, that he had retained the "balance position": each

side needed him.

It was time for a break from public affairs. A few weeks earlier he

had written excitedly to Voltaire that the famed mathematician Leon-

hard Euler and lesser fry had arrived in Berlin and that the Academy
was flourishing: "You can see that war has not deadened my taste for

the arts." But in early January, at the height of the Berlin carnival, he

complained to Voltaire:

I find myself so occupied by the great affairs which the philosophers call

nonsense that I am not able to think of my pleasure — the one solid

blessing in life. I fancy that God has made asses, Doric columns, and

kings to carry the burdens of the world, where so many other beings are

made to enjoy the blessings that it produces. Just now I am here [Berlin]

arguing with a score of Machiavels more or less dangerous. Pleasant

poetry waits at the door, unable to have an audience. One speaks to me
of boundaries; another of rights; still another of indemnity; these of aux-

iliaries, of marriage contracts, of debts to pay, of recommendations, dis-

positions, and so forth.

Now he was looking forward to several weeks of idyllic life at

Rheinsberg,

Schmettau's graphic description of the elector's woes changed idyll

to fantasy. Frederick learned that the allies in Pisek were inactive and

* Frederick later wrote: "This century was sterile in great men for France; that of Louis XIV

produced them in droves. A priest's [Fleury's] administration ruined the military. Under Ma-

zarin this consisted of heros; under Fleury, sybaritic courtesans." (Oeuvres, Volume 2, H/5-

toire de mon temps.)
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quarreling; the troops were in shocking condition; the main French-

Bavarian army was penned up in Linz; Khevenhiiller's and Bernklau's

irregulars were rapidly turning the Bavarian border into a wasteland

before driving on to Passau and Munich; Elector Charles Albert was at

panic station in Munich, sending meaningless orders to Marshal Brog-

lie and to the Saxon general, Count Johann Baptista Polastron, to at-

tack in Bohemia to take the pressure off Bavaria — orders that neither

commander could or would obey; the main Austrian army was "very

sensibly placed" in winter quarters, its back against the Danube, its

right covered by the Wittingau marshes, its front at Tabor, its left on
Budweis, another force under Lobkowitz at Iglau.

He had not realized the seriousness of the situation. It was suddenly

clear that if he did not intervene, the war would be lost, his allies would
sign a separate peace with Austria, and in no time a large Austrian

army bought with English gold would be pounding on Silesian gates.

But there was another consideration. France was proving to be a bro-

ken reed despite her vast armies. If Frederick could intervene to save

the situation, if he could join with Bavaria and Saxony to force Austria

to a peace, might this not be the beginning of a counteralliance, a Ger-

man alliance, that would attract England and Russia, push France back

across the Rhine, and at the same time keep Austria in line?

He saw two possible courses of action. Schwerin's corps could march

south, join the Saxons and French, and march on Wittingau while Broglie

simultaneously moved from Pisek to strike the Austrian left at Bud-

weis. There were two difficulties. By the time the allies reached Wittin-

gau, the Luschnitz River, a major obstacle, would have thawed, and

the crossing would have to be made by boat bridge, in face of a strong

defense. Further, forward magazines would have to be arranged, since

the land between the Luschnitz and the Sazawa had been denuded by

visiting armies.

A far more favorable plan, Frederick decided, was to march with the

Saxons and French to force Prince Lobkowitz from Iglau, then advance

to the Thaya River, from where he would threaten Hungary and Lower

Austria. This move would force Khevenhiiller to abandon the siege of

Linz or cause Francis to abandon his present line and enable Broglie to

march to the relief of Linz.

This was the plan that he sent to the Bavarian elector in mid-Janu-

ary. He personally would lead the Prussian army in the new campaign,

but he insisted on command of the Saxon and French contingents. He
would not expose his troops to ruin by "those gentlemen who under-

stand their profession so badly and who blunder so rashly that it is

difficult to believe." Convinced that the Bavarians, Saxons, and French

had no other choice than to accept, Frederick sent Valory to Dresden

to explain the new plan. He himself followed a day or two later.
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King Frederick's party included his brother Prince Henry and

assorted senior generals, who were treated with every honor at Dres-

den. Armed with a map of Moravia, Frederick presented what can only

be called a strategically sound operations plan. Once Khevenhiiller and

Neipperg withdrew from Bavaria and Bohemia to Lower Austria, Broglie

could relieve Linz. Come spring, the allies would move on Vienna and

force Maria Theresa to either come to terms or face total defeat.

But a plan is only as good as its operational components. From the

beginning, the Saxon and French components ensured ultimate failure.

Prime Minister Briihl and two Saxon commanders. General Count
Maurice and General Count Friedrich August Rutowsky, objected that

a campaign in Moravia would expose Prague and the left flank of the

French army to Neipperg's main Austrian force, now quartered around

Neuhaus, southeast of Prague. If the campaign failed. Saxony would

be open to invasion. The Saxon army was short of supply, and no

provisions existed for the proposed march.

Frederick responded that without this operation Saxony would be in

even greater danger of invasion, that he was leaving behind Old Des-

sauer with thirty thousand troops to protect Saxony. He would arrange

to provision the Saxon corps. And if, once in Iglau, the Saxons felt

themselves unable to advance to the Thaya, he would go it alone while

they covered his right flank. At this point King August joined the con-

ference. Frederick repeated the briefing "like some sort of Oriental ven-

dor displaying his merchandise as best as possible," stressing that the

Polish king would never have Moravia "if he would not go to the trou-

ble of taking it." "August answered yes to everything," Frederick later

wrote, "with an air of conviction mixed with a look of boredom."

Count Briihl did not like the way things were going and broke off the

meeting so that the king would not miss the overture of a favorite

opera. "Ten kingdoms to conquer would not keep the King of Poland

one minute longer," Frederick noted. ^

The following morning he used the influence of the Polish king's

confessor, Father Guarini, to win provisional agreement to the plan,

including his command of allied troops. What seems clear from the

records is that the Saxons agreed, on condition that they were provi-

sioned, to march on Iglau, which they would garrison while the rest of

their army took up winter quarters. They did not agree to advance with

the Prussians to the Thaya River.

With these inconclusive conferences behind them, the Prussians trav-

eled on to Prague. The plot thickened at Aussig, where one of BrogHe's
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adjutants, Major Marsilly, who was on his way to Dresden, informed

the Prussian king that once Broglie was assured of the alHed march on
Iglau, he would advance on Budweis and Tabor, as Frederick desired,

and would do all possible to drive out Neipperg or at least keep him
occupied. But when Frederick explained that after taking Iglau he would
march to the Thaya, Marsilly objected that this would expose the left

and rear of the French to attack. Although upset, Frederick invited him
to stop by his new headquarters at Alt-Bunzlau on his return from

Dresden.

In Prague, General Moreau de Sechelles, the French supply chief,

confirmed to Frederick that he would supply the Saxons. "I shall make
the impossible possible," he promised with appropriate Gallic drama.

^

Prince Leopold joined the party for the journey to Alt-Bunzlau, and
Marsilly arrived there from Dresden. According to this officer's reports

to Broglie, the Prussian king promised that once Iglau was taken, the

Prussians would follow the enemy to wherever he fell back, be it in

Moravia, be it in Bohemia; Frederick asked Broglie only to hold his

army together, undertake nothing against the enemy, and be ready to

fall back on Prague if necessary.'" The party then rode to Glatz to re-

connoiter the weakly held fortress.

Field Marshal Schwerin, who was not well— he had a nervous con-

dition manifested in part by severe migraine headaches— met the party

at Landskron, where the allied field commanders, the Knight of Saxony
(King August's half brother) and Count Polastron joined them. The
Saxon commander announced that he was against the operation. His

army was already falling back on Prague; it badly needed supplies; a

winter operation would accomplish nothing. However, if it was under-

taken, then the Saxons must not remain in Iglau but must advance to

the Thaya— which Frederick wanted but which was contrary to the

Dresden agreement. Polastron, who commanded the small French con-

tingent, added more complications. Originally ordered by Broglie to

place himself under Frederick's command, he had since received coun-

terorders from the French marshal. Broglie had learned of the Dresden

conference and was furious that he had not been consulted. He had
ordered Sechelles in Prague not to supply the Saxons, and Polastron

was to participate only in the capture of Iglau, after which Broglie

wanted the entire allied army to march on Neuhaus, a move refused by

Frederick because the area was devastated and could feed neither man
nor horse. To add to the confusion, Schwerin wanted to march on
fortress Briinn, known to be in poor repair, storm it, then march on

* It seems doubtful that Frederick would have said any such thing, but perhaps he did with

the thought that once the operation was a success, Broglie would come around to the Prus-

sian strategy. It is more likely that Marsilly misunderstood him or even purposely obfuscated

matters.
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Pressburg— a plan angrily rejected by the king. The Prussians were

not strong enough in troops or artillery to assault Briinn, and Frederick

hoped that the Hungarian nobles, especially the northern Protestants,

would turn on Vienna and actively rebel or at least stay out of the war.

King Frederick seemed dangerously oblivious of these contradictory

operational concepts. Perhaps his attitude resulted from the conviction

that his strategy was correct— and in theory it was. Perhaps it stemmed
from his belief that the allies would be defeated without his aid—
which was probable. Perhaps it was from professional disdain of the

dilatory allied rulers, commanders, and armies— with good reason.

Perhaps from natural impatience compounded by a long and tiring trip

in cold weather— which was understandable. Perhaps from a belief

that his mere presence in southern Moravia would bring the Austrian

queen to the peace table— which was doubtful. Whatever the reasons,

he now calmly informed all present that the armies would assemble on

the stated departure lines in early February.

Probably overawed by the royal presence, neither the Saxon nor French

commander offered serious resistance, at least to the march on Iglau.

But this did not mean they accepted the total plan, as Frederick sup-

posed was the case. For he now informed King August that he and the

allied commanders had agreed to march to the Thaya and that Broglie

should be informed!

At Schwerin's headquarters in Olmiitz the Prussian king learned that

the Elector of Bavaria had been elected Emperor Charles VII on Janu-

ary 24, Frederick's thirtieth birthday. Countering this good news was

the discovery that Schwerin had not carried out orders to build exten-

sive magazines to support the march south. This led to another quarrel

so serious that Schwerin divorced himself from the entire operation on

grounds of illness. Schwerin had turned over the supply problem to

Colonel Count Karl Christoph von Schmettau, who, like his older

brother, had left the Austrian army for Prussian service. The king ap-

parently believed either that the supply problem would be solved in

due course or that he could squeak by for what he was certain would

be a short campaign.

Disturbing news also arrived from the allies. Torring's Bavarians had

suffered severe defeat at Scharding and General Segur had "beaten the

chamade" to surrender some ten thousand French-Bavarian troops at

Linz, A courier brought an ambiguous letter from Marshal Broglie,

who expressed complete agreement with Frederick's plan while fun-

damentally changing it to suit his own designs. Broglie explained that

Khevenhiiller, having taken Linz, would advance on Pilsen and Eger to

cut his communications. Accordingly, after seizing Iglau, Frederick and

the Saxons must march not to the Thaya, but to Neuhaus and Pilgram

while Broglie crossed the Moldau to come up on the allied right.
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The king angrily refuted the French marshal's reasoning by return

letter. When the Dresden court took fright and suggested a fallback on

Prague, he replied that if Saxon troops withdrew to Prague, he would
return to Silesia, and Saxony would forfeit any chance of obtaining

Moravia. He complained vigorously to the newly elected Emperor

Charles of allied ill will and weak command: "After having obtained

everything at Dresden, I am refused everything in Moravia." His an-

noyance spilled over in a letter to Voltaire. He longed for the arts but

he had only war. What could one make of a brain filled "with hay,

oats, and chaff"? His sanity, he wrote, was saved only by draft chap-

ters of Voltaire's new work, Le Siecle de Louis XIV, "my sole conso-

lation, my relaxation, and my recreation."

He still fancied himself on top of the situation. When a special envoy

arrived from Grand Duke Francis, who sincerely wanted peace and

eventual alliance with Prussia, Frederick, although politely receiving

him, was brutally and, by his later admission, stupidly frank: Francis

must not believe that the King of Prussia would desert a powerful alli-

ance to join a queen "sans amis, sans allies, et sans ressources." Her
British subsidy was spent. Hessian and Danish auxiliaries promised by

England would not arrive. France was bent on her isolation and ulti-

mate destruction. He had tried to prevent this by the agreement of

Klein-Schnellendorf. Now Maria Theresa must make peace. She must

guarantee him Silesia and Glatz, cede most of Moravia to Saxony and

Bohemia to Bavaria. He did not want Austria for a neighbor, but nei-

ther did he wish for her total destruction, since she was a necessary

counterbalance to the House of Bavaria. As for a meeting with Francis,

the time was inappropriate. He agreed, however, to maintain contact

with another envoy sent from Vienna, a priest named Count Franz

Giannini. He did not reply to a new and extremely generous proposal

from Lord Hyndford on Maria Theresa's behalf. Peace could result

only from military success. Confident that the forthcoming operation

would soon bring Austria around, he ordered Podewils to come to Ol-

miitz to handle future negotiations.

In early February Frederick led a Prussian force of nineteen infantry

battalions, thirty cavalry squadrons, fourteen hussar and uhlan squad-

rons — about fifteen thousand troops and thirty-two pieces of artil-

lery— south from Olmiitz in a march to join Saxon and French corps

at Gross-Bitesch. The ponderous corps, some nine miles wide and eigh-

teen miles deep, moved slowly, the officers, including Frederick, walk-

ing beside their horses because of icy roads. Enemy hussars operating

out of fortress Briinn, and hidden by fog, plagued the columns; on one

occasion they captured a dragoon officer only a thousand yards from
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the royal train. But in four days the task force seized a number of

Austrian outposts before joining nearly sixteen thousand Saxons under

Rutowsky and another three thousand French under Polastron. A few

days later the allied army moved on Iglau, which, as Frederick had
forecast, Lobkowitz left without a fight but with empty supply maga-
zines. Step one of the Prussian king's plan had been achieved.

But all was scarcely roses. At Gross-Bitesch, Count Maurice and Ru-
towsky were using all the old arguments to persuade the Prussian king

to join Broglie's army, which of course he refused to consider. Maurice

had brought Broglie's reply to Frederick's last letter, and the king now
learned that Polastron's corps was to rejoin the French army immedi-

ately. Polastron interpreted his orders so as to allow him to march on
Iglau, where Frederick had to let him depart. Rutowsky had also re-

ceived orders from Dresden to join Broglie and declared himself free of

Prussian command, now that Iglau had been taken. In response, Fred-

erick wrote to King August that he still intended to march to the Thaya;

if August withdrew Rutowsky's troops, he would suffer "the most re-

gretful consequences," a barely veiled threat that the Prussians would
leave Moravia.

In short, things were not going the way the king had hoped. His

mood was evident in a letter to Polastron: "The weather is becoming

horrible, the French leave me, the Saxons are weary of Moravian huts

and long for Prague palaces; deserted on all sides, I must seriously

think of winter quarters." *

At this dismal point there was a favorable shift. The Imperial elec-

tion having resolved a good many of Cardinal Fleury's fears, the old

prelate swung once again to Belle-Isle's war party. Additional subsidies

were promised to the new emperor to rebuild his shattered army. In

the spring, a French army thirty thousand strong would cross the Rhine

to bolster sagging allied forces. Both King Louis and Emperor Charles

now made it clear that the Saxons meanwhile were to remain under

Frederick's command wherever he marched.

With Saxon outposts stretching south and east from Iglau to cover

his right flank, Frederick pushed forward to the Thaya. From head-

quarters at Znaim he set up a series of posts that reached across the

Imperial highway leading from Briinn to Vienna. Small task forces moved
into Lower Austria to levy food requisitions and cash contributions.

One order alone called for the prelates, estates, and officials of a small

area to send to Znaim, within thirty-six hours, 400,000 thalers in cash,

* Polastron replied, "I take the liberty to assure your Majesty that I, my generals, officers,

and men would have found it an honor to serve under your command in any weather and in

any land, and that at your side we would have preferred Moravian huts to Prague palaces."

(Generalstab, Die Kriege Friedrichs des Grossen. Erster Theil: Der Erste Schlesische Krieg,

1740-1742, Volume 3. Hereafter Generalstab 1 followed by volume number.)
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twenty thousand pecks of oats, twenty thousand pecks of corn, and
sixty tons of hay. If the dehveries were not made, the force was to sack

monasteries and abbeys and take priests and nobles as hostages. With
his left wing just over thirty miles from Vienna, with Zieten's hussars

probing up to the Danube bridges, Frederick triumphantly wrote to

Fleury: "Regarding my operations, they are having the total effect I

hoped for. Monsieur de Broglie is completely out of danger, Prague

secure, the dismayed and discouraged enemy retiring on Lower and
Upper Austria, Lower Austria inundated with our troops, who are able

to fight and win when the enemy has the audacity to stand. Heaven be

praised that our superiority is re-established." He expressed similar

optimism a few days later to the emperor and to Belle-Isle.

That letter marked a significant change in his thinking. Only a few

weeks earlier he had believed that his march would bring Austria scur-

rying to the peace table. He was wrong. Maria Theresa's court not only

had remained oblivious of his overtures but had showed every sign of

continuing military resistance. Even as he wrote, one of his corps was
sparring with Austrian cavalry, the vanguard of the main army, which
Frederick had reason to believe was bent on attacking him. Too weak
to carry on alone, he now had to bring his allies, especially France,

back into the picture. Thus his letter to Fleury, thus similar letters to

other allied commanders, to whom he sent a detailed plan for the forth-

coming spring campaign, a combined operation that would begin in

May and, as he informed Emperor Charles, needed only "good plans

well concerted and then vigorously carried out" to bring a favorable

peace by July.

But Frederick had not yet realized that the more grand a strategy,

particularly one involving envious, ambitious, and greedy allies, the

more difficult it would be of accomplishment. He was reckoning with-

out several important factors. What had begun as a logical strategy was
rapidly turning into impulsive tactics. As a result, he was about to suf-

fer a frustrating and dismal winter before admitting to strategic and
tactical failure.

37

It was a winter of small war, and the enemy was daily winning.

Irregulars kept the Prussians tactically blind and off balance. On at

least three occasions in late February, Frederick thought battle was
imminent, only to discover the opposite. The uncertain situation caused
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him to send for six battalions and twenty squadrons from Olmiitz,

which meant more mouths to feed. He wanted battle but, as General

Schmettau repeatedly pointed out, he would be better off to hold what
he had until the promised French armies reached Bavaria and until

Saxon heavy cannon arrived for the siege of Briinn. Frederick's small

corps would be up against at least thirty thousand Austrians, Schmet-

tau argued, and he could expect no immediate reinforcements from

either Glatz or Olmiitz, which were too far away. Better to avoid battle

and position units to prevent the enemy from remaining north of the

Danube while keeping close track of that enemy,

Frederick for once agreed with a subordinate's advice and shifted

units accordingly. But information on the enemy was not easy to come
by. Patrols combed local areas with but scant result. "I beg you to have

more spies in the country than there are chickens in Poland," he wrote

to Count Rutowsky. But spies were also in short supply. Unlike parts

of Silesia this was hostile land of "cunning and ill-disposed" peasants,

as August Friedrich Eichel, the king's forty-four-year-old private sec-

retary, early complained. The Vienna court had armed peasants and

persuaded them to strip fields, bury produce, and leave farmsteads,

taking horses and livestock to the woods and mountains. The Prussians

found only "deserted huts," Frederick complained, and "almost no

horses." Partisans operating from fortress Briinn had almost entirely

cut allied communications. And now Schwerin reported that twelve

thousand Hungarians— "the most horrible breed that God has cre-

ated," the king wrote to Fleury— were moving on Skalitz, from where

they would reinforce the Briinn garrison, already over six thou-

sand strong. Another ten thousand reportedly were pushing north, in-

tending to march through the Jablunka Pass and cut off Upper Si-

lesia.

Partly to counter the Hungarian threat and partly to ease supply

shortages, Frederick in early March began shifting the two armies. The

Prussians moved east down the Thaya River and then north on the far

side of the Sazawa River in order to screen Briinn from the Hungarians.

He ordered the Knight of Saxony, who had replaced Rutowsky, to pull

in southern outposts, occupy Znaim, and work his way toward a

blockade of Briinn. He also sent Prince Dietrich, with a task force of

eight thousand foot and horse, to chase the enemy from Skalitz and

Ungarisch-Brod, a fast-moving mission in which Zieten's hussars played

a major role and which was so successful that some of the irregular

force fled back to their homelands. He next ordered Leopold to lead a

task force from Glatz to push the Hungarians from Upper Silesia and

"scour the whole area." Old Dessauer was summoned to march from

Brandenburg with a fresh corps of twenty-three battalions and thirty

squadrons. In mid-March the king took headquarters outside Selowitz,
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where he prepared for the "decisive batde" certain to be fought. The

new 3 -pounder cannon had arrived, Hghter, more maneuverable, and

with increased accuracy. In battle they would deploy in front of first-

line battalions, two per battalion, with some distributed to the second

line. "Dispositions" and "Instructions" for infantry, cavalry, and hus-

sars flowed from his headquarters. "It is quite certain that we shall

have a battle," he excitedly notified Jordan on March 19. Four days

later he informed Voltaire that he would soon be in battle with the

principal Austrian army.

Marshal Khevenhiiller's recovery of Linz had greatly encouraged Maria

Theresa, as had further gains in Bavaria. On the day Charles Albert

was crowned Emperor Charles VII, Menzel's irregulars plundered their

way into Munich to leave the luckless emperor in Frankfurt without a

capital and precious little kingdom. Armed with the promise of another

half million pounds sterling from England, where Sir Robert Walpole's

fall in favor of Lord Carteret was to her favor, Maria Theresa was not

ready to meet Frederick's humiliating terms. A fresh appeal to Hungar-

ian nobles brought a promise of forty thousand more recruits, over half

of which Palffy almost at once put into the field. Vienna kept anti-

Prussian propaganda flowing to other courts in an attempt to break the

hostile alliance against Austria. England was rumored to be sending an

expeditionary force of sixteen thousand to Flanders, where it would be

joined by a Dutch army and by various auxiliary corps to free Austrian

regiments there or perhaps go to war against France.

Vienna's long-awaited reply to Frederick's peace overtures reflected

the changed situation. Count Giannini delivered it in early March. Al-

though Vienna was willing to make concessions to Prussia, it would

offer nothing to Prussia's allies. Alliance with Prussia would be wel-

come enough, Maria Theresa wrote, but Austria would fight on until

suitable terms could be worked out.

Just how Austria could best fight on had been a subject of great

concern in the Hofkriegsrath and in the field armies. A few weeks ear-

Her Maria Theresa had persuaded her husband, Francis, to turn over

command of the army to his brother, Prince Charles, and return to

Vienna. She hoped that Charles would drive the French from Bohemia

and then turn on her other enemies, a strategy favored by her powerful

adviser Bartenstein.

She chose the wrong man for the job— a frequent error of hers.

Charles was a courtier, a heavy drinker, a gambler, and womanizer,

who surrounded himself with generally unsavory friends. Empty-eyed

and heavy-jowled, his face scarred by smallpox, he lacked confidence

and resolution, and was fit to cope successfully neither with the tactical
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challenges of a difficult campaign nor with the command feuds that

raged incessantly in the Austrian army. But Charles was the queen's

favorite (he would in time marry her sister), and she gave him full

authority to act as he would.

Authority upset rather than pleased the young nobleman. It wasn't

so much that he refused to attack the French; Charles refused to attack

anyone. Charles refused to move. Charles saw danger everywhere— a

weak army, delayed reinforcements, generals with no desire for war, a

growing sicklist, no money to pay officers and men. Once the army
was fit to march, what then? Should he attack Saxons, Prussians, or

French? A war council in early March finally agreed to attack Saxons

and Prussians in order to protect Lower Austria and Vienna. Charles

submitted this plan to General Maximilian Browne, who had been ab-

sent on account of illness, for a written opinion. Browne tore it to

shreds. The only logical target, he insisted, was Broglie's small French

corps at Pisek. If he was defeated, the Saxons would retreat and the

Prussians would think hard about advancing any farther on their own.

The strategic key was Bohemia, "the bride" for which Austria should

be fighting. To march east to attack the Saxons and Prussians in Mo-
ravia was to open Bohemia to the French. This would force Kheven-

hiiller to abandon his offensive in Bavaria, which was exactly what the

Prussian king wanted. Once Bohemia was lost, Browne warned, it would

not be easy to regain.

Browne's blunt advice only confused Charles, who again asked the

court for a specific target. But dissension ruled there, too. Bartenstein

agreed with Browne, but Marshal Count Lothar Konigsegg held for an

attack of the Prussians and Saxons, and so now did the queen, who
ordered Charles to the task. His further delay brought a plaintive com-

promise: he could attack any of her enemies, but he must move, since

inaction only played into enemy hands. When this produced no result

by late March, she ordered him to move against the Prussians and Sax-

ons.

King Frederick's position had continued to deteriorate. Hostile lo-

cals not only deprived invaders of subsistence and information, but

soon caused serious tactical setbacks. Working with hussars and irreg-

ulars, armed peasants repeatedly sneaked in under darkness to burn

villages held by Prussian troops. "Not a day passes," Frederick com-

plained to Jordan, "but what two or three villages are burned" by

Bauerngesindel— peasant rabble. The few peasants who remained in

the area lied about Austrian positions and of course informed on Prus-

sian movements. Reprisals followed. The Prussians burned villages,

tortured and executed peasants — to no avail. A force under General

von Truchsess was attacked by three thousand enemy and had to fight

a five-hour "backs-to-the-wall" battle in which Truchsess was wounded
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before being extricated by a relief force.* Schwerin was increasingly

plagued by enemy parties, which struck outposts and convoys, even

raiding Olmiitz to capture magazines and the recently arrived royal

baggage. Tighter security measures and forced marches in cold weather

tired the troops and resulted in long sicklists; in late March Prince

Dietrich had to evacuate two hundred men, and the Saxons estimated

that over five thousand of their soldiers were sick, mainly as the result

of insufficient rations.

The communications problem also grew worse. With Leopold at Glatz

and then Upper Silesia, Schwerin at Olmiitz, Broglie at Pisek, Ru-

towsky at Iglau, the emperor and Belle-Isle at Frankfurt, couriers at

best would have been hard put to do their job. But couriers were fre-

quently captured, along with dispatches that were not always written

in cipher. To avoid capture, they had to travel circuitous routes. Trips

normally requiring a day or two sometimes took two weeks. Irregulars

long since had cut direct communications with Olmiitz, and dispatches

had to go via Prague. "I thirst for news of our army and allies," Schwerin

wrote in early March, and other commanders agreed. The result was
frequently confusion and consequent loss of tactical cohesion.

The most serious problem, however, was chronic lack of food and
forage. This had been a problem from the beginning, solved only in

part by food and forage requisitioned from Lower Austria. When that

was eaten, it had to be replaced from local sources. Moravia was aus-

tere country, and it was winter. There were no rivers for boat convoys

to bring food from Silesian depots. Peasant carts and horses had van-

ished. Already in late February, Rutowsky was complaining of short

rations and increasing numbers of sick men and horses. Frederick had
no forage to give him: "As for bread, I will be able to furnish it to you
in some way, although I have only just started my magazines, having

subsisted until now from one day to the next." Austrian troops had

earlier eaten out the operational areas. Prussians and Saxons were soon

dependent on supplies from rear area magazines. But Colonel Schmet-

tau, in trying to build sufficient magazines at Olmiitz, had been plagued

by command confusion, lack of money, general area shortages, and
enemy interdiction. In mid-March, when Frederick was preparing to

fight a "decisive" battle, he discovered that in all of Moravia there were

magazines for only about four weeks of operations instead of for sev-

eral months, as he supposed. A week or so later he realized that his

own army had supplies for only four days! He blamed Schwerin en-

tirely for this monumental foul-up, which caused him "great chagrin."

* Frederick rewarded Truchsess with an annual pension of two thousand thalers, commis-

sioned a noncommissioned officer for bravery, replaced the men's personal clothing and packs,

and promised life pensions to the permanently disabled.
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"You have not followed the least of my commands in Moravia . .
."

he stormed, "and now you have spoiled everything." *

"This light cavalry is everywhere," the king informed Fleury; "it cuts

our communications, as do the armed peasants, so that I have not yet

seen to subsistence." A day later he wrote to Emperor Charles, "We
will be nearly destitute in Moravia; we are surrounded by hussars, who
prevent us from making magazines; the country is ruined by Neip-

perg's requisitions made during the last campaign."

Frederick now received reports that the main Austrian army was
marching from Krems into Bohemia to attack Marshal Broglie's army.

Lacking proper intelligence, Frederick could not know that this was
"smoke" purposely generated to fool him, that Charles would march
on Moravia, not Bohemia. It did not much matter, because, what with

his lack of food and relatively weak numbers, he could not risk battle,

whether in Moravia or in Bohemia; he could not risk being cut from

the Elbe and Lower Silesia.

A major change of plan was necessary.

In early April he announced his new strategy. The Saxons would fall

back on Prague. The Prussians would also fall back to the Chrudim
area, east of Prague, to screen the Saxon withdrawal and wait for Old
Dessauer's reinforcements. Prince Dietrich would command an "army
of observation" stretching from Olmiitz to Upper Silesia. Some three

thousand Saxon sick would be carted to Olmiitz for evacuation to Si-

lesia. Broglie meanwhile would fall back on Prague, where if necessary

he could be joined by the Prussians to support him and the Saxons

against any Austrian attack.

The armies marched in early April, a confused, slow, and hazardous

business. Mixed corps of hussars and peasants led by the famed parti-

san commanders Baranyay and Nadasdy dogged the columns, with ir-

regulars and armed peasants falling on isolated units and convoys. Die-

trich's force was so hotly pursued that a subordinate commander,
Fouque, had to march his people in a defensive square, Saxon troops

had the worst of it. After a successful attack by Warasdiner irregulars

at Austup, villagers fell on Saxon wounded, stripping and killing them.

A relief force burned the guilty village, along with some fifty peasants,

including women and children. The columns were plagued by lack of

food and transport. Sick and wounded died like flies. They did not

reach the Bohemian border until mid-April. The Prussians marched

more rapidly, closing on Leutomischl in mid-April and a few days later

* TTie reprimand, not altogether justified, infuriated Schwerin, and when the king added in-

sult to injury by giving Old Dessauer command in Upper Silesia, Schwerin asked for extended

sick leave. Instead, the king sent him to Neisse to head a border commission. From here he

went on to take the waters at Karlsbad, and finally retired to his estate.
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on Chrudim.* This was a remarkable march of no miles over diffi-

cult— in part mountainous— terrain in thirteen days of generally bad

weather.

But now King Frederick was in good country, where the army could

rest and refit. Once Old Dessauer's people arrived he would count some

twenty-eight thousand troops. Meanwhile he would screen Lower Si-

lesia while keeping an eye on Prague and waiting for further develop-

ments.

38

The dismal situation in Moravia had earlier caused Frederick

to make an estimate of the situation in the form of two documents, one

listing reasons for him to remain in the present alliance, one for making
a separate peace with Austria. Although he believed that it was "poor

policy" to break his word by leaving the alliance, this was his least

concern: "Conjunctures make alliance and not alliance conjunctures,"

he instructed Cardinal Fleury. If he could see the present campaign

through and win just one battle, he should be able to arbitrate the

peace and gain the loyalty of much of the Empire.

On the other hand, the French could be defeated in detail by the

Austrians (because of sloppy methods); or the French could be forced

to transfer their army to fight the British and Dutch (and thus leave

Frederick naked before his enemy); or the French could become an all-

powerful victor (owing to Prussian arms). In each case Frederick would
be the loser; indeed, he might easily forfeit all he had gained.

He was in a proper quandary. "If the French prosper in Bavaria," he

wrote to Podewils in late April, "we shall perhaps attain our goal, al-

though with difficulty; if the war flares up in Flanders, we shall have

more trouble. In a word, the entire political structure is in such a con-

fused and problematical state that whichever way one turns, one risks

taking a poor role." One thing was certain: there would be no quick

end to the war. As he drily wrote to Voltaire concerning a plan for

perpetual peace sent to him by a French prelate, "The plan is very

practicable; it lacks only the consent of all Europe to make it succeed."

* Leutomischl (today's Litomysl) is a beautiful town with a wide main street and castle and

churches on the hills to the east. Northwest of the town the land becomes undulating, mildly

hilly. Chrudim is a very hilly, not unattractive town whose cobblestones were undoubtedly

trod upon by Prussian troops.
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It is not clear when Frederick first began to think of a separate peace.

Probably it was never far from his mind. Although he had hotly spurned

earlier Austrian offers, as his tactical position deteriorated his tone al-

tered and he became nervous and less sure of himself. In late March
Count Giannini, secretly summoned to the Selowitz headquarters, was
told that Lord Hyndford had been called to Breslau, where a peace

would be negotiated within six weeks. In the interim Frederick would
remain on the defensive unless he was attacked, and the Vienna court

should not take alarm from Old Dessauer's march. His instructions to

Podewils regarding the talks with Hyndford show his state of mind. If

England wanted to win him, then "you will be able to extract much
more than we hope for"; if not, "we must water our wine" and get

what could be had. But under no circumstances would a peace involve

him in another war; he would not accept the dethronement of Emperor
Charles VII; he would not guarantee Austria's territories. But the more
he thought about it, "the more I regard it as necessary to gain a prompt

peace." He would consider joining a defensive alliance with England

and Holland once he was at peace with Austria. In fact, he would even

consider an alliance with the Vienna court. But if Hyndford spoke in a

"superior way," Podewils was to reply in kind. Frederick was not ask-

ing for peace but was willing to accept it, providing the main terms of

his earlier "ultimatum" were met. Hyndford's delay in leaving Berlin

was very upsetting, and Frederick's impatience increased when Valory

turned up in Chrudim with new French demands for military action,

which he curtly refused to consider.

Hyndford and Podewils met at Breslau in late April. The British en-

voy made it clear that the Austrian position had changed radically since

February. Maria Theresa saw no reason to accept the earlier Prussian

demands. Although willing to cede Lower Silesia and either the county

of Glatz or a portion of Upper Silesia, she would not hear of Frederick

acquiring the county of Koniggratz and she would not hear of "reason-

able satisfaction" for his allies. Moreover, if peace was to result, Fred-

erick must guarantee all Austrian territories and actively aid her against

all enemies.

Frederick replied in a stream of directives that changed from indig-

nation to pledges of loyalty to threats, compromise, and philosophical

resignation. Podewils was to stress the Hungarian queen's "dilemma."

If she could not defeat the French and Saxons without Frederick's help,

what would happen if he remained in alliance with them? If she was

strong enough to resist French, Saxons, and Prussians, then would she

not be able to defeat the French and Saxons if Prussia stayed neutral?

(Hyndford replied, with a laugh, "I find this dilemma as accurate as a

demonstration of Newton. I wish only that one thought so at Vi-

enna.") ^ Frederick furnished Podewils with numerous arguments in
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favor of a separate peace. Khevenhiiller and his Hungarian irregu-

lars— "of use for little else than bandits" — had fallen back to Lan-

deshut; the French had seized Eger to reopen communications with

Bohemia; fortress Glatz had surrendered; Frederick was daily growing

more powerful — "I can fight, besiege, defend, or attack, whatever I

regard as necessary," he boasted. His greatly increased army would
soon be ready to join with Broglie; the Russians now wished to ally

with Prussia.

Podewils was to introduce these arguments one by one. He would
dispute territorial demands "foot by foot" but also give way when nec-

essary "so that we may have the peace." Significantly, the king no longer

demanded territorial concessions for his allies— but neither would he

go to war against them. Finally, Podewils was to offer Hyndford 100,000

thalers to bring it off. Hyndford was no magician. All he could do was
send the Prussian reply to Vienna and wait for its answer.

For three weeks Frederick alternated between hope and despair. The
Vienna court had every reason to make peace with him, but such

was its "conceit and braggadocio" that he doubted it would see the

light.

And yet he needed peace. He had been wrong about Austrian plans.

Prince Charles had not moved on Broglie's army, but rather into Mo-
ravia, which forced him to send reinforcements to Prince Dietrich's

corps of observation. "Hunger and the admirable work of Monsieur

de Schwerin," as he bitterly put it, had caused Dietrich to retreat from

Olmiitz, leaving a large number of cannon and quantities of munitions,

powder, and provisions to the enemy. Dietrich had suffered further

losses during the long march to Silesia, where he took quarters between

Troppau and Jagerndorf. Once again Austria held all of Moravia.

The Saxons, contrary to promises, had retreated to Leitmeritz, north

of Prague, where they could do no tactical good and a great deal of

harm by eating up the area. Marshal Belle-Isle had taken field com-
mand once again and was arguing for immediate Franco-Prussian op-

erations both in Bohemia and Flanders. Frederick was appalled. He
could not send troops to Flanders, he told Belle-Isle; he was heavily

committed along the Moravian border and would soon have to sup-

port another large force in Upper Silesia. The country between Chru-

dim and Budweis was barren, with no rivers to carry supply boats. He
would need five hundred wagons to haul enough flour for three weeks.

In addition he had to feed twelve thousand cavalry and three thousand

artillery horses and would have no forage until spring. Allied armies

were nowhere near ready to move down the Danube, which he contin-

ued to insist was the only proper strategy by which to end the war.
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Despite Maria Theresa's blunt orders of late March, Prince Charles

had moved cautiously, in the manner encouraged by his new military

mentor. Marshal Konigsegg. The field marshal had soldiered for half a

century and was a man of vast experience and knowledge. But he was
also slow and irresolute, which had earned him the name of General

Rasttag— General Restday.

The army had begun assembling in Znaim only in early April. It did

not leave until April 1 2, when it slowly followed Prince Dietrich's re-

treat north to Olmiitz. Shrugging off the pleas of his generals at Briinn,

Charles made no move to attack either the retreating Saxons or Die-

trich's force. Although partisan operations badly hurt both Saxons and
Prussians, the former escaped into Bohemia and the latter to Olmiitz.

The Austrians held all of Moravia, but it did them little good, since

their enemies were now comfortably in Silesia and Bohemia.

Maria Theresa as usual called the next move. The Vienna court had
learned that Frederick had built large magazines in Pardubitz and Kon-
iggratz, where he planned to reinforce his army. Charles would there-

fore march over the mountains to Leutomischl and Koniggratz and

attack the Prussians before they received reinforcements.

Konigsegg was horrified. The retreating Prussians and Saxons would
have taken what limited food and forage could be found in the moun-
tains, and the army's supply system could not be counted on. Each

wagon and gun would need eight horses, not four, for mountain roads;

the difficult march would take a terrible toll of men. The Prussians

could easily attack the tired and scattered columns as they debouched

from the mountains. The army instead should fall back on Briinn and

then march, not on Koniggratz, but on Prague, before Broglie could

reinforce the garrison. The Prussians, Konigsegg argued, were ob-

viously too weak to give battle; otherwise, Frederick would have come
to Dietrich's aid at Olmiitz. Charles agreed. Leaving a corps of irregu-

lars under Festetics to cover northern Moravia, he fell back on Wis-

chau. Here he received a letter from Grand Duke Francis that totally

rejected his new plan. While Konigsegg prepared to march to Brunn

and then west to Saar, he hurried to Vienna to plead his case. Nadasdy
meanwhile would reconnoiter the Deutsch-Brod area in Bohemia.

Prince Charles arrived at Saar on May 10. He reported that Maria

Theresa and her advisers, particularly Francis, had left no doubt that

they wanted him to move against the Prussians instead of marching on

Prague. The queen nonetheless left the final decision to him and Kon-

igsegg and to Prince Lobkowitz, who was now summoned. The three

commanders decided to march on Prague via Czaslau and give battle if

necessary. Lobkowitz was to divert Broglie by a march on Pisek before

attacking the French garrison at Schloss Frauenberg. The main army

would cross the Bohemian border on May 1 2.
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The abortive campaign and subsequent uncertain situation had mean-

while told on the Prussian king. "He was in a frightful state," Valory

later wrote. "His eyes were wild. All his remarks were harsh, his laugh-

ter forced and sardonic, his jokes full of bitterness."^ And now Hynd-
ford and Breslau received an answer from the Vienna court. Maria

Theresa would make peace only if Prussia joined her war against France.

"I nearly fainted on receiving your letter," Frederick informed Po-

dewils. "I now see clearly that we have nothing to hope for from the

Hyndford negotiation and must renounce entirely a separate peace."

New reports confirmed that Prince Charles was marching on Prague

with the intention of fighting the Prussians if they got in the way.

Here at last was "an act of Providence." Gone now was hesitation,

vanished any doubt. Frederick's blood was up. He had a rendezvous

with his favorite whore, battle. "He breathes only revenge," Eichel noted

to Podewils as the army marched. "It is said the enemy marches on

me," Frederick wrote to Cardinal Fleury. "Pray say some masses so

that this may happen and so that we can finish in a thunderclap a war

it is not in our interest to continue."

39

Tuesday, May 15, 1742. King Frederick learns from patrols and de-

serters that enemy hussars are holding the bridge at Neu-Kolin and are

in Kuttenberg and Czaslau. He thinks that the Austrians intend to seize

his principal magazines at Nimburg, Pardubitz, and Podiebrad, then

wheel west to march on Prague. To counter this plan, he moves out

early with ten battalions, ten cavalry and ten hussar squadrons, an

advance guard of about ten thousand. Prince Leopold is to follow with

the bulk of the army, about eighteen thousand, once bread wagons

arrive from Koniggratz.

Frederick's corps marches due west and reaches the heights of Pod-

horzan about noon. Cautious for once, the king takes up a defensive

position. Reconnaissance reveals an enemy force several miles south

along the heights of Wilimow.* He believes that this is part of Lobkow-

itz's army, possibly seven to eight thousand strong, which will rein-

* Podhorzan (today's Podhorozany) offers a splendid view of the entire Prague plain. The

Prussian army subsequently marched through wooded rolling country interspersed with open

fields, fox-hunting country like much of southern Ireland and western Virginia.
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force the main Austrian army that he supposes is still miles away to the

east. He sends Colonel Winterfeldt to Leopold with orders to march
on Czaslau at daybreak. New patrols ride south and west as security

outposts ring the camp. The troops remain dressed, under arms, their

horses saddled. There is no bread. They bake tasteless flour cakes.

What Frederick has seen is the Austrian advance guard. Prince Charles

is marching this day to Wilimow. He meets Nadasdy's hussars there to

learn that Frederick's force is marching from Chrudim to Podhorzan.

Charles rides to the heights north of Wilimow and observes the enemy
camp. He cannot tell whether it is a whole army or only a part. What-
ever the case, he wants battle. The army will march early on Ronow.

Wednesday, May 16, 1741. Prussian patrols report that the enemy camp
at Wilimow has disappeared. Frederick rides to the heights to confirm

this. He reasons that Lobkowitz, wanting to avoid battle, is marching

east to join the main Austrian army. He sends Colonel von Schmettau

with new orders to Leopold. His own force marches shortly after five

A.M., destination Kuttenberg.

Leopold, still without bread, marches at four a.m. The day is hot,

the road dusty, terrain tiring. At some point Colonel Schmettau deliv-

ers the new orders. Leopold is to march west of Czaslau and take po-
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sition astride the Czaslau-Kuttenberg road behind Brslenka Stream. Here

he will be close to Frederick's camp in the Kuttenberg area; here they

will wait for supplies and bake ovens from the Elbe magazines before

going after the Austrians.

Leopold's columns soon close on the heights of Podhorzan. They are

held by enemy light troops, who vanish when fired on by cannon. But

from the heights the prince sees a large camp a few miles south. From
the number of tents, he estimates that it is large enough for twenty-

eight to thirty thousand men, that is, the main Austrian army. And now
deserters report that this very army is advancing from Wilimow. Charles

must be planning to move on Czaslau, Leopold decides; perhaps he

already holds it. He changes march direction to the northwest. Aides

ride to inform the king of the Austrian presence and ask him to fall

back from Kuttenberg to join the main army.

Leopold's march is delayed by enemy hussars and irregulars guard-

ing the Dobrowa Stream. By the time they are beaten off and the heavy

guns pulled across the single wooden bridge at Sbislau, it is late after-

noon. The march continues. He learns that enemy troops are in Czas-

lau. His own troops are filthy from dust and exhausted from hunger

and the up-and-down terrain through country plagued by enemy hus-

sars and Warasdiners operating out of Czaslau. The columns close late

on Chotusitz village. They can march no farther this day.

Regiment Schwerin arrives about midnight to occupy Chotusitz. It is

a typical elongated village with a main street forty-five yards wide run-

ning north to south and flanked by small stone farmsteads with thatched

roofs. A church stands in the center. Troops move to its sanctified shel-

ter. The main army camps north and northwest of the village. Tents

are thrown up, horses unsaddled. Exhausted men eat gruel made of

flour and water.

There is no word from the king.

About ten p.m. Leopold sends Captain Johann Albrecht von Biilow

with a new message to Frederick. The enemy is very close, he warns.

He begs His Majesty to join him; he desperately needs bread.

In the afternoon of this same day Frederick with a small party reaches

Kuttenberg. He chases off a flock of enemy irregulars, captures a large

quantity of bread fresh from local bake ovens. Deserters report that

Charles's army will not reach Czaslau for another two days. The rest

of his troops arrive and are billeted in surrounding villages. He hears

nothing from Leopold (enemy hussars having prevented couriers from
reaching him). Captain von Biilow finds the royal headquarters around
midnight. Frederick is not impressed with Leopold's urgency. He is

certain that the enemy is two days distant. He sends Leopold two thou-

sand loaves of bread. He himself will march before daybreak and bring
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more bread. There will be battle, all right, but it will be after a day of

rest, and it will be the Prussians who march: "Then we must attack the

enemy immediately, whoever he is. . . .1 promise, unless Providence

should be against us, that the enemy will be ours."

The Austrian army marches early on Wednesday for Ronow. The men
move on narrow, low roads with overhanging wooded heights. They
are soon hot, thirsty, dirty, hungry, and tired. At Ronow in late after-

noon Charles and Konigsegg learn from General Nadasdy of Leopold's

advance to Podhorzan. The two commanders watch the Prussians

stumbling from the heights. There is still time to attack. But they do
not like the marshy terrain; they worry about enemy strength. They
believe that the Prussian advance guard is in the Kuttenberg area. Clearly

this force intends to march there. Better for the hussars to harass Leo-

pold's columns. Better to wait for favorable terrain. Then they will

surprise the enemy, win a great victory, erase forever the stain of MoU-
witz.

But their orders to Nadasdy are not clear. He rides that evening with

his hussars, not north toward Leopold's columns but northwest toward

Frederick's advance guard at Kuttenberg, about twelve miles distant.

They ride at night over unfamiliar terrain. They learn from peasants

that the enemy is dispersed in cantonments. It is dark, impossible to

obtain details. Nadasdy bivouacs and sends a courier to inform Charles

that the enemy army is at Kuttenberg.

Charles meanwhile orders a night march to Czaslau, a little over

seven miles away. They army moves west in three columns. Heavy bag-

gage remains in camp, where tents are left standing and fires burning

to deceive Prussian patrols.

Thursday, May ly, 1742. The Austrians march all night. It is a beau-

tiful spring night with full moon, but the land is difficult, cut by streams;

the air is heavy; the going on narrow winding roads is slow. Columns

close south of Czaslau only about four a.m. Nadasdy's messenger ar-

rives to report that the enemy army is camped around Kuttenberg. So

Charles and Konigsegg are right. They will surprise those damned
Prussians.

Charles's advance guard marches from Czaslau about five a.m. Cav-

alry leads the columns. The troopers cross Brslenka Stream by two

stone bridges just outside Czaslau. Suddenly they spot enemy outposts.

They halt. Patrols confirm that Leopold with the main Prussian army

is camped behind Chotusitz, scarcely more than two miles to the north.

The news is disturbing. But never mind. Their plan changes. They will

attack here.

But units are delayed in marching up and in crossing Brslenka Stream,
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which girdles Czaslau to the north. Infantry must funnel through two

narrow bridges. Cavalry must ford streams. Commanders take three

hours to deploy twenty-eight thousand troops into battle lines. Charles

stands on a hill one kilometer northwest of Czaslau. Most of Leopold's

army is hidden from his view.

Captain von Biilow delivers Frederick's reply to Prince Leopold around

two A.M. Bread wagons roll in under escort shortly before daybreak.

While the six-pound loaves are distributed to ravenous troops, Leopold

rides to a height on his right wing. He sees enemy cavalry deploying on

the heights east of Cirkwitz Pond. He watches for an hour. It is clear

that the enemy is forming to attack.

It is about six a.m.

Leopold rides to his commanders. He orders General Wilhelm von

Buddenbrock's cavalry to deploy behind the heights on the right with

the flank anchored on Cirkwitz pond. His heavy artillery — only four

guns — is moved to a hill fronting Buddenbrock's position. Kalkstein's

infantry will deploy on Buddenbrock's left to carry the line to Chotu-

sitz. Leopold rides east, picks up Lieutenant General Adam Friedrich

von Jeetze and canters to the flatland north of Druhanitz. Jeetze is to

deploy his infantry here, the right resting on Chotusitz, the left tied in

with General von Waldow's cavalry, which will carry the line to the

deer park by Sehuschitz. Once deployment is carried out, the heavy

guns on the right will open fire, Buddenbrock's cavalry will attack, the

infantry will follow. Leopold returns to the right wing, sends the king

a report of his deployments and intentions.

It is about seven a.m.

The troops are tearing into thick loaves of bread when Leopold's

orders reach subordinate commanders. The men are still tired, unfa-

miliar with the land; there is confusion. Troops grudgingly shuffle into

formation. Tents are left standing. Matters go well on the right, where

heavy guns are brought up and unlimbered, where Buddenbrock's

squadrons deploy in defilade, almost completely hidden by undulating

terrain to their front. But matters are not so prosperous with the infan-

try. Kalkstein's battalions are slow in forming lines on Buddenbrock's

left. Jeetze apparently misunderstands his orders. Leopold wants four

infantry battalions in line east of Chotusitz. Jeetze places only one bat-

talion here and three battalions on the heights south of the village.

Marshy terrain slows the deployment of men and horses. More delay.

Dangerous gaps open east of Chotusitz. Kalkstein's battalions move
slowly. Another dangerous gap opens west of Chotusitz.

Frederick's camp stands early to arms. A 3 -pounder cannon fires to

signal march alert to distant detachments. Guard battalions march at
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five A.M. They are joined by other units at Neuhof. Colonel Johann von
Bronikowsky's hussars do not hear the cannon; they sleep blissfully

on. Frederick soon receives Leopold's message. He sends word that he

is on the way and will deploy his squadrons and battalions into the

second line. He sends Rothenburg's dragoons forward, orders a fast

march for the infantry. "We arrived as much cavalry as infantry at full

trot," he recalled.'

It is about seven-thirty a.m.. The four heavy cannon are firing from

Leopold's right when Frederick trots in with eight battalions, which he

pushes into the second line, a defilade position hidden from enemy
view. Someone gallops off to fetch Bronikowsky's sleeping hussars.

Leopold canters up to report the situation. No time remains to ride the

lines.

It is a sunny, hot day.

King Frederick on horse studies the scene from a hill on the Prussian

right. Some twenty-eight thousand Prussian troops are struggling to

form a line two miles or so from left to right. Dust covers much of the

effort. Dust also rises from the south as Austrian soldiers march to the

attack, two lines of infantry with horse on either flank, a front of about

two and a quarter miles stretching from east of Cirkwitz Pond to the

east of Brslenka Stream. Frederick watches carefully. From what he can

make out, the enemy looks a little ragged. In crossing Brslenka Stream,

flanks begin to outspace center, a dangerous concave formation noted

by the blue-gray eyes.

Austrian horse probe from the right, east of Cirkwitz Pond. Prussian

3 -pounders join the fire of their bigger brothers. Iron cannonballs fly a

thousand yards to smack into men and horses of General Count Karl

Batthyanyi's waiting squadrons. The Austrians fall back. There is con-

fusion.

Frederick watches. Batthyanyi's squadrons are disorganized. A gap

opens on the Austrian left. Colonel Schmettau carries a brief order to

Buddenbrock: Attack at once.

Buddenbrock's cuirassiers move to battle line. The seventy-year-old

general leads them forward, a very compact advance, a formation that

moves "first at a trot, then a gallop," a mass of armed horsepower, a

shock unit of thundering hooves, of flags held high, of flashing sabers

and terrifying cries.

Shock they do.

Buddenbrock is a first-class general, brave as they come, and bold.

He moves fast, tears into the first line of Austrian horse to send the

squadrons reeling back to the Czaslau bridges. Rothenburg's dragoons

thunder in from close behind, tear through the second line of enemy

horse.

So far, so good.

But now trouble. The dust is blinding. Before Buddenbrock's people
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are reorganized, three enemy regiments strike his dispersed squadrons

in front and flank. The battle loses cohesion; men strike blindly— "a

la hussarde," it is called. Rothenburg's dragoons are also in trouble.

He attacks too far to the left, runs into flank infantry regiments. The
dragoons fight furiously, but the infantry holds. Enemy cavalry sud-

denly charge from out of the dust and cut the dragoons to ribbons.

Rothenburg is slashed across arm and breast. Bronikowsky's hussars

finally arrive and charge to battle, proudly garbed in new green uni-

forms. Some Prussian troopers take them for enemy. Cries of being cut

off bounce from man to man.

Frederick sits on his horse, watching. He sees only immense clouds

of dust. It is eight a.m.

Slaughter rules the Prussian left, Jeetze is weak east of Chotusitz,

where Brslenka Stream divides the lines. Part of the force is defending

in front of the village, part between village and brook, part between

brook and the extreme left. It is swampy ground, the worst possible

for cavalry. But General von Waldow, desperately wanting to repair

the stained performance at Mollwitz a year ago, leaves his sickbed to

lead three cuirassier regiments to the attack.

The horses pick their way through rutted land, cross the stream, and

move to the south. Austrian cuirassiers gallop to the attack and cut up

the two lead regiments. Regiment Prince William picks up the survi-

vors, smashes Austrian ranks, hacks through a large reserve force of

Warasdiners, then gallops southwest to strike the Austrian left wing

from the rear— a wild three-mile ride that costs the regiment half its

men and horses. Survivors join the melee to mix with Buddenbrock's,

Rothenburg's, and Bronikowsky's squadrons. Waldow is wounded; of-

ficers and men are dying all around him.

Meanwhile Jeetze is in trouble on the left. The Austrian cavalry have

regrouped. Prussian dragoons of the second line ride to the attack. The
Austrians fall on them, send them reeling from the field. The Prussian

left is now exposed. Jeetze feeds in three battalions to extend Regiment

Schwerin's left, another battalion to try to plug the hole on the right.

Charles and Konigsegg are watching this action with their principal

commanders. All agree that the Prussian left is disorganized. Charles

will attack at once. Lieutenant General Count Leopold von Daun pro-

tests that artillery fire must precede any attack over open ground. Charles

yields. Foaming horses pull heavy guns to the Austrian right. Sweating

gunners unlimber, load, and fire. Battalions of three infantry regiments

move to the attack. Two more regiments will follow. These are not the

hungry, confused, halfhearted, and ill-trained men of Mollwitz. They

approach with shouldered arms. On command they halt, unshoulder

arms, load, and fire. They continue the advance with fixed bayonets.

An immense fight quickly develops.

King Frederick and aides hear new sounds of heavy battle on the left.
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Frederick's own position is tenuous. He cannot leave the right wing as

long as the cavalry action continues to his front. He sends Prince Leo-

pold to take command of the left.

Leopold finds battalions and squadrons locked in full battle south,

east, and west of Chotusitz, with enemy units snaking in to attack the

village from east and north. There is still a gap on the right of Regiment

Schwerin. He plugs this with three battalions from the second line and
sends his final battalion from the second line to hold the village with

the help of General Ernst Friedrich von Werdeck's dragoons.

Leopold is facing the enemy's major attack. Charles feeds in more
battalions. The Prussians are fighting superbly but are falling back. The
Lutheran chaplain Seegebart appears and, with bullets whizzing about

him "like swarms of gnats," exhorts his sheep of Regiment Leopold to

hold "in the name of God and the king." ^ They hold for an hour; most

of them die. The Prussian line gives way in places. Austrian cavalry

appear east of Chotusitz. Nothing is in their way. Werdeck sees the

danger, leads some dragoons against them. He and his horse are killed;

the survivors limp back to Chotusitz. They are soon joined by tired

soldiers falling back from the southern heights, many clutching torn

heads, bellies, arms, legs. They take cover in rude cottages and barns,

fire from upper windows. The Austrians press in from front and flank.

Tactical integrity vanishes. Small unit fights small unit, man fights man,

the bayonet rules. "Thus the massacre began," an Austrian com-

mander later wrote. ^ The Prussians fight very hard. Unit commanders
are everywhere, imploring, exhorting, threatening— many fall. The
Austrians set the village on fire. Thatched roofs instantly flame to thick

smoke.

Meanwhile, five regiments of enemy cavalry sneak around the Prus-

sian left flank. This is a master stroke. But now they reach the tents—
and stop. Booty is better than battle. Furious officers scream threats.

No one pays attention. They take what they can and retreat.

The village of Chotusitz is burning. Heavy smoke adds to powder
smoke and dust to obscure confused battle actions. The burning village

divides an already compartmented terrain. Prussian defenders stumble,

burned and coughing, to the north of the village. The enemy follows

and pushes them to the fields. Leopold collects retreating remnants to

form a new defensive line. He bolsters this with units from the second

line on his right. These people have not yet fought. They are eager and

fresh, standing "like lions" to halt further enemy advance. The Austri-

ans attack. Salvos of musket fire and 3 -pounder caseshot shatter their

ranks. But now the Prussian line wavers. A battalion begins to give

way. Its commander. Major Karl Erhard von Kalnein, takes the stan-

dard to lead it forward. The troops give way again. Again he raises the

gold-embroidered bullet-whipped standard. His men rally and hold.
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Charles feeds in his last battalions. Only three regiments are guard-

ing the Austrian left flank. But here Austrian horse win the confused

cavalry battle. Rothenburg and Waldow are badly wounded, their

squadrons as dispersed as those of Buddenbrock and Bronikowsky.

Bruised and beaten, they fall back and disappear toward Kuttenberg.

Austrian cavalry follow. The dust settles. It is about nine-thirty a.m.

A short, stocky king hunched on horseback is watching from the Prus-

sian right. Hard-riding aides bring reports from along the line. Chotu-

sitz is lost. Enemy cavalry are plundering the Prussian camp. His own
cavalry are fleeing toward Kuttenberg. But enemy horse also leave the

field; there will be no devastating charge from them as at Mollwitz—
and that is crucial. Frederick watches the smoke and dust of battle far

to the left, where Charles and Konigsegg are looking for a victory.

With the Prussian left absorbing Austrian fury, with the Prussian

right intact, Frederick orders twenty-one fresh battalions to attack. They

come from behind him. Heavy guns pave the way as these troops march

out rapidly in precise lines. They advance several hundred yards to the

heights, wheel left. Now battalion 3 -pounders fire from front and from

intervals between battalions. It is total surprise. The Prussians, march-

ing like automatons, strike the Austrian left, shatter the protecting reg-

iments, hurl them back on center and right. Leopold on the left exploits

the surprise, orders a fresh attack. Prussian bayonets drive an as-

tounded enemy from Chotusitz. Frederick's oncoming battalions loom

like an anvil against which Leopold can hammer the enemy. Charles

and his generals recognize the danger. Their attack has failed. They are

in terrible trouble. They retreat.

The Austrians move out about noon. A few battalions with some
artillery and cavalry cover the vital stone bridges across Brslenka Stream.

Austrian commanders later report an orderly retreat, and this is true in

part. According to Frederick, they retreat in great confusion, and this

is also true in part. Certainly they leave several thousand dead and

wounded men and horses on the field; they leave seventeen cannon and

ten munition wagons, the terrified teamsters having cut the traces and

ridden off to anywhere; they leave mounds of knapsacks and six hundred

wounded men in Czaslau, which Prussian units now occupy.

Frederick watches them go. A small force of infantry and cavalry

will follow, but only for a few miles. The rest of the army is in no

condition to march, much less to fight. Some Austrian cavalry regi-

ments are unaccounted for, and thus remain a threat. The troops are

exhausted and hungry, supplies are short, casualties heavy. Leopold,

who is wounded, joins the king on a height south of Brslenka Stream.

Frederick embraces the prince, promotes him to field marshal.

Austrian columns shuffle back through Czaslau, spirits low, guns
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abandoned, a cavalry rearguard skirmishing with Prussian hussars. They
dig in for the night at the village of Habern, from where they will

continue the retreat to Deutsch-Brod on the Sazawa River.

Fires light the morbid scene of recent battle. Busy surgeons, aprons

long since soaked with blood, will work the night through — will work
for several days and nights— their efforts always accompanied by

pleading cries of wounded and dying men. Working parties are already

digging enormous graves south of Chotusitz while fires consume car-

casses of once-splendid horses.

It is dark now. The troops eat horsemeat.

The battle of Chotusitz is over.

40

Chotusitz was a major Prussian victory, and Frederick hastened to

spread the news. Black smoke still hovered over a field of dead and
dying as he scribbled his signature on dispatches that senior com-
manders would carry to European courts.

Wartensleben carried one to King August: "I am writing to report a

complete victory over the enemy. I have no time to tell you more."

General Samuel von Schmettau carried news of "the complete and

signal victory" to Emperor Charles: "My satisfaction is so much the

greater since by it I hope Your Imperial Majesty will see himself master

of Bohemia."

Borcke rode with a message to King Louis at Versailles: "Prince

Charles has attacked me and I have beaten him." Other officers carried

the word to the Berlin court, to Old Dessauer, Jordan, Podewils, Brog-

lie, Belle-Isle, and Valory.

Despite fatigue, the king at once composed a lengthy "Relation" of

the battle. "It is by me and in no way lies," he wrote to Dessauer.

Podewils was to publish it in Breslau and Berlin and in "German, French,

Dutch, and English newspapers," with copies sent to all Prussian en-

voys abroad for widest circulation. He was tired as a bird's neck but

proud of himself and his army. In his mind it was his victory, one

"greater and more complete than that of Mollwitz," he wrote to Queen
Elizabeth. Dessauer was miles away in Silesia; Schwerin was sulking in

fortress Neisse. "Our cavalry in part has been very brave and acted

heroically. The infantry was superb," he wrote Dessauer, whose army
was to hear a solemn Te Deum "sung under the fire of cannon and

small arms."
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At a religious service the following Sunday, his chaplains thanked

God for the victory. Three salvos fired from enemy cannon honored

the dead of both sides. Promotions followed for officers and men who
had distinguished themselves. When the brave chaplain Seegebart re-

fused a captain's rank, he was otherwise rewarded; Chasot, who had

saved the king's personal baggage, was given the Order of Merit and a

valuable holding.

Jubilation soon turned to remorse and reflection— the MoUwitz

syndrome. There was no escaping the heavy casualties. Dead lay every-

where — some two thousand Prussians and a thousand Austrians, over

twenty-five hundred horses. Naked bodies still covered the field four

days after battle. Surgeons worked on over two thousand Prussian

wounded and a similar number of enemy. A great many of these must

have died. The king leased no less than nine acres of fields south of

Chotusitz as a communal cemetery for twenty-five years.

Yet many men survived. A week after the battle the king wrote to

Podewils that "our losses diminish the more one checks them. ... I

will canton my army in order to care for it and refit it; a few months

will repair our losses." Over three thousand Austrians and four to five

thousand Prussians were missing, either prisoners, deserters, or fatali-

ties. The Prussians had lost twenty-five hundred horses to the enemy in

addition to those killed, but a reinforcement of six thousand infantry

and cavalry that arrived five days after the battle greatly helped to re-

pair these gaps.

Frederick's jubilant dispatches served a dual purpose. Besides in-

forming all Europe that Prussians had beaten Austrians for a second

time running, they were designed to force his allies to action. Maria

Theresa, he believed, would have to make peace with him to avoid

total ruin. His neutrality could still be bought, but he wanted Konig-

gratz and Pardubitz in addition to Silesia, and he refused to guarantee

the queen's lands. The deal must be made within fifteen days.

The allies could help. By encouraging them to act, he could lighten

the onus that invariably would result from his making a separate peace.

If they refused to move, or if they moved maladroitly, they would cause

him to forfeit his favorable political position, and no one then could

blame him for abandoning the alliance. If they moved quickly and in-

telligently, they could force Maria Theresa to make peace on terms

favorable to them, and Frederick could take much of the credit. The

main Austrian army, he pointed out, was in shambles, shorn of a third

of its strength, the commanders confused, officers despondent, troops

discouraged; over six hundred deserters had come to the Prussian camp
within a few days after the battle. Only Lobkowitz's small corps, some

seven thousand, was fit for battle. He was besieging Schloss Frauen-

berg, an easy target for Broglie's force at Pisek. After reporting his
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victory to Broglie, Frederick wrote: "It is extremely important to the

common cause that you do not allow the enemy time to get his bear-

ings; considering the important blow that I have struck the enemy, it is

out of the question that your army would do nothing." The Marquis
de Maillebois, an able French general, had closed on Eger with a siz-

able force. He could easily join Broglie. Lobkowitz must be attacked

and beaten before Khevenhuller crossed the Danube to reinforce Charles.

General von Schmettau repeated this analysis to Emperor Charles and
traveled on to Prague to persuade Belle-Isle to take field command and
try to bring the Saxons back into the war.

Broglie marched on Frauenberg in late May. At Sahay his army ran

into some Austrian cavalry and beat them, a skirmish that the French

treated as a great victory, sending more couriers to foreign courts than

there were enemy dead, Frederick said in one of those remarks which

so endeared him to allied commanders. Greatly outnumbered, Lob-

kowitz made a night withdrawal to Budweis. Broglie occupied Schloss

Frauenberg and stood still, believing that nothing more could be done

until he received reinforcements.

In early June the Belle-Isle brothers visited Frederick and found him
in sour humor. The Saxons were refusing to march, and the French

were up to old tricks, delaying military action while jockeying for po-

litical gain. Neither of the Belle-Isles nor the senior generals in their

entourage seemed impressed with the Prussian victory at Chotusitz; to

Frederick's annoyance they did not even wish to visit the battlefield.

He also had it on good authority that Fleury was offering to sell out

Prussia to both Vienna and Saint Petersburg, and Marshal Belle-Isle's

honeyed words only strengthened that suspicion. When the marshal

urged him to march to the Moldau, he hotly refused. He had fought a

major battle, his troops were exhausted, supplies short, lines of com-

munications under frequent attack by enemy irregulars and peasants.

Hussars had recently ridden into Glatz to strip Prussian wounded of

clothing and belongings.* Sickness, hunger, and enemy irregulars were

slowly pushing Dessauer out of Upper Silesia.f It was high time his

allies took up the burden. For the record they agreed that the Saxons

must join the French, the war should be as short as possible, and the

* On May 25 the king ordered a major to hang a few citizens and priests of Glatz who were

suspected of treachery. In addition, "You shall erect a large gallows and inscribe on it: 'Pun-

ishment of those faithless, perfidious and treacherous subjects.' " (Generalstab I, Volume 3.)

fin late May, Dessauer asked to be transferred and when this was refused he proposed

leaving a few light cavalry regiments and several battalions in Upper Silesia and bringing the

rest of his force to Bohemia. Frederick would not hear of it. Instead, Dessauer should send

"commandos" of infantry, cavalry, and small cannon against the insurgents. "I know from

experience, if the Hungarian people are allowed to have their own way and are able to attack

here and there, they become only more daring, but if one attacks and pursues them with

suitable preparations and precautions, they will then soon respect one."
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allies should seize as much territory as they could. Beati possidentes

(The blessed possess), as Frederick put it.

He was scarcely surprised when the allied situation began to worsen.

While Broglie at Frauenberg waited in vain for reinforcements, Prince

Charles advanced from Deutsch-Brod with the main Austrian army to

join Lobkowitz. Khevenhiiller meanwhile crossed the Danube with a

strong detachment and was marching to join them. Frederick correctly

believed that Broglie would soon be in trouble. "It is impossible to

count all the faults that these [French] generals have made," he com-

plained to Jordan.

His worst fears were realized when the reinforced Austrian army
marched on Frauenberg. Broglie retreated in great confusion, and with

considerable loss of men and baggage, to Pisek, from where he ex-

plained his retreat to the Prussian king. "I am very annoyed about it,"

Frederick unsympathetically replied, "but I hope that you will be able

to support your position there." Broglie instead retreated almost im-

mediately on Pilsen and from there on Prague. Enemy hussars, Croats,

and peasants had a field day, striking long slow columns and throwing

them into confusion and rout. Ill and demoralized, soldiers slipped off

to nearby woods, only to be killed by lurking enemy. Broglie also lost

all his personal baggage, an immense quantity of silver plate, and forty

thousand livres in cash. Simultaneously, Austrian irregulars increased

their activity in the Prussian area, even attacking the Pardubitz maga-

zine.

Fearful that French reverses would cause Maria Theresa to cancel

Lord Hyndford's negotiating authority, fearful also that a new battle

for Prague was forming, one in which his army would have to play a

major role, Frederick instructed Podewils to make "a solid and stable"

peace as soon as possible. While final conditions were being worked
out with Hyndford in Breslau, the Prussian king began giving his allies

not-so-subtle hints, since he wanted neither to "surprise" nor "diso-

rient" them. He told Valory that thanks to Marshal Broglie "there is

no longer a French army," so Prussia must make the best peace possi-

ble.^ To Fleury he wrote of the bad state of affairs "for which I scarcely

see a remedy. ... I believe that in these such critical circumstances

there remains scarcely any other remedy than to get out by a peace,

which must be made with conditions as favorable as possible." A sim-

ilar assessment went to Emperor Charles. After reciting the latest re-

verses to Marshal Belle-Isle, including the Saxons' refusal to march,

Frederick concluded: "I regard this affair as a voyage undertaken by

several [rulers] to the same destination, but which, upset by a ship-

wreck, places each voyager in the right of providing for his particular

security, of saving himself by swimming and landing where he is able."

By mid-June Podewils and Hyndford had agreed on all but minor
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points. The Vienna court would cede nothing to Bavaria or France but

was wilHng to make peace with Saxony, providing her troops at once

evacuated Bohemia. Frederick also agreed to leave Bohemia within six-

teen days; he dropped demands for Koniggratz and Pardubitz; and he

agreed to assume four million thalers' worth of Silesian mortgages held

by British and Dutch merchants. A major row developed over the issue

of Silesian boundaries, but too much was at stake for either court to

break off negotiations. Frederick finally yielded and, to his great relief,

peace preliminaries were signed at Breslau.

"Although in time we might have had a better peace," he wrote to

Podewils in congratulating him, "we could also have had a worse

one. . . . For the good of the people whom I govern, I could not have

done otherwise. In short, it is a great and fortunate event that puts my
House in possession of one of the most flourishing provinces of Ger-

many."
The king suppressed news of the treaty for as long as possible, but

troops had to march, magazines had to be sold. The secret was out

before the last Prussian troops retired into Silesia in late June. The allies

reacted predictably. "No puppet can imitate Valory's contortions,"

Frederick told Podewils. "His eyes were zigzagged, his mouth widened,

he fluttered about in a strange way, and all this without having any-

thing good to say to me. His greatest anxiety rested on the part that I

should take after the peace." At Versailles the news caused some Cab-

inet members to faint; Cardinal Fleury burst into tears. To Emperor

Charles it was one more murderous blow. The Saxon court acted with

restraint and soon began its own peace negotiations with Vienna.
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The war, then, that is appropriate for the king of
Prussia to make is compulsory in order to antici-

pate the evil design of his enemies.

— Frederick the Great, 1744
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Frederick's personal letters from Moravia leave no doubt of how
much he had missed the artistic and intellectual life. In March, when
preparing for an Austrian attack, he had asked Jordan to send works
by Cicero, Caesar, and Boileau. In early April, when preparing to evac-

uate Moravia, he asked Knobelsdorff to report on the royal estates and
gardens and on the progress of the new opera house. He repeatedly

pressed Jordan for personal news, activities of old friends, Berlin gos-

sip, the arrival of musicians, singers, dancers. In May he wrote to Al-

garotti, "As soon as the war is over you will see me a philosopher more
than ever attached to studies." In June he excitedly reported his pur-

chase of Cardinal de Polignac's rich collection of antiques. He spoke
longingly of basking under the superb lime trees in Charlottenburg and
of enjoying the soft solitude of Rheinsberg.

It was not to be.

Cannon may have ceased firing and bells may have sounded from a

hundred Silesian steeples, but he was still king. Peace brought little

surcease from labor. "Listen, dear friend Jordan," he wrote from Glatz,

"I have too much to do here— fortifications, law, economy, mili-

tary— to write at length." It was worse at Neisse: "I am having great

projects done here; this place should become the barrier of the state,

the guarantee of my new conquests. From here I am directing the new
arrangements of the province; I am regulating legal affairs, and am
arranging the economy." Finally, from Breslau: "I have finished all my
affairs and return to my country with the consolation of having no
reproach to make against myself." *

Frederick returned to Berlin as king in every sense. He was thirty

years old. He had added nearly sixteen thousand square miles of rich

* The task would be left largely to Count von Miinchow. Frederick judged it so immense and
important that he refused to allow his friend to marry until his affairs were completely set-

tled.
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lands and well over a million subjects to his small kingdom, not to

mention an annual income of four and a half million thalers. Just as

important, Brandenburg-Prussia was no longer a blustering joke in Eu-

ropean courts. "You are the arbiter of Europe," no less a statesman

than Cardinal Fleury told him, and if the good man exaggerated, it was
undeniably true that by the sword Frederick had made Prussia an im-

portant power that henceforth would play a vital role in European

politics.

But promotion had not come cheaply, nor would it be easily re-

tained. Valory found the king to be extremely restless, not feeling well,

and in grim humor— all of which he blamed on the royal conscience

(upset by having abandoned his allies). More likely the king was bor-

dering on physical and mental exhaustion. His always weak stomach

had been causing trouble, as had hemorrhoids, and for the first time he

seems to have been bothered by rheumatism and gout. He had perforce

neglected internal affairs; administration and finances were disar-

ranged. The war chest was virtually empty; the army needed recruits,

arms, cannon, horses, and equipment; expensive fortifications had to

be built in Silesia. The treasury held a meager three million thalers;

salaries had to be paid and large Silesian mortgages were owing to

merchants in England and Holland. Only time and hard work could

revive Prussian fortunes. Above all he must keep Silesia and avoid a

new war— at least until he was ready to fight one.

These needs were paramount. Before leaving Bohemia Frederick had

written to Podewils that "for some years the foundation of our politics

should be a happy quietism." He was not so naive as to believe that

saying was obtaining. He knew far too much about hatred and revenge

to think that either Austria or his recent allies would forgive and forget

his brand of Realpolitik. "Happy quietism," in reality armed neutral-

ity, depended on "a good and large army, a good treasury, redoubtable

fortresses, and ostentatious but undemanding alliances."

Back in Potsdam the king committed himself to a daily routine that

began at four in the morning and continued until eleven at night.

Awakened by a servant, who placed a cold towel on his face, he was

shaved and had his hair powdered. He dressed quickly, in plain blue

military jacket with yellow waistcoat and breeches and knee boots.

Servants brought the morning mail in large baskets, as in his father's

day. He drank coffee while reading scores of letters, reports, and dis-

patches that concerned every facet, internal and external, of the sprawling

kingdom. He dictated replies to secretaries until nine, when military

aides arrived to report and receive orders, usually an hour's business.

The rest of the morning went to military inspections (he frequently

drilled a battalion of the Potsdam Guards), to private correspondence,

and sometimes to special audiences with commoners who had peti-
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tioned for royal justice. * Dinner was at noon, usually with about twenty-

four people, mostly generals talking military business. They were served

generously and well— hot, spicy dishes washed down with cham-

pagne and followed by fresh fruit. Dinner normally lasted two hours.

After a promenade on foot or horse, the king signed the day's corre-

spondence and retired to writing, reading, and composing poetry and

music. An evening concert commenced at six and included several flute

solos composed and played by the king. The court sat to supper at ten.

Frederick was usually in bed an hour later.

This daily routine was broken by the rare visit to Rheinsberg and by

occasional visits to Berlin. But companionship was lacking. Keyserling

and Rothenburg were ill; his friend the intellectual rebel Marquis Jean

Baptiste d'Argens and Charles Etienne Jordan were both busy in Ber-

lin; Algarotti was in Dresden, from where he refused a pension and

residence in the Prussian court. Time was precious, taken up by spring

and autumn military reviews, by numerous inspection trips to other

provinces— scarcely relaxing, because he traveled with a minimum of

equipage and comfort, and so much work had to be done during the

visits.

It was a disciplined existence unknown to monarchs of the day, and

it resulted in an administrative output of almost inconceivable propor-

tions. Leaving aside hundreds of personal letters and various private

writings, leaving aside hundreds of political dispatches, many of them

long and complex, it accounts for stacks of civil edicts, many of them

the famous Cabinet orders that are found in the Acta Borussica, the

multivolume collection of official Prussian documents. Probably thou-

sands more have been lost. These extant documents show his deep in-

volvement in civil administration, on both the national and provincial

levels: selecting provincial officials, awarding civil pensions, organizing

new departments, founding new industries and expanding old ones,

financing land reclamation and colonization, procuring foreign arti-

sans and tradesmen, constructing new canals and improving old ones,

dredging new harbors, reorganizing Berlin police, improving postal

services and roads, refining customs and excise procedures, regulating

forests and mines, investigating new crops, and encouraging maritime

trade.

He was not yet sufficiently experienced to move rapidly and deci-

sively in all civil spheres, nor did a depleted treasury allow reforms that

in any event would conflict with traditional privileges of the provinces,

not to mention their ponderous and confused administrative systems.

His first steps were tentative, cautious, sometimes awkward, but as he

* Under a traditional right known as the Gravamina, commoners, including serfs, could write

directly to the king for redress of wrongs.
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gained confidence and funds became available, he began to spread his

administrative wings. His aim was clear enough. He wanted a strong

central government that, by improving the welfare and thus the output

of his subjects, would bring funds to increase the army and, with that,

the security of the kingdom.

He was more at home in military affairs and was soon repairing

losses in men and mounts. As early as mid-August the British envoy,

Lord Hyndford, reported that "he is augmenting his army every day."

In early December he wrote that the new battalions

will be very soon formed, for every Regiment of Foot is to give Five Men
per Company, and the King of Prussia has recruiting Officers in almost

every province of Germany and He takes the Opportunity of the Em-
pire's being without a Head, of drawing Numbers of Recruits from all

parts, either by Menaces or good words; He supports the little Princes

and Counts of the Empire against the great Ones, upon Condition they

find Recruits for his officers.^

It was not all work. Shortly after his return, royal physicians sent the

king to take the baths at Aix-la-Chapelle. With his brother Henry in

tow, he stayed for two weeks of bleedings; he imbibed large quantities

of foul-tasting mineral waters and suffered hours of hot mud and min-

eral baths. "We see many foreigners here," he wrote to his brother

William, who had managed to evade the trip, "a number of Dutch

officers, but very little distinguished company."

Voltaire briefly visited him. "I have seen him as one seldom sees

kings," he wrote to a friend, "much at my ease, in my own room, in

the chimney nook, whither the same man who has gained two battles

would come and talk familiarly, as Scipio did with Terence. You will

tell me I am not Terence; true, but neither is he altogether Scipio."*

Voltaire described the king as treating two famous physicians, Cappel

and Gotzweiler, "as he treated other powers"— that is, arbitrarily.

Frederick did not hesitate to lecture them on the finer points of diag-

nosis nor to scoff at prescribed regimens. Nevertheless, the stern rou-

tine— he was to write no poetry; he was not even to think — seems

to have relaxed him. Although he complained of vertigo, he put on

weight and left the spa tan and refreshed, a convert forever to medici-

nal baths.

* Terence (c. 184-159 B.C.) was brought to Rome as a slave and was eventually freed; he

became a famous writer of comedies. Scipio the Younger (c. 185-129 B.C.) was the con-

queror of Carthage. Frederick on this occasion offered Voltaire a house in Berlin, a country

house, and a generous pension if he would reside in Prussia. "I prefer a second story in the

house of Madame de Chatelet," Voltaire wrote to a friend, "and I hasten to Paris, to my

slavery and persecution, like a little Athenian who had refused the bounties of the King of

Prussia." (Parton, Life of Voltaire.)



Field Marshal Count Leopold von
Traun of Austria, who pushed the Prus-

sian army from Bohemia in 1744. Fred-

erick regarded this campaign as his edu-

cation in warfare, with Traun the

teacher.

Frederick returned to Berlin in 1742 to

be declared "the arbiter of Europe" by

Cardinal Fleury.

A model of its kind, the Berlin opera house had over two thou-

sand seats, parking for a thousand carriages, and a rich interior

decor with elegantly appointed boxes.
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Contact with Voltaire as usual had proven intellectually stimulating.

"You have given me such a strong taste for work," he wrote in mid-

November, "that I have written an epistle in verse, a play, and some
very curious memoirs. ... I am still working on the last and do not

believe that I will finish the work until next year." *

Other pleasant activities marked the months. Cardinal de Polignac's

antiques arrived and were installed at Charlottenburg palace. f In De-

cember the new opera house opened in Berlin, A contemporary de-

scribed it in detail: a model of its kind, over two thousand seats, park-

ing for a thousand carriages, enormous entrances, spacious lobbies,

rich interior decor with elegantly appointed boxes, perfect acoustics,

special ventilation, expensive precautions against fire, advanced stage

techniques. Frederick described the opening performance, a mediocre

work by Karl Heinrich Graun called Cleopatra et Cesar, to Wilhel-

mina: "I have never seen a spectacle more elegant and magnificent. Our
voices are very superior to those of last year, and the dancers are as

good as there are in Europe." He continued to spend large sums to

attract the finest performers, including Barbarina,| and he remained in

Berlin for Fasching, the winter carnival, with its endless round of fes-

tivities, elegant dinners, magnificent balls, masquerades, theatricals, and

sleigh rides. But though the court frequently enjoyed all-night parties,

its king retired early to awaken to affairs of state. Frederick could never

long ignore a war that he had helped foment— particularly when its

shifting tides began to threaten his new frontiers.

42

Being the "arbiter of Europe" while avoiding anything more than

"ostentatious but undemanding alliances" meant a clever and pro-

longed juggling act by the Prussian king.

* It would become the Histoire de mon temps, which he did not finish until late 1746.

fThe collection included statues, vases, urns, marble tables, and sculptures, one of which

was Bernini's bust of Cardinal Richelieu.

tTiny Barbarina Campanini was a famous Venetian dancer who contracted to come to Ber-

lin. Her English lover protested, and she canceled the contract. When neither doge nor senate

would intervene, Frederick arrested a passing Venetian ambassador and announced that he

would be held until Barbarina arrived. She reached Berlin in the spring of 1744. To soften

the procedure, Frederick allowed her to name her own salary, which she did— five thousand

thalers a year, considerably more than the average general or minister. Preuss wrote of the

king's infatuation with her beautiful eyes, and he apparently did have a brief affair with her.

Voltaire held that her legs were the attraction, because they resembled those of a boy.
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Austria, he realized, remained the major threat, and it was important

to appease her. He had eadier accepted an oHve branch from Grand
Duke Francis, to whom he wrote a flattering letter that welcomed peace

and promised friendship. In late October he sent a new ambassador to

Vienna. Lieutenant General Count Friedrich Ludwig von Dohna was
to do everything possible "to cultivate and make even closer the friend-

ship, union, and good harmony'" between the two kingdoms. Freder-

ick would further Austrian interests where possible and would be

"charmed" to lend his good offices to bring about general peace, above
all in Germany. * Maria Theresa reciprocated, in part. She received Dohna
with every courtesy, told him she was delighted to have Prussian offi-

cers in her army as observers,t praised Prussian arms in general, and
welcomed the idea of a negotiated peace with the emperor, albeit on
terms unacceptable to Frederick.

Caution also applied at the Saint Petersburg court, where Prussia

had come into some disrepute, thanks to French and Austrian gold.

The Prussian envoy, Mardefeld, was nonetheless working toward a de-

fensive treaty that would guarantee Prussia's and Russia's European
states against all powers except the Ottoman Porte, Persia, or other

Eastern states. "I know that fundamentally an alUance with Russia is

only an ostentation . .
." the king wrote to Podewils, "but it is certain

that those who are in alliance with us will not be against us, that by it

we protect our back, that this alliance will gain the respect of all Eu-

rope, that we will appear more formidable than we are, and will achieve

by a stroke of the pen what we have been unable to gain by other

means." Czarina Elizabeth was delighted when Frederick accepted the

Order of Saint Andreas and in return sent her the coveted Order of the

Black Eagle.t

England was a different matter. The Prussian king generally wel-

comed British proposals for a defensive alliance as well as apparent

willingness to negotiate a guarantee of Prussian rights to Mecklenburg
and East Frisia. In return he would guarantee English and Hanoverian
lands "without reserve and without condition." "If we remove the thorn

* Dohna was also to try to fathom Austrian intentions vis-a-vis Prussia and report in detail

on the Austrian army, economy and finances.

t Frederick had sent twenty-six officers under Colonel Bernhard Heinrich von Bornstedt to

serve as observers. They reported on Austrian quartermaster techniques, new cavalry for-

mations, and hussar tactics. Colonel Bornstedt was also recruiting Austrian soldiers for Prus-

sian service, and Maria Theresa demanded his recall, which was granted. Instead of a repri-

mand, he was given a regiment.

4: Mardefeld reported that the czarina much admired the Prussian king, who was held in

general high esteem by the court, but that she feared his power, the more so because of his

connections to the ousted rulers. Frederick instructed Mardefeld: "If the curious would know

the value of the diamonds in the Order [of the Black Eagle] . . . you can fitmly say that you

are told they cost nearly 30,000 thalers."
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of succession from our side," he wrote to Podewils, "nothing will ever

be able to alter the good harmony between the two nations. . . .

Without that, we should only postpone a quarrel which on the first

occasion would not fail to break out."

He was delighted that England was trying to bring peace between

Austria and Bavaria. He did not, however, agree with the desire of

Lord Stair, leader of British forces in Flanders, to fight an imperial war
against France. "I understand that he [Stair] is a wild man," Frederick

told Otto Podewils, his envoy to the Hague and nephew of his minister,

"and he must be mad, for it is inconceivable that a man of good sense

would be able to have ideas parallel to his own."*

As he made clear to London and the Hague, he would never join an

offensive war against France. In common with the British, he wished

to destroy or at least limit French influence in Germany. The way to

do that, however, was to bring about an honorable peace between Aus-

tria and Bavaria, then check French (and Austrian) pretensions by an

alliance of German states, including Prussia, with England and Hol-

land. Toward this end he reluctantly signed the Treaty of Westminster

with England in November.
Although determined to keep France in check, Frederick agreed in

large part with Ambassador Valory, who bluntly told him "that his fall

would be an inevitable result of French humiliation." He regretted that

France had suffered such severe military reverses, for which he blamed

Broglie: "Does one hold me responsible that Marshal Broglie is not a

Turenne?" he asked Fleury, referring to the brilliant seventeenth-cen-

tury military leader. "I am not able to make a screech owl into an

eagle." Prussia had every reason, he explained, for wanting to be friends

with France. "I am convinced that the House of Austria will not forget,

as long as it continues to exist, either [the loss of] Lorraine or Silesia,

and that in consequence our interests will always be the same." If France

went to war with England, Prussia would remain neutral.

In truth Frederick was becoming ever more disillusioned with France.

Fleury's constant intriguing against him at Saint Petersburg and other

courts was as annoying as the French army's ineptness was dangerous.

A possibility of French defeat could not be discounted, Frederick pointed

out to the elder Podewils in September 1742, and if that happened

Austria would soon pounce on Silesia. Frederick continued (in drawing

a blueprint for what would happen in 1756): "One will put forward

as an objection the alliance [of Prussia] with England and its guarantee,

but I reply that England, occupied in Flanders as she is, and as she will

* Otto Podewils reported to his uncle in Berlin, "I replied that in other matters he [Stair] did

not lack good sense, nor even genius; but that when one touched this chord, he was no longer

the same man."
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be even more so if the Queen [of Hungary] makes peace with France—
I say that England in this case will be of no use to us and that perhaps

the Saxons will be very glad to join the Austrians in order to cut us

from all sides, and that perhaps at Vienna they flatter themselves that

they will be able to enroll the Russians in this plan." It was far-fetched,

the king continued, "but in a century so extraordinary as ours, no event

should appear impossible, and it is better to be prepared than taken by

surprise. Tell me what you think of all this, and tell me candidly your

feeling about it. It is always good to be on the alert in order not to lose

by indolence what one has earned by activity."
*

"Happy quietism" could go only so far. As French military fortunes

waned, as Austria scored impressive victories in Bohemia, Bavaria, and

Italy, as England grew increasingly bellicose and aggressive in Imperial

affairs, as Emperor Charles continued to lose effectiveness, and, not

least, as the Prussian army and treasury improved, Frederick began

shifting to another role, that of ardent protector of emperor and Holy

Roman Empire. His goal was to create a third force that would prevent

either Austria from toppling the emperor to regain hegemony in the

Empire or England from winning undue influence there. In mid-Feb-

ruary 1743, Frederick wrote to Podewils and Borcke: "You do not

consider the consequences of the march of the English into Germany.

They will go into Swabia, will attract to themselves all the princes of

the Empire, and will compel them to join their troops to those of the

English. They will force the French to leave the Empire, will give the

law to Germany, will make the Grand Duke [Francis] King of the Ro-

mans, and will then care nothing for all the declarations that they have

made to me."t
That month, Frederick welcomed peace proposals secretly submitted

by Emperor Charles to him and to the British king, and ordered his

envoys at the Imperial Diet "to make every effort in the world and use

every resort to conserve the neutrality of Germany so that at least a

Neutral Army of the Empire can be created" — to which he would

furnish a powerful troop contingent. Podewils and Borcke continued

to argue that because of the apathy of German princes, "there are very

slight expectations for the formation of a neutral army by the em-

peror." This brought a biting reply to the "chicken-hearted ones [who]

* Nothing can better illustrate the relationship between the king and Podewils than the cor-

respondence of this period. On several occasions Podewils (and Borcke) offered gratuitous

advice and were thanked for solid and helpful opinions; on occasion the king rudely rejected

their opinions. His occasional suggestion that Podewils was bribed was probably unjustified,

t "King of the Romans" was the title given to the man next in line for the tide of Holy Roman

Emperor.
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have inherited, I beHeve, the exalted cautiousness of d'llgen [former

minister of foreign affairs], of timid memory." The ministers replied

that whether Frederick liked it or not, they had spoken the truth. Fred-

erick then tried unsuccessfully to prevent Lord Stair's forces — the so-

called Pragmatic Army of some forty-three thousand British, Hanov-
erian, Saxon, and Austrian troops that had marched into Juliers-Berg

the previous February— from advancing into the Palatinate. He sub-

sequently objected to the harsh occupation of Juliers and Berg, and
foreign courts were warned that Prussia would prevent any pretender,

such as Saxony, from seizing these small duchies. When Emperor Charles

complained of the "violent proceedings" of Lord Stair, Frederick re-

plied that he had made "the most serious representations" to the En-

glish court, which then promised only a brief occupation and indeed

reprimanded Stair. As a member of the Empire he could do no more,

he wrote, "without the agreement of all the other members." It was a

similar story when the emperor withdrew from the war and tried to

form an army to protect the Empire. As Podewils and Borcke had warned

all along, the majority of German princes were not interested as long

as the emperor remained irresolute and France militarily unreliable.

France was still central to Frederick's diplomacy. Frederick had hoped

that Cardinal Fleury's death in late January would open the way for

more aggressive military operations against Austria and for stronger

support of the emperor, but he was soon commenting acerbically on

the Count d'Argenson, the new minister of war, and on King Louis

himself— a good man, Frederick called him, whose only fault was that

he was king. (He wrote of Fleury, "Too much good was said of him

during his life, but too much blame was given to him after his death.")

He bluntly advised Louis that his one resource was all-out battle against

Austria and England "on land and sea." The Versailles court must not

only subsidize an Imperial army of neutrality, Frederick insisted, it must

also field large French armies.

The French surrender of Prague and continuing French military fail-

ures drew scornful remarks. Marshal Broglie had been given command
of the allied army in Bavaria, bringing with him what Valory called

"the spirit of disorder familiar to his Bohemian command." Instead of

compressing French and Imperial forces into a limited, strong defense,

as Seckendorff urged, he spread them in a long, weak line that invited

attack.

In the spring of 1743, Prince Charles, served by Khevenhiiller, Browne,

and von Daun, began nibbling at these succulent targets. Broglie's sub-

sequent retreat "surpassed all that I was able to imagine of his coward-

ice and ineptness," Frederick railed. The defeat of Marshal Duke Ad-

rien Maurice de Noailles by King George's Pragmatic Army at Dettingen

in late June 1743 was the last straw. "No, I no longer want to hear the

name French," Frederick informed Rothenburg. "No, I no longer want
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you to speak to me of their troops and generals. Noailles is beaten. By
whom? By some people who don't know how to make a deployment,

and who have made none. I speak no more of it." When Voltaire turned

up at Potsdam in September, his mission once again to learn Prussian

intentions, Frederick treated him kindly but was openly derisive when
it came to discussing politics. In despair, Voltaire submitted a list of ques-

tions, which Frederick rudely annotated. Concerning the wisdom of

France: "I admire the wisdom of France, but God preserve me from ever

imitating it." To a plea for commitment: "I have no connection with

France; I have nothing to fear nor to hope from France. . . . That
monarchy is a body with much strength, but without soul or energy."^

Such talk was not to be taken too seriously. Frederick was aware of

Voltaire's mission, which, in his words, "became a game, a mere jest."

French defeat at Dettingen had terrified the Prussian king, who foresaw

a new alliance of England, Austria, Saxony, Denmark, and Russia that

would be hostile to Prussia. He was overreacting, however, and soon
enough realized that neither England nor Austria knew how to use the

victory. Nonetheless he hurriedly dispatched young Count Karl Wil-

helm Finck von Finckenstein— "the little evil spirit," Hyndford called

him— to plead the emperor's case to King George and Lord Carteret

and to insist that "no peace can be made with the emperor with my
exclusion."

Frederick's initial indifference to the proposed treaty with Russia

changed to enthusiasm when the Saint Petersburg court discovered a

plot to replace Czarina Elizabeth with the infant Ivan and the regent,

Anne. Largely the work of the Austrian envoy, Botta, the coup re-

bounded sharply on the Austrian, Saxon, and British courts. Relations

between Saint Petersburg and Vienna would soon reach an all-time

low. Meanwhile, Prussia's hand was greatly strengthened. "Strike while

the iron is hot," Frederick ordered his envoy Mardefeld. Now was the

time to tie "our interests with Russia as strongly as possible. . . . It is

necessary that our interests and those of the Empress be absolutely the

same." If the czarina would furnish Prussia with a small troop contin-

gent, only five or six thousand men, "she would have her share of the

glory of having given peace to Germany." Mardefeld could spend an-

other forty thousand thalers "to make the liaisons between me and the

Russian court so perfect that I alone, to the exclusion of the others,

would be the most favored." To Podewils he wrote, "If according to

all appearances the attentions of Mardefeld are not in vain, I will see

myself in a position to play a magnificent role in Germany."
Thus inspired, Frederick again called for a militant league of German

princes to support the emperor. But when he personally tried to sell

this idea in September, he found apathetic listeners at Bayreuth and

Ansbach, downright hostility from the powerful, pro-Austrian Duchess

of Wiirttemberg— "a woman of fickle, violent and capricious tem-
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per," Ranke noted— and nothing from the Bishop of Bamberg, who
refused a meeting on grounds of old age and church duties. The reason

was clear: Austria was in the ascent; the Empire in the descent. Al-

though Seckendorff, sent by the emperor to Ansbach, assured Freder-

ick that Imperial princes would commit troops if Prussia would head

an Imperial association, Frederick was unimpressed. The Imperial army,

which he inspected in company with its commander, Marshal Count
von Seckendorff, needed eight thousand recruits, Frederick informed

the emperor; its officers were old and infirm and, even worse, of low

station. "The ways of negotiation have failed up to the present," he

wrote to Podewils in late September, "and negotiations without arms

make as little impression as notes without instruments. It is a matter

then of giving weight and value to the propositions of mediation that

one makes, and it is a matter of putting an army in the field cloaked in

the name of the Empire." A year hence, the king went on, he would be

willing to provide an army of thirty-six thousand on the emperor's

behalf.

This was the basis for the secret Act of Association, which called for

German princes to pledge military contingents to the emperor. As be-

came clear during winter of 1743— 1744, it could not prosper. Most of

these rulers were under the Habsburg thumb, either because of religion

or Austrian (that is, British) gold. The French army had been beaten

and driven from Germany; remnants of the Imperial army were hud-

dling impotently under a neutral flag. The Austrian and Pragmatic ar-

mies were close by.

Nor was Prussia's role realistic. Frederick refused to come forward

as leader of these German princes, insisting this was the emperor's role.

His pose as the defender of the Empire had so far proved a dud. Nu-
merous German princes were as frightened of Prussia as they were of

Austria. Frederick's power politics had won him few friends, and his

suggestions to secularize monasteries and seize bishoprics had further

alienated spiritual rulers.

Frederick's failure was a setback but not a defeat. At Saint Peters-

burg, Mardefeld's generosity with Prussian gold was having the desired

effect. Anti-Austrian sentiments of court advisers were heightened, and

the long-delayed treaty was signed in November. Among other things,

it confirmed the Treaty of Breslau, thus indirectly gaining the Russian

guarantee of Silesia.

More important in the long run was Czarina Elizabeth's request to

Frederick to recommend a suitable bride, preferably one of his sisters,

for her nephew and successor, Grand Duke Peter.* Not wanting to

* Karl Peter Ulrich of Holstein-Gottorp was a royal orphan brought to Russia by Elizabeth.

He converted to the Greek Orthodox Church as Peter Federowitz and was named grand duke

and her successor— an unfortunate choice, as it turned out, for everyone but Frederick.
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expose a sister to the dynastic upheavals of the Russian court, Freder-

ick asked Podewils to shop around. Their choice was fourteen-year-old

Princess Sophia Frederika, daughter of the Prince of Anhalt-Zerbst, a

Prussian general who commanded the Stettin fortress and was married

to the sister of the Crown Prince of Sweden. Sophia was "beautiful,

large for her age, and fully matured," so Elizabeth was informed.

Frederick arranged for the immediate departure of mother and
daughter, who received a warm welcome at Saint Petersburg. Elizabeth

soon approved of the young princess and in due course she converted

to the Greek faith as Catherine Alexievna — and in time became Cath-

erine the Great.

Elizabeth wanted another bride, preferably a HohenzoUern, for So-

phia's uncle, the thirty-three-year-old Adolph Frederick, a Holstein-

Gottorp prince who had been named successor to the old Swedish king.

This time Frederick agreed to name a sister and eventually decided on
twenty-three-year-old Ulrica, who later became Queen of Sweden.

43

Exactly when the King of Prussia decided to return to war is any-

one's guess. Despite his insistence on "happy quietism," the occasional

martial thunder, encouraged by such hawks as Schmettau and Roth-

enburg, had sounded long before the repair of army and treasury was
completed. But he was not to be pushed. When Count Samuel von

Schmettau, now holding the titular rank of field marshal, argued for

war in the spring of 1743, he was firmly squelched; and to a later

argument that Prussia must act before Austria invaded Silesia, the king

replied, "Whoever lets a limb be amputated before it is gangrenous is

meeting one evil with a worse evil."

Foreign envoys could find few clues. Those who gained audiences,

those who observed His Majesty, found him calm and relaxed, as sharp

and witty as ever. "The King of Prussia seems to be more occupied

with preparations for Operas and Balls," Hyndford wrote in October

1743-^

He did not share his political thoughts with his friends. The letters

to Jordan were crammed with verses, frivolous and pleasant remarks,

a request for fruit vines and for the latest developments of the opera.

Nor did he confide in generals and ministers. Old Dessauer was sus-

pected of unhealthful ambition. Field Marshal Schwerin was languish-
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ing on his estates in partial disgrace and would be rehabilitated only in

early 1744. The royal family remained in the dark. The king's letters

to Wilhelmina were generally affectionate, at least until the spring of

1744, when she foolishly arranged a marriage of one of her ladies in

waiting that embarrassed the king politically and led to a quarrel last-

ing nearly two years. His letters to his mother, the Dowager Queen
Sophia, and to William, the Prince of Prussia, are short and of little

interest. There was an unpleasant moment over William's romantic

"indiscretions" in the winter of 1743 and a poor showing of his regi-

ment at a later review, but his evident contrition soon put things right.

In early 1744 the king confirmed him as heir, warning him not "to mix
in intrigues and hatch plots in the state" but rather study the adminis-

tration of the country that he would one day govern: "Our country

requires a ruler who keeps his eyes open and rules by himself. . . .

Only through very hard work and constant attention [to] masses of

details will great things be accomplished for our House." He was de-

lighted to learn that William's wife, Princess Louise, was pregnant, and

after the baby's birth the following September he pressed his brother

to have more children for the good of the Hohenzollerns. He gave sim-

ilar advice to Prince Henry and in June presented him with the Rheins-

berg estate.

But the thunder never completely ceased, and as the treasury and

army grew stronger and as Austria and England became more openly

villainous, it slowly turned to a storm. An Austrian treaty with Saxony

formed one thunderhead; Russia's treaty with Saxony, another. Then
in early 1744 Frederick received a copy of a treaty he had heard men-

tioned the previous autumn. This was the Treaty of Worms, brought

about by England with Austria and Sardinia and soon joined by Sax-

ony.

The treaty called for King Charles Emmanuel of Sardinia, in return

for certain Italian territories, to support an army of forty-eight thou-

sand to fight in Italy until peace was concluded, not only in Germany
but also between England and Spain. France and Spain had been on

the verge of concluding a treaty with Sardinia, so this was a consider-

able victory for England. Two articles particularly upset King Freder-

ick. The second article, which confirmed previous treaties, did not

mention that of Breslau (by which Prussia had gained Silesia). The thir-

teenth article called for Sardinia to replace Austrian arms in Italy once

the Spanish had been driven out, thus enabling Maria Theresa to trans-

fer a large army back to Germany. To Frederick's suspicious mind, this

suggested that Austria, backed by England, was trying to invalidate the

Treaty of Breslau as a prelude to attacking Silesia. This would explain

why the Vienna court had begun a military buildup in Moravia and

Bohemia, he reasoned, and why Saxony had allied with Austria, thus
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forming another threat to Prussian borders/' Podewils and Borcke did

not share the king's pessimism, and an argument ensued in which they

made a number of sensible countersuggestions not accepted by the king.f

The Treaty of Worms prompted a lengthy and remarkable analysis

in which Frederick postulated his principal enemies as England and

Austria: "The question follows: What precautions must be taken against

these dangers that menace the King of Prussia?" There followed a lengthy

discussion that listed Prussian and enemy resources, courses of action,

risks involved— what today would be called an estimate of the situa-

tion. Prussia's major resource was "to have a strong and capable stand-

ing army, and sufficient finances for it." Next, "to make an alliance

with Sweden and Russia, defensive and, if possible, offensive." Then,

"a conditional alliance with France in order to recover Bohemia from

the Queen of Hungary and partition it among the emperor, Prussia,

and even Saxony, lacking which the Queen of Hungary remains always

too powerful." Prussian delay in taking positive action would only

strengthen Austria; therefore "it would be necessary to attack [the Aus-

trians] during 1744." In conclusion, and by way of anticipating 1756,

the king wrote, "The war, then, that is appropriate for the King of

Prussia to make is compulsory in order to anticipate the evil design of

his enemies."

Timing depended largely on French, Russian, and Imperial courts.

In mid-February Frederick sent Count Rothenburg, whose ulcerating

arm was still shedding bone splinters from wounds received at Chotu-

sitz, to work on a new and secret treaty with Versailles. Rothenburg

carried a list of Prussian demands; the main one called for positive and

powerful military action before Prussia broke her peace with Austria. :|:

As finally worked out with the emperor and the Versailles court, in

August of 1744 Prussian columns eighty thousand strong, in the guise

of Imperial auxiliaries, would invade Bohemia, occupy Prague, and then

take winter quarters to the south and southwest. A French army com-

manded by Marshal Duke Francois de Coigny and an Imperial army

* A spy in the Dresden court had been reporting the negotiations to the Prussian envoy for

some time.

t Frederick later cited this treaty "as one of the principal causes of the war that the [Prussian]

king subsequently declared against the Queen of Hungary." (Oeuvres, Volume z, Histoire

de mon temps.) Reinhold Koser pointed out that Podewils constandy fought the desire of

such hawks as Schmettau and Rothenburg to go to war, and in this respect was supported

by Old Dessauer, Marshal Schwerin, and General Goltz. (Koser, Geschtchte, Volume i.)

tThis was secret diplomacy. Rothenburg was sent to Paris ostensibly for specialized medical

treatment. In carrying out his mission he was to by-pass the Prussian envoy and French

foreign minister to negotiate directly with King Louis. Frederick apparently did not inform

Podewils of the mission. (Koser, Geschtchte, Volume i.) Frederick found in Rothenburg "a

union of French grace and German judgment, which appeared to him to constitute a model

of perfection." (Ranke, Memoirs, Volume 3.)
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commanded by Marshal Count von Seckendorff would force the Aus-

trians from Bavaria, take w^inter quarters, and commence a combined
offensive in early 1745. ^ second French army would concentrate in

Flanders to tie down the Pragmatic Army and threaten Hanover,

In early March the king ordered regimental commanders to put their

trains in order so that they could march within fourteen days if neces-

sary. A month later he was working daily on his operations plan: "I

see by experience," he wrote to Major General von der Goltz, who was
charged with arranging for supplies, "that it is not the matter of a day

to set 100,000 men in action." His biggest problem was logistics, the

transport of flour and heavy cannon from Magdeburg to Bohemia. New
cannon were not even on hand yet, nor would cavalry find forage in

Bohemia until the harvest. Nonetheless, he hoped to be ready by end

of July, but, as he repeatedly stressed to Versailles and Frankfurt, this

depended on a treaty with Russia and Sweden and on vigorous French

action. He also worried about Saxon intentions: "I would take a terri-

ble risk," he told Rothenburg, "to commence operations in Bohemia

and leave an enemy such as the Saxons behind me."

These factors scarcely halted steady progress toward a new war. In

May Frederick signed the Treaty of Frankfurt, a secret alliance with

Emperor Charles, Charles Theodor, the Elector Palatine, and Land-

grave William of Hesse-Cassel. France had thrown off her fragile cloak

of Imperial auxiliary to declare war on England in March and on Aus-

tria a month later, which meant that the main theater of war would

again shift from Italy to Germany. Coigny commanded one army on

the Upper Rhine. Noailles commanded a much larger army in Flanders

that, once joined by King Louis, would march on the Spanish Nether-

lands. The Versailles court was preparing to send Prince Charles Ed-

ward, son of the Old Pretender, James Stuart, with an expeditionary

force of nine thousand troops across the Channel to lead a rebellion

and force the Hanoverians from the English throne. '^ To meet this threat,

the English court retrieved twelve thousand troops from the Pragmatic

Army, declared war on France in early April, and asked Prussia for

military support, as specified in the Treaty of Westminster. Frederick

replied that if Britain were attacked, he would at once march to her

defense, but that her aggressive naval actions had brought war with

France, and therefore Prussia was not bound to furnish the troops called

for in a defensive treaty. When Hyndford tried to pursue the matter,

Frederick refused him an audience.

The Imperial army, augmented by Hessian and Palatine auxiliaries,

was well entrenched at Philippsburg under Seckendorff's command;
from there it would march in accordance with Coigny's plans. From

* The expedition was forced to turn back in early March because of contrary winds.
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Russia, Mardefeld reported favorable treaty negotiations with Sweden

and Russia. After a slow start, Rothenburg's mission at Versailles was

prospering, thanks in part to King Louis's mistress, the Duchess of

Chateauroux, who admired King Frederick.

Frederick was now virtually committed to a new war, with the final

objective, as he wrote in early May, of "nothing else than the weaken-

ing of the House of Austria and the preservation and restoration [of

the territories] of the emperor." Although he could not march until

August, he told Rothenburg, "nothing will prevent the operations of

this year in which I have engaged myself . . . 80,000 men at Prague

on the first of September." By mid-May a revision of the Franco-Prus-

sian Treaty of 1741 had been agreed and would allow France to join

the Union of Frankfurt.* Obese King Louis, having forsaken the plea-

sures of the chase, both in the field and in bed, had toddled off to war
with an equipage that included a theater company. His Majesty's pres-

ence graced Noailles's army, which was attacking the barrier forts with

almost no resistance from the Pragmatic Army.

All well and good, but Frederick would have profited from infor-

mation concerning the main Austrian army. His officers had reported

favorably the previous autumn on the operations of Prince Charles and

Marshal Khevenhiiller, and on the daring and eminently successful, if

often cruel, operations by irregulars. Khevenhiiller had died during the

winter but had been replaced by an extremely competent and shrewd

tactician. Field Marshal Count Otto Ferdinand von Traun. Traun sub-

sequently had retrained the army of the Rhine in anticipation of the

1744 campaign. In April Maria Theresa had ordered Charles to ad-

vance toward the Rhine. To Traun's expressed concern about a Prus-

sian reaction, she wrote: "Do not worry about the Prussian king."^

This was the situation when Frederick, more troubled than ever with

"violent colicks," traveled to Pyrmont to take the waters, which did

him little good and which he resented for taking up so much time.

Although momentarily diverted by the death of the Prince of East Fri-

sia,t he continued to worry about the possibility of revolution in Rus-

sia and French-Imperial lethargy. Nonetheless, in early July he in-

* The Union of Frankfurt was a diluted version of the association of German princes that

Frederick originally hoped to form. It was more what the nineteenth-century German histo-

rian Alfred Dove called "a princely conspiracy in foreign pay," albeit legitimate enough from

the constitutional standpoint. (Koser, Geschichte, Volume i; Berney, Friedrich der Grosse.)

t Frederick at once ordered a corps to march into the territory and take possession in his

name, and he announced that he would fight any country disputing his claim. None did. An

easy occupation followed. Estates and magistrates paid homage, Imperial and Dutch garri-

sons eventually marched off, and the king had a new piece of kingdom.
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formed Podewils of his decision to go to war. Podewils strongly

disapproved, sagaciously pointing out that success would depend on
French honor and determination and on Russian friendship and neu-

trality. The failure of either court in these respects could cost the king

more than even the loss of Silesia. Podewils refused to accept Freder-

ick's argument that the war was forced on Prussia by evil designs of his

enemies. Once Prussia went to war, Podewils countered, France would
behave as it had earlier, and Prussia would soon bear the entire burden.

He agreed that it was in Prussia's interest to support the emperor, but

it was nevertheless unnatural to save a drowning man at the expense

of one's own life. Further, the situation could probably be resolved by

an accommodation with England and Austria.

Frederick had scarcely brushed aside these eminently sensible objec-

tions when he learned of a new crisis in Russia. Chetardie, the French

envoy in Saint Petersburg, had been arrested and expelled from the

country on grounds of maligning the czarina, an event that greatly

strengthened the already strong hand of the chancellor, Count Alexei

Bestushev.* This was outweighed, however, by favorable reports from

Mardefeld. Mikhail Vorontsov, who was in Prussian pay, had been

named vice-chancellor on Bestushev's promotion, and Czarina Eliza-

beth seemed to favor an eventual alliance with Prussia and Sweden.

But next came the alarming news that the French had failed to prevent

the Austrian army from crossing the Rhine, an operation brilliantly

spearheaded by Nadasdy's irregulars and one that allowed Prince Charles

to put an army of sixty thousand in Alsace with scarcely any losses.

"This is sufficient for me to determine my operations," Frederick in-

formed King Louis. "I will march at the head of my army [on] August

13, and [will be] before Prague at the end of the same month. I am, it

is true, overlooking some considerations, and am perhaps pledging my-

self to a perilous enough move, but I wish to give Your Majesty proofs

of the affection and friendship that I have for him." He went on to

offer the French king, now at fortress Metz, some positive warnings,

though in flattering and courteous language. Without decisive action

by the French, all would be lost. Also, French success would depend in

large part on choice of generals, and Marshal Belle-Isle should com-

mand in Bavaria. He continued with a lengthy homily on offensive

operations. A more blunt letter went to Marshal Noailles; it pointed

out that Coigny's recent failure to prevent the Austrians from crossing

the Rhine was due entirely to poor defensive strategy. In late July he

sent Field Marshal Schmettau to join the French king and encourage

him to offensive operations at all times.

* Bestushev had broken the French cipher and presented candid excerpts from Chetardie's

reports on Ehzabeth's lurid hfe style.
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That month the British envoy reported from Berlin that "the prepa-

rations for Warr go on here, Night and Day, without interruption."^

44

Itwas not FRANCE that in the end decided matters for Prussia, nor

was it the emperor or Empire. It was not England or Austria, certainly

not Russia. In the end it was the Prussian army and the money neces-

sary to support it in the field.

In the spring of 1743 Frederick had decided to increase the army by
eighteen thousand men in case he had to send a corps to East Prussia

to counter a Russian invasion. The men came from home and abroad.

Scores of Prussian officers variously disguised scoured the Empire. "The
swiftness of recruiting is unbelievable," a Dutch diplomat reported.^

Hussar officers and troopers were signed on in Hungary and Poland

when possible, and Frederick even wondered whether Maria Theresa

would sell him a complete hussar regiment once she had made peace

with the emperor."" He unsuccessfully tried to obtain Cossacks, Tar-

tars, and Kalmuks from Russia. t Mardefeld was to recruit Russian

cavalry officers without worrying about their courage or ability, since,

as Frederick put it, he merely wanted "the name of Russia associated

with my army in order to awe other powers."

Operations and training presented the next problem. In a series of

orders for generals issued in July and August 1744, just before he re-

entered the war, Frederick stressed the need to increase mobility. Gen-
erals were not to take costly equipages into the field, and they were

forbidden to use silverware. Younger officers were restricted to one
packhorse and one riding horse. Troops were to deploy with as little

personal gear as possible. Infantry and cavalry swords were even short-

ened to reduce weight.

Cavalry had to deploy rapidly and in good order with ten paces be-

tween squadrons in the first line. The second line would deploy three

* Hungarian horses were better than Hungarian hussars. In August 1744, General von der

Marwitz, commanding in Upper Silesia, commented on the excellent horses recently received

from Hungary, but added, "Desertion also increases and indeed native Hungarians go off

with horses and full tack." (Lippe-Weissenfeld, Husaren-Buch .)

fThe king apparently hoped to establish a Cossack breeding colony, writing to Mardefeld,

"I would certainly like to have two to three hundred [Cossacks], especially if I can have them

as families, that is with wives and children, in order to settle them in my country." Mardefeld

advised against pursuing this since Russia was underpopulated and the czarina would never

agree.
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hundred paces to the rear, with forty to sixty paces between squadrons.

Hussars were to cover cavalry flanks and rear. The cavalry commander
would attack either on order from the king or on his own volition if he

observed enemy movement. Any commander allowing himself to be

attacked would be discharged with infamy: "The Prussians shall al-

ways attack the enemy." ^ Speed and shock power were vital to the

opening attack, which would not cease until it had smashed both lines

of enemy horse. During the charge, troopers were to rise from their

saddles to increase saber slashing power, and stirrups were buckled

short for this reason. Hussars and twenty or thirty troopers from each

squadron would pursue the enemy while the second cavalry line at-

tacked the infantry flank. If the initial charge failed, flanking hussars

had to turn on enemy horse to give cavalry squadrons time to re-form.

Once the enemy was in retreat, hussars were to dog him as much as

possible during the night.

Enemy partisans in the last war had left their mark. The king em-

phasized the importance of properly located and alert outposts that

could support one another if attacked and in turn could be supported

by the main army. He also called for careful disposition of baggage on
the march and during battle. Hussars were to play an important role

as the army's eyes. Dragoons and cuirassiers, he realized, could carry

out security and reconnaissance functions only in the immediate camp
area, say within four or five hundred meters, in addition to providing

cover for supply convoys. Hussars, however, would set up distant out-

posts so that the enemy could never take the army by surprise. For this

purpose "commandos," groups of two to four hundred hussars, would
be sent out to conduct themselves like "a spider in her web, which

cannot be touched without [her] sensing it."^ Hussar training was par-

ticularly rigorous. Squadrons rode daily, with and without saddles, ex-

cept in heavy frost. A trooper was trained to snatch a small object from

the ground at full gallop; he had to be able "to wheel and turn on a

space of a thaler." The ten best men of each squadron were equipped

with rifled muskets, mounted on the best horses, and specially in-

structed in marksmanship and scouting.

A new Feldjdger corps would, it was hoped, improve communica-

tions. Initially consisting of sixty mounted huntsmen commanded by

Colonel Count Hans von Hacke, the corps was stationed in Berlin and

was responsible for delivering letters and dispatches to Potsdam. In

spring of 1744 the king formed a ioot Jdgerkorps that was to consist

of units of two hundred men armed with rifles for increased accuracy

and range. The corps grew very slowly owing to lack of skilled hunters

and woodsmen.
Earlier introduction of new 3 -pounder cannon, two per infantry bat-

talion, with the Holtzmann limber chest, which made the gun initially
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independent from its munition wagon, had improved artillery mobility.

The state of the art was such that effective ranges remained about the

same, but General Christian von Linger and Colonel Ernst von Holtz-

mann continued to make improvements. Cannon were now being cast

with cylindrical rather than conical chambers, and new and lighter metals

had been used to cast Linger's 12-pounder, which was to replace the

6-pounder. Holtzmann had invented a lo-pounder howitzer, along with

a new saddle limber for it and other cannon, and had also invented a

gun carriage for the 50-pounder mortar, as well as a crimped canister

shell for 24-pounder cannon that improved killing power within a small

radius. Both Linger and Holtzmann had been promoted and decorated.

"I have tested the new cannon and they are excellent," Frederick told

Old Dessauer in early 1743.

Just before marching, in August 1744, the king issued a "Disposi-

tion" for artillery. The new 3 -pounders would unlimber in front of the

first infantry line, three men to a gun, a lieutenant commanding the

guns of each brigade. Reserve cannon would remain with harnessed

limbers in front of the second line, two men to a gun. A lieutenant and

thirty gunners would be in reserve on each flank and in the center to

replace casualties. Four howitzers would unlimber in the center of the

first line and four on each flank, each served by two men. Ten 12-

pounders and six 24-pounders, each with a crew of four, would cover

either flank and maintain steady fire on enemy cavalry with nine-ball

canister shells and, at short range, smaller ball canister shot. Once

Prussian cavalry attacked, all cannon would shift fire to enemy infantry

and would use soHd balls. This was to be rolling fire, moving to the

rear as Prussian cavalry attacked the first lines. At six hundred yards

heavy guns would change to canister shot, as would 3 -pounders at

three hundred yards.

The king also introduced a major innovation in supply arrange-

ments. By the spring of 1744 his food wagons had increased to over

thirteen hundred, a quarter of which were to be pulled by horses, four

to a wagon, the rest by oxen. Oxen were not only much cheaper (eigh-

teen thalers each), but they ate only hay or straw, were believed to be

more suitable for mountainous and swampy terrain, and could be

slaughtered for fresh meat. New ammunition wagons were also being

built, as were a substantial number of pontoons.

Frederick's orders covered what he called "the preservation and or-

der" of troops: "The one is inseparable from the other." '^ When taking

quarters in villages, commanders were to provide their men with suffi-

cient bread and provisions, including fresh beef and a supply of beer

or brandy. Generals and other officers were not to take all the houses

in a village, but were to give the troops a fair share.

The health of his troops was of constant concern to the king, as was
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proper care of sick and wounded. At Potsdam adjutants daily brought

him medical reports, and he frequently conferred with doctors as to the

proper treatment of the sick. He made weekly inspections of the infir-

mary in Potsdam. During inspection trips and reviews, he emphasized

the importance of proper medical care. A commander must be "father

and nurse to the sick, and they would love him for it." In preparing for

the new war, he ordered Count Rothenburg in Paris to contract for

twelve French surgeons. '' When the army marched in 1744, General

von der Marwitz was left in Upper Silesia with twenty-two thousand

troops. His Feldlazareth included six surgeons, six hospital administra-

tors, two pharmacists, eight nurses, and four kitchen women.
Commanders were to stress religious devotion. Catholic as well as

Protestant chaplains were provided. The king required attendance at

Sunday services. He permitted women to live with soldiers in garrison

and field. When the army marched in 1744, only a limited number of

wives were allowed to accompany it. The remainder had to stay in

garrison but were paid Brotgeld, or basic subsistence money. To care

for the wounded from the last war, the king built the Berlin invalid

home, and he also set up a special section in the Potsdam orphanage

for officers' orphans who were too young to enter the Berlin cadet

corps.

The king used the Potsdam Guards to experiment with new forma-

tions and tactics, including night attacks. Officers from distant regi-

ments were brought to Potsdam for training, and Potsdam cadres were

sent to field regiments to spread the new word. The king held spring

and autumn reviews at Tempelhof and Bornstedt, Stettin, Magdeburg,

Halberstadt, Ciistrin, Frankfurt, Glogau, Breslau, Ratibor, Neisse, and

Glatz to check on training progress. In early August he wrote to the

Prince of Prussia from Neisse: "I found all regiments improved in ap-

pearance and in better condition than I had hoped, fortress construc-

tion almost finished, and the entire country now completely organized

according to Prussian standards. Within a year no one will realize that

the Austrians once lived here, and all my measures will have been car-

ried out."

In autumn of 1743 the king had held the first field exercise with

combined arms— a radical innovation. A cuirassier regiment and twelve

companies of grenadiers marching from Berlin to Potsdam were at-

tacked by five hussar squadrons, which forced the grenadiers to defend

themselves in a small village. In coming to their assistance, the cavalry

were ambushed and forced to fight their way back to Berlin — a ma-

*They arrived in Berlin in July 1744. The two master surgeons were each paid a thousand

thalers a year, the ten apprentice surgeons three hundred thalers a year. We hear of them

again in Prague during the Second Silesian War, but unfortunately they did not work out

very well and probably returned to Paris. (Richter, Geschichte des Medizinal-Wesens.)
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neuver, the Dutch envoy reported, that was carried out "to the great

satisfaction of His Majesty and to the admiration of a large number of

spectators."^

In August a member of the royal party, Prince Ferdinand of Bruns-

wick, noted that they had traveled seven hundred miles and that the

king had personally inspected eighty-five battalions and 153 squad-

rons! In September, Lord Hyndford reported that the King of Prussia

"keeps his Troops in continual Exercise, and they are indeed in ex-

treme good order. . . . Next week a body of foot are to entrench

themselves and are to be attacked on all sides by the horse and hus-

sars."^ That winter lectures on attack and defense of fortified camps
became daily fare for officers of the Berlin garrison. At Potsdam in the

spring of 1744 the king experimented with the advance of large infan-

try units.

Rebuilding Silesian fortresses was an immense task. Those at Glatz,

Neisse, and Cosel were to cover border crossings from Bohemia, Mo-
ravia, and Hungary; those at Brieg, Breslau, and Glogau to secure the

line of the Oder. Prince Ferdinand wrote ecstatically of concealed glacis

and water-filled ditches, strong outer forts and mined approaches. At

Neisse the chief engineer. General Gerhard Cornelius von Walrave,

abandoned some traditional procedures to emphasize "offensive" de-

fenses by construction that allowed easier sallies from the main for-

tress. This was slow and expensive work. Seven thousand civilians were

employed at Neisse alone. Ranke wrote that the masons were paid

eight groschen a day. In theory Silesian revenues were to pay the costs.

In fact in early 1744 Frederick suddenly had to find a half million tha-

lers to carry on the work. In late March 1744, Ferdinand wrote from

Neisse that its fortifications "are of an infinite beauty and already so

far advanced that by July all will be finished."

The expensive effort helps to explain why civil projects were put on
the back burner. It also accounts for extraordinary economies, such as

deferring a promised pension to the Marquis d'Argens for a year be-

cause of "my disturbed finances."

Whatever draconian measures were employed, they seemed to have

worked. The Kriegscasse, or war chest, amounted to 1.3 million thalers

at the end of the last war. By autumn of 1744 it had risen to six million

thalers, which, if used "with prudence," was strong enough for two
campaigns. The army now numbered 140,000 men, with field units

ready to march.
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Shortly before the Prussian army marched, foreign envoys in Berlin

were handed an "Expose," a lengthy statement of reasons that obliged

the King of Prussia to furnish Emperor Charles with auxiliary troops.

This document was simultaneously published in newspapers at home
and abroad and distributed to all foreign courts. It was essentially an

exercise in pan-Germanism: Vienna was the chief culprit in the disrup-

tion of the German empire, and England and Holland were supporting

her. The Empire must be saved. The declaration concluded: "In a word,

the king asks nothing, and he does not act in his personal interests; His

Majesty has recourse to arms only to restore liberty to the Empire,

dignity to the emperor, and peace to Europe." Lieutenant General Count

Dohna read a less spirited statement to Austrian ministers in Vienna,

after which he dexterously avoided angry mobs and left the capital.

A week earlier, the envoy Johann von Wallenrodt had called on the

King of Poland in Warsaw to present Imperial directives that author-

ized Prussian auxiliary troops to march through Saxony. This upset

Count Briihl considerably but brought little more than a shrug from

King August, Wallenrodt reported. In Dresden, Colonel Winterfeldt

presented copies of these documents to officials and demanded that

they appoint local commissars to assist Prussian columns, a fait accom-

pli accepted only after the liberal application of "threats, pleas, scold-

ing, and soft words" — followed by Prussian troops crossing the bor-

der. Winterfeldt and Marshall Schmettau engaged a contractor to build

bridges at Pirna for the Elbe crossing. The old Duke of Weissenfels,

who commanded the Saxon army, proved surprisingly helpful. When
there was no money to pay for bridge construction, he volunteered a

generous loan. He also transferred Saxon forces away from Pirna and

turned over army bake ovens and a large supply of flour to the Prus-

sians.

While a French army in Westphalia threatened Hanover to keep Brit-

ain quiet, another French army, along with the Bavarians, was sup-

posed to push the Austrians back across the Rhine and dog their retreat

through Bavaria.

Meanwhile, two Prussian corps would march through Saxony into

Bohemia to Prague, where a third corps from Silesia would join them.

Prague, known to be weakly held, would be stormed or invested. The

bulk of the army would then march south and winter at enemy ex-

pense. Simultaneously General von der Marwitz, commanding a corps

twenty-two thousand strong in Upper Silesia, would conduct a spoiling

operation into Moravia to deprive the enemy of subsistence from this
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area. Old Dessauer would command a corps of seventeen thousand in

Brandenburg to keep the Hanoverians and Saxons quiet. Come spring,

French and Bavarian armies would continue to march down the Dan-
ube, and the Austrians, caught between two fires, would have to make
peace.

King Frederick commanded the major force, some twenty-seven

thousand foot and 12,500 horse divided into four independent corps.

This army would march to Pirna, cross the Elbe, and continue down
the west bank. Hereditary Prince Leopold, commanding a corps of about

thirteen thousand foot and three thousand horse, was to march through

Lusatia to Zittau, occupy Leitmeritz, and move down the east bank of

the Elbe to Alt-Bunzlau and Brandeis. Marshal Schwerin, who had been

restored to favor, would bring a third corps of about ten thousand foot

and fifty-six hundred horse from Silesia to cross the Elbe at Koniggratz,

take up a defensive position at Pardubitz, and send an advance guard
to Alt-Bunzlau.* A fleet of some five hundred river boats carrying heavy

artillery— eighty field and sixty siege cannon plus thirty mortars —
and a three-month supply of bulk provisions was loading at Magde-
burg, its voyage to Dresden-Pirna-Leitmeritz to be secured by a strong

ground escort under Lieutenant General Casimir von Bonin.

All went well to start with. Units crossed the Saxon border on sched-

ule and without opposition. The king had ordered strict march disci-

pline. Troops were to pay for everything, either with cash or official

vouchers. Untoward incidents seem to have been at a minimum, de-

spite the obvious hostility of Saxon ministers. Local officials for the

most part cooperated in arranging for the purchase of provisions and
advising on march routes and quarters. Troops were well fed and housed,

and Lord Hyndford's reports from Berlin of massive desertions seem
to have been great exaggerations. The country was rich; peasants were
eager to sell produce. Frederick's own detachment, which included his

brothers William and Henry, bought an eight-day supply of brandy
and enough live cattle for ten days of meat (a pound per man per day)

in Bohemia. Leopold's columns, marching through Lusatia, closed on
schedule at Zittau, a major achievement, considering that there was a

train of seven hundred wagons carrying flour and fodder, each pulled

by four oxen, with another six hundred of the beasts to be slaughtered

for meat.

By late August all the columns had crossed the Bohemian border.

* An alert foreign observer would have been impressed by Schwerin's rehabilitation. It began

in mid- 1 74 3 when the king invited him to Berlin, probably to discuss new army regulations.

It continued during the 1743-44 carnival, when he was shown every honor. The following

summer he was honored by receiving Princess Louise Ulrica, who was traveling to Sweden to

marry the Swedish crown prince. (Varnhagen, Schwerin, and Schwerin, Feldmarschall

Schwerin.)
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River boats at Pirna were off-loading heavy artillery to lighter ships for

the run upstream to Leitmeritz. The first phase of the campaign was
nearly over. An envoy from King August complimented the Prussian

king on the behavior of his troops: "They passed through Saxony like

Capuchins, but with this difference, that whereas the monks got every-

thing gratis, the Prussians on the contrary paid for everything." ^

Despite reports of active military preparations in Prussia over the past

months, neither Maria Theresa nor her councilors expected Frederick

to march. Maria Theresa quickly recovered from surprise. Such, after

all, was to be expected from "the monster," as Grand Duke Francis

exclaimed when learning the news. But could Frederick, she wondered,

have made a serious error? Could this be an opportunity not only to

defeat him militarily, but to recover Silesia and deliver her subjects

from heretical rule? "We could gain a great deal if we could crush this

devil with a battle," Francis wrote to his brother Charles.^

While Bartenstein poured forth a flood of political invective against

the deceitful Prussian king, Maria Theresa hastened to Pressburg, where

Hungarian aristocrats, in return for further political concessions,

promised another sixty thousand troops. (The envoy Dohna soon re-

ported long rows of wagons filled with recruits coming through Vienna

on the way to Bavaria.) She then invoked her treaty with Saxony to ask

for twenty thousand auxiliaries, persuaded the English court to grant

her a special subsidy of £150,000 (of which a third would go to the

Saxon elector), and for good measure asked the Russian court to send

an army to Kurland to threaten Prussia. She also ordered Prince

Charles— more than ever her favorite since his marriage to her sis-

ter— in Alsace to recross the Rhine and march on Bohemia as fast as

possible. While the Prussians were crossing the Elbe, the Austrians were

recrossing the Rhine, a particularly hazardous operation because of

nearby French and Bavarian armies. These, however, did not interfere,

and in early September the army was safely in Cannstatt, near Stutt-

gart, from where Charles would shortly march northeast to meet the

new threat.

Charles had left the able General Batthyanyi with a corps of about

twenty thousand hussars and irregulars in Bavaria. The general had

already been ordered to move closer to Saxony and had marched to

Amberg in the Upper Palatinate. He had also sent a force of irregulars

under Lieutenant General Festetics to support the weak Prague garri-

son, and he was now ordered to march into Bohemia.

By the time the Prussians were crossing the Bohemian border, Bat-

thyanyi had closed on Pless and was preparing to march on Pilsen. He
had sent a battalion of Dalmatian irregulars to screen the Erz Moun-
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tains and harass enemy columns debouching onto narrow mountain
roads. Another irregular unit, under Colonel Szapary, was covering the

Eger-Saaz-Prague road. Festetics was already operating in hilly country

north of Prague, with orders to raise local militias and fight the Prus-

sians as opportunity arose.*

The Prussian king was not totally unaware of these developments.

He knew that Prince Charles was falling back in Alsace and showed
signs of recrossing the Rhine. On August 20 he informed the King of

France that Batthyanyi had marched from the Palatinate to defend

Prague. But a few days later he received several overdue dispatches

from Marshal Samuel von Schmettau at Metz. The first reported that

King Louis was about to die from an incurable abscess of the brain.

The second reported that he would live but would require lengthy con-

valescence. Belle-Isle was staying with the king while Noailles marched
with the army.f

Frederick would have preferred it the other way around, he told

Schmettau, but he was still convinced that the French army could not

fail to slow the Austrian retreat and cause large losses "so that I have

ample time to take Prague, Budweis, Tabor, and Frauenberg, and per-

haps Eger, before the enemy can arrive on the Bohemian frontiers."

Disturbing rumors also reached him that the Saxons planned to send

an auxiliary force to join the Austrians in Bohemia. Frederick believed

that King August would stay out of the war in return for territory

promised by Emperor Charles and because Old Dessauer commanded
a hefty Prussian corps not far from the Saxon border. Nevertheless, he

wrote conciliatory letters to August and the Duke of Weissenfels,

promising to return horses that had been improperly commandeered
and to take care of remaining expenses incurred by the army.

Schmettau next reported that Charles had recrossed the Rhine with

no hindrance from Noailles or Seckendorff. This was frightening news.

"I believe it superfluous," Frederick at once wrote to King Louis, "to

say to Your Majesty how much this unexpected event upsets my plans."

It was more vital than ever for the French and Bavarians to slow the

* Batthyanyi circulated the queen's Patent, which offered peasants and farmers two ducats

per Prussian deserter plus one ducat to the deserter, two if he accepted Austrian service.

Maria Theresa seems to have believed that new battalions could be formed from enemy

deserters. Her notion may have resulted from the Austrian envoy's inflated reports from

Berlin of Prussian desertion. (Oesterreich Kriegsarchiv, Oesterreichischer Erbfolge-Krieg, 1740—

1748, Volume 7. Hereafter Erbfolge-Krieg followed by volume number.)

fKing Louis became ill on August 8 and a week later was believed to be near death. The

Bishop of Soissons ("a fanatic imbecile," in Frederick's words) insisted that the king disown

his mistress, the Duchess of Chateauroux, before receiving last rites, so she was sent packing.

A humble surgeon, correctly convinced that his king ate and drank too much, administered

a strong emetic, which quickly cured him. He was soon writing impassioned letters to his

banished duchess, who herself died soon afterward.
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Austrian march, and Schmettau was to stress this at Louis's headquar-

ters. "I swear that I no longer know what I can expect from France,"

the king dejectedly added. His pessimism was not misplaced. Instead

of pursuing the Austrian army into Bavaria and Bohemia, the French

army turned to the siege of Freiburg while Seckendorff with the Bavar-

ians languished beyond the Neckar River.

The enemy had already appeared in the Prague area, though in no
great strength. Shortly after crossing the Bohemian border, the advance

guard of Karl von Schmettau (now a general) captured a hussar officer

who reported a large increase of irregulars in the area (Batthyanyi's

Dalmatians). A few days later a serious clash occurred when Zieten

with thirteen hundred hussars attacked one of Festetics's detachments,

killed sixty, and took some forty prisoners and a number of horses,

with very light losses.

This welcome news reached the king at Budin, together with General

Schmettau's assurance that the country up to Prague was now nearly

free of enemy. Despite contrary rumors, Schmettau reported, Bat-

thyanyi was still on the Bohemian border. The king also learned that

Prince Leopold had chased the enemy from Teschen and used local

peasants to clear the Elbe of boulders, trees, and sunken boats. The
first skiffs had reached Leitmeritz to off-load heavy cannon for the

difficult road trip to Prague. Marshal Schwerin's columns had closed

on Prague ahead of schedule, a solid achievement, given the rugged

terrain and lurking enemy, and were soon joined by Leopold's corps.

In early September the king tied in to Schwerin's right to complete a

difficult and complicated march, "but," as he wrote, "what are fa-

tigues, difficulties, and danger in comparison with glory?" *

The problem now was the capture of Prague.

Prague's negleaed defenses had recently been repaired in part, and some

of them were naturally strong. Frederick and his generals soon decided

against a direct assault until siege guns arrived from Leitmeritz.

This would not be overnight. Partisan attacks on narrow mountain

roads made almost impassable by heavy rains either halted or slowed

convoys to a crawl. Supply trains had been delayed on the march from

Saxony. Oxen, unable to pull the heavily loaded wagons through mud,

were mishandled by teamsters and died by the hundreds. Stranded wa-

gons in Upper Bohemia offered rich booty to hostile peasants. Freder-

ick had only one road to the Leitmeritz magazine with its inadequate

*
I recently traced the king's march from Pima to Prague. The Elbe Valley is still beautiful in

part, with an occasional castle perched on a hill, like the one outside Aussig. Unfortunately

much of the landscape is marred by factory and port complexes, but one can still see why it

used to be called Saxon Switzerland.
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bake ovens. Only a few days after closing on Prague he could not issue

bread to his men.

Hungry troops hammered out fascines and other siege necessities

while General Walrave, aided by two French engineers familiar with

the defenses, planned the siege. He opened the first trenches in front of

the Ziskaberg, in a large area of five sectors backed by four artillery

batteries. The guns arrived on September 8. They opened fire three

days later. The fire was effective, and an infantry assault the next day
captured two outer works at small loss. A French observer, though
impressed with the splendidly disciplined infantry, did not think much
of Prussian engineers and their siege techniques. The troops, he noted,

were poorly trained for siege warfare; in firing on the enemy, they killed

more of their own soldiers than did enemy fire!^

Further breaches in the walls — some two thousand shells were fired

in three days— brought surrender a few days later. When the Prussian

king refused to allow the garrison free passage, the fight continued. On
September 14 a diarist noted that "at least a thousand shells and fire

bombs fell in the city.'"* Many citizens fled and those who remained
petitioned Harrach to surrender, which he did two days later.

Couriers carried the word to courts everywhere. "Prague is taken,"

Frederick joyfully informed Marshal Holstein-Beck in Breslau. "We
have sixteen thousand prisoners of war. Fire some cannon from the

ramparts in celebration and sing the Te Deum." *

46

Scarcely had Prague surrendered when Frederick issued new or-

ders. General Baron Gottfried Emanuel von Einsiedel was to hold the

city with five thousand troops. General Count Christoph Ernst von
Nassau with a large task force— ten battalions and thirty squadrons,

including Zieten's hussars — was to march south, seize Tabor, Bud-
weis, and Frauenberg, establish magazines, build bakeries, and choose
a camp site for the main army.

* The garrison numbered about eleven thousand, of which over half were invaHds and local

militia. Six thousand of the latter were discharged, fifteen hundred troops were sent to Sile-

sian fortresses, and twenty-five hundred were recruited for Prussian garrison duty (of whom
half soon deserted). (Generalstab, Die Kriege Friedrichs des Grossen. Zweiten Theil: Der
Zweite Schlesische Krieg, iy44-iy4^. Volume i. Hereafter Generalstab II followed by vol-

ume number.) Some regular Austrian troops swam the Moldau and escaped. Furious citizens,

claiming Jewish deceit and treachery, sacked the Jewish quarter. (Erbfolge-Krieg, Volume 7.)
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The first columns moved out only three days after Prague had fallen.

"We are currendy marching on Tabor and Budweis," the king wrote

to Podewils, "in order to become master of these parts and to oblige

Prince Charles and Batthyanyi to fall back on Upper Austria. If they

do not do so, they will be beaten."

The fall of Prague caused General Batthyanyi to send cavalry rem-

forcements to garrisons at Pisek, Tabor, and Budweis. With his remain-

ing force of irregulars, he withdrew southwest to Cerkowitz, from where

he could harass enemy operations across the Moldau and maintain

communication with the main Austrian army approachmg from the

southwest and, ultimately, the Saxons, who would march from the north.

Maria Theresa meanwhile had been urging Prince Charles to move

as fast as he could to Bohemia.* By the time Prague fell, the Austrians

were still a fair distance from the Bohemian border. Charles was m

Vienna making supply arrangements; the army was under command

of Field Marshal Count Otto Ferdinand von Traun.

The sixty-seven -year-old Traun had replaced KhevenhuUer, who had

died the previous winter. A distinguished veteran of the War of the

Spanish Succession and a field marshal since 1740, he had recently

fought well in Italy, from where he had been sent to command in Mo-

ravia. He had gone to the Bavarian command in April with orders to

attack Seckendorff. Fearing Prussian intervention, he had delayed too

long, and Seckendorff had taken up a strong defensive position in Phi-

lipps'burg. Prince Charles meanwhile had unsuccessfully tried to stir

local British, Dutch, and Austrian forces to action against the French.

Charles joined Traun's main army at Heilbronn in mid-May and soon

crossed the Rhine under the noses of two armies. This opening push

into Alsace was undoubtedly Traun's doing. He was smart, shrewd,

and cautious. Like KhevenhuUer, he also knew how to use irregular

forces.

Now, while his army slogged through the beautiful if rugged terrain

of northern Bavaria, he fanned out his light troops: General von Na-

dasdy with three hussar regiments and some pandours to reinforce the

Amberg garrison; General von Minsky and a thousand Warasdiners to

Budweis to spy out and report on the coming enemy.

Despite poor roads, vile weather and enemy harassment, General Nas-

sau's task force advanced on schedule and captured Tabor after slight

*Not the least of Maria Theresa's reasons was to keep Francis, whom she now called "der

Alte"- the old man - in Vienna. She had constantly to fight against his desire to re)om the

army, frequently resorting to tears. "But," as she complained to her ^'^^e^, Marianne what

can they [tears] accomplish with a husband after nine years of marriage? (Erbfolge-Krteg,

Volume 7.)
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skirmishes, in which Zieten's hussars once again shone. After setting

up a magazine and bakery and forcing locals to swear allegiance to

Emperor Charles, Nassau continued southwest. Budweis and Frauen-

berg were strongly held, he reported, and all bridges over the Moldau
had been demolished. Nassau next attacked Budweis, which Minsky
surrendered in return for free passage of his meager garrison, some
eighteen hundred Croatian irregulars who marched off "with flags flying

and music playing." The general now moved on Frauenberg, which
also quickly surrendered. Nassau garrisoned both places, opened sup-

ply magazines, and repaired defenses with the aid of two thousand

impressed peasants. But contrary to expectations, he found few muni-

tions. His musketeers had only sixty rounds each, and he was too far

from Prague to easily repair this and other shortages.

Marshal Schwerin's and Prince Leopold's contingents duly reached

Tabor, but Major General Count Karl Posadowsky's long supply train,

which followed Leopold's wing, lost a thousand oxen and perforce

abandoned two hundred and fifty wagons that carried a vital fifteen-

day supply of flour— "the beginning of all the misfortunes that after-

ward arrived," Frederick later wrote. ^ The army remained at Tabor
until a five-day supply of bread was baked, then marched to a camp
about five miles east of Thein on the Moldau. Hans Winterfeldt's task

force found the Thein bridges torn up and enemy irregulars nearby. He
reported that Count Batthyanyi, with a force of twenty thousand light

troops, was in the area and that Charles was marching on Pilsen with

the main Austrian army. Other reports received in the king's head-

quarters put Charles already east of Pilsen, marching on Budweis, and
still other reports had the Saxons moving on Eger.

As in Moravia two years earlier, Frederick's strategy had backfired;

his allies had let him down. King Louis was at Metz, impatient with

the fumbling French siege of Freiburg, wanting only to return to Ver-

sailles and the Duchess of Chateauroux. Noailles's arguments to send

a corps to threaten Hanover had been countered by the antiwar party,

which pointed to new dangers from military setbacks in Italy. Despite

Frederick's urgings, French diplomacy had remained feckless in War-
saw and Moscow, thanks to what Ranke called "the golden showers

of England." Now the Austrians would be reinforced by a Saxon corps

of twenty thousand under the Duke of Weissenfels.

Marshal Seckendorff had delayed his march for over three weeks,

which gave the Austrians ample time to fortify Ingolstadt and Passau.

As the king wrote to Marshal Schmettau in early October: "The goal

of the operations of the King of Prussia has been to make a diversion

into Bohemia in order that Seckendorff can march into Bavaria. Once
Seckendorff does not do this, the diversion of the King of Prussia be-

comes useless."
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The king was already overextended. He was a hundred miles from
the Elbe magazines, and his nearest base was Prague, fifty miles distant,

with no defensible strongpoints along the way. Prague itself was weakly

held, supplied only with difficulty from the Leitmeritz magazines. Not
only were the roads often impassable, they were always dangerous. His

teamsters did not know how to handle oxen; in early October four

hundred beasts could no longer work and were put up for sale. General

Einsiedel in Prague was feuding with his generals, particularly Wal-
rave, who was building outer fortifications that could not be manned
for lack of troops. Major Jakob Cogniazzo's irregulars frequently raided

inside the city. Einsiedel's reports to the king were carried by three

couriers, in the hope that one would get through. Wounded and sick

soldiers filled hospitals. In early November over two thousand casual-

ties arrived in bread wagons and were put in monasteries, convents,

and finally palaces. The meager field hospital, manned by two Prussian

and two French surgeons with only a few assistants, could not possibly

cope with the wounded. Soldiers died, morale plunged, desertions in-

creased.

Prussian martial law and widespread looting enraged the citizenry.

In late September, Prussian officers began sacking private palaces and

mansions so thoroughly "that scarcely a nail remained on the wall." In

early November a Prussian officer noted that "the plundered goods are

packed in casks as if they were flour; many of them, however, have

been bought by the Jews, who stand on the best terms with the Prus-

sians and help them in all possible ways." "^ All of the citizens had been

disarmed. When an alarm was sounded, civilians had to enter the near-

est house. All windows had to be lighted at night, and residents could

not go out after dark. Such a policy naturally caused citizens to sabo-

tage the occupation whenever possible.

The Prussian army was operating in a land of hatred, controlling

only the ground it walked on. Despite strict orders from the king, the

excesses continued, most notably the savage behavior of Lieutenant

Colonel von Schiitz, commanding the White Hussars, who frequently

forced local peasants to act as guides and, once their usefulness ended,

killed them. "His route was marked by such murders," wrote Varn-

hagen von Ense, who was serving under Schiitz as a captain. It was also

marked by rape and torture, by plundered and burned villages. Peas-

ants needed little encouragement from local bailiffs and priests to scorch

the earth. They filled wells with earth and stones, emptied barns and

stables, buried corn, hustled livestock to the wooded hills. "Thus the

army found only desolation and empty villages," Frederick later wrote.

* General Walrave was one of the biggest offenders. Locals called him "General Voleur,"

General Thief. He made no secret about it, requesting permission in one report to the

king to take "the beautiful Prague furniture" to his Magdeburg house. [Erbfolge-Krieg,

Volume 7).
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"No one appeared at camp to sell food, and the people, fearing harsh

Austrian punishment, could not be persuaded to sell anything at any

price." 2

Communications rapidly became impossible. Dispatches from Ber-

lin, Frankfurt, Metz, and even Prague took eight days; later, they took

a month if they arrived at all. "For four weeks I was without news,

without letters, unable to find good spies, not knowing if Prince Charles,

Batthyanyi, and the Saxons were in Bohemia or Peking," the king com-
plained to a friend. He learned only in early October that the Saxons
were about to march against him, that the French were still at Freiburg,

that Seckendorff was west of Munich instead of approaching the Brau-

nau area, as had been planned.*

He was also tactically blind. As in Silesia in 1741 and Moravia in

1742— 1743, hordes of irregulars were screening the main army's

movements, and the Prussians could not penetrate the screen. Local

peasants could not be relied on, spies could not be trusted, captured

hussars and pandours knew no more than the Prussians. The enemy,

however, knew the exact location of Prussian units, the exact strength,

the exact direction of marches. "The least maneuver, the least move-
ment" was instantly reported, Frederick later wrote despairingly.^

Guesswork in warfare is a dangerous proposition.

Not knowing what to believe, Frederick believed what best suited

his hopes. He believed that the Saxons were marching on Eger (true)

and that the Austrians were marching on Budweis (false). The Prus-

sians would soon depart for Thein, Eichel informed Podewils in late

September, "there to cross the Moldau and go straight on the enemy
to give battle where he finds him. . . . His Majesty anticipates a happy
result and hopes by this to chase the enemy from Bohemia." In early

October engineers built a boat bridge across the Moldau, and the troops

crossed without difficulty. Frederick sent the information to the King
of France, adding, "The Austrians having been cut from Vienna, it is

expected that they will hasten to recover their country."

The Prussian king was now determined to fight a big war. His enemy
was content with the little one.

Marshal Traun and Prince Charles meanwhile had marched on Pilsen.

While the two commanders were in Pilsen, wondering what to do next,

and while Frederick was in Tabor, wondering what to do next, Bat-

*The Saxon march came as a terrible blow. As late as September lo, Frederick wrote to his

envoy at Frankfurt, "I am working vigorously at present to bring the Saxons to our side, and

I hope very much to succeed." Saxony's action was the more worrisome because she could

not have come into the war without Russia's guarantee of protection for her exposed coun-

try. Thus Frederick's Russian diplomacy, for which he had held such high hopes, had suffered

a severe setback.
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thyanyi's hussars captured a Prussian courier. He carried dispatches

from Marshal Schmettau at Metz and from the envoy KHnggraeffen at

Frankfurt, which confirmed that the Prussians planned to march up the

Moldau to Budweis, and that only a weak garrison remained in Prague.

In late September the prince informed Maria Theresa that he was cross-

ing the Moldau to march on Tabor, his purpose being to cut the enemy
from rear area supplies while irregulars deprived him of local supply,

thus forcing him to evacuate Bohemia. Weissenfels, with twenty thou-

sand Saxon troops, would soon close on Eger and could be employed
as the situation warranted.

It was a sound plan, probably Traun's work, and it is particularly

interesting because of its employment of irregular forces. Thanks to

Batthyanyi (shortly to take command in Bavaria) and his irregulars,

the Austrians were in a tactically superior position. They were solidly

based, with ample supplies, and were informed instantly of any enemy
movement. Traun and Charles realized that the enemy was tactically

blind. They intended to keep him that way and let hunger do the rest.

"In truth I believe that the good Lord has blinded him [Frederick],"

Charles wrote to Grand Duke Francis on October 6, "for his move-
ments are those of a fool.'"*

47

The main Prussian army crossed the Moldau with no difficulty.

While Frederick reconnoitered westward, the Austrian army was at

Mirotitz, twenty-five miles north. He did not know this, nor did he

know that the Austrian plan was predicated on his movement to Bud-

weis.

He did know that he was being closely observed. A detachment un-

der Colonel Janus that was trying to collect food north of Tabor was
jumped by five hundred of Colonel Dessewffy's shrieking, saber-wield-

ing hussars, who had been alerted by peasants. Janus fought furiously

but lost over half of his detachment— and his own life.

More irregulars showed north of Zirnau. Frederick thought they were

the advance gugrd of the Austrian army and put his own army in battle

order. He was wrong. They were an enemy detachment of irregulars

operating out of Pisek. The Austrian army had marched east, where it

would soon be joined by the Saxons.

Only three days after crossing the Moldau, the Prussian king realized

that he would have no battle. There were no more provisions in Thein,
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no flour, no fodder, no help from the countryside. Men were hungry;

morale was low; Schwerin and Leopold were quarreling so much that

the king had to intervene. On October 8 the diarist of Regiment Kalk-

stein noted, "Hunger, sickness, and a terrible desertion have appeared

in the army." ^ A report stated that the Austrian army was north of

Pisek, that Nadasdy had crossed the Moldau and was probably ad-

vancing on Tabor, which was full of sick soldiers (including Prince

Henry) and was held by only one battalion. If Charles marched east,

he would cut Frederick's army from Prague.

The only answer was retreat. A force under Nassau marched to rein-

force Tabor, whose magazine still held an eight-day supply of flour. A
large convoy of wagons was to go to Budweis to pick up bread but in

the confusion never left Thein. On October 8 the army recrossed the

Moldau and marched north. A rearguard of two grenadier battalions

and Zieten's hussars was to hold Thein until bread barges arrived from

Budweis. Some six thousand irregulars under General Johann von Ghi-

lanyi easily forded the Moldau and attacked Zieten's people; there was

a prolonged and nasty fracas that left several hundred dead and wounded
on each side before the Prussians, outnumbered and short of ammuni-
tion, rode off.* Prince Maurice's infantry meanwhile had met the bread

barges but after the loss of Thein was forced to scuttle the precious

cargo.

Food now was very short. The army marched toward the smell of

bread, to a camp a few miles northwest of the Tabor bakeries. But

reports that the Austrian and Saxon armies had crossed the Moldau
revived the king's hope for battle. "In crossing the Moldau Prince Charles

could have no other plan than of coming to fight me," he later wrote

to Seckendorff. When the reports proved false, the army was again

running out of bread and could continue the march only to Beneschau,

where the enemy reportedly had built a large magazine and from where

Frederick could protect communications between Prague and Pardub-

itz. This meant leaving the garrisons at Budweis, Frauenberg, and Ta-

bor on their own.f
The new camp stretched behind a chain of lakes in front of Benes-

chau and solved very few problems. Although communication with

Prague was easier, wagons and horses were in short supply. Soon after

the army's arrival, a convoy delivered nearly seventy-five thousand four-

* King Frederick personally met and congratulated the survivors, giving special praise to

Zieten, whom he had recently promoted to major general. (Lippe-Weisenfeld, Husaren-Buch.)

Frederick later noted that the Romans had used such demonstrations to inspire the other

troops to valiant deeds. (Oeuvres, Volume z, Histoire de mon temps.)

t Frederick made this decision because he did not want to abandon the sick and wounded.

He was also convinced that he would defeat the Austrians in battle and the garrisons would

thus interdict an enemy retreat.
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pound loaves of bread, enough for two days. The supply intendant in

Prague could have furnished more but lacked transport and money.
The king sent Colonel Winterfeldt vv^ith a strong detachment to the

Leitmeritz area, where he soon rounded up six hundred wagons and
ninety-six hundred bushels of flour.

But time was running out. For weeks there had been no meat, no
brandy, no beer, often no bread. The men were reduced to mixing flour

with water to cook a tasteless gruel. This diet, combined with poor

water from stagnant ponds and a great deal of hard marching over

muddy roads in foul weather, was exacting a terrible toll. Dysentery

and debilitating fevers swept the ranks; three fourths of the infantry

were sick. There were no hospitals, no medicines, no satisfactory treat-

ment. Autumn suddenly turned cold, troops already ill shivered on straw-

covered tent floors soaked with excrement. Hastily built Feuerhiitten,

or small shelters, could not be adequately heated. Desertions jumped

to fifty and sixty a day. Morale became so low that officers had to tell

their men that they would soon move to winter quarters.

And now the king received Marshal Schmettau's overdue reports—
delayed nearly a month— only to learn that he could expect no helpful

allied action. Discouraging reports arrived from General von der Mar-
witz in Upper Silesia. His incursion into Moravia had not been suc-

cessful; fortress Olmiitz remained Austrian.

Thus stymied, Frederick sent a force to evacuate garrison and stores

at Neuhaus. Couriers carried orders to garrison commanders at Bud-

weis and Frauenberg: Evacuate the garrison and fight a "partisan"

withdrawal to the main army.

When the Prussians recrossed the Moldau, the Austrian army was im-

patiently waiting for its Saxon allies. Prince Charles and Marshal Traur.

had been kept accurately informed of Frederick's movements by com-

manders of the irregulars.

The situation was fairly evident, they believed. An Austrian-Saxon

march to the northeast would force Frederick to march either back to

Prague or to the Elbe magazines. If he returned to Prague, Charles

would cross the Elbe to the east and cut Prussian communications be-

tween Prague and the magazines in Koniggratz and Pardubitz. This

would force Frederick to leave Prague, but he would have to strengthen

its garrison at the expense of his army, which the Austrians could then

attack. If Frederick moved to the Elbe, Charles could seize Pardubitz,

send light troops into Silesia to force the king to march reinforcements

there, and then attack the weakened Prussian army when it marched.

Meanwhile some tactical fruit could be plucked. Colonel Trenck with

eighteen hundred pandours, reinforced by infantry and hussars, marched

south to attack Budweis and Frauenberg. Trenck cut the water supply
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to Frauenberg, left a screening force there, and went on to make a

spirited night attack at Budweis, which at first failed. He had lost sev-

eral hundred dead and wounded and was about to abandon the attack

when the commandant, nearly out of ammunition, surrendered. The
tiny Frauenberg garrison soon gave in. Another Austrian corps had

isolated the Tabor garrison, which yielded a day after Budweis fell.

Having ensured communications with Austria and Moravia, Charles

crossed the Moldau and edged north until a few miles from the enemy.

Several days later the Saxons, wearing green twigs in their hats in the

Austrian manner, crossed the Moldau to join their ally.

The total force was about ten thousand stronger than the Prussians.

Hoping to lure Frederick into an attack, Charles took up a strong de-

fensive position, his right at Janowitz covered by a series of ponds, his

center and left on well-defended heights, with the Saxons extending the

line west.

On learning that the Austrian and Saxon armies had camped but six

miles away, Frederick hoped that Charles would attack, that he finally

would have that "decisive battle" which would put matters right. But

Austrian failure to move put the shoe on the Prussian foot. The troops

received a two-day ration of bread and on October 23 marched in eight

columns. Charles immediately sounded the call to arms while he watched

what one of his staff officers called "a bold and beautiful maneuver."-^

Bold and beautiful— but useless. After Prussian soldiers spent a hide-

ous night of cold under arms, the Prussian king and his generals sur-

veyed the strong enemy position and abandoned any idea of attack.

Watching the withdrawing enemy, disconsolate Austrian generals urged

Charles to attack, but Traun persuaded him not to; the terrain was not

favorable. Besides, hunger was doing a better job.

Traun was correct. Frederick's position was hopeless. Not sure what
to do, he crossed the Sazawa and camped south of Pischely. General

Nassau with a large corps proceeded east toward Kuttenberg and Neu-

Kolin to ensure communications with Pardubitz and Silesia. Ghilanyi's

hussars and irregulars merely retired eastward and continued to harass

his columns, which nonetheless reached Neu-Kolin at month's end.

Nadasdy meanwhile had tied in with Cogniazzo south of Prague. A
hussar unit captured two hundred bread wagons coming from Prague.

Cogniazzo's people jumped a courier carrying Marshal Schmettau's

highly critical reports of French and Bavarian operations — an indis-

cretion that led to Schmettau's loss of royal favor.* To counter partisan

operations, Frederick stationed battalions in villages on the road to

Prague, but a major attack from Prague against Cogniazzo accom-

plished nothing. Once again the king was tactically blind; communica-

* Schmettau was never again employed in diplomatic or military affairs. He died in Berlin in

1751.
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tions were delayed and broken. He had no idea of Nassau's location.

Schwerin, moreover, had become disgruntled and, now ill, asked for

and received extended sick leave.*

The king had not yet decided whether to occupy Prague or retreat

across the Elbe (he had only one day's supply of bread left) when he

learned that Charles was marching east. Frederick knew this country

well: it was that of Chotusitz and glorious victory. Here was a possible

threat to communications with Pardubitz and Silesia, but here also bat-

tle was possible. Frederick marched east, hoping either to intercept the

enemy or to reach Kuttenberg before him. Lack of bread delayed de-

parture by a day, and now he learned that Charles had crossed the

Sazawa to gain a day's march on the Prussians. The king perforce turned

north to Bohmisch-Brod and ordered Leopold to join him. There he

learned that Nassau was safely camped at Neu-Kolin. With his left

flank secure, he decided on another attempt to bring Charles to battle.

But a heavy storm forced him to pitch tents at Gross-Gbel while the

enemy dug in at Kuttenberg.

With the two armies camped not far from each other, irregular war-

fare ruled. Communications with Prague were cut. At Neu-Kolin Nas-

sau beat off an attack only with difficulty. Provisions soon ran short in

the Prussian camp, forage was entirely consumed, water contaminated,

the weather cold and rainy, desertion rife, dysentery raging. Worse, the

army was being devastated by the dreaded Fleckfieber, or typhus, usu-

ally fatal and spread by louse-ridden troops. f Frederick had Uttle choice.

North of the Elbe were villages with warm houses for sick men; north

of the Elbe were farmsteads with food and fresh water, forage for horses.

Wagons lumbered across a pontoon bridge on November 8, the army
following in two columns.

Frederick held important and well-defended bridgeheads at Neu-Ko-
hn (under Nassau) and Pardubitz (under du Moulin) south of the Elbe,

which he believed would ensure communications with Prague and the

Elbe magazines and would block the enemy from Silesia. With four

infantry battalions and forty hussar squadrons. Prince Leopold com-

manded a chain of posts along the Elbe, which was especially vulnera-

ble because of its narrowness and numerous fords. The king held the

bulk of the army at Bohdanetsch, north of Pardubitz.

Frederick did not expect further enemy activity except for the usual

small war, with which he could cope. When he learned that Charles

* Frederick later told Valory that there was no braver man in the world than Schwerin, who
was invaluable on the battlefield, but was also careless in planning, obstinate, and divisive.

Leopold, though a poule mouille, or milksop, on the battlefield, was excellent in the general

management of an army and in procuring supplies.

t Soldiers were issued a mercury compound for louse prevention. To make it easier to rub

into long hair, they mixed it with butter. Taken with the pork fat that they used on their

socks, the odor must have been overwhelming.
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had sent nine thousand troops to Bavaria to check Seckendorff, he wrote

to Prince Leopold, "The Austrian campaign is probably at an end for

this year." In his opinion, peace negotiations would soon begin, possi-

bly with Russia, Holland, and Sweden as mediators, and he sent Po-

dewils a considerably scaled-down set of conditions for consideration.

48

Prince charles would happily have ended the campaign for the

year, since his wife in Brussels was about to give birth. But Maria Ther-

esa paid no attention to his objections that the army was weakened
and tired. Charles was to chase the Prussians completely from Bohe-

mia.

This was scarcely a simple matter. An opening attack on Neu-Kolin

by Baron von Trenck failed (he was badly wounded in both feet). A
partisan effort to seize a guarded bridge failed, as did a more sophisti-

cated attempt to bridge the Elbe; a pontoon train took a wrong turn

and bogged down in a marsh, and its unfortunate captain had to be

restrained from committing suicide. A second effort would fare better.

Enemy movements had caused King Frederick to place the army on
general alert and take appropriate countermeasures. He strengthened

the Pardubitz and Prague garrisons. But, as he wrote to Leopold, he

did not believe "that the enemy's true intention was to cross the Elbe

because of the difficulties he would find in so doing."

He was rudely awakened by cannon fire on November 19. During

the night Austrian and Saxon grenadiers had paddled small boats

soundlessly across the river. Only in daylight did sentries fire on enemy
parties to alert Lieutenant Colonel Georg von Wedell. Wedell's battal-

ion, supported by Zieten's hussars, rushed to the scene and were met
by heavy infantry and artillery fire. For three hours they fought mag-
nificently against two thousand grenadiers supported by cannon.* Heavy
casualties— a hundred dead and nearly as many wounded— finally

forced the battalion back to Wischenjowitz Wood, where another bat-

talion joined. By nine a.m. infantry and artillery were crossing the nar-

* The King was loud in praise of Wedell, whom he thereafter called Leonidas, after the King

of Sparta who was killed while defending the pass of Thermopylae. Prince Charles was also

impressed with the defense. He told his officers that "these Prussians are lions. The queen

would be invincible if she had such as these who with a handful of people held back my
entire army for many hours." (Generalstab II, Volume i; Erbfolge-Krieg, Volume 7.)
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row river on five pontoon bridges; the cavalry used several nearby fords.

Wedell had sent no fewer than three couriers to the king asking for

help, but they had been intercepted by Ghilanyi's irregulars. Not until

noon did Frederick learn the horrible truth — that almost all of the

enemy army had crossed the Elbe. This was more than a tactical set-

back. Considering his dispersed forces, it could easily turn to tactical

disaster.

Aides now galloped to distant commands with orders to march at

once on Wischenjowitz Wood. Frederick had already decided to retreat

into Silesia because of lack of food. Nassau was ordered to evacuate

Neu-Kolin and withdraw as best he could, and similar orders went to

Einsiedel in Prague. By early December the main army of half-frozen,

half-starved, sick, and exhausted men had crossed into Silesia.

Queen Maria Theresa was still not satisfied. Undeterred by the advice

of her commanders— "To continue the war now means to ruin your

army which you will need next year," Charles warned her ^ — she or-

dered an invasion of Silesia in which the regular army would be joined

by a newly raised Hungarian levy commanded by Field Marshal Count
Franz Esterhazy.

In early December Colonel Buccow's hussars and irregulars pressed

into Glatz, which Colonel Fouque was defending with only a small

force. Other light units under Nadasdy, Ghilanyi, and Count Lucchesi

followed. Austrians soon held most of Glatz, with Buccow's hussars

pushing out to Wartha, Frankenstein, Neisse, and Neustadt, the troop-

ers tacking up copies of a royal "Manifest" that claimed all of Silesia

for Maria Theresa.

The enemy had already moved into Upper Silesia, which General

Marwitz was defending with only about twenty-two thousand troops.

General von Wartenburg had evacuated Oppeln in late November. In

early December an enemy hussar force some five hundred strong crossed

the border to enter Pless; it was a short-lived success, bloodily termi-

nated by Wartenburg's cavalry attack on December 12, which killed

and captured several hundred Hungarians and sent the rest running.

King Frederick meanwhile had arrived in Schweidnitz, where he was

met by Old Dessauer, summoned from Brandenburg. In late November
the king had sent Count Miinchow the plan for winter quarters. De-

spite the queen's "Manifest," Frederick did not believe that the Vienna

court would break the Treaty of Breslau by a formal invasion of Silesia,

particularly so late in the year. Annoyed with Fouque for having fallen

back in Glatz, he reinforced Lieutenant General Hans von Lehwaldt's

corps and ordered him to retake the principality. He severely repri-

manded Marwitz for not having prevented the hussar incursion, but he
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did reinforce the Ratibor area. Enemy troops in Moravia, he informed

Marwitz, were of no significance and were only moving into winter

quarters. After a few days in Schweidnitz he turned over the command
to Dessauer and on December iz was in BerHn.

Ominous reports chased him. The enemy was obviously invading in

strength. Lehwaldt had been unable to retake Glatz. In Upper Silesia,

Jagerndorf, Troppau, even fortress Cosel were in danger. At Troppau,

Marwitz and his generals wanted to call in the Jagerndorf garrison

and retire on Ratibor. Commanders were demoralized and confused.

Miinchow, charged with supplying the army, could not keep up with

tactical changes. Where supplies failed, regiments scoured the land.

The behavior of our army is such [Miinchow complained] that citizen

and peasant are already running away and even the best-disposed citi-

zens are entirely alienated. . . . In a word it is as if there were no longer

a king. Those who above all should check this disorder answer all re-

monstrances, reflections, and complaints only with a contemptuous

smile. . . . More than half the land has grievances against us. . . . We
no longer have an army; what we have is a bunch of people held together

through custom and the authority of officers who themselves are all dis-

contented.^

Supply commissars in Schweidnitz similarly complained. Dessauer

judged the overall situation so serious that he asked the king to return.

Frederick at first refused. He was mentally and physically exhausted.

Valory reported to Versailles that he was drinking himself into oblivion

every night. His field marshals, the king wrote to Dessauer, could easily

manage if they had the will: "Do not tolerate the enemy in Silesia but

expel him immediately." As for Marwitz's proposed retreat: "I am tired

of evacuating. . . . Do not allow the enemy time, but force him by

active measures to renounce his designs." Further pessimistic reports

from Marwitz and from Prince Leopold, who was ill with gout, brought

a change of mind. Only eight days after reaching Berlin, the king left

for Silesia and a meeting with Old Dessauer at Liegnitz.

The Prussian position had deteriorated. Marwitz had withdrawn to

Ratibor and died of a heart attack. Prince Dietrich assumed command,
and almost completely out of fodder, retired on Cosel. General Karo-

lyi's hussars and Count Esterhazy's irregulars followed. The main Aus-

trian army converged on Neustadt. Hussars and irregulars flooded the

land; fortress Neisse was surrounded by raiding parties; a major attack

by Lehwaldt on Patschkau had failed.

The king brushed off these setbacks. Wartenburg's earlier "massa-

cre" at Pless had increased his contempt for the Hungarian partisans,

a bunch of rabble worth no more worry than other irregulars. The
main Austrian army was in winter quarters and would attempt noth-

ing. The Saxons were in winter quarters as well. From Crossen the king
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informed Podewils that the "formidable invasion" consisted of a corps

of at most four thousand horse.

So what was the tactical answer?

Attack! After hurling blunt and concise orders at Dessauer, the king

left again for Berlin, from where he continued to barrage the field mar-

shal with aggressive demands.

And he was correct.

The recent Hungarian levy had never really gotten off the ground.

Only about eight thousand recruits appeared— less than half of what
was expected— and they were ill trained, ill armed, and ill supplied.

Their friendly reception by sympathetic Silesians was soon forfeited by

their rapacious requisitions of food and money. The troops were poorly

dressed and cold. Desertion soon began and increased after Warten-

burg's victory at Pless. Neither Charles nor Traun wanted the new
campaign. The army had made ninety-seven marches since early in the

year; it lacked supplies and money; the sicklist was high; snow covered

the land. On December 15, the day before his twenty-six-year-old wife

died in labor in Brussels, Charles wrote to his brother Francis: "In

conformity with orders we are marching and will continue to march
into Silesia, but I repeat— this undertaking does not please me." Hav-

ing gained Neustadt, the Austrian commanders looked forward to a

quiet winter. By the time Dessauer was ready to march, Charles, bro-

kenhearted by the news of his wife's death, had returned to Vienna,

and Traun was commanding.^

The Prussians crossed the Neisse on January 9 and continued south

toward Neustadt. Traun could not believe the early reports. His army
was not battle ready. When the reports proved accurate, he sent Ghi-

lanyi and Nadasdy forward to shield withdrawal to Jagerndorf. De-

spite weather so cold that many soldiers suffered frozen hands and

feet— a few were even frozen to death — and delay caused by supply

problems, the Prussian advance continued to Neustadt and on toward

Jagerndorf while Nassau moved on Troppau. In less than two weeks

Traun's army, ranks sharply thinned by desertions, had been forced

into Moravia, where it again took up winter quarters.

There remained the irregulars. Traun's withdrawal caused Esterhazy

to shift his main force to Moravia with detachments at Ratibor and

Oderberg. These fell victim to a two-pronged attack by Nassau and

Zieten in early February. Now in possession of Upper Silesia, the king

replaced ailing Prince Leopold with Margrave Charles, whose head-

quarters were at Troppau. In mid-February he wrote: "Good results

coincide with your arrival. You have only to shake the enemy power-

fully here, where he becomes cheeky, or in the country drive him away,

where it is to my advantage."

While Nassau marched in Upper Silesia, Lehwaldt moved into Glatz.
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His orders were to evict the enemy, burn his large magazine at Nachod
(in Bohemia), and reoccupy Glatz. Prodded by the king, who sent Nas-
sau's report on the capture of Ratibor to Fouque so that he and Leh-

waldt could match it, the Prussians attacked Habelschwerdt. It was a

bloody victory won in knee-high snow and one that caused the Austri-

ans to evacuate all of Glatz.

Only in mid-February did the exhausted, sick, and decimated Prus-

sian army take up winter quarters.

49

The king of Prussia was not a modest man, so it is the more
refreshing to read his scathing critique of the Bohemian campaign: "No
general ever committed more faults than the king in this campaign." ^

His first fault, he went on in admirable candor, was failure to provide

supplies for at least six months of operations. "One who wishes to

build an army," he quoted Homer's Iliad, "should take the stomach
for foundation." He knew that Saxony was allied with Austria, so he

should have either forced her to change allegiance or conquered her

before he entered Bohemia. He had made the supreme error of march-

ing on Tabor and Budweis instead of chasing the wily Batthyanyi from
the country and seizing the Pilsen magazine, which would have pre-

vented Charles from entering Bohemia. He had left too weak a garrison

at Prague, and after its capture he should have sent his heavy cannon
back to Silesia. While Traun played the role of Sertorius, he concluded,

he had played that of Pompey. Traun's generalship was a model of

perfection and should be forever studied. Frederick regarded the cam-
paign as his education in warfare, with Traun the teacher.

But as usual he failed to tell the entire story. His was as much a

political as a military failure, which Podewils clearly recognized. The
siren of military success sounded too loudly; the picture of pageantry

was painted too brightly in the royal mind. Significant signs were not

heeded; cautionary voices not heard. Why did he think he could win
over the Russian court (and thus control Saxony), given Chancellor

Count Bestushev's immense power harnessed by British and Austrian

gold? Why did he flatter the French king, only to denigrate French arms
in unnecessarily insulting notes to Valory and Seckendorff ?

Frederick later wrote that the delay in taking Prague, coupled with

Charles's march on Bohemia, caused him to consider a major change

in plan. Influenced, however, by the wishes of Emperor Charles, King
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Louis, and, above all. Marshal Belle-Isle, he wrote, each of whom stressed

the importance of ensuring Prussian communications with Bavaria, he

had adhered to his earlier plan of advancing to Tabor and Budweis for

the winter.

A host of historians have accepted these royal words, which tend to

shift blame for the Bohemian debacle to the allies. But neither Freder-

ick's temperament nor his correspondence of the time supports them.

On the day Prague fell, he wrote to Emperor Charles, "I congratulate

Your Imperial Majesty on this acquisition. ... I will march the 20th

to Budweis with all the army." Three days later he wrote to Podewils:

"We are currently marching on Tabor and Budweis in order to render

ourselves master of those parts and to oblige Prince Charles and Bat-

thyanyi to fall back on Upper Austria, If they do not do so, they will

be beaten. . . . One battle won and the politics will turn as strongly

to our advantage. ... I am convinced that I am not mistaken in this

affair." A few days later he repeated to Podewils his strategy of forcing

the Austrian army either to retire to Upper Austria or face being cut

off (and presumably destroyed). Far from going on the defensive, a

course contrary to his nature, he was running with bit in teeth, con-

vinced that the seizure of Prague would hold the Saxons in check, con-

vinced that he could meet and beat the Austrian army in battle without

outside help.

The king also blamed an inadequate supply service and poor intelli-

gence for much of his difficulty. But this was his own fault. He had

faced similar supply problems in 1741— 174Z. Why hadn't at least some

of them been solved? Why had he not increased the number of field

bake ovens? Why had oxen not been tested before they were taken into

the field? Why had teamsters not been trained to the beasts' peculiar

needs, so different from those of horses? The king crossed the Moldau
because a spy told him the Austrians were marching on Budweis. Why
had he made this critical decision without confirming the spy's re-

port— which was false?

The disastrous campaign was a terrible blow to his prestige at home
and abroad. But it was also a salutary lesson. Valory noted the change.

He found the king much less arrogant, his language less intemperate

and biting. As Frederick himself later wrote, "Good fortune is often

more fatal to princes than adversity: the former intoxicates them with

presumption; the latter renders them circumspect and modest."-^

The Prussian army was in trouble. It had lost millions of thalers' worth

of soldiers, horses, muskets, cannon, pontoons, equipment, wagons,

and personal baggage. Although enemy claims of thirty thousand de-

serters were inflated, a third or even more of that figure seems justified.
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Desertions continued, especially in remote garrisons, where food was
lacking and quarters insufficient. Many officers were dispirited; the

supply service was in a mess; sicklists were running high.

It was up to Old Dessauer to start the rebuilding process, and he did

so. A sick army, a disorganized army, even a demoralized army, is not

necessarily a beaten army. Units remained intact and were organized

receptacles for new bodies. Many of the new bodies were old ones:

deserters returning to the flag. In late December the Prussian king not

only issued a general pardon for any deserters returning within six

months but promised each man a six-thaler bonus! He also sent fifty

teams of officers and NCOs abroad to recruit, and he signed secret

treaties with a number of smaller rulers to furnish contingents. He ac-

cepted twenty-seven hundred Austrian prisoners into his service, and
sent most of them to garrisons to free Prussians for field duty. Unit

commanders in Silesia received replacements from local cantons. Com-
manders forcefully conscripted throughout Silesia and Glatz— "mar-

ried and unmarried, rich and poor, even fifteen-year-olds," an Austrian

general reported.^ By March the army in Silesia was still short about

eight thousand infantry, but no cavalry and only seven hundred hus-

sars. The shortages were repaired in the next few weeks.

Horses and wagons were scarcer than recruits. Losses had been enor-

mous. Frederick did not try for full replacements, since he planned to

fight the next campaign on interior lines in his own country, where
peasants would furnish wagons and teams. Replacement mounts for

cavalry and hussars began arriving in December. By March units were

still short twelve hundred horses, with another sixteen hundred down
sick.

Most of the baggage had been lost during the retreat, and utensils

were in short supply. Owing mainly to lack of funds, these shortages

were only slowly repaired. To meet a serious need of food, oats, and

hay, the king lifted tolls on corn and fodder from Mecklenburg and

Poland.

Despite such problems, Dessauer rang up some outstanding tactical

successes. Nassau and Winterfeldt gave the Hungarians a severe beat-

ing at Ratibor, and Lehwaldt defeated the Austrians at Habelschwerdt

and forced them from Glatz. Nassau could not sufficiently praise the

bravery of his hussars. "And the infantry," he reported to the king,

"has been in such good spirit that they forget all fatigues they have

endured and display the greatest zeal for battle.""^

But Dessauer was old, tired, and grieving. His wife of forty years had
died in January, his three sons were seriously ill, and in late February

a serious typhus epidemic broke out in his command. For some time

he had been wanting to leave Silesia, and in mid-March the king agreed

to return to take command.
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While Old Dessauer was rebuilding the army in Silesia, the king had
turned to waning political and financial fortunes (leavened by intimate

suppers with the enticing dancer Barbarina Campanini in Count Roth-

enburg's house). The Prussian failure in Bohemia had greatly weakened
his diplomatic hand, but he still had treaties with France, England, and

Russia and he was secretly approaching Turkey, who he hoped would
threaten Austria and Russia. And he still had an army, which he in-

tended to employ against Austria and, if necessary. Saxony in the

spring— a firm martial sentiment bluntly expressed to all foreign courts.

Not long after reaching Berlin, he had sent the King of France a

twelve-page report of his campaign, a remarkably objective document,

and accompanied it with praise for the French capture of Freiburg, He
followed this by reporting the Austrian invasion of Silesia and invoking

his treaty with France, begging Louis to "take the most vigorous mea-

sures" and to "redouble his efforts" to prevent the Vienna court from

achieving its goal.

He wrote similarly to the King of England, who would have been

impressed neither by his nephew's protest of the terrible consequences

to the Empire if people like Maria Theresa went around breaking trea-

ties, nor by his invoking aid under the Treaty of Westminster. But

George's hand had been strengthened by a change in the ministry, which

saw the fiery Lord Carteret replaced by the more conservative Lord

Harrington, "a worthy and able man," in Frederick's words, who al-

lowed hope for a reasonable peace. Lord Chesterfield, a professed ad-

mirer of the Prussian king, would soon leave for the Hague as ambas-

sador, which added to Frederick's optimism. His envoy to London,

Johann Heinrich Andrie, was to appeal covertly to Parliament and the

public to support the true defender of the Protestant faith while also

pointing out that Prussia could not pay interest, much less redeem Sile-

sian mortgages held by British merchants, until there was peace.

Frederick also asked Czarina Elizabeth for help under their existing

treaty. He expected little result as long as British gold ruled Chancellor

Bestushev, but he would have been satisfied if Saint Petersburg remon-

strated with the Vienna and Saxon courts and used its good offices to

bring peace in Germany— a mediation that he privately regarded "as

the last string in my bow." Mardefeld was to continue bribing various

ministers — he was authorized to pay Bestushev 100,000 thalers in re-

turn for support of Prussian territorial claims. If Mardefeld believed

that a splendid carriage would really please the czarina, Frederick would

have one built, but if not absolutely necessary he would like to avoid

the expense.*

* The czarina was very pleased indeed. The carriage was made and sent by sea transport in

early 1746.
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He had reason for concern. To refit the army and support the next

year's campaign would cost about 5.5 milHon thalers. He had 1.2 mil-

lion on hand. To raise the rest meant mortgaging or selling various

territories or borrowing in one form or another. This would not be

easy, because his recent disaster in Bohemia had suddenly turned Prus-

sia into a poor risk in European money markets. (In the end he would
borrow a substantial sum from Brandenburg estates.)

It was almost uncanny how Frederick made light of these problems.

It was as if the army had suffered a minor tactical setback. He wrote

to Emperor Charles not to worry, but only to take precautions against

a winter attack. Come spring. Marshal Maillebois's French army on

the Rhine would be ready to march, and so would the Prussian army.

Marshal Belle-Isle even then was on his way to Potsdam to coordinate

plans for the spring.

Belle-Isle never reached Potsdam. In late December Frederick learned

that the marshal had been arrested in Hanover and would be taken to

England as prisoner of war. This was another blow. The spark plug of

the Versailles war party, Belle-Isle was Frederick's chief supporter. His

absence, taken with the sinister death in early December of King Louis's

mistress and King Frederick's supporter, the Duchess of Chateauroux,

opened the way for the peace party to approach Austria.

Frederick nonetheless carried on as if nothing adverse had happened.

For the next several weeks, in letters to King Louis and Marshal Noailles,

he hammered home the danger of an Austrian attack on the emperor's

scattered forces and the need to reinforce Imperial troops in Bavaria

and the Upper Palatinate, as well as Maillebois's weak corps on the

Rhine. The French king meanwhile should send another representative

to discuss operational plans.

Andrie, in London, was getting closer to Lord Harrington, who
Frederick hoped could bring a peace between Prussia and Austria. In a

superb example of diplomatic poker, Andrie was to explain that the

King of Prussia at present was "in the most beautiful situation in the

world," having chased the Austrians from all of Silesia; that he would
be able to begin the coming campaign with every hope of great success

but nonetheless would sacrifice his interests in order to achieve peace

(providing, of course, that he received territorial reimbursement).

The king had just finished dictating his dispatch to Andrie when he

learned that Emperor Charles had died. Only forty-eight, but broken

in mind and body, he had been attacked by gout in the foot. The evil

humors soon spread to the chest and killed one of the least effectual if

most tragic rulers of the century. His heir, Maximilian Joseph, was
neither old enough nor capable enough to pick up the Imperial torch.

"A pious child," Seckendorff called him, weaker by far than his father,

captive of ministers corrupted by Vienna. Here was a "terrible crisis,"
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Frederick wrote to King Louis, one that could easily dissolve the Union
of Frankfurt and put a Habsburg back on the Imperial throne: "It is

certain that the emperor could not have died at a worse time for all our

interests, and that this event upsets all our measures."

The French answer was to propose the King of Poland (Elector of

Saxony) for the Imperial crown. Valory and the Chevalier de Courten

(Belle-Isle's replacement) were sent to explain the plan to Frederick at

Potsdam. Since this might cause a rupture between Saxony and Aus-

tria, Frederick agreed to swallow his resentment of King August's per-

fidy for "the good of the common cause." But he warned that Count
Briihl, who had been bought by bribes from London and Vienna, would

sabotage Valory's mission in Dresden.

When this happened, when diplomacy failed, the situation required

military action. But here the situation had become equally unfavorable.

In northern Bavaria, Bernklau's irregulars had pushed the Imperial army

and the French back to the Danube. An Austrian-British-Hanoverian

corps had occupied the Lower Palatinate with no interference from

Maillebois, who retreated across the Main, a success that caused the

ruler of Hesse to pull out of the war, thus dissolving the Union of

Frankfurt. Maillebois's retreat, Frederick told Louis, was "an event as

disadvantageous in these circumstances as the loss of a battle." He
agreed in large part with the plan of military operations brought by

Courten. Frederick called for operations "only as they complement the

political scene and relate to present circumstances." He supposed that

the intention of France and her allies was still to humble the House of

Austria or at least to prevent its attaining the Imperial dignity. To re-

duce the Vienna court's influence in the electoral college at Frankfurt,

Maillebois had to advance vigorously to cut communication between

the ecclesiastical (pro-Austrian) electors and Hanover and fight what-

ever force got in the way. The recently reinforced Bavarian army, com-

manded now by the ineffectual Field Marshal Count Ignaz Torring,

needed a bold and aggressive general such as Prince Louis de Conti to

lead the march on Vienna while the Prussians advanced into Moravia

or, at the very least, contained a large Austrian force on the frontiers

of Bohemia and Moravia.

This plan received only lukewarm attention at Versailles, where the

antiwar party was growing more powerful. Maillebois remained inac-

tive. Neither Conti nor any other general was sent to command the

Bavarian army. In mid-March Batthyanyi attacked the Bavarian winter

quarters (as Frederick had warned) and pushed that army back on

Munich. He then struck General Segur's French-Palatine corps to send

it into wild retreat to Swabia. The young elector fled Munich for Augs-

burg; the Austrians again occupied the capital; the Hessians declared

neutrality; and the Bavarian court opened peace talks with Vienna.
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Meanwhile the Prussian king learned that in January the Vienna court

had fashioned a quadruple alliance — an extension of the Treaty of

Worms — with Saxony, England, and Holland, He suspected that a

secret clause in what was called the Treaty of Warsaw called for further

British subsidies to Austria and for Austrian-Saxon military operations

against Prussia.

He was correct.

50

The king returned to Silesia in mid-March 1745. From his head-

quarters in fortress Neisse, he looked on four separate army corps.

Their condition varied considerably. Only a few units were up to scratch.

Sickness was widespread. Even normal dysentery is not easy to cure

under ideal conditions. Inadequate food and crowded, unsanitary, and

cold quarters only prolonged misery as bleedings and purgatives only

further weakened already weak men. Typhus spread through Upper

Silesia and into fortress Neisse. It was a particularly virulent type, with

black spots followed by large boils that resembled plague blisters and

resulted in death a few days later.

Fearing that peasants would call it the plague and stop food deliv-

eries, the king officially termed it putrid fever. It struck at random—
officers, doctors, soldiers, wives, children, Prince Maurice of Anhalt

(who survived). The patient was first bled, then given white wine or,

failing that, water mixed with lemon juice or vinegar. Clothing and

bed linen of the dead were buried, infected units isolated as much as

possible. Overall figures are lacking, but in Upper Silesia at the end of

March eighty-five hundred infantry and eleven hundred cavalry were

sick; during the month seven officers, fifty-one NCOs, and 820 men
died. Miinchow was reprimanded for the "hard, unkind, and thought-

less proceedings" of civil officials toward sick soldiers, who often lacked

beds and were forced to lie on barely covered floors. The disease con-

tinued to take a heavy toll, and the king refused to allow either Prince

William or Prince Henry to leave Berlin. Frederick finally agreed that

William could join him in a few weeks but urged him to impregnate

his wife before departure from Berlin.

Sickness was only part of the morale problem. Some commanders

were slack, felt sorry for themselves, resented the recent disastrous

campaign, were tired, and wanted leave. Their requests were abruptly

refused, without exception. Instead, the king imposed a heavy training

program and called for frequent reports on combat readiness. "It is
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astonishing how quickly bravery or fear communicates to the multi-

tude," he later wrote. Training followed by successful, small-scale op-

erations would restore confidence and morale (as it had to the cavalry

after Mollwitz): "Punishments, rewards, blame, and praise, employed
as appropriate, change the make-up of men and inspire them with feel-

ings foreign to what one would believe from their natural sodden states."

If offered examples of uncommon valor, they will attempt to emulate:

"Ordinary men become heroes. Talents are often numbed by a type of

lethargy: some strong jolts awaken them, and they exert and develop

themselves." Commanders were to send out frequent combat patrols,

and caution drew sharp warning: "Conduct yourself at all times as a

man of courage. I will have no timid officers; he who is not bold and
brave does not deserve to serve in the Prussian army." ^

Neither Maria Theresa nor her close advisers had the slightest inten-

tion of making peace. With Prussian popularity at a low in the Empire,

the Bavarian court talking peace, Marshall Maillebois's French army
retreating, the treasury repaired by British gold. Saxony committed to

supplying thirty thousand troops, Russia making friendly overtures,

and, not least, the Prussian army obviously on the ropes, the recon-

quest of Silesia was not only axiomatic in the queen's mind, it was an

obsession.

The only question was how to achieve it.

Bavaria first had to be removed from the war. This was done by

bribing Count Seckendorff, who coerced the young and inexperienced

Bavarian elector into signing the Peace of Fiissen, which guaranteed his

territories in return for peace and his vote in the Imperial election.

Then Silesia had to be taken, a task for young and grieving Prince

Charles and the old and ailing Duke of Weissenfels. Cautious Marshal

Traun had been transferred to the Bavarian command, a gross error on

the queen's part. After acrimonious argument, Charles and Weissen-

fels, neither of whom trusted the other, agreed to open the campaign

with Esterhazy's Hungarians, reinforced by infantry and hussars, mov-
ing up the Oder to draw the Prussian army to Upper Silesia. The main

Austrian army would advance from Koniggratz to Braunau and, joined

by the Saxons, continue through the mountains to Schweidnitz and

Breslau.

It would have been a satisfactory plan had the Prussian army been

as weak or the Austrian army as strong as supposed. Neither was the

case. While Dessauer and Frederick had been rebuilding their army in

Silesia, Charles had been in Vienna and his senior commanders were

enjoying life in the capital or on their estates. Money was short, supply

difficult. In early May at Koniggratz, Charles found serious shortages
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of men, food and raw fodder. Decrepit supply wagons could scarcely

be used. He seems to have done little to repair these and other deficien-

cies. Instead, the troops were told that the Prussians were weak and

exhausted; they would not fight. It would be a matter of walking into

Silesia and picking up rich booty.

Suspecting what his enemy had in mind, the king in early April or-

dered Old Dessauer— now rested from his recent ordeal in Silesia —
to set up a corps in Magdeburg. "If they [his enemies] come here," he

wrote to Podewils, "I will let them peacefully pass through the moun-
tains, then smash them, and if the Saxons are involved, the Magdeburg
corps will be instantly ordered to enter Saxony and put everything to

fire and sword."

Spies continued to report an Austrian-Saxon buildup in Moravia.

Frederick correctly regarded the small war as a diversion designed to

attract him there while the enemy invaded Lower Silesia. But where

would they strike? Reports from envoys, border troops, and spies greatly

differed. Only one fact was certain: he did not have sufficient force to

guard three hundred miles of border, much of it in mountainous and
difficult terrain.

His dilemma was eased in mid-April, when a discontented Austrian

officer, Captain von Krummenau, arrived in Prussian headquarters to

receive a colonel's commission — and to tell the king about the Aus-

trian order of battle and plan of operations. According to Krummenau,
Charles and Weissenfels pictured their armies marching through the

mountains to debouch without hindrance onto the inner flatlands of

Lower Silesia, where they would meet and defeat the Prussian army.

Frederick at once informed Podewils of this development and de-

scribed his own plans. If England failed to intervene and the enemy
attacked, Podewils was to move the royal family, treasury, and ar-

chives to Stettin and was to request military and financial aid from the

French. Frederick left no doubt that a crisis was at hand: "The game I

play is so considerable that it is impossible to take a calm view of the

outcome."

A few days later he transferred his headquarters to Patschkau in or-

der to concentrate his army between there and Frankenstein. This would

put him on the flank of any enemy march, either from Olmiitz on Neisse

or from Glatz on Schweidnitz. To keep an eye on both Saxons and

Austrians, he sent Colonel Winterfeldt with a task force to the Lande-

shut area; Colonel du Moulin commanded an observation corps around

Schweidnitz.

It was at this crucial point that he learned of the Bavarian elector's

decision to make a private peace with Austria. It was another major

blow, but there was nothing to do for the moment other than wait. For

this, he chose the somewhat incongruous surroundings of a Cistercian
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monastery near Kamenz, where he was guest of an ardent admirer,

Abbot Tobias Stusche, with whom he had earUer corresponded. He
continued to send evacuation instructions to Podewils. Hacke would
command a small garrison in Berlin to prevent incursions, but there

was no hope of a real defense with fewer than twenty thousand troops,

and he could not spare them. Warned by Lord Chesterfield that En-

gland could not restrain Vienna and Dresden from aggressive action,

the king again stressed his plight to King Louis and begged him to send

Prince Conti's army into the heart of Hanover; he also hoped France

would persuade Turkey to attack Hungary.

He continued to deal with a host of public and private affairs, send-

ing his portrait to Czarina Elizabeth (at her request), reminding the

envoy Baron Johann Chambrier to send some designs of French chairs.

Life in the monastery was extremely pleasant. "We dine every day in

the garden, where our prelate gives us beautiful music," Prince Albert

of Brunswick noted. ^ "I believe that you are astonished to see me so

tranquil in the most violent crisis of my life," the king wrote to Pode-

wils. "This is a matter of rolling with events that one can't change."

The royal temper flared when Frederick received a lengthy letter from

the King of France that tried to justify his position. In annotations

prepared only for Podewils, Frederick emphasized what he regarded as

French perfidy and outright lies. France was entirely responsible for

Bavaria's defection; Louis's claimed services "cost the late emperor his

country twice and the present emperor his country once." As for the

valor of Count Segur's troops in a recent combat with Batthyanyi, "The

troops of the king, with all due deference to them, acted like cunts. . . .

French valor is an invention." The French king's so-called measures on

behalf of Prussia drew particular scorn: "If France makes diversions as

favorable to the King of Prussia as those of Bavaria, she is entreated to

save herself the trouble." Once again he concluded that he had nothing

to hope for from France. Rather unwisely, considering the French king's

sensitive nature, he wrote to Louis that the Flanders campaign would

not help Prussia any more than the Spaniards descending on the Ca-

nary Islands or the King of France taking Tournai or Kublai Khan
besieging Babylon.

Frederick was still not convinced that the Austrians and Saxons would

attack. But on May 19 he learned that they were marching from Kon-

iggratz. Podewils was to send the King of France a letter prepared some

time ago; it asked for a large money subsidy and diversionary military

operations. Frederick's own march would begin shortly: "We thus fi-

nally come to the denouement."

It was time to draw in his forces. Zieten rode with orders for Mar-

grave Charles at Jagerndorf in Upper Silesia to join the main army,

leaving Major General Heinrich von Hautcharmoy with a small corps
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to counter Esterhazy's raids. The margrave, with only six thousand

troops, had to make a fighting withdrawal against some twenty thou-

sand enemy, a costly but very successful operation that won the king's

particular praise.* Near Landeshut, Colonel Winterfeldt's corps beat

off a vicious attack by Nadasdy and Franquini. Taken with the great

French victory at Fontenoy, where British and Dutch troops suffered

heavy losses from a brilliant defense by Maurice of Saxony (for some
time a field marshal in the French army), these victories caused Fred-

erick to believe that the Austrians would postpone a move on Silesia

for several weeks. "Fortune changes suddenly to our advantage," he

wrote to Podewils, instructing him to exploit the victories in newspa-

pers and diplomatic channels.

But three days later he informed Podewils that the enemy armies

were assembling at Schonberg on the border: "We will form our camp
tomorrow, and as these people have neither food nor forage in these

mountains, they will come to Schweidnitz to procure them. I have in-

deed foreseen this, and this is the place where I am resolved to attack

them."

5^

Sunday, May ^0, 174j. The main Prussian army is at Frankenstein. It

is about fifty-nine thousand strong, with fifty-four heavy cannon. "I do

not tell you of my dispositions," the king writes to Podewils, "but I

can assure you that I would submit them without concern to the criti-

cism of Conde and other great generals" — referring to the Prince of

Conde, a French marshal whose victories in and after the Thirty Years'

War won him the name "The Great Conde."

Frederick learns that the Austrians are marching northeast toward

Landeshut. Winterfeldt at Landeshut estimates Austrian-Saxon strength

at about seventy thousand. Du Moulin reports his hussars skirmishing

with enemy hussars in the Schweidnitz area.

The Prussian army marches north toward Reichenbach. The king

tells Podewils that the "army is striking and filled with the best will in

the world, and with an unparalleled hatred of the Saxons."

* Frederick openly praised Zieten's performance and that of the cavalry commander, Colonel

Reimar von Schwerin. "Embrace Schwerin a thousand times for me," he wrote to Charles,

"and tell him that I shall never forget his bravery or his conduct. . . . Praise the soldiers a

thousand times and tell them I am pleased beyond expression." He gave Schwerin a bailiwick

as reward. Winterfeldt was promoted to major general.
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FIRST BATTLE

Austrian and Saxon armies have joined at Landeshut— some fifty

thousand Austrians, nearly twenty thousand Saxons, and several thou-

sand irregulars. Their approach marches have been slow; supply has

been difficult because of poor weather, bad roads, and hostile peasants

paid by Prussians to deliver enemy hussars and horses, the former pref-

erably dead, the latter alive. "The country is one of the most difficult

that I have seen," Charles reports to Grand Duke Francis.^ But the

troops are in good condition, and discipline is excellent, possibly be-

cause of the bodies of deserters that dangle from gallows along the

march roads.

The old Duke of Weissenfels is confident. Once the Prussians are

beaten, he tells a local priest, "a strong corps will immediately invade

the Mark and march on Berlin."^ Prince Charles is also buoyant. He
learns that Cosel has been captured, that most of Upper Silesia is Aus-

trian controlled. He hopes to debouch in the Bolkenhain-Hohenfried-
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berg area, cut Prussian communications, and force the enemy either to

battle or retreat across the Oder. Two days earher he reported to Maria

Theresa that the enemy had retired on Schweidnitz "and would not be

of a mind to maintain a defense there very long." But the previous day

he somewhat ominously informed Francis that "I know nothing of the

enemy." ^

Monday, May ^i, 1745. The Prussian army marches to a new camp
between Alt-Jauernick and Schweidnitz. Frederick sends two grenadier

battalions to du Moulin, who occupies Striegau, and establishes hussar

posts on hills northwest of Striegau and Graben, outposts so far for-

ward, he reports, "that the enemy will have difficulty surprising us.""*

Army headquarters are at Alt-Jauernick. Frederick places an obser-

vation post on top of the Ritterberg— Knight's Hill — from where he

scans mountain exits to the south. He visits it several times this day,

intently studying the silent land through a spyglass.'' There is no sign

of the enemy.

Prince Charles learns that the Prussian army is between Frankenstein

and Reichenbach. Although Weissenfels had planned to spend several

days in Landeshut, he now agrees that he and Charles can reach the

plains at Striegau before the Prussians can block mountain exits.

Tuesday, June i, 174s- By evening the Austrians are in camp east of

Freiberg and Alt-Reichenau, with the right wing on the Hohenfried-

berg road. The Saxons are on their left, not far from Bolkenhain.

Nadasdy reports from Freiberg that Prussians are in the Schweidnitz

area. Charles rides to a height and spots the enemy camp.

He will march for Bolkenhain in the morning. Wallis will occupy

Hohenfriedberg.

Wednesday, June 1, 1745. Frederick learns that fortress Cosel has fallen;

a Prussian subaltern deserted and informed the enemy of its weak spots.

Reports of small enemy detachments marching on Hohenfriedberg

arrive. More reports by evening: an enemy camp of approximately seven

thousand troops is west of Freiberg; another large camp is in mountain

defiles west of Hohenfriedberg; a few tents are in the town itself.

The king smells battle. "The enemy descends today from the moun-

tains," he writes to Podewils, "and tomorrow we shall attack him."

*
I recently visited this area, which is in today's Poland. Essential terrain features appeared

but slightly changed. Villages have undoubtedly grown, but gray stone, red tile roofs, and

green onion domes are as they were in 1745. Windmill Hill is even complete with an ancient

windmill, but I could not locate the commemorative monument described by earlier writers.
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The main Austrian army camps west of Hohenfriedberg with Saxons
on the left. WalHs's advance guard reaches the western heights. Charles

and Weissenfels survey the scene. There is no sign of the Prussian camp.

Although Nadasdy has reported no enemy movement this day, they

suppose that the Prussians are now in Striegau. They tentatively agree

to advance to the plains in the morning, but will meet again before so

doing.

Late this night Charles writes to his brother Francis "to report that

the entire army is together and that tomorrow I descend to the plains.

I have made my preparations in such a manner that I believe the enemy
will find it difficult to prevent us from doing this. He is on the point of

changing his locations, toward which direction is still uncertain. It is

midnight."^

Thursday, June 3, i'/4S- Charles and Weissenfels ride to their obser-

vation point. It is seven a.m. A spy has reported that the Prussians are

still in camp at Schweidnitz, that the Prussian king is entirely confused,

that his army is already beginning to retire on Breslau. The information

suits their wishes. They have no idea that their spy has received a great

deal of money from the Prussian king for reporting such.

They agree that it is time to march. Troops strike tents, leave packs

behind. The advance guard moves out before noon: General Ernst Georg

von Kalckreuth's cavalry to Thomaswaldau, General von Wallis's in-

fantry to Halbendorf and Ullersdorf. The main army follows, eight

columns, infantry in the center, cavalry on the wings. With waving

flags and ringing music, they debouch from four passes onto the plain.

Charles and Weissenfels are at lunch, greatly enjoying the splendid scene.

By late afternoon camps are laid out. Only the left wing is delayed.

When it finally comes up, the line stretches over four miles, units oc-

cupying hastily staked-out camps, troops weary, looking forward to

bread and sleep, never dreaming of battle.

Charles is in headquarters at Hausdorf, Weissenfels at Rohnstock.

There is no sign of the enemy. But on this day Prince Louis of Bruns-

wick writes to his brother, "I doubt strongly that he [Frederick] will

allow us to debouch quietly under his nose."^

King Frederick rides early this same morning to Knight's Hill. Enemy
fires are plainly visible in mountain camps — a sure sign, he tells his

officers, that the enemy will soon march. Austrian soldiers, he explains,

always cook early on the day of march. He returns to headquar-

ters, summons generals, reviews his orders. The army is placed on

alert.

Back on the hill in late afternoon, the king and his generals watch

eight clouds of dust swirl from the plain. They see staff officers hastily
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marking out camps. Dust settles to reveal troop columns. They are in

march order. This is no deployment for battle.

The French envoy, the Marquis de Valory, arrives with news of the

French capture of Tournai. Frederick congratulates him: "I hope I shall

have good news to report to your king. The enemy are where I want
them and I shall attack tomorrow."^

Du Moulin advances at eight p.m. to hussar posts on heights north

of Striegau and Graben. The main army follows, but leaves tents stand-

ing, watchfires burning. It marches in two columns on Striegau. Du
Moulin's cavalry meanwhile run into some Saxon uhlans north of Gra-

ben. They avoid a skirmish. His infantry occupy Muhlenberg— Wind-
mill Hill. Saxon uhlans and infantry move up to the Spitzberg, not far

from du Moulin's posts. Du Moulin wisely chooses not to attack. The
Saxon commander believes that he is facing only a weak detachment

that can be sent running in the morning.

By nine p.m. the main Prussian army is marching in silence, crossing

streams with water up to the knees.* Marquis de Valory, his bulk closeted

in a wagon, watches. He is astonished by the "prodigious discipHne"

and lack of stragglers.

A report reaches Prince Charles an hour later that enemy troops are

approaching the Saxon left wing. It is passed to the Duke of Weissen-

fels.

Nadasdy reports that some Prussians are advancing. The troops are

ordered to remain alert and under arms, but no one believes that this

is more than a detachment of cavalry.

Friday, June 4, 174J. Prussian columns close on Graben after mid-

night. By two A.M. the army is deployed fronting Teichau, its right on
Graben, its left on Stanowitz. Troops remain under arms but gain a

two-hour rest. Their king strolls through the lines, talking to the tired

men. It is a beautiful night, fresh, the sky filled with stars. The king

wraps himself in a cloak for a brief nap on open ground. He awakens
before daybreak. Aides summon the principal generals: the army will

march to the right, cross Striegau Stream. Buddenbrock's cavalry on
the right will advance on Pilgrimshain and join du Moulin's attack

north of the Gule, a narrow lowland running through the plain, with

Nassau's infantry in support. Left-wing cavalry will cover infantry of

the left in their march to a line between Thomaswaldau and Teichau.

Infantry to attack only with bayonet if possible; if fire is necessary, the

infantry is not to open until 150 paces from the enemy. Cavalry to

attack with sabers in hand, no quarter given, the face the target. Once

* Frederick later wrote: "When it is a matter of an important operation, it does not matter if

the soldier wets his feet a trifle." (Preuss, Friedrich . . . eine Lebensgeschichte, Urkunden-

buch.)
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enemy cavalry are beaten, they will strike enemy infantry in flank and
rear.

Troops are falling into formation when cannon fire sounds from the

north. This is from Saxon guns on Spitzberg. Du Moulin at once moves
to the attack. Surprised Saxons fall back from the hill. Du Moulin de-

ploys fifteen cannon on its slopes as his infantry and cavalry move on
Pilgrimshain. Frederick orders six 24-pounders to deploy on Fox Hill.

He will command from Windmill Hill.

The Duke of Weissenfels arises early and rides to his troops. It is a

clear and beautiful spring morning. At about four a.m. he hears cannon

fire and learns of the Prussian advance. He orders the advance guard

to fall back on Pilgraimshain. He places his infantry on the right; the

cavalry will attack south of Pilgrimshain.

Saxon cavalry ride proudly to the field. They see enemy horse and

charge. They hit Count Rothenburg's first line, twenty-four squadrons

of cuirassiers. They scatter a few squadrons but now meet General

Christoph von Stille's second line, twenty squadrons of dragoons. Gen-

eral von der Goltz moves in on the left, charges two Austrian regi-

ments, presses them back. On the right Bredow is outflanked by some
Saxon squadrons, but du Moulin's hussars send them running. Stille's

dragoons clean up isolated Saxon horse. Stille will later write to a friend,

"If you had been present you would have admired the union of steadiness

and courage displayed by our troops."^

Weissenfels is not pleased. He orders the cavalry to re-form and at-

tack again. It is not any better. Squadrons are caught in cross fire.

Prussian cavalry have re-formed and are waiting. Squadrons fight

squadrons. The Saxons give way. Von der Goltz is in the middle of it.

So is Saxon General von Schlichting. The former general single-hand-

edly captures the latter general to add to military lore. Prussian reserve

cavalry now attack. At six a.m. Saxon horse give way and retire from

battle.

Weissenfels deploys his infantry in two lines from the Gule to the

village of Eisdorf. The first line of sixteen battalions deploys behind a

series of small dams. They are backed by a second line of fourteen

battalions stretching hooklike to Eisdorf. But the first line lacks their

cannon, victims of marshland encountered on the approach march.

Prussian lines move forward, twenty-one battalions regally com-

manded by such as the Prince of Prussia, Prince Leopold, Prince Die-

trich, Prince Maurice, the Prince of Bevern, Count Truchsess. Flags are

flying, drums and trumpets play "The March of the Grenadiers" while

overhead cannonballs from heavy guns on Fox Hill smash into Saxon

lines.

The Saxon cannon finally arrive. Batteries fire deadly canister shot
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and punch holes in approaching Prussian lines. At two hundred paces

the Saxons open musket fire. Flanking Prussian regiments answer with

fire while marching, an ineffectual reply scorned by Prince Leopold,

whose proud regiment marches with shouldered weapons.

It is about six-thirty a.m., a hot morning already clouded by powder
smoke and dust, by suffering and death. The smoke helps the Prus-

sians, because an east wind blows it into enemy lines. Half-blinded,

thirsty soldiers are no contest for the Prussian assault. They fall back

on the second line. On the left Truchsess with six battalions presses in.

He is killed by a cannonball. In the center eleven battalions wade through

ditches and ponds. On the right du Moulin, reinforced by four battal-

ions, presses into Pilgrimshain and Eisdorf to threaten the enemy's left.

The Saxons are in general retreat. Prussian cavalry come onto the field

to strike their left. Five companies attacked by dragoons refuse to sur-

render. The Prussians, having learned of a Saxon order to give no quarter,

reciprocate: four hundred men are killed, including the colonel; the

others are taken prisoner.

The Saxons are in full retreat to Haslicht and beyond. The first battle

is over.

Prince Charles early hears cannon fire but assumes the Saxons are at-

tacking Striegau. A report from Weissenfels rudely corrects this impres-

sion. He leaves his headquarters at seven a.m. and rides forward to find

an immense battlefield. Thirty-three battalions of Austrian infantry are

deployed in two lines just east of Giinthersdorf, with cavalry still ne-

gotiating swampy ground north of Halbendorf.

King Frederick moves to Fox Hill to watch the deployment. His own
people are delayed by tight terrain. Aides, including his brother Henry,

scurry to push them on. The left-wing cavalry is stopped by a broken

bridge. Major General Baron Friedrich Wilhelm von Kyau on the far

side with ten cuirassier squadrons is attacked by fifty-six squadrons

under General Baron Johann Friedrich von Berlichingen. Prince Ferdi-

nand with five battalions is isolated on the left. The king runs out of

aides. Valory is present and admires "the steadiness, activity, and dis-

cipline displayed by the infantry."^ His thoughts are shaken when the

king sends him forward to find the absent cavalry. He stumbles on
Major General Friedrich Leopold Gessler's reserve squadrons, who are

not what the king has in mind but who will do until Nassau and Zieten

finally charge to Kyau's aid. Forty-five Prussian squadrons fight sixty-

six Austrian squadrons and win.

Half an hour later, sixteen Prussian battalions are sorted out and
march in line against the enemy between Thomaswaldau and Giinth-

ersdorf. It is the Gule repeated. It is flags flying and drums beating; it

is Austrian canister shot and musket fire; it is an awesome, inexorable
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body of marching Prussians who refuse to disintegrate. Then it is as-

sault by bayonet. The enemy falls back; the villages are seized. The
king lowers his spyglass and turns to a French observer. "The battle is

won," he states. ^^ He returns to Windmill Hill.

But hard fighting continues in the center, where Count von Daun's

infantry, firing from ditches, takes a terrible toll. Regiment Hacke loses

half its men; Regiment Brunswick-Bevern counts two hundred killed,

five hundred wounded. Frederick orders Gessler's dragoons, fifteen

hundred troopers, to the attack. They come as "saviors," a survivor

will write, "at full gallop through our ranks." ^^ They hit hard, take

twenty-five hundred prisoners, sixty-six standards. Daun is wounded.
The enemy falters.

Prince Charles is watching. His center is in great trouble. His cavalry

is gone, his right flank exposed. The Saxons have vanished to open his

left flank.

At nine, Charles orders a general retreat on Reichenau. Nadasdy's

horse and Wallis's corps are standing by, not committed to battle. They
cover the march back to the mountains.

They leave a field of ghastly carnage, thousands of dead and dying

men and horses. As dust settles, as smoke clears, a victorious King

Frederick orders brandy given to all wounded— Prussians, Saxons,

and Austrians.

52

The king's dispatches written immediately after battle were brief

and to the point in reporting "a complete victory over the enemy." To
Old Dessauer he wrote, "The army, cavalry, infantry, and hussars have

never so distinguished themselves. . . . This is the best I have seen and

the army has surpassed itself." To King Louis, basking in the victory

at Fontenoy and the capture of Tournai: "You will have seen that I

have not long delayed in following your example. Now it is Prince

Conti's turn." To Podewils: "You know the use that you should and

can make of this news; I have kept my word. Everyone and my broth-

ers have fought like lions for the country; never have the ancient Ro-

mans done anything more striking. Adieu. May heaven let me be as

content with politics as with arms."

The king's reports leave no doubt of his immense satisfaction with

the army. Praise flowed over deeds by units and individuals. Gessler

and Karl von Schmettau's final cavalry charge, which chopped up six
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enemy regiments and took twenty-five hundred prisoners, was "an ac-

tion unheard of in history," The battle was unusual in another way:
every Prussian unit participated. The king had brought combined arms
to the battlefield, a masterly tactical accomplishment, considering the

difficult communication and movement in awkward terrain. He rec-

ognized this. "What is certain," he wrote, "is that the battle of Fried-

berg is one of the greatest actions in history, because all the corps have

fought and not one failed to make its attack." He later wrote that at

this battle the cavalry had finally become "what it should be and now
is."

It was an expensive victory, Frederick numbered his losses at twelve

hundred dead and wounded, but later accounts suggest forty-seven

hundred. The Austrians suffered over five thousand casualties, the Sax-

ons thirty-four hundred. One authority calculated that about four

thousand were buried on the battlefield. The Prussians captured an
additional fifty-five hundred Austrians and fifteen hundred Saxons, in-

cluding four generals. Deserters flowed in for several days, so many
that Frederick counted total Austrian losses at twenty-five thousand.

Here was the true significance of Hohenfriedberg, It was a tactical

not a strategic victory. Frederick later described it as a fleeting victory

that gained him only time. He was mistaken. It was a victory that pro-

moted him to the top rank of military commanders and shattered en-

emy morale. Never again would Prince Charles willingly move against

this colossus; never again would Charles's officers fully trust him; never

again would Austrian and Saxon soldiers willingly fight under his com-
mand.

King Frederick at first hoped for decisive political results from his vic-

tory. Two days after the battle he wrote to Podewils, "This will bring

us a good peace and a long rest. ... I am at present busy crowning

the work." He was referring to a pursuit by a strong corps led by du
Moulin and Winterfeldt with Zieten in the van. Later critics have pointed

to a lackluster follow-up and an attempt to annihilate the Austrians or

Saxons. The king never considered such an action. The enemy's retreat

was covered by a rearguard of fresh troops. The Prussians were tired.

Provisions and munitions had to come from Schweidnitz; wagons and
teams were in short supply. Von der Goltz went so far as to warn the

king that he could not logistically support even a slow march into

Bohemia, Thousands of wounded had to be tended and evacuated; Va-
lory wrote that the king cared for enemy wounded as if they were his

own.

Nor did the king believe pursuit was necessary to attain his political

goal. Maria Theresa had suffered severe defeats in Italy, Flanders was
lost, the Prussians would soon approach Bohemia, a French army cov-
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ered Frankfurt, Holland was tired of war, the Russians inactive. "We
will pursue to Koniggratz," he wrote to Podewils on June 7, "where
we shall halt. Profit from this news and exploit it hugely in the Empire,

at Hanover, and in Russia; I believe that this will bring a good peace,

and that it is certain that we will get something or other out of it."

The action continued favorably. "Tomorrow the advance guard

marches on Koniggratz," Frederick notified Podewils on June 18, "and
this is my ne plus ultra. ... I am not making the mistakes the enemy
wishes me to. . . . It is a matter only of waiting to see the outcome of

your diplomacy."

By late June the two armies were not far distant, the Austrians and
Saxons south of Koniggratz in a strong defensive position stretching

east from the confluence of the Elbe and Adler Rivers, the Prussians

northeast of the city in an equally strong position, "To see these two
armies ranged around Koniggratz," Frederick later wrote, "one would
have said that it was one army besieging the place." ^

This static situation suited him. His fragile supply lines to Silesia

were momentarily safe, even though a shortage of wagons and teams

continued to plague him. General Nassau had been sent to Upper Sile-

sia with a sizable corps to join Fouque and Hautcharmoy in cleaning

the Hungarians from the land. Old Dessauer, close to the Saxon bor-

der, was making various marches to worry the Saxon court. Frederick

likewise was feinting here and there to annoy Prince Charles. The army
was living off the land, which meant that Charles would not be able to

use it for winter quarters— one more reason, the king believed, for the

enemy to make peace.

Spring and summer passed pleasantly enough, although it was marred

by Charles Etienne Jordan's death from tuberculosis in late May. Pierre

Louis Moreau de Maupertuis had accepted the king's invitation to move
to Berlin and become president of the Academy of Sciences, which would

provide some solace for the loss of Jordan's intellectual companion-

ship. "We amuse ourselves here as best we can," Frederick wrote to

Rothenburg, stationed not far away. "In addition to my ordinary oc-

cupations, I read a great deal, and I can assure you that, excepting

some light skirmishes, one would believe it a peacetime camp." He was
delighted that Rothenburg's agent in Paris had purchased on his behalf

"a beautiful table" and "5 protretis von Wato" — as the king wrote

to his confidential treasurer, Fredersdorff^ — for 2550 thalers and was
negotiating for a chandelier of rock crystal. He also wanted "two beau-

tiful groups of huge marble to decorate a garden. The subject doesn't

matter, providing that it be beautiful. If they cost five to six thousand

thalers, I will pay. Perhaps he could also find some beautiful marble

vases, decorated with gilt, to place in a garden — all to beautify Pots-

dam."
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By mid-July the Prussian supply problem was growing acute, and
fresh land was needed. Frederick crossed the Elbe to Chlum, his left on
the river, his right on Sadowa on the Bistritz River. From here he could

block any enemy corps coming from Bavaria through Saxony. He also

had an eye on the Saxon army, which could make no movement "that

I can't see from my tent," as he wrote to Dessauer. If the Saxons shifted

units to the homeland, he would reinforce Dessauer: "I see myself as

nothing more than an observation army that must cover your opera-

tions." The new camp was "beautiful, almost like a garden." Local

peasants were friendly. "Everything is brought to us in abundance:

above six hundred carts laden with fruit and all other provisions come
to the camp daily." ^

To Frederick's discomfiture, however, the small war quickly heated

up, with the Austrians as usual scoring more successes than Prussians.

Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick perhaps unwittingly expressed Prussian

disdain for this type of warfare: "They have wounded two of our peo-

ple with their muskets while hiding like thieves and robbers behind

trees and not showing themselves in the open as becomes proper sol-

diers."^

The battle of Hohenfriedberg was a bitter disappointment to Prince

Charles and the Vienna court. On the night of the defeat, Charles wrote

to Grand Duke Francis, who was about to command the Austrian army
of the Rhine, "The misfortune is all the more painful to me in that our
troops have behaved like idiots. Forgive this expression, but I am fu-

rious."^ Worse was to come during the retreat. Not only were plun-

dering and extortion of money commonplace; so were the most vile

sexual excesses, torture, and execution of innocents, a performance
that, as Frederick's confidential secretary, Eichel, wrote to Podewils,

has made "the Austrian name so foul that almost no Silesian can hear

it without indignation." *

Maria Theresa could repair this embarrassing defeat only by aggres-

sive political and military action. Fending off British attempts to ar-

range a peace with Prussia, she appealed to European courts to help

her confine the King of Prussia to his own lands. Minister Count Jo-

seph Khevenhiiller went to Dresden to infuse the Duke of Weissenfels

with new fire and draw the Saxon court from any move toward an

alliance with France or Prussia. Khevenhiiller visited Charles en route

and reported that, despite the lesson of Hohenfriedberg, he still sur-

rounded himself with people "whose incompetence, arrogance, and
boorishness" should render them "unworthy of his trust." ^ This report

* King Frederick exploited this at length in a published brochure that cited specific instances

of rape, torture and murder. (Droysen, Geschichte, Volume 5-(z).)
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apparently washed over the queen's head. Prussia must be defeated!

She sent her "dear prince" new recruits, another ten battaHons of in-

fantry, a cavalry corps, and two senior commanders, the terrible-

tempered Prince Lobkowitz and the old and ailing Duke of Arenberg.

Saxon replacements brought Charles to a strength of over sixty thou-

sand. He agreed that an offensive was called for and thought he saw
his chance when his opponent crossed the Elbe to camp in the Chlum
area, surely the first move in withdrawing to Silesia. If the allied army
crossed the Adler River to cut Prussian communication with the Glatz

magazine, then the enemy would have to retreat— without Charles's

having to chance a new battle.

It was a good enough plan, but neither Austrian nor Saxon generals

liked it. Neither army trusted the other; not a few Austrian com-
manders wanted peace with Prussia. Although the Saxon army had
been substantially reinforced, the defeat at Hohenfriedberg had embit-

tered old Weissenfels and his subordinates, who understandably blamed

Charles for having left them in the lurch. Weissenfels steadily rejected

Charles's plans while arranging for part of the army to return to Sax-

ony.

Stymied by the Saxons but spurred by Maria Theresa, Charles began

crossing the Adler "by bits and pieces" to build a new camp opposite

the Prussians. He was confident that he would soon force them back

to Silesia — all without battle.

J3

Victory at Hohenfriedberg did not bring peace. Frederick soon learned

that there was no hope of a French diversion in Bohemia or Hanover.

His blunt letter demanding a large subsidy had angered King Louis.

Although he wrote fulsomely to the French monarch — he went so far

as to compare him with Louis XIV (no doubt choking on his words) —
the damage had been done.

Nor had Lord Harrington lived up to the Berlin court's expectations,

a disappointment that Frederick blamed on Uncle George, who was
sulking after his defeat at Fontenoy. Harrington all along had spoken

encouragingly of mediation to gain what Frederick liked to term "a

just and reasonable accommodation," but by early July he was con-

vinced that England was playing a double game.

Nor could he expect much from the dissolute Czarina Elizabeth and

her corrupt ministers: "I ask nothing more than that Russia remains at
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rest," Rumors that the Bavarian elector was being coerced by Vienna
into sending troops to the Austrian army were worrisome, but the en-

voy KHnggraeffen was doing his best to persuade him to remain neu-

tral, as he had promised.

Saxon obstinacy was a final problem. Frederick wanted to separate

Saxony from Austria and cause King August to withdraw his army
from Bohemia. Toward this end, he promised the French court to sup-

port its effort in electing August to the Imperial throne, and he also

hoped to frighten Saxony into neutrality by keeping Old Dessauer's

corps close to the border. If that court did not come around, he warned
Podewils in mid-July, Dessauer would invade Saxony; indeed details of

this were already being worked out. A few days later he sent a lengthy

"Manifest" that justified such a move; it was to be secretly printed in

French and German and held ready for distribution.

The "Manifest" leaves no doubt of how deeply the Saxon ulcer had
inflamed the king's thinking. Treacherous Saxony had cost him the

previous year's disaster in Bohemia. He was convinced that the Saxon
elector would continue to fight with the Austrians for his destruction.

And now he learned that Prince Conti had recrossed the Rhine, leaving

Bavaria to the enemy — "and as by that I see myself abandoned by the

French, and all Empire affairs at the mercy of our common enemies, I

fear extremely for the results produced by this unfortunate event."

The king was drawing closer to a preventive war against Saxony, not

alone to avenge the "cruel insults" of the court and to bring about

peace. "It is necessary at the same time," he informed Podewils, "that

Saxony and all our neighbors learn that one will not offend us with

impunity, and that they understand that they must not so lightly ally

themselves with our enemies."

Prince Conti's withdrawal across the Rhine offered the necessary jus-

tification. Dessauer was reinforced and ordered to be ready to march.

The king replied to Podewils's repeated protestations, "I have procured

superiority in this country [Bohemia] and even if the Saxons were com-
pelled to detach [their auxiliary corps in Bohemia], I will detach pro-

portionately and will go on the defensive in Bohemia, where I can sub-

sist better with 35,000 than with 80,000 men, and where I will draw
out the campaign at length." No matter what Podewils's doubts, a

preventive war was necessary: "Hard times demand hard measures."

Frederick declared war on Saxony in mid-August, but the winds of

doubt, many blown by Podewils, caused him to hold up orders for

Dessauer's march. France had not confirmed a subsidy; Harrington

was talking again of negotiation on Prussia's behalf; there was a new
rumor that France would land the Young Pretender in the British Isles
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(which would force a large part of the British army to leave the conti-

nent); Bavarian troops had not yet marched to Saxony's aid; the Prus-

sian army was more than holding its own in Bohemia.

For the moment he could do little more than accept events. He was
comfortably enough situated at Chlum, writing to Dessauer of his su-

periority over enemy irregulars. But Charles's move almost opposite

his camp surprised him, and he marched immediately to protect his

northern routes. From new headquarters at Semonitz he looked east to

the Elbe, his left anchored on Jaromirz, his right on Hohlolaw opposite

the Austrian right wing. The move was defensive, in keeping with his

role as observer. When a few days later a Saxon contingent marched

to the home country, Frederick sent a corps to reinforce Dessauer fur-

ther.

At Semonitz the king learned that his secret "Manifest" had been

published in a Hamburg newspaper, an embarrassment compounded
by rumors of a new Austrian-Saxon treaty dedicated to Prussia's de-

mise. Then Valory informed him that the French court was willing to

pay a subsidy of only 500,000 livres a month, a sum scarcely sufficient

to support four battalions of infantry and three regiments of hussars.

Frederick angrily turned down the offer, "suitable only for a minor

prince," and for a time refused to speak to Valory. He was still smart-

ing under this blow when he learned of Count Keyserling's sudden

death in Berlin. Only two months earlier he had lost his beloved Jordan

and now "dear Cesarion," bon vivant of carefree Rheinsberg days, was
gone. "In less than three months I have lost my two most faithful

friends," he wrote to his old friend the widow Camas. "It is difficult

for a heart as sensitive as mine to extinguish my profound sadness,"

Relief of sorts arrived when Roman Catholic Prince Charles Ed-

ward— Bonnie Prince Charlie— landed in Scotland to draw High-

land bands to his banner of rebellion. Two weeks later he proclaimed

his father James VIII, king of Scotland. The frantic English Parhament

demanded the recall of the British army from Flanders. Despite a major

victory in the New World— the capture of fortress Louisburg and all

of Cape Breton — Harrington judged England's position to be "mel-

ancholy and hopeless." Desperately needing another continental ally,

the government reopened peace talks earlier requested by Prussia. They

hoped to return, as the British historian Sir Richard Lodge put it, "from

the ambitious schemes of 1743 to the sounder policy of 1742."

Frederick jumped at the offer, even yielding his demands for Prussian

territorial gains. The result was the Convention of Hanover, the pre-

lude to a definitive treaty of peace that the British would present to

Vienna and Dresden for signature. Based on the Treaty of Breslau, it

guaranteed Prussian possession of Silesia. In return, the Prussian king

guaranteed Austrian holdings and promised his vote for Grand Duke
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Francis at the coming Imperial election. The convention was signed in

Hanover in early September. "I believe I have escaped from a laby-

rinth," he wrote to Mardefeld, "which in the long run could have caused

me in many respects a thousand difficulties."

The king was being overly optimistic. The Saxon court saw its prom-

ised rewards slipping away and would not commit itself without Vien-

na's concurrence. The Vienna court had no intention of having such a

treaty shoved down its throat. Maria Theresa ignored the British en-

voy's entreaties, and Frederick's secret overtures to Prince Charles for

a cease-fire brought only negative replies. Grand Duke Francis was
elected Holy Roman Emperor without the Elector of Brandenburg's

vote.

Doubt replaced hope. The king was in a vile temper, plainly discour-

aged, abandoned by France, threatened by Russia, suspicious of being

a pawn to British interests. "After having been cheated, we will be

mocked," he warned Podewils. To Rothenburg, ill with a kidney dis-

order, he glumly quoted Blaise Pascal that "the earth is a frightful prison

peopled by miserable rascals, all without faith and without honor."

The loss of his close friends — "his family" — weighed heavily. He felt

widowed and orphaned, he wrote to Duhan, his old tutor, "a heart-

rending grief more gloomy and grave than mourning clothes." His mil-

itary situation was slowly turning sour. He had eaten out the area, and

supplies from Silesia were slow and uncertain. He had already decided

to withdraw north to Trautenau. "It is not I who command an army,"

he wrote Podewils, "but flour and forage are the masters."

The army marched on September 19. Fog shrouded the columns, but

early morning sun soon appeared to help Franquini's irregulars suc-

cessfully ambush some Prussian hussars. Harassed and tired units closed

on the Staudenz area late in the evening.*

On the premise that Prince Charles would march via Nachod to Ei-

pel to cut Prussian communications with Glatz, Frederick took up a

position with his right wing north of Staudenz, the army stretching

behind the village east to Eipel and the River Aupa. The army fronted

marshlands, and single battalions and hussar squadrons east and south

of Burkersdorf guarded the right flank. But the dominant terrain fea-

ture, Graner Koppe— Graner Hill — northwest of Burkersdorf was
not occupied.

It was a poor campsite. There were too many copses and woods, the

terrain was restricted, good neither for infantry nor cavalry, for offense

or defense. Enemy irregulars virtually surrounded the position to make

*
I recently toured this area, whose hills, woods, and tight defiles make excellent terrain for

guerrilla warfare. Nearly two and a half centuries later it is not difficult to see why the

Austrians were able to surprise King Frederick nor why Prince Charles later had so many

problems in deploying and controlling his army at Soor.
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the Prussian king as tactically blind as he had been the previous year in

Bohemia. Irregulars threatened and sometimes cut communication not

only with the Trautenau bakery but with vital retreat routes to

Schweidnitz and Landeshut. Foraging parties with large escorts— up
to three thousand horse and eight thousand infantry— were fre-

quently attacked. "Each bundle of straw was bought with blood," the

king wrote. ^ Night after night drummers called tired men to arms. Light

troops struck convoy after convoy. Dessewffy fell on a flour convoy

north of Trautenau, and the ensuing battle cost the Prussians ninety-

three dead and wounded. The partisan leader went on to burn most of

Trautenau.

It was obvious that the army must withdraw farther (as Prince Charles

had foreseen). Frederick farmed out corps under du Moulin, Winter-

feldt, and Lehwaldt to ensure lines of retreat to the north. He had

already sent two contingents to Dessauer. This left him dangerously
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weak at Staudenz. On September 29 his army counted thirty-one bat-

tahons and fifty-one squadrons, scarcely over twenty thousand troops.

Although Charles commanded an Austrian army of over forty-one

thousand, in addition to about ten thousand hussars and irregulars, he

had refused to consider the "solid operation" so vigorously demanded
by Maria Theresa. The Saxons had transferred more regiments to Sax-

ony; he could not trust the remaining Saxon units; Nassau had recap-

tured fortress Cosel in Upper Silesia and was clearly in ascendancy over

Esterhazy's Hungarians; his own commanders — Lobkowitz and Ar-

enberg— advised against outright attack; his supply system was shaky;

and besides he planned to accomplish his goal with the small war.

Certainly his irregulars were performing yeoman service. Franquini,

in King Frederick's words der bose Geist— the evil spirit— success-

fully raided Jaromirz with the idea of capturing Valory and his pa-

pers.* Baron Friedrich Daniel Saint-Andre and Baron Franz von der

Trenck attacked Neustadt in early September and were chased off only

with difficulty by Lehwaldt's and du Moulin's relief corps.

These minor successes did not satisfy Maria Theresa. In acrimonious

letters to her "dear prince," she made it clear that she wanted the Prus-

sians chased out of Bohemia. On learning of the Prussian march to

Staudenz, Charles decided to follow the right wing. Two days after

crossing the Elbe, he learned from Nadasdy that this wing seemed vul-

nerable to attack. Lobkowitz agreed. Charles was less certain than they,

but tentatively decided to march on September 29 in the direction of

Soor, from where he would make a surprise attack.

Charles was never a resolute commander. Having decided to attack,

he now discovered any number of reasons not to. One was his army,

another the terrain, a third the lack of enthusiasm felt by his com-
manders. "I don't see that anyone much desires a battle," he wrote his

brother, the new emperor. "If the thing were possible, I would gladly

venture something, but the enemy lies in impassable mountains and
can be reached only through narrow passes." And to Maria Theresa:

"The enemy is still located where one can hardly attack him."^

Another reconnaissance in company with Lobkowitz and Arenberg

changed his mind. The army would attack as planned.

*Valory's secretary, Darget, passed himself off as the envoy and was captured but turned

over only unimportant papers. The Croats stole most of Valory's valuables. He was furious

because Frederick, who had been treating him shabbily in any event, thought the episode was

very funny and publicized it. Poor Valory — not long afterward his house in Trautenau was

burned down by Dessewffy's raid.
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S4

Wednesday, September 19, iy4S- At noon a deserter appears in the

Prussian camp. The enemy, he says, is at Koniginhof, and troops have

received three days of bread rations.

King Frederick instantly and incorrectly divines the enemy plan:

Charles will cross the Elbe and put himself between Trautenau and

Schatzlar to block the main Prussian route to Silesia. Frederick sends a

force to spy out the enemy. It runs into Dessewffy's light troops and

returns to camp. Prussian hussars enjoy a peaceful if brief chat with

Austrian hussars. Prince Charles, they say, is planning a great blow.

The king pays scant attention to these reports. He is convinced that

Charles will not attack. And Charles will not gain a march on him,

since the Prussian army is to march on Trautenau the following day.

He does not think it necessary to occupy Graner Hill.

Charles and Field Marshal Prince Lobkowitz ride early to view the

Prussian camp. Nothing there is changed. Lobkowitz now argues against

the attack: the ground is not suitable for cavalry; the Prussians are

strong in infantry and will counterattack. Charles is aware of these

difficulties but nonetheless orders the army to march.

The advance guard commanded by Count Konigsegg moves out at

eleven a.m. Packs and baggage remain in camp. Infantry cross the Elbe

on pontoon bridges, cavalry ford the river. Konigsegg is to occupy heights

east of Ober-Soor and await further orders. A reserve of three dragoon

regiments follows, then the main army. The troops march through

Konigreich Forest. They neither smoke nor talk. The march is not easy.

Commanders make wrong turns; they get lost. It grows dark. More
confusion. It is midnight. Deployment is far from complete.

Thursday, September ^0, 1745. Prince Lobkowitz, commanding the

left wing, occupies Graner Hill overlooking the Prussian right. This is

the key position: sixteen heavy cannon fronting infantry that reach out

hooklike on the farther flank; cavalry behind and to the left. The main

army is still struggling into position along the chain of hills south of

Graner Hill. It forms two lines: the first, of ten battalions fronted by a

battery of heavy cannon; the second, much longer line snaking south

to reach nearly to Deutsch-Prausnitz, which is covered by cavalry. Na-

dasdy's irregulars position to the east, ready to strike the Prussian rear

and flank. Other irregulars under Saint-Andre and Trenck close on Ei-

pel to block enemy retreat. Franquini and Dessewffy to the north are

to prevent Lehwaldt's corps from reinforcing the trapped Prussian

army.
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The troops deploy quietly. A Prussian battalion in woods south of

Burkersdorf is only five hundred yards from the enemy but is not alerted.

It is four A.M., close to daybreak, but Charles is still not satisfied. He
shifts more units to Graner Hill. Battalions are still deploying.

It is daylight and Charles is still not satisfied. Sun floods the hills; fog

shrouds the enemy below. Charles wants the fog to thin, wants the rest

of his army in position. He can wait no longer. The attack is to come

from the left. Lobkowitz orders the cavalry to move out.

At five A.M. Frederick is in his tent, giving march orders to generals.

He is interrupted by an adjutant, who reports that the Austrian army

is in battle order on heights west of Burkersdorf.

The king hurries from his tent, sees that the enemy has gained his

right flank, orders a solitary drummer to beat the call to arms, orders

hussars to reconnoiter north. Sleepy soldiers spill from tents to fall into

battle formation. Troopers saddle horses; squadrons form. Gunners

limber up cannon; the acrid smell of slow matches permeates heavy

morning air.

Frederick and Prince Leopold gallop over fog-blanketed land to right-

wing outposts. They hear enemy cannon fire. It comes from Graner

Hill and is directed against his hussars.

But why doesn't Charles attack?

Frederick sweeps sun-lighted hills with his glass, sees lateral move-

ments along a two-mile front. So the enemy is still deploying! He scans

Graner Hill, notes heavy artillery flanked by infantry, sees enemy cav-

alry standing motionless on the crest.

He does not have many options. He can attack, defend, or retreat.

One is as bad as another, but he has to do something before the enemy

comes hurding down on his fragile flank. He returns to army center,

mind made up. He will attack the Austrian left on Graner Hill. But first

he must shift his lines to parallel those of the enemy. Assault regiments

must move to the Neu-Rognitz area, where there is enough open ground

for an envelopment maneuver. Then, while left and center hold, he will

attack from the right to seize Graner Hill and open an exit to the north.

His army is ready for batde by six a.m., but the enemy is still not

advancing. Regiments wheel right, cavalry on each flank, parade ground

maneuvers practiced a million times. General Samuel von Schlichting

with infantry and hussars position west of Staudenz to cover the rear.

Regiment Kalkstein will hold Burkersdorf. The regiments that will as-

sault Graner Hill begin a flanking march across the mouths of angry

cannon. Cavalry move out first, infantry follow. There are eleven bat-

talions in all. Lead units must march seven hundred yards, final units

twelve hundred yards. At first it goes well. Fog covers the hollows; sun

hurts enemy vision. But the fog lifts, cannon fire, grenades cascade into

trotting columns, iron balls tear holes in infantry ranks. Then it is over.
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The dead lie still; the survivors reorganize, ready to attack; a few can-

non arrive and open fire.

Frederick is mounted; near him are his brothers William and Henry.

He canters to the right wing, orders cavalry on the far right to wheel

about and attack the enemy flank. Buddenbrock and Goltz lead the

attack, Posadowsky and Katzler bring up the second line. Rothenburg
is critically ill from gallstones but has himself brought to the battlefield

in a sedan chair to watch the varicolored squadrons, standards snap-

ping in the breeze, trot over undulating land, negotiate a deep ravine,

begin what every cavalryman dreads: an uphill attack.

Austrian troopers are watching. They regard the hill as unscalable.

But what is this? The mad Prussians are attacking uphill, up a steep hill

against the most furious fire that Buddenbrock can remember. Sud-

denly it is too late for carbine and pistol. The enemy is on them, a

furious and confused melee, with no one the winner. But now, as the

Prussian second line storms into the fight, the Austrians begin to break.

Lobkowitz orders them to hold. He personally kills three officers for

cowardice but is jostled into a ditch by his own men. Twenty-seven of

forty-five Austrian squadrons run from the field and get in the way of

approaching infantry.

A few Prussian squadrons chase them; the rest are exposed to coun-

terfire. Squadrons ride to protective cover of woods. They are hurt.

Two colonels are killed. Buddenbrock storms the rest back to order.

They are still in the fight.

Frederick meanwhile orders his infantry to seize the cannon on Gra-

ner Hill. Generals Adam von Jeetze and Peter von Blanckensee lead six

battalions to the attack. They are to march seven hundred yards up a

gentle slope with no cover. Gunners manhandle 3 -pounder cannon for-

ward, open fire. Prussian infantry march with shouldered weapons to

the cadenced beat of drum. Austrian gunners stare in disbelief. But only

for a moment. Sweat-sodden gunners hastily switch to canister, swab
barrels, ram home charges. Protective infantry open musket fire. Can-

non roar to rip vast holes in the approaching lines. The lines do not

falter. A ball tears into Prince Albert, the twenty-year-old brother of

the Queen of Prussia, marching at the head of a grenadier battaHon.

He joins the dead. The survivors are about 150 yards from their goal.

They halt, open salvo musket fire. They are not many now; their fire is

not effective.

Colonel Baron Anton Beneda, watching from the Austrian side, sees

their weakness. He leads five grenadier companies down the slope. His

troops are eager; they run to the attack shouting "Long live Maria

Theresa!" The Prussians stop, begin to fall back. Brigade Blanckensee

fights furiously, yields foot by foot. Blanckensee is killed; his son and

adjutant dies at his side. Lieutenant Colonel Georg von Wedell's bat-
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talion is left with only a quarter of its strength. Now the brave colonel,

the man Frederick called Leonidas of the Elbe, falls dead.

Frederick watches. He is waiting for Fouque's and Bonin's five bat-

talions of the second line. If the Austrians press the counterattack, it is

all over. But the earlier cavalry defeat has confused the enemy. Neither

infantry nor cavalry reinforce Beneda until too late.

The Prussian second line moves out, also with shouldered weapons,

also to the beat of drums. Their advance is easier, because Austrian

reinforcements, five grenadier companies, storm down the slope and

prevent their own cannon from firing. Prince Leopold sees the second

line advancing, orders first-line survivors to strip cartridges from dead

and wounded, then re-form. He orders a bayonet attack. Beneda's ex-

hausted men fall back, the Prussians move forward, gunners desert

cannon, Graner Hill is taken.

But there is confusion in the Prussian center, where Burkersdorf is

burning. The heavy enemy battery south of Burkersdorf has found its

target. Part of the Prussian line moves out but is stopped. Prince Fer-

dinand of Brunswick takes command.* He leaps from his horse, stops

the aimless firing, orders a bayonet attack. He leads a Guards battalion

forward; other units join. Enemy fire cannot stop the momentum. Prus-

sians close to force fourteen enemy battalions from the heights south-

west of Burkersdorf.

It is about eleven a.m. The Austrian left and center are in retreat, but

there is still fighting as units fall back to woods north of Soor.

The Prussian left wing is dangerously quiet. Thirty-six Austrian

squadrons are peering down on Rochow's twenty squadrons. But they

do not attack. The king reinforces Rochow, who does attack. Austrian

cavalry leave the field without a fight! Rochow turns on the Austrian

right-wing infantry jammed into three and four lines in tight terrain.

There is almost no battle. A single cuirassier regiment takes over eight

hundred prisoners.

The enemy line is in full retreat to Nieder-Soor. Prussians follow to

heights between Deutsch-Prausnitz and Nieder-Soor.

What of Nadasdy's irregulars? Perhaps Schlichting's strong force west

of Staudenz frightens them off. Perhaps the smell of booty— the Prus-

sian camp and a baggage train moving slowly a mile or so to the north—
is too strong. Hussars and irregulars fall on camp and convoy. The

small Prussian escort is quickly hacked to pieces. Civilians, including

Eichel and Dr. Lesser, are taken prisoner, along with royal servants.

All royal baggage, horses, snuffboxes, silver, books, flutes, and official

papers are also taken. In addition to eighty-five thousand thalers in

* Ferdinand was wounded in the leg. His brother Prince Louis commanded the Austrian

center. Prince Albert, the third brother, had already been killed on the Prussian right.
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cash, immensely valuable silver, fine clothes, and linen, the trunks con-

tain wine. Soon there is an orgy. In the confusion Eichel manages to

destroy the most important papers and the cipher key. Drunken hus-

sars throw more papers into a fire. Prussian wounded are dragged from

bread carts, killed, and stripped. Women are raped; sutlers sodomized,

then roasted to death. The orgy ends with the approach of a detach-

ment from Lehwaldt's corps. The Hungarians ride off with booty and

prisoners, including the king's favorite whippet, Biche (Darling).

"We have totally beaten Prince Charles. . .
." Frederick wrote Pode-

wils on the evening of victory. "The battle has been terrible but very

glorious. I was near being surprised, but God be praised all is well."

And on the following day: "Of the four battles that I have seen, this

was the most fierce. I was in a sense surprised but this was repaired by

prompt and sudden resolution, although the fault was not mine but

that of Natzmer's hussars."

The king placed Prussian casualties as at least five hundred dead and

perhaps fifteen hundred wounded. The toll was much higher: nine

hundred dead, over twenty-seven hundred wounded. One out of four

infantrymen was a casualty— a total of nearly thirty-eight hundred —
and six hundred horses. He wrote that enemy losses, including over

three thousand prisoners, exceeded six thousand, and this was fairly

accurate. He regretted losing his baggage, the fault of an "idiot of an

officer" charged with looking after it, but at least it prevented an attack

by eight thousand light troops. Wedell's death was tragic, Frederick

wrote to his valet-cum-treasurer, Fredersdorff ; Prince Albert's less so.

"I deplore the death of your brother Prince Albert," Frederick wrote

to his wife, "but he died bravely although of his own free will and

necessarily. Some time ago I informed the duke [Albert's father] of

what would happen and I often told this to the victim, but he would

not listen and I am astonished that he was not killed long before."

While criticizing himself for poor judgment— he remarked that he had

fought at Hohenfriedberg for Silesia, at Soor for his life — Frederick

did not stress his failure in misjudging Austrian intentions, his lack of

reconnaissance, his neglect in occupying Graner Hill. Yet such thoughts

perhaps contributed to a migraine headache two days later so severe

that he could not write a proper report. But neither did he emphasize

his own very great act of generalship by pulling off a victory though

surprised (and outflanked) by an enemy twice his strength. One thing

was certain in his mind: Austria would now make peace. "If our ne-

gotiations don't prosper today, they never will," he assured Podewils.
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On the fatal day of Soor, Prince Charles fell back on Koniginhof, sent

baggage and wagons to the rear, and the next day followed with the

army to his old camp south of the Elbe. He was a shattered man, "with

tears cascading from his eyes," as he informed Emperor Francis that

he had been "totally beaten." Aside from the absurd performance of

Nadasdy's irregulars, the principal fault lay with the cavalry, which
"were taken by such fear that they could not be counted on against the

Prussian cavalry."^ Charles did not mention that he had forfeited al-

most certain victory by dilatory command performance.

The defeat somewhat dampened the Imperial coronation a few days

later, but it left Maria Theresa more determined than ever to bring

Prussia to its knees. Charles was to carry on the war. If the army was
not up to it, then he must use light troops. Only a few days after the

battle, the partisan commanders Nadasdy, Dessewffy, Franquini, Saint-

Andre, and Trenck set out on the Prussian trail. But Charles soon learned

that more was expected of him. An Austrian-Saxon treaty of late Au-

gust called for full prosecution of the war, nothing less than a com-
bined attack against Prussian home territories.

Charles wanted no part of it. He had lost a great many officers and

men; he lacked provisions and equipment; he had no money; an inva-

sion of Silesia was madness; the army was not up to a winter cam-

paign; Nassau supported by armed Silesian peasants had pushed Ester-

hazy's abortive effort from Upper Silesia and nearly a thousand irregulars

had summarily returned home; the Prussians were about to invade Mo-
ravia. Finally, he did not trust the Saxons.

Maria Theresa and the Saxon court brushed off these objections as

fleas of fear. Once the Prussians withdrew into Silesia, the Austrians

and Saxons would attack as planned, Charles was to work out opera-

tional details with the Duke of Weissenfels and Counts Briihl and Ru-

towsky.

The PRUSSIANS remained at Soor only a few days. There were the

dead to bury, the wounded to evacuate to Landeshut. Fredersdorff sent

his master a new secretary, a bed, medicines, money, a new cipher, and

a flute made by Quantz — "not a very good one," Frederick grumbled.

By Sunday all was in order and a Te Deum was sung. But provisions

were short, enemy light troops active. The army marched to Trautenau

accompanied by the usual swarm of enemy partisans. This nuisance
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was more than made up for by reports of Nassau's victories in Upper
Silesia and by optimistic dispatches about the envoy Andrie's negotia-

tions with the English. Frederick not only believed that peace was im-

minent but that it was time for a change in his diplomacy. France had
been tried and found wanting. "Our system henceforth," he wrote to

Podewils, "is to tie ourselves the most tightly possible to [the English]

. . . and to think in what way we can unite our interests so that the

English will believe themselves obliged to support us in any eventual-

ity." Then came word that England had ratified the peace preliminar-

ies, "the first good news that I have received in fifteen months." This

could not only end a war he was thoroughly tired of; it could lead to

a new alliance of Prussia, England, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, and

Russia. He was even willing to send six battalions to England to fight

against the Young Pretender in Scotland, but only after Austria made
peace. Convinced that the Vienna court must come to this, he ordered

Old Dessauer to take up winter quarters.

Despite the rigors of small war, the king's optimism continued as the

army moved toward Silesia. It was not a pleasant march, although

nineteen-year-old Prince Henry won the king's praise for his defensive

tactics. The columns were constantly harassed and several times at-

tacked by Nadasdy's people. Nevertheless the king wrote to Podewils

that he expected peace any day. The military situation was quiet; the

Austrians were said to be going into winter quarters shortly; the fron-

tier area fifty miles into Bohemia had been eaten out; and the retreating

Prussians by royal command had smashed doors, windows, and ovens

in every house in every village along the way: "Not a soul can subsist

there." Just before turning over command to Prince Leopold, he told

Podewils, "I have succeeded in everything that I had hoped for in the

campaign this year, and I return with tranquil mind." Nevertheless it

was vital for him to gain a foreign subsidy, from England or from

France. The war chest held only a few thousand thalers: "I do not

know what will become of us if we do not soon find foreign help."

The secret Austrian-Saxon plan that was to put the King of Prussia "in

horrible embarrassment" was ready by mid-October. A corps under

General Count Nikolaus Griinne would march from Bavaria to join

the Saxons near Leipzig. This army would make a surprise attack on

Old Dessauer, whose troops were dispersed in winter quarters; throw

him back to Magdeburg; cross the Elbe to cut Prussian communica-

tions between Silesia and Brandenburg; then strike as opportunity pre-

sented. Unwilling Charles was to contain the Prussians in Silesia, giving

battle if necessary, while the operation unfolded. He optimistically in-

terpreted this as a screening mission. In late October his army marched
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northwest, its goal Gorlitz in Lusatia, from where it would protect the

Saxon rear,

Frederick's hope for peace began to wane even before he reached

Berlin. If England were intent on producing peace, why would Han-
overian troops suddenly replace Austrian troops in the Pragmatic Army,
thus allowing the Austrians to march to Bohemia? At Potsdam he learned

that Czarina Elizabeth, far from respecting his request for aid against

Saxony, suggested that Prussia was the aggressor and that Saxony de-

served aid. If Prussia invaded Saxony, she would send troops to the

King of Poland.* Then he learned that an Austrian corps was marching

to Lusatia, and that Prince Henry, ill with smallpox at Crossen, was in

critical condition. "Tranquil spirit" had changed to "great inquie-

tudes." This was not living, he complained to Podewils, but, rather,

dying a thousand times daily.

Prince Leopold next reported that Nadasdy, with fourteen thousand

Hght troops plus many cannon, had reached Friedland; he subsequently

wrote that Charles was marching on Reichenberg and that Nadasdy
and the Saxons were building bread ovens in Friedland.

These enemy movements formed one of the king's "great inquie-

tudes." What was the enemy up to? Hastily dispatched spies to Saxony
had not yet reported when the answer came from an unexpected source.

The Swedish envoy in Dresden learned of the intended attack and the

plan to defeat and partition Prussia. He was a great admirer of Fred-

erick's and at once passed the word to the Swedish ambassador in Ber-

lin, another admirer, who passed it to the king.

Old Dessauer was ordered to assemble his sleeping army at Halle

and prepare to march. Neither Dessauer nor Podewils believed that the

Saxons would strike and argued hotly against the move. Frederick

overrode them. Dessauer returned to his army, and in mid-November
the king departed for Silesia, "leaving Berlin," as he later wrote, "in

consternation, the Saxons in expectation, and all of Europe attentive

to the forthcoming winter campaign." ^

His plan was simple enough. Once the Austrians entered Saxon ter-

ritory, Dessauer was to march on Leipzig, for then Frederick would be

justified, in Russian eyes, in taking appropriate countermeasures. If that

city was too strongly defended, he was to continue to Torgau and force

the Saxons to retire on Dresden. Should Griinne invade Brandenburg,

Dessauer was to defeat the Saxons and attack Griinne's rear. Frederick

meanwhile would march on Lusatia to fall on Charles's army and drive

the Austrians back to Bohemia. Hacke, with a corps of five thousand,

* Envoy Mardefeld reported that Russia was in no position to send an army anywhere: "A
barking dog does not bite." Frederick was not so sanguine but realized that it would take a

Russian corps several months to reach Saxony.
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was left at Berlin to discourage an incursion there by Griinne. In case

of emergency, the court, treasure, and archives would be moved to

Stettin.

Frederick rejoined the army southwest of Liegnitz. He used a ruse

earlier employed to trap the enemy at Hohenfriedberg. In this case he

circulated orders that no Prussian unit would violate Saxon frontiers.

The Prussian army's mission was to move on Crossen, and active prep-

arations for the move were ostentatiously taking place. At the same
time he quietly recalled Nassau from Upper Silesia and charged him
with defense of Lower Silesia and the vital Schweidnitz magazine.

Screened by a large advance guard, the army marched to the Bober

River on November 20. All told, it counted something over thirty thou-

sand. Two days later, Winterfeldt, who had moved nearer the Queis

River, reported that the Austrians had entered Lusatia and were bil-

leted between Lauban and Gorlitz. Prussian deception had paid off:

Charles did not suspect that the main Prussian army was close by.

Having confirmed the Austrian presence, Frederick ordered Des-

sauer to march at once. He himself was marching on Naumburg only

a few miles behind his advance guard and would cross the Queis on

November 23.

Charles had been told that the Queis was as formidable an obstacle

as the Danube; in fact, it was little more than a stream. He learned of

Prussian intentions only on November 23 and turned his army to north-

south, his left on Hohkirch, his right on Schonberg.

At Naumburg the Prussians waited for heavy fog to lift, made an

easy crossing, and on a sunny day marched west on Gorlitz. Aside from

a brush between hussars and Saxon uhlans, the march met no resis-

tance, at least until the advance guard reached Katholisch-Henners-

dorf, defended by one Saxon infantry and three cavalry regiments. Zie-

ten's hussars at once attacked, and grenadiers followed. Greatly

outnumbered, the Saxons retired with a loss of over nine hundred pris-

oners. The Prussians suffered a hundred casualties, including Zieten,

who was shot in the leg.

Some nine miles distant, Charles had heard the firing but learned of

the attack only in late afternoon. Neither he nor Lobkowitz deemed it

advisable to send reinforcements, which would risk "being defeated in

detail."^ Instead, Lobkowitz retired south to Schonberg, and on the

following day the entire army retreated southwest after a futile effort

to save the vital Gorlitz magazine.

Undeterred by very cold weather, which had come suddenly and for

which the troops were not dressed, the Prussians pressed on to Gorlitz.

The meager garrison at once surrendered riches of bread, flour, rye,

oats, hay, and straw; the city fathers, to save their heads, paid a war

tax of 100,000 gulden. The Prussians turned southeast, hoping to catch
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the Austrians at Schonberg. In a characteristic display of leadership,

the Prussian king told his troops that great exertions and forced marches

lay ahead, but he promised to avoid murderous battles and guaranteed

comfortable winter quarters.

Prince Charles spotted the Prussian army marching through the

morning fog. He estimated enemy strength at forty thousand compared

with his own eighteen thousand. His generals were quarreling and is-

suing contradictory orders. His officers were despondent, his units rag-

ged. The men had had no hot food for days; they lacked baggage and

tents; they were cold and sick and were deserting in hundreds. A march

over the mountains to join the Saxon army was out of the question.

Retreat was the only answer. Charles fell back southwest of Zittau, the

Prussians closely pursuing. In darkness the Austrians continued on to

Gabel in Bohemia, sacrificing hundreds of wagons filled with valuable

provisions.

Frederick did not pursue. In a brief but almost bloodless campaign

that cost Charles some five thousand men, magazines, and most of his

baggage train, he had accomplished his mission. "We have done the

impossible in moving so swiftly," he wrote to Podewils. Pointing to his

own casualties, thirty dead and seventy wounded, he added, "I have

done everything that a general can do with the least spilling of blood

and with the greatest results."

The king established headquarters at Gorlitz and, as promised, put

the troops in warm quarters. He increased daily rations to one pound

of meat, one pound of vegetables, two pounds of bread, and two quarts

of beer per man. He described peasants and villagers as anti-Austrian,

the result of heavy requisitions and harsh treatment. "All the country

is for us," he told Podewils. Feeling completely secure, he sent Winter-

feldt with a task force of infantry and dragoons to join Nassau in chas-

ing enemy irregulars from the Hirschberg Valley, a swift and successful

operation and the prelude to reclaiming Upper Silesia.

Frederick hoped to make the enemy split final. On his behalf the

British envoy in Dresden, Thomas Villiers, offered the Saxons a mod-

erate peace based on the Convention of Hanover. Giving teeth to his

words, he sent Lehwaldt with a large corps to Bautzen. Lehwaldt dis-

covered that Griinne's corps, only thirty miles from Berlin, had turned

around to recross the Elbe and join the Saxon army. The Saxon court,

instead of responding favorably to his peace offer, packed up and moved

to Prague. Frederick prepared to march west in support of Old Des-

sauer, who over a week earlier had been ordered "to fall on the Sax-

ons.
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Old dessauer held the key to the Prussian plan, but he was very

slow in turning it. The field marshal, now sixty-nine years old, did not

believe in the present campaign. His normal ill humor vented itself in

all directions, here levying heavy requisitions, there hanging a legiti-

mate but luckless Jewish peddler who he decided was a spy. Dessauer

received the king's orders to march on November 22 but refused to

leave Halle until food and cannon had arrived. Still at Halle five days

later, he read Frederick's report of victory at Katholisch-Hennersdorf,

which concluded, "In these circumstances there is nothing else for you

to do than to attack the enemy army at Leipzig, and I do not doubt

with good success."

The king's letters grew increasingly exhortative. Still, two more days

passed before Dessauer marched. He found only weak forces at Leip-

zig. Count Rutowsky had learned of Charles's retreat and had fallen

back behind Dresden with the main Saxon army. The garrison at Le-

ipzig surrendered the following day, thus opening the road to Meissen,

but Dessauer waited another two days for heavy artillery and bake

ovens. The march resumed with little opposition — but for Torgau,

not for Meissen. The forces at Torgau surrendered, and Dessauer halted

to wait for bread.

In anticipation of joining Dessauer at Meissen, Frederick had moved
Lehwaldt to Kamenz and his own headquarters to Bautzen. He had

heard nothing from Dessauer, who he supposed was on the way to

Meissen. He had learned that Prince Charles was marching from Gabel

to Leitmeritz, from where he would enter Saxony to join Rutowsky.

Saxon ministers meanwhile had begun peace negotiations, and Pode-

wils had been summoned from Berlin, but it soon became obvious that

the Saxons were stalling in order to permit the Austrians to reach Dres-

den. Frederick was not deceived. He ordered Dessauer to demand a

"contribution" from Leipzig— "the more cash the better"— and, after

explaining the overall situation, "vigorously to pursue" operations.

Lehwaldt would be waiting for him at Meissen and they would ad-

vance on Dresden: "Your Highness has cause to hurry before other

factors make the project more difficult."

"Other factors" included both the Russians, who were said to be

sending a corps to Saxony's aid, and the Austrians in Leitmeritz. Fred-

erick judged that Prince Charles would need six marches to close on

Dresden; thus, it was vital to settle with the Saxons before Decem-

ber 12.

Frederick might as well have sent orders to Mars, for he now learned
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that Dessauer was still at Torgau, sixty miles north of the target. Even

worse, he had summarily decided to cross the Elbe there and join with

Lehwaldt on the eastern bank— but he had to wait a few days for a

fresh bread supply.

Even a saint would have exchanged crucifix for dagger. The king was

no saint. He had not been well; he had no appetite and could not sleep,

he reported to Fredersdorff. He was like "pregnant women with flighty

appetites." Dessauer's outright disobedience of orders changed exhor-

tation to fury. His reply was carried by a young aide. Captain Wilhelm

von der Oelsnitz, who handed one of the most prestigious warriors of

the century a sharp reprimand: unless Dessauer changed his ways and

followed orders, "I will be forced to extreme steps which I would pre-

fer to avoid." Oelsnitz also, in accordance with orders, personally had

to read him the riot act. The combined effect, as the captain reported,

placed the prince "in the most grievous chagrin." It was obvious, Des-

sauer wrote, that the king had always hated him and always would—
but at least he agreed to march as ordered, though in his own time.

It was not good enough. The Austrians were moving on Dresden;

Charles had already arrived to confer with Rutowsky. Dessauer was

moved neither by fact nor threat. Only on December 10 did he march,

but at last the royal reprimands seemed to penetrate. Perhaps the old

soldier realized that infamous conduct could undo a heroic past and

bury the ancient and august title of Anhalt-Dessau in a dungheap of

infamy. Now he moved rapidly to Meissen, where Lehwaldt was wait-

ing to join him.

Dessauer's surge of activity was all too brief. Chastened by a Saxon

ambush in which ailing General Roell of the dragoons, also sixty-nine

years old, was pulled from his coach and killed, Dessauer halted at

Meissen and wrote to the king for "positive orders" as to where and

how far he should march on the following day. The king replied, "Your

Highness knows that it is my intention that he is to chase the Saxons

from the country. Therefore, I repeat that this is my positive order."

Dessauer met the Saxons on December 15 near Kesselsdorf, about

six miles southwest of Dresden. The battle did not start until the after-

noon of a cold and short winter day. The main Prussian assault failed

with heavy losses. The battle probably would have been a draw had

the Saxon wing not sprung from defended positions to attack the at-

tackers— thereby blocking their own artillery fire. A counterattack sent

them running, pushed into the left flank, and turned it, and another

attack pushed in the center shortly before dark. Retreat became gen-

eral. The Austrian corps on the extreme right played no part in the

battle but joined the retreat, which fell back on Prince Charles's ap-

proaching columns. Charles quickly wheeled about— and the battle

was over.
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It was another expensive victory. Over seventeen hundred Prussians

were killed, over three thousand wounded, most of them infantrymen.

The Saxons counted thirty-eight hundred dead and wounded besides a

loss of some six thousand prisoners. "I feel infinitely sorry for the dead

and wounded," the king wrote to Fredersdorff, "but still it is better [to

have them] at Dresden than at Berlin."

And all for naught. At Meissen on the day of battle, King Frederick

received a dispatch from the British envoy, Villiers, who had accom-

panied the Saxon court to Prague. He reported that King August wished

to make peace on the proposed terms. Villiers had been given full au-

thorization to negotiate a peace and it was said that the Austrian court

also wished peace on the same terms.

Frederick learned of Dessauer's victory shortly after reading this

document. On the next day, he shifted headquarters to Wilsdruff, where

Dessauer's full report arrived. He replied that he was delighted at "the

particular dexterity with which my dear prince has executed my or-

ders"; he would like to tour the battlefield.

Burial parties were still hacking into frozen ground, frozen surgeons

were still hacking into mutilated bodies, when the king reached the

battlefield. He saw the tactical problem at a glance; later he wrote that

he would have attacked much farther right. Still, Dessauer had pulled

victory from defeat. Gratitude replaced anger. He rode to the field,

dismounted, removed his hat, walked over to the old and tired field

marshal, whose jacket showed three bullet holes, openly embraced him,

and thanked him and the surrounding generals for the victory. For four

hours he toured the field, listening carefully to individual accounts of

the confused action; he was the center of attention for scores of curious

Dresden citizens attracted to the scene. The troops received a royal

order of thanks with two unusual rewards. All infantry regiments that

had fought and Dragoon Regiment Bonin could henceforth play "The

March of the Grenadiers"; regimental commanders were authorized to

fill vacant spaces by promotions as they saw fit. Dessauer's leadership

was particularly praised in Frederick's published report of the victory.

The rest was mere formality. The Saxon army was shattered. At a war

council on the night of defeat. Prince Charles offered to attack the

following day if the Saxons would support him. Rutowsky turned him

down cold, and so probably did Count Friedrich Harrach, chancellor

of Bohemia, sent by Maria Theresa to negotiate a peace. On the same

night, Harrach reported to Vienna that Charles should never again be

entrusted with command of any army that would fight the Prussian

king. Both armies now retreated to Pirna, where Rutowsky refused

another such proposal by Charles. The small Dresden garrison quickly

surrendered to the Prussians, who occupied the city.
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Peace negotiations pushed ahead mainly because the principals were

virtually bankrupt. Villiers, the Saxon minister Ferdinand von Saul,

and Harrach arrived in Dresden to join Podewils in working out a

treaty that included the Palatine and Hesse-Cassel. Although Harrach

would have liked to tear out his eyes as he saw himself about "to forge

chains of perpetual bondage for our august empress," ^ there was little

argument: when Saxon ministers became obdurate, Frederick threat-

ened to return to Berlin and leave his army in Saxony. On Christmas

day the Peace of Dresden ended the war with Prussia, but not with

France. Frederick generously rewarded the negotiators, giving Harrach

a valuable diamond ring and Villiers his portrait set with diamonds to

the "supposed value" of eight thousand thalers. King August gave Po-

dewils ten thousand thalers in cash and twenty thousand in treasury

notes. Maria Theresa gave Villiers a large gold snuffbox set with dia-

monds. The Duke of Weissenfels gave him a diamond ring, diamond

cuff links, and a diamond shirt stud.^

The terms were those of the Treaty of Hanover, what might be called

a status quo peace based on the Treaty of Breslau. King August had

to pay Prussia a million thalers in war damages. Maria Theresa con-

firmed the Treaty of Breslau, which acknowledged Prussian sovereignty

over Silesia, and guaranteed Prussian territories. Frederick guaranteed

her lands and agreed to the election of Francis as Holy Roman Em-
peror.

He remained aloof from negotiations, but was so busily occupied

with petty affairs that, as he complained to Maupertuis, he had not

had time for three days to read Cicero and was forced to divorce him-

self from the muses. He paid courtesy calls on the royal Saxon children,

ordered Te Deums sung in local Protestant churches, and saw to it that

the wounded Saxon officers and soldiers received care. He also took

informal afternoon promenades, to the delight of the citizens, attended

the opera, recruited oboe and bassoon players for Berlin, gave small

dinner parties, and wrote poetry when not playing the flute. He also

sent priceless Meissen porcelain to a few friends as "emblems of the

fragility of human fortunes," as he wrote to Maupertuis, selected six-

teen hundred recruits from surrendered Saxon militia, bought several

hundred pack mules at inflated prices— and seized more than enough

cash and porcelain to make up for the loss of baggage at Soor.

On learning that the treaty had been signed, he told Podewils: "Thank

heavens for the good news. ... I flatter myself with the hope that the

work will be lasting."

It was time to go home. Escorted by cavalry, the royal carriage stopped

at Wusterhausen, where the king ate a noon dinner with his brothers

WiUiam and Ferdinand, who joined him for the final leg of the trip. A
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few miles from Berlin he was greeted by a mounted party of young

subjects shouting "Vivat Friedrich der Grosse!" The cry was repeated

when the procession trundled through the city gates. Cannon boomed
and bells rang as carriages drove through crowded streets to the palace.

Citizens there chanted the new refrain: Long live Frederick the Great!

The king left his carriage and turned to the crowd. "I see that my
subjects love me," he muttered. "They did not greet me thus on my
accession."^ For a moment he studied the scene. Then he saluted the

throng, removed his hat, and disappeared into the palace.

Frederick the Great was thirty-three years old.
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As IS THE WAY with soldiers, the King of Prussia returned from war
a different man. Physically, there was no great change. The French

ambassador, the Marquis de Valory, wrote at this time of his pleasant

face with "an attractive and witty smile, but often mocking and bitter."

Valory was struck by his beautiful if slightly protuberant blue eyes,

"wild when he was displeased but otherwise none more gentle, affec-

tionate, and alive when he wished to please."

For five years the king had driven himself hard, and it showed. He
was still fit enough for tough campaigning, but a rich diet of hotly

spiced foods and too much Hungarian wine and French champagne

had made him heavy. He was already a little stooped, which caused

him to look even shorter than his five and a half feet. "His health is

precarious," Valory wrote, "his constitution is fiery, and his routine

contributes not a little to heating of his blood." He suffered from colic

(indigestion), gout, hemorrhoids, and, not surprisingly, insomnia. "The

King of Prussia's Physicians think he will never attain to a great Age,"

the British envoy reported shortly after the king's return, "being often

troubled with the Cholick and having now and then some Attacks of

the Gravel and Stone, when his Majesty drinks much Champagne Wine
and does not take care of His Health."^ He was also becoming a hy-

pochondriac, imposing a score of imaginary diseases on intimidated

and frightened doctors, and trying home remedies that varied from

drinking water laced with fennel or coffee spiced with white mustard

to applying hot mustard poultices to his feet; these were supposed to

draw the evil humors of gout from the upper body. He had become
nervous; his pudgy ring-decorated fingers darted frequently to an elab-

orate porcelain snuffbox in his jacket, one of dozens available in the

Charlottenburg and Potsdam palaces— their total worth was well over

a million thalers.

He was becoming careless in person and dress. Spanish snuff, im-

ported at considerable cost, often stained his upper lip, and he bathed
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infrequently (though this was not unusual for the times). Except on
gala occasions, he wore faded military breeches, a blue jacket, stained

high boots, and a three-cornered felt hat. Surrounded by favorite hounds,

which were allowed on couches and chairs in the royal apartments, he

often tossed them bits of food, wiping his soiled fingers on his snuff-

stained jacket.

Such eccentricity was common to royalty. But allied to it and com-
pounding it was a mild logorrhea — he talked almost incessantly dur-

ing audiences and meals, often to the exclusion of others. Gone was
the salutary effect of the disastrous Bohemian campaign that Valory

had earlier noted, "This prince speaks much and very well," the envoy

now wrote, "but he scarcely listens and he ridicules any objections that

one puts to him." His particular defect, Valory went on, was a general

contempt for mankind. He placed too much emphasis on intelligence

and not enough on common sense.

Nor was he content. He had been looking forward to peace, but

when cannon slept and bells rang it was requiem, not joy. Jordan and

Keyserling were gone. "I am a stranger in Berlin, without ties, acquain-

tances, or true friends," he wrote to Podewils. He still had Duhan, but

the former tutor was a sick man, and he died a few days after the king's

return from war. Frederick was alone now, frightened of Berlin, Pots-

dam, Charlottenburg, "all the places that recall memories of my friends,

whom I have lost forever."

War had hardened him to a dangerous degree. The golden days of

Rheinsberg had clouded over. Too distant for practical use, the estate

had been given to Prince Henry. Enlightenment had yielded to reality.

No longer was Frederick a young and frivolous king out to make his

mark. War had threatened house and kingdom with extinction. Where
once he spoke of fame and glory, now it was of duty, honor, country.

And with good reason.

The treasury was almost empty, internal affairs had badly deterio-

rated, the army was understrength, most of Europe was at war, Prussia

lacked allies— and Prussian borders remained vulnerable.

Frederick had inherited an extraordinary administrative machine largely

built by his father to further an absolutist concept of rule.

In the lexicon of kings, effective government was royal rule with no

questions asked. To perpetuate this in Brandenburg-Prussia, where the

monarchy had seized most of the administrative control of the king-

dom from the nobility. King Frederick William early in his reign had

established the General Directory in Berlin. It consisted of four minis-

terial departments charged with the collection of taxes, the administra-

tion of crown lands, cities, towns, counties, and provinces and such

ancillary responsibilities as maintenance of posts and roads, police, and
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schools, land reclamation, colonization, and major construction proj-

ects. Separate ministries handled foreign affairs and justice, and from
time to time the king established commissions and agencies for special

tasks. The army remained his own bailiwick.

The king ruled the Directory, which reported to him from Berlin and
which in turn received royal directives, or Cabinetordres, for imple-

mentation throughout the kingdom. Provinces were administered

through Kriegs- und Domdnenkammer— War and Domain Cham-
bers, like the one in which Crown Prince Frederick ate humble pie in

the grim Ciistrin days. Provincial chambers dealt with two subordinate

administrations, the Landrdte— land officials — in the villages and
countryside, and the Steuerrdte— tax officials in towns and cities. Land
and city officials reported to their respective chambers, the chambers
reported to the Directory, and the Directory reported to the king. In

theory the Directory served as buffer between the crown and provincial

administrations, but the king on inspection trips dealt directly with the

chambers and with subordinate officials.

This form of central administration contained a great many flaws,

not least because it was still a feudal day: the Junker, the landowning
aristocrats, were still powerful and very protective of their traditional

authority; sprawling and diverse provinces each had traditional rights

and needs, as did towns and cities. The Landrdte were aristocratic rep-

resentatives of groups of local estate owners. They were appointed by

the king and were responsible for collecting the Contribution, or land

tax, from farmers and peasants (noblemen were exempt); for oversee-

ing the canton system of recruiting; and for carrying out provincial

directives that concerned landed estates. This naturally caused a good
deal of conflict and dilution of local administrative efficiency. The
Steuerrdte, on the other hand, were bureaucrats, whether retired offi-

cers or civilians, who were responsible for carrying out royal directives

in cities and towns and for collecting the all-important excise taxes.

These duties involved frequent collision with the chambers and also

with army garrison commanders who were more powerful than civil

officials.

It was an absolutist concept of government. Frederick William wanted
to strengthen this rule. Toward this end he intentionally held the Di-

rectory and provincial chambers in rigorous thralldom, infiltrating them
with secret agents called the Fiscal— "rather ominous men," a mod-
ern historian has described them, "[who] aside from being state attor-

neys, functioned as professional in-service spies in every branch of the

central and provincial administration."^ Their reports allowed the king

to play one minister against the other and to frighten lesser fry half to

death; he frequently annotated reports with crude drawings of gallows

and on occasion hanged a corrupt official "pour encourager les autres."
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Not unnaturally, ministers and officials, the targets of abuse from the

king and from aristocratic Landrdte, often joined forces in order to

survive, juggling accounts here and there, circumventing awkward royal

directives where possible, trying to cover themselves by delayed reports

and shifted responsibilities — all to the intense frustration of the fat

little King Frederick William at Potsdam,

The system nonetheless survived by a combination of bluster and

threat tempered with royal rewards. The king allowed his ministers

and senior officials comfortable salaries, perquisites, and generous pen-

sions, and often overlooked peculation and bribery, partly because they

were difficult to prove, partly because he indulged in similar practices

to gratify his manic desire for big men to fill the ranks of the Potsdam

Guards.

The result was predictable. Frederick William, by creating the Direc-

tory, founded a powerful bureaucracy that functioned according to its

own unwritten rules. By 1740, it could not easily respond to new cir-

cumstances and situations. The same could be said of provincial cham-

bers and the Ministry of Justice.

King Frederick did not altogether approve of the administrative system

that he inherited. From the beginning he correctly identified it as a

bureaucratic machine whose ministers and officials were far too restric-

tive and unimaginative, bogged down in minutiae, caring only for per-

sonal comforts and advancement, dissolute and corrupt, frequently no

more than indolent, careless "idiots" whose irresponsible actions daily

alienated subjects, who formed the true wealth of the kingdom.

He had made his displeasure known almost immediately after acced-

ing to the crown. In addition to a series of warning ukases to the Di-

rectory and provincial chambers, he canceled the weekly meetings of

the Directory that the late king had held and, instead, summoned in-

dividual ministers to Potsdam, though not often. He created Depart-

ment V, which was responsible for increasing trade. After seizing Sile-

sia, he placed its administration in a ministry separate from the Directory.

The two wars prevented major reforms, although he continued to den-

igrate the civil administration, frequently warning officials to do away
with "intrigue" and "chicanery" and to improve performance.

Early in 1746 he again took the civil administration to task. Reports

from spies— he had retained the dreaded Fiscal used by his father to

infiltrate various bodies— and complaints from subjects left little doubt

that royal directives were too often being ignored or sabotaged. Pro-

vincial officials lacked the "zeal, industry, and integrity" demanded by

"duty and honor." Construction projects suffered from "stupidity, la-

ziness, and malice," which resulted from poor management. "Bad, in-
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experienced, and disloyal people" working in supply departments were
to be replaced by those who were "energetic, honest, and vigilant." In

February he sent a minister to investigate the Ciistrin chamber, whose
president was severely reprimanded and transferred to Minden. In May
and June he reprimanded a ranking Konigsberg official for unsatisfac-

tory reports and finally sacked him. So unsatisfactory were reports from

the Konigsberg chamber that he resolved to travel there and make his

own investigation during the coming year.

He early began chipping away at ministerial perquisites. Ministers

were to make fewer inspection trips, which Frederick deemed to be too

often administrative boondoggles, and when a minister did travel, his

entourage was to consist of no more than two carriages, each pulled

by four horses, in contrast to "substantial equipages and trains of clerks,

toadies and servants." When the new president of the Ciistrin chamber
asked for twenty-four horses, he was rudely informed that a chamber
president was not that important; he could have eight horses only.

Zurechtweisungen, or royal reprimands, continued to flow to var-

ious chambers and to the Directory. Not satisfied with the handling of

army quartermaster affairs, he transferred them to the new Depart-

ment VI, under Minister Heinrich Christoph von Katte. In October he

was shocked when a prominent official was caught selling state secrets

to the Russian envoy's secretary. All departments were ordered to re-

view security arrangements and make necessary corrections. The re-

quest of the Pomeranian chamber to increase pensions of minor tax

employees to two thalers a month drew a stinging negative: "You
gentlemen think too actively of my expenditures without sufficient re-

flection on income."

In 1748 a major case of fraud in Pomerania brought a royal explo-

sion. The episode caused the king to revise the 1722 "Instructions" to

the General Directory to eliminate three major weaknesses that "must
be absolutely changed and replaced in the future." Tax revenues and
the status of colonization were henceforth to be reported honestly and
accurately; ministerial intrigues had to cease; ministers had to examine
minutely the financial machinery of all boards and chambers. "It was
all the same whether the estates or the peasants were cheated. The
interests of the country were the interests of the king. Accounts must
be wound up and strictly balanced at the end of every year."^ The new
"Instructions," issued during the summer of 1748, called for a certain

duplication of effort in an attempt to gain better and more honest re-

ports, and also for efficiency reports on subordinates.

But nothing much changed in the following years. Many of the doc-

uments published in the Acta Borussica bear marginal notes in the king's

inimitable style— "ist recht" (good); "/5? ganz recht" (quite right) —
but many more are marked "ist zu vague" (too vague); "ist nicht recht"
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(not right). Senior and junior officials and ministers continued to re-

ceive sharp reprimands. The Cleves chamber was accepting too many
apprentice councilors. "You take on more apprentices than there are

stars in heaven," the king scribbled on one request. Provincial author-

ities were remiss in allowing young nobles to leave the country without

the king's permission. Henceforth all subjects who were qualified for

higher education would be educated in home universities; that is, if

they desired employment after completing their university education.

The Directory was neglecting such important matters as promotion

of trade and commerce and the renewal of Jewish restriction laws. A
revised edict governing Jews was published in 1750. A wealthy Jew
could leave his "protected" status to only one child. Only a Jew with a

capital of ten thousand thalers could apply to the king for permission

to live in the kingdom. Certain categories of Jews were not allowed to

marry and could not own rural property, but some dispensations were

probably granted if sufficient money was donated to the recruiting fund.

Rabbis and cantors were merely "to be put up with." The edict made
it very clear that the king did not want the Jewish population to in-

crease."^

The problem of security leaks again arose. In April 1750, the king

issued a lengthy fourteen-point operational directive to govern the se-

curity of secret archives. The matter would come up again, as would

the problem of young nobles going abroad, as would censorship of

offensive newspapers and a dozen other subjects that would appear in

still another two volumes of the Acta Borussica before the peace ended.

58

Administrative reform was an uphill task. Such were the coun-

try's needs that a skilled and efficient bureaucracy would have had

difficulty in realizing them. Unfortunately the kingdom lacked that, nor

did machinery exist to provide the needed experts.

The king's apologists have said that he inherited an administrative

system impossible to reform, but this statement is contradicted by some

major reforms that he did accomplish. The king's antagonists have said

that he did not want an efficient civil service, since it would threaten

royal absolutism, but this statement is contradicted by hundreds of

Cabinetordres designed to produce more efficient bureaucratic perfor-

mance, which was necessary to increase the crown's income.

Neither his failures nor his achievements lend themselves to simple

explanation. The conflict that had been going on between ruler and
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aristocracy in Brandenburg-Prussia for centuries was still very real. King

Frederick William's famous statement "I shall ruin the authority of the

Junkers; I shall achieve my purpose and stabilize the sovereignty like a

rock of bronze" is one of those catch-all declarations that fade under

subsequent scrutiny.

The relationship w^as not one way. If the Junkers supported crown,

then the crown must support the Junkers. In return for yielding politi-

cal authority, the Junkers retained virtually all manorial authority with

unquestioned social and economic superiority. Sons not needed on the

latifundia were very nearly guaranteed army commissions or satisfac-

tory civil service positions. The situation produced a static, stagnant,

highly compartmentalized society in which the peasants— little more
than serfs — were totally subservient to the nobility and would remain

so despite later semi-emancipatory reforms attempted by the king.

This was what Frederick inherited— and he embraced it. If the crown
was a rock of bronze, then it rested on the glacial base of the nobil-

ity— "the foundations and pillars of the state," as he wrote in 1752—
whose preservation was vital to the kingdom. Considering his back-

ground, the influence of his mother and her court, his tutoring and
reading, his francophilia, his artistic sensibilities, and the excellent per-

formance of aristocratic officers in his two wars, this attitude is not too

surprising. Within the context of the man and his time, it would even

have been permissible had ample qualified nobles been available for

public service.

Frederick had some excellent ministers, envoys, and senior officials,

educated aristocrats who performed well (and in turn were generously

praised and rewarded). But these were a hallowed few, and not easily

replaced. Even mediocre men were difficult to find. Where he needed

many, he found few, and this was the great drawback to the system.

His attitude seems almost incomprehensible. He knew that most of

the nobility were rudely educated. He frequently dealt with Junkers on
inspection trips, harsh landlords for the most part, many of them for-

mer army officers, boorish, beer-swilling types familiar from Frederick

William's Tabagie. He had earlier complained about the poor educa-

tion of his officers. Yet he did little to encourage their civil education

and a great deal to discourage it. No aristocrat (much less commoner)
could leave the kingdom or be educated abroad without the king's per-

mission, which was rarely given. In many ways they were as confined

as the citizens of towns and cities. They were not allowed to sell land

to commoners, nor were they allowed to go into trade. They were in-

tended first for the army, second for civil service. Those who remained
on the land or retired to the land were to increase production of food
and subjects, collect the land tax from the peasants, and provide a

sufficient number of recruits to the army,

Frederick wanted no part of social mobility. His father early in his
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reign had established a crude elementary school system. Frederick in

later writings spoke of the need for schools, but other than bringing in

some fugitive Jesuits for teachers, he seemed content to leave the prob-

lem to provinces and counties. The serf tills the land, the farmer farms,

the shoemaker sticks to his last, the artisan to his trade, the merchant
to commerce, the preacher to prayers (and rural schools). The middle

class and peasantry could never equal the nobihty in competence, abil-

ity, loyalty, and honor— and that was that.

It is all the more maddening in that he early admitted to the problem.

In 1746 a Cabinet order called for all officials to give their sons a good
education and put them on the right path, thus earning royal grace and
ensuring for each lad a good position.

A good position?

If that son was well educated— and many sons were educated well

by private tutors, some going on to universities at Halle and Konigs-

berg— and did enter public service, he was already imbued with the

parochial conventions of his father, who was more concerned with

covering his back than with suggesting administrative improvements.

He was assured of a minuscule salary, which encouraged indolence and

corruption; he knew that errors would rarely be forgiven and that there

would be no argument— in this sense the civil service was run like the

army. And he knew that no matter how hard and efficiently he worked—
this was the crowning blow— his career would be sharply limited be-

cause of the common blood in his veins.

Nor could he win a commission in the army except under extraor-

dinary circumstances. (If he had studied mathematics he possibly could

become an artillery or engineer officer.) The Great Elector and King

Frederick William had promoted commoners to commissioned rank as

a matter of course, and Frederick William had installed them in the

civil service as foils to the nobility. Not so King Frederick, himself a

total aristocrat.

Frederick's failure to encourage natural talent, indeed this denial of

natural talent, was his greatest weakness. Can it be explained alto-

gether by early influences? Or could it not in part unconsciously have

stemmed from fear of his own inadequacies?

Whatever the deficiencies of the Prussian administrative system, the

merits were sufficient for it to play a large role in some positive accom-

plishments of these peacetime years.

The Second Silesian War had brought Frederick close to financial

ruin — not surprising, since it cost around twelve million thalers. Dur-

ing 1745 he had spent not only the last of the "old treasury" left by his

father but over another million of current income. By October 1745,

the treasury held just under twenty-three hundred thalers. Financial

disaster was averted by a special property tax, which raised well over
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a million thalers. This was quickly spent, and the king managed to

squeak through only by "contributions" levied in Saxony and by a

Saxon war indemnification of a million thalers.

Neither an empty treasury nor a deficit government was acceptable

to the king. "If the country is to be prosperous," he later wrote, "if the

prince would like to be respected, he must keep his finances in order;

an impoverished government has never won esteem."

No sacrifice was too great to restore the kingdom's financial health.

Civil and military expenses were pared to the bone until a surplus was
built from land taxes, taxes on imports, income from the royal do-

mains, the salt monopoly, postal fees, and road and river tolls. In light

of the normal operating expenses, particularly the military, and the

kingdom's relatively inefficient financial system, the recovery was little

short of miraculous. The amount of cash on hand grew steadily from

1746, not only for the "old treasury" and the "large treasury," but for

several subtreasuries that were to cover the cost of mobilization, re-

mounts, uniforms, and the like in case of war. By 1748 the army was
again combat ready, and in 1749 the king was able to resume interest

payments on the Silesian mortgages and even project full payment by
1752.* In 1749 the large treasury — barrels of gold and silver stored

in basement vaults in the Berlin palace — approached four million tha-

lers. The king wanted more, and ordered the mathematician Euler "to

examine the accuracy of the algebraic calculations for the lottery ac-

cording to examples of lotteries in the Italian cities." A year later it was
close to five million, but that did not include subtreasuries, which held

over a million and a half thalers.

By 1752 the large treasury had grown to six and a half million, but

this still was not satisfactory. The same year the king called for an
annual surplus of five million thalers, which in time would build the

large treasury to twenty million! He grew very excited in 1753, when
Fredersdorff sent him a recipe to make gold. For several months he

enthusiastically supported his personal treasurer's alchemy and was very

disappointed when it did not succeed.

Nevertheless, by the spring of 1756, just before the outbreak of the

Seven Years' War, the total treasury contained nearly twenty million

thalers.

Once the treasury and army had been repaired. King Frederick re-

sumed a number of delayed land reclamation projects along the Oder
and Netze Rivers. The program began close to Stettin with the building

of dikes and draining of marshes. Not nearly enough workers were

*A nasty complication delayed this time schedule. British privateers seized some ships be-

longing to Prussian merchants. The king insisted on full restitution if he was to setde the

Silesian debts, about his only weapon short of invading Hanover. The matter was satisfac-

torily settled by the Convention of Westminster in 1756.
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available. Soldiers and military engineers were used; some areas resem-

bled military camps. In other areas force was necessary to obtain boats

from local peasants. By 1753 some four thousand colonists from abroad

were settled on the reclaimed land. Between Freienwalde and Ciistrin

the king opened canal construction that would shorten the course of

the Oder by eighteen miles. It would in time provide sufficient land for

six thousand colonists. He drained marshes around Netze and settled

Polish families there in small farmsteads. He found sufficient fallow

land in the Old Mark and in Pomerania to support over twenty new
villages. He persuaded Priegnitz nobility— only with great diffi-

culty — to open unused land to colonists, which resulted in twelve new
villages by 1753. A year earlier he proudly noted that he had estab-

lished IZ2 new villages (many of them named for outstanding officials

and officers). He would continue to drain marshlands in Pomerania

and along the Oder, where in time he hoped to settle 100,000 colo-

nists; the Warthe marshes around Ciistrin, once drained, could support

another twelve hundred families.

These colonists were quite reasonably subsidized as part of an over-

all agrarian policy designed to make the kingdom largely self-sufficient

in foodstuffs. The king's edict of 1743, which encouraged the cultiva-

tion of hops, had eliminated the need to import that staple of beer

brewing, and he now introduced the potato, which won only a slow

acceptance, and encouraged cultivation of fruit trees and forage crops.

Peasant farmers were taught improved cattle-breeding methods, a sub-

ject of particular interest to the king. Unfortunately he could do noth-

ing about perennial crop damage from hailstones, locusts, and drought,

but increased potato cultivation and full corn magazines more than

once saved parts of the kingdom from famine.

Frederick built three major canals, one to expedite the export of wood
from the New Mark; one that joined the Oder to the Havel; and one

that had been begun earlier, the Plauen, which joined the Havel to the

Elbe and greatly facilitated commerce between Magdeburg and Berlin.

He had inherited a primitive mercantile trade system and an adverse

balance of trade, with imports exceeding exports by over a million

thalers a year. It was to tip the scale in his favor that he had established

a fifth department in the General Directory to handle industry and trade

and eventually colonization. He was not pleased with its progress, and

when its director died, in 1749, the king personally assumed responsi-

bility for it.

The director was probably glad to escape this earth. To gain a favor-

able balance of trade in an agricultural country of limited crop produc-

tion, almost no industry, no banks, and very little capital was a hercu-

lean task, particularly with His Majesty constantly on one's back,

insisting that it could be done. There was no reason, for example, that
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the kingdom could not become a leading manufacturer of silk as fine

as that produced in France or Italy. The large number of mulberry trees

that the Great Elector had planted throughout the Mark had survived

vicious winters. If the trees survived, so ran royal reasoning, then silk-

worms would have plenty to eat, and if silkworms had plenty to eat,

they would make a great deal of silk. More trees were obviously needed,

and the king granted prizes to villages that planted the most. By 1752
he counted over 400,000 trees and was dreaming of manufacturing

forty to fifty thousand pounds of silk a year that would be worth some
250,000 thalers. The trees would not be worth harvesting for another

six years, but meanwhile culturists could be trained for the great day.

Silk manufacture could also proceed despite the lack of skilled labor,

which would be made up by recruitment abroad and training at home,
at royal expense, until two thousand artisans could supply the mate-

rial. In time he hoped to see an important silk industry with large sales

at home and abroad— a costly ambition never realized.

He was on safer ground with wool. His father had subsidized wool
manufacture by building a central factory in Berlin that also produced
French cloths, including serge and cotton. Frederick added a number
of wool magazines in the country from which artisans could borrow
raw material and pay for it once the manufactured cloths were sold.

He also imported Merino rams from Spain to breed a special long-

haired sheep that improved the quality of wool. He wanted merchants

involved in the industry not only to peddle the final product but to

advise on what products were wanted in and out of the kingdom. Proper

quality was ensured by traveling inspectors. Linen production grew
steadily, thanks to Silesian mills, which exported so profitably that

Frederick called them his "Spanish Peru." The manufacture of chintz

and calico, forbidden by Frederick William as too frivolous, was started

and grew slowly; it was the province largely of skilled Huguenot im-

migrants.

To attract spinners from Poland, Saxony, and Mecklenburg, he of-

fered each family a house, a small garden, and a meadow large enough
to feed two cows. It cost the crown sixty thalers to settle a family of

five. Frederick hoped to settle a thousand families a year for twelve

years, because a survey showed that the trade could support sixty thou-

sand spinners. By 1752 he had established manufacturing colonies in

the Old and New Marks and in Pomerania.

Prussia's population had grown to 5.3 million by 1756.* "Since this

axiom is certain," Frederick wrote in 1752, "that the number of sub-

* Koser gives a figure of 4.1 million, less than one third of Austria's, one quarter of France's,

and one half of Britain's populations. Berlin had grown to over 100,000. Paris and London
counted over half a million each. (Koser, Geschichte, Volume i.)
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jects makes the wealth of the state, Prussia was now able to consider

herself twice as powerful as she had been in the last year of [King]

Frederick William."

Merchants generally found hard going, but some prospered. In 1749
David Splitgerber and G. A. Daum, who owned one of the most suc-

cessful trading houses in the kingdom — Frederick frequently utilized

them as court bankers— opened sugar refineries in Berlin and Pots-

dam. There were small textile factories in the capital and elsewhere. A
dimity mill made the city of Brandenburg prosperous. Leather goods

were manufactured at Frankfurt-on-Oder, stockings and handkerchiefs

in Berlin, Magdeburg, and Potsdam. Ironworks were opened in heavily

wooded areas and soon supplied arsenals with cannon, bullets, bombs,

and other army needs. Salt refineries were opened at Minden and ex-

panded at Halle.

But the king was not satisfied. A tremendous potential existed that

was not being fully exploited. The knife and scissor industry at Neu-

stadt could have been tripled. The kingdom needed more homemade
needles. It lacked good paper, buttons, handkerchiefs, silk ribbons. To
keep money from going abroad and to attract capital, he wished to

manufacture everything that was now imported. Prussia had natural

markets to the East: Poland and Russia had no factories. But such com-

merce would have to be carefully regulated with an eye on Jewish trad-

ers, "because nothing is more contrary to commercial trade than the

illegal [smuggling] trade made by the Jews." He also hoped that a small

trading company at Embden, to which he granted a royal charter, would

be able to bring medicines and spices from the Indies at cheaper prices

than the Dutch.*

The major drawback to all these projects was lack of capital. Private

funds were in short supply, and the average merchant had no chance

of borrowing from abroad. Capital to establish new companies and

new factories had to come from the crown^ and there was only so much
money available. "I have just emerged from a difficult war," the king

wrote in 1752. "I have been forced to use state revenues for the most

pressing matters, as much to rehabilitate the army as to build for-

tresses, replenish the treasury, increase and equip the artillery, and pay

the English debts." It would be up to his successor to carry on the

work: "As life is short and my health poor, I do not assume that I shall

be able to perfect any of my projects; but I should give an account of

them to posterity because I have examined all of these things [and] I

can show him the way and indicate to him the means of making the

state one of the most populated and flourishing in Europe."

* This trade was carried on by only two ships and was interrupted by war in 1756.
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Frederick's outstanding administrative success of this period was
a complicated legal reform whose history fills most of the pertinent

volumes of the Acta Borussica.

His father had inherited an archaic, hopelessly confused, and very

dishonest judicial system: "The miserable justice cries aloud to high

heavens!" he exclaimed soon after his coronation in 1714.^ A subse-

quent investigation produced a catalogue of such judicial abuses as

ignorant and corrupt judges and lawyers, prolonged trials, exorbitant

court costs and legal fees, and an almost unbelievable tangle of courts

and jurisdictions.

The system certainly needed reform, but Frederick William, possibly

foreseeing the consequences to himself, did not push the process. Al-

though he forced lawyers to wear a demeaning black cape and habitu-

ally called them "clowns," "imbeciles," "scoundrels," "dogs," and
coarser names, he substituted bluster and threat for more positive ac-

tion. Only in 1737, in a fit of pique, did he appoint a commission from
the Ministry of Justice to draw up a reform plan.

The three-man commission included two field marshals, whose
knowledge of law was questionable, but it also included Samuel von
Cocceji, a fifty-nine-year-old scholar, professor of law, author of legal

texts, veteran judge, and judicial investigator. He was not a brilliant

legal theorist, but he was a hard-working, conscientious, and capable

administrator, well suited to create and implement a reform "such as

no other German prince yet possessed."^

Cocceji's plan was scarcely to Frederick William's liking. It meant
abandoning Kabinettsjustiz, or arbitrary interference by use of Macht-
spriiche, the right of the king to decide a case or appoint a commission
to do so. Cocceji wanted an independent judiciary in which no one,

including the king, was above the law. He asked for qualified, ade-

quately paid judges, a reform that would have cost a great deal of

money and would have ended the royal appointment of a judgeship to

anyone who donated large sums — five hundred to two thousand tha-

lers — needed by the king to buy big men for the Potsdam Guards.

Frederick William nevertheless paid lip service to the report and the

following year appointed Cocceji chief minister of justice.

The report rubbed conservative ministers the wrong way, particu-

larly the justice minister, Field Marshal Georg Detlof von Arnim, a

well-educated, worldly, and capable Junker who saw inherent dangers

to landowning nobles in any judicial reform. He sabotaged Cocceji's

position to such an extent that the king formed another commission,
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this one headed by von Arnim, whose machinations forced Cocceji into

semiretirement (where he quite happily wrote lengthy legal treatises).

The second commission was preparing an indictment of Cocceji when
the king died.

The new king correctly divined that a centralized judicial system was
vital to royal absolutism and that fair judicial processes were vital if

the kingdom was to prosper. Yet he moved slowly. Though he rein-

stated Cocceji as chief minister of justice, he did not altogether trust

him. But Cocceji almost immediately won royal favor with a legal brief

that justified the rape of Silesia. In 1742 he did good work as minister

of justice in Silesia, and the king consulted him more and more. In

1743 Cocceji argued the need for "a solid plan" of legal reform, and
Frederick agreed: "But I hope that you will draw this in such a basic

way so as not to get to the bark of the wicked tree but rather the root.

For the guilt in my opinion does not lie so much in the salaries of minor
officials and on the advocates and their lot as on entirely other causes."

Cocceji bravely reported that "there will never be a hope of good
justice in your lands if learned, experienced, and honorable [court]

presidents and councilors are not appointed and sufficiently paid."

Present laws were confused; they were based in part on obsolete laws

taken from Latin and Saxon codes. What was needed instead, he said,

was "a specific, universal common law ... in the German language

[and] including a universal legal proceeding." Courts had to be in-

spected every three years by ministry officials empowered to settle abuses

on the spot. Only "honorable, learned, and experienced lawyers" were
to be allowed to practice, and the hated black cloak was to be done
away with.

Cocceji in effect was calling for a new legal system. Frederick re-

sponded cautiously. Although impressed by the jurist's "good and
praiseworthy intention," he found many "unsoluble difficulties" at the

present time and would have to defer action. One problem was lack of

money; another, Cocceji's abrasive relationship with von Arnim. "If

His Excellency," Cocceji wrote to Podewils, whom Frederick had ap-

pointed peacemaker, "knew all the tricks Monsieur von Arnim has

played on me in the eyes of both kings, he would be surprised at my
patience, and he would agree with me that this very revered lord hides

beneath a pleasant appearance the Jesuit and the Italian, two extremely

dangerous animals."^

After Frederick's return to Berlin in January 1746, he complained to

Cocceji of "a wholly rotten state of justice." He later wrote, "The pub-

lic had accustomed itself to evading the laws. The attorneys made a

shameful corruption of the good faith; it sufficed to be rich to win one's

case, and to be poor to lose it.'"*

Cocceji responded in May with still another reform plan, which he
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wanted to introduce in Berlin courts, an effort blocked by Arnim. The
king meanwhile had ended one major abuse by forbidding provincial

courts to send cases either to foreign or domestic law faculties for de-

cision, and he ordered that a counsel's final plea must eliminate polem-

ics and harangues and stick to fact.*

A few months later the king sent Cocceji to Stettin to investigate

alleged judicial abuses. Cocceji confirmed their existence and asked leave

to try his reform plan there. When Frederick agreed, the minister wrote

his own lengthy instructions and early in 1747 left for Stettin with six

assistants (three of whom would later become grand chancellors), his

major mission being to streamline existing procedures: "that all trials,

including appeals, should be concluded within one year; that only well-

trained and competent judges be appointed; that the courts be reorga-

nized in a logical and coherent system of appeals; and that the oral

procedure replace the written one wherever possible."^ Cocceji was to

set up a small claims court to adjudicate claims under twenty-five tha-

lers and was to experiment with a common fund, financed by court

fees, from which judicial salaries could be increased.

Cocceji worked in Pomerania for five months. It was an amazing

performance and must have included the knocking together of a great

many official heads. In May he informed the king that he had settled

one lawsuit that had lasted two hundred years and filled more than

seventy volumes! At year's end he reported "that all of the 1600 old

trials that were pending before the courts in Stettin . . . have been

settled; of the 684 new trials, only 183 are left."^ His commission

expanded its work in 1748 by amalgamating various tribunals and courts

into a single body, with ancillary courts for particular cases such as

inheritance and the property of minors. The reforms placed Pomera-

nian justice in the hands of twenty-eight officials instead of forty-five,

and salaries for the twenty-eight were substantially increased. In addi-

tion the minister wrote a unified code of trial procedures, which soon

became mandatory throughout the kingdom.

As documents in the Acta Borussica demonstrate, the king main-

tained the liveliest interest in this reform program, on occasion offering

such legal snippets to his ministers as orders to eliminate the death

sentence for sodomy. (It was perhaps at this time that a cavalryman

was found guilty of sodomy. "Will he be hanged?" the king was asked.

"No," he replied, "transfer him to the infantry.")

Cocceji meanwhile had transferred the reform program to Berlin,

* During the Dresden peace negotiations the king managed to have a privilege called non

appellando applied to most of the kingdom. Henceforth Prussian dominions were free from

jurisdiction of Imperial law courts; thus no case could be prolonged by appeal to the Imperial

court, a vital reform undoubtedly instigated by Cocceji.
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where he again coHided with von Arnim. This time the king backed

Cocceji, and Arnim resigned.* Frederick had already given Cocceji the

title of grand chancellor, the Order of the Black Eagle, and had enno-

bled him. He now gave him an estate and a gold copy of a commem-
orative medal that showed the king balancing the scales of justice with

his scepter.

Cocceji continued to implement reforms throughout the kingdom
and to reorganize Prussian courts to establish "a clear and coherent

course of appeals from the lowest to the highest courts."^ The old

jurist finished his days by writing what he hoped would be his major

contribution, the Corpus juris fridericiani (The Frederician Law Code),

which attempted to relate Roman, Saxon, and canon law to the partic-

ular conditions of Prussia. Unfortunately he was not a great legal the-

orist, and this final work soon faded into oblivion.

His influence was nevertheless enormous, and his reforms were em-

ulated in a good many kingdoms. Frederick never tired of the Sisy-

phean task of trying to reform further the Prussian legal system. Un-

fortunately the conduct of judges and lawyers frequently did not live

up to Cocceji's standards, and legal abuse remained a major problem

in the kingdom.

60

Shortly after returning to Berlin in 1746, the king resumed

work on what would become the Histoire de mon temps, a lengthy

political-military treatment of the first five years of his rule, which he

had started writing in 1742. He finished it late in 1746, worked it over

for a month or two, then consigned it to secret archives, from where

he would retrieve it thirty years later for rewriting (and posthumous
publication).

It is a curious work of fourteen long chapters, written in French,

under the stylistic influence of Xenophon, Thucydides, Polybius, Cicero,

and Caesar. Neither memoir nor commentary, as he explained to Vol-

taire, it was rather a large-scale portrait "of the European convulsion,"

with emphasis on the contradictory nonsense of those who govern (thus

explaining its suppression): "I have touched on some of the most im-

portant [political] negotiations and some of the most remarkable facts

of war; and I have leavened such with reflections on the causes of events

* Arnim retired to his estates until the king, who respected his talents, called him back to

BerUn in 1750 and appointed him postmaster general. He died in 1753.
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and on the different effects that a single factor produces when it occurs

at a different time or in other nations." In a lengthy foreword, he ex-

plained that he wrote nothing but the truth: "The archives are my
guarantees. The reports of my ministers, the letters of the king, of [other]

sovereigns, and of some important men who have written me are my
proofs." 1

It was an ambitious project that did not altogether match its author's

pretensions, but it offers invaluable insights into his thinking. While

not denying the importance of politics to war, he places war on a higher

plane of importance, perhaps an inevitable judgment, in view of his

aggressive temperament, recent military successes, excellent army, ex-

posed borders, lack of allies, and the fierce nature of European politics.

He also leaves no doubt as to the importance of offensive warfare in

gaining a political objective. The work glorifies the Prussian army and

praises individual deeds of valor while often denigrating foreign rulers,

armies, and generals. On occasion Frederick criticized his own cam-

paigns and deeds (but he left convenient lacunae for such events as the

ignoble flight from the Mollwitz battlefield). The narrative sometimes

drags; there are errors in names, places, and dates; there is superficial

reasoning and that curious fatalistic strain which permeates all his

writings. But the work is also interesting, instructive, and often amus-

ing.

After completing the history of his brief reign, the king turned to his

forefathers. The final result would be Memoires pour servir a I'histoire

de la maison de Brandebourg (A Dissertation on the History of the

House of Brandenburg) , which was first published as a complete work
in 175 1. Frederick finished the first part, which brought the House to

1640, the time of the Great Elector, in early 1747. His new "reader"

(more appropriately, listener) was Claude Etienne Darget, former sec-

retary to the envoy Valory. He read the work to a special session of the

Academy of Sciences "before the princes and princesses of the royal

House and the highest functionaries of the state." Frederick next com-

pleted the history of his father's reign, which, perhaps significantly,

was not read to the Academy, then the histories of the Great Elector

and King Frederick I, which were read in 1748.

The Memoires are not as lively as Histoire de mon temps, but they

do show the king's deepening awareness of the traditions of the House

of Hohenzollern. The writing is formal and pedestrian, with only flashes

of the royal wit. He is exceedingly kind to his father, all things con-

sidered, but his real praise is reserved for the Great Elector and his

expansionist policy. Only fifteen years earlier his tutor in Ciistrin had

sourly noted that "the crown prince did not know whether his forefa-

thers had won Magdeburg in a card game or otherwise."

This was no longer the case.
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Histoire de mon temps should not be read in isolation, a fact that

has escaped a good many commentators. Its military bias is more than

coincidental. While Frederick was writing it, the unstable condition of

European politics, with real or imagined threats to Prussia, was very

much on his mind. It was written at Potsdam, a military beehive where

he was surrounded by such bold and aggressive commanders as Win-

terfeldt and Rothenburg.

Frederick was never far removed from his army. He frequently drilled

the Potsdam Guards, not only in close order but in battalion maneu-

vers, and he continued to study military history, particularly the works

of Vegetius, Caesar, Folard, Turenne, Santa Cruz, de Quincy, and Feu-

quieres.

All the while, he was writing, in secret, another work, which was

finished in rough draft in late 1746. It would be expanded and printed

in 1748 under the short (and famous) title, Les principes generaux de

la guerre (The General Principles of War), thirty-nine quarto pages in

the king's hand with ten colored plans to illustrate some of the thirty-

one "articles," or sections.^

"The wars that I have waged," so reads the introduction, "have made

me reflect profoundly on the principles of this great art which has made
and overturned so many empires. The Roman discipline now exists

only with us; in following their example we must regard war as a med-

itation, peace as a rehearsal."

The strategic and tactical meat of The General Principles is Prussia's

place in European politics, her open borders, hostile neighbors, limited

human and financial resources, her disciplined and mobile army— and

King Frederick's personal experiences in both Silesian wars, where

Prussian arms had won five major battles against numerically superior

opponents.

These factors, taken with the king's aggressive, ambitious, and im-

petuous temperament, argued against several types of war. He did not

want to fight long wars or winter wars or siege wars. He did not want

to fight prolonged campaigns in hostile lands, like Bohemia and Mo-
ravia. He did not want to fight more than one enemy at a time, and

then only where he chose to do so. If forced into war, he would opt for

a strategic offensive, which at times might call for a tactical defensive.

If he met with severe reverses, he would change to a strategic defensive,

which at times might call for a tactical offensive. The book leaves little

doubt that he foresaw fighting the next war in enemy territory, un-

doubtedly Austrian, but with secure lines of communication to his

kingdom.

The thirty-one articles, some lengthy, some brief, range from general

maxims to specific strategic and tactical principles for offensive and

defensive war at home and abroad in different types of terrain. A va-
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riety of camps and marches are defined in detail, along with special

sections on supply, communications, fighting against light troops, and
the like. The sections are in no particular order, and there is some
repetition and contradiction. The work nonetheless is unique for its

time. It offers excellent insights into eighteenth-century warfare, and it

emphasizes the king's preference for offensive battles with highly trained

and disciplined troops.

The General Principles begins with a section on the defects and vir-

tues of Prussian troops. The major defect is the tendency of foreign

mercenaries to desert. This must be prevented at all cost, and Frederick

lays down fourteen rules for doing so. Aside from maintaining normal

tight camp security — strengthened hussar patrols and chasseurs hid-

den in grain fields at night, for example — commanders are to avoid

marching at night and camping close to large woods. But a good gen-

eral, on the other hand, must see that the troops do not lack any neces-

sity, "be it bread, meat, bedstraw, brandy."

It is no less vital to preserve discipline, "the foundation of the glory

and conservation of the state." This can be done by a combination of

reward and punishment. The commander must be popular, chatting

with troops in tents or on the march, seeing to their proper diet, spar-

ing them useless work, exposing them to danger only when necessary:

"Be their father, not their executioner." But he must swiftly and se-

verely punish troublemakers, mutineers, looters, and deserters.

One lengthy section is devoted to the talents needed by a great gen-

eral: "A perfect captain is a man of reason. ... I suppose, above all,

that he be a worthy man and a good citizen." He must be secretive, a

quality "indispensable to anyone who conducts great affairs." He must

always disguise preparations for attack and tell his plans to no one

until just before their execution. He must forever dissimulate, never

showing discouragement when news is bad. He must praise junior of-

ficers who perform well. On occasion he should ask advice from a

subordinate general and praise him if the plan works— even though

he may have previously decided on the same move. "He is the sentinel

of his army; he should . . . foresee and prevent all the harm that can

possibly happen to it." He must always use reason: "What plan would

I make if I were the enemy?" * After deciding on one or more such, he

must rapidly alter position, camp, depots, and detachments to meet

foreseeable dangers. Although he should carefully think out plans be-

forehand, once in battle he must act decisively: "It is better to make a

*The good general, Frederick wrote to Prince Maurice of Saxony, must be adaptable: "Fa-

bius can always be a Hannibal, but I do not believe that a Hannibal would be capable of

following Fabius' conduct." Maurice's future success, the king wrote, was certain: "You

foresee events too closely to misjudge their outcome. The book of events is vast; but foresight

and ability can correct chance."
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bad decision and execute it on the spot than to make no decision." He
must be prepared for anything: "Be active and indefatigable; cast off

all sluggishness of body and mind. Otherwise, you will never equal the

great captains who serve us as examples."

No matter how able the general, he is subject to human weakness—
fatigue, illness, poor judgment— and to fortunes of war, and he will

be condemned for something that is not his fault but rather that of a

subordinate: the commander of an advance guard who lost his way, a

courier who failed to deliver a vital command, a spy who revealed the

order of battle, an ineffective patrol, a traitor within a fortress. Fortune

though can work both ways, and the able general must not fail to ex-

ploit a favorable if unexpected event. Should, however, an "accident"

or defeat occur, he must minimize the loss and do all possible to repair

troop morale while carrying out a retreat for which he has already

prepared.

A closely related section is called "Knowledge of the Country." A
commander can learn a great deal from a map: the nature of the area—
hilly or flat— its cities, villages, roads, rivers, marshes. In mountain-

ous country it is particularly necessary to reconnoiter, map in hand, in

order to discover essential terrain features, such as land suitable for

camps, hidden defiles, and unknown roads. A section called "Du Coup
d'Oeil" — which in this context may be translated as "Terrain Appre-

ciation" — comes next. It calls for two talents, one for judging on the

battlefield the number of troops that the field can hold; this may be

acquired by experience. But the other and completely superior talent,

for judging instantly all the advantages that can be taken from the

terrain, can be acquired only by one born with a happy genius for

warfare.

Subsequent sections analyze the terrain in operational detail, point-

ing not only to advantages that can be gained from proper exploitation

but to pitfalls that await the unwary. The entire work is spotted with

references to famous military actions of the past and to the author's

personal experiences in the Silesian wars.

Frederick did not pretend to cover all points: "I have learned from

my slight experience of warfare that this art is inexhaustible and that,

in pursuing it, one constantly discovers new things." The work was
treated as a state secret, shown only to the Prince of Prussia, to whom
it was dedicated, before being placed in the archives.
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The General Principles should not be confused with various "Instruc-

tions" or regulations that the king continued to hurl at infantry and
cavalry generals. Translated into German by Eichel, they repeated many
of the precepts contained in The General Principles but went into more
unit detail.^

They changed very little. An infantry or cavalry sergeant in 1740
would have felt at home in the 1756 army. Regulations continued to

stress the need for highly disciplined units trained for offensive war-

fare. Those for the infantry concerned basic formations, manual of arms,

loading and firing, and various deployments, particularly from column
into line and back again. The king wanted all movements carried out

in virtual silence to avoid confusion caused by shouting— a point

stressed in several orders and in later maneuvers.

Cavalry and hussar regulations called for increased shock power by

modified attack formations, and specified exact distances for trot and

gallop.* Horses were not to be overfed: they were to have guts, not

bellies, in the king's words. Units were to train rigorously at all times

in all weathers. Many of the regulations were petty, changing the dis-

tance between men in close-order formation a few inches or altering

unit intervals and various rates of march, the sort of thing that subse-

quent generations of military men would dote on. A wise Prussian of-

ficer did the same: in 1747 the king ordered all officers to read them
four times a year "in order not to forget what was in them." A year

later he published new regulations and ordered generals and staff offi-

cers to read them twice a year, captains five times, and lieutenants once

a month!

Annual reviews were to ensure that the regulations were providing a

homogeneous body of troops trained to a high state of discipline. A
great deal of time was spent on minutiae, on single regimental reviews

in which the king inspected uniforms, equipment and weapons, recruits

(who were generally asked questions as to their welfare, a gambit ini-

tiated by Frederick's father), and cavalry remounts before observing

close-order drill, including manual of arms followed by unit exercises.

The general reviews were quite grand affairs, involving numerous reg-

* Immediately after the war the king appointed Major General Hans von Winterfeldt as a

sort of inspector general of hussars to oversee their considerable expansion and increased

integration into battle tactics. In battle the hussar first line was to approach the enemy at a

trot, saber hanging loosely from the waist. At thirty paces the saber was taken in hand, the

horse spurred to gallop, and the attack carried out with shrill cries.
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iments of infantry and cavalry prancing around to the tune of cannon
fire, the whole designed to impress foreign observers as much as to test

the troops.

Just as The General Principles should not be confused with army
"Instructions," military reviews should not be confused with maneu-
vers. Field maneuvers were made as realistic as possible. Infantry marched
long distances, slept in tents or on the ground, cooked combat rations,

and often ate cold food. Cavalry and hussars rode fast and hard; Valory

was surprised by the number of horses lost on a single maneuver and
the countless broken arms, legs, and ribs of the troopers. Maneuvers
were designed first to ensure that units had learned standard tactical

movements and formations. "The infantry practiced various

deployments, formations, attacks in open country, attacks of outposts,

defense of villages and entrenchments, river crossings . . . retreats and
finally all those maneuvers necessary before the enemy," the king later

wrote, "The cavalry practiced different attacks with closed and open
ranks, reconnaissances, green and dry foraging, various formations,

and forming prescribed alignments."-^

They were also to test tactical precepts that the king was secretly

working out. As explained in The General Principles, he favored offen-

sive warfare, and in view of his numerical inferiority, he wanted not

only to attack with the greatest possible mass of infantry and cavalry

(and presumably artillery) but to maintain the momentum of attack for

as long as was necessary to score a decisive victory. To accomplish this,

the army had to fight as a unit, with infantry, cavalry, artillery, and
hussars supporting each other, a combined arms effort that had proven

so successful at Hohenfriedberg.

Frederick hoped to achieve this by the Schrdgangriff, or oblique at-

tack. He is supposed to have come on the basic idea in studying the

ancient tactics of the Greek general Epaminondas, but it more likely

stemmed from the melding of formal study with lessons learned from
the Silesian wars.

The general idea was to maneuver the enemy to terrain suitable for

battle, preferably compartmented land in hilly country that offered

protection to one's own flanks and rear. The main army was then de-

ployed so as to threaten enemy lines and thus hold them in place while

a concealed corps of cavalry and foot leaped forth to strike a vulnera-

ble flank with shock tactics. With cavalry and infantry pushing in the

flank, with hussars charging in from the rear, the luckless enemy re-

treated while they could. Then, with artillery and cavalry harassing the

retreat, the Prussian commander would reorganize his army into col-

umns and pursue in an attempt to either cut off the enemy or destroy

their magazines.

By 1746 the Schrdgangriff was a fundamental weapon in the king's
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tactical arsenal. It would be repeatedly tested, examined, and altered

during the next ten years. Magnificent in its simplicity, it boldly ex-

ploited the best features of the Prussian army— discipline and mobil-

ity— to overcome numerical superiority: "An army of 100,000 men,"

the king wrote in The General Principles, "if taken in the flank can be

beaten by 30,000 men, for the battle will be decided quickly."

This was all very well — but how was the commander to bring it

off? By having perfectly disciplined troops. Frederick cited Vegetius,

who centuries earlier had written in his famous work, Epitoma rei mil-

itaris, "Roman discipline triumphed over the size of the Germans, the

might of the Gauls, the cunning of the Greeks, the masses of the bar-

barians; and it subjugated all the known world." Keeping even disci-

plined and highly trained troops in attack formation posed an immense
problem, particularly when it came to fire and movement. So awkward
was the long and heavy musket, so prolonged its loading and inaccur-

ate its fire, that earlier theoreticians like Jean Charles de Folard sug-

gested replacing it with the pike, a heresy not altogether rejected by

Maurice of Saxony, Marshal Khevenhiiller in his time — or the Prus-

sian king.

In 1742 Frederick had ordered his generals to retain mass formation

in the attack, to press against the enemy, as opposed to engaging in a

fire fight that, by disrupting the formation and prolonging the attack,

cost more men than a swift advance. He repeated the order two years

later. Prince Leopold at Hohenfriedberg marched his attack battalions

with shouldered weapons into Saxon lines, which he broke with bay-

onet attack. Mass formations advancing without musket fire proved

decisive at Soor. In 1746 Frederick wrote that he preferred attack by

shouldered weapons because firing only holds up the attack. In short,

"Infantry fire is for the defensive, the bayonet for the offensive."

He did not discuss the disadvantages. Although the oblique attack

could be prepared for in part by normal artillery fire and cavalry charges,

it was still vulnerable to enemy artillery firing deadly canister shot and,

finally, to lines of troops firing musket salvos. What Frederick had was

only horse- and manpower. What he needed was the power of the

modern tank. Without such a thing, the attack could be costly indeed,

and losses could not easily be replaced by experienced soldiers neces-

sary to the tactic. Add to this that it was designed primarily for use

against Austrian armies of the Silesian wars, armies that were rarely

well commanded, did not adjust rapidly to tactical necessity, were not

well disciplined, and had neither effective cavalry nor artillery. He may
have recognized some of these shortcomings, which would explain his

orders to commit inferior troops, such as battalions of irregulars, to

the initial assault whenever possible.

Frederick started testing the tactic in 1746. In August of the follow-
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ing year he personally led a corps of five battalions and eight cannon
out of a wood to attack a like-sized force commanded by Prince Henry.

A month later similar maneuvers w^ere practiced following the Breslau

review (a massive display, with cannon firing thousands of shots to

signal formations and movements).

In 1748 Frederick invited the eighty-year-old French military theo-

rist Folard to Potsdam to help with tactical experiments, an invitation

Folard declined because of fragile health. Continued experiments con-

vinced Frederick more and more that the oblique attack would be the

decisive tactic in the next war and that it could be used more generally

than he had supposed. He modified it in a 1748 "Instruction" to infan-

try generals by allowing the attacking infantry to halt and fire when
they were within close range of the enemy, then go after them with

bayonets and not fire again until they were at the enemy's back.

Variations continued to be tested. In 1748 Prince Maurice of Anhalt

advanced all his troops without firing, and that autumn William, the

Prince of Prussia, led his men to within fifty paces of the "enemy"
before opening fire. At maneuvers in 1750 on the Templehof plain out-

side Berlin, the attacking infantry first fired after the "enemy" had turned

in retreat. In exercises from 1753 to 1756 dozens of units attacked

without firing muskets. No doubt inspired by Folard's pike tactics, the

king experimented with the noncommissioned officer's Kurzgewehr,

or staff, trying lengths that varied from seven and a half to thirteen

feet, finally settling on ten.

This did not mean that he rejected musket firepower. Units contin-

ued to master swift loading and firing. In 1753 troops in one exercise

attempted to load during the advance in order to attain a greater rate

of fire, a notion that was impractical because of the intricate process of

loading. In 1755 some units tried volley fire without the first line kneel-

ing, and this failed because of the length of the muskets and the com-
pactness of the ranks. The king also increased the powder load of the

musket in order to fire a heavier ball, and he cunningly changed from

the walnut stock (at fifteen groschen per weapon) to maple (at four

groschen).^ Frederick kept an open mind on this point and after the

Seven Years' War would emphasize the importance of musket fire-

power, but only because of improved Austrian defensive tactics. The
point was to achieve the speed and precision required for the tactic. An
observer of maneuvers at Potsdam in 1754 was astonished to see infan-

try columns deploy into line during the approach march. After watch-

ing a maneuver at Stargard, he described how thirty battalions, ap-

proaching in columns, formed into two lines "in nine or ten minutes,"

a movement "that appeared to me completely new.'"*

Coordinated cavalry attack was vital to the tactic. Infantry and cav-

alry generals had earlier been ordered to study each other's regulations.
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Maneuvers in which seventy and more squadrons carried out mass at-

tacks were not uncommon. As with infantry, the operative words were

speed and precision. In 1752 the king wrote, "The end purpose of these

maneuvers is to overthrow the enemy by the furious shock of the cav-

alry attack."

Artillery was vital to the concept but does not play a major role in

extant records, probably because technological shortcomings greatly

restricted tactical use. Frederick constantly encouraged artillery ex-

perts— old General Christian von Linger, General Bauvraye, Colonel

von Holtzmann, and Lieutenant Colonel von Dieskau— who were

trying to improve weapon performance. He studied all project reports

with great interest and always attended final trials of new pieces. The

experts continued to experiment but with no outstanding success.

Frederick probably realized that he was technically stymied, which would

explain his calling heavy artillery "a necessary evil."

Frederick also improved the medical service. The 1748 "Instruc-

tions" called for prompt evacuation of wounded by detachments from

regiments that had taken the most casualties (probably to keep other

units intact in case of need). At Frederick's insistence Surgeon-General

Cothenius organized the field medical service with stationary general

hospitals at Breslau, Glogau, Stettin, Dresden, Torgau, and Witten-

berg, field (or mobile) hospitals within call, and dressing stations, to be

protected from enemy fire in locating them behind some convenient

hillock or in a ditch.

Frederick realized that terrain and technological shortcomings would

often call for more conventional tactics. He offered a variety of general

and specialized tactics in The General Principles— for attacking heights,

crossing rivers, countering light troops, and the like. Maneuvers fre-

quently tested such tactics. In 1748 Prince William led an attack by

seven battalions, four squadrons, and seven cannon against a smaller

corps commanded by Prince Henry, the idea being to show the advan-

tage of possessing heights both during attack and retreat. This maneu-

ver included "enemy" guerrilla units commanded by two aides. In the

autumn of 1749 the king led a field exercise in bridging and crossing a

stream.

After the grand review at Spandau in the autumn of 1753, some-

where around forty thousand troops, including an artillery corps of

fifty-one cannon, carried out involved maneuvers concealed behind a

strong security screen. This was a twelve-day field effort quite unusual

for the time. Combat conditions were simulated, the men ate bread

cooked in field ovens, lived in tents with straw floors, and were pro-

vided with wood for cookfires. A detailed record estimated an overall

supply expense of twenty-eight thousand thalers. Smaller and shorter

maneuvers were held at Spandau in the autumn of 1754 and 1755.
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62

The EUROPEAN WAR continued while the Prussian king was repair-

ing his kingdom, treasury, and army. Frederick was dehghted to have

escaped from it with his realm intact. He seems to have believed, at

least initially, that he could remain a pacific spectator. To his reader

Darget's warning that Austria would never respect the Peace of Dres-

den, Frederick replied that he was not worried about the Vienna court,

which feared his army and would remain quiet for the dozen or so

years of life left to him. He had eliminated debt-ridden Saxony as a

threat. He could now rest easy. "I would not henceforth attack a cat,

except to defend myself," he told Valory. Back in Berlin he expressed

similar sentiments to Podewils, adding that Russia would play little

part in German affairs. The "happy quietism" of 1742-1743 had

changed to "my peaceful system." Let others fight while neutral Prussia

regained strength.

This was scarcely realistic, and the king must have realized it. Only

six months before the peace, he had written to Podewils that "although

any particular peace can be regarded only as a poor palliative, one can

still regard it as a truce, made under the guarantee of the maritime

powers [England and Holland] and the Empire, that will allow us the

time to breathe and that delays for some years the storm that was about

to smash over us."

He had not been back a month before potential enemies again in-

vaded his turbulent mind. "I wish the Empress [Maria Theresa], the

King of Poland, Count Harrach [of Austria], and Count Briihl [of Sax-

ony] could better conceal their Enmity to His Prussian Majesty," Thomas

Villiers reported to England in late January. "It cannot long remain

secret, and may at last give Jealousies very prejudicial to the Affairs of

Europe, but particularly to the Austrian and Saxon dominions." ^ Mar-

defeld in Saint Petersburg reported active military preparations, which

suggested an attack on Prussia in the spring. Though Frederick could

not imagine "the pretext or the goal," he was plainly worried. By late

February he was also concerned about British duplicity. A visit by Vil-

liers, who spoke in "plenty of sophisms," together with the failure of

the Stuart rebellion and a short-lived ministerial change in favor of

Frederick's old antagonist Carteret ("Lord Firebrand" — now the Earl

of Granville), made him doubt the sincerity of the Treaty of Hanover.

By mid-March he was convinced that Carteret was negotiating with

Russia, Saxony, and Austria to Prussia's disadvantage, a suspicion that

did not altogether die when Lord Harrington shortly replaced Carteret.

Within a few months, then, diplomatic aloofness had given way to
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political exigency. Frederick obviously needed friends. Envoys Johann
Andrie in London and Christoph von Ammon in Amsterdam were to

improve relations with those governments. Frederick offered to me-
diate a peace with France and England, even going so far as to suggest

conditions. Baron Johann Chambrier was to make the same offer to

Versailles, At the same time he warned the Austrian court not to in-

volve the neutral German empire in a new war against France, a warn-

ing repeated to the Imperial Diet.

Russia remained his major concern. Her military buildup continued

in Livonia. Artillery trains were marching on Riga in late April. If the

Vienna court made peace with France, Frederick wrote to Mardefeld,

then Austria, in conjunction with Saxony and Russia, and probably

Denmark and Hanover, could attack him in Silesia. His fears were

somewhat allayed when Saxony signed a subsidy treaty with France

and when Mardefeld insisted that Russia would undertake nothing for

at least a year. This was fortunate, the king wrote, in view of "the very

great expenses" that mobilization would have required. Nevertheless,

extreme vigilance was the watchword, and Mardefeld was to demand
a categorical statement from Chancellor Bestushev on Russian inten-

tions. "If these people attack us this year," he wrote to Podewils in

mid-June, "my situation will be perilous. . . . The army still lacks

tents and many other necessities, [and] resources are exhausted." Thus

it was necessary to walk a diplomatic tightrope— to change from lion

to fox as he put it— in order to gain time. Chi a tempo a vita (Who
has time has life) was a maxim that had appealed to him originally in

the Ciistrin cell.

But rumors of a new treaty between Russia and Austria soon stirred

the pot of fear. Otto Podewils, who had replaced the ailing Dohna in

Vienna, was charged with a detailed intelligence mission that gave

priority to military affairs. He was to try to recruit a spy in the Hof-

kriegsrath. Although Frederick did not doubt the evil intentions of the

Austrian court, he did doubt that it could finance its many projects.

Yet he was relieved to learn in midsummer from "reliable sources" that

the Austrian treaty with Russia was essentially defensive, designed only

to prevent Prussian military intervention in Bavaria on behalf of France.

This was a dangerous misconception that Otto Podewils would shortly

attempt, not very successfully, to correct.* Royal optimism rose higher

when Villiers assured him that Great Britain did not want new troubles

in the north and that England was ready to guarantee formally his

possession of Silesia, a guarantee that would also be a condition of any

general peace.

* The king was mistaken when he regarded Austria as the leader and Russia as the follower.

A secret article called for return of Silesia to Austria, and, as Koser remarked, the treaty

placed Russia in the Austrian camp for the rest of Elizabeth's reign. (Koser, Geschichte,

Volume I.)
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By midsummer, then, the king was confident that he was out of dan-

ger for at least a year, since it was too late for Russia to act against him

even if she wished and even if she could find necessary funds. Now it

was time to win the guarantee of German courts to the Peace of Dres-

den, a task he set about fervently.

Frederick continued to wear the skin of the fox. He told Chambrier

to assure the Versailles court of his high regard for France. He would

do all possible to keep Empire princes neutral. He followed Maurice of

Saxony's campaign in Flanders "step by step," congratulating the field

marshal and King Louis on the former's brilliant victory at Rocroix

and on the "wise mixture of prudence and audacity" of Maurice's op-

erations. He favored a subsidy treaty between France and Sweden but

did not wish to involve Prussia directly, nor did he hold much hope

that France would come up with the cash; to ask that court for money,

he wrote, is like asking "a Catholic priest to say a mass [merely] for

the love of God."
He continued to woo the English court, praising Villiers, a man of

as much heart as intelligence and, as he wrote to Andrie, a man who
would make a splendid replacement for Laurence, the British envoy in

Berlin, a Hanoverian whom he did not trust,

Austria had meanwhile replaced Russia as his biggest worry. He did

not believe that a proposed peace congress would result in a general

peace, but he feared that once peace did come, Austria would move

against him and try to persuade Russia to do the same. Otto Podewils

was to recruit agents for this contingency, Austrians of high rank who
would be paid several thousand thalers a year. He was also to submit

biographical studies— "portraits" was the king's word — of every-

body from Emperor Francis downward and attempt to divine each one's

thinking. More than ever, Frederick wrote, "it is necessary to act as if

Hannibal were at the gates and to remember that vigilance is the mother

of security."

The king's diplomacy continued its impulsive and uneven course in

1747. Lord Chesterfield, who had replaced Harrington, was sending

Villiers to Berlin as British ambassador and was also trying to influence

the Vienna court favorably toward Prussia. But Chesterfield's heavy-

handed efforts to enlist Prussia on Austria's behalf in the war against

France brought an angry outburst that all too clearly emphasized Prus-

sia's increasing isolation. "I am astonished by English politics," the

king wrote to his minister Podewils. "They see all Europe as one large

republic created to serve them; they never enter into the interests of

others and use only guineas as persuasive arguments." Prussia and

Austria could never be friends, "because friendship is never the fruit of

hatred." Everything must be reciprocal, and above all there must be
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some degree of common interests. European politics are forever ruled

by prejudices abandoned only with greatest difficulty:

One strays methodically from supposition to supposition; the conclu-

sions are just but one is often deceived concerning the principles. At
Vienna I am believed to be the implacable enemy of their house; in Lon-

don I am believed to be more ambitious, restless and rich than I am;
Bestushev thinks that I am vindictive; at Versailles I am believed to be

blinded by my interests. They all deceive themselves, but what is annoy-

ing is that these errors can cause dangerous consequences.

The task was to try to anticipate them and move Europe from a

prejudiced view of Prussia.

Meanwhile, it was necessary to win the Empire's approval of the

Treaty of Dresden and with it the guarantee of Silesia. The king appre-

ciated that this guarantee was fundamentally a chimera, because if he

broke with Austria, the Empire would never help him militarily. None-
theless, it would serve as a psychological deterrent to Austria, particu-

larly in conjunction with England's guarantee to Prussia. Similarly, a

defensive treaty with Saxony would help to check Vienna. An "unos-

tentatious" treaty with Sweden could do no harm and could even bring

about rapprochement with Denmark.
Yet nothing seemed to work out. By mid- 1747 Frederick was again

convinced of British duplicity both in Saint Petersburg and Vienna. The
Austrian court was as arrogant as ever, treating Ambassador Podewils

with calculated rudeness and moving ever closer to Russia. The Rus-

sian court had forced Mardefeld's recall — the eighty-three-year-old

envoy would die the following year— and had arbitrarily imposed a

new envoy, Count Karl Hermann Keyserling, on Prussia.* The pro-

posed treaty with Saxony came to nothing, and it was increasingly ob-

vious that the treaty with Sweden would not extend to Denmark. On
the other hand, the war continued, which meant that Austria could

take no action against Prussia.

But now a new and ominous note appeared in the king's correspon-

dence. Because of information from an Austrian spy recruited by Otto

Podewils in Vienna, the king wrote to his envoys Joachim Wilhelm von

Klinggraffen and Baron von Chambrier two lengthy letters that fore-

told, perhaps unconsciously, the breakup of the "old system" of the

European balance of power: "The Vienna court, seeing that it is im-

possible to detach me from the interests of France, is now taking the

opposite point of view and has decided to do everything to detach France

* Keyserling was apparently a distant relative of "Cesarion" but is not identified in any of

the standard biographical dictionaries. Frederick did not want him but perforce yielded to

the appointment and planned to win him by bribery. In the end he came to like and respect

him.
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from me." Vienna at the same time was moving Saxony from French

influence into an alHance with Austria and Russia. The Vienna court

was everywhere spreading falsehoods and insinuations to the effect that

France could never rely on Prussia, which would always be indifferent

to French interests; it was inflaming Saxony's hatred and jealousy of

Prussia; it was turning England against Prussia by reports of a secret

treaty between Prussia and France with concomitant danger to Hano-

ver; it was doing everything possible to persuade Empire estates to

abandon neutrality and join the war against France; it had turned Rus-

sia into an enemy of France. Chambrier was to relay these charges to

the minister of state, Marquis Louis de Puyzieulx, and stress the neces-

sity of France and Prussia remaining united to check Austria's perni-

cious and destructive designs.

The French court did not pick up the gauntlet. It was, as usual, fi-

nancially in extremis. There was little Frederick could do except re-

mind Puyzieulx that he had always spurned Austrian efforts to turn

Prussia against France. Meanwhile he had been heartened by reports

from Count Finck von Finckenstein, who had replaced Mardefeld as

envoy to Saint Petersburg, of the pacific disposition of the Russian court,

which should continue as long as it was subsidized by British gold. As

for the peace conference that opened at Aix-la-Chapelle in late Octo-

ber, Frederick believed "it would come to nothing"; the war would

continue and Prussia would do its best to keep the Empire princes neu-

tral.

The war did continue and at year's end gained a new ingredient. The

Russian court, prompted by British subsidies, agreed to march a corps

of thirty thousand troops to the Low Countries to join the Austrians

and their allies. The news did not upset Frederick, but he was furious

with Valory for spreading rumors in Berlin that Prussia was going to

move on Austria in order to force her to keep troops at home— a

canard that he vigorously denied to all foreign ambassadors while con-

tinuing to proclaim his policy of total neutrality unless attacked.

Despite Chambrier's repeated representations to Versailles, Prussia

was, in fact, moving slowly away from France toward England. It was

scarcely a sudden move; there were hurdles to overcome. English pri-

vateers had seized Prussian ships, which brought strong protests from

Potsdam and a threat to cease interest payments to British merchants

who held Silesian mortgages. But this was a relatively minor irritation

in view of Frederick's political needs, and was in part assuaged by the

arrival in the spring of 1748 of Chevalier Henry Bilson Legge, the new
British envoy, who reported England's desire to move closer to Prussia

once the war ended. The overture was welcomed by Frederick in Legge's

first audience. "His Majesty's answer was as gracious as possible . .
."

Legge reported. "The King of Prussia's heart is still German, notwith-
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Standing the French embroidery which appears upon the surface,"^ In

a further audience, Frederick informed Legge that he was wiUing to

conclude a defensive aUiance with England but could not abandon his

present neutrality.

The long war ended in spring of 1748, when France, England, and
Holland signed peace preliminaries at Aix-la-Chapelle. At the insis-

tence of the British, the preliminaries included a guarantee of Prussian

possession of Silesia. Frederick was ecstatic. For the moment British

piracy could be forgotten; Russian policy became unimportant. As he

prematurely but presciently informed Otto Podewils in early June, "The
European system is already effectively altered in its essentials."

63

Frederick's friendly feeHngs toward England did not last long. He
was soon disillusioned with the pro-Hanoverian secretary of state, the

Duke of Newcastle, who quickly backed away from a new alliance. By
late August he had returned to neutral ground, in no hurry to ally with

England or any other power. "The entire art of politics," he advised

his sister Ulrica at this time, "consists in bending one's plans to con-

tingencies, to prevail by force at one time and to temporize at another."

But he also suggested to her that the only constant powers were France

and the Ottoman Porte. The English envoy, Henry Legge, that autumn
judged his usefulness at an end and asked to be recalled. "The Fear of

Losing and the Desire of Gaining are Principles which have the most

Operation at this Court," he reported to London in November.^ At the

end of 1748 Frederick was slowly turning back toward France.

The rapprochement continued early in 1749, when an alleged treaty

of aggression between England, Austria, and Russia presented Freder-

ick with several nightmarish situations, including the possibility of a

Russian attack on Prussia in conjunction with a Danish corps, an En-

glish fleet in the Baltic, and an Austrian land corps. "I must confess

that all these circumstances taken together present a chaos that I am
unable to unravel without further clarifications from you," the dis-

turbed king informed Klinggraffen, his new ambassador to England, in

late February.

Further ominous reports convinced him that war in the spring was

inevitable. He countered by moving closer to France, continuing to

withhold payments to British merchants on the Silesian debts — and

preparing his army for the field. But England did not want a northern
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war, and since Russia could not go to war without British subsidies,

the situation cooled. By April Frederick was convinced the crisis had

passed. It left him isolated in anxiety, fearful of British, Russian, and

Austrian plans. Though grateful for French support and eager to bring

about an alliance with France and Turkey, he doubted that France could

be relied on in the crunch.

Rumors of Russian intentions against Sweden continued to circulate

throughout summer and autumn, but by mid-October the king was
assured that Russia had waited too long and that peace was certain for

the rest of the year. "In all things there is a favorable or auspicious

moment," he wrote to General von der Goltz. "If grasped when pre-

sented, it offers a hope of success, but if it is allowed to pass by, it can

scarcely be regained, and all the good reasons that one has had for the

project come to naught."

But though Russia had missed the boat this year, Bestushev undoubt-

edly would continue to make trouble. As for Austria, Frederick wrote

to Chambrier, "You can definitely reckon that if within five years the

Vienna court does not involve itself in some incident and keeps its free-

dom of action, it will undoubtedly provoke me and try to start a new
war, as is without question guaranteed by the arrangements she cur-

rently makes."

Frederick moved closer to France during 1750 while outwardly

maintaining a policy of strict neutrality. Without French influence,

Prussia could not hold Bestushev in check in the north, could not pre-

vent England and Hanover from gaining undue influence in Empire

affairs, and could not delay Vienna from having the infant Joseph elected

King of the Romans, the prelude to his one day becoming emperor.

When France checked a flare-up in the north early in the year, Fred-

erick not only secretly thanked Puyzieulx but promised that if Russia

attacked Sweden, he would honor his alliance with Sweden and send

troops. He also agreed to negotiate subsidy treaties with Cassel and

Saxe-Gotha on France's behalf. He was sorry to lose Valory, who was
royally seen off with a warm letter, the king's portrait, and three thou-

sand thalers in cash. He showed every courtesy to the new French en-

voy, an Irish Jacobite, Robert Francis Talbot, Lord Tyrconnell, with

whom he would soon develop a confidential relationship.

Tyrconnell's mission was to reinforce the French alliance with Prus-

sia in order to counter the northern league that was forming against

Prussia and Sweden. He succeeded admirably, in part through diplo-

matic ability, in part because of external events. That summer the Prus-

sian court was surprised by a formal visit from one Mustapha Aga,

who announced himself to be the personal envoy of the Khan of the

Crimean Tartars. Though mocking him privately, Frederick made an

ostentatious show of entertaining him, mainly to upset the Saint Pe-
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tersburg, Saxon, and Vienna courts, which quailed at the thought of

the khan's fifty thousand troops at the Prussian king's disposal. Tyr-

connell added to their discomfiture by giving the visitor a splendid din-

ner party.

Frederick's hand was also strengthened by the arrival of a new Brit-

ish envoy. England had long since backed away from its proposed al-

liance. Legge was replaced with Sir Charles Hanbury-Williams, a ver-

sifying, egotistical, pompous, and irascible diplomat. Sir Charles never

forgave King Frederick for limiting his initial audience to "exactly five

and a half minutes," a coolness also exhibited by Count Podewils, who
on all social occasions made "me a Bow without speaking to me."^ Sir

Charles was soon sent to represent King George at the Warsaw Diet, a

calculated rudeness that Frederick resented and countered by ordering

his envoy at Hanover not to return to London with the English court.

Frederick already had instructed his envoy in Warsaw, a perceptive

diplomat named Ernst Johann von Voss, to work closely with his French

opposite in sabotaging the Polish Diet to frustrate the designs of Aus-

tria and England concerning that country. French and German gold,

along with dexterous diplomacy, did the job. The Versailles court fol-

lowed this achievement with a proposed treaty of commerce to which

Frederick favorably responded by sending Heinrich von Ammon as

special envoy to the French court. During this entire period Frederick

was feeding Tyrconnell in Berlin a great deal of secret information per-

taining to the maritime powers, Austria, and Russia.

Tyrconnell continued to grow in favor, at Hanbury-Williams's ex-

pense. Back in Berlin, Sir Charles fell into extreme disfavor by openly

mocking and criticizing the king in Berlin society. Frederick all but had

him socially ostracized before his recall in early 1751.*

Count Bestushev's machinations in the north, which Frederick be-

lieved were encouraged by England and Austria, also influenced mat-

ters. When Bestushev suffered a severe attack of colic in October, the

Prussian king hoped it would kill him: "But since generally good peo-

ple die too soon and wicked people too late, it must be feared that the

same thing will happen in this case." Positive diplomacy was at a

standstill. Czarina Elizabeth was torn between bottle and bed, tempo-

rarily uninterested in affairs, often refusing to sign important papers,

sometimes threatening overzealous ministers with permanent residence

in Siberia. The Prussian resident secretary, Konrad Heinrich Waren-

dorff, could report little more than diplomatic gossip. Frederick did

not like the situation and in late November wrote, "Put your most

secret papers in a safe place and burn those that could compromise my

* Hanbury-Williams's reports of this period were more gossip than fact and in part were

dangerously inaccurate. He was upset by his treatment and complained to Podewils, who
offered no advice. The king continued to ignore him, and the princes would not speak to

him.
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interests, in particular the anecdotes that the late Baron von Mardefeld

has written for Count Finckenstein's instruction, and the general report

that the latter made on his departure from Russia." Frederick all but

ignored the Russian envoy in Berlin, a rudeness that terminated in his

abrupt recall in December. He was ordered to depart without taking

formal leave. Frederick recalled Warendorff and diplomatic relations

were broken.

Austria remained the archenemy, a haughty and arrogant queen and

court that, despite the Treaty of Dresden, refused Empire guarantee of

Prussia's possession of Silesia, refused to treat honorably with Imperial

electors in the election of a King of the Romans, stirred up trouble in

Poland and the north, strengthened fortresses in Bohemia and Mora-
via— and was clearly eager for a future war with Prussia.*

Thus France remained not so much a natural as a necessary ally of

the moment. But a few clouds hovered over Prussian relations with

Versailles. Puyzieulx had warned Tyrconnell of the Prussian king's ca-

pricious behavior. Tyrconnell enlarged on the subject in a very percep-

tive report in September:

It is very true that His Prussian Majesty often passes very rapidly from

fear to tranquillity. I confess to you that I have often attributed these

changes to the confusion of the moment. ... I believe he is more fright-

ened than tranquil because his timorous nature always makes him see

the dark side of things and as a result he is afraid of committing himself.

I do not believe him very well-intentioned but am persuaded that in the

present circumstances we can count on him, because it is in his interest,

he knows it, and is convinced that he would be crushed the moment that

we abandoned him. I will try to hold him always to this belief.

Further reports spoke of the king's frequent "timidity" and subsequent

repentance, which tended to explain his changeable ways.^

Frederick had considerable reason to be timid. French lethargy, in

part explained by perilous finances, was already working on his fears.

He wrote to Chambrier in October that for some time he had been

amazed at French indifference to British intentions and actions that

openly opposed France in Europe. He repeated this complaint in De-

cember and further objected to French changeability, doubting that the

Versailles court intended to carry out the proposed subsidy treaties that

Frederick had been negotiating. He was astonished by Madame de

Pompadour's influence on King Louis and asked Chambrier whether

she was equally influential in political and foreign affairs. Indeed she

was, Chambrier replied, and Frederick ordered him to move closer to

her.

Another cloud was not so easily discernible. In late November

* Otto Podewils had been ill for some time and was recalled in January 175 1. The main result

of his embassy had been to secure new plans of Moravian and Bohemian fortresses, along

with a model of a new mortar, which he brought back in his official luggage.
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Chambrier reported the warm reception of Count Wenzel von Kaunitz,

the new Austrian envoy, by the French ministry, which hoped that he

would respond by maintaining a good relationship "and that this sys-

tem could suit the two powers."

Here was a very serious warning that Frederick should have re-

spected. Instead, he rejected it out of hand. Vienna would never be

close to Versailles, Frederick scornfully informed Chambrier, if only

because of English influence on the Austrian court.

Frederick was greatly underestimating Austrian diplomacy. Prompted

by Johann Bartenstein, Maria Theresa had already decided on estab-

lishing good relations with France. Her instrument was Count von
Kaunitz, a relatively young diplomat who had made his mark in Turin

and Brussels and had gone on to distinguish himself as Austrian am-
bassador at the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle. The forty-one-year-old

Kaunitz was described as having "the frivolity of a Frenchman, the

astuteness of an Italian, and the profundity of an Austrian.'"^ He de-

tested all things Prussian and was sent to Paris to lay the foundation

for a new alliance, an effort strongly encouraged by Madame de Pom-
padour.

Maria Theresa meanwhile was continuing a series of reforms begun

shortly after the war ended. She was putting her finances in an order

"unknown to her ancestors" and would soon enjoy an annual income

of twenty-four million thalers. She pulled the army from lethargy by

pensioning off elderly officers, tightening discipline, visiting army can-

tonments to boost morale, rewarding younger officers for excellent

performance of duty. She opened a military academy in Vienna and

founded a school of artillery under the Prince of Liechtenstein. He en-

larged this branch to six battalions, spending 100,000 thalers of his

own money to buy new cannon. Maria Theresa's reforms, all new to

the Austrian government, later won King Frederick's admiration; she

was, he wrote, "a woman executing plans worthy of a great man."^

Matters did not change greatly in the new year of 175 1, when Euro-

pean politics entered one of those pleasant if all too rare quiet periods.

There was nothing to report from Potsdam, Frederick informed his

sister Wilhelmina in April, "where I lead a quiet and blissful life."

It was true that Frederick, Prince of Wales, had died at end of March.*

King Frederick was sorry, but felt it fortunate that the prince died be-

fore the old King of Sweden, since his replacement. Prince George, was

only thirteen and King George so old and infirm that England should

now logically want to preserve the peace. The King of Sweden did die

* "Poor Fred" was the forty-four-year-old heir whose marriage to Wilhelmina had been so

greatly desired by Queen Sophia Dorothea years earlier.
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a few days later, and the accession was smooth enough. Frederick ad-

vised his sister Ulrica and his brother-in-law, Adolf Frederick, now King

of Sweden, to do all possible to bring together various conflicting in-

ternal parties.

The Versailles court had also shaken off some lethargy. Louis was
building up his navy, and he granted a subsidy to Sweden sufficient to

send troops to Finland. Frederick met Chambrier at Wesel in June. He
was shocked by the old ambassador's "sickly and extremely feeble"

state, and indeed it was their last meeting; Chambrier died a week
later. Frederick replaced him with George Keith, the former Jacobite

lord marshal of Scotland. The king had invited Keith to Potsdam in

1746 and found him, as he wrote to Prince William, "very charming,

his appearance as serious as his conversation is open," and had made
him a member of the court with a pension of two thousand thalers a

year. Now Keith arrived in Paris accompanied by an adviser. Baron

Dodo Heinrich von Knyphausen, the second son of King Frederick

William's minister. Keith's instructions from the king touched on three

principal areas: tranquillity in the north, the election of the King of the

Romans, and an alliance between Prussia and Denmark. Keith was not

to interfere with the treaty of commerce, which special envoy Ammon
was still patiently negotiating.

Franco-Prussian relations suffered two setbacks shortly after Keith's

arrival. Puyzieulx, who was pro-Prussian, was forced to retire because

of poor health, and his office went to Marquis Francois de Saint-Con-

test. Then a few weeks later Tyrconnell suffered a violent vomiting of

blood and was in severe danger, a great blow to Frederick, who had
grown immensely fond of him, of "his judicious dealings, honest and
upright, which have won him all my esteem."

Tyrconnell lived for another half year, however, and Saint-Contest

soon struck Keith as an excellent minister, "a man of very good sense,

very devoted to affairs and instructing himself on them with care, pos-

sessing a good memory, and speaking clearly and precisely." He highly

valued and very much wanted an alliance with Prussia, Keith reported

early in 1752; moreover, he was the only minister who kept Keith in-

formed of la Pompadour's activities. Although the king continued to

grumble at French indolence, he had to admit that France was his only

possible ally in opposing future Austrian aspirations in regard to Ger-

many.
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King Frederick conducted his orchestra of state from the Potsdam
palace, an imposing but ugly structure that the architect Georg Wenzel
von Knobelsdorff had tried to beautify by raising the wings and break-

ing the frontal monotony with stairs leading to a columned portico.

The structure's innate austerity evoked unpleasant memories of earlier

days and was never to the king's liking. "I amuse myself with study,

music, architecture, gardening, and all sorts of agreeable occupations,"

he wrote to Wilhelmina in late 1746. The reference to architecture and
gardening concerned a project begun during the war and now nearing

completion— a summer palace on the Weinberg, just outside Potsdam
gates.

Sans-Souci was completed in the spring of 1747, an event marked by

a magnificent dinner for the entire court. It was a relatively simple but

beautiful one-story palace built to Frederick's own plans, which were

contrary to Knobelsdorff 's ideas and led to a serious quarrel. The
building was surrounded by gorgeous gardens, and the land sloped

down to the river in six glass-covered garden terraces that eventually

provided out-of-season grapes, cherries, figs, and pineapples for the

royal table and a few fortunate friends. It was exquisitely decorated

inside (if perhaps somewhat overdone) and the grounds were filled with

walks flanked by imposing statuary. It was a perfect retreat.* "The
house, the garden, the furniture, the statues," the courtier and diarist

Count Ernst von Lehndorff rhapsodized, "in short, everything is en-

chanting and delightful."^

It was the king's favorite residence, and he never tired of adding to

it. In time he would build a Greek temple, an orangery, a Chinese pa-

vilion, and a magnificent gallery for his growing and immensely valu-

able collection of paintings. He continued to buy Watteau's work, be-

came devoted to Lancret, shifted to Correggio, Veronese, and Tintoretto,

and went on to buy twelve Rubenses and eleven Van Dycks as a starter,f

* Sans-Souci can easily be visited today and is well worth the effort, as is Potsdam (Russian

soldiers and all). Refurbishing, however, moves slowly. When I first went through the palace,

Voltaire's bedroom was closed for redecoration. On a second visit five years later I found it

still closed but bribed a custodian to have a look. It was still not finished.

fWhen Rothenburg was in Paris in 1744 he bought two tableaux by Watteau for eight

thousand thalers, a price that the king criticized as exorbitant. He also found a tableau by

Lancret "that represents the Italian theater with all sorts of agreeable and well-executed

figures"; the price was twelve hundred livres. He noted that Watteau's paintings were getting

hard to find. The Sans-Souci gallery was completed in late 1755. Frederick wrote to Wilhel-

mina that he had a hundred paintings on hand (including the above) and was waiting for

another fifty from Italy and Flanders.
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He engaged actors, dancers, and singers for its theater, entertained lav-

ishly yet, considering the time, in an unusually informal style. It is

probably fair to say that, with the exception of the time at Rheinsberg,

Frederick's happiest days were spent at Sans-Souci.

There were some shadows in these years. In addition to suffering

from chronic ill health, the king was becoming increasingly isolated, a

man who lacked those personal relationships which help to erase fa-

tigue and ease physical discomforts. Although he bemoaned the deaths

of his intellectual friends, it is doubtful that those friendships would
have altered matters. Real friendships require time, confidence, and
trust. He had little time; he wished to confide in no one; and he was
suspicious of the world.

His family relationships were often stormy, as could be expected

when emotions are stifled by duty and ambitions fed by envy.

We can pass over most of them quickly. The dowager queen resem-

bled a porcelain caricature in her comfortable court at Monbijou, where
she frequently entertained her children. Frederick had come to dislike

this court and its vacuous society but generally dined with his mother
when he was in Berlin. He always treated her with the greatest respect,

referred to her as the queen, celebrated her birthdays with extravagant

fetes, gave her costly gifts, wrote her polite little notes— but never

discussed with her anything more serious than Berlin society. He con-

cerned himself with her health, which was unstable, and in 1756, on
leaving for the Seven Years' War, said goodbye by letter so as not to

upset her.

His wife, Elizabeth, did not much concern him. Known as the "reigning

queen," she was comfortably quarantined in Schonhausen palace, and
he saw as little as possible of her. In the spring of 1746 William asked

whether she should be included in a family outing to Charlottenburg.

"If my prudish sourpuss takes part," Frederick replied, "she will, I fear,

ruin the whole thing."

Two sisters, Sophia and Louise, had made bad marriages and never

tired of complaining about their husbands or of asking the king for

money. His correspondence with Ulrica while she was crown princess

remained innocuous for several years, although he did warn her and
her husband not to antagonize the Swedish senate, a warning fre-

quently repeated after she became queen in 175 1. As Frederick feared,

the autocratic behavior of the pair led to a serious rebellion in 1756,
from which he dissociated himself, explaining to the British envoy that

Ulrica had repeatedly ignored his warnings and advice. He remained
on excellent terms with Charlotte, who was happily married to the

Duke of Brunswick, and he enjoyed the company of Emily in Berlin,

though this relationship suffered a setback when he imprisoned her

alleged lover for life and she became mentally unstable.
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An earlier quarrel with Wilhelmina had been compounded when she

stupidly paid her respects to Queen Maria Theresa, who had come to

Frankfurt for her husband's coronation as Holy Roman Emperor. The
long storm finally subsided but emotional debris remained. She would
visit Potsdam, they would exchange small gifts and correspond fre-

quently, but the letters are dominated by discourses on singers, operas,

plays, family comings and goings, philosophical ramblings, and lengthy

reports on each other's myriad illnesses. In 1757, not long before Wil-

helmina's death, a lost battle, a lost mother, and an errant brother

combined to renew the vigorous friendship of earlier years — but this

was on paper, and war prevented a meeting.

The king's brothers were of more concern. Ferdinand was still too

young to cause serious problems. Prince Henry was another story. He
and William, the Prince of Prussia, had accompanied Frederick in the

last campaign. Similar to the king in many respects, Henry had proven

himself an adroit commander in the retreat from Bohemia and at the

battle of Soor. A combat-seasoned major general at the age of twenty,

he felt that he had earned a place in the sun. Instead, he had Rheins-

berg, a regiment, and neither enough money nor sufficient freedom to

support his desired way of life. To the king he was le petit Henri, and

little Henry was forced to live most of the time at Potsdam with the

king.

They quarreled in 1746, probably because Henry was sulking. If he

wished to remain cold and distant, the king wrote, that was up to him:

"It is only my intervention in your love affairs that sometimes softens

your attitude toward me, when you have need of it. Moreover, the

slight friendship that you show me on all occasions does not impel me
to make new efforts of love to a brother who gives so little in return."

Another letter complained of Henry's "constant aloofness . . . and

total indifference." A letter from Henry, not extant, asked what he had

done to incur such royal displeasure. The reply was reminiscent of

Frederick William's letter to the crown prince eighteen years earlier:

The king reviewed Henry's transgressions (not least of which was a

host of disastrous love affairs), but to make peace sent him some plans,

presumably military, that he had requested. After a six-month silence

Henry requested permission to go abroad to study various armies. It

was out of the question, the king replied. He would learn nothing, since

foreign armies were so different from the Prussian army; he could not

go to France or Austria without causing political difficulties; his

life was not to be jeopardized "except for the safety of the father-

land."

There is a three-year gap in their extant correspondence but relations

do not seem to have improved in the interim. Henry's regiment did not

please the king in the spring review of 1749, and he placed one of his

colonels in actual command: "Sir [not Mon cher frere, as in other let-

1
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ters], I have found it appropriate to put your regiment in order because

it was destroying itself. . , . If I have made changes it is because they

are appropriate. You will need to make plenty in your own conduct."

Henry persuaded William to intervene and when that gambit failed—
as they should have known it would— Henry asked for another regi-

ment. The king's refusal led to an ugly scene and another scolding let-

ter: until Henry developed a solid character and learned how to behave
himself, he was not to be let out of sight, much less given the mansion
that the king was building for him in Berlin. Henry bowed to this de-

cision, and another crisis was over.

His surrender was virtually complete. He continued to live under the

royal eye, probably thankful when he escaped to his detested regiment

at Spandau or to his mother's tiresome court at Monbijou. He accom-
panied the king on inspection trips to Silesia and Prussia. When the

king decided he should marry Princess Wilhelmina of Hesse-Cassel, he

seems to have made no real protest; it was the only way to gain liberty,

and he could pay his debts from the bride's dowry. Frederick returned

from Silesia in the autumn of 175 1 to find Henry "infinitely changed
to his advantage," as he told Wilhelmina; "more gentle and well-be-

haved than he has been." It was an act. Henry did not hide his unhap-
piness from his friends. When Wilhelmina questioned the king about
Henry's attitude, he replied that they had not discussed it, "but I be-

lieve, in any event, the woman will be good for him."

The wedding took place in late June of 1752. Although the court

was impressed by the bride's wit and beauty, Henry's "gloomy counte-

nance" did not change as he made his responses with "grave and seri-

ous air." It was a disastrous marriage. Count Lehndorff reported that

only four months later Henry was having an affair with the intelligent

but intriguing Countess Bentinck, and there would be more affairs,

until the marriage became a mockery — one more reason for Henry to

resent the king's domination of his life.

Frederick's relationship with William, the Prince of Prussia, who was
ten years younger than the king, was less stormy— at least for a while.

Lacking Henry's intellect and natural talents, William was less asser-

tive and sometimes sycophantic in his letters and no doubt in the king's

presence. Much of their correspondence was sunny, but there were
shadows enough to suggest hard times ahead— indeed, to suggest the

final terrible tragedy only a decade away.

One shadow was the king's paternalistic attitude toward his broth-

ers, perhaps understandable in view of the Hohenzollern ethos and age

differences. Even as crown prince he had chastened William for indis-

creet political statements, a scolding repeated in 1743 ^^^ ^744- "^^

becomes you ill to participate in intrigues and hatch plots in the king-
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dom." A dynastic marriage to Princess Louise Emily, Queen Eliza-

beth's younger sister, did little to improve William's happiness but did

bring him official recognition as heir to the throne, his own establish-

ment in Berlin, an infantry regiment (in addition to his cavalry regi-

ment), and subsequently an heir. Prince Frederick William. Although

promoted to lieutenant general in 1745, William was not allowed to

join the army in Silesia, despite repeated pleadings that he be allowed

to prove himself militarily. His only function, he complained, was to

produce children. If that was true, the king shot back, why had he

produced only one wretched child when the future of the House de-

manded more? He was finally allowed to come to Silesia, but was given

no command in the final campaign.

And he was not given a significant command in peacetime. Although

he was in Frederick's earlier position as crown prince, he lacked his

older brother's intellectual and cultural independence and had to rely

on Berlin society for amusement. In essence, this was court society cen-

tered on Monbijou, an environment, as Count Lehndorff 's diary indi-

cates, not so much immoral as vacuous. Dinners, suppers, dances, mas-

querades, amateur theater, opera, plays, games of blindman's buff, cards,

drinking bouts, gossip, and of course marital intrigues and affairs. On
occasion William escaped to his Oranienburg estate or to his cavalry

regiment at Kyritz, but only with the king's express permission. He was
not overly interested in the estate or in either of his regiments. He seems

not to have been overly interested in anything other than women—
"The Prince of Prussia likes every woman better than his wife," an

ambassador later reported^— and in avoiding the king's trenchant

criticism.

At first this was relatively simple. When pushed to produce another

heir, William pointed out that "children do not come on command," a

fact unwillingly accepted by the king, Frederick was delighted when a

second son, Henry, arrived in late 1747. He was pleased when William

wanted to improve himself by reading, and recommended books on
history, politics, and criticism while offering philosophical homilies on

honor, duty, and truth. But if Frederick was suffering from "hemor-

rhoid-colic," then he replied with dark thoughts on the general degra-

dation of mankind.

William occasionally was invited to Potsdam and sometimes on in-

spection trips. The king sent him The General Principles ofWar, which

was dedicated to him. No great discussion ensued, but perhaps the

correspondence has been lost. The relationship continued on an even

keel until the spring of 1749, when William's cavalry regiment showed

poorly at the Spandau review and when William chose to defend Henry,

who was in hot water for the poor showing of his infantry regiment.

William eventually backed down, only to get in trouble because of his

own infantry regiment the following spring. After some acrimonious
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correspondence, the king abruptly ended the discussion, but he also

gave William and Henry a blunt warning:

Only in military questions do I know no forbearance. If my brothers set

a good example, I will be infinitely pleased. If they do not, I shall in-

stantly forget any relationship and do only my duty, namely, to maintain

everything in proper order during my lifetime. After my death you may
do as you will, and if you wish to deviate from the basic principles and
from the system which my father has introduced, you will soon experi-

ence the consequences. That in a few words is all I can say to you.

The next two years were serene enough. In August 175 1 William's

wife bore a daughter, Wilhelmina. That disappointed the king— "but
one must take things as they are," he wrote to the father. He also sent

him an "Instruction" for the upbringing of the eldest son, seven-year-

old Frederick William. This was in the Hohenzollern mode, and Wil-

liam meekly accepted it. Ulrica, now Queen of Sweden, asked William
to visit in spring of 1752. The king was sorry, but he had to refuse

permission because of the delicate political situation; he was sure Wil-

liam would understand.

It is doubtful that he expected understanding from either brother by
then. In The Political Testament of 1752, written expressly for Wil-

liam, who would succeed him, there is a brief section on princes of the

blood — difficult, arrogant people who refuse to accept obedience or

any form of subjection and who support any intrigue or cabal. The
best way to treat them is "to put down briskly the first who raises the

standard of independence, to treat them with all the distinction that

belongs to their station, to cover them with all exterior honors, but
keep them away from [serious] affairs and trust them with command
of troops only deservedly, when they are known to have [sufficient]

talent and character."

6s

The SAME FACTORS that inhibited a close family relationship — lack

of time and insistence on secrecy— prevented the king from develop-

ing intimate friendships. Although he sometimes used the people clos-

est to him as sounding boards (rarely accepting their advice), they were
essentially on hand for relaxed badinage. This was on two levels. Se-

nior officers, including princes of the blood, generally attended noon
dinner, where the talk was largely military and there was some horse-

play. Supper was more informal and intellectual, with lively verbal ex-

changes. Wine in each case flowed freely. In spring of 1747 Frederick
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wrote to Fredersdorff that 200 antals of Hungarian wine— 11,000
bottles — had been dehvered to the Potsdam cellar at a cost of 12,598
thalers — and the king wanted another such delivery in the autumn!

Military favorites were men of action, aggressive commanders like

Rothenburg, von der Goltz, Winterfeldt, Lentulus, Chasot, and Stille.

They were complemented by such intellectuals as the scientist Pierre

Louis de Maupertuis; the chief of protocol and court jester. Baron Karl

von Pollnitz; the architect Georg von Knobelsdorff ; the physician Jules

de La Mettrie; the philosopher Marquis Jean d'Argens; and the reader

Claude Darget. Later came the poet Francois Thomas d'Arnaud, who
spoke only in verse; the mihtary writer Count Lancelot de Turpin; Abbe
Jean de Prades, who replaced Darget as reader; and numerous visiting

luminaries such as Johann Sebastian Bach, who arrived in cantor's robe

to compose a fugue dedicated on the spot to the admiring king.

Prince Maurice of Anhalt-Dessau visited in autumn of 1746. "He
bores me to death," Frederick wrote to Prince William, "and I shall get

rid of him as soon as possible." He was no more gracious when Old
Dessauer died in 1747, a non-event so far as Frederick was concerned.

The old favorite Count Francesco Algarotti turned up in early 1747,
"more restrained and reasonable than formerly," Frederick noted. The
king made him a chamberlain at three thousand thalers a year, but the

rapport was gone and he soon moved on. Dowager Queen Sophia vis-

ited that autumn, as did Wilhelmina. Jacob Keith, George's brother,

who had won military fame in the Russian army before falling victim

to court intrigues, arrived to take up service as a field marshal. Fred-

erick found him "gentle, intelligent, clever, [a man] of charming man-
ners."

The painter Amedee Vanloo also arrived in early 1748 to bolster

Frederick's newly founded Academy of Art. His first commission was
to paint the ceiling in the Sans-Souci theater with Apollo and the nine

muses; the dancer Barbarina Campanini emerged as Terpsichore. Gen-

eral Asmus von Bredow, a member of the Academy of Sciences, visited

"and did his bit for sociability." Father Bastiani, a friend of the king's

from Silesia, dropped by to tell salacious stories about Pope Benedict

XIV. Frederick did not believe most of them and was convinced that

the good priest had read more of Ovid's Art of Love than of his bre-

viary.

Count Finckenstein returned from his Russian embassy in early 1749
to tell the king "wonderful things" about the Russian court. Field Mar-
shal Count Maurice of Saxony turned up that summer in a pedantic

and loquacious mood. "I am being instructed ... on the art of war,"

Frederick wrote to Voltaire. "This marshal would appear to be the

professor of all the generals of Europe."

Nothing about this social scene was very exciting, and it is not sur-

prising that Frederick in private letters sometimes complained of bore-
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dom. Only in July 1750, with the arrival of Voltaire, did Frederick's

spirits lift.

Voltaire's disapproval of Frederick's military adventures had brought

their correspondence almost to a halt. It began to revive after Freder-

ick's return from the wars. Despite his predilection for things military,

he remained intensely interested in arts and sciences.

The Academy of Sciences usually met every week, and its papers

were published annually. They covered a wide field, all the way from
Professor Samuel Formey's thoughts on dreams to Dr. Filer's writings

on the body's formation and new experiments with human blood to

one Monsieur Gleditsch's contribution on the growth of mushrooms
to the king's own histories of the House of Hohenzollern. Frederick

almost never attended the sessions, but he was proud of the Academy,
and he had made Voltaire an early honorary member. Voltaire contin-

ued to correct Frederick's own contributions, which included essays on
superstition, religion, and manners, verse elegies, funeral orations, and
writings on ancient and modern government. In 1749 Frederick again

urged the famous writer to take residence at his court.

As Frederick had changed, so had Voltaire. The "divine Emily," the

Marquise du Chatelet, had begun to grow tiresome as early as 1744,
when she complained about Voltaire's frequent illnesses and resultant

lack of libido. She was thirty-eight and Voltaire fifty. For some years

he had been in love with his young niece, Marie Louise Denis, who
now, at the age of twenty-six, was suddenly widowed. Consolation led

to consummation. Voltaire's wavering libido revived, and the affair

prospered.

Voltaire and Emily remained together for a few more rather grim

years. To complicate matters, Emily fell in love with Marquis Jean

Francois de Saint-Lambert, a thirty-one-year-old courtier at King Stan-

islaus's court in Luneville. Their affair continued at Cirey. In mid-1748
Emily was sleeping with her new lover while Voltaire was writing to

his niece, "I press a thousand kisses on your round breasts, on your

ravishing bottom, on all your person which has so often given me erec-

tions and plunged me in a flood of delight." At which point the divine

Emily at age forty-two became pregnant!

Voltaire behaved quite well. When asked by Emily and Saint-Lam-

bert how she should explain the father's identity to her husband, Vol-

taire replied, "As to that, we will put it among the miscellaneous works
of Madame du Chatelet." That winter they visited Paris, from where
Emily wrote passionate letters to her lover and Voltaire conducted an-

atomical researches on his niece.

Frederick continued to urge Voltaire to come to Sans-Souci. He had
written an epic poem of about four thousand verses; he was working
on essays and plays; he sent Voltaire an epistle on Darget; he was cor-

recting dozens of other poems, elegies, and epistles for inclusion in his
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Oeuvres. He was only too aware of numerous faults in his writings,

and he had the leisure now to study with Voltaire: "God knows if I

shall have another such [year]."

Voltaire might never have responded but for an unfortunate event.

In early September he wrote to a friend: "This evening Madame du
Chatelet, being at her desk, according to her laudable custom, said,

^But I feel somethingV That something was a little girl, who came into

the world forthwith. It was placed upon a volume of geometry." Emily

became very ill — presumably a victim of puerperal fever— and died,

as did the baby. Voltaire took the loss to heart. "I have lost a friend of

twenty-five years," he wrote to Frederick, "a great person whose only

defect was to be a woman." He soon recovered and moved to Paris,

where Marie Louise lived with him. Here he published an anticlerical

work. The Vatican banned it, and the proclerical court faction in Paris

set about disgracing its author.

Frederick, meanwhile, had brought Voltaire's protege, the poet

d'Arnaud, to Sans-Souci at a good salary, the implication being that he

could become Voltaire's replacement as literary favorite. With his po-

sition now threatened at home and abroad, Voltaire agreed to make
the trip, providing he was paid sixteen thousand francs, in addition to

salary, to cover travel costs (among them the medicines for his myriad

illnesses) for himself and his secretary, Como Alessandro CoUini.

It worked well — at first.

Voltaire was rapturous. Elegantly housed in apartments recently oc-

cupied by Maurice of Saxony, he wrote to his intimate friend Count
Charles d'Argental about operas, plays, philosophy, and poetry, of

"grandeur and graces, grenadiers and muses, trumpets and violins, a

meal of Plato, society, and liberty. Who would believe it? Nevertheless

it is all true and of it all nothing is more precious than our intimate

suppers."^

Two weeks later he wrote that the king was showering him with

attention and kindnesses. Frederick concerned himself with affairs of

state from five a.m. through midday dinner, then devoted the rest of

the day to belles lettres, including three hours of work with Voltaire.

A week later Voltaire wrote to his niece that he had been appointed a

court chamberlain with key, decorated with the Order of Merit, and

given an annual pension of twenty thousand francs, plus all expenses.

The king would provide a house in Berlin and would pay Marie Louise

four thousand francs a year if she would come there. But Madame
Denis wanted no part of Prussia or its king and thought that Voltaire

was very foolish to consider permanent residence. "The King of Prussia

will be the death of you," she wrote— and she was nearly correct, but

not for the reasons she cited.

Voltaire's enthusiasm grew. Wilhelmina appeared and made a great

fuss over him, as did all members of the royal family. Then came a
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great carousel in Berlin. After fireworks, plays, and operas, it ended
with a military pageant in the palace courtyard, which had been trans-

formed into an amphitheater. Three thousand troops formed an honor
guard. Streets and amphitheater were lighted with forty-six thousand

lanterns. As Voltaire walked to his box, people called his name. The
performance followed. Four quadrilles, or groups of mounted knights,

equipped and armed as Persians, Greeks, Romans, and Carthaginians,

each led by a Hohenzollern prince, performed the most intricate mounted
maneuvers. "Not the least confusion," Voltaire wrote to d'Argental,

"no noise, all the assembly seated at ease, and silently attentive."^ A
joust followed, after which Princess Emily awarded first prize to the

Prince of Prussia. Voltaire was enchanted and scribbled a verse that

turned her into Venus awarding the apple.

Voltaire was practically groveling in admiration of his host, who
resembled Marcus Aurelius except that he wrote excellent verses when
he took trouble to correct them. His prose was admirable, but he wrote

too quickly. His Histoire de Brandebourg would be a major work,
providing it was carefully corrected. In early October he wrote to his

patron, "I prostrate myself before your scepter, your pen, your sword,

your imagination, your justness of understanding, and your universal-

ity."

Voltaire was allowed to do about what he wanted, to come to the

king's table or be served in his apartments. On one occasion the king

sent him an invitation to supper in the form of a cryptogram:

P a ci

viens 100

(viens souper a Sans-Souci).

Voltaire replied: Ga (J'ai grand appetit). By late October he was work-
ing only an hour or two a day with the king and was otherwise busy

with his own writings including his work, begun years earlier, on Louis

XIV. His time with Frederick was giving him new strengths. "I learn in

correcting him to correct myself," he wrote to d'Argental. "It seems
that nature has made him expressly for me; all my hours are delightful.

I have not found the least prick of a thorn among my roses." ^

He soon stopped going to midday dinners, where there were "too

many generals and too many princes." He greatly enjoyed their sup-

pers, where only French was spoken. "German is for soldiers and horses,"

he wrote to a friend, "necessary only for the march.'"* Conversation

was "often instructive and nourished the soul." Count Francesco Al-

garotti was always amusing.* Prince Henry turned up to act in The
Death of Caesar; he proved a good actor who spoke faultless French

* Algarotti was living in Berlin but sometimes came to court. He returned in 1754 to Italy,

where he died ten years later.
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The famous "round table" of

Sans-Souci. Voltaire, on the king's

right, wrote to a friend that he was

in "the paradise of philosophers."

Completed in 1747, Sans-Souci was

Frederick's summer palace and retreat.

The terraced glass-covered gardens sup-

plied out-of-season grapes, cherries,

and figs for the royal table and favored

friends.

Barbarina Campanini, the beautiful

Venetian danseuse with whom Frederick

was briefly enamored. Voltaire held that

her legs were the attraction, because

they resembled those of a boy.
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and was very pleasant. Pierre Louis de Maupertuis was not very excit-

ing, but La Mettrie, with his explosive ideas— he was a physician ex-

pelled from France for his atheistic writings— was great fun for short

periods. All in all, he was in "the paradise of philosophers."

66

Voltaire found only one thing wrong with paradise. It was boring.

He soon missed the excitement of Paris and the intellectual stimulus of

the d'Argentals, not to mention Marie Louise's pretty little bottom. A
monastic society generally has a pecking order, and the king's court

was no exception. People were envious of Voltaire's position, and he

was never one to hide his exalted intelligence. D'Arnaud particularly

resented him. In an ugly scene, fomented by the king, Voltaire taxed

the young poet with ingratitude toward his niece, Madame Denis, who
had been so kind to him. D'Arnaud replied that that was why he had

slept with her! Voltaire furiously demanded that d'Arnaud be banished

from the court, and Frederick reluctantly agreed.

Voltaire had been planning for some time to return to France but

continued to postpone his departure on the grounds of poor health.

Though regally housed in the Berlin palace for the carnival, he hated

the cold, and his illness lingered. "I am so sick that I no longer feel my
afflictions," he told Darget. "My soul is dead and my body dying." ^

Money revived him.

For some years affluent Prussians had been making large profits by

redeeming discounted Saxon notes at full value, a traffic that Frederick

had finally forbidden to save Saxony from bankruptcy. Such a trans-

action held immediate appeal to Voltaire, an experienced and greedy

speculator. Ignoring the king's edict, he gave a broker ten thousand

thalers to buy Saxon notes at discount in Dresden and bring them to

Berlin for redemption. This luckless man, a Berlin Jew named Abraham
Hirschel, gave Voltaire some diamonds as security. When Hirschel pro-

duced no quick profit, Voltaire decided he had been swindled and stu-

pidly brought a lawsuit. The ensuing publicity in European courts an-

noyed Frederick. "It is a matter of a rogue cheating a swindler," he

wrote to Wilhelmina, but he nonetheless appointed the grand chancel-

lor, Cocceji, to adjudicate. Hirschel was found guilty and sentenced to

several years of hard labor. Voltaire paid a small fine, but his image

suffered; he was the laughingstock of Europe. He had also acquired
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scurvy and lost two front teeth. And he had angered his royal patron,

who had shown him every kindness and consideration during his lengthy

illness. His abject letters brought candid replies. "I kept the peace in

my house until your arrival," Frederick wrote to him, "and I inform

you that if you have a passion for intrigue and cabal, you have come
to the wrong man. ... If you can make up your mind to live like a

philosopher, I shall be very glad to see you here; but if you abandon

yourself to all the transports of your passions, and if you wish to be at

odds with everybody, you will give me no pleasure by coming, and you

may as well remain in Berlin." Voltaire hastened to eat crow and soon

returned to Potsdam.

Frederick was not being altogether altruistic. He still wanted Vol-

taire's tutelage. In early April he had been sent a copy of Count Maur-

ice of Saxony's Les Reveries. The rambling work so amused him that

he decided to write a long poem on the art of war, "as Ovid had put

the art of love in verse form," he wrote to William. As was his way, he

was soon churning out reams of rhyme for Voltaire's perusal. Voltaire

not only corrected the work, some sixteen hundred lines, but added

three hundred lines of his own. He also objected to the vague and lan-

guid style, incorrect choice of words, and imprecise imagery.^ Freder-

ick slavishly respected his objections. The final work, L'Art de la Guerre,

was completed in August and published the following year. It owes a

great deal to Boileau and Voltaire and it would be pleasant to praise it.

Alas, it is a dreadful piece of work, a paean to German arms extolled

and frequently quoted by generations of German historians.

Ironically it brought a sort of peace to Potsdam during a particularly

exciting time for the beaux esprits. In late June the first volume of

Diderot and d'AJembert's Encyclopedie was published. It has been called

"the most famous of all experiments in the popularization of knowl-

edge," and it must have been the subject of lively debate in the Sans-

Souci dining hall.^ Voltaire had suddenly become much more attrac-

tive. Like many writers, he was at his best when creating. He was eating

three meals a day and growing stronger. "I have lived six consecutive

months with my king," he wrote to a friend, "eating like a devil and

taking, like him, a little powdered rhubarb every other day. Imagine an

admirable chateau, the master of which leaves me entire liberty, beau-

tiful gardens, good cheer, a little employment, society, and delicious

suppers with a philosopher-king who forgets his five victories and his

greatness.'"^ At the end of August he wrote to the Duke of Richelieu

that he had been entirely seduced by "the large blue eyes of the king,

by his gentle smile and charming voice," not to mention his devotion

to work, his many kindnesses, and the gift of dehcious liberty that he

had never enjoyed in France.^

But snakes were at work in paradise.
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Voltaire wrote to Marie Louise in early September that the physician

La Mettrie often spoke privately with the king and that they had dis-

cussed Voltaire's position at court and the jealousy it caused. Accord-

ing to La Mettrie, the king said, "I shall have need of him for another

year at the very most; one squeezes the orange and throws away the

peel." Voltaire was stunned. He brooded over the matter for the next

few months and probably would have continued to quiz La Mettrie

had that worthy gentleman not suddenly died.

Enter Pierre Louis Moreau de Maupertuis, president of the Academy
of Sciences and Letters, highly regarded by the king, given a magnifi-

cent house near the royal park outside Berlin. Here he maintained a

botanical garden and experimented with breeding of various animals,

including humans. He was the guiding genius of the Academy, as shown
by his extensive and intimate correspondence with the king; he had
corrected many of Frederick's literary works; he had recruited some
excellent talent; he had expanded the anatomical college and opened a

school for midwives; he was about to open a school of astronomy; and

he had other projects in mind. But Maupertuis was claimed by what
Frederick called an "uneasy spirit." He was irritable and given to jeal-

ousy— and he drank far too much brandy, which in part accounted

for his perpetual poor health.

Maupertuis did not appreciate Voltaire's royal reception, which car-

ried with it a salary larger than his own. He resented Voltaire's fame

and showed it. Voltaire in turn complained of Maupertuis's "tyranni-

cal" running of the Academy and, according to the king, wanted to

replace him as its president. "I suffer Maupertuis," he wrote to Marie

Louise in autumn of 175 1, "not having been able to pacify him."^

That might have been the end of it, except for a quarrel in the Acad-

emy. A rift had been developing there for some years between one school

of thought, headed by Maupertuis and the mathematician Euler, and

another, headed by Formey, the Academy's secretary, who favored the

philosophical school of Gottfried Leibniz and Christian Wolff. In 1752
Maupertuis and one of his proteges, Samuel Koenig, fell out over this

same question, and Koenig wrote a paper that accused Maupertuis of

being a scientific fraud. Koenig could not produce cited evidence— a

letter from Leibniz— and was expelled from the Academy; he subse-

quently published an account of the affair. Voltaire leaped to Koenig's

aid and anonymously published a paper in his defense. Frederick did

not want Maupertuis or the Academy humiliated, so he anonymously

published a not very satisfactory reply to Voltaire's work. Everyone

knew the king had written it, and Voltaire unwisely demolished its

arguments in a published letter to Koenig.

As the nineteenth-century biographer James Parton wrote, the affair

should have ended there, with no one very happy and no one really
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harmed. But Maupertuis, who was very upset and was drinking heav-

ily, sought to repair his reputation by pubhshing a book of twenty-

three Letters, in which, among other projects, he proposed to dig an

enormous hole in the earth in order to see what was there; to blow up

an Egyptian pyramid to see why it had been built; to found a Latin-

speaking city and thereby improve the language; to refuse payment to

a doctor until the patient was cured. "Maupertuis has become entirely

mad," Voltaire wrote to his niece in early October.^ He followed with

a work, Diatribe of Doctor Akakia, that satirized the Letters and tore

Maupertuis to pieces: "If these imaginary letters were really written by

a president, it could only be a president of Bedlam."^ This was pub-

lished under a false license and widely distributed.

Frederick had warned Voltaire not to publish this work, because it

ridiculed the Prussian monarchy and nobility. Voltaire was already

skating on thin ice; at the start of the quarrel Lord Marshal Keith had

warned him that "someday, some big Prussian will box your ears,"

and Maupertuis had told the king that his guest was openly criticizing

the royal verses, which he described as "dirty laundry" for him to wash.

Voltaire agreed to burn the manuscript, but instead persuaded the king's

own printer to produce the work. Frederick wrote him a strong let-

ter— "If your works entitle you to statues, your conduct deserves

chains" — and put him under apartment arrest until he agreed to be-

have himself. "I have frightened him on the side of the purse" (with a

large fine), Frederick told Maupertuis, "and it has had all the effect I

expected. I have declared that my house is to be a sanctuary, and not a

retreat for brigands and scoundrels to distill poisons in."

The court had moved to Berlin for the Christmas carnival when copies

of Doctor Akakia appeared in local bookstores. Frederick had them

publicly burned in three places and on Christmas Eve wrote to Mau-
pertuis, seriously ill with fever, a charming letter that enclosed the ashes

"as a cooling powder."

Voltaire already had decided to leave Prussia. "I see plainly that the

orange has been squeezed," he wrote to Marie Louise. "It is necessary

now to think of saving the rind." On New Year's Day of 1753, he sent

the king his Order of Merit and chamberlain's key and announced his

return to France in a self-pitying letter. Frederick returned the trinkets,

a shaky peace was restored, and Voltaire finally departed in late March,

ostensibly to take the waters at Plombieres. He took not only the trink-

ets with him but also a volume of the king's own poetry that in part

defamed royal contemporaries. At Leipzig, Voltaire received a threat-

ening letter from Maupertuis and replied by publishing a new, even

more insulting Doktor Akakia, which was immensely popular. After a

leisurely journey through Gotha, where he and his secretary, Collini,

were guests of the ducal family, he reached Frankfurt in late May.
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"I laugh at your impotent wrath . .
." the king wrote to him. "Con-

fess that you were born to be the prime minister of Cesar Borgia."^

The king wrote to Wilhelmina that Voltaire "has behaved like the greatest

scoundrel in the universe. . . . It is indeed a pity that the great talents

of that man should be tarnished by the blackest and most perfidious

soul, which embitters and spoils his whole existence." He had already

ordered his representative in Frankfurt, Franz von Freytag, to intercept

the famous man of letters and retrieve the medal, key, and all writings

in the king's hand, including the volume of poetry. If Voltaire resisted,

he was to be arrested.

Freytag carried out his mission with what Frederick termed "a brutal

exactitude," which included an initial interrogation of eight hours! Al-

though Voltaire surrendered the medal and key, he could not locate the

volume of poetry. Freytag put him under house arrest at the Golden
Lion Inn. Voltaire wrote indignant letters to the Holy Roman Em-
peror— Frankfurt was an imperial or "free" city* — and to Minister

d'Argenson, one of his supporters in France. But Marie Louise turned

up before the missing volume. "I come here to conduct my uncle to the

waters of Plombieres," she wrote to King Frederick. "I find him dying,

and, as a climax of evils, under arrest, by Your Majesty's orders, in an

inn, without being able to breathe the open air."^° After three weeks
of quasi-imprisonment, Voltaire and CoUini tried to escape, were caught,

and, if CoUini is to be believed, roughed up and had money and jewels

taken. They and Marie Louise were put in separate rooms under guard

in the scruffy Goat Inn. (The Golden Lion refused to have them back

because of Voltaire's "incredible parsimony.") The missing volume fi-

nally turned up, and two weeks later Frederick ordered their release.

Voltaire and his niece never forgave the king. Marie Louise later

took vengeance by telling Madame de Pompadour of Frederick's dis-

dain for her (which had serious political repercussions). Voltaire took

vengeance by writing his secret memoirs, in which he accused Frederick

of homosexuality. The work was not published until after Voltaire's

death. t Frederick himself was relieved that the affair was over: "You

* Voltaire was being held illegally, but Prussian influence in Frankfurt was so strong that the

city fathers did not dare interfere.

fin late 1752 an anonymous and scurrilous volume of Frederick's alleged homosexual affairs

was published in Paris. Voltaire broke an eight-month silence to write to the king, disclaiming

authorship. Frederick replied, "I never believed you were the author of these libels; I know

your style too well. Even if you were, 1 would gladly forgive you." (Friedrich der Grosse,

Briefwechsel . . . mit Voltaire, Volume 3.) Frederick wrote to Lord Marshal Keith that the

volume did not in the least upset him. No ruler yet had escaped poisonous treatment— and

he did not want to be an exception to the rule. (Gooch, Frederick the Great.) Frederick wrote

to Maupertuis in late 1753 that Voltaire was the author of the libels, which he wrote in a

disguised style. Voltaire's further letters to the king for some time were formally and coldly

answered by Frederick's reader.
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won't catch me that way again," he wrote to Lord Marshal Keith in

Paris.

Time would repair some of the damage. The poet and the king would

eventually resume a pleasant correspondence. But they would never

again meet.

67

In the summer of 1752 Frederick informed Maupertuis that he

was writing a serious work. Like the history of his early reign, it would
have to remain a state secret. He was in a particularly pensive mood:
"I have lost almost all my friends and old acquaintances and I find

consolation only in study and work." He finished the project in late

August: "My thoughts are so somber that I am ashamed; I am making

a political testament."

Written from April to August— written, that is, at a time of extreme

political tension in the north, of the largest mihtary maneuvers ever

held in Prussia, of a nasty attack of gout, of a disruptive quarrel with

Voltaire, of Prince Henry's reluctant marriage, and of the many daily

tasks of running a kingdom— The Political Testament remained to-

tally secret until it was read by Frederick's successor, thirty-four years

later. It is a lengthy work that reviews Prussia's administrative, legal,

and financial machinery, the king's activities, taxes, treasury, internal

improvements, industrial and agricultural production, army— the state

of the kingdom in general; where it has been and where it is going. Of
particular interest is the diplomatic portion, which tells us more about

the king's thinking than many later works by learned men.

Prussia was surrounded by powerful and jealous powers, the king

wrote. Austria was the most ambitious. Maria Theresa, who had in-

herited her father's arrogance, wanted only to enslave Germany while

expanding her territory: "Her current policy is to re-establish her army,

put her finances in order and maintain the peace until her arrangements

are completed, to strengthen [her] alliances, as she has done in uniting

the most closely in a short time with Russia, England, and Saxony."

England was a similar evil. King George II, Frederick's uncle, hated

Prussia because of her quarrels with Hanover and increase in power.

For this reason he supported Austria. But that support would end with

his death. His successor would not allow Hanover to influence British

diplomacy to such a dangerous degree.

Russia was not a real enemy but rather an "accidental enemy"; the
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enmity was the work of Bestushev, whose rude withdrawal of the Rus-

sian envoy from Berhn in 1750 had caused the present diplomatic stale-

mate. This would change with Bestushev's death. But Russia would
continue to keep her hold on Poland, to work with Austria in defend-

ing against the Turkish threat, and to maintain as best she could an

influence in northern affairs. Fortunately the Russian empire was ruled

"by a sensual woman who abandons the care of her affairs to a minis-

ter corrupted by other powers. . . . Her successor [Grand Duke Peter]

is a prince without intelligence, without descendants, and, more, hated

by the Russians."

Saxon enmity stemmed in large part from Count Briihl, a corrupt

man whose stupid politics resulted in an alliance with Russia and Aus-

tria "that exposed the royal family to all the hazards of war without

giving them the least hope of profiting from the advantages."

Holland was another fringe enemy without the regents' knowing why.

Holland hated France and had abandoned itself to England, who had

ruined its maritime commerce. It suspected that France and Prussia

would like to seize the republic: "Distrustful, uncertain, envious, to-

tally feeble, and without money."

Of the friendly powers, France was the most powerful in Europe,

dedicated to reducing the power of Austria, supporting the rights of

Imperial princes, diminishing England's maritime commerce, support-

ing her ally, Spain, maintaining her influence in the north, and playing

a major role in all the affairs of Europe while moving her borders to

the Rhine. Unfortunately, she was ruled by a feeble prince whose au-

thority was divided among his ministers. Thanks to an avaricious mis-

tress, la Pompadour, and venal courtiers, the treasury was empty and

the kingdom labored under debts. In a country where "pleasure is the

god," affairs must naturally suffer. France was not a good ally. Her

treaties were designed to put the entire burden on the partner so that

she remained free to act as she pleased.

Sweden's prime concern was Russia: "Her animosity against Mus-

covy incites her to revenge herself for her last unfortunate war . . . but

if her hatred animates her, her impotence holds her back." As an ally,

she was a burden, able only to call for help, not render it.

Denmark was intent on seizing Holstein and holding down Sweden.

Basically a sea power, she was not much of an aggressive threat but

would be able to defend herself from land attack.

Feudal Poland remained divided and weak, of danger to no one.

The Empire was more divided than ever: "A King of England crosses

the Channel with a bag of guineas, and some moderate sums serve to

corrupt the most powerful of the Corps Germanique. They have be-

come merchants; they deal in the blood of their subjects [that is, by

leasing out soldiers]; they sell their votes in the College of Princes and
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that of the Electors. I beHeve that they would sell themselves if someone
could be found to buy them." Their loyalties were various. Allied to

Vienna were the Electors of Hanover, Saxony, Bavaria, Mainz, Treves,

and the eccelsiastical princes. Allied to France and Prussia were the

Elector Palatine, the Elector of Cologne, and the Dukes of Wiirttenberg

and Brunswick. Those still up for auction were Hesse and Saxe-Gotha.

Powers of lesser interest to Prussia were Spain and Portugal. Spain

was inseparable from France for reasons of maritime commerce and
her pretensions against Austria in Italy. Portugal and Sardinia were not

very important, nor was the Papacy with its moribund pope, content

to keep his job and say quiet masses at Saint Peter's.

The Turkish empire was ruled by a feeble man. Sultan Mahmud I.

His advisers were profoundly ignorant of European affairs, his army
obsolete; but thanks to Persian civil wars, he was free to attack Russia

or Austria.

The Prussian king regarded Europe "as a republic of sovereigns di-

vided into two powerful parties," France and England. Power was bal-

anced between them. "This policy, once established in Europe, pre-

vents large conquests and renders wars fruitless, unless they are

conducted with a large superiority and unvarying [good] fortune."

What was Prussia's position? Such was the current situation

that Prussia will never lack allies. In order to select them it is necessary

to cast off all personal hatred and prejudice, be it contrary, be it favor-

able. The interest of the state is the sole motive that should rule in the

council of Princes. Our present interests, particularly after the acquisi-

tion of Silesia, are to remain united with France, likewise with all the

enemies of the House of Austria. Silesia and Lorraine are two sisters of

whom Prussia has married the elder and France the younger. This alli-

ance obliges them to follow the same policy.

Neither could afford to see the loss of the other's territory with the

concomitant strengthening of Austrian power. The alliance also ex-

tended in the other direction, with France contesting England, Prussia

contesting Hanover: "This is the same thing, and the interests of two
courts find themselves on common ground. . . . You see that this al-

liance is natural, that all the interests of the two crowns are mutual,

and that, accordingly, the particular circumstances of Europe have

formed these bonds rather than the ability of negotiators." There was
a final reason. Prussia could expect territorial rewards from an alliance

with France but none from an alliance with Austria or England.

Although King Frederick expected war, his present policy was to

prolong peace for as long as possible. It was necessary for France to

repair her finances and escape from "total lethargy." For a war to suc-

ceed, Bestushev had to be toppled, his successor won over; the King of
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England had to die; Turkey had to have a new ruler; France had to
find an ambitious and powerful premier. Even if these conditions were
met, Prussia should act cautiously, allowing others to wear themselves
out in fighting if possible. His successor was to remember Cardinal
Fleury's maxim: "The one who remains the master of his adversary is

the one who has the last penny in his pocket."

Meanwhile the King of Prussia had to be many things to many peo-
ple. An invariable conduct, an unchangeable character, allowed an en-
emy to predict one's reactions. "The great art is to hide one's plans,
and for this it is necessary to cloak one's character and give only a hint
of a strength measured and tempered by justice." It was vital to remem-
ber that "each circumstance, each time, each person, demands a differ-

ent treatment."

Negotiations were, of course, important to successful policy. QuaU-
fied and incorruptible ambassadors were vital to the process, which is

why he had founded a school for ambassadors in Berlin, where twelve
young gentlemen were being trained for foreign service. Spies were also
vital. Since 1747 the Austrian ambassador's secretary in Berlin had
reported regularly, and since early 1752 a chancery clerk in Dresden,
Friedrich Menzel, had reported secrets of the Saxon Cabinet, particu-

larly its correspondence with Saint Petersburg and Vienna: "These types

of wretches are useful; they are like compasses that guide navigators
while the somber clouds of politics leave them in the dark." On the
other hand, the ruler must take extraordinary precautions to see that
his own officials are not corrupted.

What of the future? The House of Brandenburg held incontestable rights

over Bayreuth, Ansbach, and Mecklenburg (the last contested by Han-
over). Legality aside, nothing could benefit Prussia more than acquiring
Saxony, Prussian Poland, and Swedish Pomerania. Saxony would be
the most useful acquisition, since it would provide Prussia with a for-

tified frontier against Austria.

How were these territories to be acquired?

One must dissemble and hide one's plan, profit from events, patiently

await those which are favorable and when they have arrived act with
vigor. What would facilitate this conquest would be if Saxony were in

alliance with the Queen of Hungary, and that this Princess or her de-

scendants broke with Prussia. Here would be a pretext to invade Saxony
in order to disarm her troops and entrench oneself in the country.

Frederick found this idea so appealing that he offered his successor

a rough operations plan. For it to succeed, the Ottoman Porte would
have to keep Russia busy; Prussia would have to raise as many enemies
as possible against Austria to cause a division of forces.
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Once Saxony was subjugated, Prussia would carry the war to Mo-
ravia: "A decisive battle won in this province would open the gates of

Olmiitz and Briinn and the war would approach [Vienna]." This effort

would be helped by an auxiliary force of forty thousand troops raised

in Saxony, auxiliaries hired from Imperial princes, and twenty thou-

sand troops recruited in Hungary. Part of this force would easily con-

quer Bohemia. If England objected, France would threaten Hanover.

Peace would give France all of Flanders, Moravia would be returned

to Austria, the Polish king would receive Bohemia— and Prussia would
keep Saxony. It was an ambitious plan, Frederick admitted, but even if

all of Saxony were not conquered, Prussia could seize at least a part.

The next most desirable province was Polish Prussia, whose posses-

sion would further consolidate the kingdom and largely eliminate the

Russian threat to East Prussia. But the preferred means for the acqui-

sition of this country would be political, not military: "Acquisitions

made by the pen are always preferable to those made by the sword.

Less chance is incurred, and neither treasury nor army is ruined." The
acquisition of Polish Prussia brought to mind, Frederick wrote, what
King Victor Amadeus of Sardinia had told Charles Emmanuel: "My
son, it is necessary to devour the Milanese as one eats an artichoke,

leaf by leaf." A factious and corrupt elective monarchy, it was to be

acquired by city and district. The length of the Vistula, including Thorn,

Elbing, and Marienwerder, would be fortified. Danzig would be re-

served as "the last morsel," since it would make all of Poland subject

to Prussian whim.

The third most desirable acquisition was Swedish Pomerania, but

this could be gained only by treaty, which Frederick regarded as un-

likely but possible under certain circumstances.

These few pages left no doubt to his successor that he recommended
a vigorous and bold policy of expansion:

If this House produces great princes, if the army is kept in its present

discipline, if the sovereigns economize in time of peace to provide the

costs of war, if they know [how] to profit from events with ability and

sagacity, finally if they have come to an agreement themselves, I do not

doubt that the state will increase and aggrandize itself, and that in time

Prussia will become one of the most important powers of Europe.
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Although The Political Testament discounted the value of France

as an ally— "to be her ally was to be her slave," as Frederick earlier

had put it— he continued to cultivate this court for the rest of 1752.

In early October he sent King Louis an extraordinary letter "with all

the candor and trust that I owe to such a good ally," He began by

complimenting the French king for maintaining the tranquillity of the

north and protecting Charles Theodor, Elector Palatine, against Anglo-

Austrian evils.

But his main point was how to maintain the present fragile peace in

Europe. Having condemned Machiavelli, he now proposed a simple

Machiavellian solution. France was to persuade the Ottoman Porte to

make war on Austria! Sultan Mahmud I would protect himself by

sending his Janissaries off to war, thus preventing their plotting against

him. Such a war would exhaust Austrian finances and ruin her army,

because it would be fought in the pestilential climate of Hungary. Rus-

sia would join in, but she was short of money and had no decent gen-

erals: "These troops can be regarded as a strong body with no head."

England could not support her allies financially. If Austria defeated

Turkey, she would gain only Serbia and could not threaten European

peace for another ten years. "Our interests and intentions are the same,"

he concluded; "we want peace, and I believe that what I propose is the

most certain way to maintain it." He did not add that Austrian impo-

tence would open the way for his own expansionist dreams in Saxony,

Poland, and Pomerania.

Frederick wrote to King Louis again in December, this time about

Polish affairs. If Austria succeeded in placing Prince Charles on the

Polish throne, that would upset the balance of power and would mean
the enslavement of Germany and wars for France more violent than

any since the reign of Charles V.* Frederick called for an alliance be-

tween France, Sweden, and Prussia to support Poland, but the only real

guarantee of peace was his earlier plan to persuade the Porte to go to

war against Austria and Russia.

The Prussian envoy in Paris, Lord Marshal Keith, warned that France

was in no position to act on this proposal. Nor would it be an easy

matter to win Madame de Pompadour's favor. King Louis's negative

reply confirmed Keith's warning, and for the moment there seemed

nothing more for Frederick to do other than observe events.

*Emperor Charles V, 1500-1558. His conflict with Francis I of France led to four bloody

wars.
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Frederick's diplomatic position did not essentially change in 1753.

To the Prince of Prussia's optimistic suggestion that the peace would

continue, the king replied: "Do you not imagine, my dear brother, there

are a hundred envious and a hundred opportunities that can stir up

things, and, unless one is deprived of reason and foresight, one can not

be too much on one's guard and cannot consolidate too much the ar-

rangements necessary to resist the large number of enemies that we
have."

Nor was he exaggerating. His new spy in Dresden was supplying

copies of secret diplomatic dispatches to and from Dresden, Saint Pe-

tersburg, and Vienna. Saxony seemed ready to sign the Treaty of Saint

Petersburg and thus join the anti-Prussian alliance of England, Russia,

and Austria. That summer England proposed a subsidy treaty with

Russia, whereby a corps of Russian troops would march to Hanover's

defense if necessary. The Vienna court continued its anti-Prussian pro-

paganda campaign in the Empire and elsewhere. Taken together, these

formed a "base conspiracy" (in the king's words) against Prussia.

He found it difficult to counter politically. France was nudging bank-

ruptcy and behaving more lethargically than ever. At this dismal point

Frederick's main ally was his army. That September he held the enor-

mous Spandau review and maneuvers, which he strengthened psycho-

logically by refusing to allow foreign observers. He was also successful

in sabotaging Russian-Austrian plans at the Pohsh Diet, again in con-

junction with French diplomacy.

There was a similar political story in 1754. He continued to try to

arouse Versailles from inactivity, but his frustration is clear from his

dispatches. Politically impotent, he turned to lighter matters. Marshal

Keith was to find "a really good cook who has a very delicate taste and

who can make these light and subtle sauces which are so popular at

present." He received Belle-Isle's son. Count Gisors, that spring and

allowed him to witness otherwise secret military reviews — presum-

ably so that his reports would rouse France from its sleep. In late May
he inspected Pomerania and Magdeburg and in late June spent a few

days in Bayreuth before taking the waters at Sans-Souci. Lord Marshal

Keith returned from Paris because of ill health. He was replaced by

Baron von Knyphausen, who was soon being threatened with dismissal

if he did not start behaving like a diplomat rather than a simple gazet-

teer.

Sterile diplomacy is often dangerous diplomacy in that it allows

problems to develop that are later difficult if not impossible to solve. If

1753 and 1754 were inactive years politically, they nevertheless saw

the continuation of the dangerous if undeclared war between England

and France. Although quiescent and confined largely to the sea, it would

evolve into a war for possession of North America and the Indies, a
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war that, ironically, would be fought mainly in Europe and mainly by
powers not remotely interested in overseas possessions.

The Turkish sultan died early in 1755. Despairing of French action in

Constantinople, Frederick sent his own man, a young lieutenant named
Hande, to see whether a treaty of alliance was possible, to determine

who could be bribed for how much, and to procure all possible infor-

mation on the new sultan, Osman Ibrahim. Hande traveled as one Karl

Adolf von Rexin, privy commercial counsel and charge d'affaires, and

was provided with 300,000 thalers in letters of credit.

England and France meanwhile had begun a naval race that Freder-

ick believed would lead to war at sea and, in a year or so, to war in

Europe. In early April he regarded this war as inevitable and directed

Knyphausen to suggest "very adroitly" to the new foreign minister,

Count Anton Ludwig Rouille, that France should at once seize Hano-
ver and then ask England whether she would like to make peace.

Rouille welcomed the suggestion and wondered whether Prussia would

undertake this operation on behalf of its ally. Knyphausen was to ex-

plain that this was easier to suggest than to execute, since sixty thou-

sand Russian troops were in Kurland, Saxony was allied with England,

eighty thousand Austrians were ready to attack Prussia, and both Den-

mark and the Porte were question marks. Frederick's major concern

was the threat from Russia, which France could scarcely neutralize. He
saw no urgent need at this time to renew his treaty with France; it

would not expire for another year. He agreed with Podewils that Ver-

sailles should state the terms of renewal, particularly since France was
faced with what could well be a ruinous war.

Frederick did not like the way the war was going for France. If France

had won the upper hand in the Ohio Valley, it was suffering heavy

losses at sea. Part of the problem, Knyphausen reported, was Madame
de Pompadour, who insisted on a naval war, because a land war would

mean separation from King Louis!

Convinced that the undeclared war was going to involve Germany,

Frederick announced his willingness in Paris, London, and Vienna to

mediate a peace between France and England. The French court was

now thoroughly alarmed. At Frederick's request, Rouille proposed to

send a special envoy, Duke Louis Jules Nivernois, "to confer with

[Frederick] on the measures that it would be appropriate to take rela-

tive to the act of hostility that England had just committed." Frederick

was willing to receive Nivernois, but not to commit himself. He was

appalled by French weakness. If it keeps up, he wrote to Knyphausen,

the French will have no allies and will have lost all the respect they had

in Europe. One course only could retrieve their fortunes: seizing Han-
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over immediately. Once lost, time and opportunity can never be re-

gained.

British diplomacy gained while French diplomacy faltered. Lord

Robert d'Arcy Holdernesse stressed to the Duke of Brunswick that the

peace of Germany was dependent on the Prussian king. England wanted

no less than a "formal promise" that Prussia would undertake nothing

against Hanover nor would she aid France in any such attack. Freder-

ick, not surprisingly, refused to commit himself but did point out that

the present quarrel was stupid, that "the game was not worth the can-

dle." The Canadian territories that England and France were fighting

over were not worth the cost of what he later called "the codfish war."

He wanted immediate mediation by Austria, Holland, Spain, and Den-

mark; he would employ his good offices with France. There was no

reason that satisfactory peace preliminaries could not be reached by

spring. Brunswick could also inform Holdernesse that once Prussia's

treaty with France expired, Frederick would be amenable to English

propositions concerning the neutrality of Hanover. Holdernesse re-

plied that England would like to ally with Prussia. All very well, Fred-

erick said, but there were problems, such as Britain's refusal to pay

reparations for ships illegally seized. For what reason, he continued,

should he abandon an alliance with France? He would have to have "a

much more clear and direct" proposal before deciding anything. Af-

fairs thus remained in limbo.

From Vienna, the Prussian envoy, Klinggraeffen, reported the dis-

turbing news that increased military preparations pointed to "some

design": enforced recruitment, the purchase of cavalry horses, the re-

furbishing of artillery, the building of magazines in Bohemia. From
Russia came reports of more troops assembled in Kurland and Livonia,

where trains of artillery and large magazines were being prepared while

troop galleys were being sent to Reval. The two courts, Vienna and

Saint Petersburg, were said to be holding secret conversations, from

which the king feared the worst.

The British approach thus found a willing ear at Potsdam. In late

November, Abraham Michell, the Prussian resident secretary in Lon-

don, reported that Henry Fox, a Cabinet minister, had stated his de-

votion to King Frederick. Lord Holdernesse had stressed to Michell the

defensive nature of the subsidy treaty with Russia. He read the treaty

to Michell and added that King George, who wished to unite closely

with Frederick, would renew all previous guarantees to Prussia, "that,

in the brilliant position of Your Majesty, you can prevent the fire from

starting in Germany and can conserve the peace there, that Your Maj-

esty held the olive branch in one hand and the sword in the other, that

thus it was up to him to consider which one he would like to use."

Holdernesse promised to settle the ship reparations question, provided
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that Prussia paid off the Silesian mortgages, Michell was taken to Lord

Newcastle, who confirmed everything Holdernesse had said.

Here was a diplomatic offensive; here were words with meat— and

Frederick relished them. He replied through Michell that he intended

to do all possible to maintain the peace in Europe, and that a treaty of

neutrality between England and Prussia for Germany would help him
reconcile England and France. He appreciated the new guarantees. He
regarded the reparations question as a "bagatelle," but since it caused

trouble, it should be done away with. He would also Uke England to

offer freedom of commerce for Prussian ships during the present war
or at least to define "contraband cargo."

At year's end he had not decided whether he should ally with France

or England— or either. He would have liked peace. Lacking that,

however, there was no doubt that he was moving closer to his uncle's

island kingdom.

69

Rapprochement with England continued into the new year, 1756.

Frederick's warm reply to British proposals drew an enthusiastic re-

sponse from Whitehall. England agreed to pay Prussia £zo,ooo in rep-

arations for seized cargoes, and Frederick agreed to pay off the Silesian

mortgages. Those formalities out of the way, the two powers signed

what the Prussian king called "a convention of neutrality," an agree-

ment to keep Germany neutral for as long as France and England were

at war.

The Convention of Westminster upset the French court. Baron von

Knyphausen had warned that it was not necessary, since France had

no intention of invading Hanover. Versailles would view a treaty with

England as a great insult; it was a matter of amour propre. The king's

best policy, Knyphausen sagely advised, was to remain neutral and per-

suade France to guarantee Germany's neutrality.

By the time Frederick received these dispatches, the Duke of Niver-

nois, Versailles's special envoy, had arrived in Berlin. Although Fred-

erick appreciated Knyphausen's analysis, he wrote, he could not un-

derstand what all the fuss was about. French diplomacy had been

virtually stagnant. Nivernois was supposed to have come in September

but did not appear until January. He had been well received; Podewils

had been completely open with him; there was no conflict of interest

between the new treaty and the present treaty with France. Frederick
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did not have to ask Versailles for permission to treat with anyone, and

he wanted to renew the present alliance with France despite its hostile

statements.

The king assumed this innocent posture in other courts. Privately he

regarded the treaty as a diplomatic coup, not so much because it would
help prevent war but because it drove a wedge into what he regarded

as the anti-Prussian alliance of England, Russia, Austria, and Sax-

ony— "a formidable league under which sooner or later the State would
have to succumb," as he described it to the Prince of Prussia. "This is

how the Romans divided their enemies, and in fighting them one by

one, conquered all of them." He continued:

This year [of peace] that 1 believe to have gained is worth more to me
than the five preceding ones, and if subsequently I can serve as mediator

to the belligerent powers, I will have made the greatest role possible for

Prussia in peacetime; and don't underestimate the pleasure of seeing the

Queen of Hungary checked, to humiliate or rather annihilate Saxony, to

drive Bestushev to despair. Here are the results that will come from a

small stroke of the pen.

The treaty also produced a bad effect in Vienna, whose court was
amazed that two electors of the Empire had dared to make a treaty

without even telling the emperor, much less asking his permission. But

Count Kaunitz, now Maria Theresa's first minister, regarded it as "the

decisive event to Austria's salvation," by which he meant that it would
wean the French court from its present pusillanimous negotiations in

favor of an aggressive treaty devoted to Prussia's demise.^ Frederick

was aware of the possibility of an alliance between France and Austria,

but it would probably involve no more than the neutrality of the Low
Countries, and he doubted that it would be directed against him: French

and Austrian interests were diametrically opposed and France would
never dream of aggrandizing its former enemy. He repeatedly empha-

sized to concerned envoys that France would never contribute to Aus-

tria's welfare and that Austria would never forsake her alliance with

Britain— a bold and totally inaccurate analysis shared by the British

court.

Adding to his optimism were Nivernois's favorable reports to Ver-

sailles. Frederick had opened the ratified treaty from England in Niv-

ernois's presence and allowed him to read it, including the secret arti-

cles. Both Frederick and Podewils liked the envoy, "who appears to me
of a very estimable character," Frederick told Maupertuis, "with much
intelligence and knowledge; he is without pretentions, his simple man-
ners bespeak the sincerity of his soul." The envoy responded in kind.

But Knyphausen reported from Paris that the copy of the treaty sent by

Nivernois had caused "the greatest consternation" in the French court.
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Frederick regarded this as momentary pique, which would vanish

once Nivernois returned to France and explained the Prussian king's

desire to bring peace between France and England. Frederick sent En-

gland's preliminary offers to the French court in late February, England

was willing to make some minor boundary adjustments in Nova Scotia

and to return some captured French warships. Frederick apologized for

not having obtained a better offer, but at least King Louis would see

that "I never lose sight of his interests or his glory."

This confused and volatile situation continued for another two months.

France spurned British offers and demanded the return of her warships

before talks could proceed. Frederick continued to pour oil on troubled

waters but at the same time was upset by the negotiations between

France and Austria. He learned that the Russian court had not yet

ratified the subsidy treaty with England. On the favorable side, Ver-

sailles dispatched the Marquis de Valory to Berlin for the forthcoming

treaty negotiations between France and Prussia. England was also going

to send a new ambassador to Berlin. At Versailles, Nivernois stressed

Frederick's desire for peace. Knyphausen suggested that the Prussian

king write directly to Madame de Pompadour, in view of her increasing

power. Frederick replied that if she wished to make him some offers,

perhaps he would respond, but otherwise it would only be a crass ges-

ture.*

Knyphausen next reported that Austrian rapprochement with France

was what Count Kaunitz had been assiduously cultivating since 1749.

Although the French foreign minister Rouille denied that negotiations

with Vienna were under way, Frederick warned the English court that

the two powers could conceivably conclude a treaty that would allow

France to invade Hanover or Holland while Austria struck Prussia,

with the Empire remaining neutral. In that case the key would be Rus-

sia: "As long as England would be certain of Russia," he wrote to his

envoy Michell, "the Austrians would not dare to undertake to change

allies and the [European] system."

The English court agreed. Lord Holdernesse continued to assure the

Prussian king that "the Petersburg court would always remain attached

to English interests, and of that there was not the least doubt," a sen-

timent repeatedly expressed in the months ahead. Frederick was not so

sure. Intercepted dispatches spoke of a strong anti-English faction, headed

by the current favorite. Count Ivan Shuvalov, which had been under-

mining English influence. Czarina Elizabeth reportedly had ratified the

subsidy treaty with England, only to regret her action when she learned

of England's alliance with Prussia. By mid-April the king seemed to

* Empress Maria Theresa had been personally corresponding with Madame de Pompadour

for some time. It is also probable that Madame Denis and Voltaire had spread word of

Frederick's mocking remarks to antagonize her further.
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regard war as inevitable. "It is a matter of having patience," he wrote

to the Prince of Prussia, "and seeing what comes."

The situation began heating up in May with reports that Austria and
France had signed a treaty of neutraHty. Then came news of a French

landing at Port Mahon and the seizure of the British-held island of

Minorca. Meanwhile the new British envoy, Andrew Mitchell, arrived

in Berlin, Minister Podewils found the forty-eight-year-old minister "open

and sincere . . . full of good will. He speaks [French] well enough, but

with a very strong English accent." Frederick soon received him warmly
at Potsdam, where he kept him overnight so as to continue the impor-

tant audience. The son of a Scottish minister, Mitchell was a well-ed-

ucated and well-traveled lawyer who had become close friends with

Montesquieu when he was in Paris in 1735. His interests went far be-

yond the law; they included Cicero's philosophical works, the history

of England, Germany, and France, religious orders, morals, Roman
coins, antiquities, epic poetry, statues, engravings, and many other sub-

jects — all of which delighted Frederick.^

Mitchell's highly secret reports give us excellent insight into the royal

mind at this crucial period. The king more than once emphatically de-

clared "that He did not think that the Peace of Germany would be

disturbed this Year" (a sharp change from his April thinking). The
French landing on Minorca was unfortunate, because France might

trade Minorca to Spain in return for an alliance against Britain.* Oth-

erwise, Britain had little to fear from France and its weak and irresolute

ministry. He himself had no intention of renewing his present treaty

with France or of guaranteeing French possessions in America, though

as for that war, "he could not help wondering at the Absurdity of both

Nations, to exhaust their Strength, and Wealth, for an Object that did

not appear to him to be worth the while." Should France and Austria

form an alliance, Prussia would make common cause with Britain and

would fight both France and Austria. The king was still concerned,

however, about Russia's attitude, which Mitchell assured him was be-

lieved in London to be pro-British.^

The long and remarkable relationship between the King of Prussia

and the British ambassador was faithfully recorded by Mitchell in sev-

eral volumes of dispatches and in a personal journal. The two men
struck it off so well that the Prussian envoy in London, Abraham Mich-
ell, was instructed to thank Lord Holdernesse for sending "a person

who, although not of the first rank, was worthy of [the king's] esteem

and confidence."

* The English court rejected this notion, sensibly arguing that Spain would not commit herself

for such a small return as Minorca.



Sir Andrew Mitchell, British ambas-
sador to Prussia. In 1758 Frederick

ordered his new reader, Henri de Catt,

to see Mitchell as often as possible. "He
is sincerely attached to me, and is a man
of very solid and wide education. He is

integrity itself."

The battle of Lobositz, October 1756. "I have never seen such

prodigies of valor, cavalry as well as infantry," wrote Frederick to

Field Marshal Schwerin.
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The various themes struck in the initial audience were replayed

throughout the month as the danger of war steadily grew, Frederick

now saw little hope of reconciling the French and British courts. He
was certain that France and Austria had signed a treaty. Austria re-

fused to explain her intentions to England. England intended to declare

war on France. All this made the Russian question ever more impor-

tant, as Frederick repeatedly warned Holdernesse, who insisted that

Saint Petersburg remained firmly for England and its alliance with

Prussia.

Formal announcement of the Franco-Austrian treaty in early June
was anticlimactic, as was Kaunitz's intentionally muddled explanation

of the treaty to England. Frederick thought that Kaunitz was mad. He
told Mitchell "that this Alliance between the Courts of Vienna and
Versailles was unnatural, and could not last." But at the same time

Austria would never have signed such a treaty if it did not believe that

it could win over Russia. He warned Mitchell "that France was stretch-

ing every nerve to gain Russia, that the court of Vienna joined with

France in endeavouring to seduce Russia into their cabals, that no pains

or expence might be spared to preserve our interests there."'*

Russia had taken priority in the king's thinking. Should England fail

to hold on to this court, then she must win the Ottoman Porte and
persuade the sultan to warn Russia and Austria against beginning a

war. She must also reinforce her troops in Hanover by subsidizing a

host of minor German princes to replace troops that had been with-

drawn to England against the threat of a French landing. Frederick also

wanted to know whether England would send a fleet into the Baltic to

prevent Russian landings in Pomerania in case Russia attacked him.

The question was the genesis of what would become a very sore point

in Frederick's future relations with Britain. Holdernesse assured the

king that, despite extensive naval commitments. King George would
use "his utmost efforts" to provide such a fleet when necessary. Hold-
ernesse qualified this commitment in July, because he had been advised

by experts that such a fleet would probably be of little use against

galleys and vessels that draw little water. But in August he reaffirmed

the commitment. Contrary to Frederick's later writing, the convention

of Westminster did not promise such a fleet, and it was specifically

refused in the renewal treaty of 1758. None of this, however, excused

the breaking of a solid pledge to an ally.

Ominous reports kept arriving at Potsdam. Klinggraeffen told of

continuing Austrian preparations in Moravia and Bohemia. The Vi-

enna court was planning to establish a large "corps of observation" in

Bohemia that would include cavalry regiments presently stationed in

Hungary. Ernst von Schlabrendorff, the new Prussian minister in Sile-

sia, confirmed this activity: two thousand peasants working day and
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night on the Olmiitz fortifications, large magazines of grain being as-

sembled, Field Marshal Maximilian Browne and a party of engineers

reconnoitering the entire border area as prelude to establishing a corps

of thirty thousand troops at Koniggratz, ammunition wagons being

constructed at Koniggratz, Pardubitz, and Chrudim, and, finally, cav-

alry regiments in Hungary alerted for the march to Moravia — a key

indicator, in the king's mind, of Austrian offensive intentions.

Frederick responded by reinforcing Silesian regiments and ordering

Schlabrendorff to have all magazines ready by autumn. He next re-

ceived reports of Russian troop concentrations in Livonia and Kurland

and of another corps around Smolensk. Count von Finckenstein in-

formed Mitchell that the king "is very desirous to know immediately

. . . what Assistance He may reckon upon from England in the present

Juncture, in Case he should be attacked . . . and in what shape this

assistance is to come, whether in Troops, Ships or Money." ^ Field

Marshal Lehwaldt in East Prussia was alerted to the possibility of a

Russian attack. In late June the king had "one foot in the stirrup and I

believe the other will shortly follow," as he told Wilhelmina.

Marshals Schmettau and Keith and other officers taking the baths at

Karlsbad were ordered to return to their posts. Commanders were to

call in all furloughed troops. Certain regiments were alerted to move
into Pomerania, from where they could march to join Lehwaldt's corps.

Mitchell reported that "the Waggons, and other Carriages, are getting

ready, everywhere; the Arsenals have been opened, and great quantities

of Arms, and Ammunition given out."^ Finckenstein was to prepare

an eighty-page brochure in German and French, reviewing Austrian

evils against the Protestant religion.

Frederick was convinced in late June that "a very difficult war" was

inevitable. He summed up the situation in a lengthy memoire written

expressly for Mitchell and the British court.

Germany is menaced by great calamities [he concluded]. Prussia momen-
tarily expects to see war break out, but all these unfortunate circum-

stances do not daunt her; three things can re-establish the balance [of

power] in Europe: the close and intimate relation of the two [British and

Prussian] courts, some extraordinary efforts to form new alliances and

thus thwart enemy goals, and the boldness to face up to the greatest

dangers.''
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70

Frederick was still uncertain of Austrian intentions. Vienna was
continuing its military buildup, and it seemed likely that the French

had agreed to make a diversion in case Austria invaded Silesia. He
could march in fifteen days if necessary, he wrote to the Prince of Prus-

sia.* Andrew Mitchell delivered the welcome information in early July

that King George would do all possible to send a fleet into the Baltic in

case it was needed. Frederick was duly appreciative— the correspon-

dence of this period reads as if Prussia and England had been eternal

allies — and replied that he would request it only if absolutely neces-

sary. Mitchell reported that England was working hard to keep Russia

within the fold, and recent dispatches confirmed that Saint Petersburg

had stopped war preparations and was withdrawing forward regi-

ments.

It was a confused situation, and the tension told on the king. "I am
taking the waters to cleanse an old body," he wrote to William in early

July, "and to condition it for exertion. I don't yet know what is going

to come of all this; my reports are so contradictory that it is impossible

to divine the future clearly." He continued to hope that peace would
last out the year, but his hope faded as adverse reports reached Pots-

dam, Knyphausen warned from Paris that Frederick's credit was totally

ruined at Versailles: "It has been reported to the king," Knyphausen
wrote, "that Your Majesty has openly said that the French government

was too weak for its allies to have any confidence in it and that this

was a kingdom with many arms but no heads." Klinggraeffen in Vi-

enna reported on Austrian preparations for war. Maria Theresa's strat-

egy was to make Prussia appear the aggressor so that she could claim

help from her allies.

Frederick's patience had been wearing thin, and now he acted. Kling-

graeffen was ordered to inform Maria Theresa "in my name that, learning

from several sources the movements that her troops are making in Bo-

hemia and Moravia, and the number of regiments which have gone

there, I ask the empress if this preparation is made for the purpose of

attacking me."

Despite the calmness he mentioned in various letters, Frederick was
growing more bellicose. Prompted by further reports from the Hague
of Russian-Austrian intentions to attack him and, not least, by Lieuten-

ant General Hans von Winterfeldt's aggressive advice, he had probably

* Princes William and Henry, who bitterly resented not being consulted on state affairs, were

very much against war with France and blamed the situation on the "wicked" Winterfeldt.
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decided on fighting a "preventive war" against Austria. In an audience

at Potsdam he thanked Andrew Mitchell for his government's offer of

support in case Prussia was attacked. If England could keep Russia

quiet, Frederick would provide twenty thousand or even thirty thou-

sand troops for Hanover's defense, although he did not believe that the

French would attempt anything against Germany this year. But he

warned that Russia was absolutely lost to England, that, in Mitchell's

words,

the Russians certainly intended to attack Him this year on one Side,

while the Empress-Queen [Maria Theresa] was to have attacked on the

other, but that the Russians were not ready, and have been prevented by

divers accidents from executing their Part of the Plan; which however

He is informed is only deferred till the next Spring. . . . The Intentions

of the Court of Vienna have manifested themselves beyond all doubt by

the great Preparations made in Bohemia and in Moravia, and by the

unguarded Declarations that some of their ministers and generals have

made.^

Count Podewils was also at Potsdam at this time and in a lengthy

session with the king once again played devil's advocate, as he had
done in both the First and Second Silesian Wars. He courageously im-

plied that the king's analysis of enemy intentions was not founded on

altogether authentic information. Aggressive action on the king's part

could bring only terrible consequences and would drive Russia and

France into respecting treaty guarantees with Austria. By not acting

(although remaining on military alert), the king would gain ten months

in which to recruit allies inside and outside the Empire, continue peace

negotiations between France and England, and recruit auxiliary troops

on England's behalf. The king reacted to this sage advice as Don Quix-

ote did when Sancho Panza advised against the boat trip on the Ebro:

"What are you afraid of, cowardly beast? What are you weeping at,

butter-heart? Who is pursuing you, soul of a house mouse?" ^ On that

Wednesday afternoon in the Potsdam palace, Podewils was abruptly

dismissed with the words "Adieu, Monsieur of the timid politics."

Frederick again had "one foot in the stirrup." In late July he told

Mitchell that he expected an evasive reply from Maria Theresa but that

"if Her Imperial Majesty will give Him Assurances that She will not

attack Him, neither this nor the next Year, He will be satisfied and will

give reciprocal Assurances to Her Imperial Majesty on His part."^

Early on a Monday morning, the second day of August, Eichel hur-

ried to the royal chambers with a dispatch from Klinggraeffen in Vi-

enna. Such was Habsburg protocol, he reported, that several days were

required to gain an audience with the empress-queen, but he had finally

delivered the Prussian king's message. Never had mountain labored so

mightily to bring forth mouse. Holding a little paper in her hand the
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plump empress read: "That, affairs in general being in crisis, she had

judged it appropriate to take some measures for her own security and

that of her allies, which would be held as detrimental to no one." Ac-

cording to an unknown officer diarist, the king summoned "Field Mar-

shals Schwerin [and] Keith and the Prince of Prussia and held a long

conversation with them. Much was spoken of war."

The king ordered Klinggraeffen by return courier to inform Maria

Theresa that the King of Prussia knew of her plans with Russia and

knew that the two powers had deferred their attack on Prussia only

until the following spring. In view of this knowledge and the continu-

ing Austrian military preparations, which included posting hussars and

Croats along his frontiers,

as if we were in full war, I believe myself to have the right to demand
from the Empress a formal and categorical declaration, consisting in an

assurance, either oral or in writing, that she has no intention of attacking

me, not this year, nor the coming year. ... It is necessary to know
whether we are at war or at peace. I give it to the empress's arbitration.

If her intentions are pure, now is the moment to bring them to light; but

if I am given an oracle-like reply, uncertain or inconclusive, the Empress

will have to blame herself for all the results of her tacit confirmation of

the dangerous projects that she has formed with Russia against me.

If the empress-queen gave "a fair and favorable answer" to this de-

mand, he told Mitchell a few days later, he thought that there would

be peace in Germany for two years. Meanwhile, he would proceed with

his own preparations.

There now occurred a diplomatic accident that in part was the king's

fault. Klinggraeffen had not entirely satisfied Frederick as envoy. The
king had reprimanded him so often for vacuous reports based on poor

sources that poor Klinggraeffen was scared of his own shadow. On
receiving the king's new orders, he asked Count Kaunitz to arrange an

audience, but Kaunitz demanded a written memoire, to which the em-

press-queen would reply also in writing. A confident envoy would im-

mediately have complied. Klinggraeffen instead wrote to the king that

he felt it was too important for him to undertake, and asked the king

to send the necessary document himself.

Frederick received this thunderbolt on August 13. He was under-

standably furious. Numerous regiments had been alerted to march, and

now came "this major blunder," as he wrote to Schwerin (who had

taken command of the Silesian regiments and was at Neisse), "which

upsets all my plans." A courier immediately took the necessary paper,

along with a stinging reprimand, to Klinggraeffen. The king did not

expect a satisfactory response, nor was he worried about being branded
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as "aggressor," he told Mitchell, since the real aggressor was the one
who had made the first blow "necessary and unavoidable." Perhaps he

recognized the absurdity of this dangerous reasoning, for in the same
audience with Mitchell he said "that he wished for nothing so much as

peace, he knew he could get nothing by war, and yet he was forced to

it." Still, the possibility existed that the Vienna court would reply pa-

cifically. "The Courier from Vienna is not yet returned," Mitchell in-

formed his court on August 24; "the Impatience with which He is ex-

pected, is not to be described.""* Marching orders, which had been sent

to key commanders in Berlin, Magdeburg, and Halberstadt, were

frantically postponed.

The courier returned the next day with Maria Theresa's reply— "if

it could be called a reply," Frederick wrote. The empress-queen denied

the existence of an offensive alliance with Russia against Prussia—
and nothing more. "The response is impertinent, haughty, and con-

temptuous," the king wrote to the Prince of Prussia. It was what Fred-

erick expected, and perhaps what he wanted. Klinggraeffen was to make
a final attempt to demand the assurances of security that the king re-

quested. This was merely for show. "As I no longer have security for

the present or future," he wrote to the envoy, "there remains only the

force of arms to confound the plots of my enemies; I march."

"This morning between four and five o'clock," Andrew Mitchell re-

ported on August 28, "I took leave of the King of Prussia, mounted on

Horseback. . . . After a very short Exercise of His Troops [He] put

Himself at their Head, and marched directly for Belitz, whence, to-

morrow. He will enter the Saxon Territory."^
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Hostilities should not be confused with aggres-

sion. The one who makes the first plan to attack

his neighbor breaks the engagements that he has

undertaken for the peace, he plots, he conspires;

this is in what true aggression consists. The one
who has learned of it and who does not take the

initiative is a coward; the one who foresees [the

plan of] his enemy commits the first hostilities, but

he is not the aggressor.

— Frederick the Great, August 1756
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The king of Prussia's plan of operations had been theoretically

touched on in The Political Testament of 1752. It had subsequently

been modified, but his goal remained the defeat of Austria before Maria

Theresa and her allies could invade and defeat Prussia.

The first task was to seize Saxony, not only to eliminate her as a

threat to future operations but to use her army, treasury, and natural

wealth to help fight whatever war developed. The second was to ad-

vance the army into Bohemia, there to quarter for the winter at Aus-

tria's expense. The third was to invade Moravia from Silesia, seize for-

tress Olmutz, and advance on Vienna in the hope of ending the war.

Frederick contemplated nothing more than the first two tasks in 1756.

Field Marshal Count Kurt von Schwerin was to remain with a corps of

twenty-five thousand in Silesia to prevent enemy incursions from Hun-
gary and Moravia. Field Marshal Hans von Lehwaldt, with a corps of

thirty thousand, was to guard East Prussia against any Russian move.

The main army, which Frederick commanded, was to seize Saxony and

proceed into Bohemia.

The main army marched in three corps in the general direction of

Pirna. On the right. Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick, with nearly fifteen

thousand troops, was to close on Chemnitz; his hussars probed the

mountainous border country to the south. On the left, the Duke of

Brunswick-Bevern, with nearly eighteen thousand men, would traverse

Lusatia to close on Bautzen. In the center. King Frederick, accompa-

nied by Field Marshal Jacob Keith and commanding a force of nearly

thirty thousand, was to march toward Dresden. A fleet of three hundred

river boats, carrying additional cannon, munitions, food, fodder, and

medical supplies, simultaneously sailed from Magdeburg.

It was almost a peacetime exercise. "The Soldiers, flushed with the

Memory of their former Successes, set out with a thorough Persuasion

of Victory," Andrew Mitchell reported, "and indeed it is surprising to

see with what Alacrity and Chearfulness they have returned from their
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Harvest Work."^ The columns crossed the Saxon border on August

29. Forward elements distributed printed proclamations, which were

also sent to foreign courts, to justify the Prussian presence and promise

good behavior. Companies carried their own bread; commanders req-

uisitioned meat and vegetables by voucher and paid cash for horses.

Looting was strictly prohibited, and from all reports incidents were at

a minimum.
There was no resistance at first. The Saxon court had learned of

Prussian plans and retired its small army to the Pirna defenses. On the

day of invasion, Hans Dietrich von Maltzahn, the Prussian envoy to

Saxony, met with King August and his prime minister. Count Briihl, to

explain the reasons and guarantee the country's security, including that

of August's estates, and the well-being of the royal family. August at

first accepted the fait accompli but was soon persuaded by Briihl to

join the Saxon army near Pirna. From here, he protested the invasion

and asked Frederick to leave the country in return for a treaty of neu-

trality. The royal correspondence was extensive— as Frederick later

sardonically wrote, "It was easier for the Saxons to write than to fight."
-^

Frederick replied that he wanted the Saxon army disarmed and dis-

banded — and he occupied Dresden the next day. While August vocif-

erously protested Prussian aggression to European courts, a Saxon

council of war agreed to fight until help arrived from Austria.

The three corps meanwhile had closed on their objectives; Dresden

yielded five hundred cannon and ten thousand muskets. Frederick con-

fiscated the electoral treasury and income, a task that was delegated to

a special War Ministry headed by Minister Friedrich von Borcke in

Torgau. Of an estimated annual income of six million thalers, the king

would be satisfied with five million (less costs of food and forage deliv-

eries, requisitioned horses, and winter quarters, but supplemented by

harsh "contributions" from towns and estates). The king also seized

incriminating political documents in the Dresden palace, where Queen

Maria Josepha remained in residence. These included the treaty of par-

tition, which called for defeat and dismemberment of Brandenburg-

Prussia by Austria, Russia, and Saxony. Frederick replied to a third

rejection of his demands by the Vienna court by publishing a lengthy

expose, including incriminating correspondence, to justify his actions.

"I have heard a Part of it read," Andrew Mitchell reported; "it is wrote

with great Spirit."^

The Austrian reply sealed the fact of war. It was now a matter of the

Prussians' getting to Bohemia as rapidly as possible. On September 10

the king moved his headquarters to Gross-Sedlitz, west of Pirna; his

right extended south to the Duke of Brunswick's corps. Only a few

kilometers away the Saxon army held a defensive triangle that ran from

fortress Sonnenstein by Pirna, southeast nearly to Langen-Henners-
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dorf, then in a hook northeast to fortress Konigstein, towering above

the Elbe almost on the Bohemian border. Marshal Count Friedrich Ru-

towsky commanded only about twenty thousand troops, but what he

lacked in men he made up for in terrain. The Pirna country was once

called the Saxon Switzerland, a beautiful wild landscape that built on

either side of the Elbe to a series of pine-covered sandstone hills sloping

to deep boulder-strewn valleys and streams— twenty miles of torn na-

ture reaching to Teschen.* Rutowsky's major weakness was a shortage

of supply, which was aggravated by King August's arrival with a large

entourage of courtiers and horses. But the marshal believed that he

could hold out until relieved by the Austrians.

Frederick was plainly annoyed by the situation. Rutowsky's camp
could pass "for one of the strongest fortresses of Europe." An attack

would cost too many men, and he wanted the Saxon army for his own
later use. Confident that the enemy could not hold out long for want

of food, he demanded that King August capitulate. August offered to

allow Prussian occupation of certain cities and even to furnish hostages

as a guarantee of Saxon neutrality. Frederick rejected this proposal and

sent Winterfeldt to the Saxon camp with a demand for an alliance.

August refused — the Saxons would fight if attacked.

Frederick surrounded the camp as well as he could, a blockade de-

signed to prevent a breakout and force surrender by hunger. To pre-

vent the Austrians from relieving Rutowsky, he sent Keith south with

a strong corps. Brunswick, commanding the advance guard, struck an

Austrian corps commanded by Major General Count Karl von Wied at

Nollendorf, pushed it back, and continued his march. Keith followed

with the main force to camp just north of Aussig, from where he effec-

tively blocked roads into Saxony, General Christoph Hermann von

Manstein led a task force to seize Teschen and secure Elbe navigation.

The Austrian court's decision to defer the combined Austrian-Russian

attack on Prussia until the spring of 1757 did not interrupt its military

preparations, although these were not nearly as extensive as Kling-

graeffen had been reporting. Despite reforms, begun in 1748, that had

brought some improvements, the Austrian army was not in top condi-

tion. Severe shortages in men and materiel had been one reason to defer

the attack.

Faced with the Prussian buildup, Maria Theresa in early August ap-

pointed Field Marshal Maximilian Browne to command about thirty-

two thousand troops in Bohemia, and placed twenty-two thousand un-

der General Prince Octavio Piccolomini in Moravia. By mid-August

* This area is still beautiful, and Konigstein, which I recently visited, is magnificent. Standing

270 meters above the Elbe River, it is a breathtaking example of a sixteenth-century fortress.

The walls are noble, the views without parallel, the armories fascinating.
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Browne had decided that Frederick might well attack through Saxony.

Desperately short of arms and supplies, he asked for reinforcements

and permission to shift his corps northwest while bringing Piccolomini

to Koniggratz. The court was frightened by Frederick's demands for a

guaranteed armistice and quickly agreed. Browne was reinforced with

a corps under Wied (which Brunswick encountered on his march into

Bohemia), and other shortages were repaired at least in part. The court

had ordered units in Hungary and Italy to march to Bohemia and had

put its forces in the Spanish Netherlands on war footing.

Frederick's invasion of Saxony, and the Saxon court's decision to

remain at Pirna rather than march to Poland or Bohemia, put Vienna

in a dilemma. Browne wanted the Saxons in Bohemia. He hotly argued

against taking his army into Saxony. He was not ready to march; he

still lacked artillery, munitions, and magazines. Moreover, he needed a

detachment from Piccolomini in Bohemia as cover against Schwerin in

Silesia. Overruled by the Hofkriegsrath, which decided that the Saxon

army must be saved, he sent Wied's corps to Aussig. He himself would

march when Piccolomini's corps arrived at Koniggratz. He hoped that

the Saxons could hold out for eight days, as he wrote to Emperor Fran-

cis, so as to win time to consolidate his forces.'*

On September 20 Marshal Browne was at Budin, over twenty-five

miles from the Saxon border, from where he was still trying to work
out a relief operation to save the Saxon army. His general idea was to

push north on the west bank of the Elbe while the Saxons broke out to

the south and joined him. To Count Rutowsky's reply that this was

hopeless, Browne agreed to advance on Lobositz as a deceptive mea-

sure to distract the Prussians. Detachments on the right bank of the

Elbe nearly to Aussig would screen a separate corps marching inland

to Schandau. The Saxons would cross the Elbe on a boat bridge on the

evening of October 1 1 to join the Austrians.

It would be difficult to conceive of a more unlikely plan of opera-

tions. But on September z$ Browne sent Colonel Count Franz Moritz

Lacy with a small force to Leitmeritz, from where, once reinforced, he

would march to meet the Saxons at Schandau. Meanwhile Browne would

move north to Lobositz with the main army.

Thursday, September 30, 175^. Browne marches from Budin about

seven miles north to Lobositz, where Lacy, in a change of plan, joins

him with two regiments. He deploys some thirty-five thousand troops

in combat formation. His advance guard deploys northwest of Lobo-

sitz, its right on the Elbe. Croatian irregulars occupy a dominant hill,

the Lobosch, which slopes down to walled vineyards and fruit or-

chards. His center behind a road leading from Lobositz to Tschisch-

kowitz appears vulnerable, but a stream, the Modlbach, has turned the
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land east of the road into marshes, a natural defense complemented by
irregular troops hiding in bushes and ditches to the front. The main
army deploys behind the stream with a large plain to its rear.

Spies report that Frederick and Keith are advancing south from Aus-
sig, each with a corps of twenty thousand. That evening Browne de-

scribes the situation to Emperor Francis, adding, "Thus it is very prob-
able that tomorrow or the day after we shall fall on each other."

^

Frederick learns at daybreak that Browne has built bridges over the

Eger at Budin and is improving the road to Lobositz. "It appears that
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tomorrow we shall have the honor of seeing the Austrian gentlemen
face to face," he writes to the Prince of Prussia, who is with Keith.

Joined by Keith's columns, he marches south through thick fog. En
route hussars report an enemy camp on the plain of Lobositz. He rides

forward, dimly sees the camp, and brings the army to the heights west
of Lobositz. It is dark; the terrain is difficult; some units are delayed;
there is confusion. Men remain under arms, horses saddled. Brunswick
and other commanders confer with the king in his military carriage.

Major General von Schmettau suggests that Browne will fight only a
rearguard action while his army crosses the Elbe. Frederick listens to

other opinions but gives no orders for the next day. Brunswick comes
away in full admiration of his "cheerfulness and coolness" in a confus-
ing and dangerous situation.

Friday, October i, 17^6. The last troops and guns arrive before day-
break. The Prussians now count about 28,500, considerably weaker
than the enemy opposite, but strong in cavalry.

It is five-thirty a.m. Frederick and his senior commanders ride for-

ward to Schmettau's battalion. An officer reports an enemy army on
the plain, but thick fog hides it. Frederick orders Brunswick to deploy
forward battalions on the right and left. The move brings cannon fire

from vineyards on the left. He returns to headquarters and orders the

army to advance in attack formation. Infantry followed by artillery and
cavalry deploy in line between Rezny Aujezd and Belinka. The right

and center are to clear Wchinitz of enemy irregulars, then wheel left

and press Browne's right wing into the Elbe. The Duke of Bevern will

take Lobosch Hill and hold fast.

The attack begins favorably. Brunswick scatters irregulars with a

few cannon shots and occupies Homolka Hill. Colonel Karl von MoUer
moves heavy artillery to its forward slopes and opens fire on the Lo-
bositz batteries. A shell splinter kills Major General von Quadt. Lieu-

tenant General von Kleist is badly wounded in the foot but remains
mounted and active.'' An observer will later write of Austrian cannon-
balls "sometimes plunging into the earth behind us and throwing stones

and clods high into the air, sometimes falling among us and snatching

men out of the ranks as if they were pieces of straw." ^ In the center

the Prince of Prussia reaches the Weinpress, which is heavily defended
by irregulars. On his left Bevern's people work slowly across the Lo-
bosch slopes. Irregulars hidden in walled vineyards take a nasty toll.

Bevern is reinforced and with great difficulty brings heavy guns for-

ward.

At eight A.M., Frederick is on the right at Homolka Hill. Sun covers

the hills, but fog hugs the great plain. He sees enemy cavalry in front

* Kleist died of his wounds early in 1757.
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of Lobositz. Is there an army on the plain? Or, as Schmettau beheves,

is the main army crossing the Elbe below Lobositz? Patrols probe to

the Modlbach to find crossings defended. Artillery fire continues from

the town. Is the enemy waiting on the plain to attack his right? He
cannot take the chance. He stops Brunswick's attack on the right, brings

up reinforcements— and stands still.

It is not one of his brilliant moments. He is disturbed and indecisive.

For want of anything better, he orders Generals Gessler and Kyau, two
heroes of Hohenfriedberg, to attack enemy cavalry by Lobositz.

By eleven, the fog has begun to lift. Twenty squadrons of dragoons

and cuirassiers filter through the infantry. Right-wing squadrons trot

toward Sullowitz, which Kyau reports is defended by infantry backed

by two lines of cavalry. Kyau takes some casualties. His cuirassiers

accordingly move eastward, with the dragoons on their right but con-

siderably to the rear. Austrian dragoons exploit the gap to hit Kyau's

right. Prussian dragoons attack the attackers, and a general melee fol-

lows, a fighting mass that moves slowly toward Lobositz. And then—
disaster. Prussian cavalry are suddenly fighting in land cut by wide

ditches. Croats hiding in the brush fire from the flanks; Austrian cav-

alry attack their front. The Prussians give way and limp back to Hom-
olka Hill.

Frederick sees that this is no rearguard action. He anticipates an

enemy attack and orders the rest of his cavalry to form in front of the

infantry. Gessler meanwhile sorts out returning squadrons. Someone
gives an order to attack. The king is nonplussed. Fifty-nine squadrons,

over ten thousand horse, are suddenly trotting forward. Men and horses

are raked by musket and artillery fire from Sullowitz, then by guns

behind the Modlbach, finally from irregular fire around Lobositz. But

now the cavalry is pushing Austrian squadrons into Lobositz on the

left and throwing other squadrons back into the funneled defile be-

tween the town and the Modlbach.

Browne sees the danger. He pulls two cavalry regiments from his left

flank with others to follow. They hit the Prussian flank hard. The Prus-

sians are hurt. Their attack stops; they turn to retreat. But horses are

tired. Some are mired in marshy meadowlands, some surrender. The
rest struggle back to Homolka Hill, "where I arranged them [behind

the infantry] as if this were a maneuver," the king shortly informed

Marshal Schwerin.

At noon the fog is gone and Frederick can see the enemy center and

left. Enemy infantry advance from Sullowitz but are beaten back by

Colonel Moller's guns. Bevern's people are fighting for their lives on
Lobosch Hill, where Croats "send one salvo after the other" into the

Prussian intruders. Prussian survivors strip the dead and wounded of

ammunition. It is a new kind of war, a war of individual fire and move-

ment, not the usual "regular or sustained fire," as Brunswick will later
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write, but rather each soldier firing at will/ Frederick watches fresh
enemy units advance from Lobositz. He feeds Bevern more battalions.

Cannonballs are faUing on Homolka Hill. An aide wants him to move
out of range. "I am not here to evade them," he answers.^ He orders
his own troops to send half of their ammunition ration, thirty car-
tridges each, to Bevern's people.

Frederick does not like his battle. Early in the afternoon he turns
command over to Keith and moves his headquarters to Wchinitz as a
preliminary to breaking off the action. Keith is not pleased, either. He
sends still another battalion to Bevern. It arrives in time to face a new
attack by Colonel Lacy's infantry. Inspired by an aide. Major von Oels-
nitz, riding the line, the Prussians press down corpse-covered slopes to
bring new heart to the survivors. Now the batde is hand to hand, with
bayonets and musket butts. The enemy begins to break; the break be-
comes a rout; Lacy is wounded; his troops press back into Lobositz.
Keith hurries to this decisive flank and orders an attack on Lobositz.
Frederick is informed and returns to take command.

It is three p.m. Houses are burning in Lobositz when Prussian infan-
try push in. Furious troops move from house to house. No quarter is

given. Regulars and irregulars jump into the Elbe to escape death by
fire and bayonet, only to be drowned. Browne's main army is with-
drawing to its earlier positions, covered by cavalry between Lobositz
and Sullowitz. Frederick is in no position to attack. He halts the action.

The Prussians camp under arms, a defense stretching from the Elbe to

Homolka Hill.

At midnight Browne's army begins the march back to Budin.
The battle of Lobositz is over.

7^

Frederick was forced by political necessity to advertise the battle of
Lobositz as a Prussian victory. He was correct according to that day's
definition, since the enemy had left the field. From headquarters in a
magistrate's house in Wchinitz he sent word of his gratitude to all reg-

iments for their "extraordinary valor." He described the batde in a
long report to Field Marshal Schwerin, in which he boasted, inaccur-
ately, that twenty-four thousand Prussians had defeated sixty thousand
Austrians, but added that "the Austrians are more cunning than for-

merly and you can take it from me that if we cannot put much heavier
cannon against them it would cost innumerable lives to beat them."
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He could not sufficiently praise Bevern. Moller of the artillery had "done
wonders and has aided me prodigiously. ... I have never seen such

prodigies of valor, cavalry as well as infantry." Heavy casualties brought

tears to his eyes— he did not mention the figure, which has been offi-

cially estimated at over seven hundred killed and nearly nineteen hundred
wounded. He rated Lobositz as a better victory than Soor, and he be-

lieved that it would bring Saxon surrender.

So confident was he that the Saxons were nearly starved that he had
permitted a supply wagon of food to be sent to King August. Another
indication of the Saxon plight was the French envoy's request for a

passport. This was refused, and when Count Charles de Broglie tried

to cross Prussian lines, he was arrested. This caused a political uproar

in the Versailles court, which recalled Valory from his post at Berlin,

thus virtually declaring war on Prussia.

Frederick was trying to turn Lobositz from a frog into a prince. It

was true that Browne had left the field, but it was of his own volition

and the withdrawal was in no way a rout. He had suffered about the

same casualties as his enemy but was better able to stand them because

of his superior numbers. More important, peacetime reforms had told.

Infantry, cavalry, and especially artillery had performed better than in

the Silesian wars, and the irregulars continued to perform invaluable

services.

But neither were the Saxons rescued. King August had agreed to

Browne's plan. The bulk of his army was to assemble in fortress Kon-
igstein and on the night of October 11 cross the Elbe on a pontoon
bridge. They would then push through the Prussian defense of a rocky

bluff. Cannon fire would signal their arrival to Browne's corps at

Schandau, and the forces would meet to retire into Bohemia.

Browne's relief corps, about nine thousand strong, marched east from

Budin, crossed the Elbe, and moved north, shielded by detachments on
the right bank. En route, Browne received a message from Briihl that

the Saxon crossing would be delayed for twenty-four hours. His own
march continued almost on schedule.

Deserters meanwhile had informed the Prussians of Browne's pres-

ence. Prince Maurice and Lieutenant General Winterfeldt estimated his

strength at about five thousand. No longer in doubt as to the enemy's

intention. Margrave Charles of Schwedt began reinforcing Prussian units

between Browne's position and the intended Saxon bridgehead.

The Saxons finished the pontoon bridge on the night of October 12.

Throughout that cold and rainy day Saxon troops had been marching

from Konigstein, their rearguard skirmishing with Zieten's hussars. They
were hungry to start with— they had immediately eaten the single bread

ration that was issued— and by the time they reached the Elbe they

were wet, cold, and exhausted. They began crossing late that night,



General Friedrich Wilhelm von Seydlitz.

Cavalry generals senior to Seydlitz were

displeased when he was put in com-
mand at Rossbach. He settled matters

with a simple statement: "Gentlemen, I

obey the king and you obey me."

Below: Frederick receiving the captives

at Konigstein, October 1756. Seventeen

thousand Saxon troops were submitted

to mass military baptism, Prussian

style, to form twenty new battalions

commanded by Prussian officers— a

great idea that didn't work out.
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and by morning the small bridgehead had expanded by seven grenadier

battalions, but they had little artillery, no food or tents, and their am-

munition pouches were wet and thus temporarily useless. Artillery fire

from Konigstein on the Prussian defenses proved ineffective because of

limited vision. By late afternoon the bulk of the army was across the

Elbe, infantry was probing eastward, but cavalry and most of the artil-

lery were still at the bridgehead and, because of a clumsy bit of work,

most of the pontoon bridge was floating swifdy down the Elbe.

Margrave Charles had learned of the crossing and was moving more

troops to the threatened area. Frederick at Lobositz also learned of

Browne's presence, turned command over to Keith, and marched north

with fifteen squadrons of dragoons.

Browne was in camp about six miles from the bridgehead. He had

heard cannon fire early that morning, but when it did not continue he

stayed where he was. (These were the guns from Konigstein.) In mid-

morning he received a note from Briihl asking him to hold on until the

following morning, when the Saxons would attack. Browne was short

of food but replied that he would wait until nine the following morning

in order to assist a breakthrough, though he doubted it would work.

His pessimism was justified. Rutowsky had already called a council

of war which agreed that the only hope was surrender on favorable

terms. King August, who had remained in Konigstein, reluctantly ac-

cepted the inevitable. On the morning of October 14, Rutowsky ar-

ranged an armistice with Winterfeldt. By evening a draft of the Saxon

surrender reached the Prussian king. Frederick was tired but delighted,

convinced "that everything is going wonderfully well." He quickly al-

tered the terms to ensure that the Saxons would enlist in the Prussian

army. This stipulation was accepted, and for the next several days some

seventeen thousand troops were submitted to mass military baptism,

Prussian style, to form twenty new battalions commanded by Prussian

officers. Saxon officers were excepted and given parole on condition

that they not fight against the Prussians in this war. Frederick also

returned all flags, standards, and drums to King August and decreed

that Konigstein would remain neutral. August, his two sons, and Count

Bruhl were given free passage to Warsaw, where August would make

his court.

Browne had waited as promised. Hearing no fire, he nonetheless de-

layed his departure until afternoon. Except for a few skirmishes with

enemy hussars, the return march was uneventful, "but we returned in

the deepest depression," one observer wrote. ^ The relief corps was back

at Budin on October 19.

Frederick had written to Prince Maurice over a week before the Saxon

surrender that he could not remain at Lobositz much longer. The land

was nearly bare of forage, winter would close the river to ships, and
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deteriorating roads and enemy irregulars would hinder convoys. The
Lobositz area could not support an army through the winter, and with

Browne holding Budin and the right bank of the Elbe, no other camp
in the area was to be thought of. In late October the withdrawal north

began.

There remained Schwerin's force, which earlier had marched into

Bohemia to hold Prince Piccolomini's army at Koniggratz. During the

Prussians' time there, they ate up as much of Bohemia as they could.

But Schwerin was plagued by supply shortages and by hordes of irreg-

ulars, who posed a real threat to his lines of communication with Sile-

sia. On Frederick's orders, he began a withdrawal in late October, a

skillful maneuver that had his force back in Silesia by month's end with

no serious loss.

Browne, also suffering from supply shortages, took up winter quar-

ters shortly after the Prussian withdrawal into Saxony. Piccolomini fol-

lowed suit, ending the year's campaign.

73

Winter brought little rest to Frederick in his headquarters at Dres-

den. It was true that he could look at some positive achievements. His

army had been tested and found not wanting. He had eliminated Sax-

ony as a threat to future operations. Saxon surrender had provided him

with enough soldiers to form ten new regiments for his army. Von
Borcke's War Ministry in Torgau was already functioning well. In the

coming months, indeed years. Saxony would contribute large quan-

tities of men, money, materiel, and food to the Prussian army.

Yet his position was not entirely secure. Internal sedition was al-

ready at work. Saxony did not want to be occupied by Prussia, and

Saxon soldiers did not want to be Prussian soldiers. It had been a great

mistake to allow Saxon units to remain together under a new flag rather

than integrating them into Prussian units. The new battalions were not

only unreliable— one entire regiment escaped to Poland— but down-

right dangerous.* Saxon officers who had not fled to Poland or Austria

were spying for King August. Queen Maria's court in Dresden was a

hotbed of sedition, reporting Prussian strength and movements to Vi-

enna, Versailles, and Warsaw. Alert Prussian sentries intercepted nu-

*The king disbanded two Saxon regiments in April 1757 because of "secret plots and con-

spiracies." He tried to avoid further trouble by shifting troops from one regiment to another,

but this maneuver was only partially successful.
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merous letters, including some found in a shipment of puddings, but

others went to and fro.

A more serious problem came from outside Saxon borders. In Janu-

ary the Imperial Diet formally banned Prussia from the Empire and

declared war on her. As Count Podewils had warned, Austria and the

Empire would soon be joined by Russia and France. Frederick's alli-

ance with England was still untested. He was trying desperately to alert

the British government to a probable French attack on Hanover and to

his own precarious position. He sent General Schmettau to Hanover to

point out the extreme dangers and to offer military advice. Hanoverian

ministers were obviously eager to remain neutral. English ministers were

divided; progress was slow. There were only the beginnings of the al-

lied army promised by King George. Frederick had no other allies (though

he hoped to persuade Turkey to attack Austria); his army, even if ex-

cellent, was relatively small; his treasury and internal resources were

limited.

His situation had darkened in December with a report that Russia

had begun new preparations for war. Knyphausen, home from Paris,

reported that Versailles was going to send an auxiliary corps to Bo-

hemia after all, as well as an army of sixty thousand to the Lower

Rhine. Late in the month Frederick believed that Austria would attack

Saxony in the Elbe area and probably Lusatia (in order to march on

Berlin), as opposed to invading Silesia with its strong forts. He had

already decided, unless fresh intelligence radically changed matters, to

remain on the defensive until green forage was available. It was all the

same where the enemy attacked, he wrote to Schwerin, providing he

was beaten: "The upshot of all this should be to move the war to Mo-

ravia." Once Austria suffered a severe defeat, he believed that France

would not be so aggressive, and he also hoped that England meanwhile

would have formed a respectable army in Hanover.

But also in late December Andrew Mitchell was informed by his

colleague in Saint Petersburg that Czarina Elizabeth and her court re-

garded the Prussian withdrawal to Saxony as a retreat. Russia would

shortly join the Treaty of Versailles and, in return for large subsidies

from France and Austria, would send an army of eighty thousand, not

counting Cossacks, for operations with Austria against Prussia.

I have long expected what has now happened [Frederick said], and have

told you [Mitchell] so several times. We must now make use of all re-

sources and exert ourselves to the utmost. I will do my part and I hope

you will do yours, but we lose time and nothing is yet settled; our ene-

mies are making the greatest efforts, and we ought to do the same. Upon

the success of the next campaign depends everything; if it is favorable,

the war will not be long, and it is with this view that I spare no expense

to make myself strong and to look my enemies in the face.^
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A Russian attack was not of immediate concern, he wrote to Field

Marshal Lehwaldt, since Marshal Count Stephen Apraxin could not

appear in East Prussia before June and since he would probably divide

his force to send a corps against Silesia. Mitchell reported that Apraxin

was not pleased with the state of his army, which lacked officers, men,

and horses. The marshal had secretly informed Grand Duchess Cath-

erine that his orders were not to attack Memel or the Prussian army,

but to march through Poland directly to Silesia. This was important

information. Frederick brought Lehwaldt's strength to thirty thousand

troops, a corps that, taken with the promised Baltic fleet from England,

should form a reasonable defense of the province. If the information

was correct, Lehwaldt was to follow Apraxin with the bulk of his force

and attack him from the rear. If it proved false, he should attack as

planned. If defeated, he was to abandon Prussia altogether, although

this was a last resort.

Frederick told Wilhelmina in early January that he was going to Ber-

lin, but only for a few days; there was so much to do in Saxony, "where

my presence is the more necessary, especially as the coming year will

decide my fate and that of the state as well as the liberty of Germany."

His main purpose was to prepare secret instructions for Count Finck-

enstein in Berlin in case of military disaster. The royal family, govern-

ment, garrison, treasury (including the crown jewels), and archives were

to go to Ciistrin, Magdeburg, or Stettin. Silver and gold plate was to

be taken from the palaces and melted down for coinage. If the king

was killed, affairs were to continue "without the slightest alteration."

If he was taken prisoner, he would cease to count as king, and his

successor, William, was not to pay the slightest attention to anything

that he wrote while a prisoner. No province or other ransom was to be

offered for his release. The war would continue as if he had never ex-

isted.

Frederick would have been considerably relieved had he known of

the indecision and wrangling that ruled secret councils in Vienna, Ver-

sailles, and Saint Petersburg. In theory these allies, with a combined

strength of 250,000 troops, would attack Prussia from three directions

and after her defeat take whatever of her territories they wished. In

fact, conflicting objectives, compounded by jealousy, greed, fear, and

ineptness, sabotaged the grand plan from the beginning. By late Feb-

ruary it was clear that Marshal Apraxin (with a finger firmly on the

czarina's pulse) was in no hurry to march and would not move until

June at the earliest.

The French court was behaving typically, acting neither quickly nor

decisively. King Louis objected to sending an auxiliary corps of twenty-

four thousand to Bohemia; he had other commitments. Then in early

January a wretch of unsound mind plunged the blade of a penknife
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into the monarch's corpulent body. The wound was superficial but the

fright was great. The court did not easily recover, and a change of

ministry further slowed matters. Not until early May was the second

Treaty of Versailles signed. According to its provisions, France would
send an army of 105,000 to the Lower Rhine, she would subsidize six

thousand Wiirttemberg and four thousand Bavarian auxiliaries for the

Imperial army, and she would pay Austria an annual subsidy of twelve

million gulden.

Austrian plans were also in disarray. Marshal Browne dangerously

underrated the Prussian king as someone "who acts more from caprice

than system and keeps everything to himself. He never has a fixed plan,

and the least small maneuver is sufficient to throw him off and make
him change his mind."^ Browne argued for an offensive into Silesia.

Neipperg, now the president of the Hofkriegsrath, wanted a small force

left in Moravia and the main army to attack either Lusatia or Saxony,

but only when good weather arrived. Count Kaunitz wished to attack

early; Emperor Francis agreed: it was vital to crush the Prussian army
and advance to the heart of the kingdom. Prince Charles, who took up
the top field command in February, recommended an attack of Lusatia,

with secondary operations along the Silesian border. Victory in Lusa-

tia, he argued, would free the Elbe for shipping and greatly facilitate

communication with the French and Russians. While a corps held

Frederick's army on the Elbe, the main army could invade either the

Prussian homelands or Lower Silesia. By mid-April two armies were to

march, one, nearly ninety thousand strong under Charles, to move on
Saxony and Lusatia; the other, about fifty-eight thousand under Count
Daun, to march to the Bohemian-Silesian border. General Nadasdy's

light troops and irregulars, some eleven thousand, would operate along

the Moravian-Silesian border; Nadasdy would be under Daun's com-
mand.
The premise of this plan was that Frederick would remain on the

defensive. Count Johann Baptista Serbelloni, commanding at Konig-

gratz, twice warned the Hofkriegsrath of a possible Prussian invasion

of Bohemia. Neipperg replied that the enemy, now as earlier, would
remain on the defensive.

Frederick's situation brightened considerably in mid-February, when
an impassioned speech by the British minister William Pitt won parlia-

mentary support for all-out war in alliance with Prussia. Hanoverian

hopes for neutrality vanished overnight. Frederick could now antici-

pate an allied army protecting his right flank from French attack.*

* Hanoverian efforts to win neutrality nonetheless continued and developed into a minor

crisis in March. King George resolved this by declaring the Duke of Cumberland commander-

in-chief of the new army, to Frederick's enthusiastic approval. Relations continued to im-

prove, and in April Frederick wrote to the British king about his plans for the new campaign.
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The king held a fair idea of enemy intentions by mid-March. As he
wrote to Schwerin and Winterfeldt in detailed operational analyses, he
believed that spring would bring a two-pronged Austrian attack against

Saxony and Lusatia, with a large French army, reinforced by Austrian
and Imperial troops, moving into Germany. He intended to keep sixty

thousand troops on the Elbe, thirty-five thousand in Lusatia, and fif-

teen thousand in Silesia. Once the Austrians were beaten or the French
chased from Germany, he would take the offensive. If Russia remained
quiet, he would transfer Schwerin's force to Saxony and replace it with
Lehwaldt's corps from East Prussia. In case both Austria and France
remained on the defensive, then he would move into Bohemia. He was
taking the army out of cantonments and transferring his headquarters
to Lockwitz.

Neither Winterfeldt nor Schwerin agreed with this passive plan. Each
in his own way argued for an aggressive push, from Saxony or from
Silesia, to destroy enemy magazines. Audaces Fortuna juvat (Fortune

favors the bold), they reminded the king. Frederick had been thinking

along the same lines for some time. No longer was a mere spoiling

operation good enough; no longer was it a matter of temporarily weak-
ening the enemy. Probably to their astonishment, Schwerin and Win-
terfeldt learned that in mid-April the entire army would invade Bohe-
mia — "a coup d'eclat in order to give spirit and fermete to his allies,"

as Andrew Mitchell reported the king's explanation.^ Schwerin and
Bevern would join forces at Jung-Bunzlau and continue on to Leitmer-

itz. Prince Maurice of Dessau would march via Komotau, make a feint

against Eger, and clean that area of the enemy while the king moved
south to rendezvous with Schwerin and the Duke of Bevern. If Browne
remained at Budin, Schwerin would stay at Leitmeritz while Frederick

crossed the Eger west of Browne's left flank, thus forcing him either to

battle or to retreat to Prague. If he chose to retreat, Frederick would
pursue and try to bring him to battle. The king also planned to send a

newly raised Freikorps, or irregular force, under Lieutenant Colonel

Johann von Mayr into Germany to raise contributions, "terrify the

German princes," and slow the formation of an Imperial army. This

plan, with march schedules, reached various commanders in early April.

The king stressed that success depended on total secrecy in order to

achieve surprise. Commanders were to correspond only in code; the

original dispatch went by one route, a copy by another.

This bold plan upset Schwerin, who wrote that he could not possibly

march to the king's schedule. But it was vital that he did march, Fred-

erick replied: a delay of two or three days would probably forfeit sur-

prise; the Austrians were about to occupy Jung-Bunzlau, which would
ruin everything. Schmettau replied with further remonstrations and
suggested alterations that implied a separate campaign on his part.

Frederick had had enough:
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Whether you beat the enemy [Serbelloni at Koniggratz] or do not beat

the enemy, I order you, after pursuing him, to march on the Elbe toward

Leitmeritz or Melnik, which is the decisive blow. This is the power of

our plan, and you will be responsible if you do not execute my orders to

the letter . . . [for otherwise] your expedition will be a pure loss. The
mortal blow against the enemy must be delivered behind the Eger. [Once

Browne is] beaten and driven from his magazine, all of Bohemia will

fall. . . . That then is my firm will to which I order you positively to

conform in every respect. ... If you do not march to the Elbe ... I

will have to withdraw to Saxony for want of food, and you will have

caused such nonsense. For the salvation of the state depends on your

expedition; if you do not carry it out according to my will, you will pay

with your head.

74

Considering such factors as time, space, enemy forces, mountain-

ous terrain, poor roads, and difficult communications, the Prussian march
came off remarkably well.

Schwerin's corps moved out first, on April 18, four columns com-
manded by Manteuffel, Winterfeldt, Hautcharmoy, and Fouque. Poor

mountain roads delayed supply trains, enemy irregulars dogged the

march but offered no serious problem, and Serbelloni made no move
with his corps from Koniggratz. A week after marching, Schwerin's

corps had reached Sobotka, not far from the intended rendezvous with

Bevern's corps, coming from Lusatia.

Bevern marched two days later than Schwerin, the theory being that

Marshal Konigsegg, on learning of Schwerin's advance, would with-

draw from the mountain country. Bevern was slowed by considerable

skirmishing but still made excellent time and arrived northwest of Rei-

chenberg late on April 20 to find that Konigsegg was defending the

town. He attacked at once, a brisk action that cost Konigsegg some
nine hundred casualties — versus seven hundred of his own— and

forced him to order a general retreat. On April z8 Schwerin and Bevern

were in Jung-Bunzlau, whose magazines held food for forty thousand

men for three weeks.

King Frederick's advance guard, commanded by Prince Ferdinand of

Brunswick, marched before dawn on April 22 and pushed the Austri-

ans from Linay the following day. Frederick followed with the main
army, which included thirty-nine hundred wagons carrying a ten-day

supply of food and fodder, with more coming by boat. Prince Maurice,

who had marched farther west, joined the king's army at Linay. Fred-
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erick continued south. Brunswick's left flank, commanded by General

Ludwig von Zastrow, ran into heavy fire from irregulars on the right

bank of the Elbe. Zastrow^ was killed and his two battalions suffered

over a hundred casualties. Major General Christoph von Manstein took

over; the march continued. On April 25 Frederick reported his position

north of Budin to Schwerin, who was ordered to march on Melnik to

close the trap on Browne if he remained in Budin. The letter was inter-

cepted by irregulars. On the following day Prince Maurice found a

favorable crossing area on the Eger southwest of Budin. The army crossed

on pontoon bridges two days later.

Field Marshal Maximihan Ulysses von Browne was in Prague on April

19 when he learned of Marshal Schwerin's march into Bohemia. Inter-

preting it as a "spoiling" operation, he wrote to Prince Charles, his

commander-in-chief, the following day, "It is incredible how the King

of Prussia inopportunely tires his troops by meaningless marches and

countermarches." ^ He equally discounted a report from the west bank

of the Elbe of threatening enemy movements. Two days later he learned

of the Prussian march from Saxony, then of Konigsegg's defeat at Rei-

chenberg. It now occurred to him that Frederick was up to something

more than tiring his troops with useless marches. Moving headquarters

to Budin, he ordered the Duke of Arenberg's corps on the upper Eger

to join him. On April 26 he informed Prince Charles that the Prussian

king was opposite him with fifty thousand troops and that he would
give battle between Eger and Prague.

Arenberg had not arrived by the time the Prussians crossed the Eger.

Browne decided that he could not stand alone. He fell back behind

Tuchomirschitz, northwest of Prague.

Frederick watched Browne's army in the form of a great dust cloud

withdrawing south from Budin. General Hans von Zieten's hussars fol-

lowed to seize some magazines — a welcome contribution — when
Browne continued his retreat. Frederick meanwhile brought up the army

south of Budin. Troops received a much needed day of rest while sup-

ply and artillery trains lumbered into camp. Frederick learned that

Schwerin and Bevern were at Jung-Bunzlau and obviously had not re-

ceived his orders to march on Melnik. He immediately wrote to Schwerin

that within a few days he planned to attack Browne at Tuchomirschitz.

Bevern was to bring a corps of infantry and cavalry to Melnik, and

Schwerin would cross the Elbe and march east of Prague to block

Browne's escape route. As the king wrote to Wilhelmina, he believed

that Browne would retire on Tabor— "after which will follow the siege

of Prague and Eger and the sending of a Prussian corps into the Empire

to bring France and the princes to their senses."
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Schwerin did as he was ordered, but not very willingly. The maga-
zine at Jung-Bunzlau was his single supply source, and he wanted to

protect it at all costs. On the first of May, Winterfeldt marched with

the advance guard, crossed the Iser, and continued on toward Brandeis.

General Wartenberg's hussars ran into Croatian irregulars outside of

Brandeis and in a brisk action pushed them back to the Elbe bridges,

capturing many prisoners, munition wagons, tents, and the personal

baggage of two Austrian generals. A Croat bullet killed Wartenberg,

whose men thenceforth cut down all Croats who tried to surrender.

The irregulars had previously tarred the vital bridges, and survivors

now set them on fire and destroyed them. Pontoon bridges had to be

laid, a lengthy process that delayed the army's crossing for several days.

While Frederick was resting his army south of Budin, while Schwerin

and Bevern were preparing to march from Jung-Bunzlau, while Kon-
igsegg was waiting nervously southwest of Brandeis, and while Browne
was reorganizing his somewhat tattered army at Tuchomirschitz, a

newcomer arrived on the scene. This was no less than Prince Charles

of Lorraine, commander-in-chief of the Austrian army.

Charles had left Vienna in late April, intending to confer with Ser-

belloni at Koniggratz. But unfavorable reports caused him to proceed

directly to Prague, which he found in a great state of confusion— de-

fenses neglected, citizens fleeing the city. The next day he learned that

Konigsegg did not believe he could stand against Schwerin, whose
strength he put at fifty thousand. Charles agreed, and Konigsegg began

withdrawing to the right bank of the Moldau at Prague, leaving hus-

sars and irregulars on the Elbe. At Tuchomirschitz, Charles found

Browne's and Arenberg's corps disorganized and confused, the officers

and men plainly demoralized by the long retreat. Browne was "in a

very sorry condition. The first thing he said to me was that he was in a

state of utter misery, and wished he were dead. He thereupon burst

into tears. ... I was shocked to see the army in complete confusion:

nobody had any orders or knew what he was supposed to do."^ As
was the Austrian custom, Charles called a council of war. Browne,

apparently revived, argued for an offensive, but Charles and the assem-

bled generals decided that the army should join Konigsegg's corps on
the other side of the Moldau by Prague. Charles had already ordered

Serbelloni (who was soon to be relieved by Marshal Daun, marching

from Moravia) to leave a garrison at Koniggratz and shift the bulk of

his force westward.

Charles called another council of war at his new headquarters,

southwest of Prague. He proposed to leave a garrison in Prague and

withdraw the main army to join with Serbelloni. Browne argued that
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Prague must be held at all costs. Other generals agreed that further

withdrawal would completely demoralize the army. Charles unwill-

ingly yielded, strengthened the garrison by thirteen thousand, and formed

the rest of the army, just over sixty thousand, in two lines north of

Maleschitz, its left resting on the Ziskaberg, its right hooking to Ster-

bohol to the south, irregulars screening the front.

As Browne's corps pulled out of Tuchomirschitz, Zieten's hussars

moved in, and the main army quickly followed. Browne's retreat was
now obvious, and Frederick hurried to bring him to battle— to "a

decisive affair" — before Serbelloni could reinforce him. While an ad-

vance guard dogged Browne's force, Frederick divided his army. Keith,

with thirty-two thousand, was ordered to cover the capital from the

west and bridge the Moldau to the south.* Frederick, with about twenty-

four thousand men and fifty heavy cannon, crossed the Moldau below

Prague early on May 5. There was no sign of Schwerin, who was to

join the king here. He was about nine miles to the north and had not

received the king's most recent orders (the courier had been captured

by enemy hussars), so he was standing still. He was jolted from his

quiet when an aide delivered ''une lettre fort piquante'" — a very sharp

letter ordering him to march that night.

Schwerin's columns began closing on the main army shortly after

midnight.

7S

Friday, May 6, 1757. Prince Charles in headquarters at Maleschitz greets

the day calmly. His army holds a strong defensive position and he is

expecting a reinforcement of nine thousand men from Serbelloni's corps.

He knows the Prussians have crossed the Moldau, but he also believes

that the bulk of Schwerin's army is at Brandeis.

The Prussians will certainly not attack this day.

But now disturbing news arrives. A few cannonballs drop through

morning fog on the light horse to the front. Irregulars stalking the Elbe

report strong enemy forces advancing from Brandeis. The advance guard

of two enemy columns approaching from north and northwest push

back outposts at Prossik.

It is about six a.m. Charles orders battle formation. He commands

* The task was given to Prince Maurice of Dessau, but the pontoon train bogged down and

the bridge was completed only after the battle. Lieutenant Colonel Friedrich von Seydlitz's

cavalry tried to ford the river during the battle, but in vain.
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Battle and Siege of Prague
May 1757
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the left wing, a strong force stretching from the Ziskaberg east to Kej.

Browne commands the right wing, which hooks south to Sterbohol,

with cavalry holding the extreme right flank. But Charles is short some

five thousand cavalry, which are in Prague on fodder detail. His army

counts about fifty-five thousand.

The troops are soon deployed, arms at the ready, heavy cannon mov-

ing up, horses saddled. There is no sign of the enemy. Units alternate

between cooking breakfast and attending mass.

The Prussian army marches early. Schwerin's columns reach the heights

of Prossik, chase off enemy outposts, and wait for the king's columns.

They arrive shortly. At about six a.m., the Prussian army is joined,

some sixty-four thousand troops.

It is not the king's finest hour. He is ill from colic, throwing up con-

stantly. Still he rides with Schwerin, Winterfeldt, and some aides to the

heights east of Prossik. The air is clear; enemy lines are plain to see. A
few cannonballs greet them but fall far short. They study the enemy

through brass spyglasses. Frederick makes it clear they will attack. But

where? They reject the northern front out of hand. This leaves the en-

emy right wing in the area of Unter-Poczernitz and Sterbohol. Freder-
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ick is not up to further reconnaissance. This is for Schwerin and Win-
terfeldt. They report that an attack can be made between Sterbohol
and Hostawitz, although marshy meadows will make it difficult, and
the enemy can probably be outflanked on the right.

The king likes the report. He will command the center, Schwerin the
left. Units are shifted accordingly. Winterfeldt's battalions move out as

vanguard of the left, Prince Johann von Schonaich's cavalry and Hans
Zieten's hussars will circle behind to come up on his left.

The marshes and narrow trails delay deployment. A series of carp
ponds east of Unter-Poczernitz are bridged with difficulty. It is very
hard going. Men sink in places to their waists; others pick their way
over narrow dams. Battalion cannon cannot move over such terrain

and are shifted to the single available road, which is already crowded
with heavy guns, now delayed. The approach march, slow and awk-
ward as it is, continues without enemy interference, thanks to the roll-

ing terrain. Meanwhile Prussian cuirassiers of the first line deploy south
of Sterbohol. The dragoons are still coming up. Winterfeldt's infantry

finally debouches onto lowlands west of Unter-Poczernitz.

Browne suddenly spots the approaching infantry. He notifies Prince

Charles, who sends him strong reinforcements from the left. Browne
shifts his cavalry south between Sterbohol and Unter-Mecholup. Gen-
eral Hadik with two hussar regiments is on the extreme right, vanguard
of another hundred squadrons of cavalry. Just north of the cavalry on
Homoly Hill is a battery of heavy cannon. Infantry battalions reinforce

the lines north to Kej, but some are delayed by a deep ravine at

Hrdlorzez.

It is about ten a.m. Winterfeldt's infantry pushes southwest of Unter-

Poczernitz, with Schwerin himself bringing up the main body. The going

is very slow through the marshlands. Austrian guns from Homoly Hill

open canister fire. The men struggle on. Units are disorganized, the

troops soon exhausted. Winterfeldt sees the danger in delay. Without
orders he leads eight battalions to the assault. They are joined by three

flanking regiments.

The king rides up and complains to Schwerin that the isolated attack

is premature. "Frische Eier, gute Eier," the old field marshal responds
before riding to join his cavalry in the assault.^ Schwerin means that

the early bird gets the worm. These are the last words he will speak to

his king.

Schwerin rides to Prince von Schonaich, who, with only twenty cuir-

assier squadrons, is waiting for his dragoons. Schwerin orders him to

attack and be damned. The Prussians charge Count Joseph Lucchesi's

first line, send it reeling back, but the second line holds while Hadik's

hussars move in from left and rear to send the Prussians in retreat. But
now the delayed dragoons, twenty squadrons, arrive, and so do two
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hussar regiments sent by the king from his reserve. Thus supported,

Schonaich attacks again. Zieten's hussars from the left outflank Hadik
and wedge his hussars from the main body. But again Austrian num-
bers tell, and from a fearful dust cloud of men and horses the Prussians

retire south of Sterbohol. The disorganized enemy does not pursue.

What of Winterfeldt's attack? Fourteen battalions move out with

shouldered muskets, Schwerin's orders being not to fire but to use only

the bayonet! Only a few battalion cannon are available; the others are

stalled on that damned road, which is ruining everything. Heavy can-

non fire from Homoly Hill tears through the lines; enemy light cannon
shift to canister fire. Regiments Schwerin, Fouque, and Kursell count

fifty percent casualties. Generals Fouque and Kursell themselves fall

wounded. The survivors advance. They are three hundred paces from

the enemy right, which begins to waver. Then Winterfeldt is shot through

the throat and falls. The attack falters.

Schwerin is watching. He sees his regiment give way. This will never

do. With an aide. Captain Alexander von Platen, he gallops to the ranks.

Platen is shot dead. Schwerin seizes a battalion standard, leads his men
forward. Five canister balls kill a seventy-three-year-old man. Panic-

stricken soldiers stream from the field, a wild retreat stopped only by

Zieten's hussars.

Meanwhile the king, still throwing up, is sending aides to hurry the

march of the second infantry line and the heavy guns. Batteries move
into position south of Hostawitz and northeast of Sterbohol while twelve

battalions of the second line reinforce the vulnerable center.

It is about ten-thirty a.m. In the Austrian camp Browne wants to

exploit his victories on the right by a general counterattack. He is giv-

ing these orders when a cannonball smashes his leg. He is badly hurt

and is evacuated. The counterattack fizzles to a few isolated and fruit-

less advances.

But now twelve battalions of the Prussian second line reach the field.

From west of Hostawitz, Generals Heinrich von Hautcharmoy and

Joachim von Treskow lead eight battalions forward, an advance sup-

ported by fire from the new heavy battery on their left. Bevern follows

with ten battalions.

It is too much for the Austrian line. Its right falls back to its old

position by Homoly Hill. But Hautcharmoy wedges into the middle to

force back both enemy flanks. With that, the heavy battery on Homoly
Hill is uncovered and hastily withdraws.

Zieten meanwhile rounds up fleeing Prussians and, reinforced by

twenty-five fresh squadrons, returns to the attack against the far Aus-

trian right. It is a strong, bold move that sends enemy squadrons reel-

ing. Those who stand are struck by following dragoons. Flight is sur-

vival. They run. They are beaten and will not appear again. Their flight
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exposes the Austrian right, which also retreats. Exhausted Prussian horse

cannot follow very far.

The Austrians suffer another important casualty. Prince Charles col-

lapses and is evacuated to Wischerad, where he is bled and finally re-

gains consciousness— but he, too, is out of the battle.

It is about eleven a.m. Frederick calls up more reserves, orders Prince

Ferdinand of Brunswick to attack at Kej. Count Konigsegg commands
the Austrian line here. It is vicious fighting, but Konigsegg is outnum-
bered and a bayonet attack sends his shattered regiments back to Ma-
leschitz and Tabor Hill. Hautcharmoy is wounded; Treskow takes over

and with Bevern pushes after the enemy.

There is still the right flank. Major General Manstein commands the

first line north of Kej Pond, Prince Henry the second line. Concerned

with center and left, Frederick sends no orders to these commanders.

Manstein grows increasingly frustrated by the sound of battle. He de-

cides to attack the defended heights of Hlaupetin. Austrian irregulars

quickly give way, the grenadiers pursuing toward Hrdlorzez. Henry is

annoyed by the unauthorized attack but decides to support it. He sends

Manstein one battalion and follows with a regiment. Enemy guns on

Tabor Hill open fire. Henry sends Manstein an order to wait for the

battalions coming up. Artillery fire is hurting Manstein's grenadiers.

They escape to a protective valley north of Tabor Hill. Henry orders

up his reserve regiment and some cannon and continues toward

Hrdlorzez.

West of Hrdlorzez ravine is infantry commanded by Generals Clerici

and Peroni, who are suddenly ordered to Maleschitz. This move opens

their left flank to Henry's cannon and, suddenly, to attack by Man-
stein's people from the valley and by Brunswick's regiments from the

front. Peroni is killed, Clerici badly wounded. Their troops fight hard

but are driven from Tabor Hill. Henry with two regiments continues

his advance on Hrdlorzez. Somewhat ingloriously, he leads the ad-

vance into a muddy brook and is almost drowned before musketeers

pull him out. He recovers and is soon looking at Konigsegg's left flank.

The Austrians again retreat west.

Frederick is directing the action in the center. He feeds in reserve

battalions as needed. His line stretches southeast from Hrdlorzez to

Maleschitz and south to Neu-Straschnitz, his left flank covered by cav-

alry and infantry. He hopes that his left wing can reach the Moldau
south of Wischerad to block enemy escape to the Sazawa River.

The Austrians are still not beaten. There are the fresh regiments an-

chored on the Ziskaberg; they now wheel to form a line facing east,

the left still on the Ziskaberg. Tired and confused Prussians on the right

see fresh Austrian units. They pause. Frederick orders a cavalry charge,

but only one cuirassier regiment responds — to no effect. But the Prus-

sian left does not pause. It is strong, and the enemy line begins to break.
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On the far Prussian right Henry, sword in hand, rides from battaHon

to battahon to urge a final attack on the Austrian left. It is unnecessary.

The enemy right has folded, and now the center and left are in full

retreat.

The battle of Prague is over by three p.m.

Most of the enemy fled into Prague. Some escaped to the south, a few

were captured, but there was no thought of major pursuit. Dead and

dying men covered the long battlefield. Prussian battalions were so

confused that they were not sorted out until the next day. Prussian

casualties numbered four hundred officers and some fourteen thousand

men, of whom over thirty-four hundred were killed. One field marshal

and one general were dead, three other generals, including Hautchar-

moy, would soon die from wounds, Winterfeldt and Fouque were se-

riously wounded. "I have lost Marshal Schwerin, one of the greatest

generals of this century," Frederick wrote to King George of England.

Austrian casualties counted over four hundred officers and about thir-

teen thousand men, of whom nearly forty-three hundred were pris-

oners. Browne was mortally wounded and died a few weeks later—
"a gallant man," Frederick wrote to Wilhelmina, "and I believe their

best general." Numerous deserters from Prague and from Daun's army
continued to come in for days.

"We have totally beaten the Austrian army," Frederick wrote to Wil-

helmina that night. "They are entirely separated, a large part have es-

caped to Prague, and I hope to make all their generals and almost all

their infantry prisoners of war." To his mother, the dowager queen, he

jubilantly wrote, "The Austrians risk losing the entire campaign, and I

find myself free with 150,000 men. . . . The Austrians are dispersed

as straw in the wind. I shall send a part of my troops to compliment

the French gentlemen, and I shall follow the Austrians with the rest of

my army." Glowing accounts of the battle continued to be sent to rel-

atives and friends. "My brother Henry has worked wonders," he in-

formed the Prince of Prussia, not very tactfully, since William had not

participated in the battle.

All this was for public consumption. The victory had certainly upset

the Vienna court and put the city in great alarm. It also added weight

to Lieutenant Colonel Mayr's rapacious campaign, which had caused

several Catholic electors either to declare neutrality or look sourly on
the "ban of the Empire" passed against Prussia. Nor was the French

court favorably impressed with its ally's dismal show of arms. And in

England the Prussian king's popularity was at an all-time high. Even

women and children sang his praises. Lord Holdernesse informed

Mitchell.

But Mitchell found the king "unflushed with Victory, and moderate
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in the midst of Success." Frederick privately admitted that his battle to

destroy the Austrian army had failed. He blamed Prince Maurice of

Dessau for not having constructed the vital bridge; he blamed the cav-

alry for feckless performance; he blamed General Manstein's prema-

ture and senseless attack on the far right.

In turn he was blamed by his brothers and some of his generals, not

alone for undertaking a hopeless war that could end only in ignomi-

nious peace (if not total destruction of Prussia), but also for pushing

on to Prague in too great a hurry.

Perhaps he also blamed himself, for he later wrote that "the pillars

of the Prussian infantry" had fallen in this battle.

76

A DAY after the battle of Prague, Frederick informed Field Marshal

Keith that their most urgent task was to force the enemy inside city

walls to surrender— "and then I believe that the war will be finished."

Assault was out of the question, but, because of the swollen garrison

and limited provisions, a siege should soon bring surrender. An effec-

tive siege, however, demanded heavy guns. To bring the ponderous

siege train from Pirna to Leitmeritz by boat and then overland to

Prague would require several weeks.

Frederick saw nothing wrong with this. The capital could be block-

aded until the guns arrived; there was no danger of it being relieved.

He believed that Marshal Daun (who had replaced Serbelloni) was at

Koniggratz with a mere twenty thousand troops. Daun reportedly was

ruled by fear and confusion; he lacked forage and bread; he had no

desire to attack anyone. Zieten upset this comfortable assumption by

reporting that Daun was moving on Bohmisch-Brod with a consider-

able force. General Georg Puttkamer, whose hussars had pursued the

Austrians retreating southward, reported that a large number had es-

caped across the Sazawa to join the Austrian rearguard, which now
numbered about sixteen thousand. This unhappy situation caused the

king to send a strong task force under the Duke of Bevern to observe

the Austrians.

The Prussians meanwhile had cleaned the Prague battlefield, an im-

mense task. "It is dreadful beyond conception to walk in a field of

battle after a victory," a Prussian officer wrote, "to see friends and

enemies, men and horses, the dead and dying, all heaped together . . .

and almost floating in blood. . . . The stench of carnage fills the air

with infection, and the groans of those that yet live rise as it were in
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union on every side." The peasants had fled in panic, and because the

ground was "hard and rocky, the interment of the dead went on more
slowly than usual." ^ There were not nearly enough Prussian surgeons,

so more had to be hastily brought in from Saxony and Brandenburg,

along with nurses, dressings, and medicines. The lightly wounded were

evacuated to Welwarn, from where they were transported in empty

flour wagons to Leitmeritz and further evacuation to Dresden.

Soldiers were also busy fortifying the area with mines and chevaux

de frise and preparing sites for siege guns coming from Saxony. Croa-

tian irregulars were cleaned out from the Ziskaberg vineyards. Enemy
irregulars swarmed around the army, attacking supply convoys from

Leitmeritz and otherwise harassing the Prussians. The victors were also

under frequent cannon fire from Prague. In many places the Prussian

camp was only a thousand yards from the walls or within range of

enemy cannon, and the soldiers had to be on constant guard against

raiding parties. A large one was beaten off, with heavy Austrian casu-

alties. Another one succeeded in capturing several cannon.
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It was not a pleasant period for the king. He learned from the Duke
of Brunswick that the Vienna and Versailles courts had signed a new
treaty, which pledged France to take the field with 1 15,000 to 12,0,000

men and not lay down arms until Austria had seized all of Silesia. Po-

dewils reported that Russian ships and galleys had entered the Baltic.

A deserter testified that Prague held a two-month supply of provisions.

Frederick's main hope was to bombard the capital into submission.

The siege train brought twelve 50-pounder mortars with six thousand

bombs; twenty iz-pounder cannon with twenty thousand balls; ten

24-pounder cannon with ten thousand balls. Added to the army's own
artillery, these formed siege batteries of fifty-eight heavy cannon and

guns— not nearly enough for the task at hand.

A rocket flared over the Ziskaberg to open the bombardment on the

night of May 29. Cloudbursts that night and the next day severely

hampered operations, but on the third day fires sprang up in the old

city. The bombardment continued to cause fires and some damage but

failed to break the enemy's will. Munitions soon ran short. Only nine

days after the bombardment had begun, Keith was ordered to begin

dismantling his batteries. Only starvation would bring surrender. Bom-
bardment had turned to blockade, which had to continue indefinitely.

Tactical failure never bothered Frederick for very long. The key now,

he decided, was to push Daun into Moravia. With no hope of relief,

Charles would surrender Prague, and Frederick would be free to march

on the French.

The Duke of Bevern was at Kolin with nearly nineteen thousand

men. Frederick reinforced him with another five thousand and pressed

him to move against General Nadasdy at Gang. Marshal Daun was at

Czaslau, showing no desire for battle, nor did the king believe that his

army counted fifty thousand, as reported by Bevern.

Bevern easily pushed Nadasdy's light troops from Gang and Kutten-

berg, and Daun began retirement on Deutsch-Brod. But Maria Ther-

esa, leaning that Charles could hold out at Prague only until June 20,

ordered Daun to relieve him. Early on June 13 Zieten's corps ran into

Nadasdy south of Kuttenberg, and behind Nadasdy came Daun's en-

tire army! Zieten's prompt covering action gave Bevern time to fall

back on Kolin. Here he learned that King Frederick (who had no idea

of recent events) was personally on the way with a reinforcement of

four battalions, six squadrons, and fifteen heavy cannon.

After considerable confusion, Bevern and the king met at Malotitz.

Frederick ordered Prince Maurice to join them with another corps. He
then tried to outflank Daun, but was unsuccessful.

Daun was being his usual cautious self. On June 16 he marched

northwest on Planjan in order to gain the Prussian left flank and secure

his line of supply (and possibly retreat) by holding the Imperial high-

way. Late that evening the main Austrian army was deployed in two
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lines facing west between Hradenin and Krychnow. General Beck's ir-

regulars held Planjan, and Nadasdy's irregulars remained south of the

main army.

Friday, June ij, 1757. With Nadasdy's irregulars squatting to his rear

and swampy ground on Daun's left, the Prussian king does not even

consider an attack. Instead, he screens his right and turns the march

northwest. Late that evening the army is safely camped between

Wrbschan and Kaurzim, a good position with protected flanks: thirty-

three thousand men and twenty-eight heavy cannon ready for battle.

The army is scarcely in the camp when outposts report a large dust

cloud from the direction of the Austrians. Frederick hurries to a nearby

height. The enemy is obviously in movement, but where and why he

does not know.

Friday-Saturday, June 17-18, 1757. Daun learns of the Prussian march

and receives false reports that Frederick this night will be reinforced to

a total strength of sixty thousand. Fearing for his right flank, he shifts

the army to face north, his left behind the marshlands of Swojschitz,

his right at Radowesnitz. The move will be complete by early morning:

fifty-four thousand men and sixty cannon ready for battle.

Saturday, June 18, 17^7. k beautiful clear night turns to early morning

fog. Frederick is still ignorant of enemy plans. He sends General Joachim

Treskow with a task force to seize heights north of Planjan. They are

crowded with Croatian irregulars, who run at the sound of cannon.

The army marches at six a.m., Zieten leading the advance guard

through Planjan east on the Imperial highway. The first line follows

him, the second marches on the left, picks up Treskow's corps, and

continues east through fields of growing corn. At Planjan the king climbs

the church tower but fails to spot the enemy. The country is new to

him; he has no map. All he knows of the enemy and the terrain is what

he can see. His luck is better at Novemiesto, where, from the top story

of an inn, he sees enemy lines. Austrian infantry are standing under

arms, cavalrymen are mounted, cannon ready. Frederick judges this to

be Daun's right flank, which he beheves to be vulnerable. He will at-

tack here— not knowing that this is Daun's center, not knowing that

Nadasdy's corps forms the right flank.

The advance guard halts at Slati Slunce, the Golden Sun Inn. The

main army comes up. Zieten with a strong hussar force prowls east-

ward. The day is already hot, the troops already tired. They rest while

the king rides with Bevern and some aides to study land and enemy.

Back at the inn, the king issues orders. General Johann von Hiilsen's

advance guard will attack Daun's right flank. The main army will fol-
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low and, when west of Krzeczhorz, will wheel right to the attack. Prince

Maurice will support Hiilsen. Cavalry will remain behind each wing.

Zieten will cover the left flank, Bevern the right.

Daun watches the enemy march and halt. With the bulk of the Prussian

army here, Daun's left is safe. He moves his reserve behind the second

line of the right wing.

It is nearly one p.m. Daun is puzzled at the enemy's long halt. What
is he up to? Prussian bayonets suddenly glisten in the sun, answering

his question. Dust rises as columns march eastward. Daun and his of-

ficers are momentarily fascinated by the spectacle. Then they realize

that Frederick intends to attack. Orders are given, aides ride forth,

drums call infantry to arms, troopers mount, gunners stand by cannon.

An hour later, flanked by Zieten's hussars, Hulsen's battalions march

on Krzeczhorz. They brush off musket fire from Croatian irregulars,

but canister shot and the fire of heavy cannon tear up their ranks as

they push forward. Hiilsen is reinforced, seizes Krzeczhorz and a large

stand of oak trees — the Eichenbusch — storms the heavy battery to

the south, and captures seven guns. Frederick sends more cavalry to

join Zieten's sweep against Nadasdy's corps, which forms Daun's ex-

treme right. Nadasdy is pushed back to Radowesnitz. Hiilsen can turn

safely to the attack.

Daun begins to reinforce Count Wied's infantry on the threatened

right with two infantry regiments backed by four cavalry regiments.

Frederick in front of the left wing is watching Hiilsen's attack. En-

emy cannon increase fire— a ball careens not far from his horse. Can-

ister fire is shredding Hiilsen's battalions. The king orders Prince Maurice

to march obliquely to his support. Maurice misunderstands and marches

on Chosenitz. Even worse, part of Hiilsen's force is moving west across

the enemy front. The king gallops to Maurice, furiously orders him to

turn his battalions. Now he hears an unwelcome sound of battle on his

right. He gallops along the line and learns that Major General Man-
stein, against orders, is attacking Croat-infested corn fields. Unable to

stop the attack, which leaves a dangerous gap in the line, Frederick fills

it with four battalions from the second line. He returns to the left wing.

Hiilsen still needs help. In desperation, the king draws his sword and

on horseback leads some units through the high corn. Hiilsen sees them

coming. His heavy cannon are in position. He attacks the enemy flank,

overruns a heavy battery.

Meanwhile, Treskow's nine battalions are moving against the Aus-

trian center. It is a good defense backed by heavy cannon. The attack

falters, then presses on. But one division yields; the Austrian center is

confused; the right is in trouble. Daun suddenly sees defeat instead of

victory.
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But the Prussian left and center begin to falter. Thanks to Manstein's

private war on the right, the king has no reserve battalions.

And now it is the enemy's turn. If Daun did order retreat, as some
observers say, his generals pay no attention. Wied receives reinforce-

ments, drives the Prussians from the oak wood, occupies it to threaten

Hiilsen's left. Hiilsen and Treskow, very weak now, are momentarily

stymied. It is up to the cavalry. Frederick orders General Peter von
Penavaire forward. The sixty-seven-year-old general hopes for sur-

prise. He moves in west of Brzistwi. The surprise is a ravine and enemy
cannon fire, followed by a clash with enemy horse. The attack stops;

his troopers retreat to the Imperial highway.

Frederick sends in his cavalry reserve. General Christian Siegfried

von Krosigk and Colonel Friedrich Wilhelm von Seydlitz approach with

cuirassiers from the north, see the desperate situation, attack the Aus-

trian right. Troopers with sabers gallop through corn fields, pass through

Hiilsen's thin ranks, smash into enemy horse, and send them reehng.

But the enemy is strong; he counterattacks. The Prussians stand, attack

again, are beaten off. Krosigk is killed, Seydlitz driven to retreat. Man-
stein is also losing his private war on the right. Outnumbered and with

ammunition exhausted, the battered battalions begin retreat to the Im-

perial highway.

It is six P.M. Austrian cavalry attack the Prussian left from front,

flank and rear. Units form squares in desperate efforts to hold ground.

It is futile. Treskow is wounded and captured, along with scores of

officers and men. Cavalry charges smash through the squares. Nineteen

infantry battalions are shattered. Frederick orders Penavaire to provide

cavalry cover for the retreating infantry. He no longer controls his

squadrons, which are in retreat to the north. Nor can Zieten's people

move their exhausted horses. The king momentarily loses his head. He
summons a small troop to charge the battery south of Chosenitz. A
cannonball smashes its ranks. The king rides almost alone. "Will His

Majesty take the battery by himself?" an aide asks.^

Frederick stops. He is beaten. He sends Keith an order to lift the

siege at Prague. He rides to his right flank, where Bevern commands
six fresh battalions. Bevern's and Schonaich's cavalry will cover the

retreat to Nimburg.

77

KoLiN was the king's first defeat, and it was a near disaster. The
battle of Prague had cost over fourteen thousand casualties, and now
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Kolin cost another fourteen thousand, including five thousand pris-

oners. Many wounded would in time return to service, and prisoners

would be exchanged, but for the moment the once splendid army was
seriously weakened.

Prompted by the specter of total defeat, Frederick moved rapidly.

His first priority was tactical: to re-form the Kolin survivors and ensure

that army's integrity while simultaneously quitting Prague before Daun's

approach.

Frederick left the battlefield of Kolin late Saturday night. Sick and

exhausted, he slept at Nimburg. In the morning he watched the survi-

vors of the first battalion of Potsdam Guards file past, four hundred

out of a thousand, and he wept. His emotion was brief. He turned

command over to Prince Maurice of Dessau and rode to Prague, where

Marshal Keith and Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick were already pre-

paring a withdrawal.

The mood at Prague was grim, an atmosphere "of discouragement,

discontent, and foreboding," Andrew Mitchell reported, with open and

bitter criticism of the king's campaign.^ He was referring to the Prince

of Prussia and Prince Henry, and perhaps to Marshal Keith. An ob-

server later wrote that when news of the defeat reached Prague, the

assembled commanders "all stood silent, only the Prince of Prussia

breaking out into loud lamentations and accusations."^ Prince Henry

wrote to William's wife. Princess Louise Emily: "So now Phaeton

[Frederick] is fallen, and we do not know what will become of us. . . .

Phaeton has looked after himself and retired before the loss of the bat-

tle was entirely decided."^ Prince Ferdinand priggishly informed his

sister Emily that "this is the consequence and the price paid for deci-

sions taken in haste, without deference to the counsel of men of expe-

rience.'"*

How much of this reached the king's ears is not known, but he had

too many favorites not to have learned what was happening. Yet his

various letters and directives to William and Henry show no hostility.

And no matter Henry's or Keith's grumbling, each was doing a good

job: by late Sunday, most of the siege cannon and heavy baggage was

moving north to Leitmeritz for water transport to Dresden. Frederick

and Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick led the Ziskaberg contingent early

the next day "with ringing music and the greatest pomp," in the king's

words, to Alt-Lissa and finally to Leitmeritz.

Marshal Daun required considerable time to recover from the battle of

Kolin. He had lost over eight thousand killed, wounded, and missing.

It was the Austrians' turn to clean the battlefield and evacuate wounded

and prisoners, and it all took time. There were also Te Deums to sing

in celebration of that rare achievement, an Austrian victory.
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Even news of the Prussian withdrawal from Prague failed to hurry

the careful marshal. Several days passed before he joined Prince Charles,

southeast of Prague. The two did not get on well and neither seemed
intent on following the Prussians to deliver a coup de grace. Lacking a

real operations plan, they sent Lieutenant Colonel Baron Gideon von
Loudon with two thousand irregulars down the left, or west, bank of

the Elbe. General Nadasdy, with a larger corps, some thirteen thou-

sand, followed Prince Maurice's army. The main Austrian army moved
to Brandeis, northeast of Prague, and stood still. Caution was the

watchword, it seemed, until Frederick again showed his hand.

Frederick was strictly on the defensive when he reached Leitmeritz

on June 28. Lodged in the bishop's palace, he was at first "low spirited

and saw nobody," Andrew Mitchell observed. Here he received a letter

from Wilhelmina, reporting that, according to Chevalier Hubert Fo-

lard, the Versailles court was apprehensive lest Frederick make peace

with Austria. She wondered whether she should query Folard and Mar-
shal Belle-Isle as to what peace terms France wanted, and Frederick

urged her to do so. A day or two later Mitchell found the king in

reasonable spirits, talking "very reasonably and with great coolness

upon the unhappy event" of KoHn: "What chiefly distresses him is the

number of enemies and the attacks they are threatening in the different

parts of his very extended dominions." He was strategically blocked

and wished that England could make a peace. Barring that, he again

asked for a small naval squadron to sail to the Baltic. In great embar-
rassment he told Mitchell it was possible that he might have to ask

Britain for a subsidy, even though his "aversion to subsidies is now as

strong as ever." Mitchell went on, "It is the first time I ever saw His

Prussian Majesty abashed, and this was the only conversation I have

had with him, which seemed to give him pain."^

There were also local problems. There were the wounded and the

cannon to ship back to Dresden; prisoners to exchange with Daun; an

enormous amount of back correspondence to answer; arrangements to

be made for troop replacements from home cantons; the Austrian army
to locate and attack if possible. Colonel Loudon's irregulars appeared

and soon infested the main roads, falling on a Prussian party of two
hundred that was escorting General Manstein to Dresden. Despite se-

vere wounds, Manstein left his carriage, drew his sword, refused quarter,

and was killed.* Nadasdy was harassing Prince Maurice, who fell back

to Jung-Bunzlau, an unnecessary move that displeased the king. Fred-

erick had already given this command to the Prince of Prussia. William

had begged for an important appointment for years, but the king, though

* Frederick later described Manstein as "famous for having begun the battle of Prague and

being responsible for the defeat of Kolin." (Oeuvres, Volumes 4 and 5, Histoire de la Guerre

de Sept Ans.)
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not derogating his military talents, believed that he lacked sufficient

resolution. Now, perhaps because he had done a good job command-
ing Keith's rearguard during the retreat from Prague, perhaps also as

result of his ill-judged criticisms of the king, he had one. He had not

yet taken it up when Maurice compounded royal displeasure by an-

nouncing that he had to fall back on Zittau. This completely contra-

dicted Frederick's tactical plan, and he refused to hear of it. William

now relieved Maurice of command. It was scarcely a happy arrange-

ment. William was surrounded by senior advisers, the Duke of Bevern,

and four lieutenant generals — Schmettau (William's favorite), Win-
terfeldt (whom William and Schmettau detested), Fouque, and Goltz,

none of whom liked the other. Communicating with the king was also

difficult because of enemy irregulars.

At this critical point a courier brought news that the dowager queen,

seventy-year-old Sophia Dorothea, had died— a shock the greater since

she reportedly had recovered completely from a recent illness. Her death

was the final blow. "All misfortunes overwhelm me at the same time,"

the king wrote to Princess Emily. "I am more dead than alive." For two
days he saw no one. Then he unburdened his grief to Andrew Mitchell

and returned to the living. "I am forced to act," he told Wilhelmina,

"and don't have time to give free course to my tears."

Wilhelmina had proposed still another move toward France. This

was to send the lord chamberlain of her court, Chevalier Louis de Mir-

abeau, to meet with Madame de Pompadour and the Abbe Bernis (who

had replaced Rouille as foreign minister) on Wilhelmina's behalf. La

Pompadour "is the sole cause of the bitterness against you," she in-

formed her brother. "She has been told of some remarks, true or false,

that you are said to have made against her and the king." Frederick

authorized Mirabeau to offer Madame de Pompadour 500,000 thalers

to arrange a peace and much more than that if, at the same time, "she

can be enlisted to procure us some benefits." Count von Wied, a brother

of a Prussian general, offered another entree to the Versailles court. If

Frederick sent an envoy to his house with a peace proposal, he would

try to see that Belle-Isle presented it to the court. The king subsequently

sent Colonel Johann Friedrich von Balbi, an engineer officer whom he

knew, with a brief four-point plan and authorization to sign prelimi-

naries.

He had reason to try anything. As victory at Prague had caused var-

ious enemies to hesitate, defeat at Kolin spurred them forward. Russia

had invaded East Prussia. One army of eighteen thousand commanded
by General Count Wilhelm von Fermor had closed on Memel, which

was under siege and expected soon to fall. Field Marshal Count Stefan

Apraxin with another seventy thousand troops was pushing back Mar-

shal Lehwaldt's corps of thirty thousand. Sweden declared war and

prepared to march on Pomerania with seventeen thousand. A French
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army seventy thousand strong under Marshal d'Estrees captured Emb-
den and moved on the Duke of Cumberland's army, some forty-seven

thousand men, which withdrew. The Imperial army, commanded by
Field Marshal Joseph Friedrich von Sachsen-Hildburghausen, gained

new life and was shortly reinforced by an Austrian contingent of eight

thousand, bringing its total to thirty-three thousand. France sent a new
force of thirty thousand under Prince Soubise to join the Prince of Hild-

burghausen in recovering Saxony. Prince Charles and Marshal Daun
were at Brandeis with some seventy thousand troops, bent on gaining

revenge against the hated Prussians. Frederick summed up his position

to d'Argens: "Look at me as a battered wall breached by the misfor-

tunes of two years."

The Austrians were his most pressing worry. Shortly after the Prince

of Prussia assumed command at Jung-Bunzlau, he was instructed to

retire northwest on Hirschberg to make it easier for the two armies to

join in case of need. He was to eat out the country and protect the large

magazine at Zittau. And he was to garrison Reichenberg, Grottau, and
Gabel as he saw fit. Frederick approved William's further retirement

on Neuschloss. Flis retirement on Bohmisch-Leipa drew a mild repri-

mand — he would soon be in the middle of Saxony without knowing
it, Frederick cautioned. William nervously reported that he had only a

ten-day supply of bread and almost no meat; enemy irregulars were
preventing deliveries from the peasants. He wanted "positive orders"

about his next move. After explaining the critical overall situation to

his brother, the king wrote that he himself had two tasks: to cover

Saxony from the south, and to fight the combined French and Imperial

armies coming from the west. William would be reinforced and was to

cover Lusatia and Silesia. "I am not able to prescribe to you the manner
of execution," the king went on. "All this is very difficult, but consult

your generals and take the best course as called for by circumstances."

One thing was certain: William must stop retreating. That would al-

ways result in lack of bread and forage and loss by desertion as great

as if one fought a battle. When William, plainly insecure and apprehen-

sive, continued to argue, the king replied, "If you keep retiring, you
will find yourself driven to Berlin within four weeks."

Prompted by Maria Theresa's frantic exhortations to do something.

Prince Charles and Marshal Daun crossed the Elbe early on July 14
and marched on Gabel to outflank William's left. General Puttkamer

on convoy duty was at the castle with four battalions. William heard

lively cannon fire, called a council of war (from which Winterfeldt ab-

sented himself) — and did nothing. If Gabel was taken, he advised the

king, he could march on Zittau only by a roundabout route through

the mountains. A day later he reported that "we are in a very critical
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situation," but he still did not know whether Gabel had been taken.

"You have lost your mind," the king responded. "Do you want to

abandon your magazines, give up your cover of Lusatia? It would be

better to give ten battles than to come to that. . . . You are following

some timid counsel, which will ruin you, the state, and me. All these

wretched maneuvers are coming from Schmettau's advice, who always

sees black; I wish that the devil had sooner taken me than to have given

him to you." On July 16 the prince reported, "Gabel is taken; I have

only four days of bread; I march tomorrow via Kamnitz and Rum-
burg."

The replies were brutal. On July 18: "You are losing everything.

Why did you not march with the army to aid Gabel on the fourteenth?

After this it is impossible for me to trust you with command of an

army." And on the next day: "You know neither what you want nor

what you are doing. . . . You will always be a wretched general. . . .

As long as I live I shall never trust you with the command of ten men."

It was too late for effective recrimination. Puttkamer held out against

a corps of twenty thousand for three days before surrendering. Wil-

liam's difficult retreat on mountain roads often too narrow to accom-

modate wagons cost most of his baggage and supplies before the ex-

hausted columns, further thinned by numerous desertions, closed on

Zittau.* Here the Austrians had gained the dominant height and bom-
barded the town. Wooden huts blazed, fire devoured all magazines,

and the trapped garrison had to surrender. William, now a sick man,

continued the retreat to Bautzen in Lusatia.

His withdrawal had made the king's position untenable. Leaving

Marshal Keith to evacuate magazines and Prince Maurice with a corps

to screen the Pirna passes, Frederick marched north. On the way he

learned from Andrew Mitchell that the British navy was overcommit-

ted and could not send the promised squadron to the Baltic. "I was
glad to find that he bore the disappointment with more temper and

calmness than I expected," Mitchell reported. The envoy received an-

other dispatch at Pirna; it reaffirmed Britain's alliance with Prussia, her

intention to land a force on the French coast to draw the French from

Germany, and her readiness to grant Frederick a subsidy. The hard-

pressed king received Mitchell's words "with a flow of gratitude not to

be described," but he did not wish to negotiate a subsidy until his pres-

ent situation was favorably resolved, for if it were not, he did not wish

to become a useless burden to his allies. "I was pleased, but not sur-

prised," Mitchell wrote, "with the noble dignity of this answer, for I

*
I recently traced Prince William's retreat through this beautiful semimountainous land of

enormous wooded hills and deep valleys, narrow roads, and tight turns — perfect guerrilla

country that grows more difficult as one nears the border. What is surprising is that any of

William's demoralized columns reached their destination.
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have seen the King of Prussia great in prosperity, but greater still in

adversity."^

Frederick almost immediately marched on to Bautzen, which he

reached two days later than Prince William.

The king had ordered William and his generals to await his arrival

outside Bautzen. He rode to the rendezvous in early morning. He scanned

the waiting party, ignored his brother's salute, and dismounted. Flanked

by Winterfeldt (who had been forgiven his sins*) and von der Goltz,

he sat with his back to the others. A few uneasy minutes passed. Then
General Goltz arose, approached William and his entourage, and in a

firm voice announced the king's will: the prince and his generals de-

served to be sentenced to death by court-martial, but William's posi-

tion prevented this.

Few princes have suffered such humiliation; we can only sympathize

with William, despite his costly errors. Very formally he replied to Goltz

that he would welcome a court-martial. The following day he wrote to

the king that he did not deserve the least reproach for his actions. Fred-

erick replied that he and his generals were entirely responsible for the

present "desperate situation. . . . Your ears are accustomed only to

the language of flatterers; Daun has not flattered you, and you see the

results." The consequences, he continued, could well prove disastrous

to the kingdom: "You and your children will bear the consequences

more than I. Despite this, be convinced that I have always loved you."

William must have greeted the final sentence with raised eyebrows.

A few hours later he sent an aide to ask the king whether he could

leave immediately for Dresden. Frederick coldly replied, "The prince

may go where he will."

The brothers never again met.

78

The PRUSSIAN move north solved almost nothing. Frederick wanted
to bring the Austrians to battle, but he was forced to wait for flour

from Saxony; he had only enough bread for three days and could not

march until he had a nine-day supply. He now learned that the Duke

* The record is not clear, but apparently Winterfeldt was asleep during the crucial conference

at which William and his generals decided to retire on Rumburg. This could well be true,

since Winterfeldt was still recuperating from his throat wound and since William loathed

him. Further, he was the most aggressive infantry general in the army and undoubtedly would

have insisted on the relief of Gabel.
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of Cumberland had finally stood against Marshal d'Estrees at Hasten-

beck. Now, Cumberland was in retreat to Minden, not for strategic

reasons but because his army's baggage had been sent there by mistake!

No matter that the king was still hopeful for a separate peace with

Versailles— that was far distant and very uncertain. No matter that

the Hastenbeck fiasco had returned William Pitt to office. Pitt could

not put an army in the way of either Duke d'Estrees or Prince Soubise.

Hanover and Saxony stood open to attack from the west, and behind

them, Brandenburg-Prussia.

More than ever it was urgent to seek out the Austrian enemy, as he

explained in a letter to General Winterfeldt. Spies had reported accu-

rately over enemy positions; only a secret conference with Marshal

Daun could have told him more, he told Jacob Keith. It was now nec-

essary "to strike while the iron was hot"; he intended to fight "a deci-

sive battle" against Daun during a ten-day campaign, after which he

and Keith would return to Dresden. But this depended on bread, and

bread depended on flour, on the convoy "on which all my hopes are

founded," indeed "on which I base the last hope of the state."

The vital convoy finally arrived and the army marched. The move
caught the enemy off guard. The Duke of Bevern's hussars captured

General Beck's baggage and forty pandours and almost got the general.

They surprised General Nadasdy at dinner, and although he escaped,

he lost some baggage and some secret correspondence from the Dres-

den court. But this was mere prelude to disappointment. The main

Austrian army east of Zittau was so strongly entrenched on a dominant

height that attack was out of the question. This left the king in an

uncomfortable situation, since forage was in short supply. The cavalry

"are eating you and me up," he complained to Bevern. To add to his

problems, Austrian irregulars invaded Silesia and forced him to send a

detachment there. Then he learned that Prince Maurice had fallen back

from Cotta (against orders) because of Loudon, who commanded a

mere twenty-five hundred irregulars: "I am not in the least satisfied

with your conduct," he informed Maurice. "Go after the bas-

tards. . . . Where is Prussian honor? ... If your father [Old Des-

sauer] heard this he would turn in his grave." Peace overtures to France

remained in limbo; both the French and the Swedes were reportedly

marching against him. The French had overrun Hanover, and the Rus-

sians were carving up East Prussia, with the Cossacks committing ter-

rible atrocities. His own bread supply was running out; he had tried

without success every trick to lure Charles from his position. Ob-

viously the brief campaign he had such hopes for was a failure.

In late August Frederick left Bevern and Winterfeldt with thirty-six

thousand troops to screen Lusatia and Silesia and returned to Dresden.
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His confidential secretary, August Eichel, found him amazingly "fresh

and lively," as if he were in Potsdam during peacetime. Andrew Mitch-

ell reported him "in as good spirits as if he had returned from a suc-

cessful expedition." Peace with France, the king believed, would de-

pend on a favorable outcome of the present campaign. He hoped to

enlist the Ottoman Porte, where his envoy had £50,000 to work with.

He was now forced to ask England for a subsidy of four million tha-

lers— approximately £670,000— for the next year. Mitchell pointed

out that this would be the largest subsidy ever granted by England and

that King George would have to satisfy Parliament as to how the money
would be spent. King Frederick replied that he would not know that

until the present campaign ended. He was not pleased to learn that

Hanover was negotiating a treaty of neutrality with the enemy; it would

be the "end of everything."

Having failed to bring Charles to battle, he turned westward. His

small corps had been joined by Prince Maurice's corps, a total of only

twenty thousand men, for a march on Erfurt "to thrash all the rabble

that I shall find there" — by which he meant the French and Imperial

armies. He hoped to find battle by mid-month: "September will decide

our destiny during the winter."

More bad news arrived. Marshal Lehwaldt had attacked Marshal

Apraxin's army of one hundred thousand Russians but was forced to

retreat. The battle of Gross-Jagersdorf had cost the Russians dearly,

but Lehwaldt had suffered over three thousand casualties. He was tired

and sick and asked to be relieved, a request refused out of hand.

Frederick's earlier approaches to the French court had come to naught.

Folard and Mirabeau failed to reach Madame de Pompadour, and Belle-

Isle refused to become involved. Prompted by Wilhelmina and Vol-

taire, Frederick now turned to the Duke of Richelieu, a notoriously

corrupt man who had replaced d'Estrees in command of the main French

army. Frederick sent him a flattering letter and an undisclosed sum of

money to gain his help in ending the war with Prussia. The effort failed

before it began, with news that Richelieu and the Duke of Cumberland
had signed the Convention of Kloster-Zeven, by which Hanover with-

drew from the war and Cumberland's army became neutral, with each

contingent taking quarter in its own land. This left Prussia alone to

face the onslaught.

The strain was beginning to tell. Frederick and Keith were now so

weak militarily that deceptive measures were necessary to keep the en-

emy at bay. Regiments were frequently transferred from one village to

another and given new names so that spies would report an exagger-

ated order of battle. Prussia was nearly bereft of allies, the treasury

almost empty, the enemy overwhelming. Winterfeldt in Lusatia had

been mortally wounded in an attack by Nadasdy. The king originally

had been informed that Winterfeldt's injuries were slight; indeed, Fred-
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erick wrote to him six days after his death. The shock of the general's

death was all the greater. Frederick wrote to Wilhelmina that he was
"so oppressed with grief that I would rather keep my sadness to my-
self." He was looking forward to dying sword in hand rather than

suffering defeat followed by tyrannical rule of his enemies: "Sorrow is

a century, death an instant." He had thought of suicide after the Kolin

disaster and now proposed a mutual suicide pact with his sister. Wil-

helmina pointed out that fortune has a way of changing: "A great ge-

nius like yours finds resources even when all is lost, and it is impossible

for this frenzy to continue."

The frenzy did continue, and it is greatly to Frederick's credit that,

aside from frequent lengthy jeremiads to Wilhelmina, Finckenstein, and

on occasion his sister Emily, he conducted matters calmly and soundly.

Mitchell was with him and reported that he "bears his Misfortunes

with a great Magnanimity, and tho' They come very Thick, one upon
Another, He never appears discouraged or disconcerted." ^

Frederick's numerous letters to his commanders leave no doubt as to

the extreme peril the army was facing— and no doubt of his determi-

nation to fight to the end. "In our situation," he wrote to Prince Fer-

dinand of Brunswick, "we must be convinced that one of us is worth

four of them." But in late September he expressed doubts of survival

to Finckenstein: "Some miracles are necessary or we are lost."

There had already been some miracles, albeit man-made. The first

was the continuing dissension that reigned in the hostile aUiance. In

this autumn of 1757 the armies of Austria, France, Russia, and the

Empire had virtually surrounded Prussia. A concerted effort could not

but have overwhelmed him. But divergent goals compounded by fear,

apathy, irresolution, jealousy, lack of money, and sheer political and

military ineptness prevented such an effort. Marshal Apraxin's precip-

itate retreat was another miracle— he suddenly withdrew from East

Prussia. The amazed Prussians thought that perhaps the czarina had

died, which would have brought to the throne the pro-Prussian Grand

Duke Peter, or that the Turks had invaded the Crimea. Neither was the

case. A shortage of food had caused Apraxin to fall back on Tilsit. The

march in cold, rainy weather had left his troops and horses exhausted

and sick. Many of his wagons had to be burned. The disorganized and

disheartened army made a further autumn offensive out of the ques-

tion. More miracles were to come. Frederick performed a financial mir-

acle by turning 400,000 thalers' worth of private silver into 800,000

thalers' worth of coins— a miracle brought off by simple alloy. He
stopped all pensions, cut civil salaries in half, and then suspended them.

Yet another miracle occurred when Ferdinand of Brunswick arranged

an armistice with the Duke of Richelieu until the following spring, thus

freeing some of Brunswick's troops for operations elsewhere.
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Other miracles were needed, and Frederick set about, unknowingly,

to receive them. In late September he withdrew his own small corps

behind the Saale, where he hoped that Hildburghausen, "whom I re-

gard as a fool, will follow me; then he marches on me and I fall on his

back." From here he sent secret orders to Marshal Lehwaldt to retire

on Marienwerder and Schwedt, from where he would either chase the

Swedes back to Swedish Pomerania or go to the Duke of Bevern's aid

in Silesia. Maurice was moved west of Leipzig in case Frederick needed
help to fight the Imperial army. Bevern, who was falling back on Glo-

gau, was sharply ordered to return to Breslau.

But all of this as yet solved nothing. On October 10 the king in-

formed Count Finckenstein, "I regard our affairs as hopeless. ... I

no longer have resources and we should expect to see our misfortunes

increase from one day to the next. Heaven is witness that this is not

my fault." His mood darkened when he learned that an Austrian corps

under Count Andreas Hadik was marching on Berlin. He ordered Prince

Maurice to cross the Elbe at Torgau to block the Austrians at any

cost— "to the last man" — while he and Brunswick hurried to the

attack. But the enemy move was no more than a raid. Hadik's small

corps reached Berlin on October 16, occupied only a part of the city,

accepted a cash contribution of 200,000 thalers (and two dozen pairs

of ladies' gloves), and departed before dawn the next day without doing

any real damage. Frederick sent Maurice to follow him and Brunswick

to shield the capital while he remained north of Torgau. On learning

that General Baron Ernst Marschall with a corps of fifteen thousand

was at Bautzen, Frederick decided to attack him there, push him back

into Bohemia, and continue on to Schweidnitz to clean the enemy out

of Silesia before the campaign ended.

But Keith suddenly reported from Leipzig that Soubise and
Hildburghausen were in full march eastward; the French army was at

Camburg; the Imperial army at Zeitz. "Things here have changed very

much in one day," Frederick informed Maurice. No longer was Silesia

the target. Soubise was marching on Leipzig and Hildburghausen on
Halle, after which they would fall on Magdeburg and perhaps Berlin.

"This is why I am waiting for them," Frederick told Finckenstein, "so

as to engage them in a decisive battle, in order to free my hands here

and then to protect my provinces in great distress elsewhere."

The trick now was not to frighten the enemy away. Frederick cau-

tiously drew in his forces toward Keith in Leipzig— his own corps to

Eilenburg, Maurice to villages west of the Elbe, Brunswick to Halle. It

was a trap — providing the Imperial and French armies were serious

in their advance.
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The fifty-five-year-old Prince of Hildburghausen was not a happy

man. The contingents that made up the Imperial army lacked men,

money, and materiel. A favorite of Madame de Pompadour, Prince

Soubise, who commanded the French corps, showed little inclination

to submit to Hildburghausen's command. Richelieu's reinforcement of

twelve thousand troops arrived with no tents, no supply wagons, no
reserve artillery, no munitions; indeed, most of the troops lacked shoes.

Soubise refused to cross the Saale river, much less attempt anything

against the Prussians. Now, at the end of October, the Prussian army,

commanded by its king, was at Weissenfeis and Merseburg, obviously

preparing to cross the river. Hildburghausen was at Storkau, worrying

about his supply lines to Erfurt; Soubise was southwest of Merseburg.

There was no agreed plan; neither commander would join the other.
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Hildburghausen finally gave in and joined Soubise at Miicheln in early

November. He was not pleased with the new camp, which is "so con-

fused," he wrote to Emperor Francis, "that I have never seen the like

in my life."^ The French cavalry commander. Count Claude Louis de

Saint-Germain, noted that the position opened the flank and rear to

enemy attack: "The camp . . . was detestable in every respect," he

later wrote, "and we would only have been beaten there or died from

hunger."^

Thursday, November 3, iys7- King Frederick's corps crosses the Saale

at Herrenmiihle in early morning, the cavalry fording the river. Maur-
ice and Keith cross at Merseburg. The king does not know that his

enemies are at Miicheln. He reasons that they are probably falling back

on the Unstrut River for supply reasons: "As for me, I shall act the

pandour," he had informed Keith the previous day, "and as soon as I

have crossed the Saale I shall try to cut their convoys from Freiberg."

Nevertheless, Maurice and Keith are to join him in case the enemy is

on hand: "One battle will decide everything," he tells Keith. He arrives

at Braunsdorf in midafternoon to learn that the enemy is close by. He
rides to some heights south of Bedra. It is nearly dark, but he makes
out— and peasants confirm— that the enemy army is facing north.

He decides to attack its right flank in the morning. He returns to head-

quarters in the Braunsdorf rectory. The rest of the army arrives that

evening. He issues attack orders and goes to bed.

On this same day, Hildburghausen insists on a change of camp, be-

cause the Prussians undoubtedly will march from Weissenfels. Soubise

is not interested. Soubise is showing a sudden desire for battle (hitherto

absent); perhaps he sees another Kolin and a marshal's baton. The two
commanders are still arguing in the afternoon when hussars report that

the Prussians are marching from Weissenfels. Soubise agrees to change

camp that night. The Imperial army shifts to heights south of Brander-

oda while the French move their front to the east. Prussian hussars

disturb the camp during the night.

Friday, November 4, lyjy. King Frederick early learns of the enemy
move. At three a.m. he rides to heights west of Schortau, where a full

moon shines on the new enemy position. He estimates their strength at

fifty-five to sixty thousand. He will attack despite his number, twenty-

one thousand. Three hours later he again examines the position. The
enemy is well entrenched, heavy with cannon, too strong to attack.

Besides, the men must be hungry and will have to make a move. Then
Frederick can either attack or force them back to the Unstrut. He de-
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cides to withdraw behind Leiha Brook to wait for Hildburghausen's

move. It is a splendid position. The Prussians can see the enemy; the

enemy cannot see the Prussians.

Hildburghausen's desire to withdraw to the Unstrut is dampened by

the Prussian presence. He and Soubise consider two possibilities: to

maneuver the Prussian king out of his position or to attack him. The
decision, largely Soubise's, is to march east on Tagewerben in order to

outflank the Prussian left. By threatening Frederick's communications

to Weissenfels, this will force him either to retire or to attack. Should

he do neither, they will attack the day following. Hildburghausen is

not pleased with the plan.

Saturday, November 5, 1757- Hildburghausen perhaps dreams of glory.

He awakes inspired. He writes to Soubise at five a.m. that they should

not lose a moment in attacking the Prussians! Soubise is interested. At

daybreak Saint-Germain's cavalry and Loudon's irregulars push back

Prussian outposts from the heights west of Schortau and remain there

to cover the Prussian right. Hildburghausen and Soubise ride there and

hold a brief council of war. They agree on an immediate attack.

Eight A.M. Drummers call men to arms; the army prepares to march.

This is a slow process. Soubise insists on changing his order of battle.

Then he waits for his professional pillagers to come in from outlying

villages. Several hours pass before the army marches.

Frederick learns of considerable movement in the enemy camp. Gen-

eral Seydlitz and Colonel Mayr are sent out but are driven back by fire

from Saint-Germain and Loudon. Frederick climbs to the roof of the

manor house in Rossbach village. He studies the enemy through a spy-

glass. As he stands there, the point of the army appears. It is marching

south, obviously to the Freiberg magazine. Frederick hands his glass to

an aide. Captain Friedrich von Gaudi, and goes downstairs for dinner.

Eleven-thirty a.m. Hildburghausen cannot persuade Soubise to march.

He moves out on his own. Soubise grudgingly follows. Just north of

Zeuchfeld the columns, with cavalry and hussars in the lead, turn left

toward Pettstadt. Five wide columns make for a ponderous march.

Hildburghausen and Soubise are still arguing, the former for immedi-

ate attack, the latter for a day's delay. At two p.m. the army halts at a

small farmstead.

Frederick is eating dinner when Gaudi reports an enemy turn toward

Pettstadt. Gaudi suggests that the enemy is trying to outflank the Prus-

sian left, and Mayr confirms this. Frederick receives the suggestion very

ungraciously, because it is obvious that Hildburghausen is marching

on Freiberg. Nonetheless he takes Keith, Brunswick, Henry, von Geist,

and Seydlitz to his private eyrie. They see only enemy cavalry, which
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Frederick points out are merely on reconnaissance. Then, enemy infan-

try appear, shattering royal omniscience. It is clear that the enemy is

marching on Pettstadt. It is also clear that the Prussians will attack him.

Frederick orders tents struck, the infantry to wheel left and form line

behind Lunstadt, cavalry to the front, Mayr in front of Brunswick's

right wing to screen Saint-Germain and Loudon, Seydlitz, at thirty-six

the youngest cavalry general present, will command the vital thirty-

eight squadrons ordered to cut the enemy's march. Senior eyebrows

belonging to Generals Peter von Meinicke and Baron Schonaich are

raised when Seydlitz takes command. He settles matters with a simple

statement: "Gentlemen, I obey the king, and you obey me."^ The Prus-

sian army is ready to march at two-thirty p.m.

The burning question, to attack or not to attack, is still being debated

by Hildburghausen, Soubise, and their generals. But as they argue,

Prussian tents begin disappearing. They vanish in less than two min-

utes, "as if they had been a stage set in a theater," an onlooker later

wrote. * Obviously the Prussians are retiring to cross the Saale at

Merseburg; this is soon confirmed by a reconnaissance report that the

entire Prussian army is on the march. All agree that the Prussians must

be attacked as soon as possible. The Duke of Broglie's reserve cavalry

and four of Count Augustin Mailly's cavalry regiments march forward

to strengthen the advance guard of hussars and cavalry. The march
continues.

Frederick is watching the enemy. His own infantry form as ordered.

He orders Colonel Moller to mount twelve heavy cannon on Janus

Hill.

Moller opens fire on Broglie and Mailly north of Reichardtswerben.

The fire is effective, but the cavalry continue forward. Prussian infantry

complete their deployment. Seydlitz forms two lines of cavalry behind

Polzen Hill with hussar squadrons on his left.

Four P.M. Seydlitz attacks. The move is a complete surprise that hits

the front and flank of the advance guard. A few squadrons manage to

deploy, but Seydlitz's second line moves viciously on their flanks while

hussars complete the havoc. Retreating squadrons block Broglie's and

Mailly's approach. Seydlitz's people take advantage of the terrible con-

fusion. In less than thirty minutes, the entire advance guard, fifty-seven

squadrons, is running south from battle. Seydlitz, who is wounded,

pursues only a short way, then wisely re-forms and takes a waiting

position between Tagewerben and Storkau.

Frederick meanwhile orders the infantry to attack. Shielded by hills,

they move out from the left in echelon, fifty paces between battalions,

to close east of Lunstadt. As the extreme left climbs from a ravine north

of Reichardtswerben, it sees enemy cavalry in full flight. The king or-
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ders the battalions to move into line from Nahlendorf to west of Rei-

chardtswerben. He is riding on the left. He brings several battalions to

the left to form an obtuse angle, which blocks the enemy's advance.

Moller shifts heavy cannon from Janus Hill to close support. Another

battery is mounted south of Nahlendorf.

The fast, brutal action demoralizes the enemy infantry. Hildburg-

hausen, bleeding from a saber gash, does his best, personally leading a

regiment in a bayonet charge, a valiant if futile attempt that evokes

even Soubise's admiration. Frederick orders the entire Prussian line for-

ward. With the left wing closing the bag, Seydlitz again attacks. French

and Imperials throw weapons to the ground, run south from battle.

Only two Swiss regiments retire in order. The Prussians pursue to Ob-
schiitz, taking numerous prisoners and most of the baggage.

Five-thirty p.m. Darkness alone saves the enemy, who are in frantic

flight south to Freiberg and beyond. The Prussians continue the pur-

suit, but it is dark and the men are tired. Frederick halts the infantry

just east of Obschiitz. Men make cookfires from wooden stocks of cap-

tured muskets.

The king takes headquarters in the manor house at Burgwerben. He
finds the rooms filled with wounded French officers. He moves to a

nearby servant's cottage and begins dictating dispatches.

It was a fantastic tactical victory. The Prussians counted just over five

hundred casualties, of which 170 were killed. The enemy lost over ten

thousand, mostly prisoners (including eleven generals). "Heaven has

blessed the just cause," the king wrote to Podewils, instructing him to

have Te Deums sung to accompaniment of cannon and musket fire at

Berlin, Stettin, and Magdeburg. "Now I shall descend to the tomb in

peace," he told Wilhelmina, "since the reputation and honor of the

nation is preserved."

Early the following day Frederick left a regiment to sort out the

wounded while the main army marched on Freiberg. Cavalry and hus-

sar patrols fanned out to round up enemy stragglers. Such was local

hatred of the French that farmers and peasants led the Prussians to

woods and villages that sheltered French fugitives.* Some surrendered;

others resisted and were shot. Pursuit continued to Eckartsberga.

It was also an immense strategic victory. The Imperial army was in

near dissolution, remnants cold and hungry, utterly defeated, sick and

frightened, huddling in miserable camps around Weimar and Erfurt.

Two days after the batde, the Prince of Hildburghausen asked Emperor

* A special "Relation" trumpeted the victory to all courts and widely publicized the French

excesses. The liberators of Saxony, it stressed, were nothing more than the rapists of Saxony.
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Francis whether he could resign his command. "My martyrdom is fin-

ished," he wrote to a friend. "For if the emperor would give me a

million a month, I would no longer stay here."^ A few days later he

wrote to Emperor Francis that he had never seen such a rout and such

panic-stricken men. Soubise was in no better shape: "I write Your Maj-

esty [King Louis] in the depths of despair; the rout of your army is

total; I am not able to say how many officers have been killed, cap-

tured, or lost."^ Neither Louis nor his entourage received the news
graciously.* Warned that the King of Prussia might well appear at the

gates of Paris, the Duchess of Orleans wryly exclaimed, "Thank God,
at last I shall see a man."

Victory at Rossbach eliminated a major threat from the west but also

brought another important gain. King George of England's son the

Duke of Cumberland was in disgrace; his somewhat fragmented and

demoralized army was in winter quarters at Stade. A month earlier the

Prussian king had offered to send Marshal Lehwaldt's corps — once it

had chased the Swedes from Pomerania— to join the Hanoverian army
and push the French from Germany. Although the British monarch had
realized that the Convention of Kloster-Zeven was worthless, since the

French had continued to plunder Hanover, he was not ready to renew

the continental war, despite William Pitt's urgings that he do so. Fred-

erick's fantastic victory changed his mind, Andrew Mitchell now asked

Frederick whether he would permit Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick to

take command of the Hanoverian army. Frederick was delighted to

"lend" Ferdinand's services, and in mid-November the prince was on

his way to Stade.

80

With the western front quiet, the King of Prussia turned

east. The situation in Silesia was neither good nor bad. General Na-
dasdy was besieging Schweidnitz with twenty thousand troops, but

Frederick believed that this fortress should hold out for at least six

weeks to two months. Prince Charles and Marshal Daun, with an army
of sixty thousand at Lissa, showed little inclination to move on the

Duke of Bevern, who held the left bank of the Oder near Breslau. In-

deed, Bevern seemed bent on attacking Charles at the first opportunity,

* Soubise nevertheless was soon given a marshal's baton through Madame de Pompadour's

influence.
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an attitude applauded by the king, who cautioned him against being

talked out of it by "timid people." Frederick intended to raise the siege

of Schweidnitz and then assist Bevern in driving the Austrians out of

Silesia. "This will decide everything," he wrote to Wilhelmina, "and
then we must negotiate, if it is possible, in order to have the peace

[treaty] this winter." Prince Henry, who had been slightly wounded,

would remain in Leipzig to command operations in Magdeburg and

Halberstadt. Jacob Keith with a larger force would march to Bohemia

and make a feint at Prague to draw General Marschall from Lusatia.

The king marched on November 13 with only eighteen battalions

and twenty-nine squadrons, about thirteen thousand troops. There was
no doubt that he was looking for another "decisive battle." From Tor-

gau he asked Bevern to send exact information on enemy location, but

the best intelligence, he added, would be word that Bevern had de-

feated Charles or at least pushed him in Frederick's direction.

Three days later Frederick learned that Nadasdy had unsuccessfully

stormed fortress Schweidnitz, at a cost of six to eight thousand casu-

alties. But the following morning, for no apparent reason, its comman-
dant capitulated, losing ten battalions, ten hussar squadrons, valuable

magazines, artillery, ammunition, and a war chest of 350,000 thalers.

"I am blaming you for the loss of Schweidnitz," the king informed

Bevern; had Bevern attacked the enemy, this never would have hap-

pened. If Generals Friedrich Kyau and Johann Lestwitz continued to

act "like old whores," they would answer with their heads, as would

all other generals who allowed themselves to be ruled by cowardice

and weakness. Bevern was to attack Prince Charles at once, before he

and the king were overrun and "all was lost." He himself was march-

ing on Breslau. If Charles attacked him, then Bevern would instantly

pursue. If he failed to do so, it would cost him his head.

Only five days later Frederick was informed that Prince Charles had

attacked Bevern and been totally defeated. Various Feldjdger had gal-

loped off with victory dispatches when a second report followed: al-

though Bevern had inflicted an immense number of casualties on the

enemy, he had been beaten and had retired across the Oder. Frederick

ordered him to reoccupy Breslau and to send the bulk of his army to

join the king at Parchwitz. Frederick continued his march, only to learn

that Bevern had been captured, Lestwitz had surrendered Breslau, and

Kyau was retreating on Glogau.* He put the generals under arrest and

named General von Zieten to replace Bevern; Zieten was to join him

as soon as possible.

* Bevern had made a late night reconnaissance accompanied only by a groom and in the

moonUght had mistaken an enemy outpost for one of his own and was taken prisoner. He

was subsequently well treated, being related to the Habsburgs, and eventually exchanged.

Frederick appointed him governor of Stettin, but he never regained royal favor.
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Meanwhile the army enjoyed a well-deserved rest, having marched
over two hundred miles through difficult country in fifteen days. Once
Zieten arrived, the army would number thirty-nine thousand, and

Frederick would attack Charles behind Lissa. He wrote a secret testa-

ment, which called for his commanders, in case of his death, to swear

fealty to the Prince of Prussia. If the battle was won, the prince was to

open peace negotiations immediately with France. "For what concerns

me, I wish to be buried at night at Sans-Souci without pomp or circum-

stance; I do not wish my body to be opened, but rather that I be buried

without any fuss."

The Austrian army numbered considerably more than Frederick be-

lieved. Instead of something under fifty thousand, Charles counted sixty-

five thousand men including five thousand light troops. Instead of pur-

suing and presumably capturing Bevern's demoralized army or attack-

ing the king's meager corps, Charles and Daun tucked in behind the

Lohe River to await their enemy's next move. Learning that Frederick

was at Parchwitz, soon to be joined by Zieten, Charles called a council

of war: Charles overruled divergent command opinions to decide that

the army would advance through Neumarkt in order to strike Freder-

ick before he could fortify his position. To prepare the way, Charles

sent his bake ovens and a corps under Count Georg Nostitz to Neu-
markt. That the king, despite numerical weakness, would attack him
apparently did not occur to Charles.

Zieten's army trickled into Parchwitz at more of a slouch than a

march. Defeat at Breslau showed on weary faces as march, counter-

march, and finally retreat in cold rain showed on tired and hungry

bodies. Yet victory depended on the newcomers. The king's corps

counted only thirteen thousand, the newcomers twenty-six thousand.

Somehow they had to regain belief in themselves— and in a very short

time.

It was a command problem, and it would have tested a healthy com-
mander. Frederick was not well; approaching exhaustion, he was a

stooped, tired figure who could have been forgiven for taking to bed.

Instead, he set an army on fire. First the troops. While others slept, the

king walked snow-dusted ground from company to company, from

campfire to campfire. Orderlies carried casks of wine and baskets of

bread and meat, and by the campfires he ate and drank with his sol-

diers, listened to their tales, heard their complaints. It was drunken talk

in part, certainly coarse talk, often humorous, decidedly human. He
was a soldier among soldiers. That was part of the kindling process.

His real secret was to challenge individual courage. The enemy is over

there to the east; he is two or three times stronger than we are. But we
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are going to attack him, we are going to heat him. Is this not sof Pro-

motion could be won by daring deeds, he suggested; so could money.
He would pay "one hundred ducats for each captured cannon."

Then came the officers. He promoted those who had fought well at

Rossbach and Breslau, a clear message to others who were about to

fight. The first officers over the barricades, he promised, would earn

the coveted Order of Merit. The night before the army marched, he

called in generals and staff officers and delivered a military sermon
whose title could have been borrowed from King Henry V: "We few,

we happy few, we band of brothers." ^

Nothing less than Germany's future was at stake, he stressed. To
attack an enemy as strong as the Austrians was against all rules of

warfare. Not to attack was to invite certain ruin. The danger was im-

mense; anyone who did not wish to share it could leave the army at

once without reproach. The king waited, but no one spoke and he

continued. His generals were to inform the troops that the cavalry reg-

iment which fails to attack instantly will become an unhorsed garrison

regiment; the infantry battalion that hesitates a moment will lose its

colors and swords. Finally, if the Prussian army was defeated, he would
not again see those now before him.

Sunday, December 4, 17jy. The Prussians march before daybreak.

Prussian hussars collide with enemy hussars a few kilometers from

Neumarkt, chase them into town, kill a hundred, capture five hundred,

seize Austrian bake ovens and eighty thousand welcome loaves. The
advance guard camps northeast, the main army slightly west of Neu-

markt.

Evening comes cold and snow-flecked. Frederick learns that the Aus-

trian army is across the Weistritz River without tents or baggage. So

much the better. He and many of his officers know almost every foot

of this ground from years of maneuvers. "The fox has left his lair," he

tells an aide, "now I shall punish his insolence."^ The troops spend a

cold night under arms. Shivering sentries enviously watch enemy fires.

The army is awake at four a.m. The advance guard marches thirty

minutes later.

The Austrians also march early. The advance guard is crossing the

Weistritz when Prince Charles learns that the Prussians are in Neu-

markt. He and Daun are surprised by Frederick's rapid advance. The

attacker becomes the attacked. Charles orders the army to camp in

battle formation, two lines, the right wing east of Nippern, the left

wing south of Leuthen, a long front of four to five miles. Nadasdy's

corps and the army reserve form a third line to the rear.
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Cavalry and infantry duly come up, but units are delayed. Suddenly

it is dark; deployment is not complete. Charles and Daun nonetheless

prepare for battle. The troops are ordered to be in defensive position

before dawn. A staff officer later wrote that "great disorder ruled the

camp. Food, wood, and straw are lacking." He spent the night looking

for Charles and Daun in order to receive their commands — in vain.^

Monday, December j, lyjy. It is a cold, foggy morning with light

snow on frozen earth. Prince Frederick Eugene of Wiirttemberg's ad-

vance guard marches. Frederick rides with the hussars, which pull up
east of Kammendorf to wait for the main army— four long columns,

two of infantry inboard, the cavalry on each flank, a battery of 12-

pounders, the famous Brummer guns in front of the infantry. The men
are singing a hymn. Frederick turns to an aide: "With men like these,

don't you think I shall have victory this day.-*'"^

The king continues forward until he sees the suggestion of a cavalry

line west of Borne. He takes this as the beginning of an enemy flank

and calls up some cavalry. Hussars identify the force as Saxon light

horse— the same that made the devastating attack at Kolin— and
Austrian hussars flanked by Croatian irregulars. A few battalions clean
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out the Croats; the cavalry attack. General Nostitz is completely sur-

prised; his first line is thrown back on the second; the entire formation

runs. Saxon horse are heavily loaded and sluggish, Prussian horse light

and fast. The Prussians show no mercy. Many unfortunates are cut

down; eleven officers and about six hundred troopers are captured.

Frederick orders the prisoners marched to Neumarkt in full view of

oncoming columns.

It is about six a.m. Prince Charles learns of Nostitz's retreat. He
shifts his army west, right-wing cavalry in a copse southeast of Nippern

and two lines of infantry east of Frobelwitz and Leuthen, the left wing
hooking around Leuthen. Four batteries of heavy artillery guard the

front; grenadier companies and Croats screen west of the right flank.

Nadasdy's corps of infantry, cavalry, and hussars cover the left flank

from the heights of Sagschiitz, where Nadasdy builds a line facing

southwest and fronted by two heavy batteries and log barricades. It is

a strong defensive position — providing the enemy attacks from the

west.

At about nine a.m. King Frederick and Prince Maurice of Dessau

ride to a height east of Borne. The enemy line is so visible that it could

be counted "man by man."^ Frederick sees that Charles's right rests

on marshlands and cannot be attacked. His center is too strong to at-

tack. The Austrian left at Sagschiitz is the key, he decides, and this is

where he will strike. To throw off the enemy he lets one cavalry and

one infantry column march north of Borne.

Prince Charles is watching the Prussian advance. He believes that

Frederick will attack his right, and his belief strengthens when he sees

Prussian columns north of Borne. Count Joseph Lucchesi, command-
ing the right wing, holds the same opinion and is barraging Charles

with requests for reinforcement. Charles orders his reserve to the right

wing, where he and Daun station themselves. But now they see Prus-

sian columns turning right. So the king is not going to attack after all.

"Our friends are slipping away," Charles mutters to an aide; "let them

go in peace." ^

It is noon. Prussian columns close on the target area. Zieten deploys

right-wing cavalry into line southeast of Schriegwitz, his front shielded

by six infantry battalions. The main army deploys northwest of

Schriegwitz, where the battalions are hidden from enemy view. Colonel

Karl von Wedell commands the assault battalions on the right of the

first line, with the Brummer battery in direct support. Four other heavy

batteries front the first line. To the rear of the first line are Wiirttem-

berg's hussars. General Georg von Driesen's hussars and cavalry re-

main in reserve west of Lobetinz.

General Nadasdy on the Austrian left fears an attack and sends fran-

tic messages to Charles. Charles does not respond. Besides, the reserve

corps is over four miles away on the right wing.
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Wedell marches on command at one o'clock, his target a barricaded

height on Nadasdy's left. Trumpets blare and drums beat as the assault

battalions advance as though "at a Berlin review," according to a twenty-

year-old Fahnenkorporal named Ernst von Barsewich7 Enemy artillery

opens fire. The Brummers reply and knock out two enemy guns. Two
hundred paces from the barricade, enemy muskets speak. Barsewich is

shot through the throat and left for dead but is saved by a brave drum-
mer, who drags him to cover and dresses his wound. '•' Wedell's people

rout three battalions with a bayonet attack and capture seven small

cannon. The Prussian first line, led by Prince Maurice, follows the as-

sault, turns sharp right, and forms into echeloned battalions. Nadasdy
meanwhile attacks the Prussian right with forty-three squadrons. This

is a surprise, and in the tight land the Prussians are hard put to re-

spond. Wedell goes too far and Frederick sends an aide to slow him
down. But the shielding battalions break Nadasdy's attack and send

him back behind Gohlau Heights. A general assault supported by heavy

artillery fire breaks the Austrian first line, which turns on the other

lines to bring general retreat. This masks an Austrian battery, which
Maurice charges and captures. The Prussians soon own Kirchberg—
prelude to rolling up the Austrian line.

Nadasdy meanwhile re-forms his cavalry, and they try to protect

retreating infantry. Zieten intercepts Nadasdy. General Hans von
Krockow's squadrons are hit by enemy cavalry from the front, by hus-

sars from the rear. They hold, but Krockow, not yet recovered from a

wound in his last battle, is severely wounded and taken prisoner. Then
Prussian weight tells; enemy cavalry retreat again. This time they fall

back on their own reinforcing infantry, who also turn and run. General

Lentulus on the right captures fifteen enemy cannon; Colonel Friedrich

Wilhelm von Seelen in command of Zieten's hussars takes two thou-

sand prisoners.

It is about two-thirty p.m., and Charles and Daun are in trouble.

Charles orders the entire army to swing left and make a new front

facing south. The pivot is Leuthen. Austrian reserves try to set up a

defensive line south of the village. Prince Serbelloni bravely supports

the desperate effort and is shot from the field. The Prussians attack,

firing muskets at eighty paces. The defenders retire into Leuthen. They
fight stubbornly. Frederick is watching from a height to the west. He
orders in his last reserves. The village is taken.

*After more horrendous experiences than there is space to tell, Barsewich reached Neumarkt
and was operated on by a captured Dutch surgeon using a shoemaker's knives. He was then

bled generously, but at least the surgeon closed the wound instead of stuffing it with charpie

or linen threads impregnated with some vile salve that virtually guaranteed infection. Barse-

wich survived a bout of "wound fever" with the help of opium, rest, and a good diet. He
eventually returned to duty and was promoted to lieutenant. (Barsewich, Von Rossbach bis

Freiberg.)
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It is about four-thirty p.m. Count Lucchesi, standing with his cav-

alry, sees the Prussians advancing on the Austrian right northwest of

Leuthen. Without orders (or reconnaissance), he charges what he be-

heves is the exposed Prussian left. General Driesen sees his advance.

Also without orders, the sixty-year-old general moves rapidly and charges

Lucchesi's squadrons; the attack is a total surprise that rips them to

shreds. While they frantically try to turn, the Prince of Wiirttemberg's

hussars charge from the south and smash the Austrian horse onto their

own infantry. Lucchesi is killed; the cavalry run. Panic sweeps the Aus-

trian right; whole battalions throw down their weapons and run for

the Weistritz. A bayonet attack pushes in the Austrian center and left.

It is about five-thirty p.m. The Prussians own the field. Zieten is chas-

ing fugitives all the way to Lissa, where Nadasdy is holding the bridges

with a few fragments of infantry and cavalry.

King Frederick rides to the nearly dark field, orders heavy guns to

move up and fire across the Weistritz. He comes on Prince Maurice of

Dessau, a general, who has been twice wounded. "I congratulate you
on the victory, Herr Field Marshal," the king says. And when Maurice

seems not to hear: "Did you not hear me congratulate you, Herr Field

Marshal? You have helped me with the battle as no one ever before

has helped me."^

But Frederick is not finished. He rides the line to ask whether anyone

will follow him to seize the Lissa bridges. Exhausted troops cannot

believe what they hear. They are sprawled on the frozen earth, bleeding

from wounds; they are thirsty; they want food, fire, and sleep. Who is

this man on horseback? Well, maybe he too is thirsty and hungry, tired

and cold. So far he knows what he is doing. It must be important now.

So a few men reason; not many, but a few. They struggle to their feet;

a few more rise and pick up their heavy muskets. The remnants of three

battalions will go with the king.

It is six P.M. and snowing. It could be a funeral procession, and in

some ways it is. A groom holding a lantern walks by the king's horse.

Infantry follow with a few small cannon; some cuirassiers join. The
curious procession trudges across snow-swept ground, the men singing

an old Lutheran hymn, "Nun danke Alle Gott." The rest of the army
hears it; it passes from regiment to regiment, becoming a mighty cho-

rale as the king's singers approach Lissa, brush musket fire off with

cannon, move into and through the town to seize the important bridges.

The king puts pickets east of the bridges. They and the artillery are to

fire spasmodically the night through to refresh the enemy's panic.

The enemy's panic needs little refreshing. "Terror filled the army," a

French observer later reported; "everyone was in flight."^ Charles and

Daun are trying to form a rearguard east of the Weistritz. They are

getting nowhere. A hurried council of war finally agrees to total retreat

to their old camp behind the Lohe River. "We trembled all night,"
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Charles later informed Maria Theresa, "because we were afraid that

we could not restore the regiments to order and therefore we would be

cut from the roads to Schweidnitz." ^°

Back at Lissa the Prussian king at last rides to the manor house. It is

full of wounded Austrians. An aide finds an empty room. Frederick

dictates victory dispatches. It is nearly midnight when he summons the

generals, gives his thanks to officers and men, and issues orders for the

next day.

81

Leuthen was another immense victory, as Frederick's dispatches

proclaimed — "one of the great victories of the century," he wrote to

Wilhelmina, greatly understating his losses and greatly exaggerating

those of the enemy. Still at a cost of about sixty-four hundred casual-

ties, including twelve hundred dead, the Prussians had virtually de-

stroyed the Austrian main army. Prince Charles lost over three thou-

sand dead, six to seven thousand wounded, over twelve thousand

prisoners, numerous flags and standards, and 131 cannon. "I venture

to assure you that this battle will procure the peace," Frederick went
on to his sister.

As he had not done with other victories, Frederick exploited this to

its limit. The army marched early the following day. By midmorning
General Zieten's advance guard had pushed Prince Serbelloni, com-
manding the Austrian rearguard, over the Lohe. Hussars simultane-

ously fanned out on wide flanks to smoke out several thousand more
prisoners from villages and seize over four hundred wagons. Charles

and Daun meanwhile retreated southwest toward Schweidnitz. Cold,

rainy weather slowed Zieten's pursuit, but he caught an enormous con-

voy, captured two thousand wagons loaded with food, munitions,

money, and personal baggage, and picked up fifteen hundred more
prisoners. He was still too slow for Frederick's taste. Learning that he

had taken a rest day, the king wrote: "One day of fatigue in these

circumstances, my dear Zieten, brings us 100 rest days afterward."

Despite further exhortations, the fun was really over. Shielded by hus-

sars and irregulars, Charles crossed into Bohemia on December 20 to

take up quarters around Koniggratz. Fouque, Zieten, and Mayr pushed
his light troops across the border a few days later, a brisk action that

won Fouque a new soubriquet, Imperator.

The main army was besieging fortress Breslau, no easy task in bitter

cold weather, when trenches had to be hacked from frozen earth cov-
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ered with four inches of snow. Conditions inside the fortress were ap-

paUing. Commandant Solomon von Sprecher's comfortable garrison

had been swollen by seventy-five hundred panic-stricken fugitives, most
of them without weapons, not to mention six thousand sick and
wounded. Despite a severe colic, Frederick pressed the siege hard; can-

non fire breached the walls in several places. By December 20 the hand-

writing was on the wall. Sprecher called a council of war in which only

one general argued for a breakout north; the rest agreed on capitula-

tion.'^' Thirteen generals, 670 officers, and seventeen thousand men be-

came prisoners of war. The Prussians gained eighty-one field cannon,

all fortress guns, a thousand horses, a large corn magazine, and a war
chest of 144,000 gulden. Still not well, Frederick led a corps to push

the remaining enemy from Silesia and arrange a cordon defense for the

winter. Prince Maurice appeared before Liegnitz, whose garrison of

thirty-four hundred soon capitulated. By year's end the only enemy left

in the province was the garrison at Schweidnitz, which Lentulus had

blockaded. "If ever Prussia has had occasion to sing the Te Deum, it is

at this time," Frederick wrote to Podewils. And to Henry: "Fortune

has returned to me; send me the best scissors you can find so that I can

clip its wings."

Prince Charles had commanded an army of ninety thousand in mid-

September, It had melted to about twenty-five thousand in three months.

Almost forty thousand men had been taken prisoner;! a vast quantity

of provisions and equipment, including over four thousand wagons,

had been lost. Survivors had not been fed well; they had marched and

camped in wet and cold weather, and now sickness swept through win-

ter quarters. In late December Marshal Daun sent Emperor Francis a

communication apdy entided "Refleaions the most sad . .
." ^ He feared

that Frederick would yet march into Bohemia, where the Austrian army

was in no position to stop him. In any event, he would be able to open

the spring campaign much earlier than the Austrians,

Prussian victories had plunged Versailles and the Hofburg, Maria

Theresa's city palace, into deepest gloom, but they were still not ready

to conclude the peace that Frederick desired. The French foreign min-

ister, Abbe Count Frangois de Bernis, did believe that it was necessary

* Sprecher, a Protestant, was later accused of treachery for having capitulated. On his return

from captivity, he was sent to the Netherlands but died on the way. (Generalstab, Die Kriege

Friedrichs des Grossen: Der Siebenjahrige Krieg, Volume 6. Hereafter Generalstab S fol-

lowed by volume number.)

t Surprisingly, the Prussians took immense care in recording the name, rank, and unit of each

prisoner, including whether he was wounded or ill. (See, for example, Politische Correspon-

dent, Volume i6, Eichel to Podewils, Breslau, December 28 and 30, 1757)
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for France to make peace, but he was isolated. "I seem to be the min-

ister of foreign affairs for Limbo," he remarked.^ The Duke of Riche-

Ueu was replaced with Marshal Count Louis de Clermont at Madame
de Pompadour's suggestion, and the fiery Marshal de Belle-Isle was
installed as the new minister of war. Bernis would shortly give way to

Count Etienne Choiseul, "friend of Madame la Pompadour and the

philosophes and the most brilliant of French ambassadors," in the words

of Andre Maurois.^

Maria Theresa was so despondent that she reportedly wept for two
days. Early in 1758 the French envoy in Vienna concluded that she was
looking for peace with Prussia. But this was momentary depression,

briskly relieved by her powerful political adviser. Count Kaunitz, who
did not have the slightest intention of making peace. More militant

than ever, Maria Theresa set about rebuilding the shattered army while

opening a diplomatic offensive designed to win renewed support from

France and Russia.

The fragile state of the Austrian army presented an enormous prob-

lem. One of Maria Theresa's first moves was to relieve Prince Charles

of command. Charles was given a choice of remaining in Vienna as a

military adviser or returning to the Netherlands. Anti-Viennese senti-

ment caused him to choose the Netherlands, where he died in 1780.

The army suffered a major loss at this time when General Nadasdy,

disgusted with senior Austrian commanders and court intrigues, vol-

untarily retired. Marshal Daun replaced Charles in command but could

do little until replacements arrived. These came from a massive recruit-

ing effort that included amnesty for deserters, and also from an ex-

change of prisoners with Prussia, which was holding eleven hundred

officers and forty thousand men. But a terrible epidemic was taking a

heavy toll of lives, and it began to subside only with improved diet and

softer weather. As one result, the Austrian army was considerably be-

low strength by spring. Once again Maria Theresa's light troops —
hussars and irregulars— would have to screen the army while it worked

to rebuild.

Fler diplomatic offensive was more successful. Marshal Apraxin's

withdrawal from East Prussia had upset Czarina Elizabeth, who or-

dered his court-martial. He died before the court convened. His com-

mand went to General Fermor, who in mid-January crossed the border

into East Prussia. In the spring, the Saint Petersburg court was to in-

crease Fermor's strength to eighty thousand and send him into Bran-

denburg or Silesia. Elizabeth also discovered that her long-time favor-

ite, Count Bestushev, had been plotting with Grand Duchess Catherine

to establish a regency for her three-year-old son, Paul, after Elizabeth's

death. Bestushev destroyed his correspondence with her but was sen-

tenced to death. Elizabeth changed the sentence to banishment to his
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estates. In late February she replaced him with Count Vorontsov, who
had once accepted Prussian bribes but was now firmly attached to Aus-

tria.

Negotiations with the Versailles court proved a great deal more ac-

rimonious. They continued all winter, but Vienna finally agreed to ac-

cept a reduced cash subsidy in return for an increase in auxiliary troops.

Both courts were still firmly committed to Prussia's destruction.

While cannon slept and bells rang, the King of Prussia retired behind

the walls of Breslau for a much needed rest. "I have been ill with colic

for eight days," he told Henry in late December. "I can neither sleep

nor eat, but I bear the illness and fatigue cheerfully, because, thank

heavens, things are going well."

During this extremely cold winter Frederick followed his normal

routine of hard work during the day leavened by reading, writing po-

etry, composing music, and playing the flute in the evening. For further

amusement he established a small court, "a pleasant society," he called

it, a welcome relief from the savage and terrible campaign. Fincken-

stein, Knyphausen, Andrew Mitchell, and d'Argens arrived; so did two
nieces. He entertained his sister Emily for a week. Prince Ferdinand

was there, still suffering from a recurrent fever.

His optimism soon vanished, however. Fermor's advance into East

Prussia, Britain's failure to send either a fleet to the Baltic or troops to

Germany, indications that the Vienna court was not interested in peace—
all meant that the war would probably continue. He celebrated his

forty-sixth birthday with a grand ball attended by local dignitaries (some

of whom probably remembered the grand ball seventeen years earlier,

before the king's departure for further conquest of Silesia), but on the

same day he wrote to Henry, "If the coming year should be as cruel as

that which has ended, I hope it will be the last one of my Hfe." Two
weeks later General Count Mailly, whom Frederick had released from

imprisonment to sound out the Versailles court regarding a possible

peace, reported from France that, although King Louis favored a just

and lasting peace for Germany, he was not interested in any negotia-

tion that might cause suspicion or mistrust of his allies.

Once again, then, military action would have to repair political fail-

ure. But this was going to be difficult. Frederick may have won two

great victories, but a great many Prussian soldiers had been killed, and

thousands of wounded were still convalescing in hospitals, where the

epidemic familiar to Austrian camps was taking a deadly toll.*

* Frederick described it as a type of plague manifested by high fever and delirium, pustules

on neck and armpits, and death within three days. Bleeding and other usual treatments were

useless until someone, possibly the king, hit on treating it with a powerful emetic to induce

violent vomiting and, with it, a cure. The king claimed that deaths at once dropped to less

than three per hundred. {Oeuvres, Volumes 4 and 5, Histoire de la Guerre de Sept Ans.)
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Home cantons supplied only limited numbers of replacements. The
rest had to come from outside the kingdom. Acting on the king's or-

ders, Prince Ferdinand scoured the electorates of Cologne and the Pal-

atinate. Marshal Lehwaldt and Lieutenant General Count Christoph

von Dohna, who replaced him in late March, recruited mercilessly in

Swedish Pomerania and Mecklenburg (whose ruler unwisely had allied

with France): the king demanded a thousand recruits from Swedish
Pomerania, four thousand recruits from Mecklenburg, and, in addi-

tion, a thousand horses for dragoons and three thousand for artillery

and ammunition and supply wagons. Even heavier levies were sent to

Prince Henry in Saxony. Officers culled prison camps for volunteers.

Bruno von der Hellen, envoy at the Hague, was to enlist four or five

engineering officers, "if it is possible of the Protestant religion." An
exchange of prisoners with Austria yielded over five hundred officers,

among them eight generals, and twelve thousand men. The total effort

enabled the king not only to rebuild the army but to increase it by seven

thousand men, most of whom were sent to newly formed Freibatail-

lons, or irregular units.* Despite this success, he remained far short of

the 142,000 troops that he had hoped to have by the spring of 1758.
Prussia's finances were especially perilous. By the end of 1757 Fred-

erick had spent over thirty-one million thalers in two campaigns. He
had very little cash left and was faced with enormous expenses for

1758. As with recruits, he obtained the money only through ruthless

measures. In December he had ordered Minister von Borcke and Mar-
shal Keith to take whatever measures were necessary to raise more
funds in Saxony; Keith was to turn Colonel Mayr and his irregulars

loose on three or four of Count Briihl's estates around Leipzig. In early

1758 the king levied an arbitrary loan on Breslau merchants for 300,000
thalers and announced a "forced loan" of over half a million thalers

from monasteries and Jesuit institutions. Mecklenburg was to come up
with two million cash plus produce worth almost another million. En-

gland agreed to pay him a cash subsidy that would amount to over five

million thalers for 1758. Taken together, all this gave Frederick about

fifteen million thalers, not counting current income, for 1758. Al-

though he would overrun this sum, it was sufficient to put his army in

the field for the new campaign.

* These were called "free battalions" because they were independent of the regular establish-

ment. There were twenty such battalions in the field by the war's end. Although at times they

performed valuable service, Frederick tended to regard them as second-class troops to be

used to spearhead costly assaults. (Paret, Yorck.)
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Frederick's operational plans for the campaign of 1758 have been

the subject of vitrioHc argument by historians for over two centuries.

What was his real intention in the spring of 1758? Did he wish to

pursue a Vernichtungsstrategie— a strategy of annihilation — or an

Ermattungsstrategie— a strategy of attrition? It is a somewhat sense-

less argument, because by 1758 Frederick had consistently campaigned

in accordance with the broad strategy laid down in The General Prin-

ciples of War, which he adapted as necessary to meet such "accidents"

as the defeat at Kolin.

As is made clear in his official correspondence and in his later history

of the war, it was basically a strategic defensive that allowed for tacti-

cal offensives designed either to checkmate or to destroy enemy armies.

Frederick did not open the campaign of 1758. It opened in the west,

where Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick, to whom Frederick had supplied

cavalry reinforcement (not to mention letters calling for aggressive op-

erations to weaken and even destroy the French forces), marched rap-

idly and well against the main French army, a two-pronged effort that

claimed eleven thousand French prisoners and sent the Count of Cler-

mont's army heading for the Rhine. Prince Henry with a small corps

simultaneously moved on Brunswick's left, an operation so skillfully

conducted that the French estimated his force at twice its actual size

and believed that the Prussian king was personally leading it. Bruns-

wick wanted more troops to expand the operation, and Henry wanted

to march farther west, but the king, though delighted with the results,

refused to send more troops and peremptorily ordered Henry back to

Saxony: "It is not a question of going to the Rhine but of defending

the electorate [Saxony], which will certainly be endangered if you do

not rejoin the corps of Marshal Keith."

Ferdinand's successful offensive greatly eased Frederick's position.

With Clermont pushed back to the Rhine, he could remain on the de-

fensive in Saxony and Pomerania while yielding East Prussia to the

Russian enemy. His primary target was the Austrian army, which he

assumed would attack him in Silesia in conjunction with Marshal Count

Peter Shuvalov's Russian corps, forming at Grodno. He further as-

sumed that Shuvalov would not reach Silesia until late June. "This obliges

me to strike a great blow against the Austrians," he told Prince Henry

in early March, "while I have all my forces assembled and before this

reinforcement, if it arrives, forces me to break away."

Despite the poor state of Daun's army, Frederick did not want to

attack him in Bohemia. Daun was a master of defense and delaying
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tactics, and Frederick could not afford a replay of the disastrous 1744
campaign, which now would mire him deep in Bohemia while the Rus-

sians invaded Silesia. Instead:

If I march straight on Olmiitz, the enemy will come to defend it; then

we shall have a battle in terrain not of his choice. If I beat him, as it must
be hoped, I shall besiege Olmiitz; then the enemy, forced to cover Vi-

enna, will move all his forces in that direction and, Olmiitz taken, your
[Henry's] army will be assigned to take Prague and hold Bohemia in

respect. After which, let the Russians or whoever come, I shall be able

to make the necessary detachment.

It was an ambitious plan — too ambitious, Field Marshal Keith

warned. Either operation, the siege of Olmiitz or the move on the Rus-

sians, would not be easy. The king was wrong to regard the Russians

as "rabble." In disciphne and training, they were at least equal to the

Prussians.^

"It's a dog's life." The statement was made to a new member of the

household, Henri de Catt, the king's reader. (The Abbe de Prades, who
had held the position, had been arrested as a French spy the previous

November, found guilty of espionage, and sent to prison.) The two had

met earlier in Holland, where Catt, who was Swiss, was studying law.

Now thirty years old, Catt arrived in Breslau and passed his first audi-

ence with flying colors, according to the Marquis d'Argens and An-
drew Mitchell, whose subsequent advice to the newcomer tells us a

good deal about the king. D'Argens advised him to "say little . . .

enter as little as possible into jests; show small eagerness for the confi-

dences that he may make to you. . . . Do not, for God's sake, criticize

either his prose or his verse; don't ask him for anything, no money." ^

Andrew Mitchell counseled: "Without becoming too familiar with this

Prince, be yet frank and open . . . always bring to the fore questions

of literature, of philosophy, and especially of metaphysics, which he

likes very much. Discuss the French poets with him, and if he shows

you any of his verses, criticize only in so far as he requires. Allow him
to speak rather than speak yourself."^

Catt was next received at the convent of Griissau, where the king

was supervising the siege of Schweidnitz. The audience lasted three and

a half hours, during which the king warned Catt to keep his counsel at

all times. He was not to become intimate with the king's military aides,

who were jealous of each other and assumed far too much authority.

He was to see Andrew Mitchell, on the other hand, as often as possible:

"He is sincerely attached to me, and is a man of very solid and wide

education. He is integrity itself."
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Catt enjoyed royal favor from the beginning, but it must often have
been hard going. He saw the king frequently in a variety of good, bad,

and indifferent humors and health. Frederick was often nostalgic, tell-

ing Catt the most intimate details from the past, mixing self-pity with

sardonic, often mordant humor. (One wonders whether the king sub-

consciously identified Catt with von Katte.) Frederick frequently com-
plained of subordinates, sometimes even of himself. His verbosity al-

ternated with a grim humor, on occasion cruel. One victim, a prelate

of the local convent, was a permanent dinner guest, because he "amuses

me, particularly by his ineptitude. During the whole meal, he is the

object of my persiflage. I put thorny questions to him that he cannot

solve." A young scholar turned soldier, Captain Karl Guichard, un-

wisely lectured the king on the endurance of Roman soldiers who
marched with heavy packs and equipment. Frederick loaded him with

the equipment and arms carried by a Prussian soldier and stood him at

attention until he admitted that the Romans had nothing on the Prus-

sians. Frederick henceforth called him Quintus Icilius, gave him a bat-

talion of irregulars, and frequently kept him at headquarters, where he

was a butt of the king's humor.

Fortunately, in Catt's case, the king's love of man-baiting was over-

shadowed by current events and by a compelling literary-poetic-musi-

cal interest shared by Catt. Frederick at this time was reading Bacon,

Caesar, Tacitus, Plutarch, and Lucretius; he was completing two lengthy

odes to send to Voltaire; he frequently read aloud or recited lengthy

passages from French dramatists, volubly commenting on moral and

philosophical points raised; and he reminisced at length about Vol-

taire's quarrel with Maupertuis, indeed all the personalities of the Sans-

Souci days.

These were short breaks in an incredibly busy schedule concerned

with military and political affairs. Andrew Mitchell and Major General

Joseph Yorcke, a thirty-four-year-old British soldier and diplomat, turned

up to discuss the new Treaty of Westminster. "Your Lordship will be-

lieve that I was very much pleased to find His Prussian Majesty in such

good health and humor," Yorcke reported to Lord Holdernesse; "in-

deed I can't say enough of the Gracious Reception he has given me,

nor of the free and cordial Manner in which he has talked.'"* Yorcke

found the king bursting with political and military ideas, all of which

he transmitted to London in detail. Privately, he complained to Mitch-

ell "that his Majesty had talked so much, and suffered him [Yorcke] to

say so little."^

Frederick also began indoctrinating Catt in military affairs so that

he could keep careful notes for the king's future reference. He carefully

explained the siege of Schweidnitz. This had begun badly because of

the "shilly-shallying" of his artillery officers, whose "negligence and
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ignorance" finally forced him to subordinate them to the engineers.

Once under way, the siege went better, and it ended in mid-April with

the surrender of nearly five thousand men and fifty-one cannon. The
king was so pleased with Colonel Balbi's siege works that he wrote a

celebratory epistle, which he personally delivered to his chief engineer.

On April 19 the king told Catt, "I am now at the beginning of my
campaign. God knows how it or I will end."

The King of Prussia with about half the army marched in late April on
fortress Neisse. He was in good humor, holding long talks with Catt,

warning some Cistercian monks who gave him dinner that if they told

the enemy of his march, "I will have you all hanged without mercy."

(One monk said to an aide, "His Majesty is very gracious; it is a pity

he is so ready to have people hanged.") His suspicions against all Cath-

olic clergy in Silesia had been heightened by the treachery of the Bishop

of Breslau, Count Philip Schaffgotsch, a favorite who had escaped to

Austria. He repeated his warning at Neisse to what he called "this

cowled race."

Marshal Keith followed with another corps. To shield the movement
and also to mislead Marshal Daun, Frederick left strong corps under

Zieten at Landeshut and Fouque west of Glatz. He himself paid a quick

visit to Glatz, where he ostentatiously reconnoitered roads as if he would
march into Bohemia. The ninety-mile march to Olmiitz began at Neisse.

From Troppau he confidently wrote to Prince Ferdinand, "I've gained

nine days [on Marshal Daun]. So much for the opening of the cam-
paign; it is now a matter of ending it as it has begun." Yorcke described

him as fully occupied with the coming operation. "I can see that he

casts a wishful Eye to the Banks of the Danube. . . . It is astonishing

what he goes thro', how he goes thro' it, and the Activity both of Body
and Mind that he shows upon every occasion, and he is at present in

the most perfect health."^

The difficult march through the border mountains to the great Ol-

miitz Plain was uncontested. Yorcke found the infantry "in surprising

good Order, new cloathed, and supplied with everything. It is true that

there are a great many Recruits among them. . . . The Cavalry has

more Old Soldiers amongst them, but has not upon the whole the look

of such good order as the Foot.""^ The advance guard pushed enemy
hussars out of Littau. By May 1 1 Frederick occupied a good defensive

position southwest of fortress Olmiitz, and Keith, "the most experi-

enced officer in the army," was at Littau, nine miles northwest of the

fortress, preparing the actual siege. The king was very active, recon-

noitering here, raiding there, lecturing Catt on virtue and morals, play-

ing the flute, complaining of painful hemorrhoids, reading a variety of
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works: "Now, to rest ourselves, let us read the tragedy of Britannicus

[Racine], but remember that I must have, after each act I read, a pinch

of snuff."

Fouque arrived with siege guns nine days later. While his corps par-

tially encircled the fortress — he was nowhere near strong enough to

completely blockade it— Colonels Dieskau and Moller, supervised by

Colonel Balbi, moved the big guns into position. This was slow work,

frequently interrupted by fire from the fortress. The cannon did not

open fire until the last day of May. Owing to a miscalculation, the guns

in the first parallel were too far away for effective fire, and the king

held Balbi responsible. A general commanding the infantry in the com-
munication trenches sourly noted that not two shots out of a hundred

reached the fortress.

Prussian deceptive measures fooled Field Marshal Daun for only a

few days. Frederick had certainly gained several marches on him, but

the fifty-three-year-old commander was scarcely worried. Time, he re-

alized, was on his side. His understrength army was daily gaining re-

inforcements. The Prussians would not readily seize fortress Olmiitz.

Its strong walls were defended by 324 cannon and a garrison of eighty-

five hundred, ably commanded by seventy-six-year-old General Mar-
schall and well supplied with food and ammunition. The Russians were

on the march, and each day gained by Daun brought them nearer to

him — and to the Prussian enemy. For these reasons he paid no atten-

tion to an order from Vienna to march to the relief of Olmiitz and give

battle if necessary.

Instead, he marched in leisurely fashion to Leutomischl, from where

he could attack any Prussian advance on Briinn in the flank. Austrian

light troops — "this swarm of brigands," Frederick called them —
moved into a wide arc around the Prussian army. From there, they

observed almost all movements, interdicted convoys, threatened forage

parties, raided outposts, and cut communications. When it became clear

that the Prussians were investing the fortress, Daun marched to Ge-

witsch, about twenty-five miles west of Olmiitz, to await develop-

ments.

Frederick had expected to own Olmiitz by mid-June. But only in

mid-June did cannon begin firing from a second parallel while a third

was being completed. Toward the end of the month, the besiegers had

reached the glacis, cannon fire had severely damaged fortress walls and

the interior, and the commandant was not sure he could withstand an

attack. On the other hand, he continued to receive produce from local

farmers, and he was in touch with Daun, who moved the main army

only a few kilometers southeast of Olmiitz.

The Prussians also had problems. Frederick lost three cups of blood

from hemorrhoids and then suffered indigestion from eating too much
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macaroni. The combined result made him "see everything darkly," he

told Catt. Keith kept coming down with fever and asthma; Fouque was
hit by a spent canister ball and was hors de combat for several days.

Resistance from the fortress was causing casualties, not to mention a

high desertion rate into the fortress. To revive morale, Keith was to

pass the word that reinforcements would soon arrive from Silesia; he

also issued a ration of wine and promised the troops a cash gratifica-

tion once the siege ended. Continuing fire hindered sapping operations;

in late June the king complained of their slow progress and threatened

to give his engineers duncecaps. An enemy sortie surprised one detach-

ment, captured several hundred men, and put some cannon out of ac-

tion. Austrian hussars and irregulars were "on all Sides of Us," Yorcke
reported, and were keeping the king tactically blind. Frederick did not

know where all of Daun's army of forty-five thousand was located,

much less Daun's intentions; and attempts to penetrate the screen of

irregulars were futile.

Supply was also becoming a major problem. A convoy from Neisse

had to travel around forty-five miles to Troppau, then another forty-

plus miles over narrow, twisting mountain roads ideal for surprise at-

tacks by irregulars, who were apt to jump out from any bend or nearby

copse. Although a large convoy arrived safely on June 10, Keith's can-

non were using a lot of powder and ball; on June 18 he had only a ten-

day supply left. Frederick learned this on the same day that he learned

of the Prince of Prussia's death. William's death upset him more than

Keith's problem.* He was occupying a strong defensive position from

where he could check any foreseeable move by Daun. An enormous
convoy of four thousand wagons, including nearly a thousand muni-

tion wagons, was expected from Neisse in late June. There were al-

ready indications that the fortress was yielding. Once the convoy ar-

rived, Keith would deliver the coup de grace in a matter of days.

The vital convoy never arrived. Hearing of its march. General Buc-

cow sent Major General Gideon von Loudon, with a corps of about

four thousand hussars and irregulars, to intercept it. Loudon was sup-

ported by irregular commanders Major General Count Joseph Saint-

Ignon and Major General Baron Joseph von Siskovics, who marched
north from Prerau with another four thousand irregulars. Loudon first

jumped the convoy when its advance guard was leaving Bautsch. Its

commander. Lieutenant Colonel von Mosel, ably defended and finally

counterattacked, sending Loudon limping back to Barn. General Zie-

* Thirty-six-year-old William died at Oranienburg, according to some of "a broken heart,"

but in reality from a brain tumor. The king wrote long and sad letters to his family. Henry
could not accept the royal words, "but respect and sadness impose [my] silence." He never

forgave the king for having treated William so harshly.
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ten's support corps now arrived, and he took command for the final

leg of the long journey. Outside of Altliebe, some twenty miles from

Olmiitz, he was attacked from the south by Siskovics, from the north

by Loudon. In one of the most successful ambushes in history, the Aus-

trians sent Zieten's corps in wild retreat, with the convoy escort, toward

Troppau. They seized over three thousand loaded wagons, took what
could be carried, and burned the rest— including all of the precious

munition wagons.*

Only a hundred wagons reached their goal. General Krockow deliv-

ered them to the main army at midnight on June 30, along with rem-

nants of nine battalions and a few squadrons of cavalry and hussars.

The convoy had been wiped out, he reported, over twenty-four hundred

Prussian casualties, twelve cannon and over three thousand wagons
lost, convoy escort of nine thousand — mostly recruits and convales-

cents— last seen running toward Troppau in company with Zieten's

shattered corps.

Frederick took the news calmly. Catt was impressed with his "serene

and tranquil air." Here was an "accident" of war of the kind he had

dwelled on in The General Principles. It had brought an unpleasant

moment of truth, but "it is better to make an unpleasant decision," he

now wrote to Keith, "than no decision at all." Keith was to lift the

siege immediately; the entire army was to begin the long march back

to Silesia. Any officer showing anything but confidence would be cash-

iered and imprisoned.

The difficult retreat through rolling rich country rising from cereal

plains came off surprisingly well.f Wet foggy weather helped the early

stages, as did Daun's decision not to follow immediately with the main

army. Light troops harassed the army during the next few weeks, par-

ticularly Keith's columns, which moved more slowly because of an

enormous train— four thousand wagons that stretched over thirteen

miles— carrying siege guns, fifteen hundred sick and wounded, pro-

visions, and equipment. Frederick halted the march at Koniggratz, where

he hoped Daun would attack him. Despite pressure from Vienna, Daun
did not want a battle. He knew that the king would have to march very

soon to meet the Russian threat. When that happened, he would take

* I recently visited this area, now in Czechoslovakia (to find myself uncomfortably close to a

military reservation tucked away in the hills). About eighteen miles northeast of Olmiitz the

entire great plain comes into view. The hilly road continues through a rolling tableland with

numerous twists, turns, forests, and streams. I was there on a chilly July day with rains so

heavy that secondary roads were flooded. What they must have been in 1758 defies imagi-

nation.

t Prince Henry, no great admirer of his brother's military talents, called it the king's best-

managed maneuver of the entire war. (Easum, Prince Henry of Prussia.)
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the main army into Lusatia to join the Russians on the Oder, seize

Berlin, or turn on Dresden. His camp west of Koniggratz was too strongly

entrenched to be attacked.

Frederick remained in the Koniggratz area until July, when he reluc-

tantly ordered the march continued. On August 9 the weary columns
closed on Landeshut, from where they had marched four months ear-

lier.

83

During the king's retreat through Bohemia, hard-riding 7^-

gers had brought good and bad news from far battle fronts. In early

June, Prince Ferdinand crossed the Rhine, marched on Marshal Cler-

mont's army, and three weeks later attacked and defeated him at Cre-

feld. Clermont retired on Cologne and was relieved by Marshal Count
de Contades. In early July, the king learned that a British force com-
manded by General Jeffery Amherst had landed on Cape Breton in the

New World and was marching on the French bastion of Louisburg,

which fell a month later.

That was the favorable news. Against it had come word from Prince

Henry that Wilhelmina was so ill that he dared not tell her of Prince

William's death. This was confirmed by her pathetic, nearly illegible

letters, which awaited him at Griissau. His long and emotional replies

begged her to get well, since she was the only person of any meaning
left to him. More bad news came from Pomerania. The king for weeks

had been urging General Dohna to attack General Termor's corps. Dohna
instead had moved west of the Oder and was passively waiting for

Fermor's next move. On July 30, the king wrote that he would soon

join him with reinforcements; he hoped that Dohna meanwhile would
give the Russians a "right good" beating.

Only a day after reaching Griissau, the king informed Prince Henry
that he was marching to the Oder, where he hoped to beat the Rus-

sians, then send Dohna against the Swedes, and himself either return

to Silesia or march on Lusatia if Daun had penetrated there. The letter

confirmed Henry's regency in case of Frederick's death. On August 10

he transferred command of the Silesian army (along with several pages

of orders) to Margrave Charles— Marshal Keith was ill — and marched
with fourteen battalions and thirty-eight squadrons (altogether some
15,000 men) plus forty heavy cannon. The march was ruthless — fif-

teen miles a day under hot sun by already tired soldiers, some of whom
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died on the way. From Liegnitz the king confirmed his plan to Dohna,
who was to advertise his intentions of returning to fight the Swedes
while in reality marching southeast to join the king. Frederick next

learned that the Russians had bombarded and burned the town of Ciis-

trin to the ground, that they were besieging the fortress and were pre-

paring to cross the Oder.

Frederick caught up with Dohna on August 22. There was no time

to waste. Prince Ferdinand had been forced back across the Rhine by

the French. The Austrians were pushing into Saxony and Lusatia. The
Swedes might march at any moment. It was vital to cross the Oder, he

explained to his generals that night, beat the Russians, push them out

of Poland and Pomerania, then move on the Swedes and Austrians.

While cannon fired on a likely crossing a couple of miles northwest

of Ciistrin, pioneers and peasants laid a pontoon bridge fifteen miles

downstream at Alt-Giistebiese. The fast and efficient crossing was un-

contested, but the march was sheer hell. "We marched the whole day

in the most terrible heat," a survivor wrote a friend, "in the deepest

sand and in a dust that hid both heaven and earth." ^ Andrew Mitchell,

who accompanied the king, reported that the army was "excessively

fatigued," having marched a "full two hundred English miles in four-

teen days with only one day of rest."^ The following afternoon, again

under blazing sun, the army continued southeast to deploy between

Darrmietzel and Neudamm-Miihle, its front facing south, with General

Manteuffel's advance guard south of the Mietzel bridges. Across the

Mietzel Valley the king watched Russian cavalry evidently making camp.

Mitchell found him "in high spirits." Catt noted that he seemed confi-

dent of winning a victory without a great loss of life — but of course a

"trifle" could ruin everything. The king completed some odes and re-

tired to a sound sleep.

Prussian bombardment of the Oder bridges surprised General Fermor,

who destroyed them and sent out Cossack patrols. These were more

concerned with loot than with information — incredibly, not one pa-

trol crossed the Oder. Only on August 23 did Fermor learn that King

Frederick's corps had joined Dohna and that the Prussians were build-

ing a bridge at Alt-Giistebiese. He immediately fell back on Gross-

Cammin and summoned General Count Georg Browne's corps to join

him. That evening he learned that the Prussians were on the east side

of the Oder with about fifty-five thousand men (there were actually

about thirty-six thousand). He assumed they would advance south and

southeast on Zorndorf.

Here was a chance to take his enemy in a flank attack. Early on

August 24 Fermor moved the heavy baggage behind Klein-Cammin.
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The army marched to Zorndorf to deploy in two lines stretching to

Quartschen. Count Browne's corps arrived to give Fermor a total strength

of about forty-four thousand (including thirty-two hundred Cossacks).

Fermor learned of the new Prussian camp, and that evening a captured

hussar reported that the king intended to march on Zicher and Batzlow

the following day.

Fearing attack from the northeast, Fermor wedged his army between

two long protective hollows, the Zabern-Grund south of Quartschen

and the Langen-Grund south of Zicher. Its new front faced north. Cav-

alry screened its flanks; Cossacks probed Prussian outposts to the north.

That night the troops remained under arms for the attack that Fermor
was certain would come the following day.

Friday, August 25, 17s ^- The Prussian army marches at three a.m. At

daybreak it is in the fringe of woods northwest of Batzlow. Frederick

calls a halt and rides forward to reconnoiter. He sees nothing and con-

tinues the march, wanting maneuver room and hoping to get a view of

Neudamm-Muhleo Battle of

Zorndorf
August 25, 1758

Infantry

Cavalry
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Russian lines. Hussars spot the enemy baggage dump near Klein-Cam-

min. Frederick will deal with it later after the enemy army is beaten.

Fermor learns at daybreak of the Prussian march. He decides that he

will be attacked from the south. He turns his army to face south and
southeast in what one of his generals later describes as "a longish

square."^ This is a tactical error, because the marshy terrain to the rear

blocks withdrawal in case of defeat. To secure his right he pulls in

regiments from Zorndorf and extends his line to the Zabern-Grund,

the long depression south of Quartschen. This is a second tactical er-

ror, because the new regiments crowd his defense. There are too many
regiments on too little ground, and the lines must bend accordingly.

The square fills with bodies of men and horses and the army's light

baggage. Seeing the enemy marching on Zorndorf, he sets the village

on fire. This is his third tactical error. Thick smoke carried by a south

wind blinds his right wing.

It is about eight a.m. The Prussian army is marching on Zorndorf.

The king moves from height to height but catches only glimpses of the

enemy. Finally, from a hill north of the burning village, he sees the

Russian right wing. Foresters describe the steep banks of the depres-

sions on left and right. These prohibit oblique attack. This leaves a

frontal attack, which will be made against the Russian right in terrain

partly divided by the Zabern-Grund and still another depression, the

Galgen-Grund. The king gives his orders: bombardment by Colonel

Moller's heavy artillery followed by Manteuffel's eight battalions in

assault; sixty-five-year-old Lieutenant General Hans von Kanitz to sup-

port with nine battalions in the first line, six in the second and on the

flank. General Marschall to command one cavalry reserve of twenty

squadrons behind Zorndorf, Seydlitz (now a lieutenant general) to head

a larger reserve of thirty-six squadrons in the woods west of Zorndorf.

Count Dohna is to command the right wing, which, aided by fifty-

seven heavy cannon, will attempt to hold Fermor's center and left.

It is nearly nine a.m. when Moller opens fire on order. The cannon

aim at Fermor's right and center. The guns are too far away. Moller

moves them six hundred meters north. They speak with more author-

ity. Russian guns reply in what witnesses later describe as one of the

heaviest artillery actions of the entire war. Over two hundred heavy

cannon are firing. Moller's cannon are beautifully sited. The Russians,

blinded by smoke from Zorndorf, by powder smoke, by morning sun,

and not least by the terrain, are taking the worst of the exchange. Their

troops are exposed; they are deployed too closely together. For two

hours they suffer heavy losses.

Manteuffel and Kanitz lead their battalions forward. Moller moves

up his guns, switches to canister fire. Dohna on the right moves for-
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ward. A wide gap develops between the Prussian forces. Fermor's right

wing finally sees the attack developing, moves up a second line with

cavalry behind. Russian gunners also switch to canister shot. Suddenly

the Russians see the attacking lines. As is their custom, they move out

with bayonets. It is the high point of the attack. Now is the time for

Kanitz to come up on the right and break the Russian lines.

But Kanitz is not on hand. He had earlier noticed the wide gap cre-

ated by Dohna's advance. He feared an enemy attack against his ex-

posed right flank. Without orders he shifted his attack to the right.

Space now dilutes his once powerful lines. In only a few minutes a few

hundred meters of enemy have grown to two thousand meters. They
are under terrible crossfire by Russian batteries of the right and center.

The attack falters. Manteuffel's attack is also in trouble. Somehow he

persuades shredded battalions to make one more try. But Russian cav-

alry smash into the weak lines and fling them from the field. Infantry

follow, overrunning all artillery batteries but one. Kanitz's battalions

are in full retreat.

King Frederick observes the disaster from MoUer's center battery.

He orders Marschall and Seydlitz to attack. Prince Maurice is already

leading Marschall's squadrons forward. The king takes up a standard,

tries to stop panic-stricken troops. It is no use. Salvation depends on
the cavalry,

Maurice is doing wonderful work with Marschall's squadrons, which

throw enemy cavalry back on the infantry to check the wild counter-

attack. Seydlitz meanwhile picks his way across Zabern-Grund to lead

thirty-six squadrons to the attack. He takes the Russian infantry by

surprise. Most of them are out of ammunition; they group together in

hopeless defense by bayonet. Prussian hussars charge in from behind.

Once again battle turns to melee, then slaughter. What is left of the

Russian battalions run, some to the Russian center, some to woods
beyond Quartschen, some to the light-baggage dump and a drunken

orgy on pilfered brandy. They shoot anyone who appears, including

their own officers. The entire Russian right, a third of Fermor's army,

is out of the battle. Maurice and Seydlitz can do no more for the mo-
ment. Their squadrons are disorganized, men and horses exhausted.

They limp back to Zorndorf. The battlefield is quiet.

It is about two p.m. Frederick's position is not good. If the Russian

right is hors de combat, his own left is shaky, his attack a costly failure.

But he still has Dohna's fresh battalions, and with them he will attack

Fermor's left. Dohna's artillery moves forward, opens fire; his battal-

ions march toward Langen-Grund.

A Russian cavalry general, Thomas von Demiku, commands thirty-

six squadrons south of Zicher. He sees the Prussian move and attacks.

The Prussians are surprised. Dohna's valuable battery on the right is
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overrun; its covering battalion is surrounded and surrenders. Russian

cuirassiers fall on Dohna's right but are beaten off by infantry fire. His

remaining squadrons attack Lieutenant General Ludwig Schorlemer's

cavalry, which counterattack to chase the intruders back to Zicher.

Seydlitz's squadrons from the left wing join the action to recapture the

important battery and free the covering battalion.

Dohna's attack begins about three-thirty p.m., some twenty battal-

ions marching to the measured beat of drums. It is not far to enemy

lines. Artillery supports the advance; the cavalry are on hand. Then it

is hand-to-hand fighting. Prussian cavalry drive off enemy horse, turn

to rip holes in the Russian lines. Browne is badly wounded and is car-

ried off the field. To avoid capture, Fermor, already wounded, leaves

the fighting. Ever so slowly the Russians yield. But their lines do not

break. It is very hot; musketeers are exhausted; troopers and horses

can no longer fight.

It is about six p.m. The battlefield is in dreadful and bloody disorder.

Cossacks are plundering around Zorndorf and Wilkersdorf. Some
Prussian infantry push to the enemy's light baggage, kill drunken Rus-

sian guardians, steal money from Fermor's war chest, and slip away

from battle.

Frederick orders a final attack against the Galgen-Grund. The Rus-

sian line is scraggly. A few salvaged cannon shield it on the left, a few

cavalry squadrons on the right. The Prussians attack east of Stein-Busch.

Left-wing remnants are supposed to attack north from Zorndorf. In-

stead, they run. The attacking battalions are weary. The king is asking

too much. The effort fizzles.

As darkness falls, Frederick hurriedly moves the army behind hills

that stretch from Wilkersdorf northwest nearly to Quartschen, a defen-

sive line facing southwest— a dismal scene "of horror and blood-

shed," Andrew Mitchell wrote; "the country was all in flames around

us."^

Fermor deploys what is left of his army in a defensive line facing

northeast from Zorndorf. The armies are only eighteen hundred meters

apart. But there is no thought of further attack, which was "fortu-

nate," Mitchell noted, in view of the shattered condition of the Prus-

sian army.

The battle of Zorndorf is over.

Frederick advertised Zorndorf as a great victory in order to raise mo-

rale at home and prestige abroad. Technically he was correct, since

Fermor left the batdefield first and since the battle prevented his joining

Daun's Austrians and also forced Lieutenant General Count Peter

Rumianzov to abandon magazines on the Oder. But it was a victory
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that he could ill afford. It cost him nearly thirteen thousand casualties,

a third of his force.

The Russians were hurt even worse— a total of over twenty-two

thousand casualties, or almost half the army. The king refused Ter-

mor's request for a three-day truce to bury the dead. The dead and

wounded were his responsibility, he replied, because he owned the field

of battle.

The armies faced each other for two days. Cannon fired from each

side— the king was nearly killed by canister fire, Mitchell reported.

Hussars skirmished here and there, but neither side was in a position

to attack. Fermor gave way first. On the rainy night of August 27 the

Russian army, including numerous wounded, marched to its heavy-

baggage dump near Klein-Cammin.

Frederick moved south to the Tamsel area while peasants dug mass

graves and special detachments cleaned the battlefield. There he learned

that General Loudon's light troops had entered Lower Lusatia, fol-

lowed by Daun's main Austrian army at Gorlitz. Daun, he believed,

intended to march on Brandenburg, possibly even Berlin. He had al-

ready urged Zieten to intercept Loudon's advance. He now sent a de-

tachment of hussars to clear Loudon's irregulars from the Frankfurt

area, and he sent Prince Francis of Brunswick with six battalions to

join Zieten in covering the Mark and Berlin. He himself would march

to join Margrave Charles as soon as possible. He next learned from

Charles that Daun was marching from Gorlitz, probably to attack Prince

Henry south of Dresden. This made the situation even more critical.

Although he still believed that Daun would invade Brandenburg, he

could not afford to be wrong: Prince Henry's corps of twenty thousand

could not hold out long against Daun's army attacking from the north

and the newly constituted Imperial army attacking from the south. On
the other hand, Frederick could not abandon Dohna's corps to Fermor,

only a short distance away, nor could he himself risk attacking the

Russian position.

To solve his dilemma it was necessary, as he wrote to Minister Count
Finckenstein, "to do with the skin of the fox what I am unable to do

with that of the lion," in this case a hussar attack on Fermor's wagon
train at Landsberg, which, if successful, would force him to retire. But

Fermor suddenly decided to withdraw to Landsberg. In early Septem-

ber the king with fifteen battalions and thirty-eight squadrons marched
for Saxony.
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84

Hoping to cross the Elbe and attack Marshal Daun in the rear, King

Frederick marked up another exhausting march. But Daun, informed

of Frederick's approach, abandoned his planned attack against Prince

Henry in favor of a safe position at Stolpen, east of Dresden. The king

accordingly closed on Elsterwerda. His columns had covered over a

hundred miles in seven days; discounting one rest day, that was an

astounding average of eighteen miles a day in very hot weather over

sandy and dusty roads.

The immediate crisis had passed. Frederick dined with Henry in

Dresden— their first meeting in nearly a year: "Excepting the short

time with my sister Emily, nothing in six months has given me more

pleasure," Frederick wrote to him the next day.* The problem now
was to force Daun back to Bohemia. Frederick quickly rejected an at-

tack on Daun's main position, deciding instead on a partial blockade,

in the hope, as he wrote to Henry, "that hunger will do what the sword

has been unable to accompUsh."

In late September Frederick marched east on Bischofswerda while

General Wolf von Retzow's advance corps moved on Bautzen, the idea

being to threaten Daun's communications with his Zittau magazine.

Loudon fell back on the main army and Prince Christoph of Baden-

Durlach retreated west on Lobau. Daun's flank was now uncomforta-

bly open. Frederick believed that food shortages would cause him to

march in eight days.

It was a very tense period. On the credit side was Wedell's splendid

little victory against the Swedes at Fehrbellin. Fresh reports confirmed

a Turkish decision not only to break with Austria but to send an army

toward the Danube. But Dohna, now in the Stargard area, was going

to need help against the Russians if fortress Colberg was to be saved.

And Fouque reported from Landeshut that strong corps under Gener-

als Count Ferdinand Harsch and Marquis Charles de Ville were threat-

ening fortresses Glatz and Neisse.

Until Daun marched, Frederick would do nothing except suffer—
* It is doubtful whether thirty-two-year-old Henry shared the sentiment. He and Ferdinand

blamed the king for William's death and also criticized him for not having made peace with

France the previous summer. Such was their outspoken criticism that some members of the

family feared for Henry's loyalty and Ferdinand's sanity. But Henry wore a coat of several

colors and was simultaneously serving country and king very well. Judging from subsequent,

intimate correspondence, Frederick apparently did not doubt his brother's loyalty or affec-

tion. While writing him in the most affectionate and laudatory terms, he did not hesitate to

criticize or reprimand him in words all too familiar to other commanders. (Easum, Prince

Henry of Prussia.)
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mentally from uncertainty, physically "from cruel cramps" that gave

him much pain, emotionally from the death of Michael Fredersdorff

the previous January, from Pierre Maupertuis's long and serious ill-

ness, from his brother Ferdinand's continued fever, and from Wilhel-

mina's deteriorating condition.

Daun marched toward Lobau in early October. Frederick shadowed
him. On October 8 Daun was southeast of Hochkirch; Prince Chris-

toph of Baden-Durlach's corps was further east at Reichenbach, Fred-

erick believed that with a little more encouragement Daun would fall

back on Zittau and perhaps even into Bohemia. Encouragement would
come from a Prussian march on Hochkirch and Kotitz to threaten Daun's

left flank while Retzow occupied a major height, the Stromberg, south

of Weissenberg to threaten Daun's right. The plan foundered when
Retzow, who commanded over ten thousand troops, decided it was too

risky to attack the Stromberg (held by a few hundred Croats) and in-

stead waited for the king's approach. Understandably furious, Freder-

ick ordered him to take it at once. It was too late. Surprised by the

Prussian march, Daun shifted his front from north to northwest, his

right leaning on the Stromberg, which he reinforced with four battal-

ions and a battery of heavy cannon. Frederick placed Retzow under
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brief arrest and continued to fume while waiting for Keith's force and

a supply convoy to arrive.

Frederick reached Hochkirch on October lo. From this pretty little

village overlooking undulating plains, he saw most of Daun's army
deployed along rolling fields, the right resting on the Stromberg, the

front protected by marshlands, the left zigzagging south to lose itself in

wood-covered hills— altogether a formidable position rapidly grow-

ing stronger by man-made fortifications.

Frederick should have read this sight as astrologers once read a bird's

entrails for signs. What he saw was unpropitious, and should have sent

the king running back to Bautzen. But he was worried about his Sile-

sian fortresses and was in a dangerously reckless mood. Convinced that

Daun would not attack, he decided to stand fast until Keith arrived,

then attack Baden-Durlach at Reichenbach and close on Gorlitz.

His defensive position stretched nearly four miles from slightly south

of Hochkirch north to Rodewitz, the king's headquarters, and north-

east to Kotitz. The terrain favored defense of left and center, which

were lightly held. The danger point was the right flank. Elevated as it

was, Hochkirch was a natural strongpoint. Marshal Keith was put in

command here with four battalions, a battery of heavy cannon, and

Zieten's cavalry. Colonel Marquis Luis Angelelli's irregulars manned
outposts in the woods that sloped from the village.

Though naturally strong, the position was not good. The line was

too long for twenty-nine thousand men to defend properly. Retzow's

corps, another ten thousand, was some four miles away. A good many
officers did not like the situation. Field Marshal Keith told his com-

manders that he had seen many camps in his life "but never one Uke

this," He said to the king, "If the Austrians do not attack us here, they

deserve to be hanged." The king replied, "We must hope that they fear

us more than the gallows." ^

Though fearing neither the Prussians nor the gallows. Marshal Daun
respected each. He had chosen his usual passive and careful course,

designed to preserve his army until the situation favored an attack.

The present situation seemed very favorable indeed. He occupied a

virtually unassailable position opposite the enemy's fragile position.

Including Baden-Durlach's corps at Reichenbach, his forces numbered

about seventy-eight thousand, almost double those of the enemy. He
several times reconnoitered the Prussian right at Hochkirch, and he,

his generals, and staff officers considered it vulnerable. A war council

on October 12 brought a decision to attack early on October 14, the

main effort to be at Hochkirch, with supplementary attacks to hold the

Prussian center and left.
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Friday—Saturday, October 1^—14, lyjS. Night comes early and is very

dark.

Austrian drums call troops to evening parade, officers shout out watch

orders, campfires burn, working parties continue to fell trees south of

Hochkirch — in other words, business as usual in the Austrian camp.

The attack corps meanwhile quietly assembles — thirty-five battal-

ions and six cavalry regiments to march in four columns on the Prus-

sian right. Iron wheels of artillery carriages are wrapped with straw.

Infantry march on prepared paths through the woods. General Lou-

don's corps is already south of Hochkirch and now General Count
Charles O'Donell's cavalry, intended to deliver the coup de grace, work
through the dark night to position well left of Loudon.*

By four a.m., thirty thousand enemy, supported by cannon, are nes-

tled south of Hochkirch ready to attack. On Daun's right another twenty

thousand men commanded by Duke Charles of Arenberg will attack

the Prussian left to wedge between the main army and Retzow's corps

to the north. Retzow will be attacked by Baden-Durlach's corps, about

sixteen thousand strong.

All is quiet in the Prussian camp. Soldiers listen to the enemy beat

tattoo, see campfires, hear trees being felled to make more barricades.

Frederick orders only normal security: tired troops to sleep in warm
tents, horses to remain unsaddled. Zieten refuses the order. He, like

Keith, smells danger.

During the night deserters report large troop movements in the Aus-

trian camp. No one in the king's headquarters pays much attention; it

is a known fact that Daun will not attack.

Saturday, October 14, 17^8. The clock in the Hochkirch church tower

strikes five.t Austrian musketeers open fire on Prussian outposts in the

Birkenbusch, the birch forest southwest of Hochkirch. Angelelli's irreg-

ulars return fire.

A young artillery subaltern, Georg Friedrich von Templehof, hears

the musket fire. His battery is ready for the usual morning counterfire

against inquisitive pandours. When the firing continues, Templehof

discharges his cannon blindly into the dark. Austrian guns reply, and a

duel begins that summarily ends for Templehof when an Austrian gren-

* The use of foreign-bom officers was common to all armies of this time. Particularly preva-

lent were Irish mercenaries intent on gaining fame and fortune — and probably glad to es-

cape the Irish climate.

fl recently visited Hochkirch. The famous church was built in 171 7 (to replace the original

thirteenth-century structure). The clock that struck the fatal hour is on display. The southern

door leading to the churchyard is scarred by musketballs from the ensuing battle. Inside the

church are memorials to the fallen of both sides.
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adier creeps behind him and hits him over the head with a musket butt.

Flanking battahons learn that Angelelli's outposts are overrun. Gun-
ners rush to cannon while drummers frantically beat the call to arms.

Austrian infantry are already surging in from the darkness. Loudon's

cavalry charge from the left. An eyewitness will later write that "the

air resounded with shouts from brave officers and men: Stand, lads!

Halt comrades! — help will come! Meanwhile the earth trembled from

the noise of our heavy cannon."^

Help does come. A regiment from north of the village counterattacks

to push the enemy back to Birkenbusch. But the regiment is too small,

the enemy too big. The enemy again attacks the heavy battery of twenty

guns. Half-dressed grenadiers fight isolated actions against over-

whelming numbers. Templehof regains consciousness and watches "an

infantry fight which in murderous intensity surpasses imagination."^

The battery is overrun; its defenders fall back on Hochkirch.

In the village Lieutenant von der Marwitz is commanding a post in

the walled churchyard. His troops fire at attacking shadows. He is shot

through the chest. He leans against the stone wall "commanding, en-

couraging, and defending his post" until the battalion commander. Major

Simon von Langen, arrives with reinforcements."*

Enemy howitzers southwest of Hochkirch throw fire bombs into the

village. Straw roofs burst into flame. A few rounds fall near Rodewitz,

and now Frederick knows the unpleasant truth. He sends Prince Fran-

cis of Brunswick with three regiments to Hochkirch. A courier gallops

to summon Retzow's corps. Quartermasters begin to evacuate bag-

gage. The king rides to the action.

Zieten's hussars and Krockow's cavalry are attacking Austrian col-

umns as they debouch from the woods. They hurt but do not stop

them. The enemy is slowly encircling Hochkirch. Loudon's infantry

works to heights northwest of the village; his Croats infiltrate nearby

woods. General von Geist tries to recapture the heavy guns and is fa-

tally wounded. Marshal Keith takes on the task and succeeds. But en-

emy grenadiers in Hochkirch fire on the battery. Keith abandons the

guns to lead a fighting withdrawal. The old marshal has been shot

through the groin but stays mounted. He is shot through the chest;

then a cannonball knocks him, dead, from his horse.

Major von Langen meanwhile defends the churchyard with an un-

derstrength battalion, holding against seven Austrian regiments. Rem-
nants of other battalions cling to the north edge of the village. Angelel-

li's irregulars chase marauding Croats from Prussian tents.

It is six A.M. Dawn breaks slowly, darkness giving way only to cold,

wet, smoke-stinking fog. Prince Francis arrives with three regiments.

Prince Maurice collects survivors, leads them to support Francis. The

counterattack forces the enemy from the village to give Langen a brief
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rest in the churchyard. But suddenly the new owners are falHng, hit by
canister shot fired from the captured battery on the other side of the

village. Prince Maurice is badly wounded and is evacuated. The new-
comers seek cover in smoldering ruins and gardens.

A fresh force commanded by the king attacks in conjunction with

Zieten's reorganized corps from the north. Austrians left of the village

see the oncoming enemy, form a new line facing west. Fire greets fire;

twenty-six-year-old Prince Francis is killed by a cannonball. An officer

rides to the king, points to the fallen men around him, begs him to take

shelter. "I shall do so once I see how those battalions are driven off."^

The officer points out that His Majesty's horse is wounded. The king

orders another horse.

Prussian infantry backed by cavalry again press the enemy from the

burning village. But the Prussians are tired. General Hans von Krockow
is fatally wounded; Colonel von Seelen, who commands Zieten's hus-

sars, is wounded and evacuated. Musketeers are short of ammunition.

Gaps appear between units. Loudon's Croats infiltrate from the left.

And now General Lacy leads a devastating cavalry attack.

Langen is still defending the churchyard. He is bleeding from several

wounds. The end comes. He leads the few survivors in a bayonet charge

from the north door. He falls and is taken prisoner.*

The enemy owns Hochkirch. The Prussian right is a new line the

king builds on the heights northeast of Pomeritz. Remnants of regi-

ments straggle in. Ernst von Barsewich, now a lieutenant, brings fifteen

men and two company flags; only 150 men of his regiment have sur-

vived. The king learns that his left, only a few battalions and a battery

of thirty heavy cannon on the heights east of Rodewitz, is folding against

the Duke of Arenberg's repeated, and costly, attacks. The frail battal-

ions cannot hold. One is surrounded and forced to surrender. The rest

escape to Rodewitz; the cannon fall to the enemy.

Farther north. Prince Charles of Brunswick beats off Baden-Dur-

lach's early attack while Retzow calls his corps to arms. Retzow re-

ceives the king's orders and sends Charles with a small force as advance

guard. West of Drehsa, Charles meets O'Donell's cavalry, which is to

cut the roads to the northwest. O'Donell is surprised and withdraws to

Steindorfel, followed by Prussian horse. Charles holds the heights

southwest of Drehsa. Retzow follows with the main army to occupy

the heights of Belgern and guarantee the line of retreat.

It is ten A.M. There is nothing for King Frederick but retreat. He
sends cavalry northwest to hold the plains of Parchwitz. His infantry

* Lieutenant von der Marwitz and Major von Langen were evacuated to Bautzen, where they

shortly died from their wounds. Separate memorials to Langen and to Marshal Keith are in

Hochkirch church.
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follow. There is no panic. General Retzow's son, an aide, finds the

king, slightly wounded from a ricochet, standing on a height staring at

confusion. "Daun has played me a slippery trick today," he tells the

young officer. Retzow replies that His Majesty will soon put things

right. Frederick agrees: "We shall manage Daun. What I regret is the

number of brave men who have died this morning."^
The enemy virtually ignores the retreat. The new camp is built on

the heights of Parchwitz, some three miles from Hochkirch.

8s

Defeat AT HOCHKIRCH was expensive. The Prussians suffered over
nine thousand casualties, most of them on the right wing— nearly a

third of the army's strength. Over a hundred cannon, including sixty-

seven heavy guns, were lost. Right-wing battalions lost packs and tents.

Field Marshal Keith and Prince Francis of Brunswick were dead; Gen-
erals von Geist and von Krockow were soon to die. Prince Maurice
would never fight again.

The king's treatment of the battle was surprisingly cavalier. "I am
distressed to write to you that, the enemy having attacked me today in

this area, I have been forced to retire a half league toward Bautzen."

Thus wrote Frederick to Finckenstein on the evening of Hochkirch. He
wrote to Fouque in a similar vein, adding that he would not retreat one
step farther and hoped for a second battle. He intended to remain where
he was, he informed Prince Henry, and would like to attack Daun if

possible. His brief account for publication in newspapers and foreign

courts was accurate, except for losses, which he put at only three thou-

sand. "But these are misfortunes which are sometimes inevitable in this

great game of chance that is called war. . .
." he wrote. "One hopes

to give better news to the public shortly."

Despite his philosophical bonhomie, the king was in trouble. Gen-
erals Harsch and de Ville had blockaded Neisse while waiting for siege

artillery. Its relief at once became the most urgent task. Frederick asked

Prince Ferdinand to return some borrowed cavalry regiments immedi-
ately. Prince Henry was ordered to fit out a task force of eight battal-

ions, a detachment of hussars, and a dozen heavy cannon to join Fred-

erick's force. General Fermor, fortunately, was withdrawing his Russian

corps to Poland for the winter. Dohna was to leave a small corps in

Pomerania and march at once on Torgau. General Bogislav von Tauen-
tzien in Silesia was ordered to round up fifteen Austrian 3 -pounders
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and eighteen 6-pounders "with the necessary ammunition, horses, and
teamsters." Andrew Mitchell in Dresden was asked to notify the British

crown that the King of Prussia would need another cash subsidy for

1759-
But now the king was momentarily broke. News of Wilhelmina's

death arrived early on October 17. She had died on the morning of the

Hochkirch battle, Frederick's last letter clutched in her hand. He had
been expecting the news, but that was slight consolation. He called

Catt to him and for four hours spoke almost deliriously of his loss.

According to Catt the king showed him a pillbox that hung on a chain

around his neck. It contained opium pills, which Frederick planned to

take if captured; he spoke of them as his ultimate solution.

The king marched in late October, fought several sharp skirmishes,

beat Daun to Gorlitz, and carried on to Silesia. Harsch and de Ville at

once raised the siege of Neisse and retired, leaving a quantity of valu-

able material behind.

Daun meanwhile had put Dresden to siege. Frederick did an about-

face in Silesia to meet the new threat, marching in early November. He
was still three marches from Dresden when Daun raised the siege and

retired into Bohemia to put his army in winter quarters.

All things considered, the campaign of 1758 had not ended badly for

Frederick. The enemy had been driven from Silesia and Saxony. For-

tress Neisse was safe; the line of the Elbe secure. The Russian army was
back in Poland; fortress Colberg remained Prussian. A bloodied and
ineffectual Swedish army was huddling behind the walls of Stralsund.

Both French armies were in winter quarters. Prince Ferdinand, recently

promoted to field marshal, comfortably held the line of the Weser. If

the Turkish army was marching, as rumored, Austria and Russia would
have to shift troops to meet the threat. And if the ailing King of Spain

died, Austria would have to send a large number of troops to Italy to

protect its lands there.

From Frederick's view, however, debits overrode credits. Despite a

terrible cost in men and money, peace seemed farther away than ever.

The enemy's strategy may have differed in important ways, but the

goal remained the destruction and partition of Brandenburg-Prussia.

And such were enemy resources that losses, particularly in men, could

easily be repaired in time for the next campaign. Indeed, from mid-

December on, disturbing reports arrived at Breslau headquarters that

Daun was preparing a winter campaign in Saxony.

Prussian resources, on the other hand, were sorely diminished. The
last campaign had cost thousands of dead and wounded. Many of the

wounded would never return to ranks that were further decimated by
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the twin scourges, disease and desertion. "We are very shattered,"

Frederick wrote to Prince Ferdinand in late December, "and our losses

and our victories have carried off that flower of the infantry which
formerly rendered it so brilliant." Survivors were tired; morale was
shaky; officers were in short supply. Men grumbled; men deserted.

But there were some assets. Although home cantons provided only a

trickle of replacements, there were still foreign recruits, returned de-

serters, prisoners of war, prisoners recovered by exchange with the en-

emy, and a good number of convalescents. Very strict measures again

were successful. Ukases flew from Breslau to luckless provincial gov-

ernors and area commanders: Send recruits! In addition to bringing his

own units up to strength. Prince Henry was to provide three thousand

Saxon recruits (none under five feet four inches). Count Dohna was
peremptorily ordered to raise his quota from Mecklenburg. The king

also condoned special and frequently savage recruiting parties in the

Empire, such as those led by the infamous Colonel Collignon, whose
methods were unusually brutal.*

An official report of early January showed a shortage of only forty-

five hundred troops, which by mid-March was reduced to sixteen

hundred. All told, the army numbered 123,000 — an altogether re-

markable recovery. But quantity was not quality. Recruits could fill

holes but could not possibly be trained and equipped to the desired

level in a few months, no matter how incessant and intensive the drill.

Heavy artillery would have to make up for the loss of "the flower of

the infantry." Particularly impressive were the 12-pounders, the fa-

mous Brummer guns used at Leuthen with such devastating effect. But

these heavy guns required twelve-horse teams, which often could not

negotiate tight mountain roads. The king replaced them with new 12-

pounders modeled on captured Austrian pieces, lighter guns each pulled

by eight horses and having an effective range of three thousand yards.

He also added more howitzers, including 7-pounders issued to infantry

battalions to augment the 3 -pounder battalion cannon. Most of the

new weapons were cast during this winter, an effort supervised by Col-

onel von Dieskau, who also had to arrange for necessary wagons, am-

munition, teams, and teamsters. The task was enormous. In 1756 Fred-

erick had gone to war with 120 heavy cannon. In 1759 his army would

take 298 heavy cannon into the field. Mainly to prevent desertion of

teamsters, the king increasingly integrated the heavy guns into the in-

fantry, not only in camp and battle but also on the march.

* Collignon was a soldier of fortune who offered his services "to the Solomon of the century."

The king commissioned him a colonel early in 1759, with a mission to recruit within the

Empire. In a month he had enlisted a thousand men, for each of whom he received fifteen

thalers. His dishonest representations and vicious ways brought complaints from many com-

manders on grounds that his recruits deserted at the first opportunity, but he continued

operations throughout the war and remained in the army until 1771.
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He next introduced a mobile field artillery unit, probably inspired by

seeing Russian teamsters at Zorndorf riding the horses that pulled bat-

talion cannon. The new battery of reitender Artillerie— horse-artil-

lery— consisted of six light 6-pounders served by a forty-five-man crew.

Each gun was pulled by six horses with teamsters mounted on three of

them— a tactical innovation that in time would add new strength to

this increasingly important arm.

86

A VERY LARGE QUESTION in King Frederick's mind was how best

to use this revitalized army. Failure at Olmiitz had cost him the tactical

initiative. From the moment he raised the siege to trudge back to Sile-

sia, he was no longer in charge of events. Where once he had controlled

them, they now controlled him. The Russians invaded Pomerania, so

he dashed there to support Count von Dohna. The Austrians invaded

Saxony, so he raced there to support Prince Henry. The Austrians in-

vaded Silesia, so he marched to the relief of Neisse. The Austrian and

Imperial forces pushed back into Saxony, so he returned there.

He did not see how this defensive posture could change in 1759. He
had warned King George that he would have his hands full merely to

survive, and he subsequently turned down Prince Ferdinand's request

to support an attack on Soubise's army. Frederick discussed his strat-

egy with Prince Henry in early February. They agreed that the situation

was very serious. Admittedly the Empress of Russia and the King of

Spain were said to be at death's door, but as Frederick put it, an epi-

demic would have to wipe out all European rulers for Prussia to be

safe. The brothers also agreed that the king, with the main army, must
play a waiting game in the hope that Daun would leave the Bohemian
mountains for the Silesian plains (as Prince Charles had done at Hoh-
enfriedberg), where the king could "use the little oil that was still left

in the lamp" to attack him. Frederick also persuaded Henry, not with-

out difficulty, to make another diversion in Thuringia.

Henry marched in February and was in Naumburg in early March.

While one of his generals held Erfurt to ransom, another pushed Im-

perial troops from Eisenach and Fulda, a brief but successful operation

that won the king's limited praise. General Moritz von Wobersnow led

another small corps to destroy Russian magazines in the Posen area.

But such "spoiling operations" were of limited value and did not an-

swer the main question: What was the enemy up to?
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Frederick's enemies were trying to square a strategic circle. In opting

for Prussia's destruction, they expressed an emotional ambition but not

a workable strategic goal. Each walked different steps of the strategic

ladder without recognizing, as has been pointed out, that "the single

major strategic factor" was the attrition of the Prussian army.^ Austria

wanted to topple Prussia and regain Silesia and other bits and pieces.

France, for whom the war was going badly against England at sea and
in the colonies, wanted above all to defeat the combined English-Han-

overian army and seize Hanover for trading material. Russia wanted
to keep East Prussia and as much additional Prussian territory as pos-

sible. Sweden wanted to seize all of Pomerania.

These conflicting interests had already disrupted the earlier cam-

paigns and caused considerable distrust and dissension. In the planning

for the 1759 campaign they were treated as if they did not exist. Each

country went its own way, though with a diplomacy that produced

surface compromise, such as a new treaty between Austria and France

by which the Vienna and Swedish courts gained hefty financial subsi-

dies without altering their private ambitions. According to the agree-

ment finally worked out, an enormous Austrian army, over a hundred

thousand troops, commanded by Marshal Daun,* would assemble along

Silesian and Saxon borders while another Austrian corps of twenty-five

thousand camped in Moravia. The Imperial army with an Austrian

contingent, some thirty-five thousand troops, would form near Saal-

feld, with the intention of seizing Leipzig. Czarina Elizabeth promised

to have an army of ninety thousand at Posen by the end of May. In

early July this army would march to the Oder to join Daun between

Glogau and Breslau and commence operations as the situation dic-

tated. A second Russian army of forty thousand would invade Pomer-

ania to capture fortress Colberg. The Swedish corps was to seize for-

tress Stettin and press into Brandenburg.

Seemingly oblivious of this grandiose and highly fragmented plan,

French commanders intended to drive Prince Ferdinand over the Weser

River. Soubise's army— soon to be commanded by Duke Victor de

Broglie — was to invade Hesse as support for Marshal Contades; that

meant it could not support Imperial army operations in Saxony. To
plaster over this awkward fact. Marshal Belle-Isle spoke grandly of

joining with the Imperial army, once Daun had invaded Silesia, to carry

the war "into the heart of the king's territories."^ On the other hand

* Victory at Hochkirch had restored Daun's prestige at home and abroad. Pope Clement XIII

sent him a consecrated hat and sword, traditional rewards for commanders of the faith who

had defeated heretics. This was too much for King Frederick, who henceforth referred to him

as "the consecrated hat," "the consecrated man," or simply "the hat," in addition to other

pejorative titles.
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the armies would not be ready to march until mid-June— which scarcely

coincided with the Austrian and Russian plans.

Frederick was too good a strategist and knew his enemies too well

not to gain an inkling of their various plans. In mid-March he moved
his army between Schweidnitz and Jauer "in order to be ready for any-

thing," as he told Henry. "You see by my position that I am the reserve

of the army and ready to turn to where the greatest danger will draw
me." He arrived at Rohnstock in a bad temper, Catt noted, partly the

result of uncertainty, partly of sadness and ill health. He still had not

recovered from Wilhelmina's death and frequently wept when he spoke

of her to Catt. As usual he found solace in reading and writing. Vol-

taire sent him his new work, Candide, their correspondence resumed,

and the king was soon showering him with a seemingly endless quan-

tity of epistles and other verses.

If Frederick could not move tactically, Henry could. In early April

the king urged him to march in Prince Ferdinand's support to push the

Imperial army out of Bamberg. Henry wanted no part of the operation,

and the king finally agreed to let him return to raids in Bohemia. In

mid-April Henry opened a ten-day campaign in which he captured over

two thousand enemy and seized or burned several valuable magazines.

But meanwhile Ferdinand had been repulsed by the French (now under

the Duke of Broglie) at Bergen and needed moral support. After acri-

monious correspondence, Frederick ordered his reluctant brother to

march against the Imperial army. He himself marched with a force to

join General Fouque in the hope of attacking General de Ville's Aus-

trian corps, which again approached fortress Neisse. When de Ville

retreated south, Frederick returned to Landeshut, "very fatigued and
ill-pleased with the result of his march," Catt noted. He recovered

quickly. "His superiority of talent, the readiness and fertility of his

invention, fill me with confidence," Mitchell reported at this time. "No
sooner does one project fail than he is ready with another, no disap-

pointment discourages him, nor no success elates him beyond mea-

sure."^ He believed that Fermor's Russians, about fifty-seven thousand

strong, would invade Pomerania, besiege Colberg, and march into the

New Mark. Dohna's corps, temporarily commanded by Lieutenant

General Heinrich von Manteuffel, was to march as soon as possible to

meet this enemy. A separate corps under General Wobersnow would
observe any Russian march on Posen. Frederick would continue to watch

Daun, "my big blessed beef," whose delay had allowed him to have a

battle-ready army by mid-May.
It was another nervous period, "the results of a defensive war," he

complained to Fouque. "It is necessary to think of a hundred thousand

things and make plans for every event." The events are described in

detail in his vast correspondence of this spring. He analyzed various
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enemy moves, real or rumored, in tiresome detail, frequently writing

to commanders two or three times a day, repeating and often contra-

dicting himself to an astonishing degree. Andrew Mitchell, who had a

lengthy audience on May 19, reported that "it is impossible to describe

the fatigue of body and mind which this hero King daily undergoes,

and that with an appearance of perfect tranquillity, even in the most
unfavorable and perplexing circumstances.'"* The king expressed his

most ardent desire for peace, Mitchell wrote. He also told Mitchell that

the Grand Vizir of Turkey was ready to sign a treaty with Prussia but

insisted that England either join or guarantee it (which the envoy warned

would be very difficult to achieve).

Prince Henry meanwhile was pushing the Imperial army out of Sax-

ony, a successful expedition that captured at least two thousand pris-

oners and destroyed enough magazines to keep Prince Friedrich of

Zweibriicken quiet for a couple of months. Having relieved that pres-

sure, Henry was ordered to prepare a corps for Manteuffel's support.

Reports from Prussia continued to be confusing, but the king was be-

ginning to believe that Fermor intended to invade Silesia from one side

while Daun struck from the other. Manteuffel accordingly was ordered

to march on Landsberg. Frederick next learned that Fermor was being

relieved by Marshal Count Peter Saltikov, a royal favorite who had

fought only one campaign in the Ukraine and was reputed to be "more
sluggish and stupid than any Russian rustic."^ The Russian army was
also reported to be in a poor state, with much fighting among the se-

nior commanders. Just as important, it was divided into separate corps.

In late June Frederick approved an operation suggested by General

Wobersnow. The general would march along the Warthe River with

Posen on the right, cross the river, and move on Thorn. The Russians

would have to return to the Weichsel to protect the Thorn magazines,

whereupon Wobersnow could possibly attack in the open. If the plan

worked, Frederick enthusiastically wrote, not only would Pomerania

and New Mark be retained, but the entire campaign would be won. If

the Russians did not reach Glogau, Daun would not know what to do

next. Once the Russians were driven across the Vistula, a matter of

two or three weeks, Dohna's corps could reinforce either Henry or the

king, as circumstances dictated. The plan seemed almost to mesmerize

the king, already nervous and tired, certainly insecure— and here was

the genesis of an immense tactical disaster.

The first inkling arrived in early July, when Wobersnow reported that

the enemy had got wind of the Prussian march and pulled his corps

into strongly fortified positions in Posen. Wobersnow was now going

to gain the Russian flank to worry Saltikov's communications with

Thorn. Frederick furiously replied that lack of speed and security had
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ruined the operation and that Wobersnow must now defend the New
Mark.* "Prepare yourself for a very difficuh campaign," he wrote to

Henry. "Dohna, instead of carrying out the operation with celerity, has

moved like a tortoise. ... I shall do my task here, but if some foolish

mistakes are made at Posen, I am finished."

Dohna's failure had already been compounded in the west by Prince

Ferdinand, who, shaken by an earlier defeat at Bergen, was falling back
toward the Weser. "For the love of God, pull yourself together," the

king told him, "and do not look at things so darkly: the first step back-

ward makes a poor impression in the army, the second step is danger-

ous, and the third becomes fatal."

And now Daun advanced into Lusatia, his orders from Maria Ther-

esa to fight the Prussians if a favorable opportunity arrived. Even if he

were defeated, he would not be held accountable! Frederick countered

by leaving Fouque with eighteen thousand troops at Landeshut and
marching to Lahn on the Bober, from where he hoped to attack Daun's
army. This move was in vain. Austrian records speak of Daun, who
was crawling along at six miles a day, as advancing "with heavy heart." ^

"His fat Excellence who has lead in his ass marches like a tortoise,"

Frederick complained to Ferdinand. Noting that Henry was free of en-

emy, he ordered him to move on Bautzen to threaten Daun's rear. After

a good deal of argument the prince grudgingly dispatched General

Friedrich von Finck with a corps. Daun meanwhile was fortifying his

new camp at Marklissa: "I believe that he opens the [siege] trench to

take Silesia," Frederick wrote to Ferdinand; "if he continues like this,

he will need four years to reach Bunzlau." Frederick meanwhile had
moved camp to Schmottseifen, where, still hoping for battle, he had
learned to know the terrain as well "as my garden of Sans-Souci."t

The impasse was broken by Saltikov, who in late July marched from
Posen toward Crossen on the left bank of the Oder. Frederick re-

sponded by sending Lieutenant General von Wedell to relieve Dohna
of command; Wedell would be to this corps "what a dictator was in

Roman times." :|: He was to stop the Russian advance, then attack "in

my style." Wedell arrived in time to be beaten at Kay, in part because

*This was the first of several severe reprimands. The last such, written on July 19, was
particularly insulting: Wobersnow had committed every fault possible and his campaign de-

served to be treated as a perpetual example of what not to do.

fThe king learned here that Major General Bredow, "who was as honorable a man as he

was a bad officer," had died in Dresden. General Marwitz and Field Marshal Kalkstein had

recently died. "My generals cross the Acheron at a fast gallop," he noted to Henry, "and

soon there won't be any more."

t Dohna was relieved on grounds of poor health. It is difficult to understand why the king

failed to relieve him earlier. Perhaps he thought that Manteuffel was not up to the command
or that Wobersnow, despite being junior to both, could put things right. The king's orders to

Wedell can also be criticized as confusing and somewhat irresolute, and Prince Henry also

complained to the king of conflicting orders at this time— with some justification.
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of the precipitate retreat by two regiments that had suffered no casu-

alties, in part for lack of sufficient cannon, in part for attacking under

unfavorable circumstances. Wedell, having lost some six thousand
men — including Wobersnow, vs^ho was killed— to Saltikov's seven

thousand, retired across the Oder, followed by the enemy. The enemy
then occupied Crossen.

Frederick accepted the news philosophically; he wrote sympatheti-

cally to Wedell and optimistically to Prince Henry. Despite the "critical

and awkward" state of affairs, one should not believe that all was lost:

"A single favorable day can restore everything to order." Nothing re-

mained but to collect as many troops as possible and march to Wedell's

relief. "The chief object at present is to rid ourselves of the Russians,"

he told Henry, to whom he shortly turned over command at Schmott-

seifen.

«7

The king marched in late July, briskly put Count Andreas Hadik's

Austrian corps out of action, but failed to prevent Loudon from joining

Saltikov's Russians at Frankfurt. He was marching as fast as possible

in this "furious crisis," he told Henry. A day later he arrived in Bees-

kow "after cruel and terrible marches," he informed Finckenstein. "I

am very tired, not having slept for six nights." He was cheered at Miill-

rose by a report of Prince Ferdinand's victory over the French at Min-

den. "But my Russians are not French," he wrote to Finckenstein, "and

Saltikov's artillery is a hundred times better than that of Contades."

While waiting at Miillrose for Wedell's and Finck's corps, he con-

firmed that the Russians had crossed the Oder and were camped near

Kunersdorf. That would "delay the decisive moment for some days,"

he complained to Henry. Wedell and Finck duly arrived, along with

supplies from Ciistrin. "I shall cross the Oder this night," Frederick

wrote to Finckenstein on August 10, "to advance on the enemy in or-

der to attack him early the day after tomorrow. ... A damned soul

in purgatory is in no more abominable situation than this in which I

find myself."

Friday, August 10, 17J9. Marshal Saltikov occupies a strong defensive

position on the heights of Kunersdorf, a beautiful little village over-
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looking the Oder Valley, about five miles east of Frankfurt.* The Rus-

sians, some seventy-nine thousand (including forty-six hundred Cos-

sacks), are deployed in two lines stretching from the Kiihberg on the

left, southeast behind the village, then folding back to the southwest,

where Croatian and Cossack irregulars carry it to the Oder. General

Loudon's corps of just over nineteen thousand (including six thousand

Croatian irregulars) is tucked between the left flank and the sparsely

wooded Judenberg, facing north-northeast. Prince Galitsin's corps of

fourteen battalions and fifty-six heavy cannon occupies the Miihlberg

in front of Saltikov's left. Log barricades and earthworks protect the

Miihlberg. Saltikov has over two hundred heavy cannon, which are

placed in five batteries, the strongest being on the Gross-Spitzberg, which

is fronted by Wolfsgruben, or concealed pits. The elongated right is

covered by cavalry and earthworks where necessary. Saltikov and Lou-

don have good reason to believe that a Prussian attack will be severely

defeated.

Saltikov holds a council of war on this beautiful sunny morning.

Loudon argues for a move across the Oder to join Daun, sweep away
Prussian resistance, seize Glogau, and spend a comfortable winter at

enemy expense in Silesia. Neither Saltikov nor his generals are inter-

ested. This is the only Russian army in existence; as long as it exists,

the generals will have a job and East Prussia will belong to Russia.

Supplies are short; the Turks are threatening. Indeed, a retreat to the

Weichsel may be in order. But Loudon's words apparently tell. A sec-

ond war council that evening decides to cross the Oder within a few

days. Meanwhile, Kunersdorf village will be burned in order to provide

better fields of fire.

Friday—Saturday, August lo-ii, 17J9. While Saltikov and his gener-

als are in evening council, the Prussian army, fifty thousand strong,

with nearly three hundred cannon, is marching to the crossing area at

Goritz, below Frankfurt. Pontoons and boats secretly sent from Berlin

and Ciistrin are waiting. The troops enjoy a few hours of rest while

engineers build two bridges.

The army crosses early in the morning, infantry and artillery by bridge,

cavalry by ford. It deploys in two lines about two miles northeast of

* Kunersdorf (now Kunowice) is still a beautiful town, and the surrounding terrain must be

similar to what it was in Frederick's day. Certainly from the heights north of the town one

gains an excellent idea of the battle. My reconnaissance was somewhat labored, since a very

large Russian corps was conducting maneuvers within what seemed like breathing distance.

Later, in East Germany, I met several high school students from Kunowice. I remarked that

I had just been there studying the battlefield. What batdefield? they asked. Incredibly, they

did not know the original name of their village and had never heard of the battle of Kuners-

dorf!
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the enemy's left flank, cavalry to the rear in a wood, Finck's corps on
a height in front of the right wing. The army enjoys another rest.

Frederick reconnoiters the enemy position. He has no map, but an

officer who has hunted in the area accompanies him, as does a forester.

He swings his glass to the land north of Kunersdorf, which bristles with

barricades, earthworks, and cannon that overlook marshy ground cut

by two small roads. This is Saltikov's front, the king decides, and im-

mediately rejects an attack here. This leaves an attack from the south-

east, which he reasons will strike the Russian rear and right flank. The
terrain looks far more likely here; there is room for cavalry, and thick

woods will hide the army's approach. Finck will hold Saltikov while

the main army attacks on both sides of the burning village of Kuners-

dorf. If the attack succeeds, the enemy will have no line of retreat.

Saltikov will have a choice of surrender— or annihilation.

Sunday, August 12, 17^9. The Prussian army marches at two a.m. Finck

stays where he is to make a feigned attack. General von Wunsch in

Frankfurt will fire cannon to worry Saltikov from that direction.

Frederick rides with the advance guard of hussars to some heights

southeast of Kunersdorf. This time a soldier who comes from the area

serves as guide, and Frederick learns the ugly truth: what he thinks is

the Russian rear is the Russian front. Despite some fog, he also sees a

row of ponds and swamps running from south of Kunersdorf to the

great Frankfurt Forest.

He changes his plan. Instead of attacking both sides of the village,

he will anchor his left east of the ponds while his right seizes the Miihl-

berg and rolls up the enemy flank. Aides order marching columns to

turn and deploy in the woods southeast of Kunersdorf. Once this is

done, the right wing will move out to join Finck in the attack.

This is not easy. It is still dark in the woods; trails are narrow and
sandy. Heavy guns move slowly and are often stopped by tight turns.

Teams have to be unhitched and the limbers turned. Nature otherwise

is not cooperative. Lead columns strike a large depression full of pools

crossed by a narrow dam impossible for the guns. The columns shift

west. There is confusion; lead units go too far; time is lost. It is late

morning before Colonel Moller's heavy guns are in position on the

Walkberg, Klosterberg, and Klein-Spitzberg, and the battalions are de-

ployed along the wood's edge.

The attack begins about eleven-thirty a.m. with fire from three heavy

batteries that are seven hundred to fourteen hundred meters from the

enemy. Russian batteries immediately reply, and for an hour the guns

fight each other. The Russians are the overall loser.

The king is on the Walkberg. He watches the first line of four bat-

talions march to the assault. A second line of four battalions follows.
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The bombardment has silenced some enemy guns. A wide hollow shel-

ters assault units from the remaining cannon. But then they are moving
uphill in the open, climbing awkwardly over splintered log barricades.

Enemy guns shift to canister shot, but now the Prussians close with

bayonets. At a cost of two hundred casualties, they put more than twelve

thousand enemy in retreat. The Miihlberg with eighty-six cannons is

theirs.

Early success is deceptive. The land is such that Saltikov defends

depth. Fugitives from the Miihlberg are now reinforced defenders of

the Kiihgrund, a pasture behind the Miihlberg. Behind the pasture are

defended hills, and behind that line is General Loudon's fresh corps.

The assault continues forward. Cannons cannot keep up with men on
the steep, sandy trails. Infantry reach the farther side of the pasture.

They are stopped; they fall back.

The main army attacks to the northwest but soon begins to shift

west. Near Klein-Spitzberg the left halts to form a line facing Kuners-

dorf. General Friedrich von Seydlitz's and Prince Eugene of Wiirttem-

berg's cavalry are in shelter behind and to the left. General von Hiil-

sen's right follows assault units, only to run into their retreat from the

Kiihgrund.

There are too many troops in too tight a terrain. Order disappears,

confusion sets in. Russian batteries open fire, cannonades that tear

through cloth and flesh to send men reeling. The king is watching. In

desperation he sends for Seydlitz. Some cannon finally come up. A new
attack fares slightly better; the enemy begins to fall back. But there are

no reserve battalions on hand; the left is too far away. Frederick calls

in hussars and dragoons of the right. They attack west of the Kiihgrund

and are in turn counterattacked by Russian and Austrian dragoons.

They fall back. Enemy cavalry circle the Kiihgrund and fall on ex-

hausted Prussian infantry sheltering in a gulley on the left. Seydlitz

pushes in to destroy this effort and sweeps above the Kiihgrund while

infantry press in toward the Tiefen-Weg. Musket and canister fire drive

Seydlitz back.

Finck's battalions finally reach the battlefield about three-thirty p.m.

One of the first to fall is Major Christian Ewald von Kleist, famed

"poet of the spring" (who later dies from his wounds). Kleist is lying

wounded when his king organizes a new attack from left, center, and

right that pushes the Russians from the Kiihgrund to the Tiefen-Weg.

Saltikov feeds in reinforcements.

Frederick moves to the left wing, which has attacked too far to the

right. He sorts out units, brings up heavy guns, orders the attack to

continue, and returns to the Kiihgrund. The attack here falters and stops.

The Prussians are hot, thirsty, hungry, and exhausted. Some units

are out of ammunition. On the right Finck's corps has been driven to



Field Marshal Jacob Keith. "If the Aus-
trians do not attack us here," Keith told

the king at Hochkirch in October 1758,
"they deserve to be hanged." The king

replied, "We must hope that they fear

us more than the gallows."

The king at the battle of Kunersdorf, August 1759. Aides urge

him to leave the field. He refuses. As a small rearguard holds off

the enemy, Cossack bands close like wolves on a quarry. "We are

lost," he tells a hussar officer.
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retreat. The Prussian line falls back. In frantic fury Frederick orders

Prince Eugene forward with cavalry. He attacks at full gallop but at

some point looks around to find no one following him. He turns, is

wounded, and leaves the field. Frederick orders General Puttkamer's

hussars forward. Puttkamer finds death; his hussars, failure.

Frederick watches the rout unbelievingly. A fierce attack by Austrian

and Russian cavalry under Loudon has shattered his left. He rides fu-

riously from clump to clump of running soldiers, begging them to fight.

They pay no heed. Aides urge him to leave the field. He refuses. As a

small rearguard holds off the enemy, Cossack bands close like wolves

on a quarry, sending more men in panic-stricken retreat. A detachment

skirts the king's position. "We are lost," he tells a hussar officer. Cap-

tain Joachim von Prittwitz. "No, Your Majesty," Prittwitz replies.^ He
attacks with a few hussars while an aide seizes the king's bridle and

gallops from the field.

It was the worst defeat of Prussian arms in three wars. With the excep-

tion of a few cavalry units that bravely served as rearguard, the army
had lost tactical integrity. It was more than retreat, it was a rout, the

survivors like frightened cattle trundling back to the Goritz bridge-

head, huddling together waiting for the Russian storm to burst.

Frederick himself was shattered. That evening at Rittwein, in a filthy

hut filled with bundles of straw and two badly wounded officers, he

wrote to Finckenstein that though the men had fought well, they finally

fell into confusion:

I rallied them three times; at last I thought 1 would be captured and was
obliged to yield the field of battle. My coat is riddled with buUetholes,

two horses were killed under me, my misfortune is to be still alive. Our
loss is very considerable: of an army of 48,000, I do not have 3000. At

this moment everyone is running away and I am no longer master of my
people. . . . This is a cruel reverse which I shall not survive. ... I

have no more resources, and to tell the truth I believe everything is

lost. . . . Goodbye forever.

Violently ill the next day, the king ordered General Friedrich von

Finck, who had also been wounded, to take command of what was left

of the army, but only until the king's health improved. In a following

"Instruction" to Finck, he painted a particularly gloomy picture of to-

tal military defeat. Finck, however, was to call in a small corps that

was screening the Swedish army and fight when and where he could—
"Time gained is very important in these dangerous circumstances." Yet

Finck was to inform Prince Henry of the disaster and see that the army

swore allegiance to the Prince of Prussia!
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What to make of this? Was he contemplating abdication? Did he

intend at last to commit suicide? He was ill with gout; he was spitting

blood; and he had dizzy spells. We eliminate mental illness, suggested

by some biographers. His personal secretary wrote to Finckenstein on
August 15 that since the defeat, "His Majesty finds himself in a depres-

sion which causes infinite sorrow to those who have the honor to come
near him." This suggests that the king was not in unsplendid isola-

tion— the accepted version— and his letters and directives of these

few days, if disconsolate and at times confused, scarcely suggest a de-

ranged mind. It seems more logical to suggest that he was suffering

from extreme exhaustion, a morbid condition that in his case was rap-

idly repaired by sleep.

Surface events certainly justified the king's despair. Defeat at Ku-
nersdorf cost over eighteen thousand casualties, of whom some six

thousand were killed and over eleven thousand wounded. The army
had lost over 170 cannon. A lieutenant general and two major generals

were killed. Prince Eugene of Wiirttemberg and Seydlitz and several

other generals were wounded, as were nearly all adjutant aides. The
army on the night of defeat was easy meat for an enterprising enemy.

But that enemy also had been hurt. Total casualties came to around

sixteen thousand, "which will not surprise Your Majesty," Saltikov

informed Czarina Elizabeth, "who is aware that the King of Prussia

sells his defeats at a dear rate."^ Loudon was said to have argued for

immediate pursuit, but Saltikov, who had thought himself beaten until

the sudden denouement, recognized a Pyrrhic victory and was not in-

terested. Nor did Loudon, with a nearly fresh and strong corps, pursue

on his own.
Left to itself, the Prussian army made a swift and remarkable recov-

ery. Under Finck's capable direction, provos were rounding up strag-

glers (many of whom returned voluntarily), numerous lightly wounded
reported for duty. General Johann von Wunsch's corps from Frankfurt

was intact, reinforcements were marching from Pomerania, enemy de-

serters appeared here and there, two irregular battalions were called

in, and General von Rochow was sending cartridges and cannon from

Berlin (where fifty 12-pounder replacements were soon being cast by

royal order). Three days later Frederick wrote that the army counted

twenty-four thousand men and that the "great thunderstorm" would
pass. A day later he was again in command, writing to Finckenstein

and Henry of his plans and blaming a sudden panic of the infantry for

the defeat: "The ridiculous fear of being taken to Siberia made them
lose their heads and there was no way of stopping them." He himself

was nearly back to normal; he wrote melodramatically to the Marquis
d'Argens and Henry, asking the latter to imagine "all that my spirit

suffers and you will easily judge that the torment of the damned does
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not approach it. Happy [be] the dead! They are sheltered from all con-

cerns and sorrows." And to Finckenstein: "Luck as always will decide

our fortune." Two days later the army had increased to thirty thousand

and Frederick was at Fiirstenwalde, screening Berlin, prepared to fight

either Hadik or Loudon— or both. On August 20 he counted thirty-

three thousand men, most of whom, as he complained to Finckenstein,

were rogues: "I fear my troops more than the enemy." Nevertheless,

he was prepared to give battle, even though his best officers were hos-

pitalized in Stettin. Subsequent letters vacillated between desire for and

fear of battle. As he wrote to Prince Ferdinand, "This is the most hor-

rible crisis of my Hfe."

88

The crisis continued but never came to a boil. For King Frederick

it was another difficult period that demanded a patience he did not

possess. He was surrounded by large armies whose commanders har-

bored unknown plans of destruction. At any minute a courier could

bring news that would mean battle — if Saltikov moved on Berlin, if

Daun marched, if, if, if. "My problems only increase," he complained

to Finckenstein on August 22, and, a day later, "Never have I found

myself in such a frightful situation as this."

The Imperial army captured Halle, Leipzig, and Wittenberg, and was
marching on Dresden. Frederick could send only General Wunsch with

eleven "poor battalions" and a few squadrons to interfere. His request

to Prince Ferdinand for a diversion was turned down. Prince Henry
was on the march, momentarily out of touch.

Saltikov eased matters by marching in late August. "I announce the

miracle of the House of Brandenburg," Frederick wrote to Henry, now
at Sagan: instead of giving battle that could have won him the war,

Saltikov "has marched from Miillrose to Lieberose." Frederick at once

shifted camp to Waldow to cut Saltikov from Lusatia and food. Wunsch
recaptured Wittenberg and Torgau — "the first good news that I have

had in a year," Frederick noted in announcing Wunsch's promotion—
and would march to the relief of Dresden once heavy guns arrived.

Here General Schmettau, with a weak garrison, was besieged by thirty

thousand of the enemy. The king, in informing him of the defeat at

Kunersdorf, explained that he could not reinforce him; Schmettau could

capitulate on condition that he be allowed to save the war chest (over
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five million thalers in cash) and gain free passage for his troops. Un-
aware that Wunsch's relief corps was on the way, and seeing no hope
of holding out, Schmettau surrendered. The next day he received a

second letter from the king, ordering him to hold out at all costs! Fred-

erick informed Prince Ferdinand of the disaster, adding that "without

a miracle or your aid I am lost."

The king was once again saved by the enemy's feckless and confused

action. Instead of completing the destruction of the Prussian army.

Marshal Daun sent General Lacy to Saltikov's headquarters to propose

secondary operations that ranged from seizing Berlin to capturing for-

tress Glogau and taking up winter quarters in Silesia.

Saltikov was not very interested. His army had been bled white at

Kay and Kunersdorf, he lacked horses, clothing, and food (Daun not

having supplied the latter, though he had promised to). His one desire

was to recross the Oder and return to Thorn for the winter. Nor was
Daun feeling aggressive. Eight days after Kunersdorf, the French ob-

server in his headquarters noted, "The King of Prussia is in truth too

much feared." ^ Yet the Russian and Austrian courts insisted on action.

Saltikov finally agreed that if Daun supported him with food, forage,

and siege artillery, and also reinforced Loudon's corps, he would move
on Glogau while Daun held Henry in check at Sagan.

Saltikov and Daun marched a few days later— in opposite direc-

tions. Frederick believed that Daun would soon head for Dresden and

ordered Henry to join Finck and Wunsch at Torgau. He himself shad-

owed Saltikov's forces eastward "in order to prevent them from mak-
ing some troublesome incursion, limit their foraging and oblige them
to decamp as soon as possible."

This was in keeping with the king's declared strategy at the opening

of the campaign: divide and conquer. But at this point it was a bold

decision, in view of his weak corps of "twice-beaten troops." He was
determined that Saltikov would not besiege Glogau, and if necessary

he would fight a battle to prevent it. In the event, he need not have

worried. When Daun failed to provide food, forage, and artillery, Sal-

tikov informed Louden that, lacking cannon, he could not besiege Glo-

gau. His task therefore would be to hold the king in check to give Daun
a free hand in Saxony.

It was another stalemate, one army looking at the other, a relatively

quiet period in which the king scribbled verses, played the flute, and

wrote a not very interesting monograph on King Charles XII of Swe-

den, who had also campaigned in these parts.

The war of maneuver had shifted to Saxony. Throughout September

Prince Friedrich Michael of Zweibriicken's Imperial army, reinforced
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by Count Andreas Hadik's corps, faced the Prussian corps of Generals

Finck and Wunsch. Although the king criticized Finck for irresolution,

the Prussians had more than held their own; indeed, Finck had just

been awarded the Order of the Black Eagle for beating the enemy near

Meissen. But Frederick desperately wanted Leipzig and Dresden both

for winter quarters and for political reasons, and that was why he had
ordered Henry to join the generals.

Henry did not want to go to Saxony, but Frederick overrode his

arguments. Once under way, he was a ball of fire. With General Len-

tulus commanding the advance guard, the army covered fifty miles in

two night marches— "the most difficult march he had ever made,"

Henry told the king. Skirting Daun's army east of Bautzen, Henry at-

tacked a corps of irregulars and captured eighteen hundred, at a cost

of forty-four casualties. This brought Daun running to Bautzen so rap-

idly that he reportedly lost three thousand men from exhaustion and

desertion. Guessing Prince Henry's plan, the Austrian field marshal

hurried on to join Zweibriicken at Dresden. He attacked Finck's smaller

corps near Meissen and drove him back to Strehla. At this point Henry

arrived, and Daun returned to Dresden.

But Henry reverted to type. He was not interested in the king's var-

ious operations designed to push Daun back to Bohemia. They did not

suit his preference for a quiet war of maneuver. "Daun is mocking us,"

Frederick protested, again calling for vigorous action: Henry should

not worry about being attacked; Henry should attack. Henry was wor-

ried, and now, not having slept for several nights, he momentarily lost

his head. Not only did he see himself forced to retire on Torgau, but

he doubted that he could remain in Saxony. The enemy was too strong,

and the terrain between Torgau and Leipzig was unsuitable for battle.

Saltikov and Loudon had not yet marched, and the king had just

come down with severe gout and fever when he received this thunder-

bolt. "Having the most beautiful of my armies," he replied, Henry should

not worry about the enemy. The terrain between Torgau and Leipzig

was made up of plains and was ideal for attack: "If you never wish to

risk anything, it is impossible to do anything." Henry had nearly as

many battalions as Daun; he should pull himself together and go after

the enemy.

At this crucial point Saltikov brushed off Loudon's pleas to attack

the Prussians, crossed the Oder, bypassed Glogau, and in late October

began the march to Thorn. Loudon's corps, after burning several vil-

lages, began the long march through Poland to Moravia. Frederick could

therefore release Hiilsen's corps, which would arrive in Saxony in ten

days. "Finck has filled your mind with black thoughts," he wrote to

Henry. "I beg you for the love of God to think differendy and with

more nerve."
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Henry evidently understood the unwritten warning that if he re-

treated, he would suffer the same fate as his brother William, A few

days later, Duke Charles of Arenberg tried to outflank him and was
sent running, with at least four thousand casualties. The king congrat-

ulated Henry. Frederick's health was better, and he hoped shortly to

be in Torgau, "a skeleton full of good will."

The king traveled by carriage and, when that was too painful, by

sedan chair, "like the relics of a saint." August Eichel found him pale

and weak, wobbly on his feet, but brimming with optimism. He greeted

Henry with compliments— and a tactical plan, that of pushing south

with the main army while a strong detachment under Finck circled

south of Dresden (as Henry had already planned). But Henry was now
out of it. It was Frederick, dealing with Finck, who was to march on
Freiberg and Dippoldiswalde and put a strong detachment at Maxen,
from where he would interdict the enemy's baggage trains. Simultane-

ously Colonel Friedrich von Kleist's hussars were to burn enemy mag-
azines at Aussig and elsewhere, along with eight or ten Bohemian vil-

lages, in revenge for Loudon's barbarity in Silesia. Daun had already

withdrawn to Kesseldorf and would probably continue to the Plauen-

grund, west of Dresden. Finck's position and Kleist's raids would throw

Daun into terrible confusion and a disorganized retreat, which could

be exploited to great advantage.

That was the plan. It wasn't a bad one, but it was risky. Frederick

earlier had warned Henry that Daun, who was under heavy pressure

from the Vienna court, would attack an isolated detachment, so this

was the time for the army to remain together. But Hiilsen's corps had

given the army new weight. Finck knew the Maxen area and was strong

enough to be self-sufficient. His mission was interdiction. Patrols and

spies would keep him informed of enemy movements and allow him to

avoid a major action. Frederick subsequently warned him to remain on
the alert, his corps intact; an enemy force was reportedly marching on
Maxen, and the king was sending a corps under General Hiilsen to

Dippoldiswalde. To Finck's report that a general battle appeared im-

minent, the king replied that he must avoid any general action, because

raids would cost the enemy far more.

It is doubtful that Finck received this final advice. Frederick was put-

ting Ecclesiastes to verse in the style of Voltaire when the awful news
arrived. Finck had been surrounded at Maxen and, after a battle of

several hours, had surrendered his entire corps: sixteen battalions, thirty-

six squadrons, eight generals, over five hundred officers (about a tenth

of the officer corps), over twelve thousand troops.

"My God, is it possible? Have I brought my bad luck with me to

Saxony?" the king asked Catt, and then raved on about his unfortunate

life, the only happy period of which was at Rheinsberg. "I cannot re-
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cover from my astonishment," he wrote to d'Argens. "Astonishment,
sorrow, indignation, scorn, all blended together, lacerate my soul." He
received Finck's report coldly: "Up to now it is unheard of that a Prus-

sian corps would lay down its weapons before its enemy." He was
going to suspend judgment until he had all the facts.* Finckenstein was
to play down the "disaster" to the public "as best he could." f
The king still did not regard the campaign as lost, and hoped that

lack of food would soon force Daun to retire into Bohemia. Daun had
no intention of doing so; his orders were to hold Dresden "at all costs."

In this very cold winter, each tried to attack the other in vain. In mid-
January both commanders went into winter quarters, Daun near Dres-

den with forward elements at Dippoldiswalde, Frederick immediately

to the southwest with headquarters at Freiberg.

* After returning from imprisonment in 1763, Finck was court-martialed, cashiered, and sen-

tenced to one year of fortress arrest. He died, at the age of forty-seven, in 1766, as a general

in Danish service. King Frederick recalled his two daughters, gave them pensions, and paid

for their education.

t Responsibility for Maxen has been debated through the years. The king has been criticized

for unnecessarily exposing Finck. Catt later wrote that Prince Henry and many officers dis-

puted the decision. Henry's mood is clear from his annotation of the king's letter of Decem-

ber 14, which as usual discussed enemy strength and intentions: "I have no confidence what-

ever in these reports; they are always as contradictory and uncertain as his character. He has

thrown us into this cruel war, and only the valor of the generals and soldiers can extricate

us. Since the day that he joined my army, he has spread confusion and misfortune in it; all

my efforts in this campaign, all the good fortune which favored me, everything is lost through

Frederick." (Easum, Prince Henry of Prussia.) This is rather silly, since Henry would still

have been raiding in Bohemia but for the king's orders. Moreover, Henry had already planned

to send Finck's corps south to cut Daun's communications. Finck later claimed to have been

unduly influenced by the king's orders, and perhaps the king's earlier criticism of his pessi-

mism prevented him from prudently retiring, although he seems to have been tactically blind.

General Wunsch, who did defend brilliantly and who was also captured, had wished to keep

fighting and laid the blame squarely on Finck. Perhaps the kindest criticism was offered by

Andrew Mitchell: "If Finck had done the right thing [withdraw], he would not have dined at

the king's table again for some time, but his corps would have been saved." (Politische Cor-

respondenz. Volume 19.)
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89

Defeat at maxen and the pusillanimous end of the campaign had
dealt the Prussian king's diplomacy an almost mortal blow. Although

Austria from the beginning had regarded an Anglo-Prussian proposal

for a peace conference as weakness, certain officials in Paris and Saint

Petersburg were interested. But Maxen brought new strength to war
parties in these courts. In early December Count Kaunitz informed the

Russian court that "the King of Prussia is as good as destroyed, the

English financial strength is exhausted."^ Czarina Elizabeth agreed;

she abruptly rejected a conference and pledged herself to continue the

war.

Frederick nonetheless continued to work for a separate peace with

France. Voltaire's efforts to bring Minister Choiseul around had failed—
to no one's great surprise. But an effort by Duchess Louise Dorothea

of Saxe-Gotha fared better, and Frederick grew excited with Choiseul's

conciliatory reply. Neither William Pitt nor Andrew Mitchell was im-

pressed, but Frederick refused to be discouraged. "Amidst all his great

and superior qualities," Mitchell reported, the king "is by no means
exempted from the common Weakness of humanity of believing with

wonderful facility whatever is agreeable, and with the greatest diffi-

culty whatever is contrary to his wishes or interest."-^ In due course the

king admitted that the war party still controlled the Versailles court,

but he hoped that France's lack of money and her losses on land and

sea would bring her to peace.

He held no such hopes for the Russian court. On learning of the

czarina's curt refusal of a conference, he again asked Pitt to send a

naval squadron to the Baltic. When his request was turned down, he

repeated it in February. Pitt's reply was that the British navy was al-

ready overextended, but the more probable reason was that Britain did

not wish to jeopardize important Baltic trade by quarreling with Rus-

sia, Sweden, and Denmark.
Frederick had two other possible allies. One was Denmark, which

tentatively offered a fleet, but negotiations dragged and he soon real-

ized that still another effort had failed. This left Turkey. Rexin (the

name still being used by Lieutenant Hand) reported that the grand vizir

had been on the point of agreeing to an alliance and military action

against Russia and Austria when news of an approaching general peace

(spread by enemy agents) changed his mind. The king authorized Rexin

to spend 500,000 thalers (he later doubled the amount) on bribes to

obtain the alliance. Finckenstein was to send expensive gifts to the sul-

tan, grand vizir, and senior officials. Once again he held high hopes for

success.
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Whether he actually believed that any of these moves would produce

positive results or whether he was whistling in the dark is a moot ques-

tion. He was depressed, living almost in isolation, enjoying only his

flute, books, and his usual outpouring of satirical verses, melodramatic

odes, and elegies. Judging from his conversations with Catt and Mitch-

ell and his personal correspondence, he was nearing the end of his inner

resources. "The most unfortunate and harsh campaign that I have ever

made" had left him dispirited and ill, surrounded by enemies on every

side. He told d'Argens, "I have lost all confidence in my fortune." "All

that I can do," he wrote a week later, "is to struggle constantly against

adversity; but I am able neither to restore fortune nor to diminish the

number of my enemies." Similar complaints went to Prince Henry and
Finckenstein. He ordered court and government to be moved back to

Magdeburg for safety.

That was one side of the king, but Mitchell caught another: "A gen-

eral discouragement reigns through the whole army from the fatal ef-

fects of which he is perhaps the only person exempted. . . . Ferocity

has seized his mind and cruelty has steeled his heart." ^

The main question in the king's mind was how best to hang on until

some fortunate event— a deus ex machina perhaps in the form of peace,

as he wrote Henry— rescued him from certain destruction. His solu-

tion, as in the previous year, was to remain on the strategic defensive

while rebuilding his shattered army, which had lost sixty thousand men
in the 1759 campaign. By mid-May he had brought it to 110,000, but

only by scraping the barrel; part of his army, as he told the British

envoy, "was fit only to be shown at a distance to the enemy. , . . The
other part was discouraged and dispirited."'* Nevertheless he could now
begin to hit the enemy when and where possible to keep him off bal-

ance. He wanted in particular to prevent the Austrians from entering

Lusatia and joining with the Russians.

He moved carefully, reacting more than acting, hoping desperately

for peace with France, for Turkish intervention, for any miracle. "I

tremble when I see the approaching campaign," he wrote to Fincken-

stein in March. "I am very tired; I feel the weakness of age that hinders

me much differently than formerly," he complained to Prince Ferdi-

nand, "War demands an old head full of experience with a young and

robust body." For the moment he would stay where he was in order to

be closer to the French negotiations, would wait for Daun to move,

attack him when he did so, then march as circumstances dictated. He
put Henry, who had returned from sick leave, in command of the Rus-

sian front; his orders were to assemble an army at Sagan, from where

he could march to Frankfurt, Pomerania, or to Fouque at Landeshut.

Foreseeing that Daun and Zweibriicken would attack him at Freiberg,

Frederick built a fortified camp behind the Triebisch River, northwest
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of Dresden, and in late April shifted his army there, his left wing resting

on Meissen, where he could cross the Elbe if necessary to march to the

relief of Pomerania or Silesia.

The enemy remained as divided as ever. At the Vienna court, France

was rapidly becoming a military cipher while Russia grew in impor-

tance. Maria Theresa and Count Kaunitz were determined to end the

war in 1760 and were increasing the army to 140,000 men. Czarina

Elizabeth pledged Russia to the same goal, promising to do everything

possible to make the coming campaign decisive.

Opinions differed as to how to achieve this ambitious end. Daun and

Lacy proposed a modest plan of limited objectives. Loudon, backed by

Maria Theresa and Kaunitz, wanted an all-out offensive to destroy the

Prussian army. The plan as finally worked out called for Loudon to

invade Upper Silesia with forty thousand men and join there with twenty

to thirty thousand Russians. This would force the Prussian king to move
from Dresden, whereupon Daun's main army and the Imperial troops

would seize all of Saxony. The main Russian army was to capture Bres-

lau. Loudon would then press the king into Lower Silesia, where his

army would be destroyed.

The Russian court received the plan in early March. Marshal Salti-

kov put his finger on the problem, telling the French military represen-

tative "that the campaign would run a course as fruitless as the earlier

ones— one will spread out on all sides without, however, operating

anywhere effectively."^ The Russian reply rejected an advance into Up-

per Silesia. Czarina Elizabeth promised that Saltikov would be on the

Oder in mid-June, his goal to seize fortresses Glogau and Breslau.

Meanwhile a strong corps under General Count Chernyshev would
assemble at Posen while General Count Gottlob Tottleben's Cossacks

again invaded Pomerania. Saltikov had been ordered to work closely

with Marshal Daun, but Daun was expected to act aggressively and

also provide the Russian army with food and siege artillery.

This delayed reply effectively put matters back to square one. How
is it possible, Daun asked Maria Theresa, to work with Saltikov, a

general who is "without experience, without judgment, and without

determination."^ Loudon agreed that the Russians were stalling and

advised his court to proceed without them; it was already late May,
and delay only favored the Prussian enemy. Loudon's march into Up-

per Silesia was abandoned. Instead, he moved his corps to Zittau. After

learning that Prince Henry had arrived with a strong corps at Sagan,

the Hofkriegsrath ordered Loudon to base on Koniggratz, where he

would be reinforced to a strength of forty thousand before marching

into Glatz.

With Daun playing possum at Dresden and Saltikov's army stalled

on the Weichsel River, Frederick's primary concern in this dangerous
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spring of 1760 was Tottleben's rapacious operations in Pomerania and

Loudon's burgeoning threat to Lower Silesia.

This was Prince Henry's operational responsibility. His line stretched

from Landeshut, where General Fouque commanded a small corps, to

the Baltic, where General Forcade was screening fortress Colberg with

another small corps of inferior quality.

Henry had not wanted this command, which he thought would re-

sult only in disaster. Having accepted it, he wished to rely on his usual

careful tactics, moving against enemy supply depots rather than against

the enemy himself. This was wholly unacceptable to the king under the

present circumstances and soon led to another quarrel. Although Fred-

erick had promised Henry total operational autonomy, he was soon

writing one letter after another full of advice that Henry did not want

and often did not follow.

Neither commander could do much about Tottleben, whose Cos-

sacks had been prowling about in Pomerania since early May. His Hght

troops struck everywhere, burning towns and outposts, scouring an

already sad land.

Loudon's threat to Silesia was another matter. The key player here

was General Fouque at Landeshut. Frederick and Henry spent most of

May speculating on Gideon Loudon's possible moves. If he invaded

Silesia, Fouque must retire northeast on Schweidnitz to cover Breslau.

Frederick did not believe that Loudon would risk communications to

this extent, and he was also hopeful that Turkey would invade Hun-

gary to end this particular threat.

In late May the vice-commandant of Glatz, a Piedmontese lieutenant

colonel with the unusual name of d'O, reported that Loudon was mov-

ing on Braunau. This was incorrect, but it caused Fouque to march

northeast to the Freiberg area, from where he asked Henry for rein-

forcements. Colonel d'O meanwhile reported that Loudon was at

Frankenstein. Fouque now evacuated Landeshut entirely and marched

northeast to cover Breslau.

This displeased Henry, who had wanted Fouque to hold Landeshut

until he was in danger of being surrounded. It also displeased the king,

who reprimanded Fouque for his "too premature and precipitate" march,

which might ruin everything. "My generals do me more harm than the

enemy because they always move the wrong way," he added gratui-

tously. A few days later he ordered Fouque to return to Landeshut and

hold it to the last man.

Taken in context, the order was logical. Frederick had decided to

break his own tactical impasse by crossing the Elbe to march on Gen-

eral Lacy's corps between Radeburg and Moritzburg. It was a danger-

ous but not foolhardy move, accomplished in mid-June. Though it would

not lead to the decisive battle that Frederick wanted, a victory would
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cause Loudon to abandon the siege of Glatz (which had surprised Col-

onel d'O) and would allow the king to reinforce Fouque, who was back

at Landeshut "without much of an army."

The operation started well. The soldiers reminded Eichel of those of

1756, determined, looking forward to battle, not one deserter on the

march, but, alas, lacking the officers of 1756. Unfortunately Lacy di-

vined the plan and fell back toward Dresden, leaving the Prussians an

empty camp.

Frederick was enormously disappointed. "I have a great desire to

hang myself," he told Catt. Instead of reinforcing Fouque, he now sent

orders for him to evacuate Landeshut and fall back to screen Breslau if

Loudon pressed into Silesia. At this point two reports from Rexin in

Constantinople revived him. Not only was the Porte ready to sign an

alliance with Prussia; it was about to send an army into Hungary. But

countering this boon came news that Loudon had raised the siege of

Glatz to attack Fouque. He had taken heavy casualties at Glatz, but he

still counted about thirty-five thousand against Fouque's eleven thou-

sand. Fouque had made a strong defense— the enemy admitted to three

thousand casualties— but was finally overwhelmed. Fouque himself

had been twice wounded and was a prisoner of war."^

90

The campaign of 1760 had scarcely opened to King Frederick's

liking. General Lacy's escape and General Fouque's defeat "occasioned

a sensible alteration in his temper and spirits," Andrew Mitchell re-

ported. "He talks despondingly and with more harshness than usual,

both of which have a bad effect on the army."^ Mitchell thought that

the king was trying to do more than he could and blamed a fixation on
Silesia for the present situation.

The kindhearted envoy was missing the point. The king was in a

countdown to defeat. He believed that the only way out was to win

une affaire decisive over Daun — the words are constantly repeated in

his letters of this time. Foreseeing that Daun would march through

Lusatia to join Loudon, Frederick marched on Bautzen, a furious effort

* The king did not blame Fouque, who had fought with honor and whose defense won Lou-

don's praise. Fouque returned to Brandenburg in 1763, a semi-invaHd who lived quietly,

frequently corresponding with, and sometimes visited by, Frederick. He died in 1774.
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in blazing sun that in one day cost over a hundred deaths from heat

exhaustion and foul water. It was also a futile effort. The Prussians

were shadowed by Daun, who offered no chance of battle. Frederick

now turned west in another effort to fight Count Lacy, who, with Prince

Charles of Zweibriicken and his Imperial army, merely retired south to

the Pirna area. The king continued on to besiege Dresden, which he

believed would fall in a few days.

It is difficult to understand his decision. Had he won the place, he

could not have held it very long, so there was no foreseeable political

or military gain. Siege guns had to come from Magdeburg. In the in-

terim he relied on his own artillery, which was insufficient both in weight

and quantity of ammunition. Firing continued for a week while trenches

were opened and battery sites prepared. The big guns finally arrived,

and the king told Mitchell that he would soon possess the city. But the

garrison showed no signs of surrender. Frederick stepped up the bom-
bardment to set the city on fire, a politically unwise move. Eichel wrote

to Finckenstein that one could see little but fire and smoke and civilians

streaming out by foot, horse, and cart.* Mitchell suggested that it was
vindictive: "I cannot think of the bombardment of Dresden without

horror, nor of many other things I have seen. Misfortunes naturally

sour men's temper and long continued, without interval, at last extin-

guish humanity."-^

Frederick's mood was such that the news of Count Podewils's death

made little impression. "He was an honest man and a good citizen,"

Frederick wrote to Finckenstein. "But such are all our losses. It would
appear that one becomes indifferent to everything."

His one concern was the war. While Dresden burned, Daun's army
was approaching by forced marches. It camped east of the city the day

after siege guns arrived. Enemy irregulars and small detachments all

along had harassed Frederick's lines, once even reaching his headquar-

ters and cutting him from all outside communication. When Regiment

Anhalt-Bemburg gave way to a sally from the city, he ordered hat tresses

slashed off and officers relieved of their swords; no greater insult could

be imagined. He fell from his horse and the horse stepped on his foot.

He barraged Prince Henry with confused and often contradictory or-

ders. When the prince replied despondently, he was criticized for seeing

the black side of things, which made him irresolute at a time when "it

is far better to make a bad decision than none at all." He refused to

listen to subordinates who insisted that the siege had failed.

Only in late July did he face truth and give orders to march to Meis-

sen. As the frustrated army departed, the Austrians across the river

* In 1772 Dr. John Moore noted: "Many of these [Dresden] houses still lie in rubble; but the

inhabitants are gradually rebuilding, and probably all the ruined streets will be repaired

before a new war breaks out in Germany." (Moore, Views of Society.)
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fired muskets and cannon in another fete de victoire: Loudon had cap-

tured fortress Glatz.

Dresden was not yet burning when Frederick admitted to Prince Henry
that he was in "the greatest possible embarrassment. ... All the moves
that I can take are subject to great inconveniences." He had scarcely

lifted the Dresden siege when he learned that Loudon was besieging

Breslau. It was now a matter of trying to beat Daun to Silesia.

Leaving Hiilsen with a small corps at Meissen, Frederick marched in

early August with about thirty thousand men. He intended to be be-

tween the Queiss and Bober Rivers in five days; there he could have a

decisive battle with Daun. Given the terrain, his already tired troops,

and the heat, the march was bound to be difficult. But Daun compli-

cated matters even more by sending irregulars to tear up the land that

Frederick was to cross. Simultaneously he marched from Bischof-

swerda ahead of the Prussians while Lacy marched behind the Prus-

sians, his pandours harassing the columns. In Frederick's later wry words:

"A stranger seeing the movements of these armies could have been

deceived. He would have surely thought that they all belonged to the

same commander. Marshal Daun's army would have appeared to him
the advance guard, that of Prussia the main army, and Lacy's troops

the rearguard."^

In this dangerous situation the king marched in an almost battle-

ready formation of three columns, each nearly self-sufficient (including

artillery), and each ready to deploy into line of battle in case of attack.

Prussian hussars and irregulars preceded and followed the first col-

umns; dragoons, the second and third. Heavy artillery remained with

brigades, aid wagons with battalions — altogether two thousand wa-
gons rolled across the land. Pontoon carriers fronted each column, be-

cause five rivers had to be crossed. Speed was essential. Extreme heat

took a high toll of lives, Mitchell noted, and caused many to desert.

The Prussians covered a remarkable ninety-plus miles in five days to

reach Bunzlau, where the king ordered a day of rest.

Frederick learned from intercepted letters that Daun, now at

Schmottseifen, was apparently planning to besiege fortress Schweid-

nitz. The king intended to frustrate this plan by marching to Jauer and
Striegau, thus outflanking Daun. "It will be very difficult on this occa-

sion to avoid a general battle that will decide everything . .
." he

wrote to Henry. "I believe that in a few days the quarrel between Car-

thage and Rome will be decided."

Frederick also learned that Henry had shaken off all doubts and had
carried off his own magnificent operation. Observing that Saltikov had
marched from Posen, Henry foresaw a jointure with Loudon in Silesia.

He responded by a series of forced marches that averaged nearly thirty

miles a day to bring his corps of about thirty-six thousand to fortress

Glogau and on toward Breslau. Loudon meanwhile had closed on Bres-
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lau and demanded that it surrender or his Croats would ravish the

town. He grandly remarked, "I will not spare the child in its mother's

womb." General Bogislav von Tauentzien,* who was prepared for a

siege, replied, "Neither I nor my soldiers are with child. Proceed if you

will."^

Loudon was only about twenty thousand strong, and he lacked heavy

artillery and supply. Saltikov, moreover, did not trust the Austrians.

Although he had crossed into Silesia, he halted for two days near the

border. Henry meanwhile arrived at Parchwitz, chased Loudon as far

as Striegau, recrossed the Oder at Breslau, pushed off a Russian corps,

and camped north of the Silesian capital. This has been accurately called

"one of the most brilliant exploits of the whole war."^ But now Henry

incongruously informed the king, "If 1 had foreseen the difficulties that

I am finding in this campaign and those that I still foresee, I would

have begged you to spare me from a job that I regard as almost impos-

sible to perform." Frederick unsympathetically replied, "It is not diffi-

cult, my dear brother, to find people who serve the state in affluent and

fortunate times; good citizens are those who serve the state in a time

of crisis and misfortune." He himself was near Liegnitz, he explained,

about to march to Goldberg and on to Jauer, where he could get badly

needed bread from Schweidnitz. But he anticipated a battle with Daun
before then.

Frederick was to get more than he bargained for. Marching with his

advance guard, he ran into enemy hussars on some heights near Gold-

berg and pushed through only to see Daun's entire army crossing to

the right, or eastern, bank of the Katzbach. Blocked from Jauer, he

reconnoitered Liegnitz the next day and found the enemy in his way
there. Turning south again, perhaps a trifle desperately, he crossed the

Katzbach, hoping to break through to Jauer, but Lacy had reached the

main army and stood squarely in the way.f He neither could attack

nor, because of poor roads, could he outflank the Austrians to the south.

Recrossing the Katzbach in time to avoid being attacked, he took up a

position southwest of Liegnitz, intending to march on Parchwitz. To
free his hand, he sent two thousand empty wagons, escorted by some

irregulars, back to Glogau.

Daun had gained a superior tactical position. By the evening of Au-

* Present as Tauentzien's secretary was thirty-one-year-old Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, whose

famous play, Minna von Barnhelm, written in 1763, was inspired by the feeling of Prussian

nationalism that emerged in the Seven Years' War.

t Prussian hussars captured a great deal of enemy baggage at Goldberg, including Lacy's

entire equipage and, according to one observer, "a quite pretty Tyrolean scullery maid."

Frederick later returned Lacy's baggage as a mark of courtesy "in a profession that is hard

and cruel enough in itself." He retained a map showing Austrian marches until '^ could be

copied. (Generalstab S, Volume iz.) Mitchell reported that a good many officers A'ere criti-

cizing the king for putting the army in a trap similar to that of Maxen. Mitchell destroyed

his cipher and burned his important papers. (Mitchell, Memoirs.)
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gust 14 his entire army, eighty thousand strong, formed an arc running

from Goldberg, southwest of Liegnitz, to the Katzbach River, north-

east of the city. Pressed by Loudon and by letters from Empress Maria
Theresa, Daun decided to attack. Loudon reported this happy news to

Marshal Saltikov, who reluctantly agreed to send Chernyshev's corps

of twenty thousand across the Oder to join Loudon at Neumarkt.

Thursday, August 14, ij6o. Daun's main army crosses the Katzbach

at night and marches north, intending to strike the Prussian right in the

morning. Lacy's corps marches northeast from Goldberg to move be-

hind the Prussian right wing. Loudon crosses the Katzbach below Lieg-

nitz and will attack the Prussian left flank.

A drunken Irish officer comes to the Prussian camp to report that

the Austrians will attack in the morning. Frederick pays little attention.

His trains are already across the Schwarzwasser. The army marches at

dark. Peasants remain in the old camp to tend fires while hussars bawl

out false commands. The army debouches onto a plateau northeast of

Liegnitz, its left flank behind Panten, its right flank south of Hummel.
Outposts and cavalry vedettes ring the small army, scarcely thirty thou-

sand men. The night is cold and rainy. The king sits by a small fire,

talking to some soldiers. The army will march again at dawn.

Friday, August ij, iy6o. Loudon's corps is over the Katzbach in the

area of Panten, slightly southeast of the new Prussian position. Shortly

after midnight Loudon marches with his reserve regiments, his goal the

heights of Pfaffendorf. In thick fog he runs into Zieten's hussars, who
retire after a short and confused skirmish. Loudon continues his march.

It is three a.m. Major Herman von Hundt with a party of hussars is

scouting east toward Bienowitz. From the fog and the night comes
Loudon's advance guard. Austrians open fire; Prussians quickly fall

back. The king hears gunfire, which is followed by Hundt's frantic

arrival. He reports that Loudon's infantry is approaching. More fire

sounds from the rear: the enemy has tumbled on the Prussian vedettes.

It is almost daylight. The king, already mounted, orders Brigade

Schenkendorff to wheel left and march with its front against Bienowitz,

its heavy battery positioned on a nearby slope. The remainder of the

left wing shifts left to extend General Balthasar von Schenkendorff 's

new front. Troopers are still shaking sleep from their eyes when Lou-

don's cavalry hit from the rear. The Prussians are temporarily thrown
back but manage to re-form and with three fresh regiments slowly push

the enemy toward Bienowitz. It is a confused and prolonged fight in

bush-covered land dotted with forest.

Frederick meanwhile orders Zieten, commanding the right wing, to

prevent Daun from crossing the Katzbach and the Schwarzwasser. He
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extends his left wing to the right toward the Katzbach. Dawn is just

breaking when Loudon leads his grenadiers to an attack on the left.

Schenkendorff's heavy guns greet them with canister shot. They are

hurt but continue forward until stopped by musket fire. Schenkendorff

is badly wounded and leaves the field. General Friedrich von Biilow

moves his second line to Schenkendorff's left. Frederick orders four

reserve battalions to form a new second line, which he backs by reserve

cavalry. He deploys two more batteries to the front to greet the col-

umns of Loudon's main force, now showing in early morning light.

Frederick greets the newcomers with sharp artillery fire followed by

a general attack. General Wied moves out on the right to push Lou-

don's left back through Panten village and over the Katzbach, Enemy
canister fire is taking a nasty toll. A ball smashes a man's head and

covers Lieutenant Ernst Barsewich's hat with his brains. General Fried-

rich von Saldern offers gunners ten thalers to silence the offending bat-

tery. A gunner named Kretschmer fires a grenade that hits a powder
wagon, destroying the battery and winning him an elegant reward of

sixty French francs. Three battalions on Wied's left finally clean the

enemy from the woods north of Panten and sweep up a number of

cannon in the process. On the left Regiment Anhalt-Bernburg, the one

disgraced at Dresden, moves out, officers without swords, men without

hat tresses, but everyone with the humiliating memory of Dresden.

Austrian guns are up now, the Austrian line holds steady, but the Bern-

burgers lower their muskets and, shouting Ehre oder Tod (Honor or

death), charge with bayonets and musket butts. Regiment Ferdinand

follows behind. The Austrian first line runs, the second follows. Cuir-

assiers gallop to charge the right. They destroy three entire regiments,

seize eleven cannon and six flags.

Loudon orders retreat to Bienowitz. Frederick adjusts his lines and

follows. Loudon begins to cross the Katzbach. His reserve artillery fires

from west of Bienowitz, where cavalry attack the Prussian left wing. A
battalion on the Prussian far left sheers from the line. Austrian cavalry

see Regiment Ferdinand's exposed left, gallop to the attack, penetrate

to Regiment Anhalt-Bernburg, which holds while cavalry charge to drive

the intruders back to Bienowitz.

It is about five a.m. On the Prussian right Zieten's batteries fire on
irregulars. Zieten and Wedell form baggage into a Wagenburg as they

watch enemy columns approach from the south. The columns are Daun's

army. Lacy's corps closes on the main army. Daun learns of Loudon's

defeat and decides not to attack.

It was a victory the more dramatic because a few hours earlier the

victors had faced almost certain destruction. Now the way was clear

to the northeast, to Parchwitz, and to Prince Henry's army. Count
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Chernyshev's Russians had gone back over the Oder on learning of

Loudon's defeat, which Frederick magnified in a letter to Henry that

was intentionally allowed to be intercepted by the Russians.

There was little need for exaggeration. Loudon had lost fourteen

hundred dead, over twenty-two hundred wounded (including six gen-

erals), over forty-seven hundred prisoners, eighty cannons, and numer-

ous flags and standards, not to mention a flood of deserters.* The Prus-

sians lost over six hundred dead, twenty-five hundred wounded
(including the king, whose right hip was bruised by a spent canister

ball).

The king was elated. While musketeers and gunners fired victory

salvos, tired men cleaned the battlefield, a task somewhat eased be-

cause Loudon had taken two thousand wounded with him.f Frederick

moved from company to company, loud in praise of the soldiers who,
he said, had fought "like his old infantry."

At evening parade in Parchwitz he formally thanked the army and

announced a long list of promotions (Zieten was made general of cav-

alry) and money rewards for outstanding performance, including fifty

ducats for each captured cannon. Finally he announced that Regiment

Anhalt-Bernburg had removed its stain of dishonor: he was returning

swords to its officers and would pay for new hat tresses for the men.

9 J

The BATTLE OF LiEGNiTZ was Splendid enough, and Frederick touted

it to one and all as a great victory. But as he candidly informed King

George of England, "The task was not accomplished." Enemy armies

were still in Silesia, Saxony, and Pomerania. The task was to clear them

out before taking winter quarters. As starters he would force Russians

and Austrians from Silesia in the hope of bringing Daun to a "decisive

battle" in the process.

He did not look forward to the task. He was a very tired man, only

too well aware of the great stroke of luck he had enjoyed at Liegnitz.

"Never have we experienced such great dangers," he wrote to d'Argens

* Shortly after the aaion, Frederick wrote to Henry: "[Deserters] say that after the action he

[Loudon] rolled on the ground, crying, 'My cannon, my cannon!' and cursing Daun a thou-

sand times. I do not like heroes who roll in the sand." These and other criticisms stemmed

from an innate dislike of Loudon, first because he had made his reputation as a commander

of irregulars, second because he had tried to enter Prussian service originally but had been

rejected by the king, who did not like the look of his eyes.

t Prussian and some enemy wounded were hauled in carts to Breslau. "Five hundred dra-

goons were required to dismount to give saddle transportation to the wounded," wrote one

historian. (Garrison, History of Military Medicine.)

\
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shortly after the battle; "never have we had more enormous fatigue."

At the age of forty-eight, he was leading the life of a military monk.
Like Pliny, he found consolation only in his letters: "I do not know
whether I shall survive this war; but I am firmly resolved in case this

happens to spend the rest of my days in seclusion, in the bosom of

philosophy and friendship."

After briskly cleaning Cossack "vermin" from either side of the Oder,

the king sent General Baron Karl von der Goltz with a task force of ten

thousand men to shield Glogau from any new Russian threat. In late

August he overrode Prince Henry's acrimonious arguments and com-
bined the two armies to march on Schweidnitz with fifty thousand.

Prince Henry went on the sicklist in Breslau with a convenient "fever,"

apparently at his own request and probably to avoid service close to

the king.

Frederick hoped to maneuver Daun into battle or to force him from
Silesia. His effort soon resembled what many historians have accepted

as the eighteenth-century mode of warfare, a sort of military minuet,

in this case alternating with quadrilles, waltzes, and at times a frantic

czardas. Daun, of course, was not an easy parmer. At Bunzelwitz, where

the king was waiting for a bread delivery, he still had no idea of Daun's

plans. He was ill with "a cramp so terrible that I thought I would
suffocate," he wrote to Henry. He hoped his brother would soon re-

cover and join him: "I have here a large machine to look after and I

am alone. I tremble when I think of it." News from the north was bad.

The Russians had converged by land and sea on fortress Colberg. If the

fortress fell, Chernyshev would take up winter quarters in Pomerania

and the New Mark. The king was suffering from "flying hemorrhoids"

and fever. "I am like a body being dissected, each day losing one of its

members," he told d'Argens. Daun was being cautious, occupying "un-

attackable posts" in the hills. The army continued to dance between

Schweidnitz and Glatz. It won skirmishes but "nothing decisive." In

late September the king, a disgruntled martial wallflower, was at Ditt-

mansdorf, from where he wrote Henry, "This campaign appears to me
more insupportable than the others; despite all my trouble and cares I

cannot advance one step toward the big stakes, and I succeed only in

bagatelles."

The enemy broke the impasse in early October. Pressed by the Vi-

enna court to do something, Daun agreed to join the Russians in a

foray against Berlin, a two-pronged effort in which Lacy would march
north with fifteen thousand men and Chernyshev west with twenty

thousand. Chernyshev's vanguard, three thousand men commanded by

General Tottleben, closed on the capital in early October but retired

on the approach of the Prince Eugene of Wiirttemberg's corps, which

was soon joined by General Hiilsen. Counting only fourteen thousand,

they were too weak to defend Berlin, so they retired on Spandau. The
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Austrians and Russians ransacked private residences, including royal

palaces, setded for a ransom of 1.5 million thalers, and retired when
they learned that the Prussian king would soon arrive. They thoroughly

pillaged the surrounding country in the process.

Frederick was five marches from the capital when the crisis passed.

Daun meanwhile had marched to Eilenburg, southwest of Torgau in

Saxony. In an effort to bring him to battle, Frederick collected his army
and, with about forty-four thousand men, marched on Diiben, which

the Prince of Zweibriicken's Imperial army hastily evacuated, moving
south. After the return of Lacy's corps, Daun's army counted about

fifty-two thousand. Daun placed the army in a defensive position just

west of Torgau. He had been ordered to give battle. Only too happy to

oblige, Frederick occupied Eilenburg and in early November marched
toward Torgau.

%
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Sunday, November z, iy6o. Daun's main army is deployed about a

mile west of Torgau, along the sprawling Siptitz Ridge. His long front

faces almost due south, his left secure behind Rohrgraben Brook, which

spills into a large pond. His right reaches west of Siptitz before folding

back into pine-covered hills fronted by brooks, marshes, and pine woods,

a flank that he further strengthens by reserve cavalry pushed forward

in en potence formation. Batteries of heavy cannon cover the front.

The disadvantage of this otherwise formidable position is lack of

room. Daun is crowding his men. His lines are not even three hundred
yards apart. The terrain — woods and sandy soil— hinders easy

movement of artillery and cavalry. There is almost no depth for ma-
neuver.

The Prussian army advances to Schilda, southwest of Torgau. The king

rides forward to study the situation. He quickly rejects an assault against

either the main southern line or either flank. Instead, he will try to hold

Daun in position by an attack against his center while his main force

marches around the position to strike from the rear. Once the king

attacks from the north, Zieten will attack from the south, a nutcracker

play that cannot fail to roll up Daun's right flank and force him to

surrender or be pushed into the Elbe— and thereby end the war.

Monday, November 3, iy6o. Six-thirty a.m. The Prussians march early

in four columns, Zieten with about eighteen thousand toward Daun's

center, perhaps seven miles distant, Frederick with about twenty-six

thousand to outflank the enemy and strike from the rear.

Things go wrong almost from the beginning. Frederick is counting

on surprise, but he runs into a corps of hussars and irregulars that must

be driven off with cannon fire. Daun is alerted to the Prussian march
and begins to shift his main line of defense so that his second line faces

north. Lacy, with twenty thousand troops, moves behind the Rohrgra-

ben as rearguard to cover Torgau and the vital bridges.

Zieten early strikes trouble. His orders are to deploy close to Daun's

main line and attack at cannon signal from the king. Zieten's advance

guard runs into Lacy's outposts, which divert him to the right and

bring him under heavy cannon fire. He is forced to shelter right of

center while his cannon join the action.

Frederick's columns find the going very difficult. Cold rain and thick

woods slow the infantry. Artillery carriages soon bog down on wet,

sandy trails. The king desperately pushes ahead with only his infantry.

About one in the afternoon he closes on Elsnig, almost directly north

of Daun's position. But his cannon are still in the woods, Lieutenant

General Hiilsen's infantry are miles behind, and Prince Georg of Hol-

stein's cavalry altogether lost. Daun's center and right are protected by
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marsh and brooks, which means he will have to attack farther west.

The result is more delay.

The king shifts his battalions to the cover of Dommitsch Forest while

aides scurry to try to locate Hiilsen and Holstein. He hears cannon fire

to the south and decides that Zieten must be attacking (Zieten is only

exchanging cannon fire with Lacy). Fearing that Zieten will be de-

feated, the king decides to attack with what is on hand. Battalion 3-

pounders fire from the forest edge while the king builds a first line of

seven battalions, a second of General Friedrich von Ramin's brigade.

As his units deploy, Daun's massed artillery opens fire along the line.

Prussian cannon are blasted away. The infantry are marching toward

some old log barricades about eight hundred yards away. Austrian

gunners change to canister shot, which tear huge gaps in the line. A
few grenadiers reach the barricades only to meet musket fire. They
stumble back to the woods. Eight hundred bodies remain on the field.

It is about three p.m. Austrian infantry attack and are stopped only

with difficulty by Ramin's second line. Hiilsen's column finally turns

up and deploys for attack. The new lines reach the barricades, silence

the cursed enemy guns to their front, and are about to turn the Aus-

trian flank when Daun's reserve falls on them. A spent ball strikes the

king in the chest and knocks him out. He recovers consciousness and

watches his second assault fail. Twenty-six battalions are shot to pieces;

twenty heavy cannon are out of action. Some Prussian soldiers are still

holding forward ground when Holstein's cavalry come up. Frederick

orders him to attack from the far left. He scrapes together some infan-

try to launch a third assault.

It is about four-thirty p.m. Tired men struggle forward in the dusk.

Austrian cavalry strike the Prussian right and roll up four battalions.

General Biilow is taken prisoner, as are fifty officers and two thousand

men. But Holstein's squadrons at full gallop strike surprised Austrians

and send three regiments tumbling; battalion after battalion throw down
arms in surrender. Daun's line turns into confused lumps of resistance.

While subordinates try to sort out human knots, both commanders
retire. Daun, who has been shot through the foot, claims victory in a

dispatch sent to Vienna. Frederick hugs an aching chest and thinks

dark thoughts.

The night holds another tactical surprise. Zieten has not attacked as

ordered. He is still exchanging artillery fire with Lacy when he hears

the battle peter off to the north. Fearing the worst, he begins shifting

toward the main action. His far left debouches onto a critical point of

Hiilsen's fight. Lacy's fresh reserve is trying to save the day. Hiilsen joins

what infantry he can to the newcomers. He has lost several horses from

under him and, unable to find another, somewhat incongruously is

leading his men while standing on a gun carriage. Lacy attacks twice

but is twice repulsed. Zieten's arrival is too much for the wavering
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Austrian flank. Revived Prussians fighting in darkness chase the enemy
from the field, a rout extending to Torgau and over three bridges to

the other side of the Elbe.

The king enters the vicarage at Elsnig. Its rooms are full of wounded
officers. He goes to the small church. An aide lights a fire. Frederick

sits on a bundle of straw under altar candles to write a dispatch to

Finckenstein: "We have beaten Daun and the Austrians; night has fallen.

Otherwise, I could report more details. We have made many pris-

oners."

The king arose early to walk among watch fires on a field crowded
with dead and dying, friend mixed with enemy, the soldiers cold, hun-

gry, and thirsty. Peasants already were digging mass graves; surgeons

who had been working all night were trying to cope with new hordes

of wounded. At daybreak the king rode the lines, listening to reports

from commanders, congratulating men and units on extreme valor. He
openly embraced old Zieten, who had almost cost him the victory be-

fore finally bringing it off.

The extent of victory was clear enough. All enemy who could walk

had fled. As it turned out, Daun had suffered some nine thousand ca-

sualties. He lost over seven thousand prisoners and forty-five cannon,

or about a third of his army. Ten days after battle, Eichel reported

prisoners still coming in and suggested a total figure of eight to nine

thousand.

But the Prussian loss was so great that adjutants were forbidden to

reveal the figure: almost seventeen thousand men (including prisoners),

more than a third of the army.* The day after the battle, Frederick

apologized to the King of England for being unable to support Prince

Ferdinand's operations. But the Russians were still in the New Mark
and Pomerania; Loudon was still in Silesia. The battle "was the last

spark of a dying fire," Frederick informed Finckenstein. It was "an

event that preserves us from great misfortunes, rather than a triumph"

that would open the way to further conquests.

Although Prussian cavalry pursued the Austrians to take more pris-

*The figure is deceptive. As usual numerous stragglers soon returned to their regiments.

Surgeon Johann von Bilguer, who along with his distinguished colleague Johann Schmucker,

kept careful medical records, reported that of 6618 severely wounded at Torgau, he lost only

653; 5557 recovered, and 408 were discharged as invalids. Part of this and other exemplary

medical achievements probably resulted from Bilguer's and Schmucker's radical techniques.

They refused to stuff wounds with charpie, instead removing foreign objects as best they

could, then suturing the wounds and letting them drain. And they called for frequent changes

of dressing. They also rejected the prevalent French theory of immediate or primary ampu-

tation, resorting to it only when gangrene was obviously setting in. In 1761 Bilguer's disser-

tation on amputation won him European recognition. (Garrison, History of Military

Medicine.)
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oners, the main army could not at once follow. Frederick wanted to

recapture Dresden, but by the time he approached it the Austrians were

entrenched in their former camp southwest in the Plauengrund area.

"All my ability is not sufficient to dislodge them," he complained to

d'Argens. He ordered all doors, windows, and ovens smashed in vil-

lages around Dresden to deprive the enemy of winter quarters. There

was some hope that lack of food would force Daun to retire, he told

d'Argens. If he did not, Frederick's position would be the same as the

previous winter— "a sad outlook," in view of the immense labor and
fatigue of the present campaign. Peace seemed more distant than ever:

"In short I see everything as black as if I were in a tomb."

"It's a dog's life . .
." he wrote to an old friend. "All this marching

and disorder which is not finished has aged me so much that you would
have difficulty in recognizing me. The hair on the right side of my head

is all gray. My teeth break and fall out; my face is as wrinkled as the

folds of a skirt, my back bends like a violin bow, and my spirit is as

sad and dejected as a monk of La Trappe." ^

The king campaigned in the Dresden area for another month, push-

ing the Austrians from the country north and west of the capital. In

mid-December he put the army in winter quarters in the Meissen-Frei-

berg area. Commanders were to begin recruit training to turn farmers

into soldiers. Regimental commanders were to spread units to new vil-

lages in order to avoid close quarters and sickness. If the kingdom was
to survive, the army had to be ready come spring.

9^

The king spent the winter at Apel House in Leipzig, a comfortable

if not pretentious establishment. He summoned from Berlin the Mar-

quis d'Argens and his two nephews, Frederick William, the sixteen-

year-old Prince of Prussia, and his younger brother, thirteen-year-old

Prince Henry. Court musicians arrived, as did ministers, diplomats,

and generals. The king's days soon conformed to earlier patterns: pro-

digious amounts of work leavened by reading, writing, composing, and

the company of friends during long meals, walks, and concerts.

His companions were shocked to see how old the king looked, how
gloomy and melancholy he had become. His manners were brusque,

his words short. He received university professors in audience but gave

them short shrift. Johann Christoph Gottsched, a scholar and writer,
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read aloud his translation of Racine's Iphigenie, and the king "could

not understand a word of it." ^ Professor Christian Gellert fared slightly

better. Forty-five years old, he was known for lectures on moral phi-

losophy and for a book of verse fables. Quintus Icilius, now a lieuten-

ant colonel, regarded Gellert as symbolic of a new German literature

and arranged an audience with the king. Gellert kindly but firmly crit-

icized Frederick for not encouraging German writers— and Frederick

enjoyed the two-hour exchange. "That is quite another man than

Gottsched," he told Icilius. Although he invited Gellert to return, the

professor did not do so, nor did Frederick press the matter, but some
years later he did introduce Gellert's book of fables into Prussian schools.

Despite such interludes, it was not a happy winter. The Prussian

army was torn and tired, its ranks badly depleted. It lacked between
ten and twelve thousand muskets and bayonets, which had to be bought

secretly in Holland. It needed good generals; Prince Henry was sulking

at Glogau. There was a shortage of other officers. Finances were at an

all-time low; provinces were bled white of men and money. "The suf-

ferings of the King of Prussia's subjects in Brandenbourg, Silesia, and
other provinces, have been so great that I fear he will be able to draw
very little from those provinces for the support of his army during the

ensuing campaign," Mitchell reported. "What resources he may have

to supply this defect, besides the revenues of Saxony, are unknown to

me."2

One resource was England, but there the attitude toward war was
changing. A few days after the battle of Torgau, Frederick learned of

the unexpected death of King George II. That monarch, wedded to

Hanover, had fully backed Pitt's direction of the war, including the

alliance with Prussia. George III did not similarly respect his Hanov-
erian heritage. Young and inexperienced, the twenty-two-year-old king

was firmly in the hands of John Stewart, the Earl of Bute, his tutor and
friend, who was taken into the Cabinet, where he attacked Pitt's insis-

tence on continuing the war. The war had been steadily growing more
expensive and thus more unpopular in Great Britain. Frederick the Great,

once "the Protestant hero" in British eyes, whose name and profile

adorned many a country inn, was being calumniated by pamphlet and
speech in late 1760. Pitt nevertheless forced through a new subsidy

treaty and assured Frederick that if England came to terms with France,

he would receive an additional subsidy sufficient to keep a corps of at

least forty thousand auxiliaries in the field.

As in previous years the king augmented the British subsidy by fur-

ther debasing domestic coinage and by ruthless requisitions of men,

money, and materiel from territories still under his control. Prince Eu-

gene of Wurttemberg, who was quartering in Mecklenburg, was or-

dered to raise three thousand recruits, six thousand wispels of flour (a
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wispel was twenty-four bushels), the remainder of the previous year's

cash "contribution," a new contribution of a miUion thalers, and, in

addition, two thousand oxen and six thousand sheep! Most of the re-

cruits came from Saxony. By mid-January the army was short only five

thousand men; in mid-March, sixteen hundred. But infantry and cav-

alry were in excellent condition, the king wrote to Henry, and eight

new irregular battalions would soon be ready. Mitchell was horrified

by "the very harsh manner in which the country of Saxony is treated."^

When Leipzig merchants could not pay a tax double that of the pre-

vious year, the king imprisoned fifty of them until a suitable settlement

was made. In return for the Saxon sacking of Charlottenburg palace,

he ordered General Saldern to strip one of Briihl's estates. The general

refused on grounds of honor. Quintus Icilius held no such scruples, and

the treasury gained several hundred thousand thalers.

European courts widely criticized such draconian measures, but the

king paid little attention. His back was to the wall. Prince Ferdinand

of Brunswick had finally opened his winter offensive, designed to clean

the French from Hanover and Hesse-Cassel. Ferdinand had a good plan

and at first things went well. But then the campaign bogged down.

Frederick, who offered only limited support, blamed this largely on

command irresolution, but that was not altogether fair. A freak heat

wave had turned frost-hardened roads into quagmires, hobbling an al-

ready inefficient supply system. In late March Ferdinand was back where

he had started, on the defensive, his units restive, their morale low,

discipline poor.

Peace negotiations meanwhile had become deadlocked over the vex-

atious subject of territorial concessions in Europe. Frederick has gen-

erally been portrayed as the villain, and it is true that he repeatedly

refused to consider ceding any of his territories. But he was no more
adamant than Maria Theresa, whose exaggerated claims infuriated him.

France backed Maria Theresa, England backed Frederick — and there

the matter remained for some months. The only hope, the king wrote

to Baron von Knyphausen, now his envoy in London, was to persuade

England to negotiate a peace treaty with France.

So it was that Frederick continued his ruthless policy. In his mind,

any measure was defensible on grounds of survival. Despite Mitchell's

pessimism and contrary to the belief of most of his enemies, he com-

manded an army of nearly 100,000 by early spring.

Maria Theresa and Count Kaunitz were convinced that the Prussian

king was on his knees and could not possibly survive this sixth year of

the war. They had spent the winter recruiting fresh troops and con-

certing new plans with the Russian court. If financial limitations occa-
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sioned by French penury forced the empress to release some twenty

thousand troops from service that spring, she still had two strong ar-

mies at her disposal, one commanded by Marshal Daun in Saxony, the

other by General Loudon in Silesia.

The primary task, the capture of Silesia— vital in case of peace talks—
went to Loudon. As in previous campaigns, he was to be supported by

the main Russian army, some sixty thousand troops commanded now
by a new arrival on the scene. Marshal Count Alexander von Buturlin.

A smaller Russian corps under Lieutenant General Count Rumianzov
would invade Pomerania, capture Colberg, and turn on Berlin.

Frederick did not know where or when he would be attacked. "I am
entering this campaign like a man thrown head first into the waves,"

he v/rote to d'Argens from new headquarters in Meissen. Henry had at

last eaten crow and asked to rejoin the war. He was given command
of the army in Saxony. His main mission was to observe Marshal Daun;

he could do little else, given his strength, thirty to thirty-five thousand,

compared with Daun's sixty-five thousand. Should Daun march on Si-

lesia, Henry was to leave a small force at Meissen and follow the king.

Frederick would march to Gorlitz, there to keep an eye on Loudon,
Daun, and the Russians. General von der Goltz at Landeshut was cov-

ering the border with a corps about twelve thousand strong. Prince

Eugene and General Paul von Werner would defend fortress Colberg.

Frederick expected to know the Russian plan soon, because a spy, one

Sabatky, was making General Tottleben an offer of substantial pay-

ment for this information and his promise not to ravage Pomerania as

cruelly as in the past.*

Loudon made the first move; he marched in late April from Glatz

with a corps of about thirty thousand, planning to capture fortress

Schweidnitz. He was still considering how to outflank Goltz when
Frederick reached Kunzendorf. Loudon retired to his old base near

Braunau, where he was considerably reinforced by Daun while waiting

for Marshal Buturlin's Russians to appear before Breslau. Frederick

sent Goltz with a corps of ten thousand to screen Glogau and settled

down to await events. The period was so calm, he reported to Henry,

that in eight days only one hussar horse was wounded. Here he learned

that Rexin, his man in Constantinople, had concluded a treaty of

friendship with the Porte, but it promised no real help. Nevertheless

Finckenstein was to ship presents to the value of 200,000 thalers for

the sultan and other dignitaries. Rexin was to keep working for a Turk-

ish invasion of Hungary, and Frederick also hoped the Tartars would

* In addition to cash, the king offered Tottleben asylum after the war. Tottleben agreed and

through Sabatky steadily reported on Russian plans, strength, and movements until he was

discovered in July 1761.
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invade the Ukraine. France and England had at last exchanged envoys

for peace negotiations. Frederick approved of the French envoy, Chev-

alier de Bussy, who was not "completely incorruptible." Knyphausen
was to try to buy his friendship.

General von der Goltz learned in late June that the Russians were at

last marching on Silesia in three widely separated columns that pre-

sumably were to rendezvous with Loudon at Breslau. Why not, Goltz

suggested, attack these columns one by one? This was a tactic that

Frederick had unsuccessfully urged on poor General von Wobersnow
in 1759 and on Prince Henry the previous year. He at once agreed and

reinforced Goltz with another ten thousand troops.

Goltz was about to march when a sudden fever killed him. His suc-

cessor, Zieten, advanced as far as Fraustadt, where he attacked and

defeated a Cossack corps, but meanwhile the enemy columns had joined

at Posen and were marching on Militsch. This reduced Zieten to an

observer's role as he slowly fell back on Breslau.

Frederick above all wanted to prevent the two enemies from joining

forces. To hold what he called "a middle line," he left the mountains

and began another military dance. This one, a bewildering series of

maneuvers that must frequently have tested the patience of officers and

men on both sides, lasted for several weeks. Contemporary descrip-

tions of the campaign read like a military Baedeker of southern Silesia:

armies and detachments scurried hither and yon, sometimes missing

the mark, sometimes coming within a hair of collision, sometimes skir-

mishing with inconclusive results. As scores of dispatches confirm,

Frederick was reacting for the most part to what he termed the "per-

petual agitation" of the Austrians, who were trying to reach the Oder.

Marshal Buturlin, whose army had enjoyed an orgy of rape and pillage

east of the Oder, finally crossed the river to camp in and around Lieg-

nitz. Loudon occupied Frederick's former camp on the heights of Kun-

zendorf. Unable to prevent his enemies from meeting, Frederick took

up a defensive position between Bunzelwitz and Jauernick in order to

shield fortress Schweidnitz.

Bunzelwitz soon became a place d'armes, a fortified camp defended

in front, on the flanks, and in rear by entrenchments that used the

ground so effectively that the camp later became a model for students

of defensive warfare.

All of the entrenchments were sixteen feet thick [the king later wrote],

the ditches twelve feet deep and sixteen feet wide. The front was sur-

rounded by strong palisades and the salients were mined. Pits were dug

in front of the mines and to their front log barricades, sunk in the earth

one next to the other, surrounded the entire exterior . . . 460 cannons

defended the different works and 182 primed mines were ready to be

blown on signal.''
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With two thirds of the camp surrounded, the Prussians remained on
constant alert. Tents were struck each night, defenses were manned,
and the army slept under arms. The king slept each night "on straw in

the great battery of Jauernick," Catt noted. Once the defenses were
completed, Frederick felt reasonably optimistic, since he had retained

the combined strength of infantry, cavalry, and artillery while denying

it to the enemy. He expected and indeed hoped for an attack, he wrote

to Henry, which he figured would cost Loudon thirty thousand casu-

alties.

Loudon was determined to attack, but Buturlin was not so eager. He
finally agreed to let Chernyshev's corps of twelve thousand make a

feint against the Prussian right. The king later wrote that this decision

was made at a drunken party. In the morning, Buturlin backed off

entirely and, despite Loudon's exhortations, stood idly by for another

ten days. Blaming Loudon for his food shortages, he then crossed the

Oder to march on Berlin, although he did leave Chernyshev's corps

with the Austrians. This was slight consolation to Loudon, who suf-

fered a fit of colic for two days before retiring on Kunzendorf.

To check Buturlin's new plan, Frederick sent General Dubislav von
Platen with a corps of about ten thousand across the Oder. Platen de-

stroyed several Russian magazines and one large convoy that was car-

rying enough food to feed the Russian army for three weeks, and he

captured some two thousand troops and five thousand wagons in the

process. Buturlin now retired on Posen, where he was ordered by Cza-

rina Elizabeth to join Rumianzov in the siege of Colberg.

Frederick would have preferred to remain at Bunzelwitz, but the

Schweidnitz magazines contained enough flour for only another month,

and his sicklist was daily soaring. Cossack swarms prevented meat and
vegetable deliveries from the countryside, and forage parties, forced to

work farther and farther from the guns, required large escorts. Skill-

fully dismantling the Bunzelwitz defenses, he reinforced the Schweid-

nitz garrison and marched southeast toward Neisse. Here he would
have ample food and possibly would cause Loudon to abandon the

Schweidnitz area to screen Glatz and Moravia.

The plan failed. Loudon's long and futile tactic had annoyed the

Vienna court. Daun and Lacy, themselves inactive in Saxony, were freely

criticizing Loudon's "partisan warfare" mentality. Wanting to recoup

something from the campaign, Loudon turned to his old target of

Schweidnitz. Using information smuggled out by an Austrian prisoner,

he made a surprise night attack that caved in the defense and caused

General von Zastrow to surrender his garrison of thirty-eight hundred.

Frederick learned the news in late September. Schweidnitz had been

the key to his defensive strategy. "Never were headquarters more weighed

with cares and alarms about the future," Catt wrote. "Everyone had a
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long face of despair. . . . The king almost alone held firm, and kept a

good countenance." In early October Frederick marched in heavy snow
to Strehlau, another defensive position, to cover Breslau and Neisse.

Frederick planned to remain at Strehlau until Platen returned from

Pomerania to help drive Loudon from Silesia. Again the campaign be-

came a matter of waiting, dreary hours made more unpleasant by cold

weather and limited rations, a serious attack of gout, a narrow escape

from being kidnapped by the Austrians, and bad news from Pomer-

ania.*

Platen had reached Colberg, but instead of relieving the fortress, he

found himself besieged inside it. He and Prince Eugene finally broke

out but were in no condition to fight the Russians. Eugene's pitiful

corps trudged to winter quarters in Mecklenburg. Platen marched to

Saxony to reinforce Prince Henry. Colberg surrendered in mid-Decem-

ber. Loudon already had gone into winter quarters along the border

from Lusatia to Ratibor. Frederick followed by taking up quarters around

Breslau.

The king was now caught up in an unexpected twist in European

politics. After the breakdown of peace talks with England, France had

turned to King Charles III of Spain, the new and able king who was
eager for revenge on England. The result was a new "family compact,"

in essence a military alliance against England. This caused Pitt to argue

forcefully for war against Spain. Defeated by the peace faction, he re-

signed. Lord Bute was now in power and would, among other things,

control the matter of a renewed subsidy to Prussia.

This had not been entirely settled when Bute found himself at war

with Spain. Faced with a new challenge at sea and probably on land in

Portugal, Bute began to move away from his Prussian ally. In Decem-

ber he avoided asking Parliament to renew the subsidy treaty. Instead,

he assured Frederick that at the right moment he would ask for an

outright grant of money. Bute next pointed to Prussian military re-

verses and to his own new military obligations. He insisted that King

Frederick come to terms with Austria and "suit its terms to the means

that may be in his power of enforcing his demands by the sword"; in

other words, Frederick was to make concessions to Austria in return

for peace.

* Ever curious, particularly when it came to landowning noblemen, whom Frederick regarded

as "tenants," he befriended one Baron Warkotsch. A former Austrian officer and now a

sympathizer, Warkotsch advised the Austrians that the king's headquarters were lighdy guarded

and that the king could be easily captured. A servant betrayed the plot just in time. War-

kotsch and his accomplices were arrested but escaped. He was beheaded and quartered in

effigy. The king sequestered his estates and gave them to the Breslau and Glogau schools.

Loudon and the Vienna court denied knowledge of the attempt, but Loudon directed the

operation and Maria Theresa gave Warkotsch a large pension and also looked after his co-

horts. (Bernhardi, Friedrich der Crosse, Volume 2..)
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Frederick was prepared to make no concessions, and Bute must have
known this. Mitchell certainly knew it and refused to carry the message

to Breslau, instead passing it to Finckenstein. When he read the dis-

patch, Frederick lost his temper and from that time on despised Bute.

England's defection left the king clutching at the frailest of straws: a

hoped-for rising in Poland, an alliance with Denmark, a raid by the

Tartars, an attack by the Turks. Despite enthusiastic dispatches about

Tartar and Turk intervention, he probably did not put much stock in

the possibility. His fortunes, at the start of 1762, had never been lower.

In his later words, he stood "on the brink of ruin."^

93

"If fortune continues to pursue me as mercilessly, I shall doubtless

succumb. It is only fortune that can extricate me from my present sit-

uation," Frederick wrote to d'Argens in mid-January 1762.

Fortune already had begun salvage operations. Czarina Elizabeth had
collapsed a few days before Christmas. So ill as even to refuse "a saucer

of cherry brandy," the fifty-three-year-old ruler had a final "spitting of

blood" and died on Christmas Day— an event that the Prussian king

had been anxiously anticipating for six years. ^

"Morta la bestia, morto il veleno," he wrote to Knyphausen in Lon-

don. "The death of the beast is the death of the poison." And to Finck-

enstein: "Behold the first gleam of light that rises; Heaven be praised

for it! We must hope good weather will succeed these storms. God
grant it."

It wasn't so much God as Czar Peter III who brought good weather,

at least over Prussia. He wanted peace with Prussia as soon as possible,

he told the British ambassador, and wished to end all engagements

with the Vienna court. A few days later he ordered Marshal Buturlin

to cross the Oder into Poland. He also sent a favorite. Baron Gudovich,

to the king with a secret message. Gudovich found Frederick dressed

in mourning in respect for the late czarina but overjoyed to see him: "I

regard you as Noah regarded the dove that brought the olive branch

to the ark."

Just what message Gudovich delivered is not known. Presumably it

concerned Peter's desire to go to war against Denmark, and it probably

entailed a partial commitment of support on Frederick's part. Freder-

ick replied by letter and followed that by sending a twenty-six-year-old

diplomat, Baron Bernhard von Goltz, to Saint Petersburg. Goltz, who
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was given the rank of colonel for the mission, was to secure peace with

Russia and try to persuade Peter to abandon an attack on Denmark, at

least for the present; if necessary he was to agree to the cession of East

Prussia to Russia, providing that Frederick was compensated else-

where.

Goltz was received by Peter with what a later historian called "en-

thusiastic effusiveness." Even before Gudovich had reached Breslau,

the new czar not only yielded all conquests of territory in Prussia but

advised his stunned allies to do the same. He provided Goltz with a

magnificent equipage and mansion near the palace, visited him twice a

day, and entertained him at dinner and supper. To Goltz's amazement,

the czar reeled off names of Prussian regimental commanders from years

back. In public he referred to Frederick as "the king, my master." The
Saxon minister reported that "here at Saint Petersburg the King of Prussia

is the emperor." Frederick responded by sending Peter the Order of the

Black Eagle, returning all Russian prisoners of war to local com-

manders, and barraging the czar with sycophantic letters similar in tone

to his initial correspondence with Voltaire. Peter replied in kind: "I

recognize in Your Majesty one of the greatest heroes the world has ever

seen."^

At this point of saccharine saturation, Peter received a lengthy and

very secret report from his ambassador in London, the pro-Austrian

Prince Alexander Galitsin. In a lengthy conference Lord Bute had in-

formed him that young King George wanted peace in Europe as soon

as possible. England hoped that Czar Peter would not withdraw his

army from Prussia, since this would allow King Frederick to carry on

the war. His Majesty and Bute wished to save "the King of Prussia

from total ruin, but at the same time oblige him to make reasonable

sacrifices." According to Galitsin, Bute asked him what territory Rus-

sia wanted and seemed satisfied with the reply— all of East Prussia.

Peter reacted as if Bute were personally insulting him by so treating

his friend Frederick. He showed Baron Goltz the report, said he would

be glad to receive peace proposals from King Frederick as soon as pos-

sible, and sent a copy of the report to Breslau!

Frederick had already been informed that England would not pay a

subsidy for "the prolongation of war," but "if the subsidy should be

employed toward the procurement of peace, his [Britannic] Majesty

would be still ready to ask it immediately of his Parliament."^ Here

was a pressure play, pure and simple, to force Frederick to make peace

on other than his own terms. Considering Prussia's contribution to six

years of war that had very considerably helped England gain a vast

empire, it was an unworthy act. Frederick greeted it with a prolonged

silence that distressed the British court, which was already as suspi-

cious as it was curious over his dealings with Czar Peter.
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Now came Galitsin's secret report. Frederick understandably ex-

ploded in fury. "Bute deserves to be broken on the wheel," he wrote.

But for Pitt's restraining influence, he probably would have recalled his

envoy from London and broken relations with his ally. As it was, he

complained to anyone who would listen of English infidelity, and he

thenceforth refused to inform Mitchell of any negotiations with Peter.

These negotiations blossomed as a result of what a later European

ruler would call "Perfidious Albion." "Make what treaties you like,"

Frederick grandly wrote to Peter, "and I will sign them. Your interests

are mine." Goltz was instructed to "contract any obligation that the

emperor may require of you. ... He is my friend. He has only to

draw up his treaties and I will sign them."

In the event, Frederick sent Peter a peace treaty that formally ended
hostilities between the two countries and restored to Prussia all terri-

tory won by Russia during the past five years. Peter signed without

demur in early May and soon proposed a formal defensive alliance. Its

secret articles pledged Frederick to furnish an army to help Russia seize

the duchy of Schleswig from Denmark, and also bound him to various

diplomatic transactions, including a common policy in Poland. The
proposal reached Frederick at the height of their love affair— they had
recently "given" each other infantry regiments, and Frederick was dis-

pensing expensive gifts to the czar's favorites— and the king hastened

to sign. With that, Peter totally reversed Russian policy: in early June
Count Zacharias Chernyshev's army marched to join Frederick in Si-

lesia and fight the Austrians! Peter's reversal produced a side effect.

Isolated and alone in the north, Sweden asked for a separate peace with

Prussia, and the two powers signed a formal peace treaty before the

end of June. Frederick meanwhile, by some delicate diplomatic foot-

work, had turned both Turks and Tartars away from Russia and toward

Austria, and expected their armies to march by autumn.

By June, then, Frederick's position, both political and military, had
radically changed. The ink was scarcely dry on his glistening new trea-

ties when he took the field, his goal to recapture Schweidnitz and drive

the Austrians from Silesia.

Loudon had taken winter quarters in the mountains southwest of his

newly won prize, Schweidnitz. That spring Marshal Daun was trans-

ferred to Silesia. He commanded nearly eighty thousand troops. In mid-

May he moved the main army to a closer defense of Schweidnitz and
formed a semi-circle northeast of the bastion.

Frederick planned to attack Daun but needed Chernyshev's Rus-

sians. He now discovered something of the frustration experienced by

Austrian commanders in earlier campaigns. The Russians refused to
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hurry. Only in late June did Chernyshev cross the Oder to camp at

Lissa, on Frederick's right. With this addition, Frederick held a slight

numerical superiority, but Daun frustrated his opening attack by fall-

ing back on Kunzendorf Heights. An end play designed to seize the

Austrian magazine at Braunau also failed when Daun retired to his old

position southwest of Schweidnitz. Unable to attack, Frederick decided

to cut Daun's communications with Schweidnitz before besieging the

fortress. As he was issuing orders for this move, the fortunes of war
turned sharply against him.

Czar Peter III did not occupy a very secure throne. Some of his mea-

sures were well received. He continued Elizabeth's reforms by further

reducing the hated salt tax and by abolishing the secret chancellery and

its dreaded torture chamber. But at the same time he openly mocked
institutions whose support he needed. In contrast to the devout Eliza-

beth, he insulted the Orthodox faith at court chapel "by lolling out his

tongue at the celebrant [priest] during Mass, or by strutting about,

talking and laughing loudly during divine service.'"* Even worse, he

instituted a series of church reforms that even Peter the Great had shied

from. He angered the army by replacing the Life Guards with one of

his Holstein cavalry regiments and by appointing his Holstein uncle as

commander-in-chief with orders to reorganize the army along Prussian

lines, including close-order precision drill.

Peter's provocative and generally stupid behavior soon alienated im-

portant power groups that surrounded him. The grumbling might have

come to nothing but for Empress Catherine, his estranged wife, who
was heavy with another man's child. Catherine was a clever if calculat-

ing person who deeply resented her subordinate position. She had been

thinking of a coup d'etat since Ehzabeth's death, and she had some
powerful friends eager to put her on the throne. Peter's proposed war

on Denmark played into their hands. Disgruntled in general, the army,

and particularly the guards, objected to a new war against distant Den-

mark. This sore point was ably exploited by Catherine's lover, Gregory

Orlov, and his kin. A definite conspiracy probably started as early as

March 1762.

None of this was secret. Frederick himself warned Peter that "the

cursed venality of a few individuals" might induce them to revolt. He
advised Peter to be crowned before going off to war and also to intern

known opponents. Peter refused to listen. As he continued to prepare

army and country for war, the conspiracy grew to formidable propor-

tions. In early July, when regiments were marching, Peter was sum-

marily toppled by a group led by Catherine. A week later he was dead.

By then Catherine's orders were speeding to Chernyshev in Silesia to

leave the Prussian king and return to Russia.
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The day before Peter was murdered by Alexei Orlov, General Cher-

nyshev called on the King of Prussia. The move to cut Daun's com-
munications with Schweidnitz was already under way, with troops

marching on Burkersdorf, one of three well-defended posts that had to

be captured. Chernyshev reported that Peter had been overthrown and
that the new ruler, Czarina Catherine II, had ordered him to have his

corps swear allegiance to her— and return to Poland. He added that

Marshal Saltikov was to retain control of East Prussia. Catherine, how-
ever, intended to respect the recently concluded peace treaty as long as

the king did nothing to cause her to break it (such as imprisoning Cher-

nyshev's corps).

Frederick could do little but accept the fait accompli. "Judge of my
confusion," he wrote to Finckenstein, "when I find myself right in the

middle of our operations, which gave the greatest hopes." He did per-

suade Chernyshev to remain in his present position for three days, or

until the attack was finished; the persuasion was enhanced by a jewel-

studded sword and probably by a considerable sum of money. The
attack came off as planned. The Prussians captured about a thousand

prisoners and fourteen cannon, and suffered small losses. The Russians

quietly observed the action and that same evening departed for Poland.

Daun, plagued by a high desertion rate, began a withdrawal to Bohe-

mia.

Chernyshev's absence was awkward but scarcely fatal to Prussian

plans. More upsetting was the news that Marshal Saltikov in East Prus-

sia was making Prussian subjects swear allegiance to the new Russian

ruler. Although the new ambassador to Prussia, Prince Nicholas Rep-

nin, arrived in Breslau to confirm the czarina's pacific intentions, Fred-

erick was not so sure. If Catherine intended to re-enter the war in alli-

ance with Austria, then almost nothing could save Prussia from total

defeat.

Catherine's initial hostility had derived from fear that Frederick would

seize Chernyshev's corps. When she discovered from her late husband's

papers that Frederick had urged Peter to a conciliation, when she learned

of Chernyshev's safe departure, and when she received a flattering let-

ter of congratulations from the Prussian king, she sharply reversed her

policy. She recalled the corps from Pomerania, disowned Saltikov's ac-

tions in East Prussia, and ordered him to evacuate the province at once.

She also offered her good offices for the purpose of bringing about a

general peace.

The siege of Schweidnitz meanwhile was proving much more difficult

than either Frederick or his engineers had supposed. In mid-August he
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had written to Prince Henry that "the siege advances beautifully"; he

hoped to take the place in less than two weeks. But inept methods,
inexperienced sappers, enemy countermining, and unknown springs that

flooded mining efforts slowed operations. General Count Francis Guasco
showed no signs of surrender. In mid-September the king told Henry
that he would soon march for Saxony. A week later he informed him
that "our siege worries everyone." The weather suddenly turned cold.

General Tauentzien quarreled with his chief engineer, Simon Lefebvre,

whom he accused of being crazy, Lefebvre collapsed in a fit of melan-

choly when his globes de compression — his mines — failed to bring

surrender, and Frederick himself took over. Guasco finally surrendered

a garrison of about nine thousand in October. The siege, including

Frederick's operations against Daun, cost the Prussians about three

thousand casualties.

Once again Frederick possessed all of Silesia. In return for Daun's
remaining in Bohemia and Glatz, he agreed to a winter truce.

He now detached General Wied with a strong corps to reinforce

Prince Henry. With the border passes protected by a series of block-

houses and the rest of the army in winter quarters, he turned command
over to the Duke of Bevern and departed for Saxony,

94

While Frederick was prizing Daun out of Silesia, Prince Henry

was fighting a war of maneuver in Saxony. Though considerably out-

numbered by Field Marshal Prince Serbelloni, whose thirty-five thou-

sand Austrians complemented the Imperial army, commanded now by

Prince Christian von Stolberg, Henry, with the vigorous aid of General

von Seydlitz, more than held his own during summer and autumn. The

stand-off war infuriated Maria Theresa. When Seydlitz penetrated into

Bohemia, she relieved Serbelloni in favor of General Hadik, one of

Daun's favorites, who was ordered to win the southern mountains and

seal Bohemia from the marauding enemy.

Hadik fought a more determined campaign. By the end of September

he had forced Henry to fall back on Freiberg. Prevented by lack of tools

and laborers from entrenching this camp, Henry withdrew to the Mulde

while General Wied was marching to his support from Silesia. Daun,

who had foreseen this reinforcement, sent a corps to parallel Wied's

march.

With Wied on the way, Henry decided to attack the allied army at

Freiberg before Hadik was reinforced. It was a bold decision, but he
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needed Freiberg for winter quarters, and he probably hoped for a vic-

tory before the king arrived. Marching at night in late October, he

feinted with his extreme left, pushed hard in the center and right, a

three-hour effort that drove the enemy across the Mulde. Enemy losses

amounted to some eight thousand, including over four thousand pris-

oners. Henry listed his own casualties at between two and three thou-

sand. He was particularly pleased with General von Seydlitz, who
"rendered me the highest services." Friedrich von Kleist, the dashing

hussar commander, also performed well, as did a good many officers

"who have distinguished themselves and behaved with courage." The
infantry "was admirable, not one battalion yielded ground." The en-

emy was retiring on Dresden and Dippoldiswalde; Henry was actively

pursuing.

The welcome news "has made me twenty years younger," Frederick

told Henry. The task now was to capture Dresden; doing that would
bring peace this winter or next spring. Henry had already sent Kleist's

hussars into Bohemia to burn the main Austrian magazine at Leitmer-

itz. When Kleist failed to break through, Henry recalled him and noti-

fied the king that in his opinion the campaign was over. Frederick re-

luctantly agreed that the enemy was too strong to attack at Dresden,

but he persuaded Henry to send Kleist into Franconia in a terror raid

designed to neutralize the estates and further isolate Austria. Kleist was
also to raise 500,000 thalers in "old gold or good silver," commandeer
two thousand artillery and supply horses, and bring back a few hundred

recruits.

The brothers met a week later at Freiberg, "a most friendly inter-

view," Andrew Mitchell reported, with the king emphasizing that "he

came only to pay him a visit, and not to meddle in the affairs of the

campaign which he had so nobly conducted." Henry and Seydlitz took

the king on a tour of the battle area. Frederick confirmed all promo-
tions made by Henry, repeatedly expressed his satisfaction, and "made
him a present of certain fiefs . . . the value of which is said to be ten

thousand crowns per annum." ^

While the Prussians were campaigning in Silesia and Saxony, Prince

Ferdinand was outmaneuvering the French in the west; he seized Cassel

to conclude a glorious campaign. At sea the British navy had fallen on

Havana, making Spain regret that it had entered the war. Throughout
the autumn. Lord Bute had been actively pursuing peace negotiations,

and now in early November England signed a preliminary peace with

France and Spain.

The terms, insofar as they related to Prussia, were at best controver-

sial and reflected British impatience with King Frederick's intransi-

gence. Although the British insisted that the French evacuate Freder-

ick's Rhenish provinces— Wesel, Cleves, and Geldern— they dodged
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the question of specific future ownership, Frederick deeply resented the

omission of such a protective clause. If French troops evacuated these

lands, Austria could occupy them with troops from the Netherlands. It

was clear to him that Britain and France had made a secret deal to

humble him further. "It is a hideous thing but I will speak of it no
more," he wrote to Duchess Louise of Saxe-Gotha.

He had already made plans to occupy these provinces if necessary. If

he proved unable to do so, he would occupy Miinster and hold it hos-

tage for return of his territories. He also sent a corps of six thousand

irregulars to the border of Cleves to counterbalance the Austrian threat.

Victory at Freiberg brought a winter armistice with Austria in late

November, Armies of both sides went into winter quarters, Henry re-

maining at Freiberg and the king establishing headquarters first in

Meissen and then in Leipzig,

The king's routine was similar to that of previous winters. His neph-

ews appeared, along with d'Argens and other old friends. But it was
not a relaxing atmosphere. "I find myself still in the greatest difficulties

regarding my affairs," he wrote to Prince Ferdinand in mid-December,

adding that finances were one of his major problems. Peace was in the

air, but one false step could destroy the efforts of seven sacrificial years.

In late November the Saxon court had asked whether he wanted peace.

Of course he did, he coldly replied, but on previously stated terms; that

is, the return to the prewar status, with no indemnification to any party.

His aggressive stand was emphasized by Kleist's predatory expedition

and by ostentatious recruiting for the coming campaign.

Austria, too, was ready for peace. Daun's evacuation of Silesia and

Henry's victory at Freiberg had tumbled court morale. Deserted by

Russia, France, and increasingly by Empire princes, Maria Theresa was

standing very nearly alone, her armies demoralized, her people tired,

her treasury empty. It was true that Prussia similarly suffered. But the

Prussian army continued to win battles and, judging from Frederick's

militant posture, continued to expect to win battles.

Careful soundings made by the Vienna court in December indicated

Frederick's willingness to negotiate a separate peace. After a good deal

of formal diplomacy, in which the Habsburgs excelled, both rulers agreed

to a peace conference. At year's end envoys from Austria, Prussia, and

Saxony met at Hubertusburg castle, King August's hunting preserve

southeast of Leipzig.

Maria Theresa hoped to wring two important concessions from

Frederick. Her special envoy, Heinrich von Collenbach, early in the

proceedings claimed Glatz for Austria and demanded compensation

for Saxony. Frederick's representative, a young diplomat named Ewald

von Hertzberg, duly passed these demands to the king at Leipzig.

Frederick was far less nervous than he had been. His political posi-
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tion was daily growing stronger. Austria was becoming isolated. An
effective opposition that included Pitt had formed against Bute in En-

gland. In mid-January, Britain and France agreed to guarantee the neu-

trality of the Rhenish provinces and the Austrian Netherlands. "We
shall have peace at the end of February or at the beginning of March,"
the king almost giddily informed Henry, who had returned to Berlin,

"and at the beginning of April each [power] will find himself at home
as in 1756."

Henry was not so optimistic. Finding the home provinces in stricken

condition and Berlin rife with pessimistic rumors, and influenced by

Andrew Mitchell, who held that Prussia would have to yield important

territories to Austria, Henry replied in a discouraged vein. Frederick

agreed that an unforeseen event could change matters. Nevertheless, he

wrote, "I believe that our peace will be made before the end of Febru-

ary."

The king had already refused preliminary Austrian demands. He did

not, however, want to push matters too far. Russia was in some ways
still an unknown quantity; Catherine undoubtedly was looking askance

at Prussian diplomacy in Turkey (having no idea that Frederick had
almost abandoned his efforts there). His own weakness was obvious.

Britain had reneged on its subsidy; he was quite alone and would have

found it difficult to support another campaign. He now secretly pledged

that if Maria Theresa abandoned her demands and agreed to return to

the old status, he would support Archduke Joseph's claim as the next

Holy Roman Emperor. Saxony, "a small accessory" to the treaty, would

receive no compensation.

The Vienna court accepted the offer.

King Frederick informed Henry in early February that the peace was
made. "I believe that we have made the best peace possible under the

circumstances in which we find ourselves." Andrew Mitchell found it

difficult to explain to his court why Vienna was willing "to submit to

a treaty of the King of Prussia's dictating."^ Frederick privately con-

fided to Hertzberg that it is "a good peace, but we must not let them
observe the fact."^

The last couriers returned from Poland, Vienna, and Leipzig in mid-

February. On February 15, 1763, envoys signed the Treaty of Huber-

tusburg to end the war. British, French, and Spanish diplomats only

five days earlier had signed the Peace of Paris.

Cannon were silent for the first time in seven years.
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The Ruler and the Realm
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You will be surprised to learn that there is a war

in Europe in which I am not taking part.

— Frederick the Great to Voltaire
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The kingdom had seen nothing like it since the Thirty Years' War,

but no one aHve had experienced that. Prussia in 1763 reminded its

king of "a human body riddled with wounds, weakened by the loss of

blood, and ready to succumb under the weight of its sufferings. . . .

The nobility was impoverished, the peasants ruined, numerous villages

burned, many cities destroyed. ... A complete anarchy had upset all

order in police and government; finances were in the greatest confu-

sion; in a word, desolation was general."^

Of the 4.5 million subjects, about half a million had perished during

the seven preceding years. The war had cost an estimated 140 million

thalers. The areas that suffered had suffered badly. Silesia lost some six

thousand houses and thirty-seven hundred farm buildings. Swedish and

Russian armies had devastated Pomerania and the New Mark, leaving

over three thousand houses burned and the estates of nobles inactive,

ridden by debt. Brandenburg's damage, including destroyed factories,

amounted to six million thalers. In many areas farms and estates lay

fallow for want of labor, seed, and ploughhorses. East Prussia, which

had been virtually a Russian province, managed to preserve most towns

and cities, but the countryside had been scoured and trade losses were

heavy. Trade elsewhere was almost at a standstill; inflation raged.

Repairing such extensive losses and curing such widespread evils would

have taxed the most efficient government. But Frederick was in real

trouble. Five senior ministers had died during the war. Lacking suitable

replacements and wanting to scale down the power of the General Di-

rectory, Frederick filled only one vacancy, appointing General Karl von

Wedell, who could no longer serve in the field, as minister of war. In

many areas local administration had completely broken down:

No more police in the cities [the king wrote]; a spirit of fairness and

order had given way to base interest and an anarchic disorder; the de-

partments of justice and finance had been reduced to inactivity by fre-

quent enemy invasions; the absence of laws produced in the pubUc a
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taste for licentiousness and from that was born an avidity for illegal

gain: the nobleman, merchant, farmer, laborer, manufacturer, all vied

with each other in raising the price of their produce and merchandise,

and seemed to work only for their mutual ruin.^

The man who was to put this right was fifty-one years old, an ad-

vanced age for the day— a particularly advanced age, considering his

health. He had spent seven years building, maintaining, and command-
ing field armies in extremely challenging and active campaigns. He had
ridden thousands of miles, on horseback and in spine-splitting car-

riages, over primitive roads and mountain trails— long, hard journeys

often made in wet, cold, and often freezing weather. He had eaten

ordinary rations and slept in ordinary billets or on the bare ground.

For years his supper had consisted of a cup of chocolate. He had en-

dured severe personal losses— mother, sister, brother, friends, gener-

als, officers, and men— a prolonged obituary that darkened already

shadowed emotions to leave him nearly alone in loneliness. He had
conducted seven campaigns and had personally commanded thousands

of men in ten major battles and scores of lesser actions. The blood of

thousands covered his being; he had been wounded several times, had
felt numerous horses sink beneath him. He had withstood pressure (if

on occasion bending to defeat) unknown to most men.

The experience, unique in many ways, valuable in some, was scarcely

salutary to an already precarious constitution. Evil humors frolicked

through the thick, bent body. Demon gout time and again assaulted

arms, knees, hands, fingers, legs, toes; on occasion he could neither

walk nor write for the agony. Painful hemorrhoids continued to swell

and rupture. Colic frequently bent him in cramp; fever bathed him in

sweat and froze him in chill. Teeth had rotted, split, and fallen out—
so many that he had difficulty playing his beloved flute. Depression

often turned his thoughts to suicide. Less than a month before Minister

Ewald von Hertzberg scrawled his signature on the Treaty of Huber-
tusburg, Frederick had written to Prince Henry, in what probably were

honest words, "I am growing old, my dear brother; in a short time I

shall be useless to the world and a burden to myself."

This was the man who now faced a task that had defied even his

great-grandfather the Great Elector. Considering all the factors, the

wonder is not only that he achieved a measure of success. In the sheer

force of will with which he confronted the task, he resembled a dog
walking on his hind legs, a performance that, as Dr. Johnson pointed

out, "is not done well, but you are surprised to find it done at all."

Frederick may have been gray, bent, and beset by illness, he may have

been old and tired, but he was determined to rebuild his shattered king-

dom. "Princes should be like the lance of Achilles," he later wrote,
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"which does the harm and which cures it: if they harm many people,

their duty is to rectify their wrongs." *^

The peace was not yet signed when he informed Henry, recuperating

in BerUn, that he was going to Silesia to put things in order. Then he

would do the same in his other territories while reforming the currency

and paying state debts, after which "I can die when it will please me."

He returned to Berlin in late March. In part triumphal, the journey

was also sad, through towns plundered and burned, where bells tolled

for dead sons. The countryside was devastated; local officials presented

frantic petitions for aid.

Berlin burghers were waiting to acknowledge the king with pomp
and circumstance, but he avoided them by entering on back roads and
going straight to the palace. Here he was welcomed by Henry and Fer-

dinand and a row of generals before going to the queen's apartments.

He had not seen his wife for seven years. "Madame has grown plump,"

he greeted her, softening the words with a gift of five thousand thalers.

The rejoicings and illuminations continued for three days after his ar-

rival [an English correspondent reported], and on the 4th instant, he, at

eight o'clock at night, went through most of the streets in an open char-

iot, accompanied by Prince Francis of Brunswick, to view the illumina-

tions, and could not help admiring many of the devices invented to cel-

ebrate his virtues and his victories. On this occasion, as well as at his

arrival, he was every where saluted with loud and general acclamation

of, "Long live our king and father!" To which his majesty most affec-

tionately vouchsafed to answer, "Long live my dear subjects, my beloved

children!"^

Having paid family and civil respects, the king turned to business.

His private secretary, August Eichel, was waiting at Potsdam with stacks

of petitions for aid. Problems of one province were not necessarily those

of another, so one or two ukases could not provide solutions, even had

the administrative machinery existed to carry them out. But lack of

similarity did not nullify the problems, nor would they vanish if left

alone.

Despite heavy expenditures, Frederick ended the war with a treasury

of eleven million thalers, admittedly in depreciated currency. He al-

ready had made emergency grants to Pomerania and the New Mark,
which had suffered the worst damage. Now at Sans-Souci he continued

to issue cash grants to be administered either by trusted provincial of-

ficials or by newly appointed officials, such as Franz von Brenckenhof,

who directed the reconstruction in Pomerania and the New Mark.
In the early period of reconstruction the king spent only about two

* Frederick refers to Achilles' wounding of Telephus, King of Mysia. An oracle told Telephus

that his wound could be cured only by "the wounder." Telephus went to the Greeks, who
knew that they could not capture Troy without the help of Telephus. Achilles cured him with

rust from his spear, and Telephus showed the Greeks the proper route.
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million thalers in cash, primarily to furnish building materials and corn

for food and seed. He also sent army wagons and teams to the prov-

inces. Perhaps as many as sixty thousand artillery and commissariat

horses began pulling heavy wooden ploughs that spring. He distributed

twenty-five thousand wispels of corn and flour, seventeen thousand of

oats. He demobilized some thirty thousand Prussian soldiers, peasants

who returned to their cantons in time to help spring planting. Here and

there he remitted taxes: a six-month remission of the contribution in

Silesia, two years in Pomerania and the New Mark. In addition he lent

or gave money to badly damaged towns and to individual nobles, some

of whom were so impoverished that they wished to sell land to com-

moners, which was forbidden by law.

In late May the king spent a week in Pomerania— a favorite prov-

ince because of its splendid soldiers — where he expected to find the

worst. "I have traveled through the places most ruined by war," he

wrote to Henry, "and I have done what I could to put things right;

although certain regions have suffered a great deal, the evil is not so

great as exaggeration has made it, and I flatter myself that in two years

the province will be better populated and in better condition than be-

fore the war." He found people in the New Mark hard at work. One
settlement of colonist farmers was flourishing, and he now planned to

settle another six thousand families in the Landsberg-Ciistrin area.

He spent most of June inspecting Magdeburg, Westphalia, and the

Rhenish provinces. Local administrations had suffered badly under en-

emy occupation, and their plight had been helped only partly by the

king's hit-and-miss methods of appointment. Yet these lands were not

as badly off as he had believed. In Cleves he gave the local authority

250,000 thalers toward rebuilding towns. He correctly divined that the

crux of the cure rested in priming nature's pump for the all-important

autumn harvest. Recovery depended in large part on getting seed in the

ground, a common-sense approach that in the end paid off hand-

somely.

Reconstruction continued while the land came to Hfe. In two years

the king spent nearly two million thalers in Pomerania alone for re-

building houses, supplying horses and grain, and settling new families

on small farms located on crown lands. He spent even more in the New
Mark, including 700,000 thalers to rebuild the burned city of Ciistrin.

By 1766 he had financed the building of sixty-five hundred houses in

Pomerania and the New Mark, eight thousand in Silesia. He lent large

sums to Silesian nobility and founded a land mortgage bank that in

time floated twenty million thalers' worth of notes. This was not sheer

altruism. Silesian nobility promised not only to pay their debts but to

cooperate in social reforms and to stop the nefarious practice of buying

out small peasant holdings. He forced the Catholic clergy to establish

industrial workshops if they wished to retain rich monasteries. Both
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clergy and nobility fought most of the king's reforms, but when he

toured Silesia and Glatz in the spring of 1764 he found things "better

than I expected."

By his own accounting, as of March 1764 Frederick had spent six

million thalers for provincial relief; he later put the total cost of recov-

ery measures at just over twenty million thalers. Of course he had other

expenses, and it was a matter of careful budgeting. Recruiting from

abroad to fill vacancies created by demobilization at home cost a great

deal of money. So did redeeming debased metal currency. His profli-

gacy startled some observers. Not only did he give large sums to the

royal family and to his most successful generals, but he ordered work
begun on a new palace at Potsdam, a six-year project conceived before

the war and undertaken now to provide work and to demonstrate

Prussia's healthy finances to potential enemies. Estimates vary, but the

furnished palace certainly cost several million thalers.*

The king's critics have pointed to these expenditures with scorn. The
ratio between sums spent on emergency relief and on extraneous items

is striking, and certainly many subjects, particularly peasants, experi-

enced a thin time for some years. Nonetheless the policy was not illog-

ical if judged from the king's perspective. Frederick's overriding con-

cern was not peasant prosperity but the survival of the kingdom. The
problem as he saw it was not to supply as much aid as possible, but as

little as was necessary to put people to work and gain a good harvest.

He perhaps also reasoned that economic turbulence and administrative

inefficiency would have wasted larger sums.

Critics stand on safer ground when questioning King Frederick's

economic and fiscal policies, portions of which were specious and even

dishonest. Depreciated currency, however necessary during war years,

produced severe inflation and worked immense hardship on large sec-

tions of civil society. Minor officials were unable to pay their landlords

and tradesmen; many were almost forced to accept bribes to meet their

expenses. The king's vouchers, issued as a form of alleviation, were

cashed by moneylenders at exorbitant fees.

At the end of the war, Frederick redeemed these vouchers and other

notes with depreciated currency, quantities of which he had already

used to pay for military supplies. He had also depreciated Saxon and

Polish currency and allowed it to circulate in Prussia. "The numerary

value [of the thaler]," Andrew Mitchell reported in spring of 1763, "is

raised to upwards of 300 for the hundred, by which commerce has

been thrown into the greatest confusion, and the poor and middling

sort of people have been reduced to the greatest extremity, and ren-

dered almost incapable of purchasing the bare necessities of life."^ The

* The new palace is one of Potsdam's major tourist attractions today. Its dome holds three

female figures— Pompadour, Maria Theresa, and Catherine— supporting the Prussian crown.
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situation, Mitchell reported, could be cured only by immediate cur-

rency reform.

As all the world knows, currency reform can be a very tricky affair.

Frederick's attempts may be both praised and faulted. The Mint Act of

May 1763 called for a progressive two-step increase in the actual silver

content of the thaler; depreciated coinage was to be "bought" out of

circulation, but only at real value. This caused immense hardship to

those who held large sums of "bad" money. It had another and more
complicated result, however, not only in Prussia but in other countries:

it further decreased an already short supply of money. That this oc-

curred at an extremely dangerous time was beyond not only Freder-

ick's understanding but that of most people, including the bankers.

Despite enemy action and debased currency, war had brought pros-

perity to a number of manufacturers, businessmen, and brokers in Ber-

lin and elsewhere who had benefited from large army orders and from

currency-exchange transactions. Splitgerber and Daum, a commercial,

manufacturing, and financial firm that had long served the crown as

"bankers," doubled its capital and expanded its turnover from 97,000
to 882,000 thalers in seven years. Another financial firm, Ephraim and

Itzig, made high profits from the mint concession, and other merchants

fared very well. Count Ernst von Lehndorff noted in his diary that

foreign envoys returning to Berlin in 1763 could not find decent hous-

ing, because all the great mansions had been purchased by merchants

and financiers.

Frederick's financial reforms severely hurt this merchant class. The
first to suffer were those who had bought corn at inflated prices and
failed to heed the king's warning to sell. When he opened magazines

and granaries and simultaneously called in depreciated coins, the spec-

ulators took a fierce loss.

Far more serious, however, was the currency shortage. Even before

the war, international trade and finance were growing. Amsterdam had

become the commercial center of the world, and its bankers and mer-

chants were primarily responsible for an embryonic trading system that

utilized primitive credit transactions. This activity expanded during the

long war, and in some instances commercial houses speculated in de-

preciated coinage and in land and goods, all of which involved their

issuing large bills of exchange that were customarily renewed with high

profits accruing from interest. But in the spring of 1763 this interna-

tional banking system, if it could be called that, began to feel the strain

of undercapitalization. In effect the commercial world ran out of money.

Bills of exchange were considered of no value, and merchants refused

to renew them, instead demanding payment in cash when the bills came

due.^ Following the bankruptcy of a leading Amsterdam money house,

de Neufvilles, that summer, over thirty financial companies collapsed

in Amsterdam and ninety-five in Hamburg; the panic quickly spread
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throughout Europe and inevitably engulfed Berlin. "Where are all these

bankruptcies coming from?" Frederick asked his agent in Hamburg.
"In all my hfe I've never heard of such." ^

In August ten leading Berlin businessmen warned the king that some
local businesses might fail if the panic spread to Prussia. They re-

quested a recess period for the payment of bills of exchange.^ Frederick

ignored this alarming request. But then Johann Gotzkowsky, the most
prominent entrepreneur in Berlin, sounded the alarm. Gotzkowsky had
negotiated the Russian army out of Berlin and was one of the few mer-

chants with whom Frederick had maintained close dealings for years.

James Boswell called him "a gallant German, stupid, comely, cor-

dial."^ A banker, Gotzkowsky had made enormous profits during the

war, importing, exporting, and manufacturing jewels, silk, and porce-

lain. His financial speculations finally brought him down.

In collaboration with the de Neufville brothers in Amsterdam, he

had bought a large quantity of Russian army grain at high prices. Prices

fell before he could sell. Lacking sufficient funds to pay creditors, he

asked the king for a moratorium to give him a chance to raise money.
Frederick was wary of bringing the crown into the marketplace; though

realizing the need for expanded trade, he scorned its common practi-

tioners. Now, he moved slowly. Grand Chancellor Philip von Jariges

was asked to investigate relief possibilities. The king asked Ephraim
and Itzig to lend the man 400,000 thalers, a request adroitly refused

on the grounds that he needed far more than that to save himself. Other

solvent firms also backed away; Gotzkowsky was too rich to have any

friends.

Frederick could let the man go bust, lend the money himself, or de-

clare a moratorium. Although angry with Gotzkowsky, whom he called

"a madman who has foolishly handled his affairs," he could not let

him go under, for fear of a general crash. Unwilling to advance the

money himself, he issued a three-month moratorium and set up a spe-

cial bankruptcy court. He bought Gotzkowsky's porcelain works and

bought a mortgage on his silk works— in all, a matter of 500,000
thalers. In the event the special court arranged a settlement whereby
the stricken man paid 50 percent of his debts.

This was scarcely a satisfactory answer but it did allow some mer-

chants to escape disaster at a crucial period of reconstruction. "I have

rescued those of our merchants who can be rescued," the king told

Henry in September 1763, "and, thank God, all this is now past. The
remaining horror is that all the business of exchanges is interrupted

and that no money can be paid or received."

Andrew Mitchell divined Frederick's main problem in this sphere.

The king complained, "Since I came into this world, I have seen noth-

ing like it." He badly needed advice, a Prussian Colbert to reorganize

the kingdom's finances. Lacking one, he stabbed in various directions
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and even took up with an Italian promoter who persuaded him to set

up a royal lottery — "a manifest fraud," Andrew Mitchell termed it. It

was one of several moneymaking schemes that failed to work. In late

1766 Mitchell reported that the king was

in every respect in better health than he was two years ago [when Mitch-

ell left Prussia], though at the same time I believe him very uneasy and

unhappy in his own mind, from the many disappointments he has met

with, arising chiefly from the adoption of the wild schemes of projectors

and adventurers, for the augmentation of his revenues, most of which,

upon trial, have been found to be either pernicious or impracticable; and

besides the attempts to carry them into execution have already had the

fatal effects of souring his temper, of alienating from him the affections

of his subjects, and of hurting the credit and commerce of his coun-

tries.'^

Frederick's naivete in economics, both at home and abroad, was un-

fortunate but scarcely unique. His world was undergoing a financial

metamorphosis that few recognized at the time. Adam Smith's pioneer-

ing work, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of

Nations, was thirteen years distant and would scarcely have been ap-

plicable to backward Prussia, an agricultural, semifeudal country only

beginning the transition to an industrial economy.

Frederick's real failure was in not bowing to his own lack of experi-

ence and in not recognizing that stopgap measures would not solve

fundamental and deep problems. In his defense, it must be said that he

lacked the experts to study these problems (although he did little to

encourage their development), and his system did work, to a degree. It

was the old business of ein Plus machen — show a profit. The kingdom

not only survived under the system, it eventually prospered. At the

close of his reign, the total annual revenue amounted to twenty-two

million thalers and the treasury held a fifry-one-million-thaler surplus.

This was five times more than he had inherited — and was more than

sufficient to support the army of zoo,ooo men that he deemed neces-

sary for survival.

96

Once the kingdom was sewn with seed, once villages and towns

began rebuilding, once crops were harvested, the king continued the

agrarian policy begun before the Seven Years' War.

Besides encouraging farmers to increase production, he introduced

new breeds of animals and such new crops as tobacco and sugar beets.
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He continued to encourage cultivation of potatoes, hops for beer, and
mulberry trees for silk. Farmers were encouraged and often subsidized

to set up more beehives, to plant more fruit trees, and to raise more
chickens to swell egg production. Forests ravaged during the war were

replanted with oak, fir, spruce, and other seedlings.

Land reclamation and subsequent settlements by colonists remained

tasks of foremost importance. The first principle of government, Fred-

erick wrote in The Political Testament of 1768 — a new work similar

in part to that written in 1752— is "that the true strength of a state

consists in its number of subjects." Earlier drainage projects along the

Netze and Warthe Rivers were revived under Minister Brenckenhof's

active supervision, an eight-year program that nudged the million-thaler

mark in costs but yielded new lands that in time supported fifteen thou-

sand colonists. Drainage of other areas would continue throughout his

reign and bring in thousands of colonists, who were subsidized until

their farms and communities became self-supporting.

It was never an easy effort.

This nation is idle and sluggish [the king wrote in 1768]. These are two
defects against which the government must unceasingly struggle. These

people move only by your impulse, and will stop the moment you fail to

push them. No one knows anything other than the ways of his fore-

fathers. There is little reading, little desire to learn what we teach so that

everything new frightens them. And I who have never done anything but

good [for them] — they think that I am going to threaten their existence

by making some useful reform or necessary change.

The key was peasant ignorance. Village schools had steadily deteri-

orated. Many schoolmasters could barely read or write. A reform act

of 1763 required parsons to visit diocese schools twice a year and fire

incompetent teachers, but there was little money to raise salaries and
in turn attract capable teachers. In 1771 the king noted that most of

the bad schoolmasters in the Mark were tailors and must be got rid of

as soon as possible. Eight years later he was employing invalid soldiers

as schoolteachers, perhaps as much to save paying their pensions as to

improve educational standards. In a work on German literature, pub-

lished in 1780, he stressed the need for better schools, but he seems to

have done little more by the close of his reign. His excuse was always

the shortage of funds necessary to obtain qualified teachers.

The nobility also often fought changes that were intended for their

own good. If estates were to be preserved, the king wrote, the law of

primogeniture, familiar to England, must be introduced. Yet he could

not persuade fathers to leave estates to their eldest sons instead of di-

viding them between sons, although he hoped in time to bring this

about. He hoped, too, that the nobility would in time follow his orders

to ease the rigors of serfdom, which most of them refused to do. Nor
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could he persuade many estate owners to yield fallow lands for colonial

settlements.

Despite these and other setbacks, the land recovered remarkably well,

in part because of a series of good harvests. By 1768 most provinces

were again paying land taxes, crown lands and forests were showing a

profit, and the king was clearly optimistic about the future.

Trade and finance did not share the recovery of the countryside.

Frederick's deflationary policy and currency revaluation discouraged

an already feckless economy. Companies that had survived only be-

cause of a moratorium, a settlement by a special bankruptcy court, or

special loans found themselves in a worse position than ever.

Strongly objecting to "financial enslavement" by the commercial

centers of Hamburg and Amsterdam, and wanting "to prevent the Jews

from crushing people by usurious loans," the king opened the Royal

Bank of Berlin in early 1765 and followed with a branch bank at Bres-

lau. This was a crown bank capitalized by the sale of shares, his own
investment being 800,000 thalers, on which he expected to make 5

percent interest. As opponents had predicted, the general public feared

that the bank would take its valuable silver in return for mere paper,

so it did not exactly beat down the bank's doors. Merchants were afraid

that the bank would redeem its own notes with depreciated currency,

as the crown had recently done. Most of them, accordingly, invested

capital abroad, exacerbating an already delicate financial situation. The

bank also suffered from poor management. In time it would prosper,

but its immediate effect on trade was minimal.

The king also ordered the General Directory to make an economic

survey of the entire kingdom to determine the real cause of the depres-

sion. This was done by one Erhard Ursinus, a Finanzrat, or revenue

official, whose report in the spring of 1767 gently but firmly refuted

the king's economic policy, including his favorite project, the silk in-

dustry. The General Directory was sharply reprimanded for submitting

such an "impertinent report." Poor Ursinus was accused of "malice

and corruption" and sentenced to a year of hard labor at fortress Span-

dau.

Trade continued to deteriorate. In the spring of 1767 the Saxon min-

ister reported "the wretched state of commerce in this country, where

all the factories fail and where each day brings a new bankruptcy."

The king rather grandly ignored these unpleasant facts in The Polit-

ical Testament of 1768. Instead, he confined himself to general obser-

vations, some accurate, some naive, some wrong. He realistically pointed

out that Holland, England, France, and Spain had captured overseas

commerce and there was little that Prussia could do about it. Prussia

should not acquire overseas possessions, "because they drain the state

of people, they must be supported by a large fleet, and they constantly
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provide new reasons for war, as if we did not have enough already

with our neighbors."

Prussia was a land power, the king continued, and not a weahhy
one. She exported wood, salt, corn, wheat, horses, and textiles. She

imported animals, wine, leather, cotton, wool, drugs, iron, copper, and
steel. She was running a deficit trade balance, which could be corrected

only by the greater manufacture of various goods. To encourage this,

he subsidized various manufacturers and granted them monopoly rights

to get them going. He tried to arrange a trade treaty with France to

open markets in Spain and Portugal for textiles, and he tried to revive

the old East Asia Trading Company. Neither effort came to anything.

Despite criticism, he still subsidized the silk industry and ran one new
industry himself, Johann Gotzkowsky's porcelain works. He did not

mention that this enterprise, which employed over five hundred people,

remained in a slump for five years before becoming prosperous.*

Prussian trade probably would have remained in deep trouble had
there not been a general European recovery, a new climate exploited

by merchants, financiers, and officials. In 1768 industrial production

expanded in Berlin for the first time since the war, and in the following

year the special bankruptcy court was closed.

The king's final concern, finances, also ran a troubled course during

reconstruction. Although conditions were slowly improving in the

countryside, the provinces had not recovered sufficiently to pay taxes

on a prewar basis, nor did income from customs and excise duties yet

achieve prewar levels. Exact figures are lacking during the early years

of peace, but the royal income of 13.8 million thalers in 1768, consid-

erably below prewar figures, suggests that the coffers were anything

but full at a time when the king was spending vast sums on civil and
military projects.

Frederick increased his income by establishing court monopolies on
the salt, tobacco, and coffee trade. In early 1765 he invited a French

writer, a friend of d'Alembert named Claude Helvetius, to survey Prus-

sia's tax system. Helvetius had made a fortune as a member of a tax-

collecting syndicate in France. To no one's surprise, the foreigner con-

cluded that the royal treasury was losing millions of thalers through

insufficient taxes, inefficient collection of taxes, corrupt officials, and
smuggling. Helvetius suggested that the king farm out the tax collec-

tion system on a percentage basis to a group of Parisian capitalists.

Frederick turned the idea down and established instead a new depart-

* He acquired the factory in 1764 and soon sent General Fouque a breakfast set "as beautiful

as any ever made at Meissen." Fouque judiciously agreed: "The vivid colors of the tea service

. . . are better than any that I have seen in Saxony. As for the mosaic cup, I fancy to see

Watteau's stroke, it is so charming." Frederick continued to send sets of porcelain as state

gifts and frequently sent separate pieces to friends.
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ment independent of the General Directory, the General Administra-

tion of Royal Customs, or Regie. It was headed by a Frenchman, La
Haye de Launay, hailed by Frederick as "Jupiter who would put an

end to chaos." De Launay and four principal subordinates (later re-

duced to two) each received the unheard-of salary of fifteen thousand

thalers a year— nearly four times that of a Prussian minister— and 5

percent of any net gain in excise taxes collected.

The new system came into being in mid- 1766, together with higher

duties on wine, beer, spirits, meat, and bread. De Launay staffed it with

some two hundred Frenchmen, creating a bureaucratic framework that

in time would support another eighteen hundred minor Prussian offi-

cials. Offices complete with "border brigades" sprang up in all prov-

inces. In a situation that demanded extreme tact and patience— smug-

gling, after all, was a traditional way of life in Prussia— the new tax

collectors struck like so many hawks. Not only did they ignore tradi-

tional provincial authorities, they made inspections and even surprise

raids on private households whose owners were suspected of keeping

contraband merchandise. And they zealously carried out these duties

in French.

The result was predictable. Jupiter brought chaos, not order. The
people— not just merchants, farmers, and peasants, but nobles and

clergy as well — hated the Regie and anyone associated with it. Pro-

tests rained in from around the kingdom. When they failed to bring

reform, fights broke out in Berlin and throughout the provinces; there

were even murders. In Berlin a mob attacked Regie officials, and Fred-

erick "threatened to call out the troops if this occurred again." ^

The king had hoped that the new system would place most of the

tax burden on wealthy landowners and merchants, at the same time

lowering the overall tax burden by reducing smuggling. He tried to

curb Regie excesses but with little success. Andrew Mitchell noted in

several dispatches that Frederick was rapidly alienating "the affections

of his subjects."^ Whatever the king's intentions, much of the money
collected came from the peasants, soldiers, artisans, farmers, and shop-

keepers, not from the nobility or merchant class.

Despite adverse public opinion, the king was satisfied with the Regie,

not so much because of the increase in revenues as because of the de-

crease in smuggling. He continued to rely on de Launay until the end

of his reign, although he eventually complained of corruption and for-

bade the hiring of Frenchmen.
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It was not all work.

In the spring of 1763, Lord Marshal Keith returned from Neuchatel,

where, acting on Frederick's instructions, he had given the intellectual

rebel Jean Jacques Rousseau sanctuary and support. He found the king

tired but calm. At an intimate four-hour dinner, conversation centered

on the recent war. "Not a single word escaped him in his own praise

or to glorify himself," Keith wrote to Rousseau, "not a single com-
plaint, no resentment, no bitterness against one of his enemies; you
might have thought that a sensible and judicious man was arguing over

some war of a thousand years ago." The king gave his seventy-seven-

year-old friend apartments in the Potsdam palace, and they dined and
supped frequently together. "His kindnesses are so easy," Keith wrote

to a friend, "and not embarrassing, which makes them so much the

more captivating." Keith went back to Scotland in August but was
soon invited to return. "You will live in the bosom of friendship, lib-

erty, and philosophy," the king promised. Keith agreed, and Frederick

built a house for him next to Sans-Souci.^

Andrew Mitchell remained in Berlin until he was recalled to London
in 1764, but what Frederick regarded as England's perfidious behavior

had clouded relations between the two men and continued to do so

after Mitchell's return, two years later, as Sir Andrew."^ General Baron
Rupert Scipio von Lentulus was on hand but was a married man and
was frequently away on various missions. Karl Guichard (Quintus Ici-

lius) remained a favorite, a disgruntled butt of royal wit but valued for

his extensive knowledge of literature. Prince Henry of Anhalt, Old Des-

sauer's grandson, was a new favorite. Frederick regarded him as an-

other Turenne, the most able commander in the army, next to Prince

Henry, and appointed him general adjutant. Catt stayed on as reader,

aided by the gossipy Baron Bielfeld. Baron Pollnitz remained as court

jester, and the Marquis d'Argens was present, in poor health as usual,

while submitting to the king's sometimes cruel jokes.

Occasionally a new star flickered in the somewhat lusterless heaven

of Sans-Souci. While inspecting Rhenish provinces that spring, the king

collared Voltaire's close friend, the forty-six-year-old Jean le Rond
d'Alembert, "a man of much learning and knowledge," in the king's

words, who returned with him for a three-month stay and was asked

to be president of the Academy of Sciences. Philosopher, mathemati-

* Mitchell died in 1771 and was buried in Berlin. The court attended his funeral, and the

king was said to have watched the procession from his balcony with tears in his eyes. "His

talents and character had wholly gained my esteem," Frederick wrote, "and he retained it to

the end of his days." (Mitchell, Memoirs.)



Frederick's brother Prince Henry (left) and George Baron Keith,

Earl Marischal of Scotland. Both were the king's close confidants

in his last years.

Every evening large numbers of people walked along Berlin's

Unter den Linden, buying ices and lemonade from vendors and

listening to regimental bands. Prince Henry's palace is in the

right foreground.
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cian, and collaborator with Denis Diderot on the famous Encyclopedie,

d'Alembert was amazed by the king's knowledge of French literature;

his knowledge of French poets "was as great as mine," he wrote to a

friend. The court, however, displeased him: "The king is almost the

only person in the kingdom with whom it is possible to converse, at

least with that kind of conversation met with hardly anywhere but in

France, which becomes a necessity when once it has been experienced."

Apart from the king, "society is very insipid and quite worthless."

Ministers, councilors, generals— "all these gentlemen say not a word
and are content to laugh at some stories that we tell."^ D'Alembert
soon tired of this atmosphere and departed for Italy. "I should like to

make the excursion," Frederick wrote to Keith, "if the goat was not

obliged to graze where it is tethered."

He avoided Berlin society and loathed official entertaining, with its

dreary protocol. When he had to receive a Turkish envoy, he found
amusement only in old Baron Pollnitz's excitement over what elegant

clothes he could wear for each ceremonial occasion. BerHn's enthusias-

tic reception of the envoy and his extensive entourage sickened him, he

told Henry: "Berlin society is presently eating dates; the fops will con-

tinue to wear turbans and those who are rich enough will establish

harems. ... I am the one who pays the piper for all this; it costs me
7000 thalers a month. The Turks are more Arabs than the Jews." The
ambassador's visit to Potsdam evoked a similar reaction; the king would
not have been surprised if "some of my foolish compatriots had them-

selves circumcised." He was not sorry to see the Turks leave, but he

hoped the visit would result in an alliance.

Frederick passed a quiet and restful winter despite attacks of colic

and gout. "I am at work here in writing my political and martial fol-

lies," he informed Keith in February. He was referring to a two-volume
history of the Seven Years' War that would remain secret until after his

death.

As he wrote in a foreword to this work, his goal was twofold: first,

to prove that he could not have avoided the war and that honor and
the welfare of the state prevented peace except on the stated terms;

second, to detail the military operations as clearly and accurately as

possible. What he called a truthful and impartial account of events

contained his usual ration of errors and prejudices, but, as with his

earlier histories, the work is interesting, instructive, and amusing. "These

memoirs," he wrote to Keith, "convince me more than ever that to

write history is to compile the foUies of men and the strokes of fortune.

Everything turns on these two articles, and it has always been like that.

We are a poor species while we vegetate on this little atom of mud
which we call the world. I am forced to revolve like a millwheel, for

one is carried forward by one's destiny."

His pessimism carried over into his work: "Time, which heals and
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obliterates all evils, will without doubt soon restore to the Prussian

states their abundance, prosperity, and former splendor; the other powers

will likewise recover; other ambitious rulers will then start new wars

and cause new disasters, for it is characteristic of humans that no one

learns by experience: the follies of the fathers are lost on their children;

each generation has to commit its own."

James Boswell visited Keith at this time and saw the king at a mili-

tary parade: *

It was a glorious sight. He was dressed in a suit of plain blue, with a star

and a plain hat with a white feather. He had in his hand a cane. The sun

shone bright. He stood before his palace, with an air of iron confidence

that could not be opposed. As a lodestone moves needles, or a storm

bows the lofty oaks, did Frederick the Great make the Prussian officers

submissive bend as he walked majestic in the midst of them. I was in

noble spirits. ... I beheld the King who has astonished Europe by his

warlike deeds.

^

In 1764 Voltaire awakened a sleeping correspondence when he ex-

pressed concern over the king's health. Frederick replied somewhat
cautiously, but mutual need caused them to suffer, if not overlook, the

unfortunate past. Their letters once again became literary, cultural,

philosophical, and even political exchanges spiced with verse, bur-

dened by health bulletins, saddened by death notices, and lightened by

often amusing and very irreverent persiflage. In general the philosopher

of Sans-Souci approved of the patriarch of Ferney, sworn enemy of

infamy. "You shall reach the age of Fontenelle [ninety-nine] . . . and

write an epigram on your own centenary," Frederick wrote. "Finally,

I see you, full of years, surfeited with glory, victor over injustice, on

Olympus, supported by the genius of Lucretius, Sophocles, Virgil, and

Locke, placed on a bright cloud between Newton and Epicurus."

Voltaire's subsequent and explosive defense of several victims of re-

ligious persecution in France won the king's praise in a series of lengthy,

thoughtful, and generally despondent letters on the state of mankind.

In 1767 he was again sending verses and essays for correction, and

more than once each correspondent spoke nostalgically of happier days.

How all has changed since the times you recall [Frederick wrote]. My
feeble digestion forces me to give up suppers. I read or converse in the

evening. My hair is white, my teeth are falling out, my legs are ruined by

gout. I live on, daily aware of the difference between forty and fifty-six

years of age. Further, since the peace 1 have been overloaded with prob-

* Keith did not altogether approve of the twenty-four-year-old Boswell, who was "full of

hypochondriacal and visionary ideas," and neither he nor Andrew Mitchell asked the king

to receive him. Boswell's own request for an audience was politely refused by von Catt.
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lems so that I have only a Httle intelHgence left along with a renewed
passion for sciences and the fine arts. These are my consolation and joy.

Voltaire did not reply to this letter, and the correspondence lan-

guished for two years. Voltaire revived it in late 1769, probably as the

result of a visit from Baron Melchior von Grimm, whose earlier satire.

Petit prophete, and philosophical brilliance had impressed Frederick.

In 1770 a group of admirers commissioned a bust of the seventy-six-

year-old Voltaire by Jean Pigalle. "The finest monument has been erected

by himself in his own works, which will last longer than Saint Peter's,

the Louvre, and all the buildings consecrated by human vanity to eter-

nity," Frederick wrote to Grimm as he sent a generous donation to the

project. Voltaire was visibly touched, and their correspondence contin-

ued until his death, in 1778. Here are a few quotations from their final

167 extant letters:

Voltaire, October 1769: "True worship, true piety, true wisdom,
consists in the worship of God as the common father of all man with-

out distinction and in being charitable [to others]."

Frederick, January lyyo: "You write for fame; I write for my amuse-
ment. ... It will be said of me: it is a great deal that this king has not

been a complete imbecile."

Voltaire, June lyyo: "I have The Essay on Prejudices in my small

library. . . . You have been far too generous in your comment, but

bless you for having turned pebbles into diamonds."

Frederick, September lyyo: "Youth is the time for good living; when
one grows old and decrepit, one must renounce both wit and mis-

tresses."

Voltaire, April lyyi: "I do not fear death, which is rapidly ap-

proaching me . . . but I have an invincible aversion to the way of

death in our Roman Catholic faith. It seems to me extremely ridiculous

to be oiled for the journey to the other world as the wheels of a coach

are greased for traveling."

Frederick, November lyyz: "In glancing at history, I see that scarcely

ten years pass without some wars breaking out. This intermittent fever

can be suspended but never cured. One must seek the reason in the

natural restlessness of mankind. If one person does not stir up trouble,

another does; and a spark often brings on a general conflagration."

Voltaire, December lyyi: "A hero, a statesman, a poet of charm, a

man of universal genius, is not happy when he has the gout, no matter

what the Stoics say."

Voltaire concluded his final letter, in April 1778: "You are the con-

queror of superstition, just as you are the upholder of German liberty.

Live much longer than I in order to consolidate all the empires that you
have established. May Frederick the Great be Frederick the Immortal!"
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King Frederick's family relationships in these later years were no more
prosperous than in the past. He was correct enough, but it was more
rote than root. He had entertained his ailing sister Louise of Schwedt

and her daughters soon after his return to Potsdam in 1763. He lis-

tened to his nieces sing and gave them a ball, which didn't come off

too well because of the lack of available women. He corresponded fre-

quently and at length with Prince Henry at Rheinsberg, often unbur-

dening economic, political, and military worries. He entertained his

nephews, Prince Frederick William (the Prince of Prussia) and Prince

Henry, whom he described as beautifully educated and whose com-
pany he greatly enjoyed. He equally welcomed the young and very bright

Hereditary Prince Eugene of Brunswick, who had performed so well in

the war, and he was very fond of his Brunswick nephews, Frederick

and William.

He selected an extremely attractive bride for the Prince of Prussia.

Boswell found Elizabeth so beautiful that "I talked of carrying her off

. . . and so occasioning a second Trojan war." Frederick attended the

celebrations of the betrothal in July 1764 and the wedding a year later.

He wrote his sister Emily occasionally, but she was very ill with a men-

tal disorder and they met only rarely. He invited his sister Charlotte of

Brunswick to help with the Princess of Prussia's first delivery. A daugh-

ter was born, and at Frederick's request Czarina Catherine agreed to

be godmother. He attended the wedding of his niece Wilhelmina, Au-

gust William's daughter, to Prince William of Orange and thereafter

they corresponded frequently and warmly. "I regard you as my own
daughter and love and cherish you as such," he wrote soon after her

marriage. He closely followed her many pregnancies, persuaded her to

return for a visit in 1773, ^^id generously provided for her in his will.

The new palace at Potsdam opened in July 1768, and numerous rela-

tives watched the king direct Johann Hasse's oratorio The Conversion

of Saint Augustine. A few years later he built a temple of friendship in

the palace gardens to the memory of his sister Wilhelmina. He always

invited his brothers Henry and Ferdinand to Potsdam when they were

in the area for reviews; he often sent Henry and his sisters fruit; he

gave other relatives costly presents; he invited Ulrica to visit from Swe-

den and arranged for a general family reunion that came off very suc-

cessfully. He made Henry's birthday "the greatest family holiday of the

year," a historian noted, "the one occasion on which he would himself

wear his full royal regalia and let gold plate be used for the family

dinner.'"^ The two brothers continued to carry on a lengthy correspon-

dence that was informative, amusing, and on occasion ribald.

In 1769 the king wrote his will, generously providing for all his close

relatives. "I leave to the queen my wife her present revenues with an

increase of 10,000 thalers per year, two casks of wine per year, free

wood, and game for her table [on condition that] she makes my nephew
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her heir." In accordance with tradition, he left everything to the Prince

of Prussia on condition that he pay various legacies. These differed

considerably. "To my brother Henry 200,000 thalers, 50 antals [2750
bottles] of Hungarian wine, and a beautiful chandelier of rock crystal

. . . , the green diamond ring I wear, two riding horses with their

tack, and a team of six Prussian horses."^

Quarrels and losses also filled the years. Count Francesco Algarotti

died in Pisa in 1764; Frederick had an epitaph carved in marble placed

on his tomb. His sister Sophia died in 1765. "My tears, my regrets are

in vain. . .
." Frederick wrote. "Our family seems to me a forest in

which a hurricane has knocked over the most beautiful trees, and where

one sees at intervals some leaning pine that appears to hold on to its

roots in order to watch the fall of its companions, and the damage and

devastation made by the storm." ^ Also in 1766 the king quarreled with

Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick, who left the army and would not be

seen at Potsdam for the next six years. (Frederick maliciously told his

envoy in England that it was because Ferdinand was too fat to mount
his horse.) Keith quarreled with the Marquis d'Argens at Sans-Souci

and openly broke with Quintus Icilius, both of whom openly criticized

Frederick behind his back: "I cannot be the friend of anyone who dines

every day at the king's table, and collects gall there in order to distill

it."^ Frederick and Keith would remain on intimate terms until the

latter's death at ninety-two. More than anyone else, he was an unshak-

able friend in the final years. Prince Henry fell briefly out of favor by

appearing on parade without the sponton, or staff, carried by regimen-

tal commanders, the inference being that he was on equal footing with

His Majesty. Henry got the message and at the next parade appeared

"with the hated symbol of his reduced status."^ Henry's marriage was
also awkward. He was a cold fish and had been cuckolded by his ad-

jutant. Frederick finally talked him out of divorcing his beautiful wife,

but from then on they led separate lives; she resided in one wing of

Henry's palace in Berlin.

A crushing blow occurred in 1767, when young Prince Henry, the

king's favorite nephew, died of smallpox. "I have loved this infant as

my own son," he wrote to his brother Henry in a letter spattered with

tears. Duchess Louise of Saxe-Gotha died the same year. Eichel, his

confidential secretary for twenty-eight years, died in 1768, and d'Argens

departed for France, where he died three years later.

The Prince of Prussia was causing more sorrow. Scarcely had he

married than he was in bed— with someone else. Mistress followed

mistress, almost every one an actress of dubious repute who ran him
deeply into debt. His wife. Princess Elizabeth, retaliated with her own
affairs. The sordid competition soon became public. Princes Henry and
Ferdinand— second and third in line to the throne— informed the

king that they would never allow a bastard to take away their legiti-
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mate rights to succession. The king was forced to arrange a divorce.

He selected Princess Frederica of Darmstadt for the new bride, and she

ensured the succession by dehvering a son, Frederick WilHam, in 1770.
The Prince of Prussia did not, however, mend his dissolute and
spendthrift ways, and incurred his uncle's growing anger. "The debts

his Royal Highness has contracted for his extraordinary expenses sur-

pass all imagination," the English envoy, James Harris, reported in

1775.^ This was only part of the trouble. Frederick William was "the

rising sun." His popularity in the army and kingdom added to the dif-

ficult relationship, which eventually became near total estrangement.

Frederick's relationships with family or friends could never really

deepen. He had neither time nor inclination for them, he trusted almost

no one, nor did his status permit the necessary intimacy. Ulrica spent

most of her time in Berlin during her visit, and the king was busy at

Potsdam. His appearances at weddings and christenings were brief;

while others played, he worked. He loathed most social gatherings and
forever refused to allow expensive celebrations of his own birthday.

He preferred to devote what free time he had to private pursuits, to

reading, writing, and gardening, to expanding his five libraries, to

building his impressive art collection,* and to relaxing at supper with

a few friends who were wise enough not to forget that he was king.

Baron Bielfeld wrote glowingly of Sans-Souci in 1764, "I doubt whether

there is in all Europe a conversation more witty, more agreeable, more
instructive, or more animated than at this table." The king continued

to enjoy conversation— providing that much of it was his own.

98

War had taken a terrible toll of the Prussian army. Its ranks, further

depleted by the thirty thousand men released to the farms, had to be

filled. Some replacements came from home cantons, but most were re-

cruited abroad and paid for by a special enlistment fund. Recruiting

was active and generally successful; seven to eight thousand recruits,

some with wives and children, arrived each year. The effort was main-

tained; in 1769 Frederick offered one German prince twenty thalers

for each recruit of "the requisite size."

Officers, of whom the army had been very short in the last years of

the war, were not so easily replaced. Over fifteen hundred had been

*By 1 77 1 Frederick had added three paintings by Leonardo, five by Raphael, and nine by

Titian. The overall worth of his collection would be anybody's guess. In 1983 the Getty

Museum offered over twelve million dollars for one of his Watteaus, L'Embarquement pour

Cythere, which he had acquired in 1763.
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killed and a great many badly wounded and discharged. For some years

the king had been forced to take "recourse to the ignoble," as he in-

delicately put it, meaning commoners, whom he now purged, retaining

only a few engineers and artillery officers. To bring the officer corps to

strength, he turned to young noblemen at home and abroad, particu-

larly from Saxony, Mecklenburg, and the Empire. "In general the no-

bility cannot distinguish themselves except by the sword; if they forfeit

their honor they cannot find refuge at home," he later wrote. "A com-
moner, on the other hand, having committed the most base acts, re-

turns to his father's occupation without blushing or without believing

himself dishonored." ^

The school of cadets had deteriorated so badly during the war that

graduates could neither read nor write. It was transformed into the

Academy of Nobles by Major General Hans von Buddenbrock, who
brought in competent teachers to teach an impressive curriculum spelled

out by the king in an "Instruction" of 1765: "The intention of the king

and the goal of this institution is to train young gentlemen so that they

are properly qualified for either a military or political career." The king

established another military academy in Stolpe, where fifty-six young
and impoverished Pomeranian nobles "were maintained, clothed, and

taught at his expense." The top fifteen graduates continued studies at

the Academy of Nobles, where they were taught by "the most able

professors" in Europe.^

Frederick had often been displeased with generals who commanded
independent detachments in the war. Too often infantry generals did

not properly utilize cavalry, or cavalry generals mishandled infantry.

Senior generals now received copies of The General Principles of War,

which was supplemented by new "Instructions" and in 1771 by a lengthy

dissertation on tactics and terrain.^ The "Instructions" covered garri-

son duties, discipline, field exercises, supervision and education of ju-

nior officers, and financial management; they were also issued to regi-

mental and battalion commanders.

After returning from Silesia in the spring of 1764, the king wrote to

General Fouque that he was working body and soul to re-form the

army, which, phoenixlike, was reappearing from the ashes. The com-
mon soldier was not much of a problem, he went on, and would be

returned to prewar excellence within a year. It was officer training that

he was concentrating on.

"We have held some maneuvers that have succeeded after a fash-

ion," he told Fouque in the autumn of 1764. "Staff officers are still not

up to scratch; some years will be required to put the army on its former

footing." In the spring of 1767 the king noted continuing improvement

in discipline and wrote to Henry, "In three years the army will have

recovered the solidity that it had before the war, and that courageous

assurance which has been lost in the last campaigns."
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One primary task was to restore discipline, the hallmark of Prussian

arms. The king wrote, "Sternness was necessary to make the soldier

obedient, training to make him skillful, and lengthy practice to teach

him to fire his musket four times a minute, to march in a straight line,

and to perform all the maneuvers that might be needed in different

situations of war.'"*

There would be no reasoning on the part of subordinates: "When
the commander orders, others must obey." The private soldier must

"fear his officers more than the danger to which he is exposed, or no

one will be able to lead him to the charge through a storm of three

hundred thundering cannon. The common soldier will never willingly

accept such dangers; it must be a matter of fear." The war had shown
that "battles are won by fire superiority. . . . The infantry that charges

the fastest will without question prevail over that which charges slowly."

For this reason training stressed "the speed of the charge" in both in-

fantry and cavalry. In addition to their usual services, irregulars of the

free or volunteer battalions should lead the attack in open order to

draw enemy fire from the battalions attacking in close order. Hussars

also were to be trained in cavalry tactics.^

Frederick continued to rely on reviews and maneuvers to produce a

cohesive army that fought by a standard tactical code. But now, years

ahead of his time, he appointed provincial inspectors general for both

infantry and cavalry "so as to renew order, accuracy, and strict disci-

pline in order to attain perfect equality in the army, and that both

officers and soldiers in all regiments would have the same training."^

Strong discipline, daily exercise, speed, precision, shock— the for-

mula for infantry and cavalry. It was up to the officers to achieve it,

which was why the training of subordinate officers was so vital. Regi-

mental and battalion commanders were in large part responsible for

this training, but the inspectors general reported directly to the king

about the conduct of officers, criticizing some, recommending others.

By 1768 the king seemed reasonably satisfied with officer training, ex-

cept that of the staff officers.

Commissariat, quartermaster, and engineer functions had caused

enormous problems in the war and would continue to do so. Once

funds were available, the king had restored two large magazines, each

of thirty-six thousand wispels of corn, in Brandenburg and Silesia. These

had to be replaced every year, the task of General Wartenberg, who
supervised a corps of commissars, military and civilian— "no worse

rogues in the world," the king called them. Wartenberg was also in

charge of two military funds, one to remount cavalry and hussars in

time of war, and one to maintain reserve muskets, cloth for tents, and

supplies of leather.

Having suffered from lack of qualified quartermasters during the war,

Frederick introduced another innovation by ordering twelve specially
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selected officers to Potsdam, where he personally trained them as the

cadre of a new quartermaster corps. "They were taught to survey the

land, mark out camps, fortify villages, entrench heights, build stock-

ades, plan column marches, and above all personally to sound [the

depths of] all marshes and rivers."''

This training course of gifted young officers was not a complete suc-

cess. "The great frivolity and spirit of debauchery of these young men
retarded their progress," he later grumbled. He did not say what he

did to counter "this unfortunate spirit of licentiousness," which was
contrary to standing regulations.^ A more successful effort resulted from

winter engineer training schools in the provinces that concentrated on
teaching subalterns terrain appreciation and fortification of camps.

The most glaring deficiency in the army was the treatment of veter-

ans, many of them retired because of wounds. Only a handful, some
six hundred, could be looked after in the Berlin invalid home. Others

were given minor jobs in the various bureaucracies, and in time a few
were hired as schoolteachers. Still others were paid one thaler a month
from a special war fund, but some were paid nothing. Outstanding

generals in the war had been awarded estates and generous pensions.

Other generals received pensions that ranged from twelve hundred to

two thousand thalers a year; still others held important jobs in the

bureaucracies or on crown lands. Invalid officers received a pittance of

a few thalers a month, for which the king made no apology. Even more
cruel, invalid officers and men from regiments that had fought poorly,

such as the East Prussian regiments at Zorndorf, received no benefits

of any sort, "because punishments and rewards should be proportional

to services."

Frederick wrote in The Political Testament of 1768 that he wanted
to give more money to invalid soldiers and also pensions to widows
and orphans of officers who lacked other means. The problem here, as

in other spheres, was twofold: to find the money to finance these var-

ious charitable institutions; then to find honest and efficient officials to

run them.

The king appended The General Principles of War to the new Political

Testament, even though the last war had caused some fundamental

changes in his strategic and tactical thinking. He still believed in plan-

ning grand military projects in the hope that one would work, but he

seems to have weaned himself, if not from the Vernichtungs-, or anni-

hilation, strategy of old, at least from his belief in "the decisive battle,"

the fantasy that he had pursued throughout the war. If he once had
preferred offensive warfare in flat country, he had long since realized

that the Austrian ability to use mass heavy artillery made this too costly.

Nor would the Austrians willingly fight in such terrain because of su-
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perior Prussian cavalry and infantry mobility. In fighting the Austrians,

the real enemy, it was necessary to occupy strong posts in the moun-
tains and to make more sophisticated attacks. Rather than fighting a

general engagement, he would now prefer to destroy detached corps,

since it is easier to beat fifteen thousand men than eighty thousand, and

the risks are less to gain the same goal: "To multiply small successes is

precisely to build one treasure after another. In time one becomes rich

without realizing how it has come about."

Defensive warfare, the king warned, is the most difficult of all. If a

general chooses passive tactics, if he remains inactive and undertakes

nothing, the enemy will force him from the area he wishes to defend.

The best defensive war should be conducted with such a superior art

that the enemy is unable to divine that one wishes to avoid general en-

gagements. . . . One works by detachments. When possible one should

defeat those of the enemy, make war on his supplies, seize his convoys,

destroy his magazines, disrupt his forages, harass him at every opportu-

nity.

This was nothing less than guerrilla warfare, once condemned by the

king, now accepted with the fervor of a religious convert. Light troops

were vital to such a campaign, he wrote. Although he did not maintain

free battalions in peacetime, he called for no less than twenty-two such

units for the next war.

The army continued to improve each year. In 1769 the king wrote

to Fouque, "All these troops [in Silesia] are in such condition that al-

most nothing more is wanted than their preservation." In 1770 he in-

formed Henry that in case of need, the army would perform well. He
later noted that the required precision in maneuvers "began to show
itself only after 1770," from which time the army became more ready

than ever to wage war.

99

As FREDERICK realistically noted in his Memoires, the war had left

Prussia dangerously isolated. Destitute of allies, he needed to fashion a

new foreign policy that met two traditional criteria. It had to offer

maximum security to a kingdom of long, exposed borders, and it had

to open the way for possible territorial acquisitions at the expense of

weaker neighbors. Part of it, therefore, had to be an alliance with a

suitable great power.

There were not many possibilities. France was immediately ruled out.

She had been a dreadful ally in the Silesian wars; she was now almost
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bankrupt; and she would not abandon her alliance with Austria or

Spain. Frederick felt betrayed by England, whose finances, moreover,

were as shaky as her government was fragile. King George III "changes

his mind as he changes his shirts," he complained, and Lord Bute re-

mained the major influence at court. ^ (Visitors to Potsdam were sur-

prised to see a beautiful horse teamed with a mule pulling a plough.

The horse's name was Lord Bute.) Holland was not much use— an

unwilling ally in the past with little of value for the future. A proposed

alliance with Denmark had come to nothing and, in any event, would
,have harmed relations with Sweden and Russia. Sweden was not strong

enough to make a valuable ally, and a fragmented political structure,

in part dominated by France, would continue to hold her down. Aus-

tria was out of the question as long as Maria Theresa and Count Kau-

nitz ruled, for they would never forgive him for seizing Silesia. The
Saxon court shared Austria's hatred. Turkey was a better possibility,

but her archaic government and primitive army could not be expected

to produce dramatic results on Prussia's behalf, although Frederick be-

lieved that an alliance with her would prolong the peace for several

years.

The possibilities of territorial acquisition were also Umited. He could

move nowhere in the west without starting a general war, which he

could not sustain. He had formally yielded Saxony, and any attempt to

recover it would mean war with Austria and France. Russia would
block any move he made in the north. Only in the northeast was there

a possibility: big but confused Poland could never be a fruitful ally, but

there was no reason that she couldn't be a prize— as he had suggested

when he was crown prince and when he wrote The Political Testament

of 1752.

That would mean alliance with Russia, which could provide other

advantages as well. It would not only protect his exposed eastern bor-

ders; it would check whatever aggressive notions Austria or France had
about him. Depending on developments, the alliance could lead to ter-

ritorial gains at Poland's expense.

Frederick already had this in mind when he signed the 1762 treaty

with Czar Peter III. Among the secret articles were those calling for a

common policy in Poland designed to put a native Pole on the throne

(once August III died) and to support the Polish Dissidents— the Greek

Orthodox and Lutheran subjects — against the Polish Catholics.

Although Peter's demise nullified this treaty, and although Czarina

Catherine adopted an anti-Prussian tone, postwar circumstances made
a new alliance attractive to the Russian court, itself politically isolated

at a dangerous time.

As early as mid-February of 1763, Frederick had sent a copy of the

treaty to Catherine with a letter pointing to dangerous intrigues that

would follow King August's death. He wanted to cooperate with Rus-
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sia regarding a successor and would himself oppose only an Austrian

prince. He supposed that a genuine Polish aristocrat, a Piast, "would
suit both of us best."

Catherine welcomed the proposal on condition that the Prussian king

agree to reject any candidate sponsored by France. A Piast would in-

deed be suitable, providing he was young enough and not corruptible

by Austria or France. She also wondered whether Frederick would agree

to bar the entry of Saxon troops into Poland at the time of the election.

Frederick quickly agreed and proposed a defensive alliance similar to

that arranged with Peter, whereby each country would furnish a spe-

cific number of troops or an equivalent money subsidy if the other was
attacked.

King August died in October 1763 and was succeeded by his eldest

son, Frederick Christian, a cripple, who died two months later. He was
succeeded by his son, thirteen-year-old Frederick August, who, as Elec-

tor of Saxony, became an aspirant for the Polish throne. Another can-

didate was put forward by the powerful Radziwill and Potocki fami-

lies. The Czartoryskis, a powerful landowning "family," opposed this

faction, as did Catherine and Frederick. Catherine had secretly in-

formed Frederick that she wished to have Stanislaus Augustus Ponia-

towski on the Polish throne.

A member of the "family" (the Czartoryskis were his uncles), Stan-

islaus was a worldly and charming young man who had spent two

years in Paris. ^ He had been taken to Saint Petersburg by the English

diplomat Charles Hanbury-Williams. Williams had quickly won over

the Grand Duchess Catherine, a gain consolidated by the skillful inser-

tion of Stanislaus into her bed. At twenty-two, Stanislaus was allegedly

a virgin (though there was talk about his relationship with his fifty-

year-old mentor). Catherine at twenty-six had had a torrid affair with

a hot-blooded libertine courtier that resulted in two miscarriages, and

she had had a son, presumably by her drunken and half-witted hus-

band, Peter. Her affair with Stanislaus, which turned into a menage a

quatre with her husband and his mistress, Elizabeth Vorontsov, lasted

three years. Stanislaus was the first to tire of the fun and games and

departed for Poland. He was replaced by Gregory Orlov, who thought-

fully arranged for Peter's later dethronement and murder.

Czarina Catherine had many fond memories of, and no hard feelings

toward, Stanislaus. Just as important, he would not represent a threat

to Russian aspirations in the untidy Kingdom of Poland; indeed, his

rule would ensure what Catherine called "the happy anarchy" that for

so long had afflicted this tragic land.

Frederick welcomed the candidature largely for the same reasons as

Catherine. In agreeing to support Stanislaus, he again urged her to an

alliance. He did not believe that he would live long, he wrote, and he

wanted to leave his successor a happy and secure country. "Thus I
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desire to form some satisfactory alliances. There, madame, is my entire

policy. ... I rely on you [to set] the time for the conclusion of the

aUiance."

In January 1764, Catherine replied favorably to Frederick's propos-

als. Three months later, the two powers signed an eight-year defensive

alliance, the Treaty of Saint Petersburg, which mutually guaranteed

their territories. Secret articles pledged each ruler to support the elec-

tion of Stanislaus as the next Polish king, with troops if necessary, and
to maintain the Polish constitution, which prohibited a hereditary

monarchy. Finally, and very important, each ruler pledged to support

the Polish Dissidents against the Polish Catholics, a step that could not

but further divide the country.

Frederick believed that the treaty favored him more than Catherine

in that it gave him much-needed security for the internal task of recon-

struction at a time when army and finances were wanting. "May this

alliance be as durable as I desire!" he wrote to Catherine. "May it be

eternal!"

By virtually granting Catherine hegemony in Poland, however, he

brought Russian influence uncomfortably close to Prussia, and he also

placed himself in an awkward situation vis-a-vis the Turks. But he be-

lieved that the advantage of security, even if temporary, outweighed

such disadvantages, particularly since he hoped to counter them by

astute diplomacy. Prussia's good relations with Turkey might prevent

Turkey from going to war against Russia. Austrian suspicions might

restrain Catherine in Poland. No matter how precarious the peace, each

year that it lasted would see Prussia more fully recovered, more able to

influence future events.

When a Polish emissary appeared in Berlin that summer to nominate

Prince Henry for Polish king, he was hustled from the country, his lips

presumably sealed with cash. When Catherine moved troops into Po-

land, Frederick ostentatiously transferred regiments to the Polish bor-

der while his ambassador supported Russian demands in Warsaw.
Threatened with troops and seduced with bribes— Catherine spent an

alleged £300,000 buying Polish votes — the Polish Diet in September

1764 elected Stanislaus the king. "In all our history there was no ex-

ample of an election so tranquil and so unanimous," the new monarch
wrote to a friend.^

To attain temporary security, Frederick was fanning political winds

that would influence the direction of his foreign policy for over a de-

cade.

He and Catherine wanted different things from Poland. Catherine

was following a policy established by Peter the Great, who regarded

Poland chiefly as "a highway to the Turkish lands." Although she wanted
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to settle border differences and would insist on equal rights for Polish

Orthodox believers, she did not want Poland eliminated. She wanted
hegemony, not partition: "All Poland, in short, would be a dependency

of Russia, and, in the next war as in the last, might give her a military

base.'"^ Her envoy in Warsaw, Prince Nicholas Repnin, was backed by

Russian troops and was soon acting as virtual ruler.

This was about the last development Frederick wanted. In light of

the rapid shifting of political alliances, Russia could easily be tomor-

row's enemy. If Catherine permitted internal reforms in return for Rus-

sian suzerainty, Poland might revive to threaten Prussia. A strong Po-

land, with or without Russia, was not desirable.

Russia and Prussia were thus on a collision course. If they agreed

that Stanislaus should not be allowed to implement such major reforms

as eliminating the liberum veto — an insane procedure whereby a sin-

gle member of the Diet could instantly nullify any bill — or introduc-

ing a hereditary, nonelective monarchy, they disagreed on minor re-

forms that Catherine was ready to accept. Frederick would permit

nothing that in his opinion strengthened Poland, and the czarina's at-

titude annoyed him. When she allowed Stanislaus to introduce a gen-

eral customs service, Frederick arbitrarily imposed a tax on Polish ship-

ping on the Lower Vistula and made strong representations to Saint

Petersburg. He removed the tax at Catherine's urging, but she then

persuaded Stanislaus to abolish the new system. Frederick also stressed

to her Turkey's fear of internal reforms in Poland, and he submitted

proof of Stanislaus's overtures to France and Austria.

More conflict emerged soon after Stanislaus's election, when Cath-

erine opened a diplomatic offensive that thoroughly alarmed her new
ally. Influenced by her minister of foreign affairs, Count Nikita Panin,

whose diplomacy paralleled his taste "for all ostentatious and striking

things," the czarina attempted to create a northern confederation by

inviting England, Sweden, Denmark, and Saxony to join the Treaty of

Saint Petersburg. Count Kaspar von Saldern brought the proposal to

Berlin in 1766. Frederick did not like the huge Holsteiner, "who had

neither manners nor versatile thought [and] took the tone of a Roman
dictator," nor did he like the proposal, which was "entirely contrary

to Prussian interests."^ He would never again ally with England. Swe-

den, Denmark, and Saxony would be useless allies, nor did he want

them to become influential and dilute his influence at Saint Petersburg.

Frederick's new alliance might well have foundered on such political

shoals had not a larger issue cropped up in Poland. Russian and Prus-

sian insistence on full rights for the Polish Dissidents was totally un-

acceptable not only to King Stanislaus and the Czartoryski "family"

but to all conservative Polish elements.

The issue exploded at the Diet of 1766. Stanislaus by now was tired
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of Prince Repnin's various ukases, but he probably would have ac-

cepted this demand in return for constitutional reforms. The Catholic

bishops of Cracow^ and Vilna, how^ever, had stopped at nothing in their

attempts to inflame the public. Not only did the Diet refuse equal rights

to the Dissidents, it confirmed laws unfavorable to them. When Cath-

erine threatened to intervene militarily, the "family" dissolved the Diet

by the liberum veto. The Dissidents now formed confederations, and

other confederations of landowners sprang up, all as prelude to armed
anarchy. France and Austria at once exploited the situation. France

could not afford to go to war, but her agents actively worked with anti-

Russian elements inside Poland and also worked to persuade Turkey

to invade the Ukraine. Austria went so far as to concentrate troops in

her eastern provinces. None of this unduly upset Frederick. "I am re-

signed to anything," he told Henry in late February 1767. "If I must
make war, I shall make it; if I must maintain peace, I shall maintain

it."

Catherine was not to be intimidated. In the spring of 1767 she per-

suaded the reluctant Prussian king to extend their alliance by a new
secret treaty: "If the court of Vienna sends troops to Poland to combat
the Russians, His [Prussian] Majesty would protest . . . [and make] a

powerful diversion in their states." In such an event, Catherine would
provide a corps of troops "and procure him a suitable compensation

after the conclusion of peace." ^

Thus bolstered, the czarina pursued her divisive policy against in-

creasing Polish resistance. In October the Diet assembled almost under

Russian bayonets. Repnin at once demanded that senators appoint a

delegation to discuss the burning issue of the Dissenters. When the

Bishop of Cracow resisted, Repnin had him arrested and deported to

Russia, together with other clergymen and civil officials. Russian troops

blockaded Warsaw, the Diet appointed the delegation demanded by

Repnin, and in early 1768 it approved the delegation's resolutions con-

firming Poland's status as a Russian vassal state.

This was too much for the more militant confederates of Radom;
they fled to Bar, only thirty-five miles from the Turkish border. Many
of them now joined the Knights of the Holy Cross, an army organized

and commanded by sixty-four-year-old Joseph Pulaski. Supported by

most of the landowners, the Confederation of Bar also attracted a peas-

ant following that fought both with and independently of the knights.

The joint effort in early 1768 bore all the characteristics of guerrilla

warfare. Although Russian troops captured Bar and dispersed confed-

eration units, resistance continued to spread in and around Cracow,

Lithuania, and Byelorussia. Ukrainian peasants who years before had
been brutally "pacified" by Cossacks and who were now being me-

thodically proselytized by Polish Catholic gentry, seized on the confu-
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sion to Start their own uprising, a brutal affair that cost thousands of

hves, mostly those of gentry and Jews, and was put down with equal

brutality at a terrible cost to the peasants.

While Russians, Poles, and Ukrainians were thus fighting, French

diplomats remained active in Constantinople. In September a Cossack

force chasing peasant insurgents crossed the border into Turkish Mol-
davia and burned the town of Balta. The sultan retaliated by throwing

the Russian ambassador into jail.

In October 1768, Turkey and Russia were at war.

100

The WAR placed Frederick in an awkward position. He was allied

with both powers and did not wish to offend either Russia or Turkey.

Yet his alliance with Russia called for Prussian support by troops or

money. Troops were out of the question, but open payment of what
soon became "these cursed subsidies" would offend the Porte— and

the sum, 480,000 thalers a year, was too large to disgorge without

reasonable return.* He honored his word by secretly paying the sub-

sidy, but in return he wanted the alliance extended for ten years, with

Russia guaranteeing Prussian rights to Ansbach and Bayreuth or a sat-

isfactory equivalent.

Frederick was supporting a war that he did not like in the least.

Czarina Catherine had already upset him by her autocratic behavior in

Poland. Now she was plainly bent on a war of expansion that would
realize Peter the Great's old dream of seizing Constantinople. "This is

a dreadful power," he complained to Henry, "which in half a century

will cause all Europe to tremble." Turkish defeat would cause Russia

to collide with Austria in the Balkans and probably bring on a general

war that would involve Prussia as Russia's ally.

Frederick's long-term goal was to bring about peace before the war

spread, naturally with some reward from Russia for his support. An
able Saxon diplomat suggested to him that Poland could be used to

keep the war from spreading: a partition of Poland by Russia, Austria,

and Prussia would prevent a collision between Russia and Austria over

the Polish question. "The plan has a certain eclat," Frederick wrote to

his current envoy in Saint Petersburg, Count Victor Solms. Frederick

had Solms submit this plan to Count Panin, who replied that Russia

had sufficient land without taking part of Poland — but if Prussia and

* Frederick informed Voltaire in the spring of 1770, "I no longer buy paintings now that I

am paying subsidies."
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Austria would help Russia expel the Turks from Europe, then Russia

saw no reason why they should not be rewarded with part of Poland.

Poland could be compensated by giving her Moldavia and Wallachia.

The Austrian court had been keeping a sharp eye on both Prussia

and Russia, and events in 1769 began bringing Poland into sharper

focus. Frederick's overtures to extend his alliance with Catherine, taken

with the expected Russian victory over the Turks, spelled only danger

to Austria, which infinitely preferred Turkey to Russia as close neigh-

bor. It was time to signal Saint Petersburg that Vienna frowned on
Russian expansion, particularly to the southwest, and the Austrian court

chose two ways to send the message.

It took the first in spring of 1769, when a Russian corps had forced

some Polish confederates to seek refuge in the district of Zips on the

Hungarian-Polish frontier. The Polish king asked Vienna to intervene

and deprive the confederates of sanctuary. On the pretext of history—
the Hungarian crown claimed to have mortgaged Zips to Poland in

141 z— reinforced by Prussian encouragement, Austrian army units

occupied several trading towns in the contested territory.

Further Russian gains that summer prompted the second method for

relaying the message, a meeting between King Frederick and Emperor
Joseph in Silesia. Not long after Emperor Francis's death, in 1765,
Frederick had proposed a meeting with the young successor, but Maria
Theresa and Count Kaunitz had vetoed it. The rulers now met at for-

tress Neisse in late August, Frederick having invited Joseph to attend

military maneuvers. The meeting was supposedly secret, a rather ridic-

ulous pretense, considering their all-too-visible entourages. Frederick's

party included Prince Henry, the Prince of Prussia (Frederick William),

and assorted ministers and generals. In Joseph's group were Marshals

Lacy and Loudon and Joseph's brother-in-law Prince Albert of Saxony.

Joseph traveled as a Count von Falkenstein and refused to occupy Im-

perial apartments or even to ride in the royal carriage, a transparent

disguise that fooled no one.

The fifty-seven-year-old king and the twenty-eight-year-old emperor
hit it off from the beginning; Frederick went so far as to wear an Aus-

trian uniform and abstain from eating meat in respect of Lent. Elabo-

rate entertainment included military maneuvers each morning and op-

era each evening. Frederick's generous hospitality and ostentatious

flattery did not stop with Joseph but extended to the members of his

party as well. "At supper the king talked steadily for three hours,"

wrote Prince Albert of Saxony. "The Prussian princes and generals dared

not open their mouths . . . but some of our Austrian generals slept

peacefully."^ The rulers frequently conferred tete-a-tete in the royal

apartments, in Joseph's suite, or while walking arm in arm in the gar-

den.

The talks apparently remained general, each man assuring the other
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that past animosities were buried. Aware of Joseph's admiration of

Frederick, Kaunitz had placed him on guard, and the poUtical situation

was still too fluid to allow detailed conclusions. From Frederick's

standpoint the importance of the meeting was its physical fact. He wanted

to size up Joseph and he wanted further meetings to encourage rap-

prochement as a buffer to Russian ambition. He stressed his own pa-

cific intentions repeatedly and called for a new supportive relationship

between the two Houses. Joseph replied in kind, assuring the king that

Silesia was a forgotten subject, but that neither he nor his mother would
allow the Russians to remain in possession of Moldavia and Wallachia.

He believed that Russia was bent on all-out aggression and that "all of

Europe" would have to mobilize to stop her. He further suggested that

if a new war broke out between France and England, as seemed possi-

ble, Austria and Prussia should enforce an exact neutrality in Germany.
Frederick agreed, and they signed a secret engagement to this effect.

There was an amusing postscript. Joseph wrote that the king was a

genius, but underneath a pacific exterior he retained his distrust of Aus-

tria. He "was a very curious object to see one time," Joseph wrote,

"but God preserve [me] from a second; he threatens to visit me at

Kolin."^ Frederick informed Finckenstein, "He [Joseph] has invited me
so politely to come see his troops in Bohemia that I have promised to

go there next year." He also confided that Joseph "is a man devoured

by ambition who is brooding over some great plan; who, currently

restrained by his mother, is becoming impatient under the maternal

yoke. . . . Rest assured that once he is his own master, all Europe will

be set on fire." Frederick noted in his later Memoires:

This young prince affected a frankness that seemed natural; his friendly

disposition was marked by gaiety and much liveliness. While wanting to

learn he lacked patience for self-education . . . but what really denoted

his character were traits that escaped him despite himself, and that re-

vealed the unbounded ambition with which he burned.

Swinging hard the helm of state, Frederick next concluded the ten-year

extension of the treaty with Russia. Catherine agreed to guarantee his

rights to Ansbach and Bayreuth; in return he agreed to invade Swedish

Pomerania if the Swedish senate overthrew the constitution of 1720 or

if Sweden attacked Russia.*

* The German historian Gerhard Ritter argued that Russia won far more than Prussia by this

new treaty. To the contrary: the fact of alhance was Frederick's major concern and the guar-

antee of the principahties was a bonus. Nor was the Swedish bit onerous. Swedish Pomerania

ranked high on his future hit-hst in both Political Testaments, though he hoped to acquire it

by other than war — in 1765 he had even made a cash offer. The main danger to Prussia of

the renewal was that it might involve her in a war against Austria, France, and Spain before

army and treasury were ready. (Koser, Geschichte, Volume 3; Ritter, Frederick the Great.)
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The war meanwhile was going very well for Russia. Count Peter

Rumianzov, "the Russian Turenne" as Catherine called him, chalked

up a string of impressive victories. Other armies pressed into the Cri-

mea to seize Azov and Taganrog, once the proud possessions of Peter

the Great. In a master move, a Russian fleet sailed to the Mediterra-

nean and sank the Turkish fleet at the battle of Chesme Bay. By autumn
of 1770 it seemed as if Russian armies would soon occupy the entire

Crimea and would march from Moldavia and Wallachia across the

Danube to the gates of Constantinople.

Prussian diplomacy meanwhile had taken a new and rather bizarre

twist. Frederick wanted Queen Ulrica of Sweden to know the secret

portion of his Russian alliance so that she would not anger Saint Pe-

tersburg by strengthening the Swedish monarchy with French support.

In June 1770, Prince Henry carried this message to Stockholm.

Prince Henry was a new ingredient in the diplomatic stew. At forty-

four, he was morose, totally estranged from his wife, fond of pretty

young men, and resentful of his brother. A devious man of dangerous

intrigue, he was also worldly, urbane, and extremely intelligent. Henry
had shared in some of the talks at Neisse and had been far more im-

pressed by Joseph than had the king. Frederick hoped the embryonic

rapprochement might lead to a check on Russia. Henry saw it as a

beginning of a dual alliance. "Why," Henry asked, "should not Fred-

erick and Joseph, like Octavius and Anthony, divide Germany between

them?"^ Frederick replied that Maria Theresa would never accept such

a plan and that he himself was too old for any more adventures. What
Prussia needed was peace between Russia and Turkey to free him from

these "cursed subsidies" and from danger of being drawn into a gen-

eral war.

Henry believed that the situation could be milked for much more
profit to Prussia. Without Frederick's knowledge, he informed Czarina

Catherine, whom he had known as a girl, that he would be in Stock-

holm in the summer and would like to visit her. She readily agreed and

promised to write to Frederick at the appropriate time.

A new twist occurred that spring, when the Austrian ambassador, in

making his departure, wondered whether the Prussian king had given

any thought to acquiring West Prussia and Ermeland, an enclave close

to East Prussia. He wisely did not add that Count Kaunitz would agree

to this in return for the recovery of Silesia. Frederick paid little atten-

tion to the matter but some weeks later mentioned it to Henry, then in

Stockholm. Henry grabbed at the notion, which, if only a vague vision,

"is nonetheless such a pleasant one that I find it very difficult to re-

nounce it. I want to see you lord of the Baltic coast, sharing with the

most formidable power in Germany the influence which these two,

combined, could have in Europe."'^ Frederick replied cordially but neg-

atively, yet when Henry pressed more arguments on him he conceded
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that Henry's ideas, if carried out, could bring "great advantages to the

state."

Henry was in Stockholm when the czarina informed Frederick that

she would like Henry to visit her. Frederick was delighted and at once

asked his brother to make the journey, no matter how disagreeable it

appeared to him; he would happily send him eight thousand thalers.

He wanted Henry to try to reconcile Catherine and Ulrica. More im-

portant, he hoped that Henry would persuade Catherine to make a

reasonable peace with Turkey, an effort that he believed would be helped

by his own forthcoming visit with Emperor Joseph: "My little journey

to Moravia will make more pacific impressions on the Russian empress

than all the troops and all the reviews in the world."

Frederick met Joseph in early September at Neustadt in Moravia.

But this time Count Kaunitz was present and left little doubt as to who
was in charge of Austrian foreign policy. Kaunitz, along with the rest

of the Austrian party, was violently anti-Russian, green with envy over

Russian successes against the Turks. Kaunitz told the king that Maria

Theresa would never permit the Russians to retain Moldavia and Wal-

lachia or cross the Danube: "He added that the union of Prussia and

Austria was the sole barrier that could oppose this overflowing torrent

which threatened to inundate all Europe."^ Although agreeing that the

threat was very real, and expressing desire for friendship with Austria,

Frederick explained that his present alliance with Catherine precluded

a formal pact with Austria. He would continue, however, to respect

agreements made at last year's Neisse meeting, and he also promised

to inform Vienna of any overtures France made in Berlin.

During the meeting Frederick received a dispatch from Constanti-

nople: the sultan wanted Prussia and Austria to mediate a peace be-

tween Turkey and Russia. Kaunitz tentatively agreed, providing that

Frederick make the overture. Frederick found Kaunitz an extremely

intelligent man: "He has sound and clear judgment, but he is so taken

with himself that he believes he is an oracle in politics, and we others

are novices whom he must indoctrinate." Only on Frederick's insis-

tence was Emperor Joseph, whom Kaunitz treated more "as subaltern

than master," informed of their talks. Joseph seemed more interested

in his troops, though he overwhelmed Frederick with friendly gestures.

Frederick described him to Voltaire as "an amiable and very merito-

rious prince, an emperor such as has not long been seen in Germany."

Czarina Catherine greeted Prince Henry in a manner not unlike Czar

Peter's reception of Baron von Goltz in 1762. He was given a magnifi-

cent palace and showered with expensive gifts, among them a fur coat

trimmed with sable and black fox. He received an open invitation for

dinner and supper with his hostess, who honored him with magnificent

banquets, balls, and fetes of every description. They spent hours to-
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gether discussing philosophy, literature, music, painting, sculpture,

government. He was appointed honorary president of the new Acad-
emy of Sciences. Every palace and mansion was opened to him. The
brother of Frederick the Great, in his own right a famous military com-
mander, cultured friend of Voltaire and Melchior Grimm, worldly and
polished, he was the toast of Saint Petersburg.

But he soon discovered that neither Catherine nor Count Panin was
inclined to make an easy peace. She would not accept Austrian media-

tion, she insisted on Russian occupation or at least on complete inde-

pendence of Moldavia and Wallachia, and she expected Frederick to

continue to support her Polish policy.

Frederick did not take kindly to these dictates. "It was difficult to

deal with the Russians," he later wrote, "because they understood

nothing of the art of negotiation. They thought only of their own in-

terests and ignored those of others."^ He instructed his brother to make
it clear to Panin that he was an ally, not a toady. The Russian court

"may or may not accept us as mediators, but they should not openly

make fools of us." By mid-November he was disgusted with the Rus-

sian court's intransigence and was on the point of refusing to pay fur-

ther subsidies. England and Spain were close to war— Spain was send-

ing an expedition to chase an English settlement from the Falkland

Islands— which would involve Austria, France, and Prussia, to her

ruin. Frederick wanted peace, "peace as promptly as possible without

proposals of intolerable and humiliating conditions on the Turks."

Henry was frying bigger fish. Aware that his brother would welcome
a settlement in Poland, he drew up a peace plan that directly involved

Russia, Prussia, and Austria in Polish affairs. He followed by suggest-

ing that a triple alliance might solve the Polish question and also force

Turkey to a quick peace. The suggestion was well received by Russia

and Austria,

Catherine made the first proposal, albeit obliquely. Remarking to

Henry that Austria had occupied two fiefdoms in Poland, she asked:

"But why should everyone not take something else?"^ She saw nothing

wrong in Frederick's occupying West Prussia, and Count Zacharias

Chernyshev, one of her more hawkish generals, suggested that Prussia

take Ermeland.

Frederick wanted nothing to do with it— or so he insisted. Erme-

land was not worth the taking. "Polish Prussia, though, would be

worthwhile," he told Henry, "even if Danzig were not included, for we
should have the Vistula and free communication with [East Prussia],

which would be an important item." But he was terrified of a new war,

and such aggression was far too risky at this time. His real interest, he

insisted, was seeing Russia at peace with Turkey. He had already been

upset by the harsh terms insisted on by Count Panin for that peace. In

his mind, Henry's mission had failed and it was time for his return.
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Henry reached Potsdam in mid-February 1771 and forcefully pre-

sented his case for the safe acquisition of West Prussia, Ermeland, and

Danzig. He found a willing convert, and one must suspect that this had
been in the king's mind all along. Finckenstein drew up a draft agree-

ment for Catherine's study — the beginning of protracted negotiations,

"which, if they succeed, my dear brother, will be entirely due to you,"

the king wrote in March. Henry continued to involve himself in the

necessary diplomacy— he and Catherine carried on a long and warm
correspondence— but by autumn Frederick was claiming equal credit.

It was probably because of his special brand of diplomacy that all hur-

dles, including Count Panin's and Maria Theresa's lengthy remon-

strances, were overcome and a formal treaty was signed in August 1772.

Under its terms Poland lost over a fourth of her land area, including

some five million people. Russia received over 100,000 square kilo-

meters that held nearly two million people, Austria some 70,000 square

kilometers with a population of 2.7 million. Prussia acquired West

Prussia (but not Danzig and Thorn), about 16,000 square miles with

416,000 people, an area small in comparison but rich in political and

strategic importance.

The Polish king and Diet still had to accept the treaty, more or less

a formality, in view of the ten thousand troops that each court simul-

taneously sent to Poland. King Stanislaus delayed negotiations for nearly

a year but after an "allied" threat of total dismemberment, he formally

accepted what virtually was a fait accompli.

Thus the first treaty of partition, which set the scene for further par-

titions and, finally, Poland's temporary disappearance from the Euro-

pean map. Catherine and Frederick were delighted, and so was Prince

Henry, to whom the king awarded an annual twelve thousand thalers

from the new province. Emperor Joseph and Count Kaunitz in Vienna

were equally pleased. Only Maria Theresa continued to have misgiv-

ings. But these bothered no one. When informed that the empress-queen

had been reduced to tears by the deed, Frederick coldly noted, "Yes,

always weeping— and always annexing."

lOI

Frederick's new acquisition, West Prussia, was both a prize

and a challenge. "I have been given a bit of anarchy to reform," he

sardonically noted. ^ In the spring of 1772, on his return from an in-

spection of the new territory, he wrote to Henry: "This is a very valu-

able and highly advantageous acquisition as much from the political as

from the financial point of view; but to cause less jealousy I am telling
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those who wish to Hsten that all I have seen is sand, pine trees, heather,

and Jews."

The chief advantage was strategic. East Prussia was no longer an

isolated outpost but an integral part of the kingdom. Frederick's east-

ern borders were still exposed, but now they lay behind a defensible

buffer zone, the key to which was the Vistula River. Once fortified, this

zone would become the eastern main line of resistance. Where earlier

the army in East Prussia could fall back only on Konigsberg and there

perish, now, with the Niemen as the first line of defense, it could make
a fighting withdrawal back to a second line, that of the Pregel, and
finally to the Vistula.

Further, as master of the Vistula the king virtually controlled Polish

commerce while enjoying a tidy profit from shipping tolls. The new
province also paid revenues of five million thalers a year and it came
equipped with an army whose cavalry was equal to Prussian cavalry.

The infantry needed shaping up, as did staff officers, but these tasks

would soon be accomplished.

On the debit side he had acquired an impoverished and backward
land of barbarians "crouching under the yoke of ignorance and stupid-

ity," in his later words. ^ Although it behooved him (and future German
apologists) to present the land in the worst possible light, there is no

doubt that conditions were generally appalling. The country peasants,

even "rich" ones, lived in primitive huts, subsisted on gruel, and culti-

vated their fields with rude wooden ploughs often pulled by women
and dogs. Few villages had bake ovens, many peasants had never tasted

bread, weaving looms were rare, spinning wheels unknown. Towns
were equally pathetic. The plague of 1709 had killed most of the arti-

sans, and they had never been replaced. Public buildings had fallen to

ruin, schools did not exist, corrupt courts enforced unfair laws. "The
towns are in a wretched state," Frederick reported. "Culm, for exam-
ple, should hold eight hundred houses; there are not a hundred stand-

ing, and they are inhabited by either Jews or monks, and there are still

even more miserable people there."

Having probed the rotting corpse of state, the king decided to bury

most of it in favor of a Prussian resurrection. "He has taken possession

of Polish Prussia with an amazing rapidity," reported the English en-

voy, James Harris, in October, "and the effects of his government are

already felt through every part of his new requisition."^ Prussian offi-

cials soon abrogated a quantity of laws "as bizarre as extravagant," in

the king's later words. A new court and police system slowly emerged.

A public works program began restoring towns and cities. Tailors,

apothecaries, blacksmiths, carpenters, and masons were settled in the

new province. A hundred and eighty teachers, Protestant and Catholic,

opened schools where there had been none. Tax surveyors ploughed

through domains to assess holdings and levy the land tax on the same
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basis as in East Prussia. The church and its prelates were taxed at the

same rate as in Silesia. Frederick claimed certain fiefdoms as crown
lands, made a lump sum payment of 500,000 thalers for them, and

henceforth received their revenues. In what Frederick saw as a purify-

ing touch, four thousand itinerant Jews, accused of begging from or

robbing peasants, were banished to Poland.

Thwarted in his desire to obtain Danzig and Thorn, Frederick hoped
to promote Elbing into a major trading center that would steal Dan-
zig's commercial wealth. Toward this end, he financed construction of

a canal, a project that cost 700,000 thalers. Completed in a year, it not

only connected the Vistula to the Oder, Havel, and Elbe Rivers, which

increased trade and river tolls; it also produced large acreages of re-

claimed marshlands that in time supported new agricultural settle-

ments.

The treaty of partition, or the first rape of Poland, did not alter the

Prussian king's long-range diplomatic goal. He still wanted to end the

war between Russia and Turkey before it spread to a general war that

would involve Prussia. Frederick had accepted Vienna's greedy terri-

torial demands in Poland because that court had promised to join Prus-

sia in persuading the Porte to accept Russian peace terms.

Peace talks, begun at a conference in August 1772, were quickly

dissolved; they resumed again two months later in Bucharest. In a nut-

shell, the Turks were not prepared to accept Catherine's hard terms.

As the Austrians refused to allow a permanent Russian presence on the

Danube, the Turks understandably wished to avoid that same presence

in the Crimea, which Catherine insisted on. The contretemps would

have been difficult to resolve even under favorable circumstances. But

Catherine was not inclined favorably toward Austrian and Prussian

mediation, and France did everything possible to stir up trouble, not

only between the Porte and Petersburg, but between Russia and Prus-

sia. This disruptive effort brought England into the act to complicate

negotiations further. The Bucharest conference ended in March 1773
with no agreement.

The unstable temperament of the forty-four-year-old czarina was

largely responsible for the impasse. Panin's restraining influence had

been dampened by Prince Gregory Orlov's return to all offices "except

that of fucking," as the king wrote to Henry. Orlov soon replaced the

favorite in this essential office. "It is a terrible business," Frederick told

Henry in July 1773, "when the prick and the cunt decide the interests

of Europe."

Whatever the inspiration, Catherine reverted to a military solution,

the idea being for Marshal Rumianzov to cross the Danube and work
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south through Bulgaria to Adrianople and Constantinople. His several

efforts to do this were dismal failures. Catherine had been paying the

price of fighting a difficult war. Stern measures followed one after the

other and in spring of 1773 led to a major uprising of the Cossacks

under Emelian Pugachev, who cloaked his rebellion in one of the most
bizarre garments in history. To win peasant support, he claimed to be

Catherine's assassinated husband, Czar Peter III, who had returned from

death to lead his people from bondage. That he bore no resemblance

to Peter did not matter. The peasantry flocked to his army, which,

about fifteen thousand strong, swept across western Russia, storming

army posts and killing nobles, landlords, and officers in a full-blown

insurrection that was put down only with extreme difficulty.'*

Though Catherine described Pugachev's rebellion to Melchior von
Grimm as "a farce," added to Rumianzov's failures it worried her, and
she asked Frederick to accept the role of peacemaker with the Turks.

He quickly agreed, but the effort failed. As he later wrote, "These two
powers were too exalted and haughty for anyone to bring them to

agreement."

Rumianzov meanwhile had finally crossed the Danube and pressed

into Bulgaria. The Turkish sultan, Mustapha III, died in January 1774
and was replaced by his brother, Abdul-Hamid (familiar "only with

the harem," Frederick noted). A splendid Russian victory at Kozludji

in early July on top of other Turkish losses brought about the Turks'

capitulation in the same year.

The subsequent Treaty of Kuchuk-Kainardji guaranteed the inde-

pendence of the Crimea and Russian possession of territory east of it,

including Peter the Great's old fortresses of Azov, Kuban, and Terek,

thus giving Catherine access to the Black Sea. The Turks also guaran-

teed free navigation of the Hellespont, a large cash indemnity, protec-

tion for Orthodox Christians in Constantinople, and a protectorate

over the Christian population of Moldavia on the Danube— a pack-

age that would have pleased even Peter the Great.

The end of the Russo-Turkish War, though it relieved Frederick of the

worry of a larger war, left an unsettled and potentially dangerous po-

litical situation. He was clearly apprehensive of what he regarded as

Catherine's irrational foreign policy. Prince Orlov had been replaced

as her lover by Lieutenant General Gregory Potemkin, a one-eyed vet-

eran of the Turkish war, a religious mystic as ambitious as his new
bedmate.* Frederick did not approve of "Tapukin," as he referred to

him, or of Catherine's numerous affairs. It was clear from her behav-

* Prince Orlov visited Berlin in 1775. "He has a sincere and candid air," Frederick wrote to

Henry; "[he is] a very sensible man."
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ior, he wrote to Henry in October 1774, "that a woman is always a

woman and that in a feminine government the cunt has more influence

than a firm pohcy guided by straight reason."

Catherine and her court resented Frederick's Hmited rapprochement
with the Vienna court and blamed him in part for forcing the return of

the Danubian principalities, Moldavia and Wallachia, to Turkey. No
sooner had the peace treaty been signed than Austria seized these prin-

cipalities, ignoring Prussian and Russian protests. Austria now held a

knife over the major supply line of the Dniester River in any future war
between Russia and Turkey.

Catherine held other grievances against her ally. She correctly rec-

ognized that Frederick had foiled her attempts to establish a valid

"northern system" — a power bloc— and that he would stand in the

way of her further advance southward as well. She had also formally

objected to additional territorial claims in Poland by Austria and Prus-

sia, and Frederick was involved in delicate negotiations with her as a

result.

Frederick regarded his alliance with Russia as more important than

ever. His flirtation with Vienna had come to very little. Emperor Joseph

was proving to be a hawk. Not only had he seized lands in the Balkans

and Poland; he was looking at the large duchy of Friuli at the top of

the Adriatic, at Bosnia in the Balkans, at Silesia, at Alsace and Lor-

raine. Joseph's avidity for territory and his immeasurable ambition were

great cause for concern. King Frederick kept a portrait of the emperor

on his desk at Sans-Souci, not out of admiration but because, as he

explained to a friend, "There is a man to be watched."

More potential trouble lay in the west. France and England had been

sparring since signing the unsatisfactory Peace of Paris in 1763. Had
their respective treasuries not been so empty, had the internal govern-

ment of each not been so divisive, war undoubtedly would have oc-

curred earlier. As it was, neither country made any secret of its ani-

mosity toward the other.

French fortunes had declined enormously in twelve years. Louis XV
was well on his way to becoming one of the most hated kings France

had had. A handsome, virile man, intelligent according to some, Louis

lacked the drive necessary to raise France's fortunes. He resented the

duties of government, which interrupted delightful days of hunting and

exhausting nights of mistresses. The court remained torn by cabal and

intrigue, with policy more or less dictated by the predominant faction.

His minister of foreign affairs, Duke Etienne Francois de Choiseul, served

him well, reorganizing the army and navy, strengthening alliances with

Austria and Spain, establishing new bases in the West Indies, stealing

Corsica from Genoa, arranging the marriage of the sixteen-year-old

dauphin to Maria Theresa's daughter, fifteen-year-old Marie Antoi-

nette. But in 1770 Choiseul backed Spain against England when they
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clashed over the Falkland Islands and only just avoided a calamitous

war. Choiseul was followed by Chancellor Rene de Maupeou, whose
financial reforms were gaining ground when Louis died in 1774.

His grandson and successor, Louis XVI, was a good argument for

the guillotine. Devoted to hunting, he had little to offer his country.

Heavy and ugly, he ate and drank excessively. When forced to tend to

business, he showed himself stupid and uncomprehending, weak and
vacillating, qualities that unfortunately overrode an alleged kindness

and honesty and even a certain piety unusual in the Versailles court.

His marriage was a disaster. He was impotent and remained so, despite

Maria Theresa's lengthy instructions to Marie Antoinette on how to

arouse him.*

As crown princess, Marie had gone out of her way to antagonize

King Louis's mistress, Madame du Barry, stirring up a social crisis that

was solved only by Maria Theresa's blunt strictures to the child to

behave herself. Marie Antoinette behaved no better as Queen of France.

Surrounded by favorites, she spent her time gambling, dancing, and
acting, remote from France and its problems, disdainful of her still

impotent husband, whom she called "the poor man." Louis meanwhile

was running a disaster course. He had replaced the able chancellor,

Rene de Maupeou, with the seventy-three-year-old Count Jean de

Maurepas, a tired and cynical man who wanted to avoid trouble and,

in so doing, only courted it. Louis "spoke as master and acted as slave,"

Frederick wrote in disgust, "for he did only what Maurepas ap-

proved."^ Louis's new foreign minister. Count Charles de Vergennes,

followed this lead, his main effort being to support the American col-

onies in their incipient rebellion against British rule.

Turbulent politics also ruled the English court, mainly the result of

the rebellious North American colonies. The Sugar Act of 1764, the

Stamp Act of 1765, and the American Import Duties Act of 1767, fa-

miliar to American schoolchildren as the Townshend Acts, were re-

pressive laws that caused an uproar in the colonies. In 1770 the newly

appointed prime minister. Lord North, repealed all duties levied by the

Townshend Act except for that on tea, but it was too late to quiet

opposition voices. Insurgency continued: the Boston Massacre in 1770,
the burning of a British revenue cutter by smugglers in 1772, the Bos-

ton Tea Party in 1773. Each insult hardened North's attitude and the

views of his fellows. Velvet glove yielded to hard fist: the Intolerable

Acts of 1774. Americans answered in kind, politically by Committees
of Correspondence (hotbeds of sedition, as seen in England), then in

* The instructions failed to work because poor Louis was a victim of phimosis. Louis XV had

earUer discovered this, but the dauphin was unwilling to submit to the painful cure of circum-

cision. In 1777 Emperor Joseph visited the French court and persuaded him to have the

operation. The Parisians circulated a bawdy poem on Louis's prepuce, a copy of which Fred-

erick gleefully sent Henry.
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1774 by the First Continental Congress, which demanded, among other
things, repeal of all restrictive legislation passed during the last decade
and a boycott of British goods.

War was not far away. In April 1775, British troops clashed with
American militia at Lexington and Concord. Two months later red-
coats defeated the colonists at the battle of Bunker Hill. The American
Revolution had begun.

While George III of England wresded with Parliament to retain royal
prerogatives, while Lord North continued to infuriate American colo-
nists, while Louis XVI hunted away the days, while Queen Marie An-
toinette gambled away the nights, while Maria Theresa counted her
beads, and Czarina Catherine counted her lovers— the King of Prussia
continued to build an army and treasury and to keep a sharp eye on
the vagaries of European politics.

Frederick did not understand the nuances of either English or French
politics. He was incapable of grasping the notion of democracy. A par-
liament to him was as dismaying an idea as ministerial authority in

government. This did not prevent him, however, from recognizing gov-
ernmental weaknesses, assessing them, and applying the lessons to the
general political situation.

Of the two western powers, he held England in the greater contempt.
The war in North America was a disaster— a "ruinous war," he called

it— all the work of Lord Bute, whom he inaccurately insisted was still

in power at Whitehall. How the English believed that they could sub-
jugate America with an army of only seven thousand men, he could
not imagine. King George obviously would have to recruit and equip a
large force if he meant to wage war thousands of miles from home in

a hostile climate, an effort that would largely negate British influence

in Europe.

Frederick also held the French throne in contempt. Count Maurepas
was not the man to return France to her former greatness. France stood
in danger of becoming completely bankrupt while its complaisant ruler

was the captive of his disastrous queen. Frederick understood French
desire for revenge against England and accepted French intervention in

North America as natural. Nor did he object: French embroilment in

the American war would significandy reduce her influence in Europe
and thereby weaken her allies, Austria and Spain.

Austria remained the real enemy. Emperor Joseph was making his

aggressive intentions all too clear, and in 1775 he added an uncom-
fortable exclamation point by seizing the Balkan province of Bukovina.
Czarina Catherine asked Frederick to intervene. To fight Austria he
needed allies, and Russia was temporarily exhausted. In view of this,
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he wrote to Catherine, "it was improper that he should announce him-

self as the Don Quixote of the Turks."

It was not a healthy situation and perhaps James Harris was correct

to report that from all accounts

his Prussian Majesty was never, at any one period of his life, known to

be so uncommonly out of humour as at present. This appears not only

from his conversation, but from his actions. He broke his flute, a few

days ago, on the head of his favorite hussar, and is very liberal in kicking

and cuffing those employed about his person. He is peevish at his meals,

says little in his evening conversations, and is affable to nobody.^

102

Frederick had described himself to Voltaire as the hermit of Sans-

Souci. On occasion he did shut himself away, particularly during pe-

riods of ill health, to work on the usual variety of public and private

projects. He was nevertheless amazingly active when the occasion de-

manded, presiding over various royal marriages and baptisms or the

annual carnival or receiving foreign visitors, some of whom have left

their impressions of king and kingdom.

Early in 1772 James Harris, then twenty-six and newly appointed as

British envoy, sat in an antechamber of the Potsdam palace listening to

the king play his flute. He was eventually called to the royal presence

to deliver his credentials: "After His Majesty had made a very polite

answer to the few words I said ... he made me a very flattering per-

sonal compliment, entered very freely into an easy conversation, and
kept me with him for some time." ^

Harris described Potsdam as a very pretty town, although it lacked

sufficient inhabitants. "Nothing can equal the splendour and magnif-

icence of the new palace. . . . It is superior to Versailles, to the Escor-

ial, to everything I ever saw or heard. . . . The costliness of the fur-

niture exceeds all belief." Lord Marshal Keith later took him around
Sans-Souci, "a most agreeable retreat. ... I never saw a greater abun-

dance of fruits of all kinds; [the king] is a great lover of them, and

spares no expense in having them in as great perfection as the climate

will allow, and at all seasons." Harris rented a house "as big as the

Atlantic Ocean" in Berlin, a beautiful but underpopulated city filled

with soldiers. As for society in general, "A total corruption of morals

reigns throughout both sexes in every class of life. . . . The men are

constantly occupied in how to make straitened means support the ex-

travagances of their life. The women are harpies, debauched through

want of modesty, rather than from want of anything else. They pros-
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titute their persons to the best payer, and all delicacy of manners or

sentiment of affection are unknown to them."^

Colonel Count Jacques de Guibert turned up in Potsdam in 1773.
Twenty-nine years old, he had just published Essai de Tactique Gen-
erate and had been recommended to the king by d'Alembert. Guibert

was also struck by Potsdam, its straight and wide streets bordered by

new houses with Italianate facades, but most of all by a civil popula-

tion of only six thousand compared with a garrison of twelve thou-

sand! Guibert did not know what to expect from an audience with the

king, but he had heard rumblings of dissatisfaction. Quintus Icilius,

who would die two years later, was highly critical of the king's military

record in the Seven Years' War and was collecting material for a book
on the subject; the Abbe Bastiani, sometimes the king's reader, was
bitter and disillusioned. "The king," he said, "has never known friend-

ship and he is incapable of feeling it." Guibert should have seen a cross

old man in a snuff-stained uniform surrounded by spoiled whippets.

He saw no such thing. "A kind of magical vapor," he wrote, "seemed

to me to surround his person."^

The following year a British officer. Field Marshal Henry Conway,
nephew of Sir Robert Walpole, was introduced by Lord Marshal Keith.

Conway had fought well under Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick in the

Seven Years' War. He arrived when the king was attending a private

concert, "but the moment he was told I was there," Conway wrote to

his brother, "he came out from his company, and gave me a most flat-

tering gracious audience of more than half an hour; talking on a great

variety of things, with an ease and freedom the very reverse of what I

had been made to expect. ... I asked and received permission to visit

the Silesian Camps next month." Conway was invited to watch the

Potsdam Guards drill: "I could have conceived nothing so perfect and

so exact as all I saw." He was shown Sans-Souci: "On a table in his

Cabinet there, I saw, I believe, twenty boxes with a German flute in

each; in his Bed-Chamber, twice as many boxes of Spanish snuff; and,

alike in Cabinet and in Bed-Chamber, three arm-chairs in a row for

three favorite dogs, each with a little stool by way of step, that the

getting up might be easy.'"*

Conway saw the king at maneuvers in Silesia six weeks later. The

king's headquarters were in a clay hovel of a house "in the middle of a

miserable Village. I saw all the Troops pass him as they arrived in

Camp. They made a very fine appearance really, though it rained hard

the whole time we were out; and as his Majesty did not cloak, we were

all heartily wet."^

A visitor to Berlin in spring of 1775 later wrote of "soldiers parad-

ing, and officers hurrying backwards and forwards. The town looked

more like the cantonment of a great army, than the capital of a king-

dom in time of profound peace." The words came from John Moore,
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a forty-six-year-old surgeon and military veteran from Edinburgh who
was escorting the Scottish Duke of Hamilton, nineteen years old, on a

European tour. "The court itself resembled the levee of a general in the

field," Moore continued, "except the foreign ministers, and a few

strangers, every man there (for there were no women) was dressed in a

military uniform." The newcomers were presented to King Frederick

by the court chamberlain. He received them graciously: "His counte-

nance and manner are exceedingly animated. He seemed that day in

very high spirits, and spoke to all his officers in an easy style, and with

a kind of gay affability. On their part, they appear before their master

with an erect military boldness, free from that cringing address which
prevails in many courts, but would not succeed here."^

For the next three mornings they watched the king inspect four to

five thousand troops a day in the park, "and it is incredible with what
accuracy and minute attention he did examine them." There followed

three days of maneuvers with some thirty-six thousand troops. These

culminated in the attack of a village defended by eight thousand men:
"The right wing of the army made the attack ... all the drums and
fifes struck up at once. The soldiers advanced with a rapid pace. A
numerous train of large fieldpieces, placed at proper intervals, ad-

vanced with equal velocity, and kept in a line with the front rank. The
rapidity with which they were charged and discharged, as they ad-

vanced, was astonishing." The attack was repulsed and fighting retreat

ensued: "It is hardly possible for any words of mine to convey an ade-

quate idea of the perfect manner in which these evolutions were exe-

cuted."^

The evening after the reviews the visitors were invited to Prince Hen-
ry's palace, "one of the most magnificent buildings in Berlin. No sub-

ject of the king of Prussia lives in a more sumptuous manner than this

prince, who keeps a numerous establishment of servants, mostly hand-

some young men, very richly dressed."^

The Prussian discipline on a general review is beautiful [Moore wrote],

in detail it is shocking. ... In the park at Berlin, every morning may
be seen the lieutenants of the different regiments exercising, with the

greatest assiduity, sometimes a single man, at other times three or four

together. ... If the young recruit shows neglect or remissness, his at-

tention is roused by the officer's cane, which is applied with augmenting

energy, till he has acquired the full command of his firelock. He is taught

steadiness under arms, and the immobility of a statue; he is informed,

that all his members are to move only at the word of command, and not

at his own pleasure: that speaking, coughing, sneezing, are all unpardon-

able crimes; and when the poor lad is accomplished to their mind, they

give him to understand, that now it is perfectly known what he can do,

and therefore the smallest deficiency will be punished with rigour. And
although he should destine every moment of his time, and all his atten-

tion, to cleaning his arms, taking care of his clothes, and practising the
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manual exercise, it is but barely possible for him to escape punishment;

and if his captain happens to be of a capricious or cruel disposition, the

ill-fated soldier loses the poor chance of that possibility.

"We never cease to recollect that we are in a country where, from
the sovereign to the peasant, every man is born a soldier," Nathaniel

Wraxall, another English visitor to Berlin, wrote two years later. Wraxall

attended Sunday service in the garrison church.

Nothing in ancient Rome, or Sparta, could have been more ably and
artfully calculated to mix the love of glory with the rites of religious

worship. Nothing can be more calculated to raise the Prussian soldier in

his own estimation, above those of other European States. No relics,

saints, or shrines are there to be found: the music, ornaments, and dec-

orations are all military, and all appropriate. Trophies and ensigns, gained

in battle, float from the roof in every part of the edifice. They remind the

veteran of his past exploits, and carry him, in the midst of devotion, to

the scene of his valour at Rossbach, at Lissa [Leuthen], or at Torgau.

They soften the anguish of his wounds, awaken the most grateful recol-

lections in his bosom, and render him a participator in the name of his

Sovereign. The four heroes of the Prussian monarchy who fell in battle,

Schwerin, Keith, Winterfeldt, and Kleist, are elevated on four pedestals,

surmounted with emblems of war and victory.^

John Moore described Berlin as "certainly one of the most beautiful

cities in Europe." Long, wide streets were backed by white stone houses

one or two stories high (with soldiers quartered in the lower floor). The
royal palace, Prince Henry's palace, and the arsenal (built in the form

of a square and said to contain arms for 200,000 men) were the most

elegant buildings. The opera house was much lauded, as was the new
Roman Catholic church, as much for religious tolerance as for ele-

gance.*

Every evening large numbers of people walked along Unter den Lin-

den, buying ices and lemonade from vendors, listening to regimental

bands. Prostitutes "are more numerous here than in any town in Eu-

rope . .
." Moore noted. "They appear openly at the windows in the

daytime, beckon to passengers as they walk in the streets, and ply for

employment in any way they please. . . . Nobody is allowed to molest

or abuse [them] . . . and as little attention is paid to customers, who
frequent the chambers of these ladies, as if they stept into any other

house or shop, to purchase any other commodity." Moore also hinted

at a prevalence of homosexuality without offering details "on that nau-

seous subject."

Moore found Berlin society unostentatious and rather dull. He en-

*The papacy also praised Frederick for allowing this church to be built. But he refused to

publish the papal edict of 1773 that abolished the Jesuit order, not only because he was

committed to religious freedom, as he wrote to Voltaire, but because he needed the Jesuits as

teachers in Silesia.
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joyed a day at Prince Ferdinand of Prussia's villa outside Berlin and
suppers with Prince Frederick of Brunswick and his very pretty wife.

Frederica Louise, the Princess of Prussia, gave a breakfast in the garden

for a large company; there was dancing all morning: "I saw none of

that state and ceremony of which the Germans are accused. Those of

the highest rank behaved with the greatest ease and affability to every

person present, and joined in the country dances, without observing

any form or etiquette." Finckenstein and other officials gave dinners

and balls, but "the chief and permanent society is to be found at the

houses of the foreign ministers who reside here." Queen Elizabeth had

a "public day" twice a week at Monbijou and once a week at Schon-

hausen, where she moved for the summer: "The princes, the nobility,

the foreign ministers, and strangers, generally attend on these occa-

sions at five in the evening. After her majesty has walked round the

circle, and spoke a few words to every one, she sits down to cards."

The king, Moore noticed, very seldom appeared at the queen's court

or at any place where women formed part of the assembly. "I once said

to a lady of this court, that it was a pity his majesty did not love women.
Considering his time of life, said she, we could dispense with his love,

but it is hard that he cannot endure us." Berlin morals were extremely

loose, Moore discovered, with husbands and wives openly going sepa-

rate ways and divorcing with very little trouble or expense, providing

there were no children. Speech was frank and open, government and

king freely criticized:

I have heard political topics, and others which I should have thought still

more ticklish, discussed here with as little ceremony as at a London cof-

feehouse. The same freedom appears in the booksellers' shops, where

literary productions of all kinds are sold openly. The pamphlet lately

published on the division of Poland, wherein the king is very roughly

treated, is to be had without difficulty, as well as other performances,

which attack some of the most conspicuous characters with all the bit-

terness of satire.

Moore was surprised in Potsdam "to see buff-belts, breeches, and

waistcoats hanging to dry from the genteelest-looking houses," until

he learned that each house was forced to quarter at least two soldiers.

The old palace struck him as "a very noble building, with magnificent

gardens adjacent." The finest apartment was the study, with exquisite

silver decor and library. He was shown the king's wardrobe: "two blue

coats, faced with red, the lining of one a little torn; two yellow waist-

coats, a good deal soiled with Spanish snuff; three pair of yellow

breeches, and a suit of blue velvet, embroidered with silver, for grand

occasions." These, along with two uniforms kept at Sans-Souci, con-

stituted the entire royal wardrobe!

Sans-Souci struck Moore as "a very noble and splendid work" though

"the gilding [inside and out] is laid on with a very lavish hand." When
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by himself, the king Hved very simply; there were no more than a dozen

people, including staff, in the palace. There was no military guard, only

an orderly who returned to Potsdam every evening.

At this time the king was entertaining some visiting nobility. French

actors, including the celebrated Henri Lekain, and Italian singers pro-

vided the main entertainment given in the small playhouse of Sans-

Souci, where there were neither boxes nor a pit but a series of semicir-

cular benches ascending from the stage. Moore and his young ward
attended some of the performances. "The king generally seats himself

in the third or fourth [row]. The piece then begins, and is usually fin-

ished about nine, after which all the company return to the large apart-

ment, where the king remains conversing in a familiar manner till sup-

per is ready. He . . . goes to bed at ten." There were no comedies,

both because Lekain refused to perform them and because the king

preferred tragedies. An opera was performed every other night; the

king displayed "in his countenance that extreme sensibility to music,

which forms part of his character."

Moore shared several conversations with the king and the Duke of

Hamilton, and he carefully observed him during the theatricals. He
even watched him drilling a battalion, mounted with sword drawn:

He made them wheel, march, form a square, and fire by divisions, and

in platoons, observing all their motions with infinite attention; and, on
account of some blunder, put two officers of the Prince of Prussia's reg-

iment in arrest. In short, he seemed to exert himself with all the spirit of

a young officer, eager to attract the notice of his general by uncommon
alertness.

Frederick was sixty-three years old,

below the middle size, well made, and remarkably active for his time of

life. . . . His look announces spirit and penetration. He has fine blue

eyes ... his countenance upon the whole is agreeable. . . . His fea-

tures acquire a wonderful degree of animation while he converses. . . .

He stoops considerably, and inclines his head almost constantly to one

side. His tone of voice is the clearest and most agreeable in conversation

I ever heard. He speaks a great deal; yet those who hear him, regret that

he does not speak a great deal more. His observations are always lively,

very often just, and few men possess the talent of repartee in greater

perfection. . . . He uses a very large gold snuff-box, the lid ornamented

with diamonds, and takes an immoderate quantity of Spanish snuff, the

marks of which very often appear on his waistcoat and breeches. These

are also liable to be soiled by the paws of two or three Italian grey-

hounds, which he often caresses.

The king continued to astonish his observant visitor.

He reconciles qualities which I used to think incompatible. I once was of

opinion that the mind which stoops to very small objects is incapable of
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embracing great ones; I am now convinced that he is an exception; for

while few objects are too great for his genius, none seem too small for

his attention. . . . Other monarchs acquire importance from their sta-

tion; this prince gives importance to his. The traveller in other countries

has a wish to see the king, because he admires his kingdom: here the

object of curiosity is reversed: and let us suppose the palaces, and the

towns, and the country, and the army of Prussia ever so fine, yet your

chief interest in them will arise from their belonging to Frederick II, the

man who, without an ally but Britain, repelled the united force of Aus-

tria, France, Russia, and Sweden. Count Nesselrode, talking with me on

this subject, had an expression equally lively and just: "It is in adversity

that he shines; when he is really down he has an irresistible buoyancy."

103

The MILITARY ACTIVITY that interested Colonel Guibert, Marshal

Conway, Dr. Moore, and other visitors and envoys was steadily assum-

ing a greater importance in Frederick's mind. While John Moore was
jotting careful observations in a notebook, Frederick was writing to

Prince Henry: "The emperor will go so far as to force every prince who
loves German independence and freedom to unite against him. One can

foresee that he is preparing for a cruel war, that perhaps will be as

bitter as the last. If the Elector of Bavaria dies before I do, if the bugle

sounds, we must again mount our horses."

Shortly after returning from Silesia in autumn of 1775, the king came
down with a particularly vicious attack of gout. "I write so badly because

I have gout in the right hand," he informed Voltaire in late September.

A month later: "Gout has bound and tied me for four weeks. . . .

Understand that I have had it in both knees, both hands, and, as an

additional favor, in the elbow. The fever and pains have presently ceased

and I suffer no more than a great exhaustion of strength." He suffered

attack after attack that autumn and winter— in December he com-

plained of his fourteenth attack. His nerves were shattered; he was
bedridden and suffering from fever and hemorrhoids. So intense was
his illness that the Austrian envoy in Berlin reported it as dropsy, im-

plying that the king would die, a prognosis in which the British envoy

concurred.

The news delighted Emperor Joseph, who ordered regiments to as-

semble in Bohemia, presumably to offer Frederick's successor a choice

of being invaded or of returning Silesia to Austrian rule. Austrian reg-

iments were still on the march when the king's partial recovery shat-

tered this plan, leaving Joseph looking rather silly. Early in the new
year Frederick replied to a concerned Henry:
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What you have heard concerning the Austrians has some truth. . . .

They beheve that my end is near and are reinforcing their troops in Bo-

hemia in order to seize Saxony and invade us. This will certainly happen

if I die, and my big idiot of a nephew will be in trouble if he does not

exert himself and act vigorously. But nothing can overcome his natural

indolence and I must leave the care of the future to your prudence.

The king was still very ill w^hen he invited Henry to Potsdam in Feb-

ruary: "I shall not die calmly as regards state interests until you are in

some w^ay its guardian. I consider you as the only person who can

maintain the glory of our House and become in every way the pillar of

our country." No record exists of the meeting, which could not have

solved very much in any case; Frederick William, the Prince of Prussia,

on accession could rule as he wished. The king's subsequent and highly

dubious policy, as explained in various letters, was to keep Henry in-

formed of everything and the Prince of Prussia of nothing so as to make
Henry an indispensable adviser in case of Frederick's death.

Henry's star was about to rise higher. Czarina Catherine invited him
to pay a second visit to Saint Petersburg. He had remained in warm
correspondence with her and, with the king's support, had been instru-

mental in arranging for the marriage of Princess Wilhelmina of Hesse-

Darmstadt to Grand Duke Paul, her son and heir. Only two weeks
after Henry's arrival in Saint Petersburg in spring of 1776, Princess

Natalia (as she had become) died in childbirth. Frederick arranged for

a new bride, his grandniece Princess Sophia Dorothea of Wiirttemberg,

and Henry scored a tremendous diplomatic coup by bringing Paul to

Berlin for the betrothal ceremony.

The king had not been so happy and excited in years. Nothing could

be a greater blow to Austrian and French diplomacy than this. "Every-

thing that we have of magnificence will be used," he wrote to Henry.

General Lentulus with a guard of honor plus servants, chefs, and pages

would meet the party in East Prussia. Cavalry would turn out in Ko-

nigsberg, and cannon would salute Paul along the way. Despite an-

other severe illness, the king personally planned the reception. Balls,

fetes, illuminations, military exhibitions, operas, theater— he was like

a bride expecting the boss to dinner. What would be the most suitable

apartments for the grand duke? How many footmen and valets would
he require? Were eight horses sufficient for his carriage? Would twenty

courses per meal suffice or should there be forty?

"The commotion this unexpected visit makes in this place is beyond
all description," James Harris reported, "the King himself having set

an example of magnificence not heard of in this country since Frederick

I'stime."!

Paul arrived in late July. "Nothing can exceed the attention and even

court His Prussian Majesty pays to the Grand Duke," Harris wrote,

"nor the pains he takes to captivate and please him, in which I am
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convinced he has succeeded so well as to be able to make him subscribe

implicitly to whatever he chooses."^ The king and the grand duke got

on extremely well, Paul approved of Sophia Dorothea, the marriage

was agreed to, and Paul returned to Russia. Frederick was delighted

with the outcome of Henry's mission; the czarina's confidence in him
was "the surest guarantee of the union of the Russians and the Prus-

sians."

Nevertheless the unsettled political situation continued to worry him.

In September he informed Henry: "The Austrians are determined to

embroil us with Russia so that with my death they can fall more heavily

on our tall nincompoop [the Prince of Prussia]. Good God, what will

come of all this if the good Lord does not preserve your life and health!"

In the event, the King of Prussia was very much alive when Emperor
Joseph began the War of the Bavarian Succession.

Emperor Joseph for some time had shown an unhealthful interest in

Bavaria. A large, rich, and beautiful country, it was governed by a

weak and greedy elector. Max Joseph, who had inherited it from his

father, the luckless Emperor Charles VII.

Max Joseph had made a number of important reforms. He had

adopted a new civil and criminal code in imitation of Prussia, he had

established an academy of sciences, and had decreed compulsory edu-

cation. Unfortunately these enlightened moves carried more glitter than

substance. He did almost nothing to curb the power of the Catholic

Church, and he did little to lessen the general misery of his peoples. At

the same time he presided over a luxurious court in which "music and

debauchery," the British envoy reported, "stood on a par with the rest

of Europe."^ Nymphenburg, the summer palace, was "a miniature

Versailles, a world of Watteau and Dresden china," wrote a modern
historian. "In Munich the scene was equally bright, and there was the

additional joy of a French opera and of card-parties at which huge

sums could be lost.'"* Max Joseph's father had left an enormous num-
ber of bastards, each of whom received a crown pension. "Father Max,"

as he was known, contributed more recipients; Temperley estimated

an annual expenditure of 200,000 florins on pensions alone.

The revenues needed to support these heavy expenditures did not

exist, and the court suffered chronic financial difficulty. In trying to

make ends meet, the elector cut military expenses to the bone. At a

time when Bavaria was surrounded by potential enemies, the British

envoy reported that the Bavarian army, only about five thousand strong,

was "upon the worst footing of any I have seen in Germany."^

Internal weakness, coupled with the elector's failure to produce a

legitimate heir, made the country a natural target in case of the elec-

tor's death. In 1764 Joseph married the elector's sister, Josepha; the
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union marked the beginning of a strong Austrian influence. The Vienna
court continued to pour funds into the country and spent large sums
in bribes to form a pro-Austrian party of Bavarian nobility. When Jo-

seph paid an incognito visit to Munich in 1777, he undoubtedly envis-

aged Bavaria as a future Austrian province, and it is probable that his

court legalists were already preparing a justification to his dynastic claims

as Holy Roman Emperor and legitimate heir through marriage. (Jose-

pha died the same year.)

To the emperor's distaste, others shared these claims. The foremost

was the Elector Palatine, Charles Theodor, who was Max Joseph's closest

relative. The two electors had signed a secret family compact in 1766
that would unite the electorates on the death of either of them, and this

was several times confirmed in subsequent years. In 1777 Charles

Theodor pledged himself to an additional pact with his nephew and
heir, Duke Charles of Pfalz-Zweibriicken, to ensure an orderly succes-

sion. But Zweibriicken learned that Charles was secretly negotiating

with the Austrians, a fact duly reported to Max Joseph, who was at-

tempting to take countermeasures when he suddenly died in December

1777-

Charles Theodor inherited Bavaria under the terms of the elector's

will. But he had secretly agreed to give Emperor Joseph more than a

third of his legacy in return for large subsidies so that he could leave

pensions to his numerous bastards. A partition treaty, soon signed and
ratified, stipulated that Charles yield almost all of Lower Bavaria and
Straubing, the richest and most fertile part of Bavaria, which made
Joseph virtual military, political, and economic overlord of Bavaria.

Before diplomats in Vienna learned of these harsh details, Austrian

troops had occupied Straubing, from where they threatened both Re-

gensburg and Munich as well as the Upper Palatinate. A hurriedly is-

sued manifesto explained that they would remain only "until an ami-

cable settlement could be adjusted."

By such precipitate action Joseph (the admiring student of Frederi-

cian politics) had clearly won the first round. Even Maria Theresa, who
did not wish to upset the fragile peace of Europe, was impressed. Jo-

seph in late January informed his brother. Grand Duke Leopold of

Tuscany, in words familiar to Frederick's of nearly four decades ear-

lier, "Our decision was a good one, and will bring as much solid ad-

vantage to us as honor and renown." He did not beUeve that France

could interfere, since she was close to war with England. The King of

Prussia, finding no allies to support him, would not dare intervene.

"So, unless I am mistaken," Joseph concluded, "this matter, to every-

one's astonishment, will be settled very peacefully."^

The Austrian bugle sounded when the Prussian king was struck by

another attack of gout. In mid-January the new British envoy in Berlin,

young Hugh Elliot, reported the king "in high spirits, almost unnatu-
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rally so," and suggested that a medicine of wine and spice might be the

cause. In early February he reported improvement in Frederick's health

and concluded that he intended "to take the field in the spring" —
whether to attack Austria or "to seize on neighboring territory as an

equivalent," he could not say7

Elliot had correctly divined the situation in part: Frederick intended

to take some action. Several factors would determine its nature, the

most important being the attitude of the great powers and of the Ger-

man princes.

Frederick's single great power ally, Russia, could not be counted on
for more than passive support, because she was skirmishing with Tur-

key. Catherine, however, would lend moral support; she feared Jo-

seph's ambitions just as Frederick and other rulers feared hers.

The attitude of France was of utmost importance in light of her long

alliance with the Vienna court. But France was in no position to uphold

Austrian pretensions in Bavaria. She was heavily in debt; her subjects

had no desire to support another disastrous war in Germany. Her first

interest was the North American rebellion, through which she might

gain desired vengeance against England. Her Austrian ally, moreover,

had grown much too formidable and was taking too much for granted.

Not only did the French foreign minister, the Count de Vergennes,

declare that he would not support Austrian pretensions to Bavaria; he

opened negotiations with Frederick and agreed on a future friendly

relationship, though declining any sort of alliance. In short, France would

observe "a strict and inflexible neutrality."

England was also of special concern to Frederick at this critical time.

Unlike France, she was ill equipped to intervene militarily in Europe.

Her small army had enough on its hands in North America, where

General "Gentleman Johnny" Burgoyne would shortly suffer a devas-

tating defeat. But Frederick still did not want Vienna strengthened by

an alliance that undoubtedly would entail a cash subsidy, nor did he

want to be in an awkward situation in relation to Hanover.

Up to this time he had made little secret of his contempt for England,

and he had allowed a North American agent, Arthur Lee, to reside in

Berlin while trying, unsuccessfully, to negotiate a treaty of commerce
on behalf of the rebellious colonies. Although he would remain neutral

until it was clear who would win, he had for some time treated the

current British envoy, Hugh Elliot, with studied rudeness. He became

very angry when Elliot broke into Lee's lodgings and stole confidential

papers, and allowed him to stay at his post only because he thought

that the operation had failed. "The worthy student of Bute . . . this

goddamned Elliot," he wrote to his envoy in London. "In truth the

English should blush with shame at sending such ministers to foreign

courts." He sharply refused to allow German princes to march auxil-

iary troops across his dominions to fight for England in the New World.
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He agreed to recognize American independence once France had done
so, and he allowed Arthur Lee to buy eight hundred muskets, which
turned out to be old and useless.

Emperor Joseph's aggression sharply changed Frederick's attitude.

When Elliot requested permission to leave Berlin owing to the king's

coldness, Frederick sent an emissary to dissuade him. He even prom-
ised that he would no longer aid the American rebels and that he would
respect Hanover's neutrality if war broke out in Germany. These were

not serious concessions, and if they kept England from alliance with

Austria, they would be more than worthwhile.

Frederick also approached the German rulers with considerable dex-

terity. He sent a special emissary to the Duke of Zweibriicken, who,
assured of Prussian support, refused to accept the partition treaty and
presented the issue to the Imperial Diet at Regensburg. In early March
the Prussian king bluntly contested Austrian grounds for the partition

of Bavaria in a letter to Count von Kaunitz and in mid-March informed

the Diet of his deed, warning that if the Austrian action were not checked,

"there can be no security for the weaker members of the Empire whose
territories may unfortunately be situated in the neighborhood of pow-
erful Princes, and the Constitution of the Empire will only exist in the

Records of the Diet."

The words hit home in several places. In mid-March, Saxony and
Prussia signed a formal alliance that committed the elector's thirty-

thousand-man army, the third largest in Germany, to the Prussian cause.

The king's stand was approved by other Protestant and Catholic states,

although the latter were frightened and did not openly declare them-

selves.

The diplomatic war continued into spring of 1778. While Prussian

and Austrian scribes showered European courts with reams of broad-

sheets, each proclaiming the justness of the respective cause, the rulers

mobilized forces in earnest. In mid-April Frederick was in headquarters

at Schonwalde in Silesia, his armies assembling there and in Branden-

burg. Joseph was in headquarters at Olmiitz, one army assembling in

the north facing the Silesian border, the other in the west facing the

Saxon border.

Neither opponent seemed to want war, yet neither seemed willing to

avoid it. Joseph offered several concessions, none very worthwhile.

Frederick later wrote that Joseph was negotiating only to gain time to

strengthen his border defenses, but that he went along in order to ap-

pease France and Russia. In late June, however, he lost patience and
sent the emperor an ultimatum: Joseph's refusal to return Bavarian

lands to the Elector Palatine would mean war.

When no answer arrived from Vienna, Frederick broke off negotia-

tions. The Prussians marched in early July.
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Frederick's operational plan was relatively simple. Leaving twenty

thousand men to defend the Glatz area, he would march with sixty

thousand into Moravia and attack and defeat the enemy covering Ol-

miitz. He would then send a strong detachment southeast toward
Pressburg to cut Austrian communications with Hungary and threaten

Vienna. Henry meanwhile would have attacked Loudon's army, some
seventy thousand men concentrated northeast of Leitmeritz along the

Saxon border. Joseph would have to weaken his armies in order to

defend Vienna, thus opening Prague and southern Bohemia to Henry's

force.

This aggressive plan, fully in keeping with Frederick's character, never

got off the ground. Although Joseph did not know the king's precise

intentions, he apparently smelled a rat. Shortly before Frederick marched,

the Austrian emperor left a detachment to cover Olmiitz while concen-

trating his main army, 128,000 strong, in northeastern Bohemia to set

up a tactical swinging door. If Frederick moved into Moravia, Joseph

could easily push through the Glatz defenses to bring the war into Si-

lesia. Just as dangerous, he could ignore Silesia and strike into Saxony

before Prince Henry's army of eighty thousand had joined with the

Saxon army, an attack that the Saxon elector feared — and one that

would have removed him from the war.

Frederick was thus forced to march, not into Moravia, but into Bo-

hemia through the traditional Nachod Pass. By applying pressure to

Joseph's main army, Frederick now reasoned, he would prevent him
from reinforcing Loudon, thus clearing the way for Henry's advance.

Frederick's vanguard reached the Nachod area within a day and spilled

to the northwest toward Arnau. He personally reconnoitered the en-

emy position, a line stretching along the Elbe from Koniggratz to Ja-

romirz, where it turned sharply northwest to terminate in the moun-
tains beyond Arnau. Koniggratz, he discovered, was so well fortified

that it could sustain a lengthy siege. Defenses northeast of Koniggratz

resembled "a fortified city rather than field entrenchments." A corps

about thirty thousand strong northwest of Jaromirz was "covered by

ditches eight feet deep, sixteen feet wide, embellished with fraises and

palisades, and . . . surrounded by log barricades which linked the sep-

arate works together." ^ Triple redoubts defended all the Elbe passages

and they were bolstered by a thousand cannon and three hundred mines.

Surveying all this through a spyglass, the king asked his nephew Prince

Charles of Brunswick whether he thought it was possible to attack. It

was possible, the prince replied, "and we shall win a victory, but most

of the army will be done for."^
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Forced to abandon direct attack, the king investigated the possibiHty

that he might "win by cunning what can't be taken by force." But this

came to naught when he discovered more strong defenses on the enemy
left. Nothing remained but to assume the defensive, a hne running from

Nachod northwest to Arnau. His situation was frustrating in the ex-

treme, and reports that reached BerHn of his terrible temper were prob-

ably not exaggerated.

Had Loudon's voice carried in Austrian war councils, Frederick would
have been attacked. Aware that Prince Henry could not reach his area

for ten days, Loudon proposed a daring plan to the emperor. Let him
split his force, march with forty thousand men to Arnau, join the thir-

teen thousand there, and attack the Prussian right while Marshal Lacy

struck center and left with over seventy thousand men. This would
eliminate one army before the other got within striking distance. Nei-

ther Joseph nor Lacy could accept the plan, any more than Field Mar-
shal Daun could have done in his day. As a result, Frederick escaped

what could only have been tactical embarrassment and might well have

led to serious strategic defeat.

Maria Theresa had still another plan. Anguished by having three

sons in the field, she went behind the emperor's back to appeal directly

to Frederick ("that wicked man") to end the war.* Frederick replied

that he was ready to negotiate. Joseph learned of the effort, flew into a

rage, and had to be persuaded to retain supreme command.
Prince Henry fared considerably better. After marching from Dres-

den, he disguised his intentions by feinting in several directions. He
then crossed the Elbe above Pirna, which reinforced Loudon's belief

that he would march down both sides of the Elbe. Instead, screened by

forest, he marched over narrow, muddy roads, pushed back Loudon's

surprised outposts, and was safely in Bohemia at a cost of four dead

and a dozen wounded.^

Loudon had been fooled, and now he paid. Abandoning the Aussig

defense, he yielded the whole line of the Elbe, a rash, impulsive, and
probably frightened move that meant the sacrifice of Leitmeritz and its

magazines and put him behind the Iser River. While Henry's main army
moved cautiously south, General Platen shadowed Loudon's retreat,

occupied Leitmeritz, and moved on toward Budin, his advance guard

* Nathaniel Wraxall wrote from Vienna on March 19, 1778, "It is no longer a secret that

she [Maria Theresa] deprecates a rupture, and is reluctantly dragged forward by her son. . . .

Those who have access to her witness the dejection of her spirits, and the agitation of her

mind on the arrival of every courier; they see her eyes perpetually red with weeping, or

suffused in tears. . . . She averts her eyes from every display of her military strength. . . .

She passes half her time in prayer; and yesterday she remained for three hours on her knees,

in the cathedral, invoking the divine blessing to aid her efforts for maintaining the peace of

Germany." (Wraxall, Memoirs.)
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pushing to less than fifteen miles from Prague, a move that caused the

nobility there to evacuate the city in large numbers.

Loudon wrote to Joseph that he could not adequately defend the

fifty-five-mile line of the Iser with seventy thousand troops when the

enemy outnumbered him: he had to be reinforced or he would ask to

be relieved of command. Joseph sent him eight battalions and ordered

him to hold the Iser at all costs. A few days later when the emperor
visited Loudon, he "found him in great dejection, and came back crit-

icizing both general and army.'"^

The king wanted Henry to push across the Iser. Loudon's retreat

would cause Joseph to fall back, thereby solving the Prussian army's

supply problem. Henry would have no part of it. He was on the defen-

sive, content to leave Loudon alone. He saw his own position as criti-

cal, with only ten to twelve days' supply of bread on hand. Retreat

could easily become necessary, he insisted. "Once we lose the roads

leading to Lusatia, retreat is impossible," he wrote to Frederick in mid-

August. "One does not pass through this neighborhood twice unpun-

ished."^

Frederick now decided to cross the Elbe, join Henry, and strike Lacy

in flank and rear. This time he chose the lightly defended Hohenelbe

area. But the terrain proved almost impassable. By the time cursing

troops had manhandled heavy artillery over narrow twisting trails that

had to be widened— backbreaking work that moved the guns only

four miles a day— Lacy had learned of the move and reinforced the

area, thus continuing the stalemate.

Neither Frederick nor Henry could deal with static warfare. The
quartermaster corps functioned no more brilliantly than it had in the

past. Food was scarce. "The potato war," the troops called it in refer-

ence to the main item of food. Despite augmented rations, illness and

desertion had been plaguing Henry for some time. No fewer than six

of his senior generals had given way to age and infirmity. Henry had

lost perhaps ten thousand troops by early September when he notified

the king that, owing to lack of forage and a growing sicklist, he could

not hold his position longer than mid-September. His withdrawal was

a disaster. "Our horses, our wagons, are broken and ruined," he told

the king on September 13.^ He was out of bread. By the end of the

month he had lost two thousand more men through desertion; three

thousand horses were dead.

Plagued by shortage of supplies and an epidemic of dysentery from

which no one escaped, Frederick ordered a slow withdrawal, scorching

the earth to prevent Austrian armies from camping on Silesian and

Saxon borders during the winter. Henry and the Saxons withdrew to

Saxony and Lusatia. Frederick's army moved slowly northeast, eating

everything in sight; in mid-November he put the dispirited army in
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winter quarters and transferred his headquarters to Breslau. The cam-

paign had cost perhaps twenty thousand troops, most of them victims

of disease.

It also brought a serious turnabout in the king's relations with Henry,

who had been against the war from the beginning, his argument being

that Prussia could have gained territory by making a deal with Joseph

over Bavaria just as a deal had been made over Poland. Frederick had
refused to accept this on the grounds that Joseph had violated the laws

of the Empire and could not go unpunished. "It is not a matter of

acquisition or aggrandizement," Frederick wrote to Henry in February

1778, "but to check in good time the Austrian ambition so that its

authority does not become despotic in the Empire, which would be to

our greatest detriment." Henry's continued doubts plainly annoyed the

king, who had finally told him to stay home if he wanted to. After

Henry's successful opening of the campaign, he angered the king by

refusing to march over the Iser. Nor did Frederick fail to criticize him
for heavy losses of men, horses, and wagons during the withdrawal.

Henry's resentment grew to the extent that in December he pleaded ill

health and asked to resign his command. Frederick persuaded him to

remain until the Prince of Brunswick could replace him, and he was
still in command of the Saxon army when the war ended.

The end of the war did not end the quarrel. Henry criticized the

peace terms and attempted to intervene in further negotiations. This

spelled the end of royal favor for several years. His fall left him dan-

gerously embittered. He wrote to Melchior Grimm that he had had so

much experience of injustice in thirty-nine years "that he should have

learned to bear it without indignation, but had not. Never again would
he draw his sword for such a king."^ He would not be asked to. Al-

though time repaired relations enough so that there was a renewal of

correspondence and an occasional meeting, the rupture was never com-
pletely healed. Henry's resentment, one modern biographer wrote, was
"an obsession of the ugliest and most hateful sort. ... He thrust it

upon strangers and shocked and offended distinguished foreigners by

parading it before them. He nourished it and cherished it, and let it

twine itself about him until it choked out of his life the happiness he

might otherwise have known." ^

The inconclusive campaign seemed on the surface to favor Austrian

arms more than Prussian. Austrian diplomacy also seemed superior. In

late September the Vienna court had presented its case to the Imperial

Diet at Regensburg: Vienna would restore Bavaria to the Elector Pala-

tine if the Prussian king would renounce claims to the Ansbach-Bay-

reuth succession.
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Vienna realized that the two issues were not related, but Frederick's

linking them made him seem to minor princes the real stumbling block

to peace. Probably the work of Count Kaunitz, the proposal was seen

by the Vienna court as "a master stroke in politics." The British envoy

in Vienna, Sir Robert Keith, informed Whitehall at end of September,

"After having announced himself as the Protector and Defender of the

Germanic system, [Frederick] may (over and above the expenses he has

incurred) find himself reproached, deserted, perhaps attacked even by

his friends, as the grand enemy and disturber of the Publick Tranquil-

lity."
^

Frederick did not take this lying down. More than other major rulers

he had fitted Russia into the European scheme of things since the Seven

Years' War. At the outbreak of the present war, he had invoked his

alliance with Catherine, who, pointing to the Prussian invasion of Bo-

hemia, had refused to send either troops or money. However, suspi-

cious and frightened of Joseph's growing ambitions, she did express

sympathy for the Prussian king's stand. Frederick recognized that her

reticence was caused primarily by fear of another war with Turkey and

cunningly charged Versailles with mediating the Russian-Turkish quar-

rel. Meanwhile he played on his allies at Saint Petersburg, notably the

heir apparent, Grand Duke Paul, and Count Panin, who was in Prus-

sian pay. Catherine would not at first yield, but when French mediation

brought a Russian-Turkish agreement, her attitude began to change.

Prodded by Prince Gregor Potemkin, she began to see herself as the

peacemaker of Europe.

The denouement to this diplomatic drama came in November. Rus-

sian envoys in Vienna and Regensburg announced that if Austria did

not satisfactorily settle the present difficulty, the czarina would honor

her treaty with Prussia and send "a body of auxiUary troops." She

named Prince Repnin commander of this corps, whose first contingent,

some fifteen thousand troops, ominously marched close to the Austrian

border.

Catherine's bellicosity reversed the situation to Frederick's advan-

tage. Fearing a larger war, Maria Theresa overrode vehement objec-

tions from Joseph and Kaunitz to request mediation by France and

Russia. Frederick agreed to accept mediation by France and informed

Catherine that he would welcome her mediation. She quickly accepted,

having agreed with Count Panin's dictum that "Germany, as much by

its position as by its power, is the center of all the affairs and all the

interests of Europe." It followed that any fundamental change in the

German constitution affected all European nations. She emphasized

this in formal instructions to Prince Repnin, and enjoined him to sup-

port Frederick in maintaining the rights and liberties of the German
kingdom:
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In this way we shall have the honor, in the eyes of all Germany, of having

produced the necessary denouement, and perhaps even of having united

many princes in one system. This result will produce for Russia the ad-

vantage it has so long desired, of being named Guarantor for the future

of the Germanic Constitution, a position to which France owes its pre-

ponderant influence in affairs.
^°

Count Panin added a realistic footnote to the czarina's instructions by

authorizing Prince Repnin to compensate Austria if that court would
confirm the Prussian claim to Ansbach and Bayreuth.

King Frederick did not take kindly to Nicholas Repnin, who arrived

in Breslau, he later wrote, more as a minister "who came to dictate the

laws of Germany on behalf of his court" than as commander of a small

auxiliary corps. The exorbitant price demanded for the auxiliaries also

displeased the king: "On the one hand the weakness of the Versailles

ministry, and on the other the ignorance of that of Petersburg, put the

king in great embarrassment and increased his anxieties." ^^ The Vi-

enna court objected to peace preliminaries presented by the French and
Russian envoys as being biased in Prussia's favor. Joseph exorcised his

fury by extensive military skirmishing in February. "Never did there

exist so strange a mixture of warfare and negotiation," Keith reported

to London. ^-^ In the end Maria Theresa's pacific sentiments prevailed

and the diplomats converged on Teschen for a formal peace confer-

ence.

Acrimony almost at once marred proceedings. Austria proved partic-

ularly obstructive but the Saxon elector and the Duke of Zweibriicken

did not help matters by pushing extravagant and greedy land claims.

Cacophany threatened to replace negotiation, and more than once

Frederick feared that the congress would dissolve. Arguments and
counterarguments filled the air for over two months before the great

powers brought their lesser brethren in line.

Final settlement closely resembled preliminary terms. The Saxon
elector received a piece of land and four million thalers in cash. Austria

received a piece of land, the Innviertel, and recognition of some claims

in Lusatia should the Saxon line become extinct. Frederick's rights to

Ansbach and Bayreuth were upheld (and in 1791 Prussia gained these

territories). Bavaria was guaranteed to the Elector Palatine and, on his

death, to his nephew and heir, the Duke of Zweibriicken.

The Peace of Teschen, signed in mid-May, was guaranteed by France

and Russia and eventually ratified by the Diet at Regensburg. Frederick

himself, though he regarded the treaty more "as a truce than a lasting

peace," was not dissatisfied. In early March he had written to Henry:

"Although this restitution is not as complete as one would have liked,

nevertheless it is the first unsuccessful project of the Emperor's unre-

strained ambition, and we gain the great advantage that we shall be
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regarded in the Empire as a counterweight to Austrian despotism." The
true importance of the war, as the historian George Gooch has assessed

it, was that "Prussia was no longer a rebel, but a rival, the recognized

champion of other German interests as well as of her own. Military

glory there was none, but the political dividends were high."^^

These dividends were evident not only in foreign chancelleries. Per-

haps the most grateful of all were Bavarian peasants, who had escaped

the Austrian yoke. For many years candles burned in huts beside the

picture of Frederick the Great.

lOS

Frederick the great was sixty-seven years old when he returned

from Breslau in May 1779. Although not entirely optimistic about the

peace, he was pleased to have funded the war without touching the

main treasury. Shortly after his return, he allocated eight hundred

thousand thalers to agricultural and colonization projects and two mil-

hon thalers to new buildings. By the end of June he had finished writing

a history of his reign from 1774 to 1778. He wrote a history of the

recent war and in the following year would publish a dissertation on

German literature that, as a modern scholar has pointed out, blithely

ignored the German enlightenment being brought to a peak by Goethe,

Lessing, Moses, Mendelssohn, Herde, and others.^ He unwisely in-

volved himself in a complicated legal action, the famous Arnold Miller

case, in which contrary to his written pledge he not only overrode court

authority but dismissed and jailed several magistrates who upheld the

law. Though frequently ill with gout, he continued to make inspections

and hold reviews. But such was the dubious peace of Europe that these

activities were secondary to his political interests.

Frederick was correct in regarding the Peace of Teschen as a truce,

not a lasting peace. It would probably survive as long as Maria Theresa

lived, and even after her death Joseph would be constrained to act

against the Turks or in Italy as long as Prussia was allied with Russia

and France.

Frederick's new and tentative alliance was not altogether realistic.

Had it come to full fruition, it would have created a totally different

power situation in Europe, one in which Austria would have occupied

a perilous position until a new balance of power emerged.

This was a major hindrance to the forging of such an alliance. An-
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other objection was a common interest shared by Russia and Austria.

Each court desired the breakup of the Turkish empire, and it was per-

haps inevitable that Czarina Catherine had begun moving toward rap-

prochement with Austria, which sooner or later would bring her into

conflict with Prussia and France.

Frederick had tried to keep his alliance with Catherine in good re-

pair. Since she was one of the vainest rulers of all time, flattery had
helped. Shortly after the Peace of Teschen, he had written her that all

Germany owed her the recently concluded peace: "some words from

you have checked the entire ambition of Austria." Her friendship with

Prince Henry also played a part, as did her son and heir. Grand Duke
Paul, who worshipped the Prussian monarch, and Count Panin, who
remained loyal to the Prussian alliance while attempting to neutralize

Potemkin's increasing influence on the czarina. French diplomacy in

Saint Petersburg favored matters, since the Versailles court wanted to

keep Joseph quiet in the west while France struggled in its overseas war
against England.

All this was not sufficiently strong to deter Catherine's grandiose

territorial ambitions, which Potemkin encouraged. She was slowly

moving toward a diplomacy that would isolate Prussia. Her key role in

the settlement of the recent war had made her realize that Frederick

needed her more than she needed him. She also knew that he would
not readily accept Russian expansion at Turkey's expense. Her grow-

ing estrangement from Grand Duke Paul provided another worrisome

clue, as did a sharp decline in her correspondence with Henry. In 1780
she signed the Armed Neutrality Act to join Sweden, Denmark, Aus-

tria, and Portugal in denying England the right to stop and search neu-

tral ships believed to be carrying contraband cargo to the American

colonies. Having thus courted France, she invited Emperor Joseph to

visit her.

Joseph arrived at Mogilev on the Dnieper in the spring of 1780. In

long talks there and at Saint Petersburg, the two rulers planned to at-

tack and partition Turkey. Catherine agreed not to keep Constantino-

ple and to maintain Dacia (Rumania) as a buffer state under an Ortho-

dox ruler. Joseph agreed to aid Russia if she was attacked by Turkey.

Less than a year later the two rulers signed a treaty that effectively

freed the Russian hand in the east, the Austrian hand in the west. It

also spelled the end of Russia's alliance with Prussia.

Frederick was wary of Joseph's visit but was not unduly alarmed.

He tried to counter it by sending his own special envoy to the czarina.

Henry might have succeeded, but his relations with Frederick were dis-

tant, and his correspondence with Catherine had almost ceased. In-

stead, Frederick sent his nephew and heir, Frederick William, the Prince

of Prussia, who had come into favor during the recent war. Catherine
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found him singularly unattractive. "How different from his uncles,"

she told Melchior Grimm.^ His friendly reception by Grand Duke Paul

only worsened matters.

Despite this diplomatic failure, Frederick did not believe that Cath-

erine would forsake their alliance. Neither Russia nor Austria was yet

strong enough to take on the Turks, and he believed that Maria The-

resa would continue to restrain Joseph's ambitions.

Maria Theresa's death, in November 1780, shattered this thought.

It would now be a matter of time, the king realized, before he faced the

threat of another powerful coalition. "Here, then, is a new order of

things," he nervously wrote to Finckenstein.

The political situation did not immediately heat up. Although Cath-

erine refused to renew her alliance with Prussia and was in warm cor-

respondence with the Vienna court, financial limitations prevented her

embarking on a new war with Turkey. Any delay benefited Frederick;

once the American Revolution ended, France would again exert a ma-
jor influence in Europe. Frederick meanwhile remained on excellent

terms with the Versailles court, going so far as to join the League of

Armed Neutrality against England.

He was nevertheless a worried man. "The emperor [Joseph] weighs

on my septuagenarian shoulders," he wrote his nephew Prince Charles

of Brunswick, in January 1782. Numerous letters in the following months

reflect apprehension and melancholy. Prince Frederick WiUiam, his heir,

had returned to his dissolute ways and was again out of favor. In spring

of 1782 the king wrote a brief and secret memorandum on the political

state of Europe: Emperor Joseph proposed with Russia's help to crush

the Prussian monarchy "in order then to establish his despotism in

Germany without opposition." He would do his best to check Joseph's

actions,

but if, after my death, monsieur my nephew drifts into indolence; if he

takes no interest in things; if, extravagant as he is, he squanders state

funds, and if he does not revive his intellectual faculties — I foresee that

Monsieur Joseph will outrun him and that within thirty years there will

no longer be either a Prussia or a House of Brandenburg; that the em-

peror, having swallowed everything, will end by dominating Germany,

where he will eliminate all the sovereign princes in order to form a mon-
archy like that of France.

The king's pessimism was at the same time an indictment of en-

lightened absolutism. One-man rule was only as effective as the ruler.

Lacking a qualified and energetic ruler, the kingdom would have to

find salvation in some form of constitutional government or Recht-

staat, which in theory protected a state by distributing the authority.

But this was totally beyond Frederick's ken, even had there been
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the vaguest kind of machinery to bring it about. Autocracy not permit-

ting dilution, it followed that a weak autocrat would mean weak
government.

That was in the future. At the moment, Frederick's best agent in

thwarting Joseph's machinations was time. Catherine and Joseph may
have decided on Turkey's demise, but they had not entirely agreed on
details. These were the subject of acrimonious discussion for another

two years. In the end Catherine not only rejected Joseph's territorial

demands, particularly the acquisition of Venice, but in summer of 1783
she annexed the Crimea without consulting her new ally.

Joseph could do little about this power play except to come up with

one of his own. He had never ceased looking westward and had been

manipulating various German princes to create a favorable climate for

a major diplomatic coup. This was nothing less than a territorial swap
of major proportions. Elector Charles Theodor of Bavaria would cede

his country to Austria in return for most of the Austrian Netherlands,

the title of King of Burgundy, and £100,00 in cash. A second and equally

disturbing project concerned the navigation of the Scheldt River, which
was controlled by Holland under the Barrier Treaty of 171 5. Joseph

had already abrogated this treaty in 1781, when he forced the Dutch

to abandon the border fortresses. He now demanded free passage for

Austrian ships on the Scheldt, which would allow him to control Maes-
tricht, and thus make the Austrian Netherlands more tempting to the

Bavarian elector.

Joseph's diplomatic offensives only confirmed Frederick's blackest

thoughts. Already out of temper with the bumptious emperor's manip-

ulations in minor German courts, Frederick decided to try to form an-

other confederation of German princes to oppose him, a project out-

lined to Ministers Finckenstein and Hertzberg in October 1784. This

was a matter first of approaching individual courts, a task zealously

and in general successfully carried out by Ewald von Hertzberg.

Frederick also needed a powerful ally to check Joseph. The Treaty

of Paris in 1782, which ended the American Revolution, had revived

English and French influence in Europe. Frederick had remained on

good terms with the Versailles court, a policy strongly supported by

Prince Henry and Finckenstein. But a two-month visit to France by

Henry in 1784 brought only the limited political result of helping to

frustrate Joseph's actions against Holland.

England was also looking for a continental ally, and Hertzberg, in-

creasingly influential in foreign affairs, leaned toward a new alliance

with her, as did the Duke of Brunswick.

Frederick's hostility of twenty years toward England had begun slowly

to change. The War of the Bavarian Succession had suggested areas of

common interest. The real thaw began in 1782, when the clever but
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disruptive Hugh Elliot was recalled from Berlin and replaced by Sir

John Stepney. Stepney returned to England in spring of 1784 after a

relatively calm embassy, and his role was temporarily filled by his sec-

retary, twenty-five-year-old Joseph Ewart. Ewart remained in this post

after the younger Pitt came to power a few months later and astutely

conducted a series of negotiations designed to forge a new alliance with

Prussia. There were two areas of mutual interest. Bavaria was one.

When Hertzberg set about recruiting German rulers for the proposed

confederation, he found not only keen interest but active support in

Hanover. Moreover, Britain and Prussia presented a combined front in

Saint Petersburg, where their envoys urged Catherine to oppose Jo-

seph's plan to acquire Bavaria.

The second area was the United Provinces, whose stadtholder, Wil-

liam V, the Prince of Orange, was married to Frederick's favorite niece,

Wilhelmina. William held only tenuous control of the squabbling prov-

inces, and France was working to undermine his power. If the repub-

licans gained control, they would ally with France. Prussia wished to

prevent this, and so did England.

It was to England's benefit to support Frederick's burgeoning con-

federation, but Frederick was not compelled to support the English

king, nor did he wish to alienate France. In his mind the major goal

was to stop Joseph's aggressions. France and the United Provinces formed

a secondary problem.

The peculiar situation demanded limited rapprochement, however,

and Hertzberg continued to plough ground made the more fertile by

Kaunitz's exhortations to German princes not to oppose Austrian plans.

The upshot was a secret meeting in late June in Berlin between Prussia,

Saxon, and Hanoverian envoys, who wrote a charter for a Fiirsten-

bund, or confederation, of Imperial princes.

This document was published in late July and attracted widespread

support from both Protestant and Catholic rulers. Taken with Czarina

Catherine's refusal to approve Joseph's planned takeover of Bavaria,

the Furstenbund effectively ended his diplomatic foray. Some histori-

ans have marked it as the beginning of the German Reich, and this is

permissible. But Frederick himself was too scornful of these weak,

frightened, and vacillating princes, and too mindful of fluctuating di-

plomacy, to lend much hope to lasting confederation.

He spelled out his attitude in part to Lord Charles Cornwallis that

September at the autumn reviews. Contrary to Frederick's wishes, the

new foreign secretary in England, Lord Carmarthen, had asked Corn-

wallis to sound out the Prussian king concerning an alliance. As usual,

Frederick did most of the talking. Cornwallis reported that "however

the strength of his body may be impaired, the faculties of his mind are

still perfect." The king was plainly apprehensive of forming the "more
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close and intimate connection" that Carmarthen seemed to have in

mind.* While recognizing mutual interests, such as the need to check

Austrian aspirations in Bavaria and French ambitions in Holland, the

king pointed to the isolated position of England and Prussia. The bal-

ance of European power was lopsided, he told Cornwallis, because

France, Spain, Austria, and Russia were allied, no matter how loosely,

and Holland was virtually under French control. How could Britain

and Prussia stand against this coalition? He had fought one Seven Years'

War and did not want to fight another. However, "detach Russia and
I will join the triple alliance tomorrow."^

A sudden and severe illness prevented a further audience, which would
have been pointless in any case. Frederick realized that neither he nor

King George could detach Catherine from her alliance with Austria, at

least until the two powers had despoiled Turkey. Also, he wished to

keep the door open to a French alliance, though he denied this inten-

tion to Cornwallis. Meanwhile he had to remain on guard, treasury

full, army ready to move when and where the situation demanded.

106

The army was never far from the king's mind. He never gave up

trying to make it an invincible instrument, guardian of the state, pro-

tector of its existence, promoter of its will.

But like its master, the army was old and tired. It no longer willingly

accepted his ministrations. He was an unwanted suitor, visiting garri-

sons and holding reviews and maneuvers, inspecting, scolding, punish-

ing, reforming, teaching. He praised some commanders, warned oth-

ers, relieved a few, and promoted a few. At an autumn maneuver in

1781 an observer wrote that "the king galloped about in his ordinary

way, and seemed in tolerable health. The first day he was in good hu-

mour, and was satisfied with everything, but the second and third he

found great fault with the cavalry. . . . General Prittwitz was most

handsomely scolded, and [General] Platen . . . had near a quarter of

an hour's trimming." ^ But he could not be everywhere at once; he

could not improve morale as long as officers and men received a pit-

* Cornwallis's diplomatic mission apparently originated with representations made by the

Prussian envoy in London, Count Lusi. Carmarthen's goal was not an alliance, but rather

making the court of Berlin "as useful to us as possible, without ever trusting it for a mo-

ment." Frederick severely reprimanded Lusi for having brought the mission about. (Corn-

wallis, Correspondence.)
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tance for pay, as long as brutality ruled the ranks, as long as he refused
to inject new blood into an army as autocratic and antiquated as his

reign.

In autumn of 1784 the king traveled to Silesia, his "Peru" of riches,

where as usual he poked into civil and military activities with a zeal

terrifying to local officials. On the occasion the army scored a massive
negative. "Were I to make cobblers or tailors into generals," he wrote
to Bogislav von Tauentzien, his inspector general of infantry in Silesia,

"the regiments could not be worse." Maneuvers at Neisse and Breslau
were disasters. The king had no intention of losing battles "by the base
conduct of my generals." Tauentzien had one year to put things

right.

Seventeen eighty-five was not a good year. The Vistula, Oder, and
Warthe flooded the countryside. The king spent a half-million thalers

to repair dikes and damage to private holdings, and would have spent
more had it been possible to remove the mountains of sand that cov-
ered estates along the Oder. Despite a poor harvest, he held down the

price of corn while continuing to export it in considerable quantity.

On the credit side, Prussian manufactures rose to thirty million tha-

lers (and would reach thirty-four million in 1786). The king signed a

ten-year treaty of friendship and commerce with the United States of
America and called for free trade on a "most favored" basis between
the two countries.* The population continued to grow. Frederick had
inherited a kingdom of 2.24 million people. It now counted about six

million, about a third of whom came from new territories. He had
nearly tripled the original population.

As his Political Testaments made clear, there was a great deal more
to do. The educational system was still weak and in need of radical

improvement. The kingdom needed further civil, legal, and social re-

forms. Frederick had shown the way; indeed, his grand chancellor had
already prepared a new legal code that in 1794 would become the All-

gemeine Preussische Landrecht, "a real constitution in the ordinary

sense of the word," as Alexis de Tocqueville called it.f It would be up
to Frederick's successor to continue the work of reform. The army too
needed some improvements, but meanwhile it was strong enough to

keep enemies at a distance.

*The treaty was signed by Friedrich Wilhem von Thulemeier for Prussia and by Thomas
Jefferson (at Paris), Benjamin Franklin (at Passy), and John Adams (at London) for the United

States.

fThe modern historian H. W. Koch has described it as the final phase of the judiciary reforms

initiated by King Frederick William. King Frederick was astounded with the size of the first

draft: "But this is very thick; laws must be short and not copious." (Koch, A History of

Prussia.)
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In 1785 the treasury was full, the army was ready to fight, and the

kingdom continued to grow.

Frederick returned to Silesia in the autumn of 1785. After visiting sev-

eral towns and inspecting various fortresses, he attended a three-day

review witnessed by his distinguished guests, the young Duke Frederick

of York, Lord Cornwallis, and the Marquis de Lafayette. He had re-

ceived them briefly at Sans-Souci. "Notwithstanding what I had heard

of him," wrote the twenty-eight-year-old Lafayette to General George

Washington, "[I] could not help being struck by that dress and appear-

ance of an old, broken, dirty Corporal, covered all over with Spanish

snuff, with his head almost leaning on one shoulder, and fingers quite

distorted by the gout. But what surprised me much more is the fire and

some times the softness of the most beautiful eyes I ever saw, which

give as charming an expression to his physiognomy as he can take a

rough and threatening one at the head of his troops."^ Lafayette had

been particularly well received and in one audience had spoken enthu-

siastically of constitutions, the franchise, and legislative bodies of gov-

ernment. "I used to know a young man who spoke as you have done,"

the king told him. "Do you know what happened to him?" "No, Your
Majesty," Lafayette stammered, taken aback. "Why, sir, he was
hanged!"^

The king's warning to General von Tauentzien had paid off, and the

regiments performed to his satisfaction. Cornwallis, who was miffed

because the king paid a great deal of attention to Lafayette, wrote that

"the cavalry is very fine; the infantry exactly like the Hessian, only

taller and better set up, but much slower in their movements. Their

maneuvers were such as the worst general in England would be hooted

at for practicing; two lines coming up within six yards of one another,

and firing in another's face till they had no ammunition left: nothing

could be more ridiculous.'"*

Lafayette contrarily informed General Washington that "nothing can

be compared to the beauty of the troops, the discipline that is diffused

throughout, the simplicity of their motions, the uniformity of their reg-

iments. It is a plain regular machine that has been set these forty years,

and undergoes no alteration but what make it simpler and lighter."^

A heavy rain began early on the third day and lasted until dark. The
king remained mounted and refused cover, though he was soon drenched

and chilled. That evening he was feverish but nonetheless hosted a for-

mal dinner for his guests. After a restless night of heavy sweating, he

finished the review, traveled on to inspect fortresses Neisse and Brieg,

and returned to Breslau for three days of festivities in honor of the

Duke of York.
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He returned to Potsdam, worked hard for ten days, and attended an

artillery review in Berlin. Back at Potsdam, he suffered a severe night

attack of a choking catarrh that lasted for several hours and from which

he recovered only with difficulty. The day after his political discussion

with Cornwallis, he suffered an attack of apoplexy. Gout followed,

and so did fever. He was confined to bed and could not attend the

important Potsdam review in late September. "I think it very doubtful

whether he will live out the winter," Cornwallis wrote to a friend.^

Frederick recovered but slowly. At a review of Pomeranian troops

he could not mount his horse. Instead, as various regiments passed he

raised his worn hat to the colors. In a weak voice he ordered his "dear

Pomeranians" to march past once more, and this time he remained

uncovered, as if giving his favorite infantry a last look at their king.''

The seventy-three-year-old king left Sans-Souci in November to live

in the old palace at Potsdam. He conducted state business as usual, but

he did not go out and he received only a few people. He held his usual

court on Christmas and was visibly affected when old General Zieten

appeared. Frederick crossed the chamber to the veteran warrior and

insisted that he be seated, an almost unheard-of honor to the veteran

cavalry general.

The king's isolation caused numerous rumors to circulate in Euro-

pean courts. Envoys continually reported his ill health and imminent

death. In early January 1786, he suffered setbacks of dropsy and asthma,

the latter probably explaining a continual short cough that left him

breathless. Like many asthmatics, he could not sleep lying down but

was forced to rest in an easy chair.

He remained very ill throughout the winter. Henry saw him in March

and later told a friend that he was "almost daily expecting 'a great

event' which, while it would 'interrupt all his pleasures,' would work
a great change in his status."^ But to general astonishment, and possi-

bly Henry's disappointment, the king moved back to Sans-Souci in April.

Count Gabriel Mirabeau received an audience on the day he moved.

"My dialogue with the king was very lively," he later wrote, "but the

king was in such suffering, and so straitened for breath, I was myself

anxious to shorten it."^ Another visitor was upset to see him sitting on

the terrace, "downcast, crushed by illness, his face blanched and al-

tered by suffering"; the coughing "echoed even in my own chest."
^°

The audience lasted only five minutes before Frederick signaled atten-

dants to carry him off.

Soft spring air and his beloved Sans-Souci worked a cure of sorts.

Not once but several times he ordered his favorite horse, Conde, sad-

dled for short rides in the countryside. The outings seemed to do him

good, or at least to give him respite from misery. By now asthma and

dropsy had been joined by gout, erysipelas, and large abscesses on ear
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and leg. What little faith he had left in his own doctor, Christian Selle,

had vanished. In June he dismissed him and wrote to Dr. Chevalier

Johann Zimmermann, a famous physician at Hanover, who agreed to

come to him. In the interim he continued to work and dine with a few

councilors, including Minister Ewald von Hertzberg.

Though much swollen and incommoded with the dropsy, so that he could

not move without assistance, from a chair in which he rested day and

night [Hertzberg later wrote] . . . though it was evident he suffered

dreadfully, he never betrayed the least symptom of uneasiness, or any

disagreeable sensation; but preserving always his serene, contented, and

tranquil air . . . he conversed with us on the ordinary topics of the day,

in the most cordial and agreeable manner; on literature, ancient and

modern history, rural affairs, and particularly gardening, to which he

was greatly devoted. ^^

Zimmermann arrived in late June. His alleged expertise failed with

Frederick. He remained at Potsdam for over two weeks, seeing his pa-

tient twice a day— a monotonous series of conversations that he later

embellished and published— and prescribing copious quantities of

dandelion soup. Frederick, whose appetite remained healthy, preferred

spiced foods, and apparently Zimmermann made no real effort to in-

terfere. Most likely he recognized terminal symptoms, and he may have

so informed the king, because shortly before Zimmermann's departure

von Hertzberg moved permanently to Potsdam, from where he daily

communicated with the Prince of Prussia. Zimmermann returned by

way of Brunswick to report on the king's condition to his sister Char-

lotte. She at once wrote to her brother, who replied from Sans-Souci:

"The doctor from Hanover has wished to impress you, my good sister;

in truth he has done me no good. The old must give way to the young

so that each generation may find its place. . . . Meanwhile I find my-
self a trifle relieved during the past few days." ^^

He had entered his last week of life. A day or two later fever set in. To
the queen's written condolences he replied, "Madame, I am very obliged

for your good wishes, but a heavy fever prevents me from replying."

Incredibly, he continued his administrative routine almost to the end,

bombarding secretaries and officers with orders— military vacancies

to be filled, a new corps of irregulars to be formed, books to be bought

for his library, a more detailed report from the director of customs,

instructions for the forthcoming reviews in Silesia, plans for land recla-

mation in Pomerania, a four-page directive to a new ambassador, or-

ders to bring three hundred sheep and rams from Spain. A day's work
was topped off by fresh herring, an eel pie, and a lobster washed down
with champagne.
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The routine abruptly ceased on Wednesday morning. The king

awakened only with difficulty. Although he tried, he could not give the

Potsdam commandant the day's password. He remained that day in a

semicoma. Dr. Selle, hastily summoned from Berlin, arrived in midaf-

ternoon. He found Frederick conscious but with flushed face and pain-

ful breathing. Toward evening the fever abated and he slept, perspiring

heavily, as usual. On awakening, he complained of the cold. Selle found

his legs cold up to the knees.

The doctor could do nothing, nor could anyone. Frederick dozed,

his breath short, chest rattling. At midnight he noticed that one of his

hounds was shivering and had his valet place a blanket over him. This

set him to a severe fit of coughing. Sinking weakly in his chair, he

murmured, "La montagne est passee; nous irons mieux" ("We have

crossed the mountain; things will go better now").

He found it increasingly difficult to breathe. To free his chest, the

valet knelt on one knee and supported the king on the other, his arm

around the king's back. He maintained this position for over two hours.

At a Httle past two a.m. on August 17, 1786, Frederick the Great died.

Frederick had wished to be buried without ceremony at Sans-Souci.

But privacy is not for royalty. His body was examined by a corps of

physicians and surgeons, and after a suitably royal funeral he was bur-

ied next to his father in the garrison church at Potsdam.

The church was destroyed in World War Two.
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Dr. Samuel Johnson wrote that "the greatest part of a writer's time is

spent in reading, in order to write; a man will turn over half a library

to make one book."

This was certainly the case with this biography. In trying to let Fred-

erick tell his own story, which I corrected, amplified, and expanded to

the best of my ability, I have relied primarily on official records: the

thirty volumes of his historical, philosophical, and military writings,

his poetry and personal correspondence edited by J. D. E. Preuss; the

numerous subsequent collections of his vast correspondence with par-

ticular individuals; the magnificent forty-six-volume collection of his

political correspondence; the bureaucratic effusions of the Acta Borus-
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official histories of Frederick's wars, along with analyses and memoirs

by participants and later commentators, complemented my basic re-
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British, and American secondary sources.

Extensive reliance on foreign-language sources presented a problem

in a work written primarily for the general reader. It seemed pointless
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United States. Accordingly, I have made "blanket" citations for a large
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Sanction, 24 [see also Pragmatic Sanc-

tion); alliance with Spain, 24-25, 26;

relations with England, 31; and Polish

succession, 97, 98-99, 107-8; war with

Turks, 121-22, 133-34; 3"<i balance of

power, 123-24; traditional alliances

of, 143; Frederick presents claims to,

150, 152; death of Charles VI, 156-

57

FIRST SILESIAN WAR, I74-75, 181, 183-

87, 208, 212, 214, 216-17, 222-23,

241-42, 246-47, 249, 259-61; Klein-

Schnellendorf agreement, 224-26,

229, 231; see also Austrian army;

First Silesian War; Maria Theresa

Frederick's peacetime relations with,

271; victories in Bohemia, Bavaria, and

Italy, 273; relations with Russia, 275;

Treaty of Worms, 278-79, 313; France

declares war on, 280

SECOND SILESIAN WAR, 29O, 304, 314,

327-28, 331, 333, 339, 347; see a/50

Austrian army; Maria Theresa; Sec-

ond Silesian War
conclusion of War of the Austrian

Succession, 377-82; Frederick's fears of,

377-83, 385-86; alliance with Russia,

378-79, 382, 383, 423-24; Political Tes-

tament on, 405, 407, 408-9; German
principalities favoring, 407; hostile rela-

tions with Prussia, 410-11, 415, 421-24;

alliance with France, 415-16, 417, 419,

421

SEVEN years' WAR: partition treaty

against Prussia, 428; Saxony cam-

paign of 1756, 429-30; Treaty of Ver-

sailles, 439, 440; I7S7- campaign

strategy, 440-41; treaty renewal with

France, 453; dissension with allies,

466; 1759.- campaign strategy, 510;

ij6o: campaign strategy, 529; 1761

campaign strategy, 546-47; 1762—

1763 peace negotiations and treaty,

558-59; see also Austrian army; Seven

Years' War
postwar relations with Prussia, 587; and

balance of power, 589; and Polish con-

flict, 591; and Russo-Turkish War

(1768-1774), 592, 593-94> 596, 602;

and partition of Poland, 592, 597-98;

and Prussian-Russian alliance, 593;

meeting between Joseph II and Freder-

ick, 593-94, 595, 596; seizure of Molda-

via and Wallachia, 602; territorial ambi-

tions, 602, 604; seizure of Bukovina,

604; and War of the Bavarian Succes-

sion, 614-24; and Armed Neutrality Act,

625; relations with Russia, 625-26, 627,

628; proposal to exchange Austrian

Netherlands for Bavaria, 627, 628; and

balance of power, 628-29

Austrian army

FIRST SILESIAN WAR: 212, 2l6, 222-23,

227, 228-29, 2.32, 233; Silesian cam-

paign, 171-80; Maria Theresa raises
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new army, 184-87; bat. of Mollwitz,

195-204; bat. of Chotusitz, 25Z-58

SECOND SILESIAN WAR: Bohemian cam-

paign, 290-91, 294, 295, 297-99, 300-

304, 309; Bavarian campaign, 303;

Silesian campaign, 314; bat. of Ho-

henfriedberg, 317-25; morale after de-

feat, 328; bat. of Soor, 333-40

SEVEN years' WAR: ij^S: shortages,

429; in Bohemia and Moravia, 429;

Saxony campaign, 429-34; bat. of Lo-

bositz, 430-34; 17^7: plans for cam-

paign, 441; Bohemian campaign, 444-

46; bat. of Prague, 446-52; bat. of

Kolin, 454-58; prisoner exchange,

459; forces retreat of Prince William,

461; capture of Breslau, 473-75; bat.

of Leuthen, 475-81; total losses of

year, 482; restrengthening, 483; epi-

demic in, 483; i7S^: drive into Sax-

ony and Lusatia, 492-94; bat. of

Hochkirch, 502-6; retreat to Bohemia,

507; ^759- 509, 510, 513, 523, 525;

1760: strengthening of, 529; Silesian

campaign, 530-34, 538-39; bat. of

Liegnitz, 534-38; sacking of Berlin,

539-40; bat. of Torgau, 540-44;

1761: recruitment, 546-47; in Silesia,

547-50; 1762; Silesian campaign,

553-56; bat. of Freiberg, 556-58; win-

ter armistice, 558

Frederick's learning experience from, 585-

86; occupation of Polish-Hungarian bor-

der (1769), 593; occupation of Strau-

bing, 615; see also specific commanders,

e.g., Charles, prince of Lorraine; Daun,

Leopold von

Austrian irregulars: in Seven Years' War,

464, 483, 490,491
Austrian (Spanish) Netherlands, xiv, 215,

217, 280; military preparations in

(1756), 429; neutrality of (1762), 559;

proposal to exchange for Bavaria, 627;

see also Flanders

Austrian-Saxon Treaty (1745), 339

Austrian succession, 154-63

Austrian Succession, War of the: First Sile-

sian War, 164-262; Second Silesian War,

277-83, 288-348; conclusion of, 377-82

Azov fortress, 595, 601

Bach, Johann Sebastian, 394

Bacon, Sir Francis, 488

Baden-Durlach, Christoph of, prince: in

Seven Years' War, 500-501; bat. of

Hochkirch, 502, 505

baggage trains: in supply system for army,

165-66

balance of power, xiii-xvii, 24-25, 123-24;

Frederick's concerns over, 380-81, 382;

Political Testament on, 405-10; in

1752-1755, 410-14; in 1756, 414-24;

after Seven Years' War, 586-87; in

1780S, 624-29; see also specific alliances

under countries and wars

balance of trade (Prussian), 360-62

Balbi, Col. Johann Friedrich von: Prussian

envoy to Versailles, 460; siege works of,

489,490
Balkans: in 171 2, xiii; guerrillas in, 184;

Austrian seizures in, 602

Balta, Ukraine: burning of, 592

Baltic Sea: Frederick's desire for British

fleet to block, 421, 440, 459, 462, 484,

527; Russian fleet in, 454
Baltimore, Lord, 131

Bamberg, bishop of, 276

banking system in Prussia: Frederick

founds land mortgage bank, 566; and

currency reform, 567-68; and postwar

bankruptcies, 568-69; Frederick creates

Royal Bank, 572

bankruptcy courts in Prussia, 569, 573

Bar, Confederation of, 591

Baranyay, Gen. Johann, baron, 187, 193,

203, 208, 209, 244

Barrier Treaty, 217, 627

Barsewich, Lt. Ernst von, 497&n, 505,

537
Bartenstein, Johann Christoph von: Aus-

trian minister, i34n, 150, 170, 222,

242, 290, 386

Basnage, Jacques, 43
Bastiani, Abbe: reader to Frederick, 394,

606

battalions: size of, 91

Batthyanyi, Gen. Karl, count: and bat. of

Chotusitz, 254; in Second Silesian War,

290, 291, 292, 294, 295, 298, 307, 312,

316

Bautzen, Saxony: in Seven Years' War,

462,463, 367

Bauvraye, Gen., 376

Bavaria, electorate of, 31, 143, 156, 407;

French treaties with, 150; and Austrian

succession, 157, 158, 173, 181, 182;
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Bavaria (Cont.)

and First Silesian War, 213, 215, 224,

227, 229, 233, 234, 242, 262; Maximi-

lian Joseph succeeds Charles VII, 311;

seeks peace with Austria, 311, 314;

Peace of Fiissen, 314, 315; under elector

Maximilian Joseph, 614-15; succession

issue, 615 {see also Bavarian Succession,

War of the); proposal to annex to Aus-

tria, 627-28; see also Charles VII

Bavarian army, 441, 614; and First Silesian

War, 215, 216, 220, 223, 227; and Sec-

ond Silesian War, 292, 301, 312

Bavarian Succession, War of the (1778—

1779), 614-24, 627; Austrian-Palatinate

partition treaty, 615, 617; Frederick's

plans for, 618-19; stand-off of armies,

620-22; negotiations and peace treaty,

622-24; Frederick's history of, 624

Bayle, Pierre, 109, 115

bayonet: Prussian army use of, 90, 374-75

Bayreuth, 276; Prussian claims to, 408,

594, 623; Frederick in, 41

1

Bayreuth, Frederick of Brandenburg-Kulm-

bach, margrave of: engagement to Wil-

helmina, 80-81; marriage, 84-85

Beauveau, Louis Charles Anton de, mar-

quis: French envoy to Prussia, i6o&n,

181, 224

Beck, Gen.: command of irregulars in

Seven Years' War, 454, 464
Belgrade, Treaty of (1739), 186, 215

Belle-Isle, Marshal Charles Louis, duke,

108; and French foreign policy, 180-81,

224; meets with Frederick on alliance,

212-13; commands French army in First

Silesian War, 217, 227, 229, 231-32,

243, 247, 260; and Second Silesian War,

282, 291, 308; prisoner of war in En-

gland, 311; and Seven Years' War, 460,

465; appointed war minister, 483; plan

for 1759 campaign, 510

Belle-Isle, Lt. Gen. Louis Charles, cheva-

lier, 180, 260

Beneda, Col. Anton, baron, 336, 337
Benedict XV, pope, 394
Berg, duchy of: Fred. Wil. I's claims to, 24,

25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31-32, 45, 96, 97,

118, 121-22, 126, 129, 137; Frederick

on, 79, 118, 122; French-Prussian treaty

over, 129; Frederick's claims to, 149,

150, 151, 152, 154, 155, 158, 174, 216;

Pragmatic Army in, 274

Bergen, battle of, 511, 513

Berlichingen, Gen. Johann Friedrich,

baron: and Silesian campaign, 194; and

bat. of Mollwitz, 196-98, 203, 207; and

Second Silesian War, 323

Berlin: opera house in, 265, 270; invalid

home for veterans in, 286, 585; mercan-

tilism in, 362; legal reform in, 366-67;

carousel in, 397; school for ambassadors

in, 408; in Seven Years' War, 467, 523;

Austrian/Russian sacking of, 539-40;

Frederick tours after war, 565; Royal

Bank in, 572; industrial recovery in

1768, 573; and Regie, 574; society in,

577; contemporary descriptions of, 605-

6, 608-10; morals and manners, 608-10;

prostitution in, 608

Bernis, Abbe Francois de, count: French

foreign minister, 460, 482-83

Bernklau, Maj. Gen. Johann von, baron,

228, 229, 233, 312

Berwick, Marshal James, duke of, 99
Bestushev, Alexei, count: chancellor in

Russia, 282, 307, 310, 378, 383, 384;

Political Testament on, 406, 407; ban-

ished, 483-84

Bevern, August Wilhelm of Brunswick-,

duke: and Second Silesian War, 322

SEVEN years' WAR: 1756 Saxony/

Bohemia campaign, 427, 428; and

bat. of Lobositz, 431-33, 434; role in

1757 Bohemian campaign, 442, 443,

445, 452, 453; and bat. of Prague,

449; and bat. of Kolin, 454, 457; ad-

viser to Prince William, 460; and de-

fense of Breslau, 464, 465, 473-74;

capture of, 474; assumes command in

Silesia (1762), 556

Bielfeld, Jakob Friedrich, baron, 147; de-

scription of Frederick, 126; relations

with Frederick after wars, 575, 582

Bilguer, Johann von: Prussian army sur-

geon, 54 3 n

Biron, Ernst Johann, duke of Kurland, 1 19

Black Sea: Russian access to, 601

Blanckensee, Gen. Peter von, 336

Boden, August Friedrich von, 148

Bohemia, kingdom of: in 171 2, xv; territo-

rial claims on, 156, 163; First Silesian

War, 216, 221, 223-24, 227, 230, 231-

32, 233, 234, 242, 244, 248, 262; Sec-

ond Silesian War, 278, 280, 289-311,

333-40; Prussian strategy for future war

in, 409; Austrian fortifications in, 419

SEVEN years' WAR: Frederick's plan for
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campaign, 427; Austrian defenses,

429; 1756; Prussian campaign, 429-

38; bat. of Lobositz, 430-35; French

troops to, 439, 440; lyjy: campaign,

440-46; Austrian retreat, 481-82;

iyS9-' Prince Henry's raids, 511

Boileau-Despreaux, Nicolas, 115

Bonin, Lt. Gen. Casimir von, 289, 337,

346

Bonnie Prince Charlie. See Stuart, Charles

Borcke, Maj. Gen. Friedrich von, 35, 44-

45, 48, 50, 56, 57, 58, 61; Prussian en-

voy to Vienna, 150, 156, 161; occupies

Maaseyk, 152; bears Silesian offer to

Duke Francis, 174-75; opposition to

French alliance, 191; and victory of

Chotusitz, 258; and Prussian foreign

policy, 273-74, 279; heads Prussian War
Ministry, 428, 438; to raise funds in

Saxony, 485

Bossuet, Jacques Benigne, 115

Boston Massacre (1770), 603

Boston Tea Party (1773), 603

Boswell, James: reports on Frederick and

Prussia, 569, 578&n, 580

Botta d'Adorno, Anton Otto, marquis:

Austrian envoy to Prussia, 162-63, 275

Bourdaloue, Louis, 115

Brabant, duchy of, 224

Brandenburg (city): dimity mill, 362; mag-

azine at, 584

Brandenburg, House of: territorial rights

of, according to Political Testament,

408-9; see also Hohenzollern, House of

Brandenburg-Prussia, electorate of: in

171 2, xvi-xvii; see also Prussia

Brandt, Frau Louise von, 113

Bredow, Maj. Gen. Asmus von, 112, 119,

394; death of, 513

Brenckenhof, Franz von, 565; and land re-

clamation, 571

Breslau, 173, 175, 181, 195; Frederick's

claims on, 214, 216, 222, 225, 227; re-

fortification of, 286, 287; hospital in,

376

SEVEN years' WAR: Austrian capture,

473-75, 476; Prussians retake, 481-

82; Frederick holds court in, 484;

loan forced from merchants, 485;

Russian planned offensive against,

529; Frederick's plans for defense,

530, 531; Loudon's siege of, 533

Royal Bank created, 572

Breslau, Treaty of (1742), 215-16, 217,

230, 261-62; supported by Prussian-

Russian treaty, 276; and Treaty of

Worms, 278; and Austrian invasion

of Silesia, 304; and Convention of Han-

over, 330; and Treaty of Dresden,

347
Brieg fortress, 173, 177, 180, 190, 208,

210, 216, 287, 631

Britain. See England

British army: bat. of Fontenoy, 317; re-

called from Flanders, 330
Broglie, Charles de, count: French envoy to

Saxony, 435; Prussian arrest of, 435;
and bat. of Rossbach, 471

Broglie, Field Marshal Francois Marie de,

count: governor of Strasbourg, 148-49;

and First Silesian War, 220, 231-32,

2-33. ^35-36, 238, 242, 243, 247, 248,

261; criticism of military leadership,

272, 274; command of army in Bavaria,

2-74

Broglie, Victor Francois de, duke: com-

mand of French army in 1759 campaign,

510, 511

Bronikowsky, Col. Johann von, 254, 255

Browne, Gen. Georg, count: and bat. of

Zorndorf, 494, 498
Browne, Field Marshal Maximilian Ulysses

von, count: and Silesian campaign, 173,

175, 176, 177, 179, 183, 184, 185-87,

207; and strategy for First Silesian War,

242; and 1743 campaign, 274; at Ol-

mutz, 420

seven years' WAR: command in Bohe-

mia, 430; and bat. of Lobositz, 430-

34, 435; and Bohemian campaign,

435-38; and plans for 1757 campaign,

440-41, 442; Bohemian campaign,

444-46; bat. of Prague, 446-51; death

of, 451

Briihl, Heinrich von, count: Saxon minis-

ter, 192, 234, 288, 312, 339, 406; and

Seven Years' War, 428, 435, 437; estates

invaded by Prussians, 485, 546

Brunn fortress, 235-36, 240

Brunswick, Albert of, prince, 316; and Sec-

ond Silesian War, 336, 337n, 338

Brunswick, Charles of, prince, 83

Brunswick, Charles of, prince (nephew of

Frederick), 505, 618

Brunswick, Charlotte of, princess: relations

with brother Frederick, 580, 633

Brunswick, Eugene of, hereditary prince,

580; and defense of Colberg, 547, 550
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Brunswick, Ferdinand of, prince. See Ferdi-

nand, duke of Brunswick, prince

Brunswick, Francis of, prince, 504-5; death

of, 505

Brunswick, Frederick of, prince (nephew of

Frederick), 580, 610

Brunswick, Louis of, prince, 320

Brunswick, William of, prince (nephew of

Frederick), 580

Brunswick-Bevern, duke of. See Bevern,

August Wilhelm of Brunswick-

Brunswick-Bevern, Elizabeth of, princess.

See Elizabeth of Brunswick-Bevern,

queen of Prussia

Buccow, Col., 304, 491

Bucharest conference (1773), 600

Buddenbrock, Maj. Gen. Hans von, 583

Buddenbrock, Gen. Wilhelm von, 62-63,

65; and bat. of Chotusitz, 253, 254-55;

and Second Silesian War, 321, 336
Budweis garrison: in Second Silesian War,

2-93, 2.94, 295, 298, 299, 300-301, 307,

308

Buffardin, Pierre Gabriel, 42

Bukovina province: Austrians seize, 604

Billow, Gen. Friedrich von: at bat. of Lieg-

nitz, 537; at bat. of Torgau, 542
Billow, Capt. Johann Albrecht von: and

First Silesian War, 251-52, 253

Bunker Hill, batde of (1775), 6°4

Bunzelwitz, Silesia, 548, 549
Bunzlau, Bohemia, 533
Burgoyne, Gen. John, 616

Bilsching, Anton, 42n

Bute, John Stewart, earl of: adviser to

George III, 545; and war with Spain,

550; presses Frederick to make peace,

550-51; and Russian-Prussian negotia-

tions (1762), 552-53; and peace negoti-

ations, 557; Frederick's dislike of, 587,

604

Buturtin, Marshal Alexander von, count:

and Seven Years' War, 547, 548, 549;

withdraws to Poland, 551

Byelorussia: uprisings in, 591

cadets, school of (Prussian), 583

Caesar, Julius, 367, 488

calico manufacture: in Prussia, 361

Calvinist doctrine: Frederick and, 75, 78,

81-82, 109

Camas, Col. Tilio von, 107, 127; Prussian

envoy to Versailles, 150, 151, 152, 156;

in Silesian campaign, 176, 177
Campanini, Barbarina, 27o8cn, 310, 394
canal construction: in Prussia, 360, 600

cannon. See artillery in Prussian army

canton recruitment system in Prussian

army, 90, 104

Carmarthen, Francis Osborne, Lord: Brit-

ish foreign secretary, 628-29

Carmichael, John. See Hyndford, John

Carmichael, earl of

Caroline, queen of England, 47
Cartagena, battle of, 217

Carteret, John, Earl Granville, Lord, 241,

2-75. 310, 377
Cassel, Hesse: subsidy treaty with France,

383; Prince Ferdinand takes, 557
Catherine I, czarina of Russia, 32

Catherine II, czarina of Russia: marriage

(as Princess Sophia) to Grand Duke Pe-

ter, 277; as grand duchess, 440, 483;

succeeds Peter III, 554; negotiations with

Frederick, 555, 559; statue of, at Pots-

dam palace, 567n; godmother to grand-

child of Frederick, 580; alliance with

Frederick, 587-89, 590, 591, 602, 604;

affair with Stanislaus Poniatowski, 588-

89; Polish policy of, 588-91; and

"northern confederation," 590, 602;

and Russo-Turkish war, 592, 595, 596-

97, 600-601; meeting with Prince

Henry, 595-97; and partition of Poland,

597-98; relations with Prince Henry,

613, 615; marital alliance with Prussia,

613; and War of the Bavarian Succes-

sion negotiations, 616, 622-23; ^^^^ E^"

ropean balance of power, 625; and Aus-

trian ambitions in Bavaria, 628; meeting

and alliance with Joseph II, 625-26, 627,

628

Catholic clergy: Frederick's relations with,

489, 566

Catholicism: and religious conflict in Eu-

rope, 109

Catt, Henri de: reader to Frederick, 487-

89, 492., 494, 507, 51 1> 52-6n, 549, 575,

578n

cavalry (Prussian), 166-67; improvements

in, 208-9, 2.83-84; regulations for, 372;

and maneuvers, 373; coordination with

infantry, 375-76; see also hussars; Prus-

sian army

censorship: Frederick and, 145, 356
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Chambrier, Johann, baron: Prussian envoy

to France, 378, 379, 380, 381, 385, 386;

death of, 387
Charles III, king of Spain, 550
Charles IV, Holy Roman emperor, xv

Charles V, Holy Roman emperor, 4io&n
Charles VI, Holy Roman emperor, xiii, xv,

13, 23-2.4, 25, 27, 30, 45; and Pragmatic

Sanction, 24; requests leniency for

Crown Prince Frederick, 76; Fred. Wil.

I's loyalty to, 96, 99; and Polish succes-

sion, 97, 99, 108; and Catholic interests,

109; imprisons Seckendorff, 121; and

war with Turks, 121; and claims to Berg

and Juliers, 122; prospects at death of,

143, 150; death of, 154

Charles VII, elector of Bavaria (as Charles

Albert) and Holy Roman emperor, 31;

claims to Imperial crown, 156-57, 158,

159-60, 163, 180, 181, 216; and First

Silesian War, 217, 221, 223, 227, 229-

30, 231-33; crowned king of Bohemia,

228; elected emperor, 236, 246; and

conclusion of First Silesian War, 260,

262; and balance of power, 273, 274,

288, 307; and alliance against Austria,

276; and Treaty of Frankfurt, 279, 280;

death of, 311; illegitimate offspring of,

614

Charles XII, king of Sweden, xiv, 144;

Frederick's monograph on, 523

Charles, prince of Lorraine: and First Sile-

sian War, 241, 247-48, 260, 261; and

bat. of Chotusitz, 250-53, 255, 257; and

Bavarian campaign, 274, 281; in Alsace,

282, 291

SECOND SILESIAN WAR, 29O-91, 294,

295, 297-98, 300-301, 306, 326; Sile-

sian campaign, 314-15; and bat. of

Hohenfriedberg, 318-24; aftermath of

battle, 325, 327-28; and Bohemian

campaign, 331-33; and bat. of Soor,

333-40; Lusatia campaign, 341-42;

Saxony campaign, 341-45

and Polish succession, 410
SEVEN years' WAR: plans for 1757 cam-

paign, 441; Bohemian campaign, 445-

46; and bat. of Prague, 446-50; and

siege of Prague, 454; forces Prince

William's retreat, 461-62; and capture

of Breslau, 473-75; and bat. of Leu-

then, 475-81; total army losses in

campaign, 482

retires to the Netherlands, 483; death of,

483
Charles, margrave of Schwedt: and Second

Silesian War, 306, 316-17; and Seven

Years' War, 435, 493, 499
Charles Emmanuel, king of Sardinia, 278

Charles Theodor, elector of Palatinate,

280, 410; succession to Bavarian electo-

rate, 615, 621, 623, 627

Charlottenburg palace: Saxon sacking of,

546

Chasot, Lt. Francois, 100; travels with

Frederick, 107; description of Rheins-

berg, 1 12-13; s^nd Jdgerkorps, 182; and

bat. of Mollwitz, 201; receives Order of

Merit, 259; friendship with Frederick,

394
Chateauroux, duchess of: mistress to Louis

XV, 281, 29 in; death of, 311

Chatelet, Gabrielle Emily du, marquise,

116,395,396
Chemnitz (city), 427
Chernyshev, Gen. Zacharias, count: Rus-

sian command in 1760 campaign, 529,

539; and bat. of Liegnitz, 535, 538; and

attack on Berlin, 539; and 1761 cam-

paign, 549; joins Frederick in 1762 cam-

paign, 553-54; new orders from Cather-

ine II, 555; and partition of Poland, 597
Chesme Bay, battle of (1770), 595

Chesterfield, Philip Stanhope, Lord: Fred-

erick reads, 13 in; British envoy to the

Hague, 310, 316; minister, 379
Chetardie, marquis de la: French envoy to

Russia, 97, 103; at Rheinsberg, 117,

131; expelled from Russia, 282

chinz manufacture: in Prussia, 361

Choiseul, Etienne Francois de, duke:

French foreign minister, 483, 527, 602-3

Chotusitz, battle of (1742), 249-58; casu-

alties of, 259

Chrudim: Prussian march on, 244-46; for-

tification of, 420

Cicero, 367

Clarke, Samuel, 109

Clement XIII, pope, 5 ion

Clerici, Gen., 450
Clermont, Marshal Louis de, count: com-

mand of French army in Seven Years'

War, 483, 486; and bat. of Crefeld, 493
Cleves: administration of, 356; and 1762

peace negotiations, 557-58, 559; re-

building of, 566
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Cobham's Cubs, 125, 134
Cocceji, Samuel von: and legal reform in

Prussia, 363-67; named grand chancel-

lor, 367; and Corpus juris fridericiani,

367

coffee monopoly: in Prussia, 573
Cogniazzo, Maj. Jakob, 2.96, 301

Coigny, Marshal Francois de, duke, 279-

80, 282

Colberg fortress: in Seven Years' War,

500, 510, 511, 539, 547, 549, 550
Collenbach, Heinrich von, 558

Collignon, Col.: and recruitment for Prus-

sian army, 5o8&n
Collini, Como Alessandro, 396
Cologne, archbishop and elector of, xv,

143, 150, 220,407,485
colonization policy (Prussian), 359-60, 571

Committees of Conference (America),

603-4
company: size of, 91

Concord, battle of (1775), 604

Conde, prince of, 318

Constantinople, 592, 601

Contades, Marshal Louis Georges Erasme

de, duke, 510, 514

Conti, Louis de, prince, 312, 316, 329

Contribution, 353
Conway, Field Marshal Henry: description

of Frederick's maneuvers, 606, 612

Corneille, Pierre, 115

Cornwallis, Charles, marquis, 628-29,

631, 632

Corpus juris fridericiani (Cocceji), 367
Correggio, 388

Corsica, 602

Cosel fortress, 287; in Second Silesian

War, 305, 318, 319, 333
Cossacks: Frederick's interest in, 283&n

SEVEN years' war, 464, 494-95; and

bat. of Zorndorf, 498; and bat. of Ku-

nersdorf, 516, 520; in 1760 campaign,

529-30; 539; in 1761 campaign, 548,

549
invasion of Turkish Moldavia, 592; up-

rising of (1773), 601

Cothenius, surgeon general, 376

count palatine. See Palatine, elector of

courier system (military), 243

Courten, chevalier de, 312

Cracow: resistance to Russians, 591

Crankshaw, Edward, 155

Crefeld, battle of (1758), 493

Crimea: Russo-Turkish War in, 595, 600,

601; Russian annexation of, 627

Crimean Tartars, khan of the, 383-84

Croatian irregulars: in Second Silesian

War, 295; and bat. of Lobositz, 430,

432-33; and Bohemian 1757 campaign,

445, 453; and bat. of Kolin, 455-56;

and bat. of Leuthen, 477-78; and bat. of

Hochkirch, 504-5; and bat. of Kuners-

dorf, 516; and siege of Breslau, 534
Crown Prince's Guard, 10

Cumberland, William Augustus, duke of:

commander of Hanoverian forces, 44 in,

460, 463-64, 465, 473
currency: Frederick's depreciation of, 545,

567-68, 572-74; reforms, 567-68, 572;

shortages, 568-69

Ciistrin town and fortress: Frederick's in-

carceration and rehabilitation in, 65, 67-

70, 77-80, 82-84; Chamber of War and

Dominions, 77; administration of, 355;

Russians destroy, 494; rebuilding of,

566

Czartoryski family, 588, 590-91

Czaslau (town), 250, 251, 252-53

Dacia, Rumania, 625

Dalmatian irregulars: in Second Silesian

War, 290-91, 292

Danzig, 409, 598, 600

Darget, Claude Etienne: reader to Freder-

ick, 368, 377, 394
Darmstadt, Frederica of, princess: mar-

riage to Prince Frederick William, 582

Daum, G. A., 362

Daun, Leopold von, count: Austrian com-

mander, 274; in Second Silesian War,

32-4

SEVEN years' WAR: ij^j campaign:

plans for, 441; Bohemian campaign,

445, 452, 454; and bat. of Kolin, 454-

56, 458; forces Prince William's re-

treat, 461-62; and eastern front, 473,

475; and bat. of Leuthen, 476-81; and

state of army, 482; assumes command
of Austrian army, 483; 1758 cam-

paign: Frederick's plans against, 486-

87, 489; and Prussian siege of Ol-

miitz, 490; plan for campaign in Lusa-

tia, 492-93, 498, 499-500; and bat. of

Hochkirch, 502-6, 5 ion; and siege of

Dresden, 507; retires to Bohemia for

winter, 507; 1759 campaign: plans
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for, 509, 510; in Lusatia, 513; failure

to press successes, 523; withdrawal to

Kesseldorf, 525; ijGo campaign: 528,

529, 533, 538-39; bat. of Liegnitz,

534-37; and sacking of Berlin, 539;

and bat. of Torgau, 540-44; ijSi

campaign: in Saxony, 547, 549; 1762

campaign: 555, 5 5^, 557
defensive warfare: theory of, 369, 373,

374-75, 585-86; see also military theory

de Launay, La Haye: and tax reform, 574
Demiku, Gen. Thomas von, 498

de Neufvilles: bankruptcy of, 568-69

Denis, Marie Louise, 395, 396, 400, 404
Denmark: in 171 2, xiii, xiv; and balance

of power, 25, 26; Frederick's relations

with, 340, 378, 380, 382, 387; Political

Testament on, 406; and balance of

power, 412, 413; and Seven Years' War,

527, 551; Russia considers war with,

551-52, 554; postwar relations with

Prussia, 587; and "northern confedera-

tion," 590; and Armed Neutrality Act,

625

Derschau, Col. Christoph von, 64, 65,

147, 189

Descartes, Rene, 109, no
Deschamps, Jean, 112

desertions from army, 309, 370

Dessewffy, Col. Adam, count, 211; and

Second Silesian War, 298, 332, 334, 339
Dettingen, battle of (1743), 2.74-75

de Ville, Gen. Charles, marquis, 500; and

siege of Neisse, 506-7

Dickens, Capt. Guy: British envoy in Prus-

sia, 56, 59, 60, 61, 65-66, 85, 89, 102,

103, 118, 122, 127, 128, 136, 152, 161,

163, 211

Diderot, Denis, 401, 577
Dieskau, Col. von: and Prussian artillery,

376, 490, 508

Dietrich, prince of Anhalt-Dessau, 222,

240, 243, 244, 247, 248, 322

d'llgen, Riidiger, baron, 26-27, 2-8

Directory, see General Directory

Dissertation on the History of the House

of Brandenburg, A (Memoires . . .),

368,397
d'O, Lt. Col., 530-31

Dohna, Lt. Gen. Alexander von, count, 9

Dohna, Lt. Gen. Christoph von, count:

1758 campaign: 509; recruitment for

Prussian army, 485, 508; campaign

against Russians and Swedes, 493-94;

and bat. of Zorndorf, 496-98, 499; and

defense of Colberg, 500; at Torgau, 506;

17s 9 campaign: 511, 512-13; relieved of

command, 5i38cn

Dohna, Lt. Gen. Friedrich Ludwig von,

count: Prussian ambassador to Vienna,

271, 288, 290

Domdnenkammer, 353
Dove, Alfred, 28 in

Dresden: and Second Silesian War, 344,

345, 346; hospital at, 376

SEVEN years' war: Prussians occupy

(1756), 428, 438; Austrian siege

(1758), 507; surrendered to Austrians

(1759), 522-26; siege and bombard-

ment by Frederick (1760), 532, 544;

and 1762 campaign, 557
Dresden, Treaty of (1745), 347> 377' 379?

380,385
Driessen, Gen. Georg von, 478, 480

du Barry, Marie Becu, countess, 603

Dubourgay, brigadier: British envoy to

Prussia, 24, 27, 29, 31, 32, 33, 36, 38,

40, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50-51, 53-55

Duhan de Jandun, Jacques Egide: tutor to

Frederick, 17-23; banished, 67; pen-

sioned, 93, 147

du Moulin, Col.: in Second Silesian War,

302, 315, 317, 325; and bat. of Hohen-

friedberg, 319, 321-23; and bat. of Soor,

332-33

Durant, Will, 115, 124

Diisseldorf : excluded from Berg settle-

ment, 96, 129

Dutch army: and bat. of Fontenoy, 317

East Asia Trading Company, 573

East Frisia: Prussian claims to, 149, 151,

154, 271; death of prince of, 281

East Prussia, xvi, 409; in Seven Years'

War, 460, 464, 466, 484, 486, 510, 552,

555; losses in war, 563; integration with

West Prussia, 598-600

Ecclesiastes: Frederick's versification of,

52-5

education system (Prussian), 571, 630

Eichel, August Friedrich: secretary to Fred-

erick, 240, 249, 297, 327, 337-38, 372.,

464-65, 521, 525, 532, 543, 565; death

of, 581

Einsiedel, Gen. Gottfried Emmanuel von,

baron, 293, 296, 304
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Elbe River: front in Second Silesian War,

289-290, 301-4; canal building at, 360;

front in Seven Years' War, 429-34, 442,

444-45

Elbing, West Prussia, 600

Electorate College: of Holy Roman Em-
pire, xv-xvi, 156, 406-7; election of

Charles VII, 236, 246; election of Fran-

cis I, 330-31; election of Kmg of the Ro-

mans, 383, 385; see also Imperial Diet

and individual electors and successions

Elizabeth, czarina of Russia: palace coup,

230-31; relations with Frederick, 271,

275, 310, 316, 328-29; marital alliance

with Prussia, 276-77; appoints Bes-

tushev, 282; support for Saxon cause,

341; dissoluteness of, 384; subsidy

treaty with England, 416; and Seven

Years' War, 439, 483-84, 509, 510, 529,

549; death of, 552
Elizabeth, princess of Prussia: Frederick ar-

ranges marriage with Frederick William,

580; infidelities and divorce, 581-82

Elizabeth of Brunswick-Bevern, queen of

Prussia: marriage plans to Frederick, 80-

81, 87; Frederick's dissatisfaction with,

87-89; tutoring of, 89, 93; marriage, 94,

97-98; arrives at Rheinsberg, 1 12-13; ^^'

lations with Frederick, 113-15, 146,

389; meeting with king after war, 565;

in Frederick's will, 580-81; "public days"

of, 610; and Frederick's final illness,

633

Eller, Dr., 135, 136, 395
Elliot, Hugh: British envoy to Berlin, 615-

16, 617, 628

Embden: French capture of, 461

Emily, dowager empress of Austria, 226

Emily, princess of Hanover: marriage plans

to Frederick, 6, 28, 46-47, 55-57, 97
Emily, princess of Prussia: relations with

brother Frederick, 389, 484, 580

Encyclopedie, 401, 577
Engel, Gottlieb, 42n

England: in 1712, xiv; population of, 11;

Fred. Wil. I's relations with, 24, 26, 28,

42, 48-49, 55-62; relations with Austria,

31; and Pragmatic Sanction, 96; conflict

with Spain, 121, 125, 127, 134; and bal-

ance of power, 123-24, 134; War of Jen-

kins's Ear, 134-35, 143, 156; traditional

alliances and enmities, 143, 150, 156-

57; and Austrian succession, 156-57,

181; and First Silesian War, 212, 214,

216, 217, 230, 241, 246; and Treaty of

Westminster, 271-72, 280; and Prag-

matic Army, 274-75, 276, 280, 281,

341; and Treaty of Worms, 278-79; at

war with France, 280; aid to Maria

Theresa, 290, 314; and Treaty of War-

saw, 313; and Young Pretender's cam-

paign, 330; and Convention of Hanover,

330-3 1 ; and conclusion of War of the

Austrian Succession, 377-82; relations

with Prussia after Peace of Dresden,

377-78, 379-80, 381-82, 384; and Peace

of Aix-la-Chapelle, 382; Political Testa-

ment on, 406, 407-8; and subsidy treaty

with Russia, 411, 413, 416, 420-21;

French and Indian War, 411-12, 413,

416, 417; rapprochement with Prussia,

413-14; Convention of Westminster

(1756), 414-16, 419
SEVEN years' WAR: alliance with Prussia,

421, 440, 459, 462, 484, 527; Pitt's

support for Frederick, 441, 545; en-

thusiasm over Frederick's Prague vic-

tory, 451; and subsidies for Prussia,

459, 462, 465, 485, 507, 545, 550,

559; Treaty of Westminster (1758),

488; ij6i: commences peace negotia-

tions with France, 548; at war with

Spain, 550; presses Frederick to make

peace, 550-51; lySi: and Russian-

Prussian negotiations, 552-53; defeat

of Spain at Havana, 557; peace nego-

tiations with France and Spain, 557-

58, 559
overseas trade concerns, 572; postwar

status, 587, 590; threat of war with

Spain, 597, 603; conflict with France,

602, 604; conflict in American colonies,

603-4; 3nd War of the Bavarian Succes-

sion, 616; and Armed Neutrality Act

against, 625, 626; improved relations

with Prussia in 1780s, 627-29; and bal-

ance of power, 628-29; ^^^ ^'^o George

I; George 11; George III; Hanover

Enlightenment, 115; German, 109

Ense, Varnhagen von, 92, 296

Epaminondas, 373
Ephraim and Itzig (firm), 568, 569

epidemic: in Seven Years' War, 483, 484

Erfurt: Prussian siege of, 509

Ermeland: offered to Frederick, 595, 597-

98
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Ernest August, duke of Liineburg-Kalen-

berg, xvi

Esterhazy, Field Marshal Franz, count,

304,305, 306, 314, 317, 333
Estrees, Marshal Louis Charles Le Tellier

d', duke: and campaign in Hanover,

460, 463-64; replaced, 465
Eugene, prince of Savoy, xvii, 10, 24, 25,

99; marriage plans for Frederick, 80-81;

and repayment of Frederick's debts, 93;

and Austrian-Prussian relations, 96; op-

position to Frederick's wedding, 97; at

Heidelberg, 100; and Rhine campaign,

105-6

Euler, Leonhard: mathematician in Berlin

Academy, 146, 232, 359, 402
Ewart, Joseph: British envoy to Prussia,

628

Falkland Islands: Spanish-English crisis

over, 597, 603

Farnese, Elizabeth, queen of Spain, 134

Fassman, David, 44, 105

Fehrbellin, battle of (1758), 500

Feldjager corps, 284

Fenelon, Francois de Salignac de La

Mothe-, 19, 115

Ferdinand, duke of Brunswick, prince: and

Order of Bayard, 121; and army inspec-

tion, 287; and Second Silesian War,

323, 337; and diplomacy, 407,

413
SEVEN years' WAR: in 1756 Sax-

ony/Bohemia campaign, 427; 1757:

Bohemian campaign, 443; and bat. of

Prague, 450; and defeat at Kolin, 458;

armistice with Richelieu, 466; defense

of Berlin, 467; and bat. of Rossbach,

470, 471; to command Hanoverian

army, 473; in Breslau, 484; and re-

cruitment for army, 485; 1758: cam-

paign against French, 486; and bat. of

Crefeld, 493; reverses, 494; and

Neisse siege, 506; promoted field mar-

shal, 507; 17S9'- campaign against

Soubise, 509, 510; defeat at Berger,

511, 513; victory at Minden, 514;

1760: 543, 544; 1762: seizes Cassel,

557; quarrels with Frederick and

leaves army, 581

Ferdinand, prince of Prussia: relations with

brother Frederick, 347, 484, 50on, 501,

565,581

Fermor, Gen. Wilhelm von, count: and

siege of Memel, 460; assumes command
of Russian army, 483; in East Prussia,

484, 493; and bat. of Zorndorf, 494-98;

withdrawal toward Poland, 499, 506; in

1759 campaign, 511, 512

Festetics, Gen. Joseph von, baron, 211,

221, 290, 292

Feuquieres: Art ofWar, 145

field maneuvers (Prussian army), 372-73,

375-76, 606-7

finance policy (Prussian), 572-74

Finck, Gen. Friedrich von, 513; and bat. of

Kunersdorf, 514-21; awarded Order of

the Black Eagle, 524; in Saxony cam-

paign, 524-26; surrender after bat. of

Maxen, 525-26, 526n

Finckenstein, Maj. Gen. Albrecht Konrad

Finck von, count, 10, 47; governor of

Frederick, 17, 18, 23

Finckenstein, Karl Wilhelm Finck von,

count: Prussian envoy to Saxony, 163;

envoy to England, 275; envoy to Russia,

381; friendship with Frederick, 394; and

English subsidies, 420; and Frederick's

contingency plans for military disaster,

440; at Breslau, 484, 551; and report on

Maxen defeat, 526; and gifts to Otto-

man Porte, 527, 547; and partition of

Poland, 598; and social life in Berlin,

610; and Franco-Prussian relations, 627
Finland, 387
First Continental Congress (U.S.), 604

First Silesian War (1740-1742), 164-262;

preparing for, 158-63; invasion of Sile-

sia, 176-79, 188-90; European response

to invasion, 180-83; t>at. of Mollwitz,

195-207; creation of alliances, 212-17;

territorial demands, 222-23; Klein-

Schnellendorf agreement, 224-26, 229,

231, 237; Thaya River campaign, 233,

234, 236, 238-39; guerrilla skirmishes,

240, 242, 244; courier system, 243;

food and forage shortages, 243; bat. of

Chotusitz, 249-58; peace terms, 261-62

Fiscal, 353
Flanders, 241, 245, 247, 325, 330, 409;

see also Austrian (Spanish) Netherlands

Flechier, Valentin Esprit, 115

Flemming, Field Marshal Karl, count, 21,

36

Fleury, Andre de, cardinal: French minis-

ter, 108, 122, 123, 129, 134, 149, 150,
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Fleury Andre de, cardinal (Cont.)

156, 160, 163, 215, 238, 260, 261, 266,

408; reaction to Prussian invasion of Si-

lesia, 180, 181; and alliance with Prus-

sia, 217, 224, 238; death of, 274
Folard, Hubert, chevalier, 459, 465
Folard, Jean Charles de, chevalier, 375
Fontenelle, Bernard Le Bovier de, 115

Fontenoy, battle of (1745), 317

Forcade, Gen.: and defense of Colberg,

530
loreign policy. See Prussian foreign policy

Formey, Prof. Samuel, 395, 402
Fouque, Gen. Henri de La Motte, baron:

at Rheinsberg, 113; and Order of Ba-

yard, 121; Order of Merit and Promo-

tion, 147; and First Silesian War, 193,

244; and Second Silesian War, 304, 326,

337
SEVEN years' WAR: i7_5"7.- Bohemian

campaign, 443, 460; and bat. of

Prague, 449, 451; adviser to Prince

William, 460; called "Imperator,"

481; lyjS: at Glatz, 489; and siege of

Olmiitz, 490, 491; in Landeshut, 500,

513; 17J9: 511, 513; 1760: in Lande-

shut, 528, 530-31; prisoner of war,

53i&:n

Frederick gives porcelain set to, 573n

Fox, Henry, 413

France: in 171 2, xiii, xiv; population of,

1 1 ; and balance of power, 24-25, 31,

1 23-24, 134; and League of Hanover,

26; and Polish succession, 97, 98-99,

108, 123; treaty with Prussia over Berg,

129, 134; treaty with Austria, 134; tra-

ditional alliances, 143, 150, 152, 156-

57; hostilities with England in New
World, 156; second treaty with Austria,

156-57; and Austrian succession, 158,

160, 162, 163, 173, 180-81; offer of al-

liance to Prussia, 181, 191, 212-13, 2.15-

16; Treaty of Breslau, 215-16, 217, 230,

262; relations with Prussia after treaty,

272, 274; secret treaty with Prussia,

279-80; declares war on England and

Austria, 280; subsidy to Prussia rejected,

330; subsidy to Saxony, 378; and con-

clusion of War of the Austrian Succes-

sion, 377-82; subsidy treaty with Swe-

den, 379; relations with Prussia, 381-84,

385, 387; relations with Austria, 386;

German principalities favoring, 407; Po-

litical Testament on, 406, 407, 408,

409; relations with Prussia (1752-

1755), 410-12, 415-16; alliance with

Austria, 415-16, 417, 419, 421; French

and Indian War, 411-12, 413, 416, 417
SEVEN years' WAR: recalls envoy from

Prussia, 435; alliance against Prussia,

439; Treaty of Versailles, 439, 441;

plans for 1757 campaign, 441; new
treaty with Austria, 454; Prussian

peace overtures to, 459, 460, 464,

465; dissension among allies, 466,

484; subsidy to Austria, 484; 17^9:

strategies and aims, 510; subsidy to

Austria and Sweden, 510; 1760: Fred-

erick pursues peace with, 527, 528;

1 76 1; commences peace negotiations

with England, 548; 1762: peace treaty

with England, 557-58, 559
overseas trade concerns, 572, 573; post-

war status, 586-87, 600; and Polish con-

flict, 591; hostilities with England, 602,

604; deterioration under Louis XV, 602-

3; under Louis XVL 603, 604; and War
of the Bavarian Succession negotiations,

616, 622; and balance of power, 626,

628

Francis I, grand duke of Lorraine and Holy

Roman emperor, 89; granted duchy of

Tuscany, 108; claims to Imperial crown,

156, 157, 158, 171; Frederick's propos-

als to, 158, 161, 162, 174-75; and

Maria Theresa's coronation, 217; com-

mand in First Silesian War, 227; peace

overtures, 237, 271; campaign directives

to Prince Charles, 248; command on the

Rhine, 327; elected emperor, 330-31;

coronation of, 339; Frederick recognizes

as emperor, 347; plans for 1757 cam-

paign, 441; and defeat of Rossbach, 473

Francke, August Herman, 34

Franconia, 557
Franco-Prussian Treaty (1741), 281

Frankfurt Diet. See Electorate College; Im-

perial Diet

Frankfurt, Treaty of (1745), 279, 280

Frankfurt, Union of, 28i8cn; dissolution,

3ii

Frankfurt-on-Oder: leather manufaaure

at, 362

Franklin, Benjamin, 63on

Franquini, Gen., 317, 331, 333, 334, 339

Frauenberg garrison: in Second Silesian

War, 295, 299, 300-301

Frederica Louise, princess of Prussia, 610
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Frederician Law Code, The (Cocceji), 367
Frederick I, elector of Brandenburg (as

Frederick III) and king in Prussia, xiv,

xvii, 24, 148; and baptism of Frederick,

3; death of, 4, 10; court of, 6; character

of, 9; and upbringing of Fred. Wil. I, 9-

10

Frederick II, king of Prussia

CROWN PRINCE: birth and infancy of, 3-

4; molding influences, 4-6; bonding

with sister Wilhelmina, 4-5; marriage

plans to cousin Emily, 6, 28, 46-47,

55-62; maternal influence on, 8-9; and

Tabagie, 15; early relations with fa-

ther, 15-16, 18-19, 2.2.-24, 28-29, 34-

35, 41-47, 53; education, 17-21, 23;

religious training, 17; moral training,

18; learning of foreign languages, 19;

francophilia, 19-21; flute playing, 21;

early library of, 21, 34-35, 67; fop-

pishness, 21, 23; relations with Roth-

enburg, 27, 29; trip to Dresden, 36-

39; Order of the Saxon Eagle, 38, 62;

venereal illness, speculation on, 39-40;

relations with von Keith, 42, 51; and

Wusterhausen hunting parties, 44-45;

and crisis between father and Hano-

ver, 50-51; promoted to It. col., 50;

escape from court, 59-60, 61, 62-64;

arrest and imprisonment, 64-70; mili-

tary trial of associates, 69; and execu-

tion of von Katte, 70, 75; pressure

from European courts to pardon, 76;

swears fealty to king, 76-77; rehabili-

tation program at Ciistrin, 77-80; at

Chamber of War and Domains, 77;

and predestination doctrine, 75, 78,

81-82, 109; manners in prison, 78;

quality of life at Ciistrin, 78-79; stud-

ies, 79; on territorial needs of Prussia,

79-80; marriage plans to Elizabeth,

80-81, 87; pardon and reconciliation

with father, 81-89; new regimen at

Ciistrin, 82-84, 85; relations with

Louise von Wreech, 83-84; coolness

over Wilhelmina's marriage, 84-85;

reinstated in army, 8 5 ; letters to fa-

ther, 85-86; reads "Infantry Regula-

tions," 85, 86; opinions of his new

character, 86-87; dissatisfaction with

Elizabeth, 87-89, 94-95; appointed

colonel of Regiment Goltz, 89-90; first

reaction to drill, 93; payment of Ciis-

trin debts, 93-94; marriage, 94-98; on

love, sex, and married life, 95; wed-

ding presents to, 98; mobilized with

Regiment Goltz, 99-100; reaction to

father's apoplexy, 100-103; and regi-

mental review, 103-6; wish to join

Rhine campaign, 105-6; first sym-

phony of, 106; Amalthee garden, 106;

tour of Prussia, 106-8; on misgovern-

ment, 107; meets with King Stanis-

laus, 107; philosophical inquiries,

109-10; court and companions at

Rheinsberg, 111-13; relations with

Elizabeth, 11 3-1 5; barren marriage,

1 13-14; and Enlightenment, 115;

readings, 115; influence of Voltaire

on, 1 1 5-17; political life at Rheins-

berg, 1 17-18; debts, 1 18-19; relations

with father, 119-20, 126-27; intellec-

tual pursuits, 120-21; writes Reflec-

tions on the Present State of European

Politics, 123-25, 132; on France and

balance of power, 123-24; joins Free-

masons, 126; loan from George II,

127-28; reads Machiavelli, 130, 132;

writes The Refutation of the Prince of

Machiavelli (later L'Anti-Macchiavel),

131-33; on justifiable wars, 133; on

Austrian-Turkish war, i34n; and final

illness of father, 135-38

ASCENT TO THRONE: reaction to father's

death, 141; and army, 143; foreign

policy and alliances, 143-44, i50'52-;

popularity of, 144; swearing of alle-

giance to, 144-45; promises reforms,

144-46; religious toleration, 145; bans

censorship, 145; invites intellectuals to

court, 146; disbands Potsdam brigade

of giants, 146; relations with family,

146-47; relations with officials, 147;

becomes parsimonious, 148; takes to

wearing uniform, 148; visits Stras-

bourg, 148-49; diplomacy of, 149-52;

Herstal crisis, 152-53; meeting with

Voltaire, 153; revises L'Anti-Macchia-

vel, 153, 161, 230; assessment of bal-

ance of power at Charles VI's death,

154-58

FIRST SILESIAN WAR: plans for Silesian

offensive, 158-64; Corps I, 170-71;

proposals to Austria, 174-75; march

to Breslau, 176-77; march to Neisse

fortress, 178-79; European response

to blitzkrieg, 180-83; at Schweidnitz

headquarters, 188-89; kidnap attempt
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against, 189-90; bat. of Mollwitz,

195-96, 199-202, 203-4, 2.06-7; plan

to reform cavalry and artillery, 208-

10; seeks alliance with France, 212-

14; meets Belle-Isle, 213-14; and preli-

minaries to Treaty of Breslau, 215-16;

rejects offer of Netherlands province,

217, 220; campaign against Neipperg,

221-22; distrust of allies, 223-24;

Klein-Schnellendorf agreement, 224-

26, 229; deception of allies, 226-27;

relations with Charles Albert of Ba-

varia, 229-30, 237, 246; cynicism

over alliances, 230-31, 233, 237;

Thaya River campaign, 233, 234,

2-35-37. 2.38-39, 241; deteriorated

military position, 242-45; reviews alli-

ance and peace alternatives, 245-47;

bat. of Chotusitz, 249-58; negotiates

separate peace with Austria, 258-62

ihO'ERBELLUM PERIOD: concems on re-

turn from war, 265-70; "happy quiet-

ism," 266, 273, 277; daily routine at

Potsdam, 266-67; Cabinet orders,

267; civil administration concerns,

267-68; restoration of army, 268; at

baths of Aix-la-Chapelle, 268; rela-

tions with Voltaire, 268, 270, 275;

and Berlin opera, 270; diplomatic

concerns and alliances, 270-73; begins

Histoire de mon temps, xjo&Cn; over-

tures to Austria, 271; overtures to

Russia, 271, 275; Treaty of Westmin-

ster, 272, 280; relations with France,

272, 274; concern for stability of

Holy Roman Empire, 273-76; reac-

tion to bat. of Dettingen, 274-75; ^^'^

Act of Association, 276; plans for

war, 277-83; and Treaty of Worms,

278-79; secret treaty with France,

279-80; Treaty of Frankfurt, 280; de-

cides to go to war, 281-82; improves

army, 283-87; refortifies Silesia, 287;

"Expose" document, 288

SECOND SILESIAN WAR: Strategy for, 288-

89; march through Saxony, 288-90;

Bohemian campaign, 289-309; taking

of Prague, 292-93; retreat to Moldau
River, 297-301; retreat to Silesia, 303-

4; and Austrian invasion of Silesia,

304-7; reassesses strategy, 307-8, 310-

II, 312-15; criticism of French, 316;

bat. of Hohenfriedberg, 317-23; after-

math of success, 324-27; at war with

Saxony, 329-33; and "Manifest,"

329-30; and Convention of Hanover,

330-31; failure of peace overtures to

Austria, 331-32; bat. of Soor, 333-40;

seeks rapprochement with England,

340; Saxony campaign, 342-46; and

Peace of Dresden, 347; acclaimed "the

Great," 348
HOME RULE AND FOREIGN POLICY

1746— 1756: health and appearance,

351-52; hypochondria, 351; snuff-

taking, 351-52; logorrhea, 352; ad-

ministration inherited from father,

352-54; administrative reforms, 354-

59; Directory, 354-55; Acta Borus-

sica, 355, 356; Cabinetordres, 356;

and Jewish restriction laws, 356; and

security leaks, 356; relations with aris-

tocracy, 356-58; anti-middle class

stance, 358; replenishing of treasury,

358-59; and alchemy, 359; land recla-

mation projects, 359-60; colonization

policy, 360; agrarian policy, 360;

canal building, 360; mercantile policy,

360-62; manufacturing policy, 361-

62; legal reforms, 363-67; writes His-

toire de mon temps, ^67-69; writes

Memoires pour servir a I'histoire de la

maison de Brandebourg, 368, 397;

political theory in writings, 368, 369;

military theory in writings, 368-72;

writes Les principes generaux de la

guerre, 369-72, 373, 376, 392; mili-

tary reviews and maneuvers, 372-73;

military tactics, 373-76; prepares "In-

struction" for commanders, 372-73,

375, 376; foreign policy, 377-82; and

conclusion of War of the Austrian

Succession, 377-82; postwar policies,

382-87; Sans-Souci palace, 388-89;

painting collection, 388-89; family re-

lations, 389-93; intimate friendships,

393-94; relations with Voltaire, 395-

405; contributions to Academy of Sci-

ences, 395; collecting Oeuvres, 395-

96; poetry of, 395-96; writes L'Art de

la Guerre, 401; Voltaire accuses of

homosexuality, 404&n; writes The

Political Testament, 405-10; offers to

negotiate peace between France and

England, 412-13; confrontation with

Maria Theresa over war plans, 421-24

SEVEN years' WAR: lys^: Saxony/
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Bohemia campaign, 427-38; seizes

Dresden, 428; expose of partition

treaty against Prussia, 428; bat. of Lo-

bositz, 430-35; 17S7 campaign: 440-

85; contingency plan to relocate court

and family, 440; campaign plans, 441-

42; Bohemian campaign, 443-46; bat.

of Prague, 446-52; siege of Prague,

452-54, 457, 459; bat. of Kohn, 454-

58; retreat to Leitmeritz, 458-59; neeo

for English subsidy, 459, 462, 465;

appointment of Prince William to

command, 459-60; peace overtures to

France, 459, 460, 464, 465; death of

mother, 460; and Prince William's re-

treat, 461-63; dismissal of Prince Wil-

liam, 463; need to confront Austrian

army, 463-67; suicidal thoughts, 466;

bat. of Rossbach, 468-73; eastern

front, 473-75; bat. of Leuthen, 475-

81; drives Austrians from Silesia, 481-

82; rest period in Breslau, 484; re-

builds army, 484-85; refinances cam-

paign, 485; 1758 campaign: 486-509;

plans for, 486-87; state of mind, 487-

88; relations with reader Catt, 487-

89; readings, 488; march to Olmiitz,

489-90; siege of Olmiitz, 490-92;

march to Oder River, 493-94; bat. of

Zorndorf, 494-99; at Dresden, 500;

follows Daun, 500-501; bat. of Hoch-

kirch, 501-6; death of Wilhelmina,

507, 511; assessment of campaign,

507-8, 509; rebuilds army, 508-9;

iJS^ campaign: 509-27; defensive

strategy, 509, 511-14; New Mark
campaign, 512-14; bat. of Kunersdorf,

514-21; despair after defeat, 520-22;

and siege of Dresden, 522-23; Saxony

campaign, 523-26; ij(>o campaign:

527-44; strategy for, 527-29; seeking

peace with France, 527; rebuilds

army, 528; early campaign, 529-31;

on need for battle with Daun, 531;

siege and bombardment of Dresden,

532; march to Bunzlau, 533; bat. of

Liegnitz, 534-38; solace in correspon-

dence, 539; bat. of Torgau, 540-44;

wintering in Leipzig, 544-46; aging,

544; strategy for spring campaign,

545-46; relations with England and

George III, 545; 1761 campaign: 548-

51; camp at Bunzelwitz, 548, 549;

loss of Schweidnitz, 549-50; at Streh-

lau, 55o&:n; Britain presses to make
peace with Austria, 550-51; 1762
campaign: 551-59; negotiations with

Peter III, 551-54; anger over British

interference, 552-53; negotiations

with Catherine II, 555; captures

Schweidnitz, 556; peace negotiations,

557-59

HOME RULE AND FOREIGN POLICY

1763-1786: postwar reconstruction

of Prussia (1763-1766), 563-74; ex-

perience gained in war, 564; state of

health, 564; tours provinces, 565-67;

expenditure on relief and reconstruc-

tion, 566-67; currency depreciation

and reform, 567-68; economic and fis-

cal policies, 567-70; agrarian policy

and land reclamation, 570-72; educa-

tion reform, 571; and law of primo-

geniture, 571; trade and finance pol-

icy, 572-74; creates crown banks,

572; views Prussia as land power,

573; tax reform, 573-74; court mo-
nopolies, 573; Regie, 573-74; per-

sonal and family relationships, 575-

82; intellectual circle at Sans-Souci,

575-77; on Berlin society, 577; writ-

ing history of Seven Years' War,

577-78; renews correspondence with

Voltaire, 578-79; family relations,

580-82; writes will, 580-81; library

and art collection, 582&n; rebuilding

army and perfecting military theory,

583-86; on officer corps, 583; on dis-

cipline, 584-85; on quartermaster

corps, 584-85; and treatment of veter-

ans, 585; on defensive warfare, 585-

86; international policy and balance

of power, 586-605; alliance with Rus-

sia, 587-89, 590, 591, 592.-93,

594&n, 596, 602; and issue of Polish

succession, 588-89; interest in Poland,

589-91; rejection of northern confed-

eration, 590; and partition of Poland,

592-93, 597-98, 600; and Russo-

Turkish War, 592-93, 600-601; meet-

ings with Joseph II, 593-94, 595, 596;
relations with Austria, 596, 604-5;

concern over Russian foreign policy,

601-2; opinions on England and

France, 604; contemporary descrip-

tions of appearance, manner, and life-

style in 1770s, 605-12; the royal

wardrobe, 610; theater and music at
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HOME RULE AND FOREIGN POLICY

(CONT.)

Sans-Souci, 611; battalion drilling,

611; appearance at age 63, 611-12;

gout and general ill health, 612-13,

615; reliance on Prince Henry and dis-

content with crown prince, 613; mari-

tal alliance with Russia, 613-14; and

War of the Bavarian Succession

(1778-1779), 614-Z4; relations with

England over colonial rebellion, 616-

17; writes history of reign (1774-

1778) and recent war, 624; and bal-

ance of power in 1780, 624-29; and

Austrian-Russian alliance, 625-26;

fear of Joseph II's militancy, 625-27;

and maintenance of balance of power,

624-25; and confederation of German
prmces, 627-28; improved relations

with England, 627-28; relations with

army in old age, 629-30, 631; final

illness, 632-34; death and burial of, 634
Frederick, prince of Brandenburg-Schwedt,

201, 202

Frederick, duke of York, 63

1

Frederick Augustus, elector of Saxony, 588

Frederick Christian, king of Poland, 588

Frederick Louis, prince of Wales: marriage

plans to Wilhelmina, 6, 26, 46, 55-58;

death of, 386

Frederick William ("the Great Elector"),

elector of Brandenburg, xvi-xvii, 11,

358; in Frederick's Memoires, 368

Frederick William I, king of Prussia: and

baptism of Frederick, 3; becomes king,

4, lo-ii; marriage and marital relations,

5-6, 8, 10, 13; and marriage plans for

children, 6, 27, 45-47, 49, 53-54, 55-61;

character and upbringing of, 9-10, 12-

14; remodels court and militia, 11, 12,

14, 208; appearance, 11; in Northern

War, 11-12; land and legal reforms of,

12; authoritarianism, 12-13; German-

ness, 13; parsimony, 14; administration

of, 14-15, 141, 35i-54, 358, 363, 365;

Tabagie, 14-15, 44, 135; as father, 15-

16, 22; relations with Frederick, 15-16,

18-19, ii-M. 18-29, 34-35, 46-47, 53;

and education of Frederick, 17-21, 23;

relations with Austria, 23-25, 27-28, 30,

42, 45, 48-49; relations with England,

24, 26, 28, 42, 48-49, 55-62; League of

Hanover, 26; Treaty of Wusterhausen,

28; relations with George II, 33; illnesses

and depression, 33-34; religious fervor,

34; trip to Dresden with August II, 35-

39, 41-42; hunting parties, 43-44; Prus-

sian recruiting crisis in Hanover, 49-50;

and Frederick's plans to escape, 65-70;

military trial for Frederick's associates,

70-71; pardon of Frederick, 75-76; on

Frederick's religion, 78, 81-82; on regi-

men for Frederick's rehabilitation, 78,

80; marriage plans for Frederick, 80-81,

87, 95-96; reconciliation with Frederick,

81-89; and Wilhelmina's marriage, 84-

85; rebuilds army, 90-91; and Pragmatic

Sanction, 96; and Polish succession, 96-

97; and Frederick's wedding, 97-98;

mobilizes army for Charles Albert of

Bavaria, 99-100; apoplectic seizure, 100-

103; regimental review, 105-6; and

Prince Eugene's Rhine campaign, 105-6;

anger over resolution of Polish succes-

sion, 108; and Protestant interests, 109;

concern for grandson as heir, 114;

claims to Berg and Juliers, 121-22; im-

proved relations with Frederick, 126-27;

treaty with France over Berg, 129; final

illness, 135-38; death, 138; Political

Testament (1722), 146; in Frederick's

Memoires, 368

Frederick William, prince of Prussia: birth

of, 392; education of, 393; visits Freder-

ick at Leipzig, 544, 558; relations with

Frederick, 580, 581-82; marriage, 580,

581-82; in Frederick's will, 581; divorce

and remarriage, 581-82; meeting with

Joseph II, 593; Frederick's discontent

with, 613, 626; meeting with Grand

Duke Paul, 625-26

Frederick William, prince of Prussia (son

of Crown Prince Frederick William), 582

Fredersdorff, Michael Gabriel: friendship

with Frederick, 83, 90, 113, 147, 148,

326, 339, 359; death of, 501

Freibataillons, 485&:n, 546
Freiberg, battle of (1762), 556-57, 558

Freiberg: siege of, 295, 297
Freikorps, 442, 451, 485

French and Indian War (1755-1763), 411-

412,413, 416,417,493
French army: and First Silesian War, 217,

220, 221, 227, 238-39; surrender of

Prague, 274; defeat at Dettingen, 274-

75; in Westphalia and Bavaria, 288,
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301 ; and siege of Freiberg, 295, 297;

and bat. of Fontenoy, 317; at Frankfurt,

325-26

SEVEN years' WAR: plan for Lower

Rhine campaign, 439, 441, 442;

pledged to war, 454; i757.' capture of

Embden, 461; force under Soubise to

Saxony, 461, 464; overruns Hanover,

463-64; bat. of Rossbach, 468-72;

iJSS: losses to Prussians in western

front, 486; bat. of Crefeid, 493; suc-

cesses, 494; I7S9: plan for campaign,

510-11; victory at Berger, 511, 513;

defeat at Minden, 514

Freytag, Franz von: and interrogation of

Voltaire in Frankfurt, 404
Friuli, duchy of, 602

Fiirstenbund: of German principalities,

627-28

Fiissen, Peace of (1745), 314

Gabel: Austrians take, 461-62

Galitsin, Alexander, prince: and bat. of

Kunersdorf, 516; Russian envoy to En-

gland, 552-53

Gaudi, Capt. Friedrich von, 470
gauntlet: running the, 92

Geist, Gen.: and bat. of Rossbach, 470;

and bat. of Hochkirch, 504; fatal

wounding of, 504, 506

Geldern province: and 1762 peace negotia-

tions, 557-58, 559

Gellert, Prof. Christian, 545
General Administration of Royal Customs

(Regie), 573-74

General Directory (Prussia), 352-54, 356;

"Instructions" to, 355; economic survey

of country (1767), 572; Regie, 573-74

General Principles of War, The, t,6^-jz,

373, 376, 392-, 486, 492., 583, 585

George I, elector of Hanover (as George

Lewis) and king of England, xiv, xvi, 13;

visits Berlin, 21; relations with Fred.

Wil. I, 26, 31-32; death of, 32

George II, elector of Hanover and king of

England, 5, 13; ascends throne, 32; dis-

like for Fred. Wil. I, 33; and marriage

plans for children, 46, 49, 53-55, 58, 59,

60, 97; and Protestant interests, 109;

loan to Frederick, 127-29; Fred. Wil. I

warns Frederick against, 137; and Prus-

sian proposals for alliance, 151, 161,

163, 182-83; invokes treaty with Aus-

tria, 212, 214, 217; success at Dettingen,

274, 275; Frederick approaches after

Bohemian campaign, 310; and defeat at

Fontenoy, 328; and death of prince of

Wales, 386; Political Testament on, 406,

407-8; rapprochement with Frederick,

413, 419; names Cumberland com-

mander in Hanover, 44in; and subsidy

to Frederick, 465; success at Rossbach,

473; death of, 545

George III, elector of Hanover and king of

England: becomes heir, 386; becomes

king, 545; and Russian-Prussian negotia-

tions (1762), 552; policymaking, 587,

604

German literature: Frederick and, 545, 624

German principalities: and Act of Associa-

tion, 275-76; and Treaty of Dresden,

379; Political Testament on, 406-7; and

Frederick's 1757 Bohemian campaign,

441, 451; Prince Henry's proposal for

Prussia to share with Austria, 595; Fred-

erick's relations with after Bavarian suc-

cesses, 617; and balance of power in

1780S, 627-28; Fiirstenbund, 627-28;

see also specific states

Gessler, Maj. Gen. Friedrich Leopold: and

Second Silesian War, 323, 324; and bat.

of Lobositz, 433
Ghilanyi, Gen. Johann von, 299, 301, 304,

306

Giannini, Franz, count, 237, 241, 246

Ginkel, Gen. Reinhold von, 67, 68-69

Giscors, count, 411

Glatz county: in First Silesian War, 188-

89, 190, 246; in Second Silesian War,

304-7, 309; in Seven Years' War, 549,

556, 558; Frederick tours after war, 567

Glatz fortress, 173, 176, 179, 180, 184,

222, 227, 232, 247, 260; refortification

of, 265, 286, 287; in Seven Years' War,

489, 500, 530-31, 533
Gleichschritt, 90

Glogau, duchy of: offered to Frederick,

215

Glogau fortress, 170, 171, 173, 175, 177,

180, 182, 184, 188, 190-91, 216, 224;

refortification of, 286, 287; hospital at,

376; in Seven Years' War, 523, 529,

539, 547
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 624

Golden Bull (1356), xv, 19

Goldy, Gen. von, 196, 198, 202, 207
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Goltz, Bernhard von, baron: Prussian en-

voy to Russia, 551-52, 553
Goltz, Maj. Gen. Georg Konrad von der,

baron: and First Silesian War, 222, 225;

and Second Silesian War, 322, 325, 336;

friendship with Frederick, 394; adviser

to Prince William, 460, 463

Goltz, Gen. Karl von der, baron: and de-

fense of Glogau, 539; in 1 761 campaign,

547, 548; death of, 548

Gooch, George, 123, 124

Gorlitz magazine, 342, 343
Gotter, Gustav Adolf von, count, 162-63,

i74-75> 180, 214

Gottsched, Johann Christoph, 544-45

Gotzkowsky, Johann, 569, 573
Grand Alliance, xiv

Graun, Karl Heinrich: musician at Rheins-

berg, 113; Cleopatra et Cesar, 270

Great Britain. See England

Grenzerer, 184-85. See also irregulars

Gresset, Jean Baptiste Louis, 113, 115

Grimm, Melchior von, baron: Petit pro-

phete, 579
Gross-Jagersdorf, battle of (1757), 465
Grottkau garrison, 195, 461

Grumbkow, Gen. Friedrich Wilhelm: ad-

viser to Fred. Wil. I and agent of Austri-

ans, 25, 27-28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 40,

45, 48, 54, 55, 56, 57, 61, 66, 68, 69,

159; and pardoning of Frederick, 76, 78,

80, 81, 82-83, 84, 85, 86, 89; and Fred-

erick's complaints about Elizabeth, 87-

89, 95; and Frederick's military life, 93;

mission to King August II, 96-97; and

Frederick's need for heir, 1 14-15; on

Rheinsberg, 117; keeps Frederick in-

formed at Rheinsberg, 118, 121, 122-

23; and relations between Frederick and

father, 127; death of, 129

Griinne, Gen. Nikolaus, count, 340, 341-

4i, 343
Guarini, Father, 163

Guasco, Gen. Francis, count, 556
Gudovich, baron: Russian emissary to

Prussia, 551, 552
guerrillas: in Silesian war, 184-85, 187-88;

Frederick on use of, 586; see also irregu-

lars

Guichard, Capt. Karl ("Quintus Icilius"),

488, 545, 546, 575, 581, 606

Gundling, Jakob, 30, 44
Gustavus Adolphus (Gustavus II), king of

Sweden, i99n

Habelschwerdt, battle of, 307
Habsburg, House of, xiii, xiv, xv, 156; see

also Charles VI; Maria Theresa

Hacke, Col. Hans Christian von, count,

94; and Feldjdger corps, 284; and Berlin

garrison, 316, 341-42

Hadik, Gen. Andreas, count: commander
of Austrian hussars in bat. of Prague,

447, 448; raid on Berlin, 467; in Seven

Years' War, 514, 524, 556; at bat. of

Freiberg, 556-57

Halle: university at, 358; salt refinery at,

362; Imperial army captures, 522

Hamburg: bankruptcies in, 568-69

Hamilton, duke of, 607, 611

Hanbury-Williams, Sir Charles: British en-

voy to Prussia, 384, 588

Hande, Lt. ("Karl Adolf von Rexin"):

Prussian envoy in Turkey, 412, 527,

531. 547
Hannaks, 185

Hanover, Convention of (1745), 330-31,

343
Hanover, electorate of, xiv, xvi, 31, 143,

144, 378, 381, 407; Frederick's relations

with, 151, 152, 163; and First Silesian

War, 216; territorial claims to Mecklen-

burg, 408; proposals for neutrality of,

413; Franco-Austrian threat to, 416,

419, 439; and Enghsh-Prussian alliance,

44i&n; French overrun, 463-64; seeks

neutrality, 465; Convention of Kloster-

Zeven, 465, 473; French aims (1759)

on, 510; Prince Ferdinand's offensive

(1760), 546

Hanover, House of: marriage alliances

with Hohenzollern, 5-6, 24; see also

George 1; George II; George III

Hanover, League of, 26, 27, 3

1

Hanover, Treaty of (1745), 347, 377; see

also Hanover, Convention of

Hanoverian army: Duke of Cumberland

commands, 44in, 463-64, 465, 473;

Prince Ferdinand to command, 473
"happy quietism" policy, 266, 273, 277,

377
Harrach, Friedrich, count, 346

Harrington, Lord: English minister, 128,

150, 152, 310, 328, 329, 330, 377,

379
Harris, James: English envoy to Prussia,

582; on Frederick's appearance and life-

style, 599, 605-6; on Grand Duke Paul's

visit to Prussia, 613-14
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Harsch, Gen. Ferdinand, count, 500; and

siege of Neisse, 506-7

Hasse, Johann: The Conversion of Saint

Augustine conducted by Frederick, 580

Hastenbeck, battle of (1757), 463-64

Hautcharmoy, Maj. Gen. Heinrich von:

and Second Silesian War, 316-17, 326;

and Seven Years' War, 443, 449
Havana, battle of, 557
Havel River: canal building at, 360

Hellen, Bruno von der, 485
Helvetius, Claude: and Prussian tax re-

form, 573

Henry, prince of Anhalt-Dessau: favorite

of Frederick, 575

Henry, prince of Prussia, 1 1 1; and Order

of Bayard, 121; relations with Frederick,

147; given Rheinsberg estate, 278, 352;

and Second Silesian War, 289, 299, 313,

340; suffers smallpox, 341; military

training of, 375, 376, 390-91, 392-93;

marriage, 391; performs in theater, 397,

400

SEVEN years' WAR: i/j/." and bat. of

Prague, 450-51; and defeat at Kolin,

458; and bat. of Rossbach, 470; in

Leipzig, 474; and recruitment for

army, 485, 508; 17^8: successes

against French, 486; and illness of

Wilhelmina, 493; to be regent in case

of Frederick's death, 493; at Dresden,

499-500, 50on; 1759: strategy for

campaign, 509; raids in Bohemia,

511; successes against Imperial army,

512; campaign in Saxony, 523-25; re-

action to Maxen defeat, 526n; iy6o:

command on Russian front, 528; de-

fends Silesia, 530, 533-34, 548; sick

leave in Breslau, 539; iy6i: command
in Saxony, 556-67; and bat. of Frei-

berg, 556-57, 558; worries over peace

negotiations, 559
postwar relations with Frederick, 565,

580, 581; in Frederick's will, 581; mari-

tal relations, 581; nomination for throne

of Poland, 589; at meeting with Joseph

II, 593; as envoy to Sweden, 595; per-

sonality and ambitions of, 595-96; meet-

ing with Catherine II, 595-97; and parti-

tion of Poland, 597-98; Frederick's

reliance on, 613; close relations with

Catherine II, 613, 625; arranges mar-

riage of Grand Duke Paul, 613; and War
of the Bavarian Succession, 618, 619,

620-21; and Franco-Prussian relations,

627; on Frederick's final illness, 632

Henry, prince of Prussia (son of Prince

William): birth of, 392; at Leipzig, 544,

558; relations with Frederick, 580;

death of, 581

Herder, Johann Gottfried von, 624

Herstal, barony of: Frederick's claims on,

151, I52--53

Hertzberg, Ewald von, 558; and Treaty of

Hubertusburg, 564; and confederation

of German princes, 627, 628

Hesse, electorate of: Prussian alliance

with, 151; withdraws from War of the

Austrian Succession, 312; and balance of

power, 407; and Seven Years' War, 510,

546

Hesse-Cassel, Wilhelmina of, princess:

marriage to Prince Henry, 391

Hesse-Cassel, William VIII, landgrave of,

280

Hesse-Darmstadt, Wilhelmina of, princess:

marriage to Grand Duke Paul, 613

Heydukes, 185

Hildburghausen. See Sachsen-Hildburg-

hausen

Hille, Christoph Werner: at Ciistrin, 77-

80; and reconciliation between Frederick

and father, 82; on Frederick's tastes, 86-

87

Hirschel, Abraham, 400
Histoire de mon temps, zjo&Cn, ^67-69

Hochkirch, battle of (1758), 501-6, 5 ion;

casualties of, 506

Hohenfriedberg, battle of (1745), 317-23,

373, 374; casualties of, 325

Hohenzollern, House of, xiv, 4; origins of,

4n; marriage alliance with Hanover, 5-6,

24; Frederick on aggrandizement of, 79-

80

Holdernesse, Robert d'Arcy, Lord, 413,

416,451
Holland, xiv, 31; and League of Hanover,

26; and Pragmatic Sanction, 96; and

balance of power, 124; traditional alli-

ances of, 143; and Austrian succession,

157, 182, 183; and First Silesian War,

213, 216, 241, 246; and Second Silesian

War, 303, 325; and Treaty of Warsaw,

313; Frederick seeks alliance with, 340;

and Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, 382; Po-

litical Testament on, 406; and Anglo-

French hostilities, 413, 416; overseas

trade interests, 572; postwar relations
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Holland (Cont.)

with Prussia, 587; and Barrier Treaty of

171 5, 6z7; and balance of power, 628-

29; see also Austrian (Spanish) Nether-

lands

Holstein, George of, prince, 541-42

Holstein-Beck, Gen. Friedrich Wilhelm

von, duke, 193-95, 206

Holtzmann, Col. Ernst von: and Prussian

artillery, 284-85, 376

Holtzmann, Capt. Johann: and Prussian

artillery, zio

Holy Roman Empire, xv; structure of and

election of emperor, xv—xvi; Pragmatic

Sanction, 24; Frederick's desire for Prus-

sian ascendancy in, 149; election of

Charles VII, 236, 246; and Act of Asso-

ciation, 276; Frederick's "Expose," 288;

death of Charles VII, 311; candidates for

Imperial crown, 311-12; election of

Francis I, 330-31; and Treaty of Dres-

den, 380; and election of King of Rome,

383, 384; Political Testament on, 406-7;

declares war on Prussia; see also Charles

VI; Charles VII; Francis I; Imperial

army; Joseph II

Horace, 112

hospital: military field and stationary, 376

Hotham, Sir Charles: and British interest

in marriage alliance between England

and Prussia, 55-62

howitzers: in Prussian artillery, 285

Hoym, count, 60

Hubertusburg, Treaty of (1763), 559, 564

Hiilsen, Gen. Johann von: and bat. of Ko-

lin, 455-57; and bat. of Kunersdorf,

518; and 1759 Saxony campaign, 525;

and sacking of Berlin, 539; and bat. of

Torgau, 541-42

humanism, 115, 124-25

Hundt, Maj. Herman von, 535
Hungarian irregulars: in First Silesian War,

228, 229, 240, 244, 247; in Second Sile-

sian War, 304, 305-6, 309, 314, 326,

333, 337-38; see also Nadasdy

Hungary: in 1712, xiii, xv; at Charles VI's

death, 157; militia of, 184-85 [see also

Hungarian irregulars); and First Silesian

War, 217, 240; support for Maria The-

resa, 290, 304; to aid Austria, 430; and

Seven Years' War, 531, 547
hussars: in Prussian army, 283-84; regula-

tions for, 372; and Schrdgangriff, 373;

see also Zieten

Hyndford, John Carmichael, earl of: Brit-

ish envoy to Prussia, 211, 212; meets

Frederick, 214, 217; rebuffed by Maria

Theresa, 214-15; and offer of Lower Si-

lesia to Prussia, 222; and Klein-Schnel-

lendorf agreement, 225, 231; and Aus-

trian-Prussian negotiations, 231, 237,

246-47, 249; and peace negotiations,

261; reports on Prussian rearmament,

268, 275, 277, 280, 285, 287, 289

Iglau: in First Silesian War, 235, 236, 238,

M3
Imperial army: and Second Silesian War,

279-80; "Expose" on, 288

SEVEN years' WAR: reinforced and en-

larged, 461; and bat. of Rossbach,

468-73; 17J9: 509-10; Prince Henry

drives out of Saxony, 512; captures

Halle, Leipzig, Wittenburg, and Dres-

den, 522-23; in Saxony, 523-25;

iy6o: 532, 540; 1762; 556

Imperial Diet: 181, 312, 378; bans Prussia

from Empire (1756), 439, 451; and Ba-

varian succession, 617, 621; see also

Electorate College

infantry in Prussian army: regulations for,

372, 375; and Schrdgangriff, 373; coor-

dination with cavalry; see also Prussian

army

Ingersleben, Lt. Johann Ludwig von, 66-

67,69
"Instructions" for Prussian army, 372-73,

375, 376, 583

Intolerable Acts (1774), 603

ironworks: in Prussia, 362

irregulars (Grenzerer): in First Silesian

War, 184-85, 228, 229, 240, 241, 242,

244, 260; in Second Silesian War, 281,

282, 290-91, 294-95, 296, 297, 298,

299, 304, 305-6, 331, 333, 334, 337-38,

339; Frederick on use of, 374; and bat.

of Lobositz, 430, 433, 435; and bat. of

Prague; see also specific contingents,

e.g., Croatian irregulars; Hungarian ir-

regulars; and specific commanders, e.g.,

Esterhazy; Nadasdy

Italy: in 171 2, xiii, xv; territorial claims

on, 256; Sardinian army in, 278

Ivan VI, czar of Russia, 160, 230, 275

Jagerndorf garrison, 192, 305, 306

Jdgerkorps, 177, 182, 284
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Janus, Col., 298

Jariges, Philip von: and postwar financial

crisis, 569

Jeetze, Lt. Gen. Adam Friedrich von, 253,

^55, 336

Jefferson, Thomas, 6 3 on

Jenkins, Capt. Robert, 134

Jenkins's Ear, War of, 134-35, i435 ^5^

Jesuits: Frederick's relations with, 485,

6o8n

Jews: regulation of traders, 362; restriction

codes against, 356; massacred in Poland,

592; Frederick deports from West Prus-

sia, 600

Jordan, Charles Etienne, 112, 162, 176,

195, 265, 267, 277; death of, 326, 330,

35i

Joseph II, king of Germany and Holy Ro-

man emperor: election as King of the

Romans, 383, 385; Frederick to support

for Imperial crown, 559; meetings with

Frederick, 593-94, 595, 596; and parti-

tion of Poland, 598; military and territo-

rial ambitions, 602, 604, 612-13; and

War of the Bavarian Succession, 614-24;

and balance of power, 624-25; marriage

to Josepha of Bavaria, 614-15; meeting

and alliance with Catherine II, 625-26,

627; Frederick's fears of miUtancy of,

625-27; wish to annex Bavaria, 627-28

Josepha, princess of Bavaria: marriage to

Joseph II, 614-15

judicial system: Frederick's reform of, 363-

67

Juliers, duchy of: Fred. Wil. I's claims to,

24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 118, 121; Frederick

on, 79, 118, 122; Frederick's claims to,

149, 150, 151, 152, 154, 155, 158, 174,

216; Pragmatic Army in, 274

Jung-Bunzlau: 1757 campaign in, 442,

444,459,461
Junker, 3S3> 357-58

Kabinettsjustiz, 363

Kalckreuth, Gen. Ernst Georg von, 320

Kalkstein, Col. Christoph von: as Freder-

ick's subtutor, 17, 18, 23; as envoy to

England, 48, 49; and First Silesian War,

199, 202, 222, 253; death of, 5i3n

Kalmuks, 283

Kalnein, Maj. Karl Erhard von, 256

Kamecke, Frau von, 4, 65

Kanitz, Lt. Gen. Hans von, 496-97

Karlstadters, 185

Karolyi, Gen. Joseph von, baron, 211, 305
Katholisch-Hennersdorf, battle of (1745),

342., 344
Katsch, Madame de, 112

Katte, Rittmeister Hans Friedrich von, 62,

63,64
Katte, Lt. Hans Hermann von, 51, 53,

488; and plans for escape, 62, 63, 65;

arrest of, 65, 66; court-martial and exe-

cution of, 69-70; criticism of execution

of, 76; Frederick confesses to corrupting,

81

Kaunitz, Wenzel von, count: Austrian en-

voy to France, 386; minister in Vienna,

415, 416, 419, 423, 441, 483, 529, 546,

587, 593. 594> 595, 59^, 598, 617, 622,

628

Kay, battle of (1759), 513-14, 523

Keith, George, earl marischal, 394, 605,

606; Prussian envoy to France, 387,

410, 411; and Voltaire, 403; relations

with Frederick after war, 575, 581; on

Boswell, 578n; death of, 581

Keith, Field Marshal Jacob: friendship

with Frederick, 394
SEVEN years' WAR: 17^6: Saxony/

Bohemia campaign, 427, 429, 437;

and bat. of Lobositz, 431, 434; and

bat. of Prague, 446; and blockade of

Prague, 454; ordered to lift siege of

Prague, 457, 460; and Prussian re-

treat, 462; 1757: 466, 467; and bat.

of Rossbach, 469, 470; to Bohemia,

474; to raise funds in Saxony, 485;

1758: on Frederick's plans, 487; and

siege of Olmiitz, 489, 491, 492; ill-

ness, 493; and bat. of Hochkirch,

502-4; death of, 504, 506

Keith, Lt. Peter Christoph Karl von, 42,

51, 53, 59-60, 63, 64, 65, 67, 69, 147

Keith, Sir Robert: British envoy to Vienna,

622, 623

Kesseldorf, battle of (1745), 34 5-4

6

Keyserling, Col. Dietrich von ("Cesarion"),

baron, 48, 93, 112-13, 120, 147, 153,

267; death of, 330, 352
Keyserling, Karl Hermann, count: Russian

ambassador to Prussia, 38o&:n

Khevenhiiller, Joseph, count: Austrian

minister, 327

Khevenhiiller, Field Marshal Ludwig An-

dreas von, count, 208, 223, 226, 374;

and First Silesian War, 228-29, 233,

234, 236, 242, 247, 260, 261; Maxims
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Khevenhiiller, Field Marshal (Cont.)

ofWar, 228; and Austrian aggressive-

ness, 274; death of, 281, 294

King of the Romans: election of, 383, 385,

387
Kinsky, Philipp, count, 171, 186

Klein-Schnellendorf agreement, 224-26,

229, 231, 237

Kleist, Lt. Gen.: and bat. of Lobositz, 432;

death of, 432n

Kleist, Maj. Christian Ewald von, 518

Kleist, Col. Friedrich von: and 1759 Sax-

ony campaign, 525; and bat. of Freiberg,

557
Klinggraeffen, Joachim Wilhelm von: Prus-

sian envoy at Frankfurt, 298; envoy to

England, 380, 382; envoy to Vienna,

413, 419, 42.I-2-4, 42-9

Kloster-Zeven, Convention of (1757), 465,

473
Knight of Saxony, 235, 240

Knights of the Holy Cross, 591

Knobelsdorff, Georg Wenzel von: 147,

265; architect at Rheinsberg, 106, 112,

130; paints portrait of Frederick, 120;

and Potsdam palace, 388; and Sans-

Souci, 388; friendship with Frederick,

394
Knyphausen, Dodo Heinrich von, baron:

Prussian envoy to Paris, 387, 411, 412,

414, 416, 439, 548; at Breslau, 484

Knyphausen, Friedrich Ernst von, baron,

24, 28, 29, 47, 50, 55, 56, 57, 66

Koch, H. W., 63on

Koenig, Samuel, 402

Kolin, battle of (1757), 454-58, 477, 486;

casualties of, 457-58; consequences of,

459-60

Koniggratz garrison: and First Silesian

War, 246, 259, 262; and Second Silesian

War, 300, 326; fortification, 420; and

Seven Years' War, 430, 438, 443, 445,

492-93, 618

Konigsberg: administration of, 355; uni-

versity at, 358

Konigsegg, Marshal Lothar, count: and

First Silesian War, 242, 248, 252; and

bat. of Chotusitz, 257; and Second Sile-

sian War, 334; and Seven Years' War,

443,444,445,450
Konigsmarck, Philip von, count, 5

Konigstein fortress, 435, 437
Koser, Reinhold, 279n

Kozludji, battle of (1774), 601

Kriegskammer, 353
Krockow, Gen. Hans von: and bat. of Leu-

then, 479; and Neisse convoy, 492; bat.

of Hochkirch, 504-5; fatal wounding of,

505, 506

Krosigk, Gen. Christian Siegfried von:

death at bat. of Kolin, 457
Krummenau, Capt. von, 315

Kuban fortress, 601

Kuchuv-Kainardji, Treaty of (1774), 601

Kunersdorf, battle of (1759), 514-21, 522,

523; casualties of, 521, 523

Kunersdorf village, 5i6n; burning of, 516,

517

Kurfiirsten, xv

Kurland, duchy of: Fred. Wil. I's claim to,

97; Russians in, 420

Kurland, duke of: regent in Russia, 160

Kursell, Gen., 449
Kyau, Maj. Gen. Friedrich Wilhelm von,

baron, 323; and bat. of Lobositz, 432-

33; Frederick's criticism of, 474

La Bruyere, Jean de, 115

Lacy, Marshal Franz Moritz, count: and

1756 Saxony campaign, 430; and bat. of

Lobositz, 430, 434; and bat. of Hoch-

kirch, 505; and 1759 campaign, 523;

and 1760 campaign, 529, 530-31, 532;

and bat. of Liegnitz, 534-37, 534n; and

sacking of Berlin, 539; and bat. of Tor-

gau, 540-42; and 1761 Saxony cam-

paign, 549; at meeting between Freder-

ick and Joseph II, 593; and War of the

Bavarian Succession, 619, 620

Lafayette, Marie Joseph du Motier de,

marquis, 631

La Fontaine, Jean de, 115

La Mettrie, Jules de, 394, 400, 402

Lancret, Nicolas, 112, 388

Landeshut: in Seven Years' War, 500, 513.

528, 530-31, 547
land mortgage bank: Frederick founds,

567

Landrdte, 353-54

land reclamation projects (Prussian), 359-

60, 571, 630
Landsturm, 185

Langen, Maj. Simon von, 504-5; death of,

5051

Lee, Arthur: American agent in Berlin,

616-17
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Lefebre, Simon, 556

legal reforms: Frederick and, 146, 363-67,

630

Legge, Henry Bilson, chevalier: British en-

voy to Prussia, 381, 382., 384

Lehndorff, Ernst von, count, 388, 392, 568

Lehwaldt, Field Marshal Hans von: and

Second Silesian War, 304, 305, 307,

309, 332, 333, 338, 343, 345; and East

Prussian defenses, 420; and command in

East Prussia, 427, 440, 442, 460; and

bat. of Gross-Jagersdorf, 465; in Pomer-

ania against Swedes, 467, 473; and re-

cruitment policy, 485

Leibniz, Gottfried, 109, 402

Leipzig: in Second Silesian War, 341, 344;

in Seven Years' War, 510, 522, 524,

544-46, 558

Leitmeritz garrison: in Second Silesian

War, 289, 292, 300; in Seven Years'

War, 442, 458-59

Lekain, Henri, 611

Lentulus, Maj. Gen. Joseph Caesar, baron:

and Silesian campaign, 179, 185, 186-

87, 189, 192, 193-94; and bat. of Moll-

witz, 20c, 207

Lentulus, Gen. Rupert Scipio von, baron:

friendship with Frederick, 394; and bat.

of Leuthen, 479; and blockade of

Schweidnitz, 482; and 1759 Saxony

campaign, 524; relations with Frederick

after war, 575; and reception of Grand

Duke Paul, 613

Leonardo da Vinci: in Frederick's art col-

lection, 582n

Leopold I, Holy Roman emperor, xvii

Leopold I, prince of Anhalt-Dessau ("Old

Dessauer"), 3, 15, 40-41, 46, 50, 68, 77,

85, 136; guiding genius of Prussian

army, 90-91; with Frederick at Heidel-

berg, 100; and army improvements, 141,

143; swears allegiance to Frederick, 144;

and claims to Imperial crown, 156; and

Silesia campaign, 163, 182, 183, 190,

191-92, 203, 208-10; and protection of

Saxony, 234; and reinforcements, 240,

244, 245; and victory at Chotusitz, 258;

in Upper Silesia, 260; out of king's confi-

dence, 277; command in Brandenburg,

289, 291, 304; Frederick passes com-

mand to, 305-6; rebuilds army after Bo-

hemian campaign, 309-10, 314; at

Magdeburg, 315; and Second Silesian

War, 326, 340-47; and Saxony cam-

paign, 344-46; death of, 394
Leopold II Maximilian, prince of Anhalt-

Dessau, 171; and Glogau blockade, 175,

177, 188, 190-91; and Silesian cam-

paign, 194; and First Silesian War, 229,

230, 231, 232, 235, 243; and bat. of

Chotusitz, 249-57; promoted to field

marshal, 257; and Second Silesian War,

289, 292, 295, 299, 302, 305, 306, 322,

334,337,340,341,374
Leopold, grand duke of Tuscany, 615

Lesser, Dr., 337
Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim, 538n, 624

Lestwitz, Gen. Johann, 474
Leuthen, battle of (1757), 475-81; casual-

ties of, 481

Lexington, battle of (1775), 604

Liechtenstein, prince of, 100, 386

Liege, bishop of, 151, 152-53

Liegnitz: capitulates to Prussians, 482

Liegnitz, battle of (1760), 534-38; casual-

ties of, 538

Linay: in Seven Years' War, 443
linen manufacture: in Prussia, 361

Linger, Lt. Gen. Christian von: and Prus-

sian artillery, 210, 285, 376

Linz: siege of, 229, 234, 236

Lithuania: resistance to Russians, 591

Livonia: Russians in, 378, 420

Lobkowitz, Gen. Christian, prince: and

First Silesian War, 220, 233, 238, 248,

259, 260, 261; and bat. of Chotusitz,

250; and Second Silesian War, 328, 333,

334, 335,336, 34^
Lobositz, battle of (1756), 430-35; casual-

ties of, 434-35

Locke, John, 109, 115

Lodge, Sir Richard, 330
Lorraine, duchy of: France seizes, 98-99;

granted to King Stanislaus 1, 108; Aus-

trian threat to, 602

Loudon, Lt. Col. Gideon von: campaign

along Elbe, 459; forces Prince Maurice's

retreat, 460; and bat. of Rossbach, 470,

471; ambush of Neisse convoy, 491-92;

in Lusatia, 499, 500; and bat. of Hoch-

kirch, 504-5; and bat. of Kunersdorf,

514, 516, 518, 520, 521, 522; and 1759
campaign, 523, 524, 525; and 1760

campaign, 529-30, 543; captures Glatz,

533; and siege of Breslau, 533, 534; and

bat. of Liegnitz, 535-38, 538n; and 1761
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Loudon, Lt. Col. (Cont.)

campaign, 547, 548-50, 55on; at meet-

ing between Joseph II and Frederick,

593; and War of the Bavarian Succes-

sion, 618, 619

Louis XIV, king of France, xiv

Louis XV, king of France: and Polish

succession, 108; and Catholic interests,

109; and death of Charles VI, 154; and

news of Chotusitz victory, 258; reaction

to Frederick's Silesian campaign, 180,

181; Frederick's opinion of, 274; and

French Metz campaign, z8o, 281, 282,

295; serious illness at Metz, 29i&n;

Frederick's reports on Bohemian cam-

paign, 308, 310; at odds with Frederick,

316, 328; and Madame de Pompadour,

385; and proposal for war between Tur-

key and Austria, 410; assassination at-

tempt against, 440-41; and defeat at

Rossbach, 473; and peace overtures,

484; loss of popularity, 602-3; death of,

603

Louis XVI, king of France, 602-3, 604

Louisburg fortress (Canada), 330, 493
Louise Emily, princess of Prussia: wife of

Prince William, 153, 278, 392

Louise Ulrica, princess of Prussia. See Ul-

rica, queen of Sweden

L0ven0rn, Gen. Paul von, 26, 59, 76

Lower Silesia: description of, 170; Freder-

ick's claims to, 182, 183, 214, 216, 222;

see also First Silesian War; Second Sile-

sian War; Silesia

Lucchesi, Joseph, count, 304; and bat. of

Prague, 448; and bat. of Leuthen, 478,

480; death of, 480

Lucretius, 488

Ludewig, Johann Peter von, 161

Liineburg-Kalenberg, duchy of, xvi

Lusatia: in Second Silesian War, 289, 341-

42; in Seven Years' War, 439, 441, 461-

63,49^-93,499
Luxembourg, duchy of, 224

Machiavelli, Niccolo, 130, 131-32

Machtspriiche, 363

Magdeburg; mercantilism in, 362; Freder-

ick tours, 411; court moved to (1760),

528; after war, 566

Mahmud I, sultan of Turkey, 407, 410;

death of, 4 1

2

Maillebois, Marshal Jean Baptiste Fran-

cois, marquis, 220, 260, 311, 312, 314

Mailly, Augustin, count: and bat. of Ross-

bach, 471; mission to Versailles, 484
Mainz, archbishop and elector of, xv, 151,

160, 407
Malplaquet, battle of (1709), 10, 44
Maltzahn, Hans Dietrich von: Prussian en-

voy to Saxony, 427
maneuvers: Prussian field, 372-73, 375-76;

at Templehof (1750), 375; at Spandau

(1753-1755), 376, 392-, 411; postwar,

contemporary descriptions of, 606-7

"Manifest": Frederick on Saxony, 329
Manstein, Gen. Christoph Hermann von:

and 1756 campaign, 429; and bat. of

Prague, 450, 452; and bat. of Kolin,

457; death of, 459&n
Manteuffel, Ernst Christoph, count: philo-

sophical discussions with Frederick, 109-

10; at Rheinsberg, 113, 119, 121

Manteuffel, Lt. Gen. Heinrich von: in

Seven Years' War, 443, 494; and bat. of

Zorndorf, 496-97; and 1759 campaign

against Russians, 511, 512, 5i3n

manufacturing: in Prussia, 361-62

Mardefeld, Axel von, baron: Prussian en-

voy to Russia, 151, 191, 271, 275, 276,

281, 283, 310, 331, 377, 378; recalled,

380, 381; death of, 380

Maria Josepha, queen of Poland, 428, 438
Maria Theresa, archduchess of Austria and

queen of Hungary and Bohemia: birth

and succession rights of, 24; Frederick's

marital interest in, 87; marriage to Duke
Francis, 89, 108; assumes power on

death of father, 155-56; character of,

155; claims under Pragmatic Sanction,

156-57; relations with Frederick, 162;

resoluteness, 171-73; rejects Silesian

claims, 174-75; raises army, 183-87;

and defeat at Mollwitz, 208; secures aid

from George II, 212, 216; rejects Freder-

ick's terms, 214-18; secret treaty with

England, 216; crowned queen of Hun-

gary, 217; offers Netherlands provinces

to Frederick, 217; offers Lower Silesia to

Frederick, 222-23; ^"d Klein-Schnellen-

dorf agreement, 224-26; and military

successes, 228-29; ^nd peace overtures,

237; renews offensive, 241-42; appoints

Prince Charles commander, 241-42; re-

news negotiations with Frederick, 246,

249; and peace terms after Chotusitz,

259-61; receives new Prussian ambassa-

dor, 271; and Frederick's invasion of
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Bohemia, 290; orders invasion of Silesia,

304, 314; and defeat at Hohenfriedberg,

327-28; rejects Convention of Hanover,

331; and Bohemian campaign, 333; and

defeat at Soor, 339; and Peace of Dres-

den, 347; and election of King of the

Romans, 385; relations with France,

386; reforms at home, 386; Frederick

on, 386, 405; war strategy of, 421, 422-

24; and Seven Years' War, 429, 454,

461, 483, 529, 546; and peace negotia-

tions, 558-59; statue of, at Potsdam pal-

ace, 567n; and postwar relations with

Prussia, 587, 593, 595, 604; and parti-

tion of Poland, 598; and Bavarian

succession, 615, 619, 622, 623, 624;

death of, 626

Marie Antoinette, queen of France, 602-3,

604

Marlborough, John Churchill, duke of, 10

marriage dispensations: Frederick abol-

ishes, 145

Marschall, Gen. Ernst, baron: and Seven

Years' War, 467, 474; and defense of

Olmiitz, 490
Marschall, Gen.: and bat. of Zorndorf,

496, 497
Marsilly, Maj., 235

Marwitz, Gen. Heinrich Karl von der: and

bat. of Mollwitz, 202; and defense of

Upper Silesia, 286, 304-5; and Moravian

campaign, 288, 300, 305; death of, 305

Marwitz, Lt. von der: and bat. of Hoch-

kirch, 504; death of, 505n

Massillon, Jean Baptiste, 115

Maupeou, Rene de: chancellor of France,

603

Maupertuis, Pierre Louis de: mathemati-

cian and companion to Frederick, 146,

153, 394, 400, 402; captured by hus-

sars, 203; president of Berlin Academy,

326; feud with Voltaire, 402-3, 488;

Letters, 403; illness of, 501

Maurepas, Jean de, count: French minister,

603, 604

Maurice, prince of Anhalt-Dessau: and

Second Silesian War, 299, 313, 322; and

maneuvers, 375; Frederick bored with,

394
SEVEN years' WAR: and 1756 campaign,

435; 1757: 44^, 444, 446n, 452, 454,

467; and bat. of Kolin, 456, 458; re-

treat of, 459; screening Pirna passes,

462; retreat of, 464, 465; and bat. of

Rossbach, 469; and bat. of Leuthen,

478-80; takes Liegnitz, 482; iJsS:

and bat. of Zorndorf, 497; and bat. of

Hochkirch, 504-5; withdrawal from

service, 506

Maurice, Marshal of Saxony, count, 42,

234, 374; and bat. of Fontenoy, 317;

and bat. of Rocroix, 379; Frederick on

pedantry of, 394; Les Reveries, 401

Maxen, battle of (1759), 525-26, 526n,

5^7

Maximilian III Joseph, elector of Bavaria,

311, 312, 314, 315, 614-15

Mayr, Lt. Col. Johann von: and Freikorps,

442, 451, 485; and bat. of Rossbach,

470, 471; in Bohemia, 481; raises funds

for army, 485
measures: contemporary European, 4n

Mecklenburg, duchy of: Prussian claims

to, 79, 149, 151, 154, 271, 408; and

recruitment for Prussian army, 485, 508,

545-46

Meinecke, Friedrich, 114, 1 17-18, 124,

13^

Meinecke, Gen. Peter von, 471

Meissen: in Seven Years' War, 524, 532-

33; Frederick on porcelain from, 347
Memel: siege of, 460
Metnoires pour servir a I'histoire de la mai-

son de Brandebourg, 368, 397, 586, 594

Mendelssohn, Moses, 624

Mensel, Friedrich: Prussian spy in Dresden,

408, 411

Menzel, Maj. Friedrich Wilhelm von: and

First Silesian War, 211, 229, 241

mercantilism in Prussia, 360-62; profiteer-

ing in war, 568; and financial reforms,

568-69

Michell, Abraham: Prussian secretary in

London, 413, 417

middle class in Prussia, 357-58

military academy: Frederick establishes,

583

military discipline: Frederick on, 584-85

military maneuvers. See maneuvers

military reviews. See reviews

military theory of Frederick, 368-73, 584-

86; in Histoire, 368; in General Princi-

ples, 369-72, 373; offensive and defen-

sive warfare, 369, 373, 374-75, 586; de-

sertion, 370; discipline, 370, 584-85;

talents needed by commanders, 370-71;

need for knowledge of the country, 371,

376: "Instructions," 372-73, 375, 376;
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Military theory of Frederick (Cont.)

annual reviews and maneuvers, uses of,

372-73 (see also maneuvers; reviews);

Schrdgangriff, 373-75; muskets, pikes,

and bayonets, use of, 374-75; testing of

theory, 375-76; coordination of cavalry

and infantry, 375-76; artillery, 376;

medical service, 376; guerrilla warfare,

586; see also Prussian army

Miller, Arnold, 624

Minden: salt refinery at, 362

Minden, battle of (1759), 514

Minorca: French attack on, 417

Minsky, Gen. von, 294-95

Mint Aa (1763), 568

Mirabeau, Gabriel, count, 632

Mirabeau, Louis de, chevalier: Prussian en-

voy to Versailles, 460, 465

Mitchell, Andrew: British envoy to Berlin,

417-20, 421, 422; career and personality

of, 417; reports on Seven Years' War
campaigns and affairs, 427-28, 429,

442, 451-52, 458, 459, 460, 462, 465,

466, 484, 487, 488, 494, 498, 499, 507,

511, 512, 5i6n, 527, 528, 531, 532,

545, 546, 551, 559; reports on Prussian

currency and financial reform, 567-68,

569-70; relations with Frederick after

the war, 575, 578n; death of, 575n

Moldau River: front in Second Silesian

War, 298-301, 308; front in Seven Years'

War, 445-46

Moldavia, 592; and Russo-Turkish War,

593> 594. 595. 596, 597, 601, 602

Moliere, Jean Baptiste Poquelin, knoum as,

115

Moller, Col. Karl von: and bat. of Lobo-

sitz, 432, 433-34; and bat. of Rossbach,

470-72; and siege of Olmiitz, 490; and

bat. of Zorndorf, 496-97; and bat. of

Kunersdorf, 517

Mollwitz (village), 190

Mollwitz, battle of (1741), 195-206; casu-

alties of, 203-4; Frederick's flight from,

203, 368; overview of, 206-7

Monbijou: court of dowager queen at,

389, 39i

monopolies, Prussian crown: on salt, to-

bacco, and coffee, 573

Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de, 115

Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat de,

baron de la Brede et de, 124

Moore, John: on Berlin, 606-7, 608-10; on

Frederick, 606-7, 608-10; on Potsdam,

610; on Sans-Souci, 610-11; on Freder-

ick at age 63, 611-12

Moravia: in First Silesian War, 179, 182,

184, 188, 216, 220, 222, 225, 234, 243-

44, 245, 247-48; in Second Silesian War,

278, 306, 312, 315; Prussian strategy

for war in, 409; Austrian fortifications

in, 419; in Seven Years' War, 429, 441,

510

Morrien, Charlotte von ("Turbillon"), bar-

oness, 113

Mosel, Gen. Konrad von, 64

Mosel, Lt. Col. von: and ambush of Neisse

convoy, 491

Miiller, Chaplain Johann: and Frederick's

imprisonment at Ciistrin, 70, 75, 76, 78,

109

Miinchow, Christian Ernst von: and Fred-

erick's term at Ciistrin, 77, 78, 80, 82;

promotion of, 147; sent to Vienna, 150;

and Second Silesian War, 304, 305, 313

Munich: life in, 614

Miinnich, Field Marshal Burkhard Chris-

toph von, count, 121; and regency in

Russia, 160, 191, 230-31

Miinster: Prussian plans to occupy and

ransom, 558

musket: use of, in Prussian army, 90, 91,

374-75

Mustapha III, sultan of Turkey, 601

Mustapha Aga: envoy of khan to Prussia,

383-84

Mylius, Christian Otto von, 68, 69

Nadasdy, Gen. Franz von, count: and First

Silesian War, 211, 244, 248, 250, 252;

and Rhine campaign, 282; and Second

Silesian War, 294, 299, 301, 304, 306,

317, 319, 320, 321, 324, 333, 334, 337-

38, 339, 340, 341

SEVEN years' WAR: iJS?: plans for cam-

paign, 441; and bat. of Kolin, 454-55,

456; tracking Prince Maurice, 459;

near capture of, 464; attack on Win-

terfeldt, 465; and siege and capitula-

tion of Schweidnitz, 473-74; and bat.

of Leuthen, 476, 478-80; retirement

of, 483

Namslau fortress, 179

Nassau, Gen. Christoph Ernst von, count:

and Second Silesian War, 293, 294-95,
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299, 301, 302, 304, 306-7, 309, 321,

323,326,333,339, 340,341
Natalia, princess of Russia, 613

Natzmer, Karl Dubislav von: at Ciistrin,

77, 78, 79, 86; at Ruppin, 93
Neipperg, Field Marshal Wilhelm Rein-

hard von, count, 157; and Silesian cam-

paign, 175, 176, 179, 186, 189, 192-94;

and bat. of MoUwitz, 196-208; retrench-

ment, 207, 210-11; at Neisse, 212, 216,

220, 221-22, 223; and Klein-Schnellen-

dorf agreement, 225; forces at Prague,

234; presides over Austrian Hofkriegs-

rath, 441
Neisse fortress: and First Silesian War,

173, 177-78, 180, 184, 186, 187, 188,

190, 192-94, 207, 210, 212, 216, 220,

221, 223, 225, 227; refortification of,

265, 286, 287; Austrian siege of, 305;

typhus at, 313; and Seven Years' War,

489, 491-92,. 500, 506-7, 509, 511, 549;

meeting of Joseph II and Frederick at,

593-94; Frederick inspects, 630, 631

Netherlands. See Austrian (Spanish) Neth-

erlands; Holland

Netze River: land reclamation around,

359-60, 571

Neustadt: industry at, 362

Neuhaus garrison, 300

Neu-Kohn garrison, 301, 302, 303

Newcastle, Thomas Pelham-Holles, duke

of, 60, 134, 382

New Mark: in Seven Years' War, 511-13,

543; losses from war, 563; reconstruc-

tion of, 565-66

newspapers: Frederick bans censorship,

145; Frederick founds two, 146

Newton, Sir Isaac, 109, no, 115

Nivernois, Louis Jules, duke: French envoy

to Prussia, 412, 414, 415-16

Noailles, Marshal Adrien Maurice de,

duke: defeated at Dettingen, 274-75;

command in Flanders, 280, 281, 282,

291, 295

noncommissioned officers, 165

North, Lord, 603-4

North American colonies: Anglo-French

wars in, 411-12, 413, 416, 417, 493;
revolution in, 603-4, 616-17, 627

Northern War, xiii, 11-12, 24

Nostitz, Georg, count, 475, 478
Nymphenburg, League of, 213

Nymphenburg palace, 614

Oder River: land reclamation around, 359-

60; front in 1758 campaign, 493-94
O'Donell, Gen. Charles, count, 503&n,

505

Oelnitz, Capt. Wilhelm von der, 345
Oeuvres: Frederick prepares, 395-96

offensive warfare: theory of, 369, 373,

374-75, 586

officers corps of Prussian army, 582-83;

outfitting of, 165; talents required by

leaders, 370-71; academy for, 583

Ohlau fortress, 173, 176-77, 195, 196

Old Mark: colonization in, 360

Olmiitz fortress, 232, 243, 244, 247, 248;

fortification of, 419; in Seven Years'

War, 427, 487, 480-90; siege of, 490-

9i, 509

opera house: in Berlin, 146

Orange, House of. See William IV; Wil-

liam V
Order of Bayard, 121

Order of the Black Eagle, 271, 367
Order of Saint Andreas, 271

Order of the Saxon Eagle, 38, 62

Orleans, duchess of, 473
Orlov, Alexei, 555
Orlov, Gregory, 554, 588, 600, 601

Orzelska, Anna, countess, 38, 42
Osman Ibrahim, sultan of Turkey, 412
Ostend Company, 27, 31

Ostermann, Heinrich Johann Friedrich,

count: Russian minister, 143, 150, 181,

191

Otto I ("the Great"), Holy Roman em-

peror, XV

Ottoman Porte. See Turkey

Palatine, elector of, xv; Prussian offer to

buy Berg, 121-22; and First Silesian

War, 220; and Treaty of Frankfurt, 280;

alliance with Prussia, 407; and Bavarian

succession, 615, 621, 623

Palatinate: Prussian army recruitment in,

485; Austrian-British occupation of

Lower, 312

Palffy, Field Marshal Johann, count, 171,

185-86, 241

pandours, 185, 211, 228, 294, 300-301

Panin, Nikita, count: Russian foreign min-

ister, 590, 597, 600; and partition of

Poland, 592; and Bavarian succession

negotiations, 622-23; ^nd Russian-Prus-

sian alliance, 625
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papacy, 407
Pardo, Convention of, 134

Pardubitz garrison, 248, 2.59, 262; and

Second Silesian War, 289, 300, 301,

302, 303; fortification of, 420

Pare, Ambroise, 204

Paris, Peace of (1763), 559, 602

Parteigdnger, 184-85

Partisanen, 184-85

Parton, James, 402

Paul, grand duke of Russia, 483, 622; mar-

riage, 613-14; relations with Frederick,

625; meeting with Crown Prince Fred.

Wil., 625-26

Pecquet, Antoine, 180

Penavaire, Gen. Peter von, 457
Peroni, Gen., 450
Pesne, Antoine, 16, 112

Peter I ("the Great"), czar of Russia, 589,

592., 595, 601

Peter II, czar of Russia, 32

Peter III, czar of Russia: marriage, 276-77;

pro-Prussian sympathies, 466; succeeds

Elizabeth, 551; negotiations with Freder-

ick, 551-54, 587; reforms and unpopu-

larity of, 554; overthrown and assassi-

nated, 554; heir of, 588; uprising in

name of, 601

Pfalz-Zweibriicken, Charles, duke: and Ba-

varian succession, 615, 617

Philip, don: Spanish grandee, 134

Philippsburg garrison, 99, 100

Piccolomini, Gen. Octavio, prince: and de-

fense of Brieg, 177; command in Mora-

via, 429-30; at Koniggratz, 430, 438
Piedmont, principality of, 156

Pigalle, Jean, 579

pike: Prussian army use of, 374-75

Pirna: Saxon court at, 428-29; Prussian

defense of passes in, 462

Pisek fortress, 293, 298

Pitt, William ("the Elder"): and Anglo-

Spanish conflict, 121, 125, 134; and

Seven Years' War, 441, 464, 473, 527

Pitt, William ("the Younger"): and Anglo-

Prussian relations, 628

Platen, Capt. Alexander von, 449
Platen, Gen. Dubislav von, 549, 550; and

War of the Bavarian Succession, 619-20;

and maneuvers, 629

Plauen canal, 360

Pless: Austrian-Hungarian invasion of,

304, 305, 306

Pliny ("the Younger"), 539
Plutarch, 488

Podewils, Heinrich von, count: minister to

Fred. Wil. I, 136, 137; minister to Fred-

erick, 147, 148, 154, 155, 164, 171,

182, 183, 189, 191-92, 237; proposal

for Silesian claims, 158, 159; rise to em-

inence, 159, 160; advice on alliances,

212, 215; and Treaty of Breslau, 216;

and Austrian-Prussian negotiations, 226,

237, 246; and victory at Chotusitz, 258;

and peace negotiations, 261-62; opposi-

tion to Second Silesian War, 273-74,

279, 282, 307; moves court to Stettin,

314; and Saxony campaign, 341; and

Dresden peace negotiations, 347; on

French alliance, 412; on envoy Mitchell,

417; dismissal for antiwar stance, 422;

on alliances against Prussia, 438; death

of, 532

Podewils, Otto: Prussian envoy to the

Hague, 272; envoy to Vienna, 378, 379,

380

Poland: in 171 2, xiv; and balance of

power, 134, 152, 406; alliance to pro-

tect, 410; Frederick's hopes for uprising

in, 551; and peace negotiations of 1762,

559; depreciated currency of, 567;

succession issue at death of August III,

588-89; election of Stanislaus II, 589;

Russian-Prussian policy over, 589-91;

declared Russian vassal state (1768),

591; partition of, 592-93, 597-98, 600;

see also August II; August III; Polish

Succession, War of the; Stanislaus I

Leszczynski; Stanislaus II Augustus

Polastron, Johann Baptiste, 233, 235, 238

Polignac, Melchior de, cardinal: Frederick

aquires antiques collection of, 265, 270

Polish Catholics, 587, 589, 591

Polish Diet, 98, 384, 411; and election of

Stanislaus II, 589; and liberum veto,

590, 591; conflict over Dissidents, 590-

91

Polish Dissidents, 587, 589, 590-91

Polish Prussia. See West Prussia

Polish Succession, War of the, 96-97, 98-

100, 105-8, 123; Rhine campaign, 105-6

Political Testament, The (1752 version),

393, 405-10, 587; on balance of power,

405-7; on Austria and Maria Theresa,

405, 407, 408-9; on England and

George II, 406, 407-8; on Russia and
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Bestushev, 406, 407; on Saxony and

Briihl, 406, 409; on Holland, 406; on

France, 406, 407, 408, 409; on Spain,

406, 407; on Sweden, 406; on Denmark,

406; on Poland, 406; on the Holy Ro-

man Empire, 406-7; on Turkey, 407,

408; on Anglo-French balance, 407; ex-

pectations of war, 407-8; on territorial

rights of Brandenburg, 408-9; and Seven

Years' War, 427
Political Testament, The (1768 version),

571, 57Z, 580

political theory of Frederick: in Histoire,

368; in General Principles, 369; in Polit-

ical Testament, 393, 405-10, 571, 572,

580, 587

Pollnitz, Karl Ludwig von, baron, 25, 36,

38, 104, 135, 148; as court jester to

Frederick, 394, 575, 577
Polybius, 367

Pomerania, 152; administration of, 355;

colonization in, 360; legal reform in,

366-67; Frederick inspects, 411; fears of

Russian attack against, 419, 420; in

Seven Years' War, 460, 473, 510, 512,

529-30, 547; losses in war, 563; recon-

struction of, 565-66; tax remission for,

566; Frederick tours, 566; military re-

view in, 632; see also Swedish Pomer-

ania

Pompadour, Jeanne Poisson de, marquise,

385, 386, 387, 404, 410, 412, 416;

Frederick's peace overtures to, 460, 465,

473n, 483; statue of, at Potsdam, 567n

Poniatowsky, Stanislaus Augustus. See

Stanislaus II Augustus

porcelain works: Frederick's interest in,

569, 573
Portugal, 407, 550, 573, 625

Posadowsky, Maj. Gen. Karl, count, 295,

336

potato farming in Prussia, 360

Potemkin, Lt. Gen. Gregor, prince, 601,

622, 625

Potocki family, 588

Potsdam: orphanage at, 286; mercantilism

in, 302; contemporary descriptions of,

605, 606, 610

Potsdam Guards (giant brigade), 10, 31,

41, 93, 94, 105, 135; disbanded, 146

Potsdam palace, 388, 567&n; improve-

ments to, 147-48; opening of, 580; con-

temporary descriptions of, 605, 606,

610; Frederick's final illness at, 632-33;

his burial at, 634
Prades, Abbe Jean de, 394, 487
Pragmatic Army, 274-75, 276, 280, 281,

341

Pragmatic Sanction, 24, 28, 96, 108, 155-

56, 163, 173, 215, 230

Prague: in First Silesian War, 224, 227,

237, 244, 248; crowning of Charles VII

at, 228; French surrender of, 274; in

Second Silesian War, 279, 288, 290-91,

292; Prussian garrison in, 292-93, 298,

300, 302, 303, 307-8; Prussians evacu-

ate, 304; in Seven Years' War, 445-54;

blockade of, 452-54; bombardment of,

453-54; Prussian retreat from, 457, 458,

459
Prague, battle of (1757), 446-52; casualties

of, 451, 452-53,457-58
predestination doctrine: Frederick and, 75,

78, 81-82, 109

Priegnitz: Prussian colonization in, 360

primogeniture law: Frederick's support of,

571

principes generaux de la guerre, Les, 369-

72,373,376,392
Prittwitz, Capt. Joachim von, 520

Prittwitz, Gen., 629

Protestantism, 80, 96, 109; see also Cal-

vinist doctrine

Prussia: in 171 2, xiii, xvi—xvii; population

of, 11; administration of, under Fred.

Wil. I, 14-15, 141, 352.-54> 358, 363,

365; Frederick's views on, while at Ciis-

trin, 79-80; during Silesian wars {see

First Silesian War; Second Silesian War);

General Directory, 352-54, 355; Land-

rate, 353-54; Contribution, 353; taxa-

tion, 353, 358-59; Steurrdte, 353;

Junker, 353, 357; Fiscal, 353; adminis-

trative reforms under Frederick, 354-59;

Department V, 354, 360; Department

VI, 355; Jewish restriction laws, 356;

relations between aristocracy and king,

356-58; educational system, 357-58;

middle class and social mobility, 357-58;

treasury replenishment, 358-59; land re-

clamation projects, 359-60; colonization

policy, 360; agrarian policy, 360; canal

building, 360; mercantilism, 360-62;

balance of trade, 360-61; manufactur-

ing, 361-62; population gain (1756),

361-62; legal reform, 363-67; in Freder-
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Prussia (CoNT.)

ick's General Principles, 369; Political

Testament on position and territorial

rights of, 407-9; during Seven Years'

War {see Prussian foreign policy; Seven

Years' War); postwar reconstruction

(1763— 1766), 564-74; population

losses, 563; financial cost of war, 563;

expenditure on reconstruction, 565-67;

tax remissions, 566; loans to nobles,

566-67; land mortgage bank, 566; cur-

rency depreciation and reform, 567-68;

economic and fiscal policies, 567-70;

Mint Act of 1763, 568; speculation and

losses, 568-69; annual revenues and to-

tal treasury at end of Frederick's reign,

570; land reclamation, 571, 630; educa-

tional reform, 571; agrarian policy, 570-

72; trade and finance, 572-74; crown

bank, 572; imports and exports, 573;

crown monopolies, 573; taxation re-

form, 573-74; Regie, 573-74; manufac-

ture in 1780S, 630; population in 1780s,

630; legal reforms, 630; see also Freder-

ick William I; Frederick II; Prussian for-

eign policy

Prussian army: in 1732, 90-91; appearance

and drill, 90-92; Fred. Wil. I's regula-

tions for, 90, 91; canton system of re-

cruitment, 90, 104; wages and rations

of, 91; recruit training, 91; drill routine,

92; discipline for, 92; flogging and run-

ning the gauntlet, 92; court-martials and

executions, 92; attrition rate and recruit-

ment needs, 94; Templehof review, 103-

5; at Fred. Wil. I's death, 141, 143, 208;

command structure, 141, 143; officers,

141, 143; swearing allegiance to Freder-

ick, 144-45; disbanding of giant brigade,

146; promotions and recruitment, 147;

equipment and uniforms for, 165;

NCOs, 165; artillery and baggage trains,

165-66; cavalry, 166-67; quartering and

feeding, 166-67; medical unit, 167; Zim-

merleute (carpenters), 167, 170; inva-

sion of Silesia, 176-79, 188-90; bat. of

Mollwitz, 195-207; reform of cavalry

after bat. of Mollwitz, 208-9; improve-

ments in artillery, 209-10; Thaya River

campaign, 233, 234, 236, 238-39; guer-

rilla skirmishes, 240, 242, 243, 244;

food and forage shortages, 243-44; re-

treat from Moravia, 244-48; bat. of

Chotusitz, 249-59; enlargement and im-

provement for Second Silesian War, 268,

283-87; hussars, 283-84; cavalry, 283-

84; Feldjdger corps, 284; Jdgerkorps,

284; artillery, 284-85; supply system,

285, 308; health of troops, 285-86; sur-

geons, 286&n; religious services, 286;

women in camps, 286; lifestyle of

troops, 286; reviews and maneuvers,

286-87 (5^^ ^/^o maneuvers; reviews);

rebuilding of Silesian fortresses, 287;

war chest, 287; size of new army, 287

SECOND SILESIAN WAR: Bohemian cam-

paign, 289-309; need to rebuild army

after losses of campaign, 308-11; re-

cruitment, 309; cost of rebuilding,

310-11; sickness and morale prob-

lems, 313-14; bat. of Hohenfriedberg,

317-25; bat. of Soor, 333-40; Saxony

campaign, 341-46

and Frederick's Histoire, 368; military

principles in General Principles, 369-72;

handling desertion, 370; preserving dis-

cipline, 370; talents needed by generals,

370-71; "Instructions," 372-73, 375,

376; reviews and maneuvers, 372-75;

Schrdgangriff, 373-75; use of muskets,

bayonets, and pikes, 374-75; coordina-

tion of cavalry and infantry, 376; artil-

lery, 376; medical service, 376

SEVEN years' WAR: lys^: Saxony/

Bohemia campaign, 427, 430-34; bat.

of Lobositz, 430-34; assimilation of

Saxon army, 437, 438; 1757: Bohe-

mian campaign, 441-64; bat. of

Prague, 446-51; bat. of Kolin, 454-58;

retreat after defeat, 458-59; prisoner

exchange, 459; Prince William's re-

treat, 461-63; bat. of Gross-Jagers-

dorf, 465; bat. of Rossbach, 468-73;

bat. of Leuthen, 475-81; rebuilding at

end of year's campaign, 484-85; re-

cruitment policy, 485; irregular units,

485; i7S^: bat. of Crefeld, 493;

march to Oder, 493-94; bat. of Zorn-

dorf, 494-99; bat. of Hochkirch, 502-

6; rebuilding at end of year's cam-

paign, 508-9; foreign recruits, 508; ar-

tillery build-up, 508-9; 1759: under

Prince Henry, 511-14; bat. of Kuners-

dorf, 514-22; in Saxony, 524-26; bat.

of Maxen, 525-26; total losses of year

and rebuilding, 528; 1760: Silesian
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campaign, 530-34; in Saxony, 532;

bat. of Liegnitz, 534-38; bat. of Tor-

gau, 540-44; estimate of heavy losses,

543&n; recruitment of farmers, 544;

shortages, 545; harsh recruitment and

taxation for, 545-46; iy6i: in Saxony

and Silesia, 547-50; 1762: retaking of

Silesia, 553-56; in Saxony, 556-58;

bat. of Freiberg, 556-57, 558; winter

armistice, 558
postwar, 582-86; demobilization, 566,

567, 582; recruitment and rebuilding,

582; officer corps, 583; school of cadets,

583; restoration of discipline; quarter-

master corps, 584-85; treatment of vet-

erans, 585; military theory, 585-86; con-

temporary descriptions of reviews and

maneuvers, 606-7; ^nd War of the Ba-

varian Succession, 617-24; reviews in

Frederick's old age, 629-30, 631-32

Prussian foreign policy: under Fred. Wil. I,

23-28, 30, 42, 45, 48-49, 55-62; and

Polish succession, 96-97, 108; claims on

Berg and Juliers, 121-22 {see also Berg;

Juliers); at time of Fred. Wil. I's death,

143-44; during Silesian wars {see First

Silesian War; Second Silesian War); dur-

ing 1742-1744, 270-82; during 1746-

1756, 377-82, 410-24; during 1745—

1748, 377-82; relations with England,

377-82, 384; relations with Russia, 378-

84; relations with France, 381-84, 385,

387; during 1748-1752, 382-87; during

1752-1755, 410-14; Convention of

Westminster, 414-16, 419; in 1756,

414-24

SEVEN years' WAR: Creation of special

War Ministry, 428, 438; partition

treaty against Prussia, 428; English

subsidy to Prussia, 459, 462, 465,

485, 507, 545, 550; finances of 1757

campaign, 485; finances of 1761 cam-

paign, 545; 1762; negotiations with

Russia, 552-55; issue of Rhenish prov-

inces, 557-58, 559; peace negotations

of 1762-1763, 558-59

postwar balance of power, 586-87; alli-

ance with Russia, 587-90, 591, 592,

594&n, 596, 597; Polish policy, 588-91;

and Russo-Turkish War (1768- 1774),

592; and War of the Bavarian Succes-

sion (1778— 1779), 614-24; alUance with

Saxony over Bavarian partition, 617;

and balance of power in 1780s, 624-29;

relations with Russia, 625-26; and

League of Armed Neutrality, 626; im-

proved relations with England in 1780s,

627-28, 629; treaty with the United

States (1785), 630&n; see also Frederick

II; Frederick William I; and specific

countries for relations with Prussia

Prussian hussars. See cavalry; Puttkamer;

Zieten

Prussian irregulars, 442, 485, 502, 503-4;

see also Freikorps

Prussian Poland: Prussia's strategy to ac-

quire, 408-9, 410

Puffendorf, Samuel, xv

Pugachev, Emelian: and Cossack uprising,

601

Pulaski, Joseph, 591

Puttkamer, Gen. Georg: and Bohemian

campaign, 452; and surrender of Gabel,

461-62; death of, 520

Puyzieulx, Louis de, marquis, 381, 383,

385

Quadt, Maj. Gen.: death of, 432
Quantz, Johann Joachim, 41, 113,339
quartermaster corps in Prussian army, 584-

85

Quintus Icilius. See Guichard, Charles

Racine, Jean Baptiste, 115

Radom, Confederation of, 591

Radziwill family, 588

Ramin, Gen. Friedrich von, 542

Ranke, Leopold von, 35, 62, no, 180,

214, 277, 287, 295

Raphael, 582n

Ratibor garrison, 306-7

Ravenstein: Fred. Wil. I's claims to, 28

recruitment techniques: for Prussian army,

90, 104, 147, 309, 485, 508, 544, 545-

46

Redel, Kurt, io6n

Reformation, xv

Regie, 573-74

regiment: size of, 91

Regiment Anhalt-Bernburg: Frederick

shames at Dresden, 532; redeemed at

bat. of Liegnitz, 537, 538

Regiment Goltz: Frederick's command of,

89-90; description of, 91-92; mobiliza-

tion of, 99; Frederick prepares for Tem-

plehof review, 103-6; Frederick com-

mended on, 130
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Regiment Schwerin: at bat. of Chotusitz,

151,256
"Regulations" of Frederick William I, 90,

91

Reichenbach, Benjamin, 48, 49, 55, 57, 58,

61

Reichenberg town and garrison, 443, 444,

461

Reichstag Diet, xv

religious toleration: under Frederick, 145,

356, 600

Remusberg. See Rheinsberg chateau

Repnin, Nicholas, prince: Russian envoy to

Prussia, 555; envoy to Warsaw, 590;

and War of the Bavarian Succession ne-

gotiations, 622-23

Retzow, Gen. Wolf von, 500, 501-2; and

bat. of Hochkirch, 503-6

reviews: of Prussian army, 372-73; at

Templehof, 103-5; ^t Breslau (1746),

375; contemporary description of post-

war, 606-7, 629-30, 631-32

Rexin, Karl Adolf von. See Hande

Rheinsberg chateau: rebuilding of, 98,

103, 111-12; description of, 1 11-12;

Frederick's court at, 112-13, 117, 130-

32; given to Prince Henry, 278, 352
Rhenish provinces: and 1762 peace negoti-

ations, 557-58, 559; Frederick inspects,

566

Richelieu, duke of: commander of French

army, 465; armistice with, 466; re-

placed, 483

Ritter, Elizabeth, 67

Ritter, Gerhard, 594n

Robinson, Sir Thomas: British ambassador

to Vienna, 155, 171, 174, Z14, 215,

217, 220, 226

Rochow, Gen. Friedrich von, 48, 63, 65;

and Second Silesian War, 337; and war

supplies from Berlin (1759), 521

Rocroix, battle of (1746), 379
Rodewitz: Frederick's camp at, 502, 504

Roell, Gen., 345
Rohwedel, Wilhelm von, 77, 78, 90

Rollin, Charles, 115

Roman Catholicism: and religious conflict

in Europe, 109

Romer, Gen. von: and bat. of Mollwitz,

196, 199-200, 20Z, 206, 207; death of,

200

Rossbach, battle of (1757), 468-73, 476;

casualties of, 472

Roth, Col. Wilhelm Moritz von, baron,

177-78

Rothenburg, Col. Friedrich Rudolf, count:

and bat. of Mollwitz, 197-98, 206; and

bat. of Chotusitz, 254, 255, 257, 279;

emissary to Paris, 279, 286; and bat. of

Hohenfriedberg, 322, 326; friendship

with Frederick, 394
Rothenburg, Konrad Alexander von,

count: French envoy to Berlin, 23, 24,

40, 42, 51; relations with Frederick, 27,

2.9

Roucoulle, Madame de, 4

Rouille, Anton Ludwig, count: French for-

eign minister, 412, 416; replaced, 460

Rousseau, Jean Jacques, xiii; given sanctu-

ary at Neuchatel, 575
Royal Bank of Berlin, 572

royal lottery, 570

Rubens, Peter Paul, 388

Rumianzov, Lt. Gen. Peter, count: and bat.

of Zorndorf, 499; Pomeranian 1761

campaign, 547, 549; and Russo-Turkish

War, 595, 600-601

Ruppin: Frederick with Regiment Goltz at,

90; crown lands as wedding present to

Frederick, 98; Frederick tours, 103-4

Russia, xiii, 25; and Polish succession, 97,

98-99, 108; Frederick seeks loan from,

119, 127; war with Turks, 121-22, 133-

34; Frederick seeks treaty with, 151,

152, 153, 182, 191; and Austrian

succession, 158, 181, 191-92; regency of

Ivan VI, 159; and First Silesian War,

213, 215, 216; war with Sweden, 220,

223; Elizabeth's palace coup, 230-31;

Frederick's relations with, 271, 275;

treaty with Prussia, 276-77, 279, 280,

281, 340; treat)' with Saxony, 278, 344;

Bestushev becomes chancellor, 282; and

Second Silesian War, 302, 326; Freder-

ick's fears of, 378-84; alliance with

France, 378-79; and recall of Mardefeld,

380; sends troops to Low Countries,

381; breaks relations with Prussia, 384;

Political Testament on, 406, 407; sub-

sidy treaty with England, 411, 413, 416,

420-21; hostility to Prussia, 415, 416,

419; war preparations, 419-20; alliance

with Austria, 423-24; partition treaty

against Prussia, 428

SEVEN years' war: alliance against Prus-

sia, 438, 439; Treaty of Versailles,
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439, 440; 1757: plans for campaign,

440, 441; dissension with allies, 466;

1759: aims and strategy; 1760: strat-

egy, 5Z7, 529; 1762; Peter III succeeds

Elizabeth, 551; negotiations and alli-

ance with Frederick, 551-54; Peter's

rule, 554; Catherine II overthrows

husband, 554; new relations with

Frederick, 555
alliance with Prussia (Treaty of Saint Pe-

tersburg), 587-90, 591, 592, 594&n,

596, 597; Polish policy, 588-91; war

with Turkey (1768-1774), 592-93, 595,

597-98, 600-601; and partition of Po-

land, 592-93, 597-98; and War of the

Bavarian Succession negotiations, 616,

622; Frederick's alliance with and bal-

ance of power, 624-26, 628; relations

with Austria, 625-26, 627; and balance

of power in 1780s, 628-29; ^^^ "^'^o

Catherine II; Elizabeth I; Russian army

Russian army: in Seven Years' War: 1757:

under Marshal Apraxm, 440; in East

Prussia, 460, 464; and bat. of Gross-

Jagersdorf, 465; 17$^: increased

strength, 483; in East Prussia, 483, 486;

threat to Silesia, 487; in Lusatia, 493;

and bat. of Zorndorf, 494-99; retires to

Poland, 507; 17S9- in Pomerania, 509;

plans for, 510, 511; campaign against

New Mark, 5 1 1 -
1 3 ; and bat. of Kuners-

dorf, 514-20; 1760: Silesian campaign,

533-34, 538-39; sacking of Berlin, 539-

40; 176J; campaign plans, 547; in Sile-

sia, 548-49; total damage to New Mark
and East Prussia, 563; see also Cossacks;

Russo-Turkish War; and specific gener-

als, e.g., Apraxin; Saltikov

Russian navy: in Baltic, 454
Russo-Turkish War (1768-1774), 595-96,

597-98, 600-601; Treaty of Kuchuv-Kai-

mardji, 601

Rutowsky, Marshal Friedrich August,

count, 38; and First Silesian War, 234,

238, 240, 243; and Second Silesian War,

339, 344, 346; in command (1756) of

Saxon army, 428-30, 437

Sabatky (spy), 547
Sachsen-Hildburghausen, Field Marshal

Joseph Friedrich von, prince: commands
Imperial army in Seven Years' War, 461,

467-68; and bat. of Rossbach, 468-73

Saint-Andre, Friedrich Daniel, baron, 333,

334,339
Saint-Contest, Francois de, marquis:

French minister, 387

Saint-Germain, Claude Louis de, count,

469, 470, 471

Saint-Ignon, Maj. Gen. Joseph, count, 491

Saint-Lambert, Jean Francois de, marquis,

395

Saint Petersburg, Treaty of (1753), 411

Saint Petersburg, Treaty of (1764), 589,

590, 591, 592-93; secret treaty (1767)

extends, 591; ten-year extension of

(1768), 594&n
Saldern, Gen. Friedrich von: at bat. of

Liegnitz, 537; refuses order to plunder,

546

Saldern, Kaspar von, count: Russian envoy

to Berlin, 590

salt: crown monopoly in Prussia, 573;

Prussian refineries, 362

Saltikov, Marshal Peter, count: command

of Russian army in Seven Years' War,

512; 17^9: and bat. of Kay, 513-14;

occupies Crossen, 514; and bat. of Ku-

nersdorf, 514-21; failure to press suc-

cesses, 522-23; and siege of Glogau

plans, 523, 524; 1760: campaign plans

for, 529; in Silesia, 533-34; 1762: or-

dered to evacuate East Prussia, 555

Sanssouci. See Rheinsberg chateau

Sans-Souci palace: building and decorat-

ing, 388-89, 394; gardens of, 388; paint-

ing collection at, 388-89; theater at,

388, 394, 611; life at, after wars, 575-

77; contemporary descriptions of, 605,

606, 610-11; Frederick's final illness at,

632-33

Sardinia, kingdom of, 181, 213, 407; and

Treaty of Worms, 278-79

Saul, Ferdinand von: Saxon minister, 347

Saxe-Gotha, Louise Dorothea of, duchess,

52-7, 581

Saxe-Gotha, elector of, 383, 407

Saxon army: and First Silesian War, 224,

227, 231, 233, 234-35, 237-38, 242,

243, 244, 246, 248, 260

SECOND SILESIAN WAR: 295, 297, 298,

301, 307, 314-15; and bat. of Hohen-

friedberg, 317-25; morale after defeat,

328; campaign in Saxony, 341-46;

and bat. of Kesseldorf, 345

SEVEN years' WAR: Frederick's campaign
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SEVEN years' war (CoNT.)

(1756) against Saxony, 428-29, 435-

38; surrender to Frederick, 437; as-

similated into Prussian army, 437, 438
and War of the Bavarian Succession,

620-21

Saxony, duchy and electorate of, xv; and

Austrian succession, 152, 154, 157-58,

181, 183, 192; and First Silesian War,

213, 216, 220, 223-24, 231, 234, 262;

and balance of power, 273, 274; treaty

with Russia, 278; Treaty of Worms,

278-79, 290, 313

SECOND SILESIAN WAR: passage of Prus-

sian army through (1744), 2.88-90; al-

liance with Austria, 290, 291, 307,

310, 314; at war with Prussia, 329-

33; and Convention of Hanover, 330-

31; 1745 treaty with Austria, 339;

1745 campaign in, 341-46; court

moves to Prague, 343
and balance of power, 377, 380, 381;

subsidy treaty with France, 378; specula-

tion in Saxon notes, 400; Political Testa-

ment on, 406; Prussia's ambition to ac-

quire, 408-9, 410; alliance with

England, 412, 415
SEVEN years' WAR: iy^6: Prussian cam-

paign in, 427-38; court retires to

Pima, 427-28; Dresden occupied,

428; Prussians seize treasury, 428;

partition treaty against Prussia, 428;

Prussian occupation and sedition in,

437-38; Austrian threat to, 439;

iJSj: campaign plans, 442; retreat of

Prince William through, 461-62;

17^8: campaign plans, 486; recruit-

ment by Prussian army in, 508; 17^9:

510, 523-26; Prince Henry in, 512,

524-25; 1760: Austrian plan to recap-

ture, 529; Prussian recruitment in,

546; 1761: Austrians in, 547, 549;

1762: 556-58; peace negotiations,

558-59

depreciated currency circulating in Prus-

sia, 567; postwar economic woes, 572;

relations with Prussia, 587; and election

of Polish king, 588; and "northern con-

federation," 590; and War of the Bavar-

ian Succession, 617, 620-21, 623; see

also August II; August III; Saxon army

Schaffgotsch, Philip, count: bishop of Bres-

lau, 489

Scharding, battle of (1742), 236

Schaumburg-Lippe, count, 126

Schenkendorff, Gen. Balthasar von, 535-37
Schlabrendorff, Ernst von: Prussian minis-

ter in Silesia, 419-20

Schlichting, Gen. Samuel von, 322, 335,

337
Schmettau, Col. Karl Christoph von,

count: and First Silesian War, 236; and

bat. of Chotusitz, 254, 258; and Second

Silesian War, 292

Schmettau, Field Marshal Samuel von,

baron, 192; and First Silesian War,

i99n, 221, 223-24, 229, 232, 260; and

preparations for Second Silesian War,

277, 279n, 288; sent as envoy to Louis

XV, 282, 291; and Second Silesian War,

291, 298, 300, 30i&n
Schmettau, Gen., 420; and bat. of Lobo-

sitz, 432; to Hanover, 439; adviser to

Prince William, 460, 462; and 1759 sur-

render of Dresden, 522-23

Schmucker, Johann: Prussian army sur-

geon, 543n

Schonaich, Johann von, prince: and bat. of

Prague, 447, 448; and bat. of Rossbach,

471

Schonhausen palace: court of Queen Eliza-

beth at, 98, 389

Schorlemer, Lt. Gen. Ludwig, 498

Schrdgangriff (oblique attack), 373-75

Schulenburg, Lt. Gen. Achaz von, count,

69, 87, 93, 127; on Frederick's Ufe at

Ciistrin, 83-84, 86; swears allegiance to

Frederick, 144-45; reprimanded by Fred-

erick for regiment's condition, 148, 189

Schulenburg, Gen. Adolf Friedrich, count:

and bat. of Mollwitz, 199-201; death of,

201

Schiitz, Lt. Col., 296

Schwedt, Charles of, margrave. See

Charles, margrave of Schwedt

Schwedt, Frederick William of, margrave,

53, 54

Schwedt, Henry of, margrave, 5

1

Schwedt, Louise of, princess, 580

Schweidnitz fortress: in Second Silesian

War, 342; in Seven Years' War, 473-74,

482, 487, 488-89, 533, 539, 547, 548,

549,553-54,555-56
Schwerin, Field Marshal Kurt Christoph

von, count: friendship with Frederick,

83; called "little Marlborough," 122; as
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commander, 141; and Frederick's terri-

torial ambitions, 154, 155, 158, 163;

and Silesian campaign, 164, 170, 176,

177, 179, 182, 186, 188-89, 192-93,

195; and bat. of Mollwitz, 199, 201,

202; occupies Olmutz, 232, 233, 243;

and Thaya River campaign, 235-36,

240; and guerrilla warfare, 243; at

Neisse, 258; in retirement, 277-78; and

Second Silesian War, 289, 292, 295,

299, 302; in command of Silesian regi-

ments, 423

SEVEN years' WAR: command in Silesia,

427; in Bohemia, 438; and Frederick's

plan for 1757 campaign, 442; march

through Bohemia, 443-45, 446; and

bat. of Prague, 446-49; death of, 449,

451

Sechelles, Gen. Moreau de, 235

Seckendorff, Christoph Ludwig von,

baron, 105-6; replaces uncle as Austrian

envoy, 108

Seckendorff, Marshal Friedrich Heinrich

von, count: Austrian envoy to Berlin,

2.2.-i3. 33, 35, 39, 43, 45-46, 50-51, 54,

56, 57, 63, 64, 65, 66; character and

career of, 25-26; and Fred. Wil. I's wav-

ering alliances; and pardoning of Freder-

ick, 76; court influence of, 84, 85; on

Frederick's character and lifestyle, 86;

and payment of Frederick's debts, 93,

95; and recruitment of "giants," 94; and

Pragmatic Sanction, 96; rekindling Prus-

sian-English marriage plan, 96-97; and

Polish succession, 97; on Prussian army

review, 104, 208-9; command of Impe-

rial army, 108, 274, 276; imprisoned,

121, 157; on Frederick's militarism,

129-30; and Bavarian campaign, 279-

81, 291-92, 294, 295, 303; and Peace of

Fiissen, 314
Second Silesian War (1744-1745), 277-83,

288-348; Frederick prepares for, 277-

83; "Expose" document, 288; strategy

for, 288-89; Bohemian campaign, 289-

309; Prussian Elbe front, 288-90, 301-4;

Austrian Rhine campaign, 290, 291;

taking of Prague, 292-93; unpopularity

of Prussian martial law, 296-97; Moldau

retreat, 298-301; retreat to Silesia, 304;

Austrian invasion of Galtz and Upper

Silesia, 304-7; need to rebuild Prussian

army, 308-11; Frederick reassesses strat-

egy, 310-11, 312-16; bat. of Hohen-

friedberg, 317-23; aftermath of battle,

324-28; war with Saxony, 329-33; bat.

of Soor, 333-40; Saxony campaign, 341-

46; cost of war, 358-59

Seegebart (chaplain), 259

Segur, Gen. Henri Francois, count, 229,

236, 312, 316

Seelen, Col. Friedrich Wilhelm von, 479,

505

Selle, Christian: physician to Frederick,

633,634
Senning, Maj. Johann von, 112

Serbelloni, Field Marshal Johann Baptista,

prince: command at Koniggratz, 441,

443, 445, 446; and bat. of Leuthen, 479,

481; in 1762 Saxony campaign, 556

Serbia: Austrian aims on, 410

Seven Years' War (1756-1762): Freder-

ick's plans for, 427; 1756 campaign:

427-40; Saxony/Bohemia campaign,

427-28; bat. of Lobositz, 430-35; strate-

gies and alliances formulated, 438-40;

1757 campaign: 440-85; Frederick's

plans, 441-42; Bohemian campaign,

443-46; bat. of Prague, 446-52; siege of

Prague, 452-54, 457, 458; bat. of Kolin,

454-58; Frederick's reassessment after

defeat, 459-60; Russian, Swedish, and

Imperial assaults, 460-61; Prince Wil-

liam's retreat and dismissal, 461-63;

Frederick's need to engage the enemy,

463-67; bat. of Rossbach, 468-73; east-

ern front, 473-75; bat. of Leuthen, 475-

8 1 ; Austria and allies reassess strategy,

482-84; Frederick rebuilds army, 484-

85; 1758 campaign: 486-509; Freder-

ick's plans for, 486-87; siege of Olmutz,

489-92; Oder River front, 493-94; bat.

of Zorndorf, 494-99; bat. of Hochkirch,

502-6; review of campaign, 507-8, 509;

rebuilding of Prussian army, 508-9;

1759 campaign: 509-27; Frederick's de-

fensive strategy, 509, 511; conflicting

strategies of Austria and allies, 510-11;

New Mark campaign, 512-14; bat. of

Kunersdorf, 514-22; siege of Dresden,

522-23; Saxony campaign, 523-26; bat.

of Maxen, 525-26, 527; 1760 campaign:

527-44; Frederick's strategy for, 527-29;

Austrian-Russian plans, 529-30; early

spring campaign, 529-31; campaign in

Silesia, 529-34, 538-39; siege and bom-
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Seven Years' War (Cont.)

bardment of Dresden, 532; bat. of Lieg-

nitz, 534-38; bat. of Torgau, 540-44;

wintering, 544-46; ij6i campaign: 544-

51; Frederick's plans for, 545-46; in

Saxony, 547, 549; in Silesia, 549-50;

England pressures Frederick on peace,

550-51; 1762 campaign: 551-58; Peter

III becomes czar, 551-54; Russian-Prus-

sian negotiations and treaty, 552-54;

Swedish-Prussian peace treaty, 553;

Catherine II becomes czarina, 554-55;

Frederick regains Silesia, 554-56; Sax-

ony campaign, 556-58; bat. of Freiberg,

556"57> 558; ijSz-ijGi peace negotia-

tions: England, France, and Spain initi-

ate, 557-58; between Prussia, Austria,

and Saxony, 558-59; Treaty of Huber-

tusburg, 558-59; Peace of Paris, 559;

aftermath of: total cost and devastation

to Prussia, 563-64; profiteering during

war, 568; Frederick writing history of

war, 577-78

Seydlitz, Lt. Gen. Friedrich Wilhelm von:

and bat. of Prague, 446n; and bat. of

Kolin, 457; and bat. of Rossbach, 470-

72; and bat. of Zorndorf, 496, 497,

498; and bat. of Kunersdorf, 518, 521;

and 1762 Saxony campaign, 556; and

bat. of Freiberg, 557
shipping reparations: England to Prussia,

413-14

Shuvalov, Ivan, count, 416

Shuvalov, Marshal Peter, count, 486

Silesia, 122, 156, 157; Frederick's claims

to, 154-55, 158, 217, 220; fortification

needs, 265-66, 287; wars in [see First

Silesian War; Second Silesian War);

Prussian conscription in, 309; Austrian

plundering in, 327; confirmed as Prus-

sian in Peace of Dresden, 347; adminis-

tration of, 354; linen production in,

361; fortification of, 420

SEVEN years' WAR: Russian threat to,

440; 1757: plan for campaign, 441-

42; Prince William to defend, 461;

Prussian defenses, 464, 473-74; Aus-

trian drive through, 482; 1758; 486;

1759: Austria aims to regain, 510;

iy6o: campaign in, 529-34, 538-39;

ij6i: 547-50; iy6i: Russians join

Prussians, 553-54; Frederick secures,

556; reconstruction: total war losses,

563; remission of taxes, 566;

magazine restored in, 584; as issue in

Austrian-Prussian postwar relations,

594> 595> 602.; Frederick tours in 1784,

630; military review of 1785 in, 631

Silesian mortgages, 266, 359, 381, 382,

413M14
Silesian Wars. See First Silesian War; Sec-

ond Silesian War
silk manufacture: in Prussia, 361; Freder-

ick's subsidy of, 569, 573
Sinzendorf, Philip Ludwig von: chancellor

of Austria, 150, 156, 162

Siskovics, Gen. Joseph von, baron, 491-92

Smith, Adam: Wealth of Nations, 570
Soissons, bishop of, 29 in

Solms, Victor, count: Prussian envoy to

Russia, 592

Soor, battle of (1745), 333-4°; 435; casu-

alties of, 338

Sophia, princess of Prussia: relations with

brother Frederick, 389; death of, 581

Sophia Charlotte, queen in Prussia: wife of

Frederick I, 9

Sophia Dorothea, queen of Prussia, 3;

background and character of, 5; mar-

riage and relations with Fred. Wil. I, 5-6,

8; marriage plans for children, 6, 27, 45-

47; support for alliance with brother

George II, 27, 29-30, 32, 49-50; compli-

cations of pregnancy, 55; and Freder-

ick's escape plot, 65-66, 67; disapproval

of Wilhelmina's marriage, 84; disap-

proval of Frederick's marriage, 96; Fred-

erick's letters to, 278; as dowager queen,

389, 394; death of, 460

Sophia Frederika, princess of Anhalt-

Zerbst. See Catherine II

Sophia Louisa, queen in Prussia: wife of

Frederick I, 3, 4

Soubise, Charles de Rohan de, prince:

commands French army in Saxony, 461,

464, 467; and bat. of Rossbach, 468-72,

473n; and 1759 campaign, 509, 510

South Seas Company, 134

Spaen, Lt. Alexander von, baron, 53, 59,

66-67, 69

Spain: and balance of power, xiii, xiv, 24-

25; and Polish succession, 98; conflict

with England, 121, 125, 127, 134; War
of Jenkins's Ear, 134-35; traditional alli-

ances, 143, 156, 181; claims in Italy,

156, 213; seeks treaty with Prussia, 238;

army in Italy, 278; Political Testament

on, 406, 407; and Anglo-French conflict,
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413; expectations of king's (Ferdinand

VI) death, 507, 509; at war (1761) with

England, 550; defeat at Havana (1762)

and peace negotiations with England,

557; overseas trade interests, 57Z, 573;

new threat of war with England, 597,

603; and balance of power in 1780s,

629

Spanish Netherlands. See Austrian (Span-

ish) Netherlands

Spanish Succession, War of the (1701-

1714), xiii, XV, 24

Spandau: military reviews and maneuvers

at, 376, 392, 411

spies: Frederick on need for, 408

Splitgerber, David, 362

Splitgerber and Daum (firm), 568

Sprecher, Commandant Solomon von, 482
Stahl, Dr. Georg Ernst, 38-39, 54, 81

Stair, John Dalrymple, earl of, 272, 274
Stamp Act (1765), 603

Stanislaus I Leszczynski, king of Poland:

and War of the Polish Succession, 97,

98; meets Frederick, 107; granted duchy

of Lorraine, 108

Stanislaus II Augustus (Poniatowski), king

of Poland: candidacy supported by Fred-

erick and Catherine II, 588-89; affair

with Catherine, 588; election to throne,

589; conflict with Polish Diet, 590-91;

and partition of Poland, 598

Stepney, Sir John: British envoy to Prussia,

628

Stettin port, 11; legal reform in, 366-67;

hospital in, 376; Swedes attack fortress,

510

Steuerrdte (tax officials), 353
Stille, Gen. Ludwig von, 112, 322; friend-

ship with Frederick, 394
Stolberg, Christian von, prince, 556
Stolpe: military academy at, 583

Strasbourg: Frederick visits, 148-49

Stuart, Charles Edward ("the Young Pre-

tender"), 280, 329-30, 340
Stuart, James ("the Old Pretender"), 280,

330
Stuart rebellion, 280, 329-30, 340, 377
Stusche, Abbot Tobias, 316

Sugar Aa (1764), 603

sugar refineries: in Prussia, 362

Suhm, Ulrich von, count, 22, 33, 40, 46,

129; philosophical studies with Freder-

ick, iio-ii; seeks loan from Russia for

Frederick, 119, 127; and Frederick's

atheism, 119-zo; to foreign office, 147;

death of, 160

Sulzbach, prince of, 122

surgery techniques: in the field, 543n

Sweden: and balance of power, xiii, xiv,

25; Fred. Wil. I's campaign against, in

Northern War, 11-12; and League of

Hanover, 26; relations with France, 134;

and Austrian succession, 152, 157, 181,

191; and First Silesian War, 213, 215,

216; at war with Russia, 220, 223; Prus-

sian need for alliance with, 279, 280,

281, 340; and Russian alliance interests,

282; and Second Silesian War, 303; sub-

sidy treaty with France, 379; treaty with

Prussia, 380, 383; Adolf Frederick be-

comes king, 387; Political Testament on,

406; and Seven Years' War, 460, 464,

467, 473, 510, 527, 553; postwar rela-

tions with Prussia, 587, 594, 596; and

"northern confederation," 590; and

Armed Neutrality Act, 625

Swedish army: in Seven Years' War, 493-

94; defeated at Fehrbellin, 500; total

damage to Pomerania, 563

Swedish Pomerania, 11 -12; Prussia's aims

on, 408, 409, 410; in Seven Years' War,

467, 485; and Russian-Prussian alliance,

594
Swift, Jonathan: Frederick reads, 13 in

Szapary, Col., 291

Tabagie (Tabaks-Kollegium), 14-15, 44,

135

Tabor garrison: in Second Silesian War,

2.93-95> 2.97, 2.99, 301, 307, 308

Tacitus, 488

Taganrog: Russians take, 595
Tartars, 283; Crimean, 83-84; Frederick

hopes to involve against Russia, 547,

551; Frederick diverts against Austria,

553

Tauentzien, Gen. Bogislav von: in Seven

Years' War, 506-7, 534, 556; and mili-

tary reviews, 630, 631

taxation: in Prussia, 353, 358-59; for

Seven Years' War, 546; remissions after

war, 566; reforms, 573-74

Telephus, king of Mysia, 565n

Templehof, Georg Friedrich von, 503-4

Templehof review, 103-5

Terek fortress, 601

Terrail, Pierre de, chevalier de Bayard,
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Teschen, Peace of (1779), 623-24, 625

Teschenken, 185

Tettau (lady-in-waiting), 113

textile industry: in Prussia, 361-62

thalers: value of, 4n

Thaya River campaign, 233, 234, 236,

238-39, 241

Thirty Years' War (1618-1648), xvi, 109

Thorn (city), 598, 600

Thucydides, 367

Thulemeier, Friedrich Wilhelm von, 6 3 on

Thulemeyer, Wilhelm Heinrich von, 136

Tintoretto, II, 388

Titian, 582n

tobacco: farming in Prussia, 570; crown

monopoly on, 573

Tocqueville, Alexis de, 630

Torgau: garrison at, 344; hospital at, 376;

Prussian War Ministry at, 428, 438
Torgau, battle of (1760), 540-44; casual-

ties of, 543&n
Torring, Field Marshal Ignaz, count, 236,

torture: Frederick abolishes use of, 146

Tottleben, Gen. Gottlob, count: leads Cos-

sacks in Pomerania, 529-30, 547
Tournai: French capture of, 321

Townshend, Charles, viscount, 53-54, 56

Townshend Acts (1767), 603

trade policy (Prussian), 572-74

Traun, Field Marshal Otto Ferdinand von,

count: replaces Khevenhiiller, 281, 294;

and Second Silesian War, 294, 300-301,

306, 307, 314

Trautenau: skirmish at, 332
treasury (Prussian), 358-59

Trenck, Col. Franz von der, baron: and

First Silesian War, 211, 228; and Second

Silesian War, 300-301, 303, 333, 334,

339
Treskow, Gen. Joachim von, 449, 455-57

Treves, elector of, 407
Troppau garrison, 305

Truchsess, Col. Friedrich Sebastian von,

count, 128; Prussian special envoy to

George II, 151, 152, 163, 191; and bat.

of Hohenfriedberg, 322, 323

Turkey (Ottoman Porte): in 1712, xiii;

Russians and Austrians at war with,

121-22, 133-34; Austrian-Hungarian

against, 157, 184-85, 186; influence on

European balance of power, 157, 158,

215, 271, 382, 383, 407, 408; Frederick

seeks to involve in Second Silesian War,

310, 314; Frederick seeks war between

Austria and, 410; Prussia seeks alliance

with for Seven Years' War, 412, 439,

465, 500, 512, 527, 530, 531, 547, 551,

553) 559; envoy to Berlin, 577; postwar

relations with Prussia, 587, 589, 592;

and Polish issue, 590, 591; Russo-Turk-

ish War (1768-1774), 592-93, 595-96,

597*98, 600-601; postwar relations with

Russia, 622; Austrian-Russian alliance

against, 625-26, 627, 629

Turpin, Lancelot de, count, 394
Two Sicilies, Kingdom of the, 213

typhus fever: among Prussians, in Second

Silesian War, 302&n, 309, 313

Tyrconnell, Robert Francis Talbot, Lord:

French envoy to Prussia, 383, 384, 385;

death of, 385

Tyrol: and First Silesian War, 227, 228

Ukraine: resistance to Russia, 591-92

Ulrica {also Louise Ulrica), queen of Swe-

den, 15; marriage, 277; becomes queen,

387, 393; relations with brother Freder-

ick, 389, 580, 582; and Russian-Prus-

sian alliance, 595, 596

Union of Frankfurt, 28i&n; dissolution,

312

United Provinces. See Holland

United States of America: American Revo-

lution, 603-4, 616-17, 627; Prussian

treaty (1785) with, 63o8cn

Upper Silesia: and First Silesian War, 220,

224, 246; Austrians invade, 304-7; see

also Silesia

Ursinus, Erhard: and economic survey of

Prussia, 572

Valory, Guy Louis Henri de, marquis:

French envoy to Prussia, 129-30, 141,

144, 160, 162, 163, 181, 182, 183, 189,

191, 211-12, 215, 216, 232, 233, 246,

262, 272, 274, 305, 308, 312, 321, 323,

325, 330, 333, 352, 373, 381, 383,416;

recalled, 435
Van Dyck, Sir Anthony, 388

Vanloo, Amedee: court painter to Freder-

ick, 394
Vauban, Sebastien de, marquis, 27

Vegetius: Epitoma ret militaris, 374
Venice: Austrian territorial demands on,

627

Vergennes, Charles de, count: French for-

eign minister, 603, 616
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Vernon, Adm. Edward, 135, 217

Veronese, Paolo, 388

Versailles, Treaty of (1756), 439; second

(1757), 440
veterans: treatment of, 585

Victor Amadeus III, king of Sardinia, 409
Vienna: march on, in First Silesian War,

221, 223, 224; panic of population,

223; military academy in, 386

Vienna, Treaty of (173 1), 96

Vilk, Dr., 55-56

Villiers, Thomas: British envoy to Saxony,

343,346,347,377, 378,379
Vistula River: Prussian control of, 599
Voltaire, Francois Marie Arouet, known

as, xiii, 35, 84, 112, 114, 129, 131;

early influence on Frederick, 11 5-17;

History of Charles XII, 115; Henriade,

115, 130; Alzire, 115; correspondence

with Frederick, 1 16-17, 12.5, 130, 131,

133, 141, 148, 395, 405; exchanges por-

traits with Frederick, 1 20; Le Siecle de

Louis XIV, 120, 130, 237; meeting with

Frederick at Moyland castle, 153; re-

cruited to spy on Frederick, 160, 161-

62, 275; relations with Frederick, 268,

270, 275, 395-405; and Academy of Sci-

ences, 395; relations with Marquise du

Chatelet and niece, 395-96; at Sans-

Souci, 396-403; Order of Merit and

chamberlain's key awarded to, 396, 403;

and carousel in Berlin, 397; and court

rivalries, 400-403; speculation with

Saxon notes, 400-401; feud with Mau-
pertuis, 402-3, 488; Diatribe of Doctor

Akakia, 403; departure from Prussia,

403; arrest and interrogation at Frank-

furt, 404; on Frederick's homosexuality,

404&n; and Franco-Prussian relations,

465, 527; Candide, 511; renewed corre-

spondence with Frederick, 511, 578-79

Vorberg, Gaston, 42n

Vorontsov, Elizabeth, 588

Vorontsov, Mikhail, count, 282; replaces

Bestushev as minister, 484
Voss, Ernst Johann von: Prussian envoy to

Warsaw Diet, 384

Waldow, Gen. Arnold von, 62-63, 65; and

bat. of Chotusitz, 253, 255, 257
Wallachia: in Russo-Turkish War, 593,

594> 595, 596, 597,601,602
Wallenrodt, Johann von: Prussian envoy to

Warsaw, 288

Wallis, Gen. Franz Wenzel, count, 157;

and defense of Glogau, 177; and bat. of

Hohenfriedberg, 319, 320, 324

Walpole, Sir Robert, 32, 241; and English-

Spanish conflict, 121, 125, 134-35

Walrave, Gen. Gerhard Cornelius von,

287, 293, 294

Warasdiners, 185; and First Silesian War,

228, 245; and bat. of Chotusitz, 255;

and Second Silesian War, 294

Warendorff, Konrad Heinrich, 384-85

Warkotsch, baron, 5 5 on

War Ministry (Prussian): at Torgau, 428,

438
war theory. See military theory

Warsaw: August Ill's court retreats to, 437
Warsaw, Treaty of (1745), 313

Warsaw Diet. See Polish Diet

Wartenberg, Gen. von: and Second Silesian

War, 304, 305, 306; and Seven Years'

War, 445; and maintenance of military

magazines, 584

Warthe River: land reclamation around,

360, 571

Watteau, Jean Antoine, 112, 388; L'Em-

barquement pour Cythere, 582n

Wedell, Lt. Col. Georg von: and Second

Silesian War, 303-4; death of, 336-37,

338

Wedell, Gen. Karl von: and bat. of Leu-

then, 478-79; defeats Swedes at Fehrbel-

lin, 500; defeated at Kay, 513-14, 5i3n;

and bat. of Kunersdorf, 514; appointed

minister of war, 563

weights: not on, 4n

Weiss, Silvius Leopold, 42

Weissenfels, duke of, 84; commands Saxon

army, 28, 291; and Second Silesian War,

2-95, 2.98, 314, 315, 32-7, 328, 339; and

bat. of Hohenfriedberg, 318-22

Werdeck, Gen. Ernst Friedrich von, 256

Werner, Gen. Paul von, 547
Wesel: and 1762 peace negotiations, 557-

58, 559
Westminster, Treaty of : 1742, 272; 174J,

280; 17^6, 414-16, 419; 1758, 488

Westphalia: Frederick inspects, 566

Westphalia, Treaty of (1648), 50

West Prussia, 79; offered to Frederick,

595; annexed to Prussia, 597-98; inte-

grated with East Prussia, 598-600; eco-

nomic status of, 599-600

Whig Party (British), xvi

Whitworth, Charles, 4
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Wied, Maj. Gen. Karl von: Austrian com-

mander in Saxony (1756), 429; and bat-

tle of Kolin, 456-57

Wied, Gen.: Prussian commander at bat. of

Liegnitz, 537; to aid Prince Henry, 556

Wied, count: intermediary at Versailles

court, 460

Wilhelmina, princess of Prussia and mar-

gravine of Bayreuth, 17, 33, 36, 39, 42,

44, 60, 64, 68, 79, 81, 83, 94, 97, 100,

131, 136; early bonding with brother

Frederick, 4-5, 21-22; marriage plans to

cousin, 6, 26, 45-46, 55-62; influence on

Frederick, 19, 21-22; on father's reli-

giosity, 34; on Wusterhausen, 43; on fa-

ther's treatment of children, 47; on von

Katte, 51, 53; marriage plans to

Schwedt, 54; and reactions to brother's

escape, 66; engagement to Prince Freder-

ick of Bayreuth, 80-81; marriage, 84-85;

pregnancy, 85; Frederick's loans to, 93;

and father's illness, loi, 102; philosoph-

ical discussions with Frederick, no; and

father's death, 138; relations with

brother as king, 146-47, 148, 152, 160,

278, 390, 394; correspondence with

Frederick, 390; and Voltaire, 396; and

peace overtures to France, 459, 460,

465; and Frederick's suicidal thoughts,

466; illness, 493, 501; death of, 507,

511; Frederick builds temple in memory

of, 580

Wilhelmina, princess of Orange, 580

Wilhelmina, princess of Prussia: niece of

Frederick, 393

William, prince of Prussia, 67, 121; early

relations with brother Frederick, 147,

148, 195; marriage, 153, 392; and bat.

of Chotusitz, 255; confirmed as Freder-

ick's heir, 278, 440, 475; and Second

Silesian War, 289, 313, 322, 335, 347;

at maneuvers and reviews, 375, 376,

391, 392; relations with Frederick, 390,

391-93; offspring, 392, 393; militar)'

training, 392-93; and bat. of Lobositz,

430, 432; and defeat at Kolin, 458; as-

sumes Prince Maurice's command, 460;

retreat through Saxony and Lusatia,

461-63; dismissed by Frederick, 463,

525; death of, 49i&n
William IV, prince of Orange, 105, 126,

129

William V, prince of Orange, 580, 628

William Augustus. See Cumberland, duke

of

Williams, Glyndwr, 134

Willmastrand, battle of (174 1), 223

Winterfeldt, Gen. Hans Karl von: Prussian

envoy to Moscow, 160; and bat. of Cho-

tusitz, 250; envoy to Dresden, 288; and

Second Silesian War, 295, 300, 309,

315, 317, 325, 332, 342, 343; friendship

with Frederick, 394; advice on preven-

tive war, 421-22

SEVEN years' WAR: 1756 Saxony cam-

paign, 429, 435, 437; and plans for

1757 campaign, 442; in Bohemia,

443, 445; and bat. of Prague, 447-48,

451; adviser to Prince William, 460,

461, 463&n; death of, 465-66

Wittenberg: hospital at, 376; in 1759 cam-

paign, 522, 523

Wobersnow, Gen. Moritz von: and defense

of New Mark, 509, 511-13, 5i3n, 548;

death of, 514

Wolden, Gerhard Heinrich von: chamber-

lain to Frederick at Ciistrin, 77-78, 80,

86-87; at Rheinsberg, 112; death of, 136

Wolfenbiittel, duke of, 97
Wolff, Christian von, 126, 402; influence

on Frederick, 109-10, 115, 116; invited

to court, 146

wool manufacture: in Prussia, 361

Worms, Treaty of (1743), 278-79, 290,

313

Wraxall, Nathaniel, 608, 6i9n

Wreech, Col. von, 83

Wreech, Louise Eleanor, 40, 83-84

Wunsch, Gen. von: and bat. of Kuners-

dorf, 517, 521; recaptures Wittenberg

and Torgau, 522; promoted, 522-23; in

Saxony, 524; captured, 526n

Wiirttemberg, duchess of, 275-76

Wiirttemberg, duke of, 407

Wiirttemberg, Eugene of, prince, 440; and

bat. of Leuthen, 478; and bat. of Ku-

nersdorf, 518, 520, 521; and defense of

Berlin, 539; recruitment in Mecklen-

burg, 545-46

Wiirttemberg, Sophia Dorothea of, prin-

cess: marriage to Grand Duke Paul, 613-

14

Wusterhausen estate, 43-44

Wusterhausen, Treaty of (1726), 28, 46

Xenophon, 367
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Yorcke, Maj. Gen. Joseph: English envoy

to Prussia, 488, 489, 491

Zastrow, Gen. Ludwig von: death of, 444
Zastrow, Gen. von: surrenders Schweid-

nitz, 549
Zieten, Gen. Hans von: and Silesian cam-

paign, 175, 176; and bat. of Mollwitz,

202; and reform of cavalry, 209; and

First Silesian War, 239, 240; and Second

Silesian War, 292, 293, 294, 299&n,

303, 306, 316, 323, 325, 342
SEVEN years' WAR: ij^^-' Saxonv/ Bohe-

mia campaign, 435; ly^y: Bohemian

campaign, 444, 446, 452, 454; and

bat. of Prague, 448-49; and bat. of

Kolin, 455; replaces Bevern, 474-75;

and bat. of Leuthen, 478-81; 17jS: at

Landeshut, 489; ambushed, 491-92;

in Lusatia, 499; and bat. of Hoch-

kirch, 502-5; ij6o: and bat. of Lieg-

nitz, 535-38; promotion to general of

cavalry, 538; and bat. of Torgau, 541-

43; 176 1. succeeds Goltz, 548; defeats

Cossacks, 548

final meeting with Frederick, 632
Zimmermann, Johann Georg, baron, 40;

at Frederick's final illness, 633
Zips: border incident (1769), 593
Zittau, 289; Austrians take, 462
Znaim, 239, 240

Zorndorf, battle of (1758), 494-99, 509;

casualties of, 499
Zulzbach, prince of, 28

Zweibriicken, Charles of, duke: and Bavar-

ian succession, 615, 617, 623

Zweibriicken, Friedrich Michael of, prince:

and Seven Years' War, 512, 523-24,

528, 532, 540
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